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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE 

Tltt 8cuic ProWcmr ofP"~ a translation ofIN Grt.~.,~, 
is the tm of alectuM CXIW'Se that Martin tfeideaer cave at the Univenity of Marburg in the 
summer of 1927. Only after almost half a century did Heideggrr permit the text of the course 
to be published. IN Grt.~ ., Pllii~e, edited by Priedrich-Wdhrlm von 
Herrmann, appeared, for the first time, in 1975 as volume 24 of the muhivolumed Martin 
Hei.deger CicrG ... t4usfabr pramdy in preparation (Prankfurt: Vittorio Klostermann). 

In the Editor's Epilogue, which follows the text, Profeuor von Herrmann explains that 

the book was compoeed. under Heidesger's direction. by putting together Heideger's man
uscript of the lectures and his typewrinen copy, including his marginalia and insertions, with 
a contemporaneous tranICription of the lecturn by Simon MOler. a student in the CXIW'Se, 

TIw editor made decisions rqardillla number of matten such as the division into parts and 
their headings; the treatment of insenions, transformations. changes, expansions, and omis
sions; and the inclusion of recapitulations at the besinninS of lecture sessions. The resulting 
work is therdore only one possible version of the 1927 lecture course. But it is IIW'rly a very 
ample one, CIODtlinilll almost the whole of what was apoken and also much of what was not 
spoken at the time. 

This volume npresenu the way in which Heicleger himself visualized the printed shape 
of thar early 1ectuMs. WhateVer imperfections the present text may CIODtain, 1M Bosic 
PTobIaru of ~ is a work of major importance. indispenaabIr for abtainini a dear 
outlook upon the ontolosical-phenomenologital region toward which Heidesgrr was h~ 
when he prepared Brinc lind TallW, of which this is the designed and designated sequel. In 
it, one form of the Heidegerian Kehre took plJce-4 tuming-afound, from concernrati~ 
upon the human beilll as Daaein, which in older thought was concentration upon the subject, 
to the passiORltely sought new foc:usilll ~not any mere object correlative to a subject 
but--being itself. J 

In the Translator'slntroduc:tion I have tried to provide a preparatory description of some 
of the thinking that leads up to and into this tum. Heidrarr's conception of the nerd for 
his own thought, like aU philosophical thought (in the West at least), to orient itself 6nt to 
the subject, the human Duein, is even better understood in Bac ProWeN than it was in 
Brin, lind Taint, as due to the ontical-ontolosical priority of the Dasein. its being that being 
which, amolll all beings, has undentandilll-of-being, so that only by ontologic:al analysis 
of the Casein can we elucidate the conditions of possibility of a truly concepcualiz.ed 
undrn;tanding-of-being, that is to say. ontology, as science of beilll' 

In &sic ~ the journey from this preliminary Dueinsanalytik toward the cenull 
region of the science of being accomplishes itl fint stagn: (l) presrntation of the basic 
problems of ontology (philosophy, phenomenolDl)') by Wily of an examination of s.everal 
historical attempts to deal with them, and (2) initiation o( ontolDl)' by pressing on toward 
the final horizon upon which beina can be projected in the undrrstanding-of-being, namely, 
the horizon of temporality in a sp«ific role designated as Temporality. The YOylge has been 
made from being-and-time to time-and-being, from the fint quntioning about being which 
leads to the search (or time, to the !learch through time to the horizon within it (or being. 

xi 



xii Translator's Preface 

From this point onward it becomes poaible to Nrn to ontology itself in its own name. 
fundamental ontology in the sense of having been founded. and to head toward the e\uc:i
dation of the fundamental problematic subjects exhibited in &:uic PYoWemr: the ontological 
dift'ermc:e. the articulation of being. the multiplicity and unity of beinS. and the truth
c:harac:ter of beint--eU of them cominS into integral unity in response to the one IlUpreme 
question. that of the meanitIt of being in general. Readers of Heideger will recognize 
developmmts of an these directional strains in the publilhed writinp from the thirties 
onward. 

The present translation is intended to provide a maximally exact rendering of the text as 
pubUahed. I have resisted evuy tempation to trand'orm or elucidate the text 10 as to make 
it more readable or (supposedly) more penpic:uous in EngUsh than it is in German. It is my 
hope that a quotation can be made from this translation. from anywhere within it. with the 
confidence that one is quoting what the text says-not what it might say in English, were 
that its oriJinallanguage, but what it aaually says in a German that is faithfully translated 
into Engllsh. I hope and believe that no tailorins has been done, whether by deletion. 
addition, or tranIpOBition. 

The GfSCIlIIt4usI_ is admittedly not a historical-critica1 edition. FootnoUI in Die Grund· 
,..,.,.., 1ft rninimaI, and with few exceptions they 1ft restricted to bibliognphical refer
eDCI!I to points in the text. Even these are often less thin complete and do not always cite 
the best editions. Although the present translation reproduces the notes in the German text, 

1 have corrected erron and added bibliographical information as needed. The numbered 
footnota 1ft translations of thOle that appear in Die GruncfproWemtj additioaal remarks by 
the translator 1ft appended in square brackets. Notes added by the translator 1ft preceded 
by asterisks. The ~ text does not indicate which of the notes, or which parts 
of them. were supplied by Heideger himself and which by the editor. 

This translation carria the pagination of the German edition in brac:keta in the running 
heads and preserves its paragraphing. In the text. the contents of both parentheses (excep« 
in quoted matter) and square bndtets ue Heideger'1 own; italic square brackets enc:IOIe 
the translator's interpolations. 

The Lexicon, at the end of the book, was designed and compiled by the translator to aid 
the reader who wi5hea to follow topics that 1ft significant in the thought-.truc:ture of the 
work.. Towud this end, the Laicon includes the vu10ua senses and contexts in which terms 
appear IS wen as a substantial number of descriptive quotations. For example, if the reader 
wi5hes to understand Heidesger'l doctrine of intmtionality. or his doctrine of traMcendence, 
or the relationship betWft'R the two, I believe that he or ahe will mOlt readily reach this goal 
by pursuing the indications in the Lexicon. 

I have received very generous help from Professor Theodore Kisiel. whOle acrutiny of 
the translation has been thoughtful and careful. 

It is with genuine pleasure II well as gratiNde that I am able to acknowledge here the 
liberal assistance I have received from John O. Caputo. Huben Dreyfus. James Edie, Han .. 
Gee ... Gadamer, Elisabeth Hirsch. John Hauseland. Werner Marx, CarIOl Norena. William 
Richardson, John Sallis, Thomas J. Sheehan, and Michael E. Zimmerman. 

In a separate place ac:know1edsmmt has been made of aid from the National Endowment 
for the Humanities. which allowed me to we an early rctiremmt in order to bring this task 
to its conclusion. It is fitti"l here. however. that the kind co-operation cL Susan Mango 
should receive particular notice. 



Tnn.latort• Preface xiii 

I owe special debts to Gail Mmm (or her assi5tance during the time I was on the Graduate 
Faculty ohhe New School (or Social Research in New York City. and to Joan Hodgson (or her 
aid in loating needed materials in libraries beyond Santa Cruz. 

During this period of effort I have rewived the faithful and encouraging support of my 
son. MaR: E. Hofstadter. And always inestimable is my debt to my wife. Manya. steady stay 
in all trouble and cheerful partner in all happiness. whose marvelous music sounds lhrough 
the whole. 

Santa CnIz. California 
January 1. 1981 

In the preparation of this revised edition Arthur &ylewicz has generously provided nu
merous sugestions. Owla Sherover has kindly c:alled my attention to a question regarding 
Heidegger's use of NGegensland" and "Objekt." 

A.H. 





Translator's Introduction 

At the very outset of &sic Pf'oblems of Phenomenology. Heidegger notes that the 
work represents Wa new elaboration of division 3 of part 1 of Being anti lime" (p. 
1). The present introduction is intended to indicate how this description might be 
understood. 

The title of the projected but unpublished division 3 of part 1 of Being and Time 

was "lime and Being: which Heidegger explained as "the explication of time as 
the transcendental horizon of the question of being." I &sic Problems of PherlOfM
nology does indeed perform this task of explication. and at the end of the course 
Heidegger announces the result in SO many words: "Hence time is the ptimary 
horizon of tf'anscendmra/ scWnce. of ontology, or. in short. it is the h'a~ral 
horizon. It is for this reason that the title of the first part of the investigation of 
Being and limt reads The interpretation of Dasein in terms of temporality and the 
explication of time as the transcendental horizon for the question about being' " 
(p.323-324). 

However. &sic Problems contains more than this explication of time as tran" 
scendental ontological horizon. In the original design. Beine anti lime was to have 
consisted of two parts. of which the second was to have contained the main features 
of a "phenomenological destruction of ontology, with the problematic of Tempo
rality as clue. "I Ancient. medieval. and modem ontology would have to be subjected 
to phenomenological scrutiny from the viewpoint of Temporality as ultimate h~ 

1. &in und Ztit. 8th ed. (TUbingen: Max Niemeyer. 19.57), p. 39; trans. John Macquarrie 
and Edward Robinson, &ing IJIId n_ (Nrw York: Harper and BrO!l. 1962), pp. 63-64. 

Macquurie and Robinson used the 7th edition of Sftn und Zeit. the fint r:i the so-called 
later editions. but preferred the readings of the 8th edition, and their marginal numberings 
and cross-references follow its pqination. See &ing Gnd Ti_. "Translators' Preface: p. 15. 
All funher references to BtiIlJ lind n_ or &in unci Zeit in the present volume wiU be to 
the German pagination r:i the 8th edition, as given marginally abo in the Macquarrie and 
Robinson translation. 

There are editions dncribed as "unaltered- liter than the 8th. down to the 11th edition 
(T ubingen: Max Niemeyer, 1(67). In the o-mtausg~. &in und Zeit has been republWted 
~~ volume 2 of the First Division and is also described as the ·unaltered" text, to which the 
author's marginal comments have been added. edited by Friedrich-Wtlhelm von Herrmann 
(Frankfurt: Vittorio Klostermann, 1977). illustrative details and references regarding b«h 
errONi and actual textual changes are given in Thomas Sheehan. "Caveat Lector: The New 
Hei~ger'- Thlt NftD York Rnoif'W of Books, DKrmber 4, 1980, pp. 39-41. 

/\ re-tran.\!ation of &in unci Zftl by Joan Stambaugh. to be published by Harper and Row. 
h.IS no( y~ appeared at the time of the preparation of this note. 

2. &in urwi Zeit. p. 39. For an explanation or the term temporality," see the Lexicon. 

xv 



Tran.,lalOr's IntrOductiOD 

rizan of the understanding of being. &:sic Problems contains a significant portion 
of this destruaive examination of traditional ontology. 

The first division of the projected part 2 of Being 4nd lime, on Kant's doctrine 
of schematism and time, as first stage of a problematic of Temporality, was pub
lished by Heidegger separately in the book Kdnt und d4s Problem cUr Metaphyrik. S 

The second division, on the ontological foundation of Descartes' McogitO sum" 
and the adoption of medieval ontology into the problematic o( the "res cogitans," 
receives extended treatment in BtlSic Problems, but in a new form. Heidegger now 
takes Kant rather than Descartes before him, or Hegel after him, as the most 
suitable representative of the problem. (See § 13 (a), esp. p. 125.) Since the chapter 
on the distinction of res extensa and res cogitans is preceded by a chapter on the 
medieval distinction, derived from Aristotle, between essentia and existentia, we 
are actually given more than had been projected in the original design as (ar as the 
history o( ontology is concerned, for the extremely important topic of essence and 
existence as articulation of being has been brought into the picture. This medieval 
distinction is "destroyed" and the path opened for a more assured notion of the 
artic:ulation of being. In this respect BtJ.Sic Problems overpasses the limits of Hei
degger's stated plan (or Being dnd lim" incorporating more of the destruction of 
traditional ontology than originally envisaged. 

The third division of part 2 of Being 4ncllimt was to have contained a discussion 
of Aristode's treatise on time as discriminant of the phenomenal basis and limits 
of ancient ontology.4 That discussion also appears in BasU: ProWems. Aristotle's 
theory of time is seen as the conceptualization of the common sense of time, that 
expressed time which we use, have, spend, read from the sky or from the dock in 
our ordinary ((allen) absorption in the world and which we interpret as an infinite 
sequence of indistinguishable nows, each related to its thens and at-the-times. In 
ancient ontology being is undel'$tood as presence, which is itself understood in 
terms of this common time, the time which on the surface seems so important in 
everyday life and productive activity, although the truth is that there is a profounder, 
more original, truer time at its foundation, which it has forgotten. Heidegger 
devotes much don to the analysis of Aristotle's treatise on time and to the phe
nomenological examination of its definition of time, pressing on toward the original 
time--temporality as ecstatic-horizonal and eventually as ecstatic-horizonal Tem
porality-from which, as horizon, a more authentic realization of the meaning of 
being can be attained. Here, too. then. we find the destruction of a fundamental 
part of traditional ontology and its de-construction, down to its original rooting in 
Temporality. 

3. (80M: Friedrich Cohen. 1929). James S. Churchill's translation. Kan! CIIId th~ ProW~ 
of M~taphyrics (Bloomington: Indiana University Press. 1962). is based on Kan.! und d4r 
PMbI_ drr Mdllplaysilr, 2nd ed. (Frankfurt: Vittorio Klostermann, 1951). 

4. Sti" LInd Ztit. p. 40. 



Translator's Introduction 

Thus two of the three divisions planned for part 2 of Bting and TIme receive 
extended coverage in Basic PToblerru, which does not have to contain the other 
(fint) division since it is published separately. Furthermore. as the preface to Klint 
and the Problem of Md4physic:s explains. its essentials had already been given in a 
lecture course during the winter semester of 1925-1926; and the plan of the 
Gesamf4usgai1e of Heidegger's works includes also the publication of his lecture 
course of the winter semester of 191:1-1928, entitled Pltiinommologisehe I nUrprt

tation 110ft Kana "Knoll der Tlinen Vnnunft" [Phenomenological interpretation of 
Kant's Critique of Pu." Reason]. If, then. we leave aside the topic of Kant's sche
matism and time. the remainder of the plan for Being and TIme is carried out in 
Basic Problmu. 

If we put together Bting and TImt as published. Kant and cite Problem of Mef4-
physics, and our present volume. Basic Problmu of Phenomenology, we have in three 
volumes the entire treatise which Heidegger had originally wished to call "Being 
and Time"--even if not quite in the form then imagined. 

However. Basic Problems is no mere part of a larger work. It has an independent 
character. It goes beyond what Heidegger had first conceived as constituting division 
3 of part 1 as weU as the whole of part 2 of Being and TIme. He was not slavishly 
executing a plan that had previously been thought out in detail and merely needed 
to be realized. He was thinking afresh and creatively, as was his wont. &sic Problems 
has its own design. which is farther-reaching than that of Bting and TImt but which. 
like the earlier book. is achieved only in part. 

Basic Problems intended to be what its name designates and what it describes 
itself to be. The point, says Heidegger. is not to learn something about philosophy 
but to be able to philosophize. and this (his) introduction to the basic problems 
could lead to that end (p. 2). The goal is to attain to a fundamental iUumination 
of the basic problems of phenomenology by bringing out their inner systematic 
relations. 

Heidegger conceived of phenomenology in a way that departed from the Hus
serlian mode of analysis of consciousness. Phenomenology became for him the 
method of philosophy understood as ontology. All the propositions of ontology are. 
in his view. a priori. having to do with being rather than beings; for being must be 
und.entood prior to all encounter with and understanding of beings. Heidegger 
connects this doctrine of the apriority of philosophy with a unique conception of 
the manner in which time functions as the source of the a priori. Phenomenology, 
\Io·hich looks to "the things themselves," without theoretical preconceptions. and 
wills only to unveil beings and being in their evident truth, is of necessity the 
method which philosophy as thus conceived will employ. This is one reason why 
the basic problems of philosophy-that is to say, of ontology. since philosophy is 
the science of being-are also called the basic problems of phenomenology. (The 
second reason is as.'iOciated with a peculiar circling of philosophy into itself-non
Hegelian-so that there is no finally valid distinction between philosophy and the 
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method of philosopby. The reader will be able to disentangle this point for himself 
once the concept of fundamental ontology has been clarified.) 

Heidegger lays out the structure of the basic: problems of philosophy and employs 
the fundamental analysis of the Dasein and its spec:iaI relationship to time and 
temporality to bring the problematic of ontology into the open. As a result Bac 
Problerru lets us see more clearly. evidently. and broadly what it means to speak of 
being in general and what are the diS'erentiations and distiDctions which give 
structure and interconnection to the intrinsic: content of the question of being. This 
question appears for us in a new light and leads to • unified and comprehensive 
vision of the structure of ontology. 

The basic: problem of ontology is the problem of the meaning ofbeing in general. 
That is the problem of ontology. It is the one and ooly problem of ontology. 
authentically conceived. the ba.ric problem of ontology. But it cannot be dealt with 
as a simple undifferentiated whole. Being exhibits its own distinctions: it has its 
own structure; and it is itself distinguished from beings. We are led to the problem 
of being because we are concerned to find that which is the ultimate condition of 
possibility of all our comportments toward beings. We caamot encounter beings 
and behave Suitably toward them uoless we understand them-in our very en
counter and .:omportment-as being. in their being. The understanding of the 
being of beings is necessarily antecedent to the experience of them as beings. I 
cannot use a hammer as an instrument unless I already beforehand understand the 
instrumental functionality that is characteristic for hammer and hammering. the 
instrument with the function and the letting-function of that instrument. Ontology 
is the conceptualized unfolding of the being (Sein) which is thus already anteced
ently understood in our pre-ontological dweUing with beings. What ontology dis
covers-better, what is unveiled. disclosed in ontology-is this inner systematic 
differentiation and interconnection of being. We are compelled to follow out this 
differentiation and interconnection as soon as we enter upon the phenomenological 
analysis and explication of our pre-ontological understanding of being. 

Accorcling to Baric Problerru, being specifies itself in four different fundamental 
ways. 

(1) It differentiates itself from beings. Being is not a being. This differentiation, 
when explicitly thought. is called the ontological difference. Only in making this 
distinction, says Heidegger, do \Ao'e first enter the field of philosophical research, 
and only by taking this "critical" (Greek krinein) stance do we keep our own standing 
inside the field of philosophy (p. 17). But its significance is more profound. To exist 
means to be in the performing of this distinction. Only a soul that can make the 
distinction has the aptitude to become the soul of a human being (pp. 319-20). 
This vision of the ontological distinction and its meaning carries through the whole 
of Heidegger's thinking. 

(2) Being. as distinguished from all beings, articulates into a what and a way-of
being-the articulation of being. At least that was the traditional way of seeing 
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articulation. Heidegger's drort in dealing with the second thesis is to show that 
this way of construing the articulation of being is faulty and that there must be 
different ways of diB"erentiating a so-called essential and a so-called existential 
aspect of being. Thus in the case of the Dasein there is no what or essence in the 
ordinary and traditional sense, and the Dasein's existence is not the extantness 
(presence, at-handness) of the traditional ontology, whose thinking of being was 
indifferent as regards the being of a stone and the being of the Dasein. Instead. the 
Uasein's mode of being is Existmz-the specific mode of being that belongs to a 
transcending. intentionalistic being which projects world and thus whose being-in
the-world diB"ers from the mere being within a world of natural beings. The artic
ulation of being is correlative with the ways or modes of being. 

(3) Being is differentiable in another way. just mentioned: namely. there are 
different ways or mCKles of being. Modern ontology, beginning at least with Des
cartes, had come to the conclusion that natural beings are in a way diB"erent from 
mental beings. The basic ways-of-being. as Heidegger formulates it, are thought 
of as res extensa and res cogitans. natural being and mental being. This conviction 
is shared in the modern tradition from Descartes through Kant to Hegel. according 
to Heidegger, and he chooses Kant as the middle member of the movement to 
examine for the nature, meaning. and ontological roots of the distinction. This 
becomes another step in the de-construction of the tradition and the guidance of 
thinking into a new ontology. What are the multiply possible UId)'S-of-being of 
beings? But. too, in what way can they be conceived as ways-of-beingl How can we 
conceive being as unitary. given this multiplicity of its ways? The ancient problem 
of the one and the many. or of the univenal and the particular. shoWi itself here 
in the specific (and radicalized) modality of being and ways-of-being. 

(4) Finally there is the mystery of the connection between being and truth. We 
speak about being in ontology. Ontology is supposed to be a science. We aim to 
express our thoughts about being in the shape of uttered and utterable propositions 
about being. ontological propositions. Languages differ in how they express the 
meaning ofbeing. In our Indo-European tongues we use the copula Mis." We express 
what things are and Iww they are. We say what the whatness or the whoness of a 
being is, what its way-of-being is. what differentiations there are in modes and ways 
of being. We say that things are. In ontology we say that being is not a being. We 
thereby seem to attribute its own being to being. We also say that being is. just as 
We say that truth exists. In the course of such assertions the very act of asserting 
supposes what it asserts to be true. It supposes that that about which it is asserting 
can exhibit itself (or hide itselm as being. or as not being, what it is asserted to be. 
Assertion is apophantic. exhibitive: it shows and displays. What is shown must 
it~df show. exhibit itself. appear-thaI is to say, it must be -true." Falsehood and 
concealment belong here. too. How then does being show itself? What is the rela
tionship between being and its showing-as-being? What is the truth-character of 
being? If beings appear in the light of being (projected upon the horizon of being) 
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and are only thus undentandable as beings, in what light does being itself show 
(upon what horizon is being itself projeclible) so as to be understandable as being? 

Here then are four basic pobkrru of plumDmDlDlogy. Nowhere in these lectureS 
does Heidegger demonstrate that there are and mwt be just these four problems. 
formulahle in just these ways. as the basic problems. Indeed. with whatever assur
ance Heidegger speaks throughout. there remains the constant realization of the 
possibility of error: "In the end, ... faulty interpretations must be made. so that the 
Dasein may reach the path to the true phenomena by correcting them. Without 
our knowing where the faulty interpretation lies, we can be quietly persuaded that 
there is also a faulty interpretation concealed within the Temporal interpretation 
of being as such, and again DO arbitrary one. It would run counter to the sense of 
philosophizing and of science if we were not willing to understand that a funda
mental untruth can dwell with what is actually seen and genuinely interpreted" 
(p. 322). Nevertheless, this is the way the basic problems are seen. They are basic 
problems as the different aspects of the single basic problem. the question of the 
meaning of being in general. This central problem cannot be adequately solved 
unless they are solved and. reciprocally, they cannot be adequately solved acept 
with the pervasive working of the thinking of being in general. 

Heidegger had this picture before him. We could make our way toward the full 
opening-up of the meaning of being in general by developing each of these basic 
problems and working at their solution. The entire process would be guided by 
our pre-ontological understanding of being but also by what we have already at
tained of insight into the meaning of being-and this means, since Being and lime, 
the fundamental horizon of the understanding of being. temporality. That must be 
our guiding clue. Once having attained a grasp of time and temporality in their 
original constiwtion. we should be able to proceed to deal v.ith eac.~ of the four 
basic problems while throughout expanding and deepening our understanding of 
being in general. 

The plan of Bane Problems therefore was clear. It is outlined in §6. pages 23-24. 
Part One would be a new version of the Mdestruction of the ontological tradition.· 
Since the basic problem of ontology self-differentiates into four basic problems, we 
turn to the philosophical tradition for outstanding instances of the attempt to deal 
with these problems in traditional terms. Tradition provides us with four theses: 
those of Kant, the Middle Ages (and antiquity), the modern period, and logic. 
Kant's criticism of the ontological argument for God's existence led him to declare 
that being is not a real predicate. In the background the ontological difference, the 
distinction between being and beings, is clearly making itself felt here. Our task is 
to penetrate to the origins of Kant's view. unveil his ontological misapprehension 
of the nature of being. and thus de-construct the traditional thought with which he 
operates, leading the way to a new and truer understanding of being. We begin 
with the first ontological thesis, the Kantian thesis (negative: being is not a real 
predicate; positive: being is position, existence is absolute position), and we examine 
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it in this way. The examination leads to our initial comprehension of the first 
ontological problem, that of the ontological dif'erence. We 6m dearly confront the 
necessity of difrerentiating being from beings. 

So with the other basic problema. In each c:ue a thesis about being, drawn from 
the tradition, offers itself for destructive de-c:onstruction (Ab-bildung) so as to lead 
us back (re-duction) not only from beings but now from the traditionally mis
apprehended nature of being to a more original conception of the real problem and 
a sense of what would be needed to solve it. 

Given the historic&analytic achievement of Pan One, we should be ready to 
proceed to Pan Two. which also is fourfold, since it is concerned with the four basic 
problema taken as such on their own account as the basic problema of ontology. 
Heidegger classifies them and projects the assignment of a chapter to each of them: 
ontological dif'erence, basic articulation ofbeing, modifications and unity of'being, 
truth-character of being. As may be seen, he did not get beyond the fint of these 
proposed chaptent-DO semester could be long enCNgh to bear the burden! It turned 
out to be the largest in size of all the chapters in the work. 

In addition to this projected treatment of the four problema Heidegger had in 
view a third pan. also with four chapters, which would have supervened on the 
actual ontology prodw:ed in Part Two, since it was to have taken ontology itself for 
subject-matter: its foundation. the possibility and structure of it as knowledge. the 
basic methodology it must employ, and what it is, seen as the CNtcome of' all these. 
It would have constituted. so to say, the ontology of ontology itself-the c:irding 
of ontological method (phenomenology) back into itself. 

If Heidegger examines fCNr traditional theses about being and disentangles four 
basic ontological problema connected with them. this don is still preliminary 
toward the attack upon the main problem, the question of the meaning of being. 
It is Heidegger's contention here, as it was in Bang tlnd TIme, that this primary 
problem can be resolved only by the ttmporcal tlpprotJda to ontology. A full expla
nation of his meaning here WCNld require a concentrated analysis of this volume 
as well as Being lind TIme and subsequent works. including a concentrated statement 
about the meaning of being itself as Heidegger grasped it in these works. That 
explanation goes beyond the function of this introduction. But it is possible to 
indicate the direction in which Heidegger's thinking heads on this maner if we 
examine his notion ofjundtJrnmttll ontolocY and come to see how &ute Pnlblems, in 
elaborating the discussion of time and being which had been planned for Bang lind 
TIme, is an articulation of fundamental ontology. 

The following observation may usefUlly be prefaced. The basic question, that is, 
the fundtJrnmttll question of ontolog}o, is. What is the meaning of being in general? 
The question of jundtlment4l ontology is frequently stated by Heidegger as being this: 
How is the understanding-of-being possible? The former question has to do with 
being: it seeks the understanding of being. The latter question has to do with this 
understanding ofbeing: it seeks to discover the condition ofits possibility. The two 
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quesrioDs appear to be diif'erent. even radicaBy different. since the ~t requests a 
certain knowledge. the knowledge of being as such. whereas the second requests 
renection on the possibility or that knowledge. Nevertheless. we should not be 
taken in by the verbal (and associated concepruaJ) diH"erence. Solution of the ques
tion or fundamental ontology-learning how the understanding-or-being Ls POI
sibl~is the first step in solving the fundamental question or ontology. the question 
of the meaning of being. The diff'erence is essentiaUy a difFerence or stage in the 
process of ontological inquiry. In a genuine sense the basic question of ontology u 
the question of fundamental ontology. as fundamental ontology develops its own 
fullness or being. It is to be hoped that the follOwing discussion of Heidegger's 
notion of fundamental ofttology wiU help to make this observation plausible and 
dear. 

If the term "fundamental ontology- means what it says. then it would seem to 
be designating that pan of ontology which provides the fundamentum. the foun
dation. for the whole of ontology. What could such a foundational pan of ontology 
be? If we were thinking in traditional terms. under the guidance of traditional 
conceptions of being. it would be natural to conceive of the first. basic. part of 
ontology as dealing with being in general. the fundamental concept ofbeing. before 
all modifications of it into special Icinds of being. and so forth. Or. in a more 
Hegelian dialectical manner. we might think or it as the initial pan of the entire 
sweep of philosophy. the logic of being as the indeterminate immediate developing 
its full form as idea. and so forth. But that manner of thinking of the science of 
being would be. in Heidegger's eyes. an illustration of what happens to philosophy 
when it forgets the basic distinction between the being of natural things and the 
being of the human Dasein. These cannot be reduced to a single. indefinite. in
determinate. concept of being. without essential lou of meaning. The true concept 
of being cannot be an average concept of what belongs in abstract generality to all 
modes of the being of beings. Being has to be understood in its multiplicity of 
ways. and its unity can be grasped only with that multiplicity clearly in evidence. 
To think of the human Dasein's being as basically and in general the same as that 
of a stone. to think of the existentia of a stone as fundamentally identical with the 
Existenz of the Dasein. would be. for Heidegger. to cover up the truth about 
Existenz. to mistake it and thereby to misinterpret the nature of being. 

The question that stares us in the face and confronts us at the beginning of the 
path of thinking toward being is. How are we to get to be able to understand being? 
Or. speaking with less personal urgency: How is the understanding-of-being POI
sible? ThLs Ls a unique and peculiar question. It is not the same as asking how the 
understanding of beings Ls possible. In a sense we already know the answer to that 
question. It is pOISible to understand this or that being as a being and as the being 
that it is. if and only if we already understand the being of that being. So (or 
instance: it is possible to understand a piece of equipment. such as a hammer, only 
if we already understand hammering. the letting-function of a thing as a hammer; 
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and to understand this letting-function we must understand the integral function
ality-contexture and functionality-relations which permit a being to be a hammer. 
to be allowed to function as a hammer. But we can understand functionality
contextures and -relations only if we antecedently understand functionality itself: 
that specific mode ofbeing in virtue of which there can be contextures and relations 
of functionality and a letting-function of things within these contextures and re
lations. The understanding-of-being question is uniqw because it is a question about 
being. not about beings, and because the answer to such a question is still not clear 
to us. For. we may aslc. How is it possible to understand the like of functionality? 
Whence do we derive the concept of functionality, if we must already have it bejou 
we can encounter any piece of equipment as functionally significant in its being? 
What is the a priori source of the concept of functionality? 

The question about the understaoding-of-being is also a J*U'i4r one. For it is 
not only about being but about the under.ruanding of being. It is not possible to 
undertake here an account of Heidegger's doctrine of understanding. nor is it 
necessary; we need only talce note that on his view understanding-of-being belongs 
to the human being-properly. the human Da.sein-alone. amoDg all beings. When 
the human Dasein comports itself toward any being it always does so. and must 
by its very constitution do so, through an understanding of the being of that being. 
When the farmer reaps his corn. he deals with the corn as the vegetable being that 
it is; he understands it as plant, with the being that belongs to plant, and to this 
particular Icind of plant. Human behavior is mediated by the understanding
of-being. If ontological means ~of or belonging to the understanding of being," 
then the human Dasein is by its very constitution an ontological being. This does 
not mean that the human being has an explicit concept of being. which he then 
applies in every encounter with beings; it means rather that before all ontology as 
explicit discipline of thinlcing. the human Dasein always already encounters beings 
in terms of a pre-ontological. pre-conceptual. non-conceptual grasp of their being. 
Ontology as a scientific discipline is then nothing but the unfolding. in the light 
proper to thought and therefore in conceptual form, of this pre-conceptual under
standing-of-being. Seinsvtrstandnis. It is the Begreifen, the conceptual com
prehension, of what earlier was grasped only in the immediateness of the living 
("ncoonter. 

We mu.~t not think of being. Sein. as a being. ein Seiencles-as, for example. 
~ome deep principle behind all other beings. serving as their source, their ground. 
their creator. This confusion started with the beginning of philosophy in the West. 
with Thales (see Lexicon). and has continued down to the present. But the basic 
ontl)logical principle called the ontological difference is precisely this, that being 
and beings are to be distinguished, that being is not any being. The necessary 
Implication is that being cannot be understood in the same way as beings. I can 
understand the hammer by understanding functionality; but functionality is not 
another being. on a higher plane than the hammer. which then has still another 
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mode of be:ng on a higher plane as its being. by which it is to be understood. There 
is. as Heid.egger makes out. a sequence of projections by which beings are projected 
upon their being to be understood, and then being is itself projected upon its own 
horizon for it to be understood IS being. But the sequence terminates there; no 
further horizon is needed. This does not make being a being; but it does indicate 
that the understanding of being is a peculia,. matter which needs special consider
ation if ontology. the conceptualized unfolding of the understanding-of-being, is to 
be understood in iu possibility. 

The human Da.sein is distinguished in Heidegger's view from all other beings 
in that it is the ontological being. the being which alone has understanding-of-being 
and is thus the only being which could possibly have ontology as a science. MHave
is an unfortunate word. The Dasein doesn't have understanding as a property. The 
Dasein is its understanding. And if and when it develops ontology, the Dasein is 
ontological in this peculiar way: it is its ontology, it exists its understanding-of-being 
within its life-comportments. 

If the human Dasein is the ontological being, this means that the understanding
of-being, whose existence is the condition of possibility of ontology as a science, 
can be found only in the Dasein's constitution. If we wish to understand how the 
understanding-of-being is possible, then, we must look to the Dasein and examine 
its understanding and. in particular. its understanding-of-being. By unfolding the 
nature and constitution of this understanding-of-being we should be able to see 
how being is understood, what factors and processes are essential to this mode of 
understanding. 

It is Heidegger's claim that being is not a being; it is not. especially. a being 
which. like the beings of nature. could also be if and when there is no human 
Duein. The earth was. as a natural being. before man evolved to inhabit it. But 
being is not something like the earth. It is not an entity of such a sort that, in 
comparison with the earth's finite being, it might ha\·e. say, a supra-finite being. an 
eternal, supra-temporal being. It is not an entity at aU. If we use the word "is" about 
being. saying that it is this or that. is not this or that. or even that it just is, or just 
is not. then this "is" does not have the same significance as the Mis· in assertions 
about beings. Heidegger sometimes uses the existential phrase ~es gibt" in regard 
to being. with the sense that being is given, so that one can raise the question about 
whether and how being is given to us. Ifbeing is understood by us. then being has 
to be given in some way to us. If understanding-of-being is possible. then the 
givenness-of-being must be possible; and if we are to understand the former pos
sibility, then we must gain insight into the latter possibility. 

How is being given to us? How can being be given? Heidegger's answer is, Not 
in some high mode of intuition, not by our being spectators of some resplendent 
being. some radiant entity at the height of all beings. say, like P1ato's Idea of the 
Good. His claim is that all that is given is given only as projected upon a horizon. 
Projection. which is always also self-projection. is the fundamental nature of all 
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understanding. For Heidegger it essentially involves and itself is transcendence, the 
self-transcendence that constitutes the basic nature of the human Dasein. The 
horizon is the ourness upon which every out-there can show up so as to be given, 
taken in, understood. Being is itself the horizon for beings: they are encountered 
and understood <-nly as they are projected upon their own being as horizon. But 
being itself requires another horizon to be projected upon if it is to be understood 
as being. The unique and peculiar and specific character of Heidegger's ontological 
thought here is given with the doctrine that it is time which is this horizon upon 
which being itself is projected. 

In his own language, being is projected upon the horizon of the Dasein's tem
porality. In order for the Dasein to exist as temporalizing time, as the temporal 
being par excellence, it has to have the horizon upon which to project future, put. 
and present and their unity. which is temporality. This horizon is named by the 
term '1'emporality: Each ~ecstasisN of time--f'uture. past. present-has its own 

horizon. The present has. for example. the horizon that Heidegger calls praesens. 
upon which the Dasein. in the temporalWng act of enpresenting, can project in 
order to have the presence that belongs to the present. The unity of these horizons 
of future, past, and present is the essential unitary horizon of all projection of 
temporality. 

Being can be given only as projected upon this fundamental horizon. the tran
scendental horizon, Temporality. Therefore. being is understandable only by way 
of time. If we are to think being and speak of being. and do it properly without 
confusing being with any beings. then we have to think and speak of it in temporal 
concepts and terms. Ontology is a temporal-that is to say. a Temporal--science; 
all its propositions are Temporal propositions (p. 323). 

In this introduction I do not need to try to outline for the reader the actual 
procedure by which Heidegger develops his argument for this thesis. That is what 
the book itself is for. But it is fitting to emphasize this specific temporal interpre
tation of the meaning of being. It is what Heidegger headed for from the very first 
words of &ing and 1i~ and what he arrived at in the final chapter of &sic Problems 
of Phenomenology. 

The horizon upon which something is projected is what gives understandability 
to the projected. Projection is understanding. understanding is projection. The 
horium is that which, in the projecting. encables understanding. It is the source of 
meaningfulness-not meaningfulness as some Aoating semantic attachment to 
what is supposed to be meaningful. but meaningfulness as the very being of the 
meaningful being. 5 Thus if being is understandable only as projected upon the 

5. Among the complaints one might make against Heideger's pr~ in this work 
there could well be this, that he did not tum specifically to the concept of horizon with 
\ufficient scope and depth to make it fully explicit as a fundamental functioning concept in 
hiS mode of thought. It is obviously taken over from Hussm, but in Heidegger's new 
phenomenology it required to be reviewed and re-explicated. 
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horizon of Temporality. the constitution of being itself must in some way be 
temporal. 

This conclusion would appear to have drastic consequences. In Bcuic ProblemJ, 
as in &ing elM lime. Heidegger places great emphasis on the doctrine that there 
are no eternal truths. that truth exists in the manner of the Dasein's Existenz. 
because truth is the disclosedness which belongs to and constitutes the Da of the 
Dasein. But. then. might one say something similar about being? H being is essen
tially temporal. if even the being that is constituted as extantness (the mere presence, 
presence-at-hand. or at-handness of natural beings) is essentially temporal-and 
so it would be if it were just plain presence, Anwesenheit-then what would happen 
to being if the Dasein were to cease to be? Being could no longer be given. since 
temporality would no longer be and there would no longer be any temporal horizon 
upon which being might be projected so as to be able to be given as being. And 
then what would happen to the being of the Datural beings, which nevertheless are 
supposed to be able to be even without the being of the Dasein? 

Whether these questions are legitimate in Heidegger's terms and how they are 
to be answered may weD be left to the reader. We must now 6nally return to the 
matter of fundamental ontology and its place in the present work. 

The significance of what Heidegger c:alls fundamental ontology now begins to 
become dear. Unless we corne to see that and how temporality is the horizon upon 
which being is projected in the understanding of being. we shall not be able to 
make the first proper step in ontology. Until we corne to grasp the original tem
porality which is the source of all possibilities of projection of being, we shall not 
be able to reach to the true meaning ofbeing. the original meaning of which those 
that are presendy current are defective modifications. The beginning of ontology 
which would be its true fundamentum is the beginning with the Dasein. For it is 
only in the Dasein that this original temporality can be found. this temporality 
which is the being of the Dasein itself. If the Dasein's being is being-in-the-world. 
then examination of it shows that this being-in-the-world is essentially care; and 
the structural differentiation and unity of care is precisely that of temporality: 
expecting-retaining-enpresenting as the temporalizing by which temporality hu 
the shape of existence. 

We cannot begin in ontology with some abstractly univenal and indii"erent 
notion of being. which might then be broken down into its different kinds, and so 
forth. That notion. the traditional one, sterns from the degenerate modification of 
being which we have in mind when we treat every being as an instance of extantness, 
presence-at-hand. the being characteristic of natural things. The only proper be
ginning in ontology is with the original horizon for the projection of being and with 
an equally original projecting of being upon that horizon. We must first get to the 
horizon. 

Therefore. the only proper beginning in ontology is with the being. the Durin, 
in whose existence the horizon exists. Temporality is the Dasein's basic constilution: 
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the ('CStatic opening of future-pat-present through expec:ting-retaining-enpresent
ing. In this opening. future is projected upon temporality in its futurai way. past 
in its retentive way. and present in its enpresenting way. The entire unity of time 
is projected in its entire unity upon the unity of these ecstatic horizons. the ultimate 
ecstatic Temporal horizon upon which alone being can be projected. The ultimate 
uan.o;cendrntal horizon of being is found in the basic temporaJ constitution of the 
l)asein. 

Ontology can only be • temporal science. The beginning of ontology is the 
opening of the path toward TemporaJity as transcendental horizon. The funda· 
mentum on which ontology can begin to be realized is that specific ontology which 
discloses to us temporaJity as the being of the Dasein. Once we have attained to 
a comprehension of temporality as possible horizon. that is. of Temporality. we are 
in a position to investigate being in general and the diB'erent aspects of its structure: 
articulation. modifications and unity. truth-charac.ter. We are able to comprehend 
and formulate in conceptual terms the true being that belongs. for instance. to 
equipment. and to diB'erentiate from that and to comprehend in its own temporal 
terms the being that belongs. for instance. to the cultural works of human beings. 
such as their works of art or their (orms of religion. 

Accordingly. Heidegger defines fundamental ontology as being the analytic of 
the Dasein. He says in so many words: "Ontology has (or its fundamental discipline 
the analytic of the Duein" (p. 19). This fundamental discipline is the founding 
discipline in ontology. As such it is "the foundation for all further inquiry. which 
includes the question of the being of beings and the being of the different regions 
of being" (p. 224). In its founding role the analytic of the Dasein prepares the 
ground for ontology. In this role it is a "preparatory ontological investigation" which 
serves as the foundation. It is preparatory: it alone first leads to the iIIumina
lion of the meaning of being .nd of the horizon of the understanding of being 
(p. 224). It is only preparatory: it aims only at establishing the foundation for ". 
radical ontology" (p. 224). This radical ontology is presumably the ontology which 
goes to the root of the problem of being: it goes to the Temporal horizon of 
ontological projection. Once the radicalizing of ontology has been reached. what 
was before only a preparatory and provisional ontological analytic of the Dasein 
must be rep«lkd df d hi,,.,., lewl (p. 224). The course of investigation is circular and 
yet not viciously so. The illumination that is first reached in a preliminary way 
lights the way for the brighter iUumination .nd firmer comprehension of the second. 
higher. achievement of understanding of being in and through the understanding 
of the Dasein's being. 

When fundamental ontology is conceived in this way it exhibits three aspects 
corresponding to three taslts that it performs. 

11) The first task is to serve as the inauguration. the preparatory ontological 
investigation which initiates scientific ontology. bringing us to the gateway into it. 
This is the shape it takes in Being and lime, part 1. division 1: MPreparatory 
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Fundamenw Analysis of the Duein." which opens the inquiry, outlines the a.atW"e 
of being-in. the-world. worldhood, being-with, being-one's-self, the They, being-in 
(including the very important acCOU:lt of the being of the Da), and advances to the 
struerure of the Dasein's being as care. 

(2) The second task is to serve as the mediating pathway which takes us from 
the gateway of ontology into its authentic precinct. This is accomplished in Being 
and TIme, part 1. division 2: -ne Dasein and Temporality." Examia.ation of the 
~n as care already disclosed the threefold unity of its SUUCNre due to its 
COnstitutiOIl by temporality, without disentangling the temporality of which it is 
the manifestation. By proceeding to the Dasein's possibilities of wholeness, being
toward-death. authenticity of can-be, and resoluteness as the original authentic 
existential mode of the Duein's existence, temporality could be unveiled as the 
ontological meaning of care. And then Being 4nd TIm, proceeded to inteIpret an",' 
the nature of the Dasein's everyday existence and to confront it with the real 
historic:al nature of Existenz. all of which could be done because of the initial 
illumination of being in general and the being of the Duein in particular that had 
been gained by the preparatory and intermediate analysis of the Duein. The second 
task was concluded ,,"ith a first account of the Dauin's common COnceptiOIl of time. 
which is itself an expression of the Dasein's fallen mode of temporalizing when it 
exists as fascinated by the world and intraworldly entities. 

(3) We are now ready for the third task, which is to bring to conceptual com
prehension the fundamental portions of ontology: the basic meaning of being in 
general and the four basic aspects of being-its difference from beings, its articu
lation into opposed moments (such as essentia and existentia. whoness and exis
tence), its modlfications and unity (such as the differentiation of the being of natural 
beings and the being of the Dasein, and their unity in terms of being itself), and 
its truth-c:haracter (such as, for instance, is revealed in the Da of the Duein). On 
this third task. which falls wholly within the precinct of ontology, Basic Prohlems 
of Phenomenology makes the beginning. The destruction of the four traditional 
theses about being, each associated with one of the just-mentioned basic aspects, 
clears the path for the account to follow of the four basic problems. Of these, the 
first problem is examined. In Attaining to the examination, the account of the 
Dasein's being and especially of its constitution by temporality, which was started 
in Being Qnd Time. is continued and developed. For the first time the whole struc
ture, constitution, and meaning of temporality is unfolded. Step by step, the analysis 
probes more deeply into the existential constitution of time and the explanation of 
how time as ordinarily conceived and used is derivative from its origins in existential 
temporality. The ultimate transcendental horizon for the projection of being is 
reached in Temporality, of which praesens is exhibited as an exampl_the horizon 
for projection of time's present, die Gegenwart. This third task was not completed 
in Btuic Problems, All four of the basic problems would have needed investigation. 
After that, it would have been possible to proceed to the planned inquiry into the 
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nature of ontology itself. What its constitution would be. how it would be related 
to the role of fundamental ontology, how far it would have taken us around back 
into the analysis of the Duein at a higher level-these matters can only be the 
subject of speculation.· 

Two further and connected points are all that need occupy us in this Introduction: 
the ontical foundation of ontology in fundamental ontology and the obvious ori
entation of ontology to the Dasein, that is, in traditional language, to the subject, 
the apparent subjectivism which is thus introduced into ontology. 

Heidegger is very definite and clear on the doctrine that the foundation of 
ontology. the science ofbeing, lies in a being, namely, the human Dasein. Although 
the ontological difFerence draws a sharp line of distinction between being and 
beings. nevertheless, the foundation of the science of being is suppoaed to lie in 
the science of one particular being. Ordinarily Heidegger dearly separates ontology 
from the sciences which deal. not with being as such, but with beings. The sciences 
of beings are all positive sciences; philosophy is not a positive science. The sciences 
are positive because they posit the beings with which they are occupied. Ontology 
does not posit any beings. and hence is not a positive science. (See the Lexicon: 
Science.) 

Nevertheless. if the foundation of ontology lies in the being of the Da.sein, then 
ontology in its beginning and in its foundation, and in the end, too, has to be 
concerned with a being. In an essential and not merely accidental way it is ontical
pertaining to beings-as weI1 as ontological. To be sure, although fundamental 
ontology must turn to the Dasein, it is not a positive science in the sense that it 
would be concerned to establish in a positive manner the various properties. rela
tionships, laws of behavior, etc., of the Da.sein. Fundamental ontology is not 
anthropology. psychology. or unified social-humanistic science. Even as regards 
~alled philosophical anthropology. fundamental ontology is concerned only to 
extract from its investigation of the Dasein the a priori structures that determine 
the transcendental horizon of being in temporality. Still, with all this qualifi
cation. ontology remains bound to a being, this particular being called the human 
Dasein. and precisely because of the inescapable necessity placed on it by exis
tenee: the horizon for the projection (understanding) of being lies in this being. 
the Dasein. Being discloses itself only by way of this select being. the Dasein. 
Ontology is not another abstract positive science like mathematics. It is not an ~ 
~tract non-positive science--there is none, unless the tautologies of formal logic 

6. Thr~ senses of the phrue "fundal1\ft\ta1 ontology" are india.ted in the foUowing 
group~ of passages. (I) Passages stressing the onticaJ founding of ontology: Sein .. lid Ztit, 
pp 13. 194.268,301.377. (2) Pusages messing the transition 10 scientific ontology: Sein 
lIPId Znl. pp. 37-38.200,213.231.316.403. (3) Passages in which fundamental ontology 
~~I\ wah the fundamental question of the meaning of being in general: Sein IlIaG Ztit, pp . 

. 196.406. 
See the lexicon for OOI:\Irrmces of the phrase "fundamental ontology" in &sic Pt-obkms. 
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qualify it for that role. Ontology is the doctrine of the revelation of being through 
the temporality which is the being of a certain being. the Dasein. 

Does this not introduce an unavoidable subjectivism into ontology. causing being 
to be impregnated throughout with the subjectivity of the human being, labeled 
the Casein in these pages? Heidegger often recurs to the point that all of philosophy 
is. as he puts it. "oriented to the subject: Even what seems the most Dlively and 
immediately objectivistic thought. ancient Greek ontology. is nonetheless oriented 
to the subject. For Parmenides. being is identical with thinIcing. For Heraclitus. 
being is intelligible only as the logos-thinking, thought. and the words which 
express thinking and thought. Heidegger analyzes the fundamental ontological 
categories of Platonic and Aristotelian tftOllght :mel discOftnl that aU of them make 
sense only as expressing being by way of the human being's productive comport
ment. Medieval ontology takes over these categories and modifies them by ita 
concept of God as absolute aeator. but the reference in the categories remains to 
the subject. Kant. as representative of modern thought. interprets being in terms 
of perception and. more basically. in terms of position. positing-both of them 
comportments of the Dasein as subject. German idealism. reaching its denouement 
in Hegel. transforms all being into the being of the subject. 

Although Heidegger wishes to destroy this entire tradition. the destruction is to 
be done not by removing the orientation to the subject but by correcting it. The 
subject which dominates all these categories of the tradition. ancient. medieval. and 
modem. is the subject conceived of as producer. doer. maker. realizer. The beings 
which are. are products. and their being is that of a product or of an entity involved 
in production; it is the being of the product as equipment. handiness. or of the 
product as simply released from the productive process or as merely ready and 
available (or noc.available) for production. extantness. being-present-at.hand. Both 
types ofbeing are understood as presence. Anwesenheit. in their own special ways. 
whether the presence characteristic of equipment (functional presence) or the pra
ence of merely natural things. Energeia. entelecheia. actuaIitas. Wlfkl.ichkeit. ac
tuality. all these expressions for being (on the side of way.of.being) are derivative 
from the subjectivity of the producer. his products. and the consumer of them. 

Philosophy must start from the so-called subject. That is the very conception of 
fundamental ontology: that the meaning of being is revealed. that being is giv .... 
only as projected upon the horizon of temporality. and that temporality is the 
constitutive b~ng of the so-called subject. the Dasein. That is why. without explicidy 
-realizing what it was doing and why. traditional philosophy too started from the 
subject. If philosophy is to live up to its responsibility as the science ofbeing, then 
it has to make its way through every concealing. limiting. distorting form of un
derstanding of being and press on toward the ultimate origin of all possible un
derstanding of being, where being can then be projected in the luminous darity of 
original temporality. Philosophy has to be ·oriented to the subject" in an authentic 
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way. in which the Durin does not lose itself in the world and does not lose its 
thinking to be captured by the beings of the world. 

Subjectivism is a confusion if it identifies being with the subject or some com
ponent of the subject. But being is not a being; being is not even that being. the 
Dasein. which we ounelves are. each of us. We are here only as the Da in and 
through which beings and their being can be unveiled. Being needs us to be given
the only sense in which one can say that being "is." But being is not given as the 
subject. It is given in ways which vary with the age and the understanding-or-being 
alloued to the Dasein: as ousia. enteiecheia, actualitas. position. absolute Idea. 
Geist. and in the modern world. according to Heidegger's later thinking. under the 
aegis of Gestell--that enframing. placing. positioning in which all beings are ex
hibited as Sloclc.. resource for processing. 

"Philosophy must perhaps start from the 'subject' and return to the 'subject' in 
il5 ultimate questions, and yet for all that it may not pose its questions in a one
sidedly subjectivistic manner" (p. 1.5.5). Philosophy, so far as it looks at beings, sees 
them in themselves, in the being that is their own, not in the being that belongs 
to the subject. Being and the Dasein belong together, they enter into their own 
peculiar identity. because the Dasein's being is temporality; but by way or tempo
rality what is disclosed is all being, not the Dasein's being alone. 
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Introduction 

This course I sets for itself the task of posing the bt2Sic problerru of phenomenol
ogy, elaborating them. and proceeding to some extent toward their solution. 
Phenomenology must develop its concept out of what it takes as its theme 
and how it investigates its object. Our considerations are aimed at the 
inherent content and inner l)'stmaatic rel4tionships of the basic problems. The 
goal is to achieve a fundamental illumination of these problems. 

In negative terms this means that our purpose is not to acquire historical 
knowledge about the circumstances of the modem movement in philosophy 
called phenomenology. We shall be dealing not with phenomenology but 
with what phenomenology itself deals with. And. again. we do not wish 

--- --- ---------------------------------------
.1. i\ new elaboration of division 3 of pan 1 of &ing lind Tilllt. (The 7th edition of &ill WId 

z~ .Tiibingen: Max Nierne~. 1953) carrirs the following prefatory remark: 
p The tl'l!itise &ill und Zeit first appeared in the spring of 1927 in the Jllhrbuch fri:r 

hr/osoplnr und pha_/ogischr Fonchullg. volume 8. ediled by E. HIUmI. and simulta
nl'~ly as i separate printing. 
I h rhe new imprrssion p~naed herr ill> the seventh edition is unaltered in its text. 

a tough quotations and punctuation have b«n revised. The page numbers of the new 
Imr.re"'>ion agree down to slight variations with those of earlier editions. 

rhe caption 'Flrst Half: affixed to the previous editions. has ~ dropped After a 
qu~rt"r of a cmtury. the second half could no longer be added without giving a new 
expr>'>lhtln of the first. Nevertheless. the path it took still remains today a necessary one if the 
qu;,.t Ion "j ht-ing i~ to move our own Dcurill. 
\of For the eluCI(iatlOn of this question the reader is referred to t~ book EinjuhTUl1g in dw 
. ~phYSlk. which i~ appearing simultaneously With this new pnnting under the same 
'rn~nt. It contains the text of a lecture course given during the summer semester of 1935." 
t' Martin H .. idegger. EinjuhTUnK in d~ Md4physilt (Tiibingt'n: ~1ax Niemeyer. 1933). 
(:an~ Ralph ~Ianheim. Illtroduction 10 Melapltysia (New Haven: Yale University Preu. 1959; 

.. rden City. New York: Doublt'day. Anchor Books. 1961 ).J 
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merely to take note of it so as to be able to report then that phenomenology 
deals with this or that subject: instead, the course deals with the subject 
itself, and you yourself are supposed to deal with it, or learn how to do so, as 
the course proceeds. The point is not to gain some knowledge about 
philosophy but to be able to philosophize. An introduction to the basic 
problems could lead to that end. 

And these basic problems themselves? Are we to take it on trust that the 
ones we discuss do in fact constitute the inventory of the basic problems? 
How shall we arrive at these basic problems? Not directly but by the round
about way of a discussion of certain individual problems. From these we shall 
sift out the basic problems and determine their systematic interconnection. 
Such an understanding of the basic problems should yield insight into the 
degree to which philosophy as a science is necessarily demanded by them. 

The course accordingly divides into three parts. At the outset we may 
outline them roughly as follows: 

1. Concrete phenomenological inquiry leading to the basic problems 
2. The basic problems of phenomenology in their systematic order and 

foundation 
3. The scientific way of treating these problems and the idea of phenom

enology 

The path of our reflections will take us from certain individual problema 
to the basic problems. The question therefore arises. How are we to gain the 
starting point of our considerations? How shall we select and circumscribe 
the individual problems? Is this to be left to chance and arbitrary choice? In 
order to avoid the appearance that we have simply assembled a few 
problems at random, an introduction leading up to the individual problems 
is required. 

It might be thought that the simplest and surest way would be to derive 
the concrete individual phenomenological problems from the concept of 
phenomenology. Phenomenology is essentially such and such: hence it 
encompasses such and such problems. But we have first of all to arrive at the 
concept of phenomenology. This route is accordingly closed to us. But to 
circumscribe the concrete problems we do not ultimately need a clear-cut 
and fully validated concept of phenomenology. Instead it might be enough 
to have some acquaintance with what is nowadays familiarly known by the 
name "phenomenology." Admittedly, within phenomenological inquiry 
there are again differing definitions of its nature and tasks. But, even if these 
differences in defining the nature of phenomenology could be brought to a 
consensus, it would remain doubtful whether the concept of phenomenol
ogy thus attained, a sort of average concept. could direct us toward the 
concrete problems to be chosen. For we should have to be certain be-
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for~hand that phenomenological inquiry today has reached the center of 
hilosophy's problems and has defined its own nature by way of their 

~ssibilities. As we shall see. however. this is not the case-and so little is it 
the case that one of the main purposes of this course is to show that. 
conceived in its basic tendency, phenomenological research can represent 
nothing less than the more explicit and more radical understanding of the 
idea of a scientific philosophy which philosophers from ancient times to 
Hegel sought to realize time and again in a variety of internally coherent 
endeavors. 

Hitherto. phenomenology has been understood. even within that disci
pline itself. as a science propaedeutic to philosophy, preparing the ground 
for the proper philosophical disciplines of logic, ethics. aesthetics. and 
philosophy of religion. But in this definition of phenomenology as a pre
paratory science the traditional stock of philosophical disciplines is taken 
over without asking whether that same stock is not called in question and 
eliminated precisely by phenomenology itself. Does not phenomenology 
contain within itself the possibility of reversing the alienation of philosophy 
into these disciplines and of revitalizing and reappropriating in its basic 
tendencies the great tradition of philosophy with its essential answers? We 
.. hall maintain that phenomenology is not just one philosophical science 
among others. nor is it the science preparatory to the rest of them; rather. 
the expTession "phenomenology" is the name for the method of scientific 
philruophy in genna'. 

Clarification of the idea of phenomenology is equivalent to exposition of 
the concept of scientific philosophy. To be sure. this does not yet tell us 
what phenomenology means as far as its content is concerned. and it tells us 
even less about how this method is to be put into practice. But it does 
indicate how and why we must avoid aligning ourselves with any contempo
rary tendency in phenomenology. 

We shall not deduce the concrete phenomenological problems from 
some dogmatically proposed concept of phenomenology; on the contrary, 
We shall allow ourselves to be led to them by a more general and preparatory 
dlscus."ion of the concept of scientific philosophy in general. We shall 
conduct this discussion in tacit apposition to the basic tendencies of West
ern philosophy from antiquity to Hegel . 

. In the early period of ancient thought philosophia means the same as 
SCIence in general. Later. individual philosophies, that is to say. individual 
SCIences-medicine, for instance. and mathematics-become detached 
from philosophy. The term philosophia then refers to a science which 
underlies and encompasses all the other particular sciences. Philosophy 
hecomes science pure and simple. More and more it takes itself to be the 
fir~t and highest science or. as it was called during the period of German 
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idealism. absolute science. If philosophy is absolute science. then the ex
pression "scientific philosophy" contains a pleonasm. It then means scien
tific absolute science. It suffices simply to say "philosophy." This already 
implies science pure and simple. Why then do we still add the adjective 
"scientific" to the expression "philosophy"? A science. not to speak of 
absolute science. is scientific by the very meaning of the term. We speak of 
"scientific philosophy" principally because conceptions of philosophy pre
vail which not only imperil but even negate its character as science pure and 
simple. These conceptions of philosophy are not just contemporary but 
accompany the development of scientific philosophy throughout the time 
philosophy has existed as a science. On this view philosophy is supposed 
not only. and not in the first place. to be a theoretical science. but to give 
practical guidance to our view of things and their interconnection and our 
attitudes toward them. and to regulate and direct our interpretation of 
existence and its meaning. Philosophy is wisdom of the world and of life. or, 
to use an expression current nowadays. philosophy is supposed to provide a 
Weltanschauung. a world-view. Scientific philosophy can thus be set off 
against philosophy as world-view. 

We shall try to examine this distinction more critically and to decide 
whether it is valid or whether it has to be absorbed into one of its members. 
In this way the concept of philosophy should become clear to us and put US 

in a position to justify the selection of the individual problems to be dealt 
with in the first part. It should be borne in mind here that these discussions 
concerning the concept of philosophy can be only provisional-provisional 
not just in regard to the course as a whole but provisional in general. For the 
concept of philosophy is the most proper and highest result of philosophy 
itself. Similarly. the question whether philosophy is at all possible or not can 
be decided only by philosophy itself. 

§2. 1M concept of philosophy 
Philowph, and world-view 

In discussing the difference between scientific philosophy and philosophy 
as world-view, we may fittingly start from the latter notion and begin with 
the term "Weltanschauung," "world-view." This expression is not a transla
tion from Greek, say, or Latin. There is no such expression as 
kosmotheoria. The word "Weltanschauung" is of specifically German coin
age; it was in fact coined within philosophy. It first turns up in its natural 
meaning in Kant's Critique of Judgment-world-intuition in the sense of 
contemplation of the world given to the senses or, as Kant says, the mundus 
sensibilis-a beholding of the world as simple app"chension of nature in 
the broadest sense. Goethe and Alexander von Humboldt thereupon use 
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the word in this way. This usage dies out in the thirties of the last century 
under the influence of a new meaning given to the expression 'Weltan
schauung" by the Romantics and principally by Schelling. In the Einlcihmg 
zu dttn Entwur/ eints Synems dn Naturphilosophie [Introduction to the draft 
of a system of philosophy of nature} (1799). Schelling says: "Intelligence is 
productive in a double manner. either blindly and unconsciously or freely 
and consciously; it is unconsciously productive in Weltanschauung and 
consciously productive in the creation of an ideal world."l Here Welt
anschauung is directly assigned not to sense-observation but to intelligence. 
albeit to unconscious intelligence. Moreover. the factor of productivity. the 
independent formative process of intuition. is emphasized. Thus the word 
approaches the meaning we are familiar with today. a self-realized. produc
tive as well as conscious way of apprehending and interpreting the universe 
of beings. ScheUing speaks of a schematism of Weltanschauung. a sche
matized form for the different possible world-views which appear and take 
shape in fact. A view of the world. understood in this way. does not have to 
be produced with a theoretical intention and with the means of theoretical 
science. In his PhiiflDfJ'lDlDlogie des Geistes {phenomenology of Spirit}. Hegel 
speaks of a "moral world-view."z Garres makes use of the expression "poetic 
world-view." Ranke speaks of the "religious and Christian world-view." 
Mention is made sometimes of the democratic. sometimes of the pessimis
tic world-view or even of the medieval world-view. Schleiermacher says: "It 
is only our world-view that makes our knowledge of God complete." 
Bismarck at one point writes to his bride: "What strange views of the world 
there are among clever people!" From the forms and possibilities of world
view thus enumerated it becomes clear that what is meant by this term is 
not only a conception of the contexture of natural things but at the same 
time an interpretation of the sense and purpose of the human Dasein and 
hence of history. A world-view always includes a view of life, A world-view 
grows out of an all-inclusive reflection on the world and the human Oasein. 
~nd this again happens in different ways. explicitly and consciously in 
indiViduals or by appropriating an already prevalent world-view. We grow 

, I. [In "'rlrorich Wilhelm J05l'ph von) Schelling. ScMUings Wn_. ed. Manfred Schwter. 
~01 2. p. 271 [The German text erroneously citc.'S volume 3. which was the number in tM 
ikiknall.tbtion of Schelling', works. Schroter rearranged the order in his edition (Munich: 

and Oldenbourg. 19271. l\ new historic:al-cntical edition of Schelling's works is in 
&::~c.or.\ of prt.-paration an.d pubbcation. commi.uioned by the Schelling Commission of the 
T.:arailll Academy. of Scacnces (Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt: Fromrrumn (Holzboogl. 1979-). 

l \i;['ork, from w~lCh Heidegg~r quotes is n,?t yet a\'ailable in this edition.! 
~ In l~ Wilhelm Friednchl Hegel. Scimtlicll .. Wnllr. ed. Hermann (~Ioc:klll'l", \'01. 2. 

~ ';1 ff. IThI!' 15 the Jubilee edition, edited b)' Glockner on the buls of the original edition 
, Ir \l('c.~ by ""'riends of tM Dc.-reased," Bl'rlin. 1832-UW5, and rearranged in chronological 
,'r~r l!'ituttgart.Bad Cannstatt: Frommann (Hoizhoogll. The first printinM was in 1927, :Illng the poo>sibility that Heidegger might personally have uSl"d thi.~ edition. Glockner'a is 

I iI Critical edition.) 
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up within such a world-view and gradually become accustomed to it. Our 
world-view is detennined by environment-people. race, class, develop
mental stage of culture. Every world-view thus individually fonned arises 
out of a natural world-view, out of a range of conceptions of the world and 
determinations of the human Dasein which are at any particular time given 
more or less explicitly with each such Dasein. We must distinguish the 
individually formed world-view or the cultural world-view from the natural 
world-view . 

A world-view is not a matter of theoretical knowledge. either in respect of 
its origin or in relation to its use. It is not simply retained in memory like a 
parcel of cognitive property. Rather, it is a matter of a coherent conviction 
which determines the current affairs of life more or less expressly and 
directly. A world-view is related in its meaning to the particular contem~ 
racy Dasein at any given time. In this relationship to the Dasein the world4 
view is a guide to it and a source of strength under pressure. Whethe~~ 
world-view is determined by superstitions and prejudices or is based . 
on scientific knowledge and experience or even, as is usually the case. is . 
mixture of superstition and knowledge, prejudice and sober reason, it 
comes to the same thing; nothing essential is changed. .~ 

This indication of the characteristic traits of what we mean by ~he . 
"world-view" may suffice here. A rigorous definition of it would have to 
gained in another way, as we shall see. In his Psychologie der Welt I 

ungen, Jaspers says that "when we speak of world-views we mean I 
what is ultimate and total in man, both subjectively, as life-experience 
power and character. and objectively, as a world having objective shape~' 
For our purpose of distinguishing between philosophy as world-view 
scientific philosophy. it is above all important to see that the world-view ••. 
its meaning. always arises out of the particular factical existence of ~ 
human being in accordance with his factical possibilities of thoughtNfl 
reflection and attitude-formation, and it arises thus for this factical Daseia;1 
The world-view is something that in each case exists historically from. with; 
and for the factical Dasein. A philosophical world-view is one that expressl, 
and explicitly or at any rate preponderantly has to be worked out and 
brought about by philosophy, that is to say. by theoretical speculation. to 
the exclusion of artistic and religious interpretations of the world and the 
Dasein. This world-view is not a by-product of philosophy; its cultivation. 
rather, is the proper goal and nature of philosophy itself. In its very concept 
philosophy is world-view philosophy. philosophy as world-view. If philoso
phy in the form of theoretical knowledge of the world aims at what is 

3. Karl JaspeB. PS)'ChologiC' ~ Wdtaruchauungm, 3rd ed. (Herlin' [Springer,) 1925), pp. 
1-2. 
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i\'ersal in the world and ultimate for the Dasein-the whence. the 
U~ithcr. and the wherefore of the world and life-then this differentiates it 
~rom the particular sciences. which always consider only a particular region 
f the world and the Dasein. as well as from the artistic and religious 

:ttitudes. which are not based primarily on the theoretical attitude. It seems 
to be without question that philosophy has as its goal the formation of a 
world-view. This task must define the nature and concept of philosophy. 
Philosophy. it appears. is so essentially world-view philosophy that it would 
be preferable to reject this latter expression as an unnecessary overstate
ment. And what is even more. to propose to strive for a scientific philosc> 
phy is a misunderstanding. For the philosophical world-view. it is said. 
naturally ought to be scientific. By this is meant: first. that it should take 
cognizance of the results of the different sciences and use them in construct
ing the world-picture and the interpretation of the Dasein; secondly. that it 
ought to be scientific by forming the world-view in strict conformity with 
the rules of scientific thought. This conception of philosophy as the forma
tion of a world-view in a theoretical way is so much taken for granted that it 
commonly and widely defines the concept of philosophy and consequently 
also prescribes for the popular mind what is to be and what ought to be 
expected of philosophy. Conversely, if philosophy does not give satisfactory 
answers to the questions of world-view. the popular mind regards it as 
insignificant. Demands made on philosophy and attitudes taken toward it 
are governed by this notion of it as the scientific construction of a world
view. To determine whether philosophy succeeds or fails in this task. its 
history is examined for unequivocal confirmation that it deals knowingly 
with the ultimate questions-of nature. of the soul. that is to say. of the 
freedom and history of man. of God. 

If philosophy is the scientific construction of a world-view. then the 
distinction between "scientific philosophy" and "philosophy as world-view" 
vanishes. The two together constitute the essence of philosophy. so that 
what is really emphasized ultimately is the task of the world-view. This 
se~ also to be the view of Kant. who put the scientific character of 
philosophy on a new basis. We need only recall the distinction he drew in 
t~e introduction to the Logic between the academic and the c:o.smic concep
lions of philosophy." Here we tum to an oft-quoted Kantian distinction which 
~~ar('ntly support~ the distinction between scientific philosophy and phi
O~;ophy as world-View or, more exactly, serves as evidence for the fact that 

w 1 In Immanut/ Kanb Werw. ed. Ernst Ca..'isirer. \'01. 8, p. 342 fr. [Edited by Ernst C.a.ssirer 
H It~ t hI' wllaholOltton of Hennann Cohen. Anur 8uc~na.u. Otto Buek. Alben Gorland. and 
(. K,'lIl:'rmann. II \,01,. (Berlm: Bruno Gassirer. 1912; reprinted. 1922; rei.ssued. Hildesheim: 
'f'r'~"nhcr!l. !lJ73). In the C:.a:!;.\irer edition. Kant's lDgilr. edited hy .... nur Buchenau. is 

l'Tlht l-d Vrnksungrn KanU iiM Logilr (Kant's lectures on logic).1 
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Kant himself. for whom the scientific character of philosophy was central, 
likewise conceives of philosophy as philosophical world-view. 

According to the academic concept or. as Kant also says. in the scholastic 
sense. philosophy is the doctrine of the skill of reason and includes two 
parts: "first. a sufficient stock of rational cognitions from concepts; and, 
secondly. a systematic interconnection of these cognitions or a combination 
of them in the idea of a whole." Kant's thought here is that philosophy in 
the scholastic sense includes the interconnection of the formal principles of 
thought and of reason in general as well as the discussion and determination 
of those concepts which, as a necessary presupposition, underlie our ap
prehension of the world, that is to say, for Kant, of nature. According to the, 
academic concept. philosophy is the whole of all the formal and material 
fundamental concepts and principles of rational knowledge. 

Kant defines the cosmic concept of philosophy or. as he also says. philoso
phy in the cosmopolitan sense. as follows: "But as regards philosophy in the, 
cosmic sense (in sensu cosmico). it can also be called a science of the' 
supreme maxims of the use of our reason. understanding by 'maxim' the: 
inner principle of choice among diverse ends." Philosophy in the cosmic; 
sense deals with that for the sake of which all use of reason, including that otj 
philosophy itself. is what it is. "For philosophy in the latter sense is indeecll 
the science of the relation of every use of knowledge and reason to the 6naIl 
I""JXl'I" of human ........ undeo- which. as the supreme end. all other ~ 
are subordinated and must come together into unity in it. In this . 
mopolitan sense the field of philosophy can be defined by the folio . 
questions: 1) What can I know? 2) What should I do? 3) What may I hopell 
4) What is man?"S At bottom. says Kant. the first three questions are" 
concentrated in the fourth, "What is man?" For the determination of ~ 
final ends of human reason results from the explanation of what man is. It if! 
to these ends that philosophy in the academic sense also must relate. , 

Does this Kantian separation between philosophy in the scholastic sense 
and philosophy in the cosmopolitan sense coincide with the distinction 
between scientific philosophy and philosophy as world-view? Yes and no. 
Yes, since Kant after all makes a distinction within the concept of philoso
phy and, on the basis of this distinction. makes the questions of the end and 
limits of human existence central. No. since philosophy in the cosmic sense 
--_._------- --

5. Ibid. Cf. Immanuel Kant. Crilique of Pure &d.IOfI, Btl33. [By cu.'ltom. Kant's 11m and 
5eCOnd editions of the Kritik cfeor ,.ei~n Vemunft are labeled ll. and B. rl'Sr~ti~ly, Raymund 
Schmidt's edition (2nd cd. revised. 1930: Philosophische Bihliothck. YO. 37a. Hamburg: F. 
Meiner. 1976). which collates the two German tellts. is both good and ilccessible. Norman 
Kemp Smith', translation. Critique of PIne RetUOn, 2nd ed. ,London. Macmillan. Nl'W York: 
St. Manin's press. 1933) is standard. Since both Schmidt and Smith give margmal referenc:es 
to both editions. funher citations of this work will givt> only the English title and the 
em. ndprublt'lrH"s references.) 
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docs not have the task of developing a world-view in the designated sense. 
What Kant ultimately has in mind as the task of philosophy in the cosmic 
sense. without being able to say so explicitly. is nothing but the a priori and 
therefore ontological circumscription of the characteristics which belong to 
the essential nature of the human Dasein and which also generally deter
mine the concept of a world-view.6 As the most fundamental a priori 
determination of the essential nature of the human Dasein Kant recognizes 
the proposition: Man is a being which exists as its own end.7 Philosophy in 
the cosmic sense. as Kant understands it. also has to do with determinations 
of essential nature. It does not seek a specific factual account of the merely 
factually known world and the merely factually lived life; rather. it seeks to 
delimit what belongs to world in general. to the Dasein in general. and thus 
to world-view in general. Philosophy in the cosmic sense has for Kant 
exactly the same methodological character as philosophy in the academic 
sense. except that for reasons which we shall not discuss here in further 
detail Kant does not see the connection between the two. More precisely. he 
does not see the basis for establishing both concepts on a common original 
ground. We shall deal with this later on. For the present it is clear only that. 
if philosophy is viewed as being the scientific construction of a world-view. 
appeal should not be made to Kant. Fundamentally. Kant recognizes only 
philosophy as science. 

A world-view. as we saw. springs in every case from a factical Duein in 
accordance with its factical possibilities. and it is what it is in each case for 
this particular Dasein. This in no way asserts a relativism of world-views. 
What a world-view fashioned in this way says can be formulated in proposi
tions and rules which are related in their meaning to a specific really existing 
world. to the particular factically existing Dasein. Every world-view and 
life-view posits; that is to say. it is related being-Iy to some being or beings. 
It posits a being. something that is; it is positive. A world-view belongs to 
each Dasein and. like this Dasein. it is in each case determined in a factical 
~istorical way . To the world-view there belongs this multiple positivity. that 
In each case it is rooted in a Dasein which is in such and such a way: that as 
such it relates to the existing world and points to the facticaJly existent 

(, ~ ... ~anr. Critique' of Purt Rta.son. BH-H. 
7. s.. .... Kant. Crifiqueof Pure' Re'a.son. 8868. [Heidegger's is fonnulation is "Der Mensch ist 

('In ~1'·l'>(lcs. da" i11~ ZlIlo'cck seiner sclbst exL~tien." He does not set It vmhin quolation marks. 
\(, pr""umably it is not intended to he an exact reproduction of Kant's statement. In the 
~".lgl' CI~~-d. Kant does not u.w the phrase "als Zweck seiner sclbst," "all its OIIIn end." What 
tol ."'," " • E~sentlal ends are not yet the high~t t'l'KIs. there can he only one highest end (in 

( 'mpl~te sy,.tematlc umty of reason I. Therefore. they are either the final end or else they 
d~;; ,uhordm",tc end~ belongmg a.~ mean" to the final end. The former is none other than the 
'" (,It· dl'tcrmination of man. and the philosophy of it is called moral philoo;ophy." Be"tim' 
Ihun!(. w~llch I have translatl-d here as ru..termination. also connO\~ voc<ltion.1 
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Dasein. It is just because this positivity-that is. the relatedness to beings, 
to world that is, Dasein that is-belongs to the essence of the world-view, 
and thus in general to the formation of the world-view. that the formation of 
a world-view cannot be the task of philosophy. To say this is not to exclude 
but to include the idea that philosophy itself is a distinctive primal form of 
world-view. Philosophy can and perhaps must show. among many other 
things. that something like a world-view belongs to the essential nature of 
the Dasein. Philosophy can and must define what in general constitutes the 
structure of a world-view. But it can never develop and posit some specific 
world-view qua just this or that particular one. Philosophy is not essentially 
the formation of a world-view: but perhaps just on this account it has an 
elementary and fundamental relation to all world-view formation. even to 
that which is not theoretical but factically historical. 

The thesis that world-view formation does not belong to the task of 
philosophy is valid. of course. only on the presupposition that philosophy 
does not relate in a positive manner to some being qua this or that particular 
being. that it does not posit a being. Can this presupposition that phil~ 
phy does not relate positively to beings. as the sciences do. be justified? 
What then is philosophy supposed to concern itself with if not with beings. 
with that which is. as well as with the whole of what is? What is not. is surely 
the nothing. Should philosophy. then. as absolute science. have the nothina 
as its theme? What can there be apart from nature. history. God. Spac:e;1 
number? We say of each of these. even though in a different sense. that it u.. 
We call it a being. In relating to it. whether theoretically or practically. we~ 
are comporting ourselves toward a being. Beyond all these beings there it 
nothing. Perhaps there is no other being beyond what has been enumerated" 
but perhaps, as in the German idiom for 'there is.' es gibt [literally, it givesJ. 
still something else is given. Even more. In the end something is giveR' 
which must be given if we are to be able to make beings accessible to us g, 

beings and comport ourselves toward them. something which. to be sure, is 
not but which must be given if we are to experience and understand any 
beings at all. We are able to grasp beings as such. as beings. only if we 
understand something like being. If we did not understand. even though at 
first roughly and without conceptual comprehension. what actuality sig
nifies. then the actual would remain hidden from us. If we did not under
stand what reality means. then the real would remain inaccessible. If we did 
not understand what life and vitality signify.then we would not be able to 
comport ourselves toward living beings. If we did not understand what 
existence and existentiality signify. then we ourselves would not be able to 
exist as Dasein. If we did not understand what permanence and constancy 
signify. then constant geometric relations or numerical proportions would 
remain a secret to us. We must understand actuality. reality. vitality, 
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istcntiality. constancy in order to be able to comport ourselves positively 
-:Vard specifically actual. real. living. existing. constant beings. We must 
t ndcrstand being so that we may be able to be given over to a world that is, 
~ that we can exist in it and be our own Dasein itself as a being. We must 
be able to understand actuality before all experience of actual beings. This 
understanding of actuality or of being in the widest sense as over against the 
experience of beings is in a certain sense fUlTlier than the experience of 
beings. To say that the understanding of being precedes all factual experi
ence of beings does not mean that we would first need to have an explicit 
concept of being in order to experience beings theoretically or practically. 
We must understand being-being. which may no longer itself be called a 
being. being. which does not occur as a being among other beings but which 
nevertheless must be given and in fact is given in the understanding of 
being. 

13. Philosophy GI ~ oj being 

We assert now that being is the propet' and sole theme 0/ philosophy. This is not 
our own invention; it is a way of putting the theme which comes to life at 
the beginning of philosophy in antiquity. and it develops its most grandiose 
form in Hegel's logic. At present we are merely asserting that being is the 
proper and sole theme of philosophy. Negatively, this means that philoso
phy is not a science o/beings but of being or, as the Greek expression goes. 
ontology. We take this expression in the widest possible sense and not in the 
narrower one it has. say, in Scholasticism or in modem philosophy in 
Descartes and Leibniz. 

A discussion of the basic problems of phenomenology then is tanta
mount to providing fundamental substantiation for this assertion that 
philosophy is the science of being and establishing how it is such. The 
di'lCUssion should show the possibility and necessity of the absolute science 
of being and demonstrate its character in the very process of the inquiry. 
Philosophy is the theoretical conceptual interpretation of being, of being's 
structure and its possibilities. Philosophy is ontological. In contrast. a 
w~rld-view is a positing knowledge of beings and a positing attitude toward 
bem~$; it is not ontological but onticaI. The formation of a world-view falls 
~Utside the range of philosophy's tasks. but not because philosophy is in an 
mc.omplete condition and does not yet suffice to give a unanimous and 
universally cogent answer to the questions pertinent to world-views; rather. 
:.:: formation of a world-view falls outside the range of philosophy's tasks 

aU!;e philosophy in principle does not relate to beings. It is not because of 
a defect that philosophy renounces the task of forming a world-view but 
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because of a distinctive priority: it deals with what every positing of beings. 
even the positing done by a world-view. must already presuppose essentially. 
The distinction between philosophy as science and philosophy as world
view is untenable, not-as it seemed earlier-because scientific philosophy 
has as its chief end the formation of a world-view and thus would have to be 
elevated to the level of a world-view philosophy. but because the notion of a 
world-view philosophy is simply inconceivable. For it implies that philoso
phy. as science of being. is supposed to adopt specific attitudes toward and 
posit specific things about beings. To anyone who has even an approximate 
understanding of the concept of philosophy and its history. the notion of a 
world-view philosophy is an absurdity. If one term of the distinction 
between scientific philosophy and world-view philosophy is inconceivable, 
then the other. too, must be inappropriately conceived. Once it has been 
seen that world-view philosophy is impossible in principle if it is supposed 
to be philosophy. then the differentiating adjective "scientific" is no longer 
necessary for characterizing philosophy. That philosophy is scientific it 
implied in its very concept. It can be shown historically that at bottom~' 
the great philosophies since antiquity more or less explicitly took thO 
selves to be. and as such sought to be. ontology. In a similar way. however~ •.. 
can also be shown that these attempts failed over and over again and w 
they had to fail. I gave the historical proof of this in my courses of the . 
two semesters. one on ancient philosophy and the other on the history 
philosophy from Thomas Aquinas to Kant.· We shall not now refer t~' 
historical demonstration of the nature of philosophy. a demonstra . 
having its own peculiar character. Let us rather in the whole of the p . 
course try to establish philosophy on its own basis. so far as it is a work 
human freedom. Philosophy must legitimate by its own resources its ~ 
to be universal ontology. I 

In the meantime. however. the statement that philosophy is the science! 
of being remains a pure assertion. Correspondingly. the elimination ofl 
world-view formation from the range of philosophical tasks has not yet heeD: 
warranted. We raised this distinction between scientific philosophy and· 
world-view philosophy in order to give a provisional clarification of the 
concept of philosophy and to demarcate it from the popular concept. The 
clarification and demarcation. again. were provided in order to account for 
the selection of the concrete phenomenological problems to be dealt with 

-The texts of these courses. given in I he summer seme!Oter 1926 and the winter semester 
1926-1927. respectively. are planned for publication. as 11K' two volumes numerically 
prect.-ding the volume translated here. m the Marburg University l.a:turn. 1923-1928 
section of the Lectures. 1923-1944 division of the collected works: Manm Heideggef. 
GesdmI4US)l4bto. vol. 22. Gnl1ldbegriffr dn 4ntikm Philmophir. and vol 23. Geschichte dIr 
Philosophir von Thomas v. Aquin bis Kanl Wrankfun: Vittorio KIo~ll'rmannJ 
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t and to remove from the choice the appearance of complete arbitrarinex 

n~hilosophy is the science of being. For the future we shall mean by 
.. hilosophy" scientific philosophy and nothing else. In conformity with this 
!age. all non-philosophical sciences have as their theme some being or 
beings. and indeed in such a way that they are in every case antecedently 
given as beings to those sciences. They are ~sited by them in ad~ance; t~ey 
are a positum for them. All the propositions of the non-philosophical 
sciences. including those of mathematics, are positive propositions. Hence, 
to distinguish them from philosophy, we shall call all non-philosophical 
sciences positive sciences. Positive sciences deal with that which is, with 
beings; that is to say, they always deal with specific domains. for instance, 
nature. Within a given domain scientific research again cuts out particular 
spheres: nature as physically material lifeless nature and nature as living 
nature. It divides the sphere of the living into individual fields: the plant 
world. the animal world. Another domain of beings is history; its spheres 
are art history. political history, history of science, and history of religion. 
Still another domain of beings is the pure space of geometry, which is 
abstracted from space pre-theoretically uncovered in the environing world. 
The beings of these domains are familiar to us even if at first and for the 
most part we are not in a position to delimit them sharply and clearly from 
one another. We can, of course, always name, as a provisional description 
which satisfies practically the purpose of positive science, some being that 
falls within the domain. We can always bring before ourselves, as it were, a 
particular being from a particular domain as an example. Historically, the 
actual partitioning of domains comes about not according to some precon
ceived plan of a system of science but in conformity with the current 
research problems of the positive sciences. 

We can always eaSily bring forward and picture to ourselves some being 
belonging to any given domain. As we are accustomed to say, we are able to 
think something about it. What is the situation here with philosophy's 
object? ('.an something like being be imagined? If we try to do this, doesn't 
our head start to swim? Indeed, at first we are baffled and find ourselves 
clutching at thin air. A being-that's something, a table. a chair, a tree, the 
~ky, a body, some words. an action. A being, yes, indeed-but being? It 
ooks like nothing-and no less a thinker than Hegel said that being and 
nothing are the same. Is philosophy as science of being the science of 
nothing? At the outset of our considerations, without raising any false hopes 
~d Without mincing matters, we must confess that under the heading of 

109 we can at first think to ourselves nothing. On the other hand. it is just 
as Certain that we are constantly thinking being. We think being just as 
often as, daily, on innumerable occa.,ions. whether aloud or silently, we say 
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"This is such and such," 'That other is not so," 'That was," "It will be." In 
each use of a verb we have already thought. and have always in some way 
understood. being. We understand immediately 'Today is Saturday; the 
sun is up." We understand the "is" we use in speaking. although we do not 
comprehend it conceptually. The meaning of this "is" remains closed to us. 
This understanding of the "is" and of being in general is so much a matter of 
course that it was possible for the dogma to spread in philosophy uncon. 
tested to the present day that being is the simplest and most self-evident 
concept, that it is neither susceptible of nor in need of definition. Appeal is 
made to common sense. But wherever common sense is taken to be 
philosophy's highest court of appeal. philosophy must become suspicious. 
In "Uber das Wesen deT philosophischen Kritik Uberhaupt" ["On the 
Essence of Philosophical Criticism"], Hegel says: "Philosophy by its very' 
nature is esoteric; for itself it is neither made for the masses nor is it 
susceptible of being cooked up for them. It is philosophy only because it 
goes exactly contrary to the understanding and thus even more so to 'sound, 
common sense,' the so.caIled healthy human understanding, which a.ctuaUY: 
means the local and temporary vision of some limited generation of humul~ 
beings. To that generation the world of philosophy is in and for itself a, 
topsy-turvy. an inverted, world."l The demands and standards of com~! 
sense have no right to claim any validity or to represent any authority ~ 
regard to what philosophy is and what it is not. ' 

What if being were the most complex and most obscure concept? What 
if arriving at the concept of being were the most urgent task of philosophy,.1 
task which has to be taken up ever anew? Today, when philosophizing is ~ 
barbarous, so much like a St. Vitus' dance, as perhaps in no other period lA, 
the cultural history of the West, and when nevertheless the resurrection at 
metaphysics is hawked up and down all the streets, what Aristotle says m, 
one of his most important investigations in the Mtf4physics has heeD 
completely forgotten. Kai de kai to palai te kai nun kai aei zetoumenon bi 

I. In Hegel. SiirndicM WtT~. ed. Glockner. vol. 1. pp, 185- U!6. (The quotation depa11I 
from the cited text in two minute points-the entire passage Ls at the top of p. 185. and. 
comma is omitted after the word "Verstand." The phrase "eine verkehrte Welt," "a topsy
turvy. an inverted.. world," anticipalrs Hegel's later use of it in the Ph~ in a sectioD 
(A. 3) mtitled "Force and Understanding: Appearance and the Supersen"ible World" It iI 
precisely by going contrary to the understanding that the invened world makes (>OS"ible the 
passage from consciousness to self-consciousness, and eventually to subj4.>ct, reason. and 
spirit. It is of interest that Hegel was already using thi" phrase by 1802. and indeed as ~ 
characteristic of what i.~ specifa.lly philosophical in comparison with ordinary scienUhc 
understanding. and that Heidegger choosn this early passage, with it" reverberations, in the 
present context of the discussion of the nature of philosophical thinking. Heidegger employs 
the p~ several times in these lectures: !\Ce Lexicon: invened world. !I.·fore idiomatically 
one could "imply s.ay. "Philosophy', world ill a crazy world,", 
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. aporoumenon. ti to on. touto esti tis he ousia.2 "That which has been 
aCI . 
sought for from of old and now and an the.fut~re and constantly, ~d t~t o~ 
which inquiry founders over and over agaan. IS the problem What IS beang? 
If philosophy is the science of being. then the first and last and basic 
problem of philosophy must be, What does being signify? Whence can 
something like being in general be understood? How is understanding of 
being at all possible? 

§of. TIw four thna about bring 
mad 1M bcW problerru of pMnommology 

Before we broach these fundamental questions. it will be worthwhile first to 
make ourselves familiar for once with discussions about being. To this end 
we shall deal in the first part of the course with some characteristic theses 
about being as individual concrete phenomenological problems. theses that 
have been advocated in the course of the history of Western philosophy 
since antiquity. In this connection we are interested, not in the historical 
contexts of the philosophical inquiries within which these theses about 
being make their appearance, but in their specificaJly inherent content. This 
content is to be discussed critically, so that we may make the transition from 
it to the above-mentioned basic problems of the science of being. The 
discussion of these theses should at the same time render us familiar with 
the phenomenological way of dealing with problems relating to being. We 
choose four such theses: 

1. Kant's thesis: Being is not a real predicate. 
2. The thesis of medieval ontology (&holasticism) which goes back to 

Aristotle: To the constitution of the being of a being there belong (a) 
whatness. essence (Was-sein. essential, and (b) existence or extantness 
(E·,ustentia. Vorhandensein). 

3. The thesis of modem ontology: The basic ways of being are the being 
of nature (res extensa) and the being of mind (res cogitans). 

4 .. The thesis of logic in the broadest sense: Every being. regardless of its 
~.a~'cular way of being. can be addressed and talked about by means of the 
I~. The being of the copula. 

t _ Thl'sc theses seem at first to have been gathered together arbitrarily. 
L.OOked at more closely, however. they are interconnected in a most inti
mate way. Attention to what is denoted in these theses leads to the insight 

2. :\n~tQde. MdaphysiC4. book Zeta. 1.1028lo2 ff. 
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that they cannot be brought up adequately-not even as problems-as 
long as the fundamental question of the whole science of being has not been 
put and answered: the question of the meaning of being in general. The second 
part of our course will deal with this question. Discussion of the basic 
question of the meaning of being in general and of the problems arising 
from that question constitutes the entire stock of basic problems of phe
nomenology in their systematic order and their foundation. For the present 
we delineate the range of these problems only roughly. 

On what path can we advance toward the meaning of being in general? Is 
not the question of the meaning of being and the task of an elucidation of 
this concept a pseudo-problem if, as usual, the opinion is held dogmatically 
that being is the most general and simplest concept? What is the source for 
defining this concept and in what direction is it to be resolved? 

Something like being reveals itself to us in the understanding of being, an 
understanding that lies at the root of all comportment toward beinp, 
Comportments toward beings belong, on their part, to a definite being, the 
being which we ourselves are, the human Dasein. It is to the human Dasein 
that there belongs the understanding of being which first of all makes 
possible every comportment toward beings. The understanding of beint. 
has itself the mode of being of the human Dasein. The more originally and 
appropriately we define this being in regard to the structure of its being, that 
is to say. ontologically, the more securely we are placed in a position to 
comprehend in its structure the understanding of being that belongs to the 
Dasein, and the more clearly and unequivocally the question can then be 
posed. What is it that makes this understanding of being possible at all? 
Whence-that is. from which antecedently given horizon-do we under
stand the like of being? 

The analysis of the understanding of being in regard to what is specific to 
this understanding and what is understood in it or its intelligibility presup
poses an analytic of the Dasein ordered to that end. This analytic has the 
task of exhibiting the basic constitution of the human Dasein and of 
characterizing the meaning of the Dasein's being. In this ontological ana
lytic of the Dasein. the original constitution ofthe Dascin's being is revealed 
to be temporality. The interpretation of temporality leads to a more radical 
understanding and conceptual comprehension of time than has been possi
ble hitherto in philosophy. The familiar concept of time as traditionally 
treated in philosophy is only an offshoot of temporality as the original 
meaning of the Dasein. If temporality constitutes the meaning of the being 
of the human Dascin and if understanding of being belongs to the constitu
tion of the Dasein's being, then this understanding of being. too. must be 
possible only on the basis of temporality. Hence there arises the prospect of 
a possible confirmation of the thesis that time is the horizon from which 
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something like being becomes at all intelligible. We interpret being by way 
~ftime (tempus). The interpretation is a Temporal one.- The fundamental 
subject of res~arch in ont~logy. as determination of the meaning of being by 
way of time. IS Temporality. 

We said that ontology is the science of being. But being is always the 
being of a being. Being is essentially different from a being. from beings. 
How is the distinction between being and beings to be grasped? How can its 
possibility be explained? If being is not itself a being. how then does it 
nevertheless belong to beings. since. after all. beings and only beings are? 
What does it mean to say that being belongs to beings? The correct answer to 
this question is the basic presupposition needed to set about the problems of 
ontology regarded as the science of being. We must be able to bring out 
clearly the difference between being and beings in order to make something 
like being the theme of inquiry. This distinction is not arbitrary; rather. it is 
the one by which the theme of ontology and thus of philosophy itself is first 
of all attained. It is a distinction which is first and foremost constitutive for 
ontology. We call it the ontological d!tTerence-the differentiation between 
being and beings. Only by making this distinction-krinein in Greek-not 
between one being and another being but between being and beings do we 
first enter the field of philosophical research. Only by taking this critical 
stance do we keep our own standing inside the field of philosophy. There
fore. in distinction from the sciences of the things that are. of beings. 
ontology. or philosophy in general. is the critical science. or the science of 
the inverted world. With this distinction between being and beings and the 
selection of being as theme we depart in principle from the domain of 
beings. We surmount it. transcend it. We can also call the science of being. 
as critical science. transctndental science. In doing so we are not simply 
taking over unaltered the concept of the transcendental in Kant. although 
we are indeed adopting its original sense and its true tendency. perhaps still 
concealed from Kant. We are surmounting beings in order to reach being. 
Once having made the ascent we shall not again descend to a being. which. 
say. might lie like another world behind the familiar beings. The transcen
dental science oflleing has nothing to do with popular metaphysics. which 
deals with some being behind the known beings; rather. the scientific 
concept of metaphysics is identical with the concept of philosophy in 
general-critically transcendental science of being. ontology. It is easily 
!Seen that the ontological difference can he cleared up and carried out 
~.am~iguously for ontological inquiry only if and when the meaning of 

Ing In general has been explicitly brought to light. that is to say. only 

T,,·In it, role. a.~ condition of po!S.~ibilil)· of the understanding of hl·ing. lcmpor.hly is 
rnp()rahty See uxicon: Temporality. 
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when it has been shown how temporality makes possible the distinguish
ability between being and beings. Only on the basis of this consideration 
can the Kantian thesis that being is not a real predicate be given its original 
sense and adequately explained. 

Every being is sorrtdhing; it has its what and as such has a specific possible 
I'1IOCk of being. In the first part of our course. while discussing the second 
thesis. we shall show that ancient as well as medieval ontology dogmatically 
enunciated this proposition-that to each being there belong a what and a 
way of being, essentia and existentia-as if it were self-evident. For us the 
question arises. Can the reason every being must and can have a what. a ti, 
and a possible way of being be grounded in the meaning of being itself, that 
is to say. Temporally? Do these characteristics. whatness and way-of-being, 
taken with sufficient breadth. belong to being itself? "Is" being articulated 
by means of these characteristics in accordance with its essential naturel 
With this we are now confronted by the problem of the basic articulation "'" 
being, the question of the necessary belonging-together of whatness and ~! 
of-being and of the belonging of the two of them in their unity to the idea of ".. 
in general. 

Every being has a way-of-being. The question is whether this way-of..,· 
being has the same character in every being-as ancient ontology believed 
and subsequent periods have basically had to maintain even down to tM: 
present-or whether individual ways-of-being are mutually distinct. 
Which are the basic ways of being? Is there a multiplicity? How is the 
variety of ways-of-being possible and how is it at all intelligible. given the 
meaning of being? How can we speak at all of a unitary concept of beiDI 
despite the variety of ways-of-being? These questions can be consolidated' 
into the problem of the possible mod~tlons of being and the unity of being'. 
variety. 

Every being with which we have any dealings can be addressed and 
spoken of by saying ''it is" thus and so. regardless of its specific mode of 
being. We meet with a being's being in the understanding of being. It ill 
understanding that first of all opens up or. as we say. discloses or reveals 
something like being. Being "is given" only in the specific disclosedness that 
characterizes the understanding of being. But we call the disclosedness of 
something truth. That is the proper concept of truth. as it already begins to 
dawn in antiquity. Being is given only if there is disclosure. that is to say. if 
there is truth. But there is truth only if a being exists which opens up. which 
discloses. and indeed in such a way that disclosing belongs itself to the 
mode of being of this being. We ourselves are such a being. The Dasein 
itself exists in the truth. To the Dasein there belongs essentially a disclosed 
world and with that the disclosedness of the Dasein itself. The Dasein. by 
the nature of its existence. is "in" truth. and only because it is "in" truth does 
it have the possibility of being "in" untruth. Being is given only if truth. 
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hence if the Dasein. exists. And only for this reason is it not merely possible 
to addres..'i beings but within certain limits sometimes-presupposing that 
the Dasein exists-necessary. We shall consolidate these problems of the 
interconnectedness between being and truth into the problem of the truth
character of being (veritas transcendentalis). 

We have thus identified four groups of problems that constitute the 
content of the second part of the course: the problem of the ontological 
difference. the problem of the basic articulation of being. the problem of the 
possible modifications of being in its ways of being. the problem of the 
truth-character of being. The four theses treated provisionally in the first 
part correspond to these four basic problems. More precisely. looking 
backward from the discussion of the basic problems in the second half. we 
see that the problems with which we are provisionally occupied in the first 
part. following the lead of these theses. are not accidental but grow out of 
the inner systematic coherence of the general problem of being. 

§5. The cMraefn' of ontologicdl method 
TIae three baric cornponmta of pIwnomnwlogicdl rrwthod 

Our concrete conduct of the ontological investigation in the first and second 
parts opens up for us at the same time a view of the way in which these 
phenomenological investigations proceed. This raises the question of the 
character of method in ontology. Thus we come to the third part of the 
course: the scientific method of ontology and the idea of phenomenology. 

The method of ontology. that is. of philosophy in general. is distin
guished by the fact that ontology has nothing in common with any method 
of any of the other sciences. all of which as positive sciences deal with 
beings. On the other hand. it is precisely the analysis of the truth-character 
~fbeing which shows that being also is. as it were. based in a being. namely. 
In the Dasein. Being is given only if the understanding of being. hence 
Dasein. exists. This being accordingly lays claim to a distinctive priority in 
ontological inquiry. It makes itself manifest in all discussions of the basic 
problems of ontology and above all in the fundamental question of the 
meaning of being in general. The elaboration of this question and its answer 
~~quircs a general an~lytic of the D~sein. ?n.tolo~ has for its fun~mental 

!;Clphne the analytiC of the Dasem. This Implies at the same time that 
O~tology cannot be established in a purely ontological manner. Its pos
i~ lilt)' is referred back to ~ being. th~t is. to som~h~g ont~cal-the 

asem. Ontology has an onttcal foundatIOn. a fact whICh IS manafest over 
and over again in the history of philosophy down to the present. For 
e~ample. it is expres..'ied as early as Aristotle's dictum that the first science. 
t e science of being. is theology. As the work of the freedom of the human 
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Dasein. the possibilities and destinies of philosophy are bound up with 
man's existence. and thus with temporality and with historicality. and 
indeed in a more original sense than with any other science. Consequently, 
in clarifying the scientific character of ontology. the first task is the demon
stTatlon of its ontical foundo.tlon and the characterization of this foundation 
itself. 

The second task consists in distinguishing the mode of knowing operative 
in ontology as science of being. and this requires us to work out the meth
odological structures of onto1ogical-tTanscendental diffnentiation. In early an
tiquity it was already seen that being and its attributes in a certain way. 
underlie beings and precede them and so are a proteron. an earlier. The! 
term denoting this character by which being precedes beings is the expres-, 
sion a priori, apriority, being earlier. As a priori, being is earlier than beinga.l 
The meaning of this a priori, the sense of the earlier and its possibility, t.a.l 
never been cleared up. The question has not even once been raised as tdl 
why the determinations of being and being itself must have this Character~ 
priority and how such priority is possible. To be earlier is a determination 
time. but it does not pertain to the temporal order of the time that . 
measure by the clock; rather. it is an earlier that belongs to the "inve 
world." Therefore. this earlier which characterizes being is taken by ~ 
popular understanding to be the later. Only the interpretation of being 
way of temporality can make clear why and how this feature of being ear' . 
apriority. goes together with being. The a priori character of being and of 
the structures of being accordingly calls for a specific kind of approach 
way of apprehending being- a priori cognition. 

The basic components of a priori cognition constitute what we call p 
nomenoJogy. Phenomenology is the name for the method of ontology. that 
of scientific philosophy. Rightly conceived. phenomenology is the co~ 
of a method. It is therefore precluded from the start that phenomeno)~ 
should pronounce any theses about being which have specific content, th~ 
adopting a so-called standpoint. 

We shall not enter into detail concerning which ideas about phenomenol
ogy are current today. instigated in part by phenomenology itself. We shall 
touch briefly on just one example. It has been said that my work is Catholic 
phenomenology-presumably because it is my conviction that thinkers like 
Thomas Aquinas and Duns Scotus also understood something of philOiSO" 
phy. perhaps more than the moderns. But the concept of a Catholic 
phenomenology is even more absurd than the concept of a Protestant 
mathematics. Philosophy as science of being is fundamentally distinct in 
method from any other science. The distinction in method between. say. 
mathematics and classical philology is not as great as the difference between 
mathematics and philosophy or between philology and philosophy. The 
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breadth of the difference between philosophy and the positive sciences. to 
which mathematics and philology belong. cannot at all be estimated quan
titatively. In ontology. being is supposed to be grasped and comprehended 
conceptually by way of the phenomenological method. in connection with 
which we may observe that. while phenomenology certainly arouses lively 
interest today. what it seeks and aims at was already vigorously pursued in 
Western philosophy from the very beginning. 

Being is to be laid hold of and made our theme. Being is always being of 
beings and accordingly it becomes accessible at first only by starting with 
some being. Here the phenomenological vision which does the apprehend
ing must indeed direct itself toward a being. but it has to do so in such a way 
that the being of this being is thereby brought out so that it may be possible 
to thematize it. Apprehension of being. ontological investigation. always 
turnS. at first and necessarily. to some being; but then. in a precise way. it is 
led aUNJY from that being and led back to its being. We call this basic 
component of phenomenological method-the leading back or re-duction 
of investigative vision from a naively apprehended being to being-pht
nommoIogical rtduction. We are thus adopting a central term of Husserl's 
phenomenology in its literal wording though not in its substantive intent. 
Far Husserl. phenomenological reduction. which he worked out for the first 
time expressly in the ldtas TOUNJrd a Pure Phenomenology and Phmom
mological Philosophy (1913). is the method of leading phenomenological 
vision from the natural attitude of the human being whose life is involved in 
the world of things and persons back to the transcendental life of conscious
ness and its noetic-noematic experiences. in which objects are constituted as 
correlates of consciousness. For us phenomenological reduction means 
leading phenomenological vision back from the apprehension of a being, 
whatever may be the character of that apprehension. to the understanding 
of the being of this being (projecting upon the way it is unconcealed). Like 
every other scientific method. phenomenological method grows and 
changes due to the progress made precisely with its help into the subjects 
~der investigation. Scientific method is never a technique. As soon as it 

ames one it has fallen away from its own proper nature. 
b Pheno~enological reduction as the leading of our vision from beings 
I aC.k to beang nevenheless is not the only basic component of phenomena
oglcai method; in fact. it is not even the central component. For this 
guidance o( vision back from beings to being requires at the same time that 
We s~ould bring ourselves forward positively toward being itself. Pure 
aversion (rom beings is a merely negative methodological measure which 
n~t only Ilt."eds to be supplemented by a positive one but expressly requires 
Us to ~ led toward being; it thus requires guidance. Being does not become 
acceSSible like a being. We do not simply find it in front of us. As is to be 
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shown. it must always be brought to view in a free projection. This 
projecting of the antecedently given being upon its being and the structures 
of its being we call phenomenological ronstruction. 

But the method of phenomenology is likewise not exhausted by phenom
enological construction. We have heard that every projection of being 
occurs in a reductive recursion from beings. The consideration of being 
takes its start from beings. This commencement is obviously always deter
mined by the factual experience of beings and the range of possibilities of 
experience that at any time are peculiar to a factical Dasein. and hence to the 
historical situation of a philosophical investigation. It is not the case that at 
all times and for everyone all beings and all specific domains of beings are: 
accessible in the same way: and. even if beings are accessible inside the 
range of experience. the question still remains whether. within naive ~ 
common experience. they are already suitably understood in their s~ 
mode of being. Because the Dasein is historical in its own ex.istencei 
possibilities of access and modes of interpretation of beings are them"§l ' 
diverse. varying in different historical circumstances. A glance at the' .... 
of philosophy shows that many domains of beings were discovered 
early-nature. space. the soul-but that. nevertheless. they could not • 
be comprehended in their specific being. As early as antiquity a common ~ 
average concept of being came to light. which was employed for~ 
interpretation of all the beings of the various domains of being and 
modes of being. although their specific being itself. taken expressly in 
structure. was not made into a problem and could not be defined. 
Plato saw quite well that the soul. with its logos. is a being different from~. 
sensible being. But he was not in a position to demarcate the specific modi 
of being of this being from the mode of being of any other being or ~ 
being. Instead. for him as well as for Aristotle and subsequent thinbat 
down to Hegel. and all the more so for their successors. all ontologicll 
investigations proceed within an average concept of being in general. EveR 
the ontological investigation which we are now conducting is determined by 
its historical situation and. therewith. by certain possibilities of approachinS 
beings and by the preceding philosophical tradition. The store of basic 
philosophical concepts derived from the philosophical tradition is still 10 

influential today that this effect of tradition can hardly be overestimated. It 
is for this reason that all philosophical discussion. even the most radical 
attempt to begin all over again. is pervaded by traditional concepts and thus 
by traditional horizons and traditional angles of approach. which we cannot 
assume with unquestionable certainty to have arisen originally and gen
uinely from the domain of being and the constitution oflleing they claim to 
comprehend. It is for this reason that there necessarily belongs to the 
conceptual interpretation ofl>eing and its structures. that is. to the reductive 
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construction of being. a destnAdion-a critical process in which the tradi-
o onal concepts. which at first must necessarily be employed. are de
t~nstructed down to the sources from which they were drawn. Only by 
~eans of this destruction can ontology fully assure itself in a phenomeno
logical way of the genuine character of its concepts. 

These three basic components of phenomenological method-reduc
tion, construction. destruction-belong together in their content and must 
receive grounding in their mutual pertinence. Construction in philosophy is 
necessarily destruction. that is to say. a de-constructing of traditional 
concepts carried out in a historical recursion to the tradition. And this is not 
a negation of the tradition or a condemnation of it as worthless: quite the 
reverse. it signifies precisely a positive appropriation of tradition. Because 
destruction belongs to construction. philosophical cognition is essentially at 
the same time. in a certain sense, historical cognition. "History of philoso
phy," as it is called. belongs to the concept of philosophy as science. to the 
concept of phenomenological investigation. The history of philosophy is 
not an arbitrary appendage to the business of teaching philosophy. which 
provides an occasion for picking up some convenient and easy theme for 
passing an examination or even for just looking around to see how things 
were in earlier times. Knowledge of the history of philosophy is intrinsically 
unitary on its own account. and the specific mode of historical cognition in 
philosophy differs in its object from all other scientific knowledge of history. 

The method of ontology thus delineated makes it possible to characterize 
the idea of phenomenology distinctively as the scientific procedure of 
philosophy. We therewith gain the possibility of defining the concept of 
philosophy more concretely. Thus our considerations in the third part lead 
back again to the starting point of the course. 

§6. Outline of the coune 

The path of our thought in the course will accordingly be divided into three 
pans: 

Part One. Phenomenological-critical discussion of several traditional 
theses about being 

Part Two. The fundamental-ontological question about the meaning 
of being in general. The basic structures and basic ways of 
being 

Part Three. The scientific method of ontology and the idea of phe
nomenology 
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Part Ont consists of four chapters: 

1. Kant's thesis: Being is not a reaJ predicate. 
2. The thesis of medieval ontology which goes back to Aristotle: To the 

being of a being there belong what ness (essentia) and existence 
(existentia, extantness). 

3. The thesis of modem ontology: The basic ways of being are the being 
of nature (res extensa) and the being of mind (res cogitans). 

4. The thesis of logic: Every being, regardless of its particular way of 
being, can be addressed and taJked about by means of the "is." The 
being of the copula. 

Part Two correspondingly has afourfold division: 

1. The problem of the ontologicaJ difference (the distinction between 
being and beings). 

2. The problem of the basic articulation of being (essentia, existentia). 
3. The problem of the possible modifications of being and the unity of 

its manifoldness. 
4. The truth-character of being. 

Part Three also divides into four chapters: 

1. The onticaJ foundation of ontology and the analytic of the Dasein as 
fundamental ontology. 

2. The apriority of being and the possibility and structure of a priori 
knowledge. 

3. The basic components of phenomenological method: reduction, con
struction, destruction. 

4. Phenomenological ontology and the concept of philosophy. 



PART ONE 

Critical Phenomenological Discussion of 
Some Traditional Theses about Being 





Chapter One 

Kant's Thesis: Being Is Not a Real 
Predicate 

§7. 1M content ofthl Kanticm theN 

Kant discusses his thesis that being is not a real predicate in two places. One 
is a small essay, Der einzig miigliche 8tweisgTund zu einer Demonstration des 
Daseins Gotfes ffhe sole possible argument for a demonstration of God's 
existence} (1763). This work belongs to Kant's so-called pre-critical period, 
the period before the Critique of Pure Reason (1781). It falls into three parts. 
Our thesis is dealt with in the first part, which discusses the basic questions 
and divides into four considerations: (1) "On existence in general"; (2) "On 
inner possibility insofar as it presupposes an existence"; (3) "On absolutely 
necessary existence"· (4) "Argument for a demonstration of God's exis
tence." 

Kant discusses the thesis again in his Critique of Pure Reason (first edition, 
A, 1781; second edition, B, 1787), specifically in the "Transcendental 
Logic." Our citations will henceforth be from the second edition (B). 
:Transcendental logic," or, as we may also say, the ontology of nature, falls 
Into two parts: "transcendental analytic" and "transcendental dialectic." In 
the.transcendental dialectic, book 2, chapter 3, section 4 (B 620 ff). Kant 
~gaJn takes up the thesis he discusses in the Beweisgrund essay. The section 
~:.~~t1ed 'The Impossibility of an Ontological Proof of the Existence of 

. [n both places, in the 8tweisgTund and in the Critique, the thesis is treated 
In the, same way. For the purpose of our exposition. in which we propose to 
~amlne this thesis in detail. we shall refer to both these works. We may cite 
t ern briefly as Beweisgrund and Critique, references to the former being 
made according to Ernst Cassirer's edition of Kant's works. Before we 

27 
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elucidate the content of the Kantian thesis, let us characterize briefly the 
pertinent essentials of the context in which it is discussed in both places. 

First of all. however, a general terminological observation is required. As 
the title of the Beweisgrund indicates, Kant is speaking of the proof of the 
existence of God. He speaks similarly of the existence of things outside us, of 
the existence of nature. This concept of existence, Dasein. corresponds in 
Kant to the Scholastic term existentia. Kant therefore often uses the expres
sion "Existenz." "actuality" ("Wirklichkeit"/, instead of "Dasein," In con
trast, our own terminological usage is a different one. which. as wiJI appear, 
is grounded in the nature of the case. For what Kant calls existence, using 
either Dasein or Existenz. and what Scholasticism calls existentia, we i 
employ the terms "Vorhandensein," "being-extant," "being-at-hand," 01"1 
"Vorhandenheit." "extantness," These are all names for the way of being of! 
natural things in the broadest sense. As our course proceeds. the choice cil 
these expressions must itselfbe validated on the basis of the specific sense ~ 
this way of being-a way of being that demands these expressions: thinp: 
extant. extantness, being-at-hand, In his terminology Husserl foHows 
and thus utilizes the concept of existence. Dasein, in the sense of beint 
extant, For us, in contrast. the word "Dasein" does not designate. as it 
for Kant. the way of being of natural things, It does not designate a way 
being at all, but rather a specific being which we ourselves are, the hu 
Dasein. We are at every moment a Dasein. This being. the Dasein, ' 
every other being. has a specific way of being. To this way of the Daseil{ 
being we assign the term "Existenz." "existence"; and it should be n 
here that existence or the expression "the Dasein exists" is not the 
determination of the mode of being belonging to us. We shall.: 
acquainted with a threefold determination of this kind. which is of ~j 
rooted in a specific sense in existence. For Kant and Scholasticism existenCI, 
is the way of being of natural things. whereas for us. on the contrary, it is tbf! 
way of being of Dasein. Therefore, we might. for example. say "A body;, 
does not exist; it is. rather. extant." In contrast, Daseins. we ourselves, ad 
not extant; Dasein exists. But the Dasein and bodies as respectively existent 
or extant at each time are. Accordingly, not every being is an extant entity. 
but also not everything which is not an extant entity is therefore also a non
being or something that is not. Rather, it can exist or, as we have yet to see. 
subsist or have some other mode of being. 

The Kantian or the Scholastic concept of reality must be shaJPly distin
guished from the Kantian concept of existence in the sense of presence-at-
hand as a way of being of things and from our own terminology of 
extant ness. In Kant as well as in Scholasticism, which he follows, the 
expression "reality" does not mean what is commonly understood today by 
the concept of reality in speaking, for example. about the reality of the 
external world. In contemporary usage reality is tantamount to actuality or 
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. tence in the sense of extantness. presence-at-hand. The Kantian concept 
~IS ality is altogether different. as we shall see. Understanding the thesis 
:~being is not a real predicate depends on understanding this Kantian 

concept of realit~.. . . ... . 
Before beginnmg the mterpretatlon of this thesIS. It Will be worthwhile to 

characterize briefly the pertinent context in which it appears. This context 
strikes the eye on reading th~ title of the ,:,,?rk first mentioned as well as the 
heading of the relevant sectIon of the Cntlque of PUTt Rtam. It deals with 
the proof of the existence. actuality. and-in our terms-extantness of 
God. We are confronted by the striking fact that Kant discusses the most 
general of all the concepts of being where he is dealing with the knowability 
of a wholly determinate. distinctive being. namely. God. But. to anyone 
who knows the history of philosophy (ontology). this fact is so little surpris
ing that it rather just makes clear how directly Kant stands in the great 
tradition of ancient and Scholastic ontology. God is the supreme being. 
summum ens, the most perfect being. ens perfectissimum. What most 
perfectly is, is obviously most suited to be the exemplary being. from which 
the idea of being can be read off. God is not merely the basic ontological 
example of the being of a being; he is at the same time the primal ground of 
all beings. The being of the non-divine. created entity must be understood 
by way of the being of the supreme being. Therefore it is no accident that 
the science of being is oriented in a distinctive sense toward the being which 
is God. This goes so far that Aristotle already called prote philosophia, first 
philosophy. by the name of theologia. I We should take note here that this 
concept of theology has nothing to do with the present4y concept of 
Christian theology as a positive science. They have only the name in 
common. This orientation of ontology toward the idea of God came to have 
a decisive significance for the subsequent history of ontology and for 
ontology's destiny. It is not our present concern to deal here with the 
legitimacy of this orientation. It is enough that there is nothing surprising 
about the fact that Kant discussed the concept of being or existence in the 
Context of the possibility of our knowledge of God. More precisely. what 
~t w~ occupied with was the possibility of that proof of the existence of 
I' which he was the first to call the ontological proof. There comes to 
.,ght ~ere a remarkable phenomenon which we shall repeatedly encounter 
In philosophy before Kant and also in post-Kant ian philosophy, and in its 
mOst extreme form in Hegel. namely, that the problem of being in general is 
~ost closely bound up with the problem of God. the problem of defining 

IS essence and demonstrating his existence. We cannot here discuss the 
~alion for this remarkable connection. which nevertheless is in the first 
nstance not at all a mere matter of course, for that would require us to 

I. Arilllot!e. Md4p1aysicd. book Epsilon. 1.1026"19; book Kappa. 7.1064103. 
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discuss the foundations of ancient philosophy and metaphysics. The fact 
persists even in Kant and it proves, quite externally to begin with, that 
Kant's mode of inquiry still proceeds wholly within the channel of tradi
tional metaphysics. In the places mentioned Kant deals with the possibility 
of the ontological proof. A peculiar feature of this proof is that it tries to 
infer God's existence from his concept. The philosophical science which in 
Kant's opinion starts purely from concepts and tries dogmatically to settle 
something about that which is, is ontology or, in traditional language. 
metaphysics. That is why Kant calls this proof from the concept of God the 
ontological proof, where "ontological" is equivalent in signification to dog_ 
matical, metaphysical. Kant does not himself deny the possibility of meta
physics but is in search precisely of a scientific metaphysics, a scientific 
ontology, the idea of which he defines as a system of transcendental 
philosophy. 

The ontological proof is old. It is commonly traced back to Anselm ~ 
Canterbury (1033-1109). Anselm proposed his proof in a short treatise. 
PToslogium seu alloquium de Dei existentia [proslogium, or discourse on the 
existence of God}. In chapter 3, "Proslogium de Dei existentia," the NIl 
core of the proof is presented. In the literature this proof is frequently c:alIecI 
the Scholastic proof of God's existence. The term is inappropriate bec:awe 
in many cases it was precisely medieval Scholasticism which challenged the 
logical validity and cogency of this proof. It was not Kant but ThomII 
Aquinas who first contested the logical validity of this proof, whelell 
Bonaventura and Duns Scotus admit the proof. But the Kantian refutatiaD 
of the possibility of the ontological proof is much more radical and th0r
oughgoing than that given by Thomas. 

The characteristic feature of this proof is the attempt to infer God'. 
existence from his concept. The determination that God is the most perfect 
being, ens perfectissimum, belongs to his concept. the idea of him. Tbe 
most perfect being is the one that can lack no possible positive characteriIdC 
and that possesses every positive characteristic in an infinitely perfect way, 
It is impossible that the most perfect being, such as we think God to be ill 
our concept of him. should not have any given positive characteristic. ID 
conformity with the concept of it. every defect is excluded from this being. 
Therefore also. manifestly. or even before all else. that it is, its existence. 
belongs to the perfection of the most perfect being. God is not what he is, in 
accordance with his essential nature as the most perfect being. unless he 
exists. That God exists thus follows from the concept of God. The procJ 
declares: If God is thought according to his essence. that is to say. accordinl 
to his concept. then his existence must be thought along with it. This readily 
suggests the question. Does it follow therefrom that we must think God ~ 
existing. think his existence? We cannot here go into the provenance of thiS 
proof. which reaches back beyond Anselm to Boethius and Dionysius the 
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:\reopagite. and thus to Neoplatonism; nor .can we examine the various 
odifications it has undergone and the attitudes that have been taken 

rn ward it in the history of philosophy. We shall only in passing describe the 
:~ew of Thomas Aquinas because it is suitable as a background against 
which to bring the Kantian refutation into sharpest outline. 

Thomas Aquinas discusses and criticizes the possibility of the ontological 
proof of God's existence. which he does not yet call by this name. in four 
places: (1) the Commentary on the Sentences of Peter Lombard, Sentences 1. 
dist. 3. quo 1. art. 2 ad 4; (2) Summa theologica 1. quo 2. art. 1; (3) Summa 
contra gentiles 1. chaps. 10-11; (4) De veritate, quo 10. art. 12. The last 
mentioned is the most lucid of these accounts. In this place Thomas raises 
the question utrum deum esse sit per se notum menti humanae. sicut prima 
principia demonstrationis. quae non possunt cogitari non esse; "whether 
God is known to the human intellect by himself and in himself like the first 
principles of demonstration [the law of identity. the law of contradiction). 
which cannot be thought as not being." Thomas asks: Do we know about 
God's existence with the aid ofGod's concept. according to which he cannot 
not exist? In section 10 we read: Ad hoc autem quod sit per se notum. 
oportet quod nobis sit cognita ratio subjecti in qua concluditur praedicatum. 
In Thomas' discussion. too. something like a predicate appears. just as it 
does in the Kantian thesis that being is not a real predicate. "For something 
to be known in itself. to be intelligible of itself. nothing else is required save 
that the predicate which is asserted of the being in question is de ratione 
subjecti. from the concept of the subject." Ratio is equivalent in meaning to 
essentia or natura or. as we shall see. reality. In this case the subject cannot 
be thought without that which appears in the predicate. But in order for us 
to have such a cognition. which Kant later called an analytic cognition, that 
~ to say. in order for us to be able to infer a thing's characteristics 
unmediately from its essence. it is necessary that the ratio subjecti. the 
CO~t of the thing. should be known to us. For the proof of God's 
~stence this implies that the concept of God. his whole essence. must be 
discernible to us. Sed quia quidditas Dei non est nobis nota. ideo quoad nos 
Deum esse non est per se notum. sed indiget demonstratione. Ideo nobis 
~~ssarium est. ad hoc cognoscendum. demonstrationes habere ex ef
ectlbus sumptas. But since the quidditas. what God is, his whatness. his 
~ce. is not known to us, since with respect to us God is not transparent 
In his essence, but requires proof based on the experience of what he has 
f:;:tcd, therefore. the ~emonstration ?f G~'s existence from his concept 

s adequate groundmg of the startlng-pomt of the proof. namely, the 
concept. 

i :\ccording to Thomas the ontological proof is impossible because. start
o~tut from ourselves. we are not i.n a position :0 ex~und .the pure concept 

ad so as to demonstrate from It the necessity of hiS eXistence. We shall 
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see that it is at a different place that Kant tackles the ontological proof 
critically. attacks its real nerve. and thus first really unhinges it. 

In order to discern more dearly this place in the ontological proof 011 
which the Kantian criticism makes its assault. we shall give to this prooftbe 
formal shape of a syllogism. 

Major premise: God. by his concept. is the most perfect being. 
Minor premise: Existence belongs to the concept of the most perfect being. 
Conclusion: Therefore God exists. 

Now Kant does not dispute that by his concept God is the most pe 
being. nor does he contest the existence of God. With regard to the form 
the syllogism. this means that Kant leaves undisturbed the major p 
and the conclusion. If he nevertheless attacks the proof. the attack can 
only upon the minor premise. which says that existence belongs to 
concept of the most perfect being. The thesis of Kant. whose pheno 
logical interpretation we are taking as our theme. is nothing but 
fundamental denial of the possibility of the assertion laid down in the '. 
premise of the ontological proof. Kant's thesis that being or existence is' 
a real predicate does not assert merely that existence cannot belong to " 
concept of the most perfect being or that we cannot know it to belong 
that concept (Thomas). It goes further. It says, fundamentally. that 
thing like existence does not belong to the determinateness of a concept·. 
all. 

We must first show how Kant argues for his thesis. In this way it 
become dear of itself how he explicates the concept of existence, in 
sense of extantness. 

The first section of the &weisgrund divides into four disquisitions. 
first of which is "On existence in general." It discusses three theses 
questions: (1) "Existence is not a predicate or determination of any thing" 
all"; (2) "Existence is the absolute position of a thing and thereby ~\ 
from any sort of predicate. which. as such. is posited at each time meIIIJ 
relatively to another thing"; (3) "Can I really say that there is more ill 
existence than in mere possibility?" 

The first proposition. "Existence is not a predicate or determination cl 
any thing at all." is a negative characterization of the nature of existence· 
The second proposition gives a positive definition of the ontological sense 
of existence-existence equals absolute position. The question enunciated 
in the third place takes a stand toward a contemporary explication of the 
concept of existence. such as was given by Wolff or his school. according to 
which existence signifies complementum possibilitatis: the actuality of a 
thing. or its existence. is the complement of its possibility. 

1\ more concise treatment of the same thesis is to be found in the Critiqll' 
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pure Reason . .l The first proposition from the Beweisgrund coincides with 
~k proposition in the C~tique which we ch.?se.as a. formu~ation of the first 
hesis and which reads In full as follows: Being IS manifestly not a real 

t redicate. that is. a concept of something that could be added to the concept 
Pi a thing." This proposition is followed by another. which defines the 
o ature of being or existence positively and likewise coincides with the 
~ond proposition of the &wnsgntnd. Being "is merely the position of a 
thing or of certain determinations in themselves." No distinction is made to 
begin with between being in general and existence. 

First of all. what is meant by the negativt thesis that being is not a real 
predicate or. as Kant also says. that being is not at all a predicate of a thing? 
That being is not a real predicate signifies that it is not a predicate of a res. It 
is not a predicate at all. but mere position. Can we say that existence is not a 
predicate at all? Predicate means that which is asserted in an assertion 
(judgment). But then existence is surely asserted when I say "God exists" or. 
in our terminology. "The mountain is extant." Being extant and existing are 
certainly tJ.SStfUd here. This seems to be the case and Kant himself stresses 

it. 'This statement [Existence is not at all a predicate of any thing what
soever) seems strange and paradoxical. yet it is undoubtedly certain."l 

What about the question whether existence is or is not asserted. is or is 
not a predicate? How does Kant define the nature of predication? According 
to him the formal concept of assertion is the combining of something with 
something. The basic action of the understanding. according to him. is the 
"I combine." This characterization of the nature of assertion is a purely 
formal definition or. as Kant also says, a formal-logical characterization. in 
which abstraction is made from what it is that is combined with something 
else. Each predicate is always something determinate. material. Formal 
logic thematizes only the form of predication in general. relation. combina
tion. separation. As we say. abstraction is made in it from any real content 
the predicate may have. and similarly with the subject. It is a logical 
characterization of assertion with regard to its emptiest form. that is to say. 
formally. as a relating of something to something or as a combining of the 
two. 

~ L!<oJnl. Cnliqut 0/ Purt &ason, 8626 ff. [The text's note here cites R. Schmidt as editor 
.- ~ IClner as puhli!iher. J 

.~ Kiml. ~uRTUnd, in Immanu~1 Kanls Werlw, ed. Ernst COissirer. vol. 2. p. 76. (On 
~1I;n1l miiglicht Btwrugrund zu tiner lHmonsl,a!ion dts DlUtins Gotrn !The sole possible 
(~.!:\Irnent for a demon~tr,lIion of God's existmal. This work appears in volume 2 of the 
Sc~~lr~r edition .. II may be found also in volume 2 of tbe Academy edition: Gaamm~/I~ 
1\ rtflal, begun In 19()2 by the Pnmian Aca~m)' of Scienc..>s and continued by the German 
a ~~my of Sciences, ~rlin. and the Academy of Scil'nn'S. Goningm. 28 vols. in 32 (Berlin 
n . f!W York: W. de Gru)'ter. 1978-1; thiS IS a critical edition.1 
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If we orient ourselves in this way toward the formal-logical concept of 
predication and the predicate. we cannot yet decide whether existence is I 
predicate. For existence has a specific content; it says something. Therefore, 
we must ask more precisely: Is existence a real predicate or. as Kant sa,. 
more concisely. a ddmnin4tion? A determination. he says. is a predicate 
that is added to the concept of the subject from beyond it and thus enlarga 
it. The determination. the predicate. must not already be contained in the 
concept. A determination is a real predicate that enlarges the thing, the 
Sache. res. in its content. This concept of the real and of reality must be held 
in mind from the beginning if we wish to understand correctly Kant's thesia: 
that existence is not a real predicate. not a determination of the real content 
of a thing. The concept of reality and the real in Kant does not have tbil 
meaning most often intended nowadays when we speak of the reality of •. 
external world or of epistemological realism. Reality is not equivalent 
actuality. existence. or extantness. It is not identical with existence, 
though Kant indeed uses the concept "objective reality" identically 
existence. 

The Kantian meaning of the term "reality" is the one that is appro . . 
to the literal sense of the word. In one place Kant translates "reality'; VIIi1 
fittingly by "thingness." "thing-determinateness ..... The real is what pe~ 
to the res. When Kant talks about the omnitudo realitatis. the totality of 1111 
realities. he means not the whole of all beings actually extant but. just ~ 
reverse. the whole of all possible thing-determinations. the whole of • 
thing-contents or real-contents. essences. possible things. Accordingly, ,....~ 
itas is synonymous with Leibniz' term possibilitas. possibility. Realities", 
the what-contents of possible things in general without regard to whethereli: 
not they are actual. or "real" in our modem sense. The concept of reality .. 
equivalent to the concept of the Platonic idea as that pertaining to a beiDr 
which is understood when I ask: Ti esti. what is the being? The w .... 
content of the thing. which Scholasticism calls the res. then gives me the 
answer. Kant's terminology relates directly to the usage of Baumgarten. • 
disciple of Wolff. Kant often took as text for his lectures Baumgarten" 

------oJ, Critlqlluf Pure RetlSOfl, BUll, (Kant'5 terms are Sachheit. Sachbcstimmtheit. Sachund 
itll derivatives an: hardly translatable by a single English equivalent throughout. Sache icaetr 
is dose to the English word "thing:' but ranges widely in a very general way: object. cauae. 
legal cue. matter. affair. fact. etc. Later in his CaJl.'er Heidegger wrote about "die Sache ~ 
Denkens." "the matter of thought." "thinking's thing." Often Sache has the sense ~ .... 
nsential thing, and in Heidegger's interpretation it becomes linked With the mecIievII 
concept of rn. where realitas is to res as Sachheit is to Sathe: the essence to .the being ~~ 
essence it is. 80caUlSe of this manner of association. the adjectival form. sachbch. whose IIl_ 
tramlation. thingly. could be significant but would hardly be understood. IS rendered ~ 
frequently as inherent or intrinsic. Its use in other context!> would be doser to senses like 
t.'S.~ntial. material. pertinent. to the point. obj«ti ... e.J 
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Ill".'ndium of metaphysics. that is. of ontology. and he accordingly 
co 1'- • I 
adopted its tenmno ogy. . . ... . 

In discussing the Kantaan theSIS and also an deahng with Kant an other 
matters. we should not hesitate to concern ourselves with terminological 
points down even to a certain degree of fussiness about detail. For it is 
exactly in Kant that concepts are clearly defined and determined with a 
sharpness that undoubtedly no philosophy ever reached before or after him. 
although this does not imply that the real contents of the concepts and what 
is therewith intended by them correspond radically in every respect to the 
interpretation. Precisely with regard to the expression "reality." understand
ing Kant's thesis and his position is hopeless unless the terminological sense 
of this expression. which traces back to Scholasticism and antiquity. has 
been clarified. The immediate source for the term is Baumgarten. who was 
not only influenced by Leibniz and Descartes. but derives directly from 
Scholasticism. This connection of Kant with Baumgarten will be treated 
with regard to other problems that become thematic in these lectures. 

In the section in which he defines ens. that which is in general. 
Baumgarten says: Quod aut ponitur esse A. aut ponitur non esse A. 
determinatur; .s "that which is posited as being A or is posited as being not
A is determined." The A thus posited is a determinatio. Kant speaks of the 
determination that is added to the what of a thing. to the res. Determina
tion. determinatio. means the determinant of a res; it is a real predicate. 
Hence Baumgarten says: Quae determinando ponuntur in aliquo. (notae et 
praedicata) sunt determinationes;6 "what is posited in any thing in the way 
of determining (marks and predicates) is a determination." When Kant says 
that existence is not a determination. this expression is not arbitrary but is 
terminologically defined: determinatio. These determinations. determina
tiones. can be twofold. Altera posit iva. et affirmativa. quae si vere sit. est 
realitas. altera negativa. quae si vere sit. est negatio; 7 "the determinant 
which posits positively or affirmatively is. if the affirmation is correct. a 
reality; the other. negative. determination. if it is correct. is a negation." 
Accordingly. reality is the real determination. determinatio. that has real 
Content and is the correct one. belonging to the thing. res. itself. to its 
concept. The opposite of reality is negation. 

Kant not only adheres to these definitions in his pre-critical period but 

M 5 IJ.-tumganen. Mtfaphysica (17431. §34. IMtfGphysica Altxarul,; BalollllgaTtm. Halae 
It~hun('ae: impensis C. H. Hemmerdc (lSI ed. 1739; 3rd ed .. 1763; reprinl of 3rd ed .. 
1m ht-Im: (,. Olm~. 19631. Alexander Goulieb Baumgarten (1714-1762) is lhe most 
i .... /lQrtiint represenlalive of lhe !!Chool of Leibniz-Wolff. whose writing5 Kanl used as lexts 

r crJuro.es.1 • 
f) Ihld. '36. 
7 n}jd. 
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continues to do so in his Critique of Pure Reason. Thus he speaks of the 
concept of a thing and puts in brackets "of a real," which does not mean of 
an actual.!! For reality means the affirmatively posited predicate having real 
content. Every predicate is at bottom a real predicate. Therefore Kant', 
thesis reads: Being is not a real predicate, that is, being in general is not I 
predicate of any thing at all. It is from the table of judgments that Kaat 
derives the table of categories to which reality as well as existence belonp. 
Viewed formaUy, judgments are combinations of subject and predicate. All 
combining or uniting comes about in each instance in regard to a POSSible 
unity. In every uniting the idea of a unity is entertained, even if it is not .. 
thematically realized. The different possible forms of the unity that is badin 
mind in judging, in uniting, these possible respects or contents of the 
respects for judgmental combination, are the categories. This is the lop.J 
concept of the category in Kant. It arises out of a purely phenomenoloab1 
analysis if we merely follow out what Kant means. The category is nat.. 
kind of form with which any pre-given material is molded. A catepy 
represents the idea of unity with regard to judgmental union; the categcllile 
are the possible forms of unity of combination. If the table of judgmen!8.'er 
the sum total of all possible forms of union. is given to me, then I can lIiil 
off from this table the idea of unity presupposed in each form of j~ 
thus from it I can deduce the table of categories. Kant here makes ... 
presupposition that the table of judgments is intrinsically certain and ".. 
which is surely questionable. The categories are forms of unity of .. 
possible unions in judgment. Reality belongs to these forms of unity 18 doll 
also existence. We can infer clearly the disparity between these two ca-.p 
ries. reality and existence, from their belonging to entirely different ~ 
of categories. Reality belongs among the categories of quality. ExisteDClOl' 
actuality belongs, in contrast, among the categories of modality. Reality.
category of quality. By quality Kant refers to that character of judgm8da1 
positing which indicates whether a predicate is ascribed to a subject. 
whether it is affirmed of the subject or opposed to it. that is, denied of it. 
Reality is accordingly the form of unity of the affirming, affirmatiVe, 
positing, positive judgment. This is precisely the definition that BaUID" 
garten gives of reality. In contrast. existence. or actuality. belongs to the 

-----------------
8. Critiqut of Purt Rt45Oft. 82116. [The passage in the Kritik actually read. .. : "0. &ie -

gleithwohl doch immer syntMtisch sind. so sind sit' t'S nur ~ubjektiv. dj .. sit' fUFn ZU derO 
Begriffe eint'S Dinges (Realen.) yon dem sie sonst nitht5 sa~n." The noun "R~" ~ 
in B instead of the adjective "realen" of A. In hi.\ translation. Norman Kemp Smith ~ 
the pusage thus: "But sirIa! they are none the less synthetic. they are 50 subjectively--1' 
that is. they add to the concept of a thing (of something reall. of which othe~ thet~ 
nollung." HCldcggcr prefers t~ shift from the phrase "of a real thing" to the phrue UI' 
real." where "real" IS now a substantiw- on ib own account. all hough wc must presume ftotII 
lhe conslruclion lhat it is sull a Ding about whith Kant is talking.) 
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lass o( categories o( modal.ity .. ~odality. expres.ses the attitude of the 
C izing subject to that whICh IS Judged m the Judgment. The concept 
~plemcntary to exis~e~~e or actualit.y is not negation, as ~n the case of 

Iity, but either poSSibility or necessity. As a category. eXistence corre
rea ods to the assertoric judgment. which is simply assertive. whether 
sPOitive or negative. The expression "reality" functions in the already 
~ned sense of real content {"thing·" "res-," what-content}. also in the 
term which traditional ontology often uses to refer to God-ens real
issimum or. a.'i Kant always says. the most real of all beings {a1lerrealstes 
WesenJ. This expression signifies. not something actual with the highest 
degree of actuality. but the being with the greatest possible real contents. 
the being lacking no positive reality, no real determination. or. in Anselm of 
Canterbury's formulation. a1iquid quo maius cogitari non potest.9 

The Kantian concept of objective Teality, which is identical with actuality. 
must be distinguished from the concept of reality as thus elucidated. The 
realness or being-something that is fulfilled in the object thought in it. in its 
Objekt. is called objective reality {objektive realitatJ. That is to say. it is the 
reality exhibited in the experienced entity as an actual existent entity. In 
reference to objective reality and reality in general, Kant says: "As regards 
reality, we obviously carmot think it in concreto without calling experience 
to our aid. For reality can only relate to sensation as material of experience 
and is not concerned with the form of the relatiorlShip. whereas, if we so 
chose. this form could be made subject to a play of fictiorlS."IO Kant here 
separates objective reality as actuality from possibility. If I devise or invent 
some possible thing. then in doing so I am occupied with this imagined 
thing's pure relatiorlShips having real content, though without thinking of 
the thing with these relations as being actual. presently existent. In retro
~pect, this use of reality occurs also in Descartes. Descartes says. for 
IllStance, that error, and in general everything that has negative value. 
everything malum. non esse quid reale. is nothing. II This does not mean 
that error does not actually exist: instead, error is surely actual, but it and 
~erything evil and bad is not a res in the sense that it would be an 
~dependent real content for itself. It is always only advenient and it is only 
~ means of the negation of an independent real content, by the negation of 

t good. Similarly in the proof for God's existence in the third meditation. 

WQ(:k .'\n:-"Im of Canterbury. Pmslogion, cha~ 3. I.A. n"Ccnt and ilC'reS5ible translation of thIS 
rep! . "St .. A~I,"'s Pmdogion, with a reply on behalf of the fool hy Gaunilon and the author'~ 
Ck~1 to (.auntlon. trans. with an Introduction and philosophical COmml"Jltary by M. J. 

II~ ·'C ..... onh . with Latin texts (Oxford and London: Clarcndon I'ress. 19651.1 
II ·~l1o/ue of Puu Reason, 82711. 

195<JI ~~o;canl"'. M~It4!1Of\ts Ik prima philosophla, Latin-German edition (Felix Meiner. 
. , .. dilation 4. p. 100. 
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when he is speaking of realitas objectiva and realitas actualis, Descartea 
here. too. takes realitas in the sense mentioned above-the sense of reaIneaa 
or res-ness, German Sachheit-equivalent to the Scholastic quiddi_ 
{whatness. somethingnessJ. Realitas objectiva is not identical with the 
Kantian objective reality but just the opposite. In Descartes realitas objec. 
tiva means. following Scholasticism. the objectified what. which is held over 
against me only in pure representation. the essence of a thing. ReaUta. 
objectiva equals possibility. possibilitas. [n contrast, what corresponds to 
the Kantian concept of objective reality. or actuality. is the Cartesian'" 
Scholastic concept of realitas actualis-the what which is actualized (actu). 
This noteworthy distinction between the Cartesian concept of reaIitaa 
object iva as tantamount to subjectively represented possibility and tile 
Kantian concept of objective reality. or that which is in itself, is connectlil 
with the fact that the concept of the objective {ObjektiveJ was turned into ill 
exact opposite during this period. The objective. namely, that which if 
merely held over against me. is in Kantian and modem language ... 
subjective. What Kant calls the subjective is for the Scholastics that wbidl 
lies at the basis. hupokeimenon, the objective, thus corresponding to the 
literal sense of the expression "subject." 

Kant says that existence is not a reality. This means that it is not a' 
determination of the concept of a thing relating to its real content or, _ ... 
says succinctly. not a predicate of the thing itself.1l "A hundred IIdUIJ, 
thalers contain not the least bit more than a hundred possible thalers."as A 
hundred possible thalers and a hundred actual thalers do not differ in tbIIf 
reality. Everything gets confused if we do not keep in mind Kant's ooncept 
"reality" but alter its meaning so as to give it the modem sense of actuaIitJ
It could then be said that a hundred possible thalers and a hundred actuII 
thalers are after all indubitably different with regard to their reality. fortbl 
actual thalers are precisely actual, whereas the possible thalers have DO 
reality in the non-Kantian sense. In contrast, Kant says in his own langua&e 
that a hundred possible thalers and a hundred actual thalers do not differ iD 
their reality. The what-content of the concept "a hundred possible thalen
coincides with that of the concept "a hundred actual thalers." No more 
thalers are thought in the concept "a hundred actual thalers." no greater 
reality. but exactly the same amount. What is possible is also the same thing 
actually as far as its what-content is concerned: the what-content. the 
reality. of the possible and the actual thing must be the same. ''When 
therefore I think of a thing. by whatever and by however many predicates I 
please (even in an exhaustive determination of it), nevertheless my proceed----

12. Bewns,nllld, p. 76. 
13. Critique of Purr Rrason. 8627. 
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. f, rther to think that this thing is (exists) makes not the least addition to .= t~ing [that is. to the res). For. otherwise. what would exist would be not 
~t1y the same but more than I had thought in the concept. and I could 

t say that the exact object of my concept exists ...... 
110 On the other hand. the fact nevertheless remains that this "exists"-a 
thing exists-occurs as a predicate in common linguistic usage. IS What is 
more. the expression "is" in the broadest sense is involved in every predica
tion. even when I do not posit as existent that about which I am judging and 
predicating. even when I merely say "Body. by its very nature. is ex
tended"-whether a body exists or not. Here I am also using an "is." the 
"is." in the sense of the copula. which is distinct from the "is" when I say 
''God is." that is. "God exists." Being as copula. as linking concept. and 
being in the sense of existence must consequently be distinguished. 

How does Kant explain this distinction? If being or existence is not a real 
predicate. then how can being be determiMd positively and how does the 
concept of existence. of extantness. differ from the concept of being in 
general? Kant says: 'The concept of position is utterly simple and is one and 
the same as the concept of being. Now something can be thought as posited 
merely relatively, or, better. we can think merely the relation (respectus 
logicus) of something as a mark to a thing. and then being, that is. the 
position of this relation ("A is B"I. is nothing but the combining concept in a 
judgment. If what is had in view is not merely this relation [that is. ifbeing 
and "is" are used not merely in the sense of the copula. "A is B"I but instead 
the thing as posited in and for itself. then this being is tantamount to 
existence [that is, Vorhandenseinl."'6 Existence "is thereby also distin
guished from every predicate. which qua predicate is always posited merely 
relatively to another thing."'? Being in general is one and the same as 
~tion in general. In this sense Kant speaks of the mere positions (real
I~) of a thing. which constitute its concept. that is. its possibility. and 
~hlch must not be mutually contradictory, since the principle of contradic
tion (non-contradiction) is the criterion of logical possibilities. IS By its very 
to;:cept. every predicate is always posited merely relatively. When. on the 
otl e~ hand. I say "Something exists." in this positing I am not making a 
:.atlonal reference to any other thing or to some other characteristic of a 
f, I~g. to some other real being: instead. I am here positing the thing in and 
Or It!;(>lf, free of relation: I am positing here without relation. non-relatively, 

H IbId. 11628 
15 If..u.~·lS'''''' d· 76 It. Ih ... ~n • p. . 
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absolutely. In the proposition "A exists," "A is extant," an absolute positing 
is involved. Being qua existence must not be confused with being in the 
sense of "mere position" (being something). Whereas in the BeweisgrundCp. 
77) Kant characterizes existence as absolute position, he says in the Critique: 
"It is merely the position of a thing. or of certain determinations in 
themselves. In logical use it is merely the copula of a judgment."19 EXistence 
is not "mere position." When Kant says that it is merely position, this 
limitation holds with regard to the fact that it is not a real predicate. In this 
context "merely" means "not relatively." Being is not a real predicate either 
in the sense of "mere position" or in that of "absolute position." In the 
passages cited. Kant defines the meaning of being as position only with 
regard to being qua existence. He is elucidating the concept of absolute 
position relevantly to the connection of the problem with the proof ofGod'. 
existence. 

The preliminary interpretation of being as "mere position" and of eJ:it. 
tence as "absolute position" should be kept in mind. In the citation rna 
Baumgarten the expression ponitur. position, also appeared. For the"" 
too, the mere what of a thing, is posited in the pure representing of the thiDa 
as in a certain way in itself. But this positing is merely the positing of the 
possible. "mere position." In one place Kant says that "as possibility wu • .:. 
merely a position of the thing in relation to the understanding, so actuaII&J 
[existence) is at the same time a combining of it [the thing] with ~ 
tion."20 Actuality. existence. is absolute position; possibility. in contrut, II 
mere position. "The proposition 'God is omnipotent' contains two ClOD

cepts, each of which has its object: God and omnipotence; the little word'" 
is not, in addition, a predicate but only posits the predicate relatively to the 
subject."z, In this positing of "is." of mere position, nothing is 8saert8d 
about existence. Kant says: "Hence also this being [of the copula] is _ 
quite correctly even in the case of the relations which impossible things have 
to each other,"2.l as when, for example. I say "The circle is square." "If nDfI I 
take the subject (God) together with all of its predicates (among which is 
omnipotence) and I say 'God is.' or There is a God.' then I am not positing a 
new predicate as added to the concept of God; rather. I am positing only the 
subject in itself with all its predicates. and indeed I am positing [no'II 
absolute position is more precisely discussed] the object [by this Kant means 
the actual beingJ in relation to my concept."z.\ The object {Gegenstand]. the 
actual existent entity corresponding to the concept. is added synthetica1lY to 

19. Ibid. 8626. 
20. Ibid. RZH7 n. !lee also &wtUg"md, p. 7'l 
21. C riliqu" of Pu:re ReCUDn. 8626-627 
22 Bn.con.sg"",d. p. 7M. 
23. CrifiqlU' of Pure ReCUDn. Bb17 
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oncept in the assertion "God exists." without my concept being in the 
~:s~ augmented by t.his ~ing [Sei~J. t~is exist~nce .. ~tsid~ m~ concept. ~t 
~ II \\IS that in the eXistential assertion. God exists, A eXists. a synthesIS 
.0 fso involved. and exactly so. that is. a positing of a relation; but it has an 
~ntially different character from the synthesis of predication. "A is B." 
The synthesis of existential assertion does not concern real characteristics of 
the thing and their relationships; rather. what is posited in existential 
assertion and is added to the mere representation. to the concept. is "a 
relation of the actual thing to my own self." The relation that is posited is 
that of the entire conceptual content. the full reality of the concept. to the 
object of the concept. The thing intended in the concept is posited abso
lutely in and for itself. Predicative synthesis operates with real relationships. 
Existential synthesis concerns the whole of these real relatiomhips in their 
relation to their object. This object is posited absolutely. In positing exis
tence we have to go outside the concept. The relation of the concept to the 
object. to the actual being. is what gets added. or ap-posited. synthetically to 
the concept. 

In positing an actual. existent thing. I can ask two questions. according to 
Kant: What is posited and how is it posited?24 To the question What is 
posited? the aflSwer is, Nothing more and nothing other than in the positing 
of a possible thing. indeed exactly the same what-content. as the example of 
the thaJers shows. But I ca.n also ask: How is it posited? It must then be said 
that certainly by actuality something more is posited.l.S Kant sums up the 
difference in brief. "Nothing more is posited in an existent than in some
thing merely possible (for in this case we are speaking of its predicates); but 
mOre is posited by an existent than by something merely possible. for this 
[existent) also goes to the absolute position of the thing itself."2fJ 

In this way the concept of existence is explained or indicated by Kant in 
!he sense of absolute position, and from it something like existence, or being 
In ge.neral, can be elucidated. The relation posited in absolute position is the 
re~tlon of the exio;tent object itself to its concept. But if. according to Kant. 
~Ish~~ce OCcurs "in common linguistic usage" as a predicate. so that here 
t ere IS a fact controverting Kant's thesis that existence is not a predicate. it 
~ not so much a predicate of the thing itself. says Kant. as rather of the 
be~:ght We have. in t~e first instance:.of t~e thing. "For ex~mple. existence 
"h ng!'> to the sea-Unicorn I narwhal}. ThiS means. accordmg to Kant, that 
tht . e I~~a (.~f ~he sea-unicorn is an experiential concept, the idea of an existent 

109 l7 (od ." Id . 1 d"So h' . ~ eXists wou mean. more precise y expresse. met mg 
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existing is God."211 Kant wishes to indicate by this conversion of the 
proposition that existence is thought not in the predicate of the preJPOSitioo. 
but in its subject. 

Application of this explanation of his thesis to the possibility of the 
ontological proof of God's existence follows of itself. Existence in general ia 
not a real predicate and thus essentially cannot belong to the concept of. 
thing; therefore, on the strength of thinking the pure conceptual content, I 
can never be assured of the existence of what is thought in the concept, 
unless I already co-posit and presup-pose the thing's actuality in its concept; 
but then. says Kant. this alleged proof is nothing but a miserable tautal
ogy.2<J 

Kant attacks the minor premise in the ontological argument: Existence 
belongs to the concept of God. He assails this premise fundamentally by 
saying that existence does not at all belong to the concept of a thing. ExacdJ 
what Kant calls in question-that existence might be a real predicate-ie 
self-evidently certain according to Thomas. Except that Thomas fiDda 
another difficulty: we are not in a position to know this belonging of the 
predicate of existence to God's essence along with other determinatioae., 
perspicuously that we could derive from it a proof of the actual existenceof' 
the object thought. The Thomistic refutation has regard to the inoompe
tence and finiteness of our understanding. whereas the Kantian refutatioDiI 
fundamental, relating to what the proof lays claim to in its minor premile. 
which is the pivot of any syllogism. 

What interests us here is not the problem of the proof of God's existeDCt 
but the Kantian explication of the concept of being or of the concept rl 
existence: being equals position, existence equals absolute position. We .. 
not at all asking yet whether this interpretation of the meaning of being and 
existence is tenable but solely whether the explication Kant gives of the 
concept of existence is satisfactory. Kant himself stresses in one place thIt 
"this concept [existence. being) is so simple that nothing can be said ill 
explication of it. except to take careful note that it must not be confused 
with the relationships things have with their distinctive marks."lO 0b
viously, this can only mean that the concept of being and existence is indeed 
to be protected from confusion. that it is delimitable negatively but is 
accessible positively only directly in a simple understanding. For us the 
question arises whether we can push this understanding of being ~ 
existence-being equals position-still further in the direction of Kant 5 

account. ('..an we reach a greater degree of clarity within the Kantian 
approach itself? Can it be shown that the Kantian explanation does not 

28. Ibid. p. 79. 
1:9. Critiqur of PUTe' Re'tJ.!DII, 1J(a25 
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11 r have the clarity it claims? Does the thesis that being equals position. 
re~ t) nee c('lIals absolute position. perhaps lead us into the dark? 
eXl5 e ..-

§S. Phenomenologieal ClMlym of the exp14nation of the 
concept of being ar of existence given by K4nt 

a) Being (existence [Ossein. Existenz. VorhandenseinJ). 
absolute position. and perception 

We have made clear to ourselves the content of the Kantian thesis accord
ing to which being. or existence. is not a real predicate. At the center of the 
explanation of this thesis stood the definition of the concept Teality. Defini
tion of this concept is all the more necessary as the contemporary philo
sophical concept of this term is different from the Kantian. which on its part 
agrees with the whole of the antecedent tradition. In conformity with that 
tradition. reality means for Kant the same as Sachheit {literally thinghood. 
taking "thing" in the sense of res}. That is real which belongs to a res, to a 
thing in the sense of a Sache. to its inherent or essential content. its 
whatness. To the thing "house" belong its foundation wall. roof. door. size, 
extension. color-real predicates or determinations, real determinations of 
the thing "house," regardless of whether it is actually existent or not. Now 
Kant says. the actuality of something actual, the existence of an existent. is 
not a real predicate. A hundred thalers do not differ in their what-contents 
whether they be a hundred possible or a hundred actual thalers. Actuality 
does not affect the what. the reality. but the how of the being, whether 
possible or actual. Nevertheless, we still say that the house exists or. in our 
terminology. is extant. We ascribe to this thing something like existence. 
The question arises. What sort of determination then is existence and 
actuality? Negatively, Kant says that actuality is not a real determination. As 
w~ shall see later, the meaning of this negative proposition is that actuality. 
exIstence. is not itself anything actual or existent: being is not itself a being . 

. But how does Kant define the meaning of existence positively? He makes 
e)cls.t~nce equivalent to absolute position, and he identifies being with 
POSItIon in ~eneral. Kant himself undertook this investigation only for the 
'7fJ>ose of clearing up the concept of existence with a view to the possibility 
f) the ontological proof of God's existence. When he says that existence is 
!'lot a real predicate. he therewith denies the possible meaning of the minor 
f~ernise of the ontological argument: existence belongs to God's essence, 

at IS, to his reality. But if the possibility of this minor premise is shaken in 
Pflnciple, the entire proof is therewith shown to be impossible. It is not the 
qu:tlon of the proofs of God's existence that interests us here but the 
pr lem of the interpretation of being. We ask, How is the Kantian 
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interpretation-being equals position, existence equals absolute position_ 
to be understood more exactly? Is it valid? What does a more detailed 
rational argument for this interpretation demand? We shall attempt a 
phenomenological analysis of the explanation Kant gives of the concepts of 
being and existence. 

There is a methodological maxim which seems to be opposed to OUr 
attempt to press still further in the interpretation of the concept of being 
and accordingly to clarify even the Kantian clarification itself-exactly the 
maxim with which Kant prefaced his explication of the concept of being, "
opposed to the exaggerated rage for method which proves everything andJn 
the end proves nothing, Kant wants to take as his methodological principle 
"caution" in the explication and analysis of concepts; he does not wish to 
begin "with a formal definition" that already decides "what the fully d-. 
minate concept (of existence] is supposed to consist in."1 Instead he W'IIIII 
to assure himself beforehand about "what can be said with certaiDtJ, 
affirmatively or negatively, about the object of the definition,"Z "for. 
regards the flattering idea we have of ourselves that with greater cae.. 
sightedness we shall have better success than others, we understand cp. 
well that all those who have wanted to draw us from an alien error intotblir 
own error have always talked in this way.") Kant nevertheless does DOt 
exempt himself from the task of clarifying the concept of existence. 1ft 
says-to be sure, with a certain fussy circumstantiality characteristic« 
him-"I am concerned about becoming unintelligible because of a tao 
longwinded discussion of such a simple idea [as that of being]. I could aIIo 
be fearful of offending the delicacy of those who complain essentiaUy about 
dullness. But without holding this fault to be a trifting thing, I must insistoo 
permission to be guilty of it this time. For although I have as little taste. 
anyone else for the superfine wisdom of those who heat up, distil, and refiDe 
assured and useful concepts in their logical smelting furnaces for such a IoaI 
time that they evaporate into gases and volatile salt .. , still the object rJ 
contemplation I have before me is of such a sort that either we have to give 
up completely ever attaining to a demonstrative certainty about it or else we 
must put up with dissolving our concepts into these atoms."" Kant points 
expressly to the fact that the whole of our knowledge ultimately leads to 
unanalyzable concepts. "When we see that the whole of our knowledge 
finally ends in unanalyzable concepts, we also realize that there will be some 
that are well-nigh unanalyzable, that is, where the marks are only very little 
clearer and simpler than the thing itself. This is the case with our definition 

I Beuoeisgrund, p. 75. 
2 Ibid. 
3.lhid. 
4. Ibid .. p. 79. 
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f istencc. I admit readily that the definition of the concept clarifies it only 
~ exvcrv small degree. However. the nature of the object in relation to our 
In ~erst~nding's capacities likewise does not allow of any higher degree. "5 

~~om this admission by Kant it appears as though the clarification ofl>eing 
d existence in fact cannot be pushed farther than the characterization: 

:ing t><JUals position. existence equals absolute position. Therefore. we too 
shall-not at first attempt to do any better than Kant. Rather. we shall stay 
with Kant's explication. with what he hit upon, and ask merely whether. in 
fact. intrinsically and regardless of any other standard. it affords "no higher 
degree" of clarity. 

Is this clarification. being equals position, crystal clear in every respect? 
Does everything stand in the clear, or does it stand in the dark as a result of 
the statement that being equals position? Does not everything lapse into 
indeterminateness? What does "position" mean? What can this expression 
signify? We shall first attempt to gain from Kant himself a clarification of 
this definition of the concept. and then we shall ask whether the phenomena 
thus drawn on for the purposes of clarification are themselves clearly 
transparent and whether the explication itself is specified with respect to its 
methodical character and is well founded in its right and in its necessity. 

We saw that there is also a synthesis present in the experience of an 
existent. even though it is not the synthesis of predication, of the addition of 
a predicate to a subject. In the proposition "A is B." B is a real predicate 
adjoined to A. In contrast. in the statement "A exists." A is posited 
absolutely. and indeed with the sum total of its real determinations B. C, D. 
and so forth. This positing is added to A, but not in the way B is added to A 
in the previous example. What is this added position? Plainly it is itself a 
relation. although not a real-relationship, not a thing-relationship, within 
the real determinations of the thing, of A, but the reference of the whole 
thing (1\) to my thought of the thing. By means of this reference what is 
thus posited comes into relation to my ego-state. Since the A. which is at 
first merely thought, already stands in relation to me in this thought
reference of mere thought. plainly this mere thought-reference. the mere 
representing of A. becomes different due to the addition of the absolute 
POSiting. In absolute position the object of the concept. the actual being 
corr('~ponding to it, is put into relation, as actual. to the concept that is 
rne~ely thought. 

EXistence consequently expresses a relationship of the object to the 
Cognlllve faculty. At the beginning of the explanation of the "postulates of 
(rnpJrJ~a.1 thinkin~ in general" Kan~ says: "The categorie.s ~f modality 
J:"'>lbll.Jty. actuality. necessIty) have In themselves the peculiarity that they 

not In the least augment the concept to which they are attached as 

5. Ihid. p. 7H. 
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predicates. by determining its object. but express only the relationship [0( 
the object) to the faculty of knowledge. "6 In contrast. real predicates exp-. 
the real relationships immanent in the thing. Possibility expresses the 
relationship of the object with all its determinations. that is. of the entire 
reality. to the understanding. to mere thinking. Actuality. that is. existence, 
expresses the relationship to the empirical use of the understanding or, II 
Kant also says. to the empirical faculty of judgment. Necessity expresses the 
relationship of the object to reason in its application to experience. 

We restrict ourselves to defining in further detail the relationship of the 
object to the empirical use of understanding expressed by actuality. Aau. 
ality. existence. according to Kant. has to do "only with the queatiaD 
whether such a thing [as we can think it solely according to its possibility] ia 
given to us in such a way that the perception of it can possibly precede 6e 
concept,"7 "The perception. however. which supplies the material to 6e 
concept is the sole character of actuality. "8 "Our knowledge of the existeDce 
of things. therefore. reaches also up to the point where perception and ... 
is attached to it according to empirical laws reach,''9 It is perception wbk:h 
intrinsically bears within itself the reach to the actuality. the existence or, Ja 
our terminology. the extantness. of things. Thus the specific charddlr. 
absolute position, as Kant defines it. reveals itself as perception. ActuaIItJ. 
possibility. necessity-which can be called predicates only in an impmper 
sense-are not real-synthetic; they are. as Kant says. "merely subjectiw.
They "add to the concept of a thing (of something real) the facultyaf 
knowledge. "10 The predicate of actuality adds perception to the conceptaf. 
thing. Kant thus says in short: actuality. existence. equals absolute poIitIaIl 
equals perception. 

But what is it supposed to mean when we say that in apprehendina dill 
thing as existent the faculty of knowledge. or perception. is added to itl ,
example. I think of a window with all its attributes. I represent somethiDJei 
the sort. In mere representation I imagine a window. To what is thus 
represented I now add. not further real predicates-the color of the (rune. 
the hardness of the glass-but something subjective. something taken froal 

-6. Crifiqur of Pun RetJ.WJn. 8266. 
7. Ibid .• 8272-273. 
8. Ibid .• 8273. ., 
9, Ibid. INorman Kemp Smith. with Emil Wille ("Neue KooJekturen zu KdnlS Krilill. 

mnrn Vnnunft," Kdnf-Sfudirn 411(00):450). reads Fongang for Anhang. In his transla~' 
Smith accordingly renders this sente~ as: "Our knowledge 01 the existence of thiJllP 
reaches. then. only 50 far as perception and its adOO1lC(, according to empirical laws c;III 
extend." (Italic!;. mine. I He-idegger retains "nhang. which 1cic.'Spitl' Wille\ argument) ~ 
SC'1lSe. sinre the idea ohhe Sf'I\te~ is that perception. along with 1&.lulln'l'T LS ronn«tc!Ci III 
by l.'1'I1piricallalll5. is the <k'Ci!>i\'C (ocu" for the ('oncep4 of actuality. wherea .. the notion of ~ 
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the suhject. the faculty of ~nowledge. perception .. Is this add~ perception 
this addition of perceptIon supposed to conStitute the exIstence of the 

o~ dow? Kant says literally: "Perception is the sole character of 
wl~alit\,."11 How am I to provide something thought. the thing called 
~indo~. with a perception? What does adding a "subjective cognitive 
facultv" to an object mean? How should the existence of the object receive 
expre~sion hy this means? What is a window with a perception attached to 
it. a house furnished with an "absolute position"? Do any such structures 
exist? Can even the most powerful imagination conceive such a monstrosity 
as a window with a perception attached? 

But perhaps. by this crude talk of adding my cognitive capacity. percep
tion. to the thing. Kant means something else. even though his interpreta
tion of existence provides no further explicit information about it. What 
does he basically mean and what alone can he mean? Plainly. only one thing. 
To say that the perception that belongs to the subject as its manner of 
comportment is added to the thing meanslhe follOWing: The subject brings 
itself perceivingly to the thing in a relation that is aware of and takes up this 
thing "in and for itself." The thing is posited in the relationship of cogni
tion. In this perception the existent. the extant thing at hand. gives itself in 
its own self. The real exhibits itself as an actual entity. 

But is the concept of existence elucidated by recourse to the perception 
that apprehend .. an existent? What gives Kant the authority to say-and he 
says this constantly-that existence equals absolute position equals percep
tion. that perception and absolute position are the sole character of actu
ality? 

b) Perceiving. perceived. perceivedness. Distinction 
between perceivedness and extantness of the extant 

Something like existence is surely not a perception. Perception is itself 
something that is, a being. an action performed by the ego. something 
actual in the actual subject. This actual thing in the subject. perception. is 
surely not actuality. and this actual thing in the subject is not at all the 
~uality of the object. Perception as perceiving cannot be equated with 
eXIstence. Perception is not existence: it is what perceives the existent. the 
extant. and relates itself to what is perceived. What is thus perceived in 
pe;ception we also customarily call perception. for short. Perhaps Kant is 
ta 'lng the expression "perception." when he identifies actuality and percep
~n. In the sense of the perceived, as when we say 'The perception I had to 

Vc there was painful." Here I do not mean that the perception as an act of 
seeing caused me pain but that what I experienced. the perceived. op-

11 [hid. Bl7.t 
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pressed me. Here we take perception not in the sense of the perceptual act 
but in that of the perceived. and we ask: Can perception in this sense be 
equated with existence. actuality? Can existence be equated with the per. 
ceived existent? In this case it would itself be a being. something real. But 
the uncontested negative import of the Kantian thesis says that existence is 
not such a being. The Kantian thesis excludes equating actuality with the 
perceived actual entity. 

It follows that existence is not equal to perception, either in the sense of 
perceiving or in that of the perceived. What remains then in the Kantian 
equation of perception with actuality (existence)? 

Let us take another step in meeting Kant halfway and interpreting him 
favorably. Let us say: Existence cannot be equated with the perceivol 
existent, but it can quite well, perhaps, be equated with the being-perc:wiuM 
of the perceived. its perceivedness. It is not the existent. extant. window. 
this being. that is existence. extantness. but perhaps the window's bemt
extant is expressed in the factor of being-perceived, in consequence G 
which the thing is encountered by us as perceived. as uncovered. and 10. 
accessible to us as extant by way of the perceiving. Perception in Kaat'l 
language would then mean the same thing as perceivedness. uncoverecma. 
in perception. Kant himself says nothing on this matter, any more than be 
gives unambiguous information about whether he understands percepticla 
in the sense of the act of perceiving or in the sense of the perceived as objecI 
of the act. Hence incontestably there is to begin with this one result: Kaat'l 
discussion of the concept of existence. actuality. as perception is in anyCIII 
unclear and to that extent it is susceptible of a greater degree of clarity iD 
comparison with his intention. especially since it can and must be decided 
whether perception should be understood here as perceiving or as perceived 
or as the perceivedness of the perceived, or whether indeed all three 
meanings are intended in their unity. and what this then means. 

The obscurity present in the concept "perception" is found also in the 
more generally formulated interpretation Kant gives of being and existenC8 
when he equates being with position and existence with absolute positioD
In the sentences quoted from the Beweisgnmd, Kant says: 'The concept of 
position is . one and the same as that of being in general."·'! We ask, Does 
"position" mean positing as an action of the subject. or docs it mean the 
posited, the object, or even the positedness of the posited object? Kant leaves 
this in the dark. 

Suppose we overlook for the while this lack of clarity, so insupportable 
for a concept as fundamental as that of existence. Let us for the whiJe a~ 
the interpretation of perception or of position most favorable to Kant 8JIU 

identify existence with perceivcdness or with absolute positedness and 

12 ~ .. nd, p. 77. 
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rcspondingly. being in general with positedness in general. We then ask 
co~ ther something is existent by virtue of its being perceived. Does the 
VI ~eivcdncss of a being, of an existent, constitute its existence? .Are 
~istenCe, actuality, and perceivedness one and the same? The window, 
~ wever, surely does not receive existence from my perceiving it, but just 
~c reverse: I can perceive it only if it exists and because it exists. In every 
~,perceivedness pre~;upposes perceivability, and perceivability on its part 
already requires the existence of the perceivable or the perceived being. 
Perception or absolute position is at most the mode of acce.ss to the existent, 
the extant; it is the way it is uncovered; uncoveredness, however, is not the 
extantness of the extant, the existence of the existent. This extantness, or 
existence, belongs to the extant, the existent. without its being uncovered. 
That alone is why it is uncoverable. Similarly, position in the sense of 
positedness is not the being of beings and one and the same with it; rather, it 
is at most the how of the being apprehended of something posited. 

Thus the provisional analysis of the Kantian interpretation of existence 
yields a double result. First, not only is this interpretation unclear and thus 
in need of greater clarity, but, secondly, it is questionable even when given 
the most favorable reading, being equals perceivedness. 

Are we to remain with this negative critical statement? A merely nega
tive, carping criticisrn would be an unwonhy undenaking against Kant and 
at the same time an unfruitful occupation with regard to the goal toward 
which we are striving. We wish to reach a positive explanation of the 
concepts of existence and being in general and to do it in such a way that we 
are not simply counterposing to Kant our own, and hence an alien, mean
ing. Rather, we wish to pursue Kant's own approach. the interpretation of 
being and existence, further in the direction of his own vision. In the end 
~t is surely moving in the right direction in his attempt to clarify 
eXIstence. But he does not see sufficiently clearly the horizon from which 
and Within which he wants to carry through the elucidation because he did 
not a. .... C;ure himself of this horizon in advance and prepare it expressly for his 
explication. What follows from this we discuss in the next paragraph. 

§9. Demonstration oftM needfor a morefundmnento.l 
formulation of tM problem of the tMN and of a more radical 

foundation of thi& problem 

a) The inadequacy of psychology as a positive science for 
the ontological elucidation of perception 

~'e .ilo;,k.. Is it an accident and a mere whim of Kant's that in attempting an 
Uclciahon of being, existence. actuality, he resorts to things like position 
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and perception? In what direction is he looking in following this coune? 
Whence does he get the marks of the concepts of existence that Provide 
clarification here? Whence does something like position derive? What is it 
in the source that is necessarily conceived as making something like position 
possible? Did Kant himself adequately define these conditions of the pot.. 
sibility of position in general and thus clarify the essential nature of position 
and place what is thus clarified-being. actuality-itself in the light? 

We saw that the perceivedness. uncoveredness. of the existent is not the 
same as the existence of the existent. But in every uncovering of the existent 
it is uncovered as existent, in its existence. Accordingly, in the perceived. 
ness, or the uncoveredness, of something existent. existence is somehow 
disclosed. or uncovered. along with it. Being. to be sure. is not identical with 
positedness, but positedness is the how in which the positing of an entity 
assures itself of the being of this posited entity. Perhaps from sufficieat 
analysis of perceivedness and positedness the being, or the actuality," 
covered in them and its meaning can be elucidated. If we succeed. thereCca. 
in adequately elucidating the uncovering of things existent. pe~ 
absolute position in all their essential structures, then it must also be 
possible to meet at least with existence. extantness and the like along die 
way. The question arises. How can we attain an adequate determination,. 
the phenomena of perception and position. which Kant draws on for the 
clarification of actuality and existence? We have shown that the concepII 
with which Kant tries to elucidate the concepts of being and existence _ 
themselves in need of elucidation. for one thing because the concepti .. 
perception and position are ambiguous and it is still undecided in which 
sense Kant takes them or the thing meant by them. and for another becauIe 
even on the most favorable interpretation it is doubtful whether being CD 
really be interpreted as position. or existence as perception. These pile: 
nomena. perception and position. are themselves in need of elucidation and 
it is a question how this is to be achieved. Plainly. by recourse to what makes 
perception. position. and similar cognitive powers possible. what lies at the 
basis of perception. position. what determines them ao; comportments of the 
being to whom they belong. 

According to Kant all thinking. all positing. is an I-think. The ego and itS 
states. its behaviors. what is generally called the psychical. require a prelimi
nary clarification. The reason for the deficiency of the Kantian explicat~ 
of concepts regarding existence apparently lies open to view: Kant is still 
working with a very crude psychology. It might be supposed that. had he 
had the possibility that exists today of investigating perception exactly and. 
instead of operating with empty acuteness and dualistic conceptual co"· 
structions. had he placed himself on a factual basis. then he. too. might haVC 
drawn from that a different insight into the essential nature of existence· 

But what about this call for a scientific p!;ychology based on facts as 
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f, dation for the Kantian problem-and this means by implication for 
e~~~' philosophical problem? We must ~riefl! di~ss wheth~r ps!chol~ 
. . a position fundamentally, and not Just In thIS or that dlrectton of Its 
:~~k. to prepare the soil for the Kantian problem and to provide the means 
for its solution. 

PS\'chology takes its stand on the basis of facts; it rightly lays claim to this 
its ·advantage. As an exact inductive investigation of facts. it has its model 

: mathematical physics and chemistry. It is a positive science of a specific 
being. a science which also took mathematical physics as the prototype of 
science during its historical development. particularly in the nineteenth 
century. In all its tendencies. which diverge almost solely in terminology. 
whether it be Gestalt psychology or developmental psychology or the 
psychology of thinking or eidetics. contemporary psychology says: Today 
we are beyond the naturalism of the previous century and the previous 
decades. The object of psychology for us now is life. no longer merely 
sensations. tactual impressions. and memory performances. We investigate 
life in its full actuality. and when we are conducting this inquiry we awaken 
life in ourselves. Our science of life is at the same time the true philosophy, 
because it cultivates life itself by this means and is a life-view and a world
view. This investigation of life settles in the domain of facts; it builds from 
the ground up and does not move in the airy space of customary philoso
phy. Not only is there nothing exceptionable in a positive science of life 
phenomena. biological anthropology, but. like every other positive science. 
it has its own right and its own significance. That in its anthropological 
orientation. which has been developing in all its tendencies for a number of 
years. contemporary psychology goes further and assigns to itself more or 
~ expressly and programmatically a philosophical significance in addi
t~n, because it believes that it is working for the development of a vital life
~ and for a so-called proximity to life of science. and consequently calls 
~Iological anthropology by the name of philosophical anthropology-this 
lS.an irrelevant phenomenon which repeatedly accompanies the positive 
SCiences and above all the natural sciences. We need only recall Hackel or 
cont~mporary attempts to establish and proclaim a world-view or a philo
SOhPhlcal standpoint with the aid. say. of the physical theory called relatiVity 
t eor)'. 

~ith respect to psychology as such and completely without regard to any 
JlanlcuJdr school. two questions are important for us. First. when contem
POrary psychology says that it has now gotten beyond the naturalism of the 
pre~loUS decades. it would be a misunderstanding to believe that psychol
~y had brought itself beyond naturalism. Where psychology stands today. 
ca~damentaIlY. in all its tendencies. with its emphasis on the anthropologi
~ prohlcm. Dilthey already stood with absolute clarity more than three 

ades ago. except that the psychology presumed to be scientific in his 
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time. the predecessor of today's version. opposed and rejected him Jnoet 
vehemently as unscientific. As to the latter. compare Ebbinghaus' critician:. 
of Dilthey. Psychology brought itself to where it stands today not on the 
strength of its results but by a more or less consciously effected fundament.J 
change of attitude toward the totality of life phenomena. It could no longer 
avoid this shift in position since for decades it had been demanded by 
Dilthey and phenomenology. The change is necessary if psychology is not 
to become philosophy but to come into its own as a positive science. Thia 
new type of inquiry in contemporary psychology. whose significance should 
not be overestimated. must naturally lead to new results within the (XIIiti\'t 
psychological science of life. as compared with the old type of inquiry ••• 
nature. physical as weU as psychical. always replies in an experiment oaIyto 
that which it is interrogated about. The result of positive inquiry can .....,. 
corroborate only the fundamental mode of inquiry in which it moves. Butit 
cannot substantiate the fundamental mode of inquiry itself and the I'IUIDIIIr 
of thematwng entities that is implicit in it. It cannot even ascertain tbeir 
meaning. 

With this we come upon the second fundamental question ~ 
psychology. If psychology is today extending its investigative work to. 
field which Aristotle assigned to it in its wholeness. namely. the wholeaflfe 
phenomena. then this expansion of its domain is only the completion of ... 
domain that belongs to psychology; what was a standing deficieaq 11 
simply being set aside. In this newer form. psychology still remains wlllt1t 
is; it is first really becoming what it can be: a science of a specific spbeIe'af 
beings. of life. It remains a positive science. But as such. like every GIller 
positive science. it is in need of a preliminary circumscription of .. 
constitution of the being of the beings it takes for its theme. The ontologicll 
constitution of its domain. which psychology-like every other ~ 
science: physiCS. chemistry. biology in the narrower sense. but also phi1ol
ogy. art history-tacitly presupposes. is itself inaccessible in its meaniDllO 
positive science. if indeed being is not a being and correspondingly ~ 
a fundamentally different mode of apprehension. The positive posit~ ~ 
any being includes within itself an a priori knowledge and an a ~ 
understanding of the being's being. although the positive experience of such 
a being knows nothing of this understanding and is incapable of bringinl 
what is understood by it into the form of a concept. The constitution of the 
being of beings is accessible only to a totally different science: philosophy as 
science of being, All positive sciences of beings. as Plato says somew~: 
can only dream of that which is, that is to say. of their thematic objed. 
positive science of beings is not awake to what makes a being what it is ~. 
being. namely. being, Nevertheless. along with the beings that ~ itS 
objects. being is given in a certain way for positive !lCience. namely. in' 
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like way. Plato alludes to this distinction between the sciences that 
dream _indeed. not accidentally but necessarily-and philosophy with 
drea~ to the relationship of geometry to philosophy. 
re~eometrY is a science which. corresponding to its method of knowing. 

ms to coincide with philosophy. For it is not an experiential science in 
:: sense of physics or botany. but a priori knowledge. Therefore. it is no 

'dent that modem philosophy strove to formulate as well as to solve its 
-:'lems more geometrico. according to mathematical method. Kant him
~lf emphasizes that a positive science is science only as far as it contains 
mathematics. Plato says. however. that although geometry is a priori knowl· 
edge it still differs in principle from philosophy. which is also a priori 
knoWledge and which has the a priori as its theme. Geometry has as its 
object a specific being with a specific what-content. pure space; this indeed 
does not exist like a physical material thing. and it also does not exist like a 
living being. life: instead. it exists in the manner of subsistence. Plato says in 
the Republic: Hai de loipai. has tou ontos ti ephamen epilambanesthai. 
geometrias te kai tas taute hepomenas. horomen hos oneirottousi men peri 
to on. hupar de adunaton autais idein. hees an hupothesesi chromenai 
tautas akinetous eosi. me dunamenai logon didonai auton. 1 The other 
technai-modes of commerce with beings. of which we said that they 
always apprehend thematically a piece of what is, as such. that is. the 
sciences of beings. geometry and those sciences that. following it. make use 
of it-dream about beings; but they are not in a position to see a being as 
something sighted in waking vision. idein. idea. that is. to apprehend the 
being of such a being. They are not in a position to do this as long as they 
make use of presuppositions about what is, about its ontological constitu
tion. and leave these presuppositions unmoved. akinetous. do not run 
through them in philosophical knowledge. in dialectic. But for this they are 
~da~entally unqualified. since they are not capable of exhibiting what a 
being L'> in its own self. They are unable to give an account of what a being is 
:." be~ng. The concept of being and of the constitution of the being of 
~gs IS a mystery to them. Plato makes a distinction regarding the way in 

..... ch that which is, the on. is accessible for what we today call positive 
:~ an~ for philosophy. The on is acces..'lible for positive sciences in 
the aml.ng. I'or this the Greeks have a brief expression. onar. But for them 
me On IS not accessible as a waking vision. hupar. Among the sciences which 
ba ~Iy dream about their object Plato reckons geometry. too. Thus at the 

51.'; of What geometry deals with a priori there lies a still further a priori to 

Sc~pt~lat'J (Burnen. PoIile1a. 7.53,Y'6 ff. [In Plalonis opna. I.'d John Burnet. 5 vol,... 
f~rr.WflJm da"'lCorum b.bliothl'Ca Oxonienliis (Oxford: Clafl'lldon l'res5. 18991. Po/ilna 

Ie<l'" In volume ".) 
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which geometry itself is not awake. not just contingently. but to which it 
cannot be awake. in correspondence with its character as science. any I110tt 
than, say. arithmetic can understand and explain in its peculiar nature the 
law of contradiction. which it makes use of constantly. I cannot elucidate the 
law of contradiction either arithmetically or otherwise. If even a PIiori 
sciences like geometry. which never deal with empirical facts. still presup
pose something that is inaccessible to them. the constitution of the being 0( 
their thematic domain. then this holds all the more for all factual scieacea 
and consequently also for psychology as a science of life or. as is often IIid 
now in imitation of Dilthey. anthropology. the science of living humaa. 
Each psychology merely dreams about man and human existence. bec:a.e 
it m\L'lt necessarily make presuppositions about the constitution of the ~ 
of the human Dasein and of its way of being. which we call existence. n.e 
ontological presuppositions remain closed off for all eternity to psycholog 
as an ontial science. Psychology must let them be given to it by philoeapby 
as ontology. The positive sciences. however-and this is what is remlik. 
able-arrive at their results precisely while dreaming in this way. Theydo 
not need to become philosophically awake. and even if they were to became 
so they would themselves never become philosophy. The history of aU tbe 
positive sciences shows that it is only momentarily that they awaken fnIIIl 
their dreaming and open their eyes to the being of the beings wlrida &bey 
investigate. That is our situation today. The basic concepts of the poaiI:he 
sciences are in a state of flux. It is demanded that they be revised by recauIII 
to the original sources from which they sprang. To speak more precisely .... 
just recently were in such a situation. Anyone who listens more prec:ilely 
and detects the true movements of the sciences above the external din ad 
the busy activity of the industry of science must see that they are already 
dreaming again. which naturally should not be any objection to science • .,. 
from the lofty standpoint of philosophy; it must rather be recognized tbIt 
they are already returning to the state that is suited and familiar to them. It 
is too uncomfortable to sit on a powder keg. knowing that the basic c:oncepCI 
are just well-worn opinions. People have already had their fill of inquiry iDlO 
the basic concepts; they want to have some respite from it. Philosophy II 
science of the "inverted world" is uncomfortable for the common ~ 
standing. Thus the concept of philosophy is governed not by philosophys 
idea but by the needs and the possibilities of understanding belongin~ to 
what Kant calls the common understanding. which is impressed by nothinl 
so much as facts. 

These reflections on the relationship of the positive sciences to philOSO
phy in connection with the Platonic statement should make it dear tha~· 
even if Kant had had an exact psychology of perception and knowledge. at 
would not in the least have expedited the task of a clarification of the 
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ept of existence. Kant's explanation of the concept in question made no 
cOnc ress. nOI because the psychology of his time was not exact and empiri
P~ nough. but because it was not founded in an adequately a priori 
ca cner_ because the ontology of the human Dasein was lacking. Psychol
rnan can in no way remedy the defect-which has yet to be discussed more 
~isely-of the Kantian interpretation of existence as perception and 
P ilion, because it itself is in need of aid. Making anthropology, in the 
~nse of psychology as a positive science, the foundation of philosophy
for example. of logic-is basically even more absurd than wishing to 
anernpt to establish geometry with the aid of the chemistry and physics of 
corporeal things. Whatever the stage of development of this science of 
anthropological psychology, we can expect no help from it for the elucida
tion of a philosophical problem. It is hardly necessary to observe that what 
has been said about psychology cannot mean that it is not a science. On the 
contrary, the fundamental determination of the scientific character of psy
chology as being a positive, or non-philosophical, science speaks not against 
psychology but rather in its favor, with the aim of extricating it from its 
current confusion. 

When Kant interprets existence or extantness as perception. this phe
nomenon "perception" cannot itselfbe made dear by means of psychology. 
Psychology, rather. must already know what perception in general is, if it 
does not wish to grope about blindly in its investigation of perception in its 
factual processes and genesis. 

b) The ontological constitution of perception, Intentionality 
and tnnsc:cndcnce 

.. From what Kant leaves unexplained in the phenomena "perception" and 
POSition" and allows to become blurred in the ambiguity indicated. we shall 

now. a.ttempt to infer which investigation of which interrelationships is 
proyj,slonally required in order to provide a solid basis, a clear horizon, and 
assur~ access for the task of an interpretation of existence. extantness. 
actuality, being in general. 

Ka~t's thesis that being is not a real predicate cannot be impugned in its 
~atave Content. By it Kant basically wants to say that being is not a being. t COntra:;t, Kant's positive interpretation-existence as absolute position 
:rce~tion'. being as position in general-turned out to be unclear as well 
Wam IguOUS and at the same time questionable when suitably formulated. 
Pe~ no~. ask, ~hat does Kant really leave undetermined when he uses 
~taon. position with the ambiguity mentioned? What remains 
Pel' .red when perceiving. the perceived. and the perceivedness of the 

Celved are not distinguished but nevertheless taken as belonging homog-
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eneously to perception? Nothing less than the constitution of the bring oj 
perception in gennal, that is. its ontological nature. and similarly the corutitu. 
tion of the being of position. The ambiguous or the unclear use of the ~ 
"perception" and "position" in Kant is the index of the fact that he leave. 
altogether undetermined the ontological nature of position and perc:eptioQ, 
This implies further that in the end the comportments of the ego, of the 
Dasein in our terminology. are ontologically undefined. The proper expIQ 
ontology of the Dasein. of the being that we ourselves are. is in a bad way. 
But not only that; it also is not recognized that adequate treatment of tbe 
ontology of the Dasein is the presupposition for posing the problem wba.e 
solution Kant takes as his task in elucidating the concept of being. 

At the outset here we shall not go into the fundamental concept of. 
ontology of the Dasein. This concept will occupy us in the second and tbIid 
parts of the course. We shall refrain also from discussing its function iIi!a 
foundation for philosophical inquiry in general; and still less is it possibIe:1it 
carry out and give an exposition of the ontology of the Dasein even Ja:. 
main features. I have already offered an attempt at this in the first plltd 
my recently published treatise Being and Time. Conversely. by contiauN 
our analysis of the Kantian problem and the Kantian solution. we shall_ 
try to make our way toward the sphere of the ontology of the Dasein .... 
foundation of ontology in general. 

Kant interprets existence-we now say. in our terminology. exta"..., 
because we reserve for the human being the term {ordinarily used by X. 
for existence] "Dasein" -as perception. The threefold meaning, pen:eiviaI. 
perceived. perceivedness of the perceived. is to be kept in mind. But .... 
we gained anything for the elucidation of the existence concept by ta1dDI 
explicit notice of the ambiguity of the expression "perception" and retaiaIDJ 
the different meanings? Have we advanced any further in understandiDl* 
phenomenon intended by this expression when we differentiate the ... 
meanings of the word "perception"? You surely do not gain any knowIedJr 
of a thing by enumerating what a word can mean in its ambiguity. Of ~ 
not. But these differences of meaning of the term "perception" have their 
ground ultimately in the thing signified by them. in the phenomenon rJ 
perception itself. Not only the differences of meaning as explicitly ct#' 
scious. but also precisely the imprecise usage of the ambiguous word 1P!' 
back perhaps to the peculiarity of the thing signified. Maybe this amb~ 
of the expression "perception" is not accidental but bears witness eps;.uY 
that the phenomenon intended by it already of itself gives to cornroOll 
experience and understanding the basis for interpreting it somet~ ; 
perceiving. perceptual comportment. sometimes as the perceived IP 

sense of that to which perceptual comportment relates. sometimes ~ 
perceivcdness in the sense of the being-perceived of what is percei\'ed iP 
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e tual comportment. It could thus indeed be that the phenomenon 
perc ~ by perception provides the basis and support for the ambiguity 
mean se it i!; not simple but ambiguous in its own pecUliar structure. 
~~IY what is intended. which is separated in each case into the three 

OS:nings. belongs originally to the unitary structure of what we have to 
mederstand as perception. Perhaps this unitary structure is viewed in dif
~ ent respect!; in the individual meanings and in the apprehension which 
l~ guide of the thing denoted. 

This is in fact the case. What we concisely call perception is. more 
explicitly formulated. th~ perceptual directing. of ~~ toward what is 
perceived. in such a way Indeed that the perceived IS Itself always under
stood as perceived in its perceivedness. This statement does not seem to 
express an exceptional piece of wisdom. Perception is perceiving. to which 
there belongs something perceived in its perceivedness. Is this not an empty 
tautology? A table is a table. The statement. although proVisional. is more 
than a tautology. In it we are saying that perception and perceived belong 
together in the latter's perceivedness. In speaking of perceptual directed
ness-loward or of directing-oneself-toward we are saying that the belonging 
together of the three moments of perception is in each case a character of 
this directedness-toward. This directedness-toward constitutes. as it were. 
the framework of the whole phenomenon "perception." 

But that perceiving directs itself toward a perceived or. speaking formaDy 
and generally. relates itself to it. is surely too self-evident for such a thing to 
need to receive special notice. Kant indeed says the same thing when he 
talks about the thing. the perceived. entering into relation with the cognitive 
faculty. with perceiving. when he talks about a subjective synthesis. More
over. this expressly noticed relation of perceiving to the perceived also 
belongs to other modes of comportment: to mere representing. which 
relates to the represented. to thinking. which thinks the thought. to judg
;:nt. which determines something judged. to love. which relates to a 

lOVed. These. one might think. are unsurpassable trivialities which one 
~ght to shrink from pronouncing. Nevertheless. we shall not deny our
se ves t~c explicit formulation of this discovery. Comportments relate to 
SOmethmg: they are directed toward this whereto; or, in formal terms, they 
~related or referred to it. But what are we to make of this statement of the ;fltion of the comportments to that to which they comport? Is this still 
~.OSQphy at all? Whether it is or is not philosophy we may leave un
are Idcd. We may even admit that it is not or is not yet philosophy. Also. we 
the not really concerned as to what we are to make of the identification of 
Ptn allcg~ trivialities. whether with them we shall or shall not be 
thj etrating into the mysteries of the world and of the Dasein. The only 

ng We care about here is that this trivial identification and what is 
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intended in it should not escape us- that we should perhaps bring it closer 
to us. Perhaps then the alleged triviality will tum into a total eni&nla.. 
Perhaps this insignificance will become one of the most exciting probten.. 
for him who can philosophize. who has come to understand that what it 
taken for granted as being self-evident is the true and sole theme of 
philosophy. 

Comportments have the structure of directing-oneself-toward. of ~ 
directed-toward. Annexing a term from Scholasticism. phenomenoqr, 
calls this structure intentioncdity. Scholasticism speaks of the intentio of the 
will, of voluntas; it speaks of intentio only in reference to the will. It is fir 
from assigning intentio also to the remaining comportments of the ~ 
or indeed from grasping the sense of this structure at all fundamentalt" 
Consequently, it is a historical as well as a substantive error to say, as is ..... 
frequently said today. that the doctrine of intentionality is Scholastic. But, 
even if it were correct, that would be reason not to reject it but rather oat"tIo 
ask whether it is intrinsically tenable. Nevertheless, Scholasticism doea DDt 
know the doctrine of intentionality. In contrast. to be sure, Franz BIeIIIao 
in his Psychologie vom empirischen Standpunkt (1874). under the .... 
influence of Scholasticism, and especially of Thomas and Suarez, ... 
sharper emphasis to intentionality and said that the sum total of all pIJICWo 
cal experiences could and had to be classified with regard to this stJUCIUle. 
the manner of directing oneself toward something. The title "Psyddaay 
from an Empirical Standpoint" means something quite different from .
contemporary expression "empirical psychology." Brentano infIuIaced 
Husserl. who for the first time elucidated the nature of intentionality in .... 
u,gicdl lnvestigdtions and carried this clarification further in the ,.. 
Nevertheless. it must be said that this enigmatic phenomenon of inteDIiDD
ality is far from having been adequately comprehended philosopbicdy. 
Our inquiry will concentrate precisely on seeing this phenomenon mare 
clearly. 

If we recall what we ourselves said about perception. the concept rJ 
intentionality can. to begin with, be made clear as follows. Every COJDPOI!
ment is a comporting-toward; perception is a perceiving-of. We call thiI 
comporting-toward in the narrower sense the intendere or intentio. Every 
comporting-toward and every being-directed-toward has its specific w~ 
of the comporting and toward-which of tht dirededntSS. This whereto . 
comportment and toward-which of directedness belonging to the inten~ 
we call the intentum. Intentionality comprises both moments, the intlftllO 
and the intentum, within its unity, thus far still obscure. The two moment' 
are different in each comportment; diversity of intentio or of intentuti' 
constitutes precisely the diversity of the modes of comportment. TheY 
differ each in regard to its own peculiar intentionality. 
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Th task is now to pursue this structure of Dasein's comportments with 
. e lar regard to perception and to ask how this structure of intention

~~sc1f looks. but above all how it is grounded ontologicaUy in the basic 
al~'~ution o/the Dasein. To begin with. intentionality as a structure of the 
CD "n's comportments must be brought still closer to us; it has to be 
[)aselrved from natural and constantly importunate misinterpretations. We 
~hinking here not so much of the misinterpretations contemporary 
~Iosophy heaps upon intentionality. all of which arise from preconceived 
P istemological or metaphysical standpoints. We leave aside specific thea
~es of knowledge . specific philosophical theories in general. We must make 
:i.e attempt to see the phenomenon of intentionality straightforwardly and 
without bias. However. even if we avoid the prejudgments that spring from 
philosoPhical theories. we are not yet thereby immune to all misinterpreta
tionS. On the contrary. the most dangerous and stubborn prejudices relative 
to the understanding of intentionality are not the explicit ones in the form of 
philosophical theories but the implicit ones that arise from the natural 
apprehension and interpretation of things by the Dasein's everyday "good 
sense." These latter misinterpretations are exactly the ones that are least 
noticeable and hardest to repulse. We shall not now ask wherein these 
popular prejudices have their ground or to what extent they possess their 
own right within the everyday Dasein. We shall first attempt to characterize 
one misinterpretation of intentionality that is based exactly in the naive. 
natural vision of things. Here we shall orient ourselves again in connection 
with the intentional character of perception. 

"Perception has an intentional character" means first of all that perceiv
ing. its intentio. relates to the perceived, intentum. I perceive the window 
~r there. Let us talk briefly about the relation of the perception to the 
object. How is this relation to be characterized naturally? The object of 
~ion is the window over there. The relation of the perception of the 
~ manifestly expresses the relation in which the window, extant over 

reo stands to me as the human being. the subject, extant here. By this 
Plesently existent perception of the window there is accordingly created an 
ii:'t rel~tion between two beings. the extant object and the extant subject. 
If I relation of perception is an extant relation between two extant entities. 
rtlat:rn~ve on.e of the members of this relation. say the subject. then the 
rei . n Itself IS also no longer extant. If I let the other member of the 
lrIeatl~n. the object. the extant window. vanish or if I think it as vanished for 
wh~; el'. ~I~~ ~he relation between me and the extant object. and indeed the 
Wee e posMhlllty of relation. vanishes with it. For the relation now has. as it 
fela;' no funhcr point of support in the extant object. The intentional 
~~ can. it appears. be extant as a relation only if both the relational 

r!> arc extant. and the relation subsists only so long as these relational 
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members are themselves extant. Put in another way. in order that a IlOIaibIe 
relation should subsist between the psychical subject and something eIte, 
that subject needs the extant ness of a physical object. If there w~ no 
physical things. then the psychological subject. without this inten~ 
relation. would have to be extant for itself in an isolated way. The inten
tional relation belongs to the subject by virtue of the object's being extaQt 
and conversely. All of this seems obvious. 

Nevertheless. in this characterization of intentionality as an extant re1a
tion between two things extant. a psychical subject and a physical object, the 
nature as well as the mode of being of intentionality is completely milled. 
The mistake lies in the fact that this interpretation takes the inteatioall 
relation to be something that at each time accrues to the subject due to the 
emergence of the extantness of an object. Implied in this is the notion ... 
in itself. as an isolated psychical subject. this !o'Ubject is without intentiaa
a1ity. In contrast. it is necessary to see that the intentional relation doea IlOl 

first arise through the addition of an object to a subject as. say. sometbIat 
like a distance between two extant bodies first arises and is extant only'" 
a second such body is added to a first. The intentional relation to the abject 
does not first fall to the subject with and by means of the extantnesa of .. 
object: rather. the subject is structured intentionally within itself. N. ..... 
it is directed toward. . Suppose that someone is seized by a hallucinatim 
In hallucinating he sees here and now in this room that some elephaDII" 
moving around. He perceives these objects even though they are not ...... 
He perceives them: he is directed perceptually toward them. We have .... 
a directedness toward objects without their being extant. As we othaa.,. 
they are given for him as extant merely in an imaginary way. But tt. 
objects can be given to the hallucinator in a merely imaginary way cdJ 
because his perceiving in the manner of hallucination as such is of ..... 
nature that in this perceiving something can be encountered-"'" 
perceiving is intrinsically a comporting-toward. a relationship to the objecL 
whether that object is extant actually or only in imagination. Only becaUII 
the hallucinative perceiving has within itself qua perception the cha,rIt;f#t~ 
being-directed-toward can the hallucinator intend something in an ilDllJ 
nary way. I can apprehend something imaginarily only if. as app~~J 
intend in general. Only then can intending assume the modi6catiOll 
imaginariness. The intentional relation does not arise first through. cbe 
actual extantness of objects but lies in the perceiving itself. whether iU~ 
less or illusory. Perceiving must be the perception-of something in order 
me to be able to be deceived about something. .' tQ 

It thus becomes clear that what is said about the relation of percel~:.-.I 
an object is ambiguous. It can mean that perceiving. as something psYCP--
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. he extant subject. stands in a relation with an extant object. the relation 
10 ~ extant because of these two extant entities. This relation stands and 
~;n~ccordingly with the extantness of the members of the relation. Or the 
f; sression "relation of perception to an object" means that the perceiving is 
~'nsicall}'. in its own structure, constituted by this relation. whether that 
lOtI I hich it comports as object is or is not extant. This second sense in which 
to Wmight speak about the relation of perception to an object is the one more 
\,\'ertinent to the peculiar nature of intentionality. The expression "relation 
~ perception" means. not a relation into which perception first enters as 
~ne of the relata and which falls to perception as in itself free of relation. but 
rather a relation which perceiving itself is. as such. This relation. which we 
signify by intentionality. is the a priori comportmental character of what we 
call self-comporting. 

As structure of comportments. intentionality is itself a structure of the 
seIf-comporting subject. It is intrinsic to the manner of being of the self
comporting subject as the comportmental character of this comportmental 
relationship. It belongs to the essential nature of comportments, so that to 
speak of intentional comportment is already a pleonasm and is somewhat 
equivalent to my speaking of a spatial triangle. Conversely. as long as 
intentionality is not seen as such. comportments are thought in a confused 
way. as when I merely represent to myself a triangle without the corre
sponding idea of space, which is basic to it and makes it possible. 

We have thus warded off a misinterpretation of intentionality familiarly 
present in common sense. but at the same time we have suggested a new 
misinterpretation to which non-phenomenological philosophy almost uni
versally falls victim. We shall also discuss this second misinterpretation 
without entering more deeply into sl-ecific theories. 

The result of the foregoing clarification was that intentionality is not an 
objective. extant relation between two things extant but, as the comport
mental character of comporting. a determination of the subject. The com
POrt~ents are those of the ego. They are also commonly called the subject's 
~nences. Experiences are intentional and accordingly belong to the ego. 
or, ~n e~dite language. they are immanent to the subject. they belong to the 
~ectlve sphere. But. according to a universal methodological conviction 
jus rn~rn ~hilosophy since Descartes. the subject and its experiences are 
~ ~.at whIch IS given for the subject. the ego itself. as above all solely and 
tion:ll;ahly.certain. The ~ues.tion arises. How ~an this ego with its int~n
to the x~nences g~t outSide Its sphere of experience and assume a relation 
inten . extant world? How can the ego transcend its own sphere and the 
denc tlonal experiences enclosed within it. and what does this transcen-

e cor-sist in? More precisely we have to ask. What docs the intentional 
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structure of experiences contribute to the philosophical elucidation of tran. 
scendence? For intentionality designates a relation of the subject to the 
object. But we have heard that intentionality is a structure of experiencea 
and thus belongs to the subjective sphere. Thus intentional directing-oae. 
self-toward seems also to remain within the subject's sphere and. taken for 
itself. it seems to provide no help in elucidating transcendence. How do '<lie 
proceed from inside the intentional experiences in the subject outward to 
things as objects? In themselves, it is said. intentional experiences .. 
belonging to the subjective sphere relate only to what is immanent within 
this sphere. Perceptions as psychical direct themselves toward sensatioDa, 
representational images. memory residues. and determinations which the 
thinking that is likewise immanent to the subject adds to what is first given 
subjectively. Thus the problem that is above all alleged to be the centraJ. 
philosophical problem must be posed: How do experiences and that to 
which they direct themselves as intentional. the subjective in sensatb», 
representations. relate to the objective? 

This way of putting the question seems plausible and necessary; after. 
we ourselves said that experiences. which are supposed to have the c:haJ.> 
ter of intentionality. belong to the subjective sphere. The succeeding que. 
tion seems inevitable: How do intentional experiences. belonging as tbeydo 
to the subjective sphere. relate to transcendent objects? But however .... 
ible this manner of questioning may seem and however widespread it.., 
be even within phenomenology itself and the most closely a.sscx:iIIIM 
tendencies of recent epistemological realism. as for instance the view II 
Nicolai Hartmann. this interpretation of intentionality misses out on dIIt 
phenomenon. It fails because for it theory comes first. before fulfilling the 
requirement to open our eyes and take the phenomena as they o6r 
themselves as against all firmly rooted theory and even despite it. that ... the 
requirement to align theory according to the phenomena rather than die 
opposite. to do violence to the phenomena by a preconceived theory. 

What is the central source of this second misinterpretation of intentioft" 
ality that now has to be clarified? This time it does not lie in the c}wacterof 
the intentio. as with the first misinterpretation. but in that of the intenl1Jlll. 
that toward which the comportment-in our case perception-dired' 
itself. Intentionality is said to be a character of experiences. Expef'iellOBl 
belong to the subject's sphere. What is more natural and more logical tbaO 
to infer that. consequently. that toward which immanent experiences ~ 
directed must itself be subjective? But however natural and logical ~ 
inference may seem and however critical and cautious this characterizatiO'l 
of intentional experiences and of that toward which they direct themselves 
may be. it is after all a theory, in which we close our eyes to the phenomen' 
and do not give an account of them themselves. 
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Let us take a natural perception without any theory. without any precon
. ed opinion about the relationship of subject to object and other such 

celV ters and let us interrogate this concrete perception in which we live. 
rnat th~ perception of the window. Toward what does it direct itself in 
sa~spondcnce with the peculiar sense of direction of its intentio? Toward 
CO hat is the perceiving directed in conformity with the peculiar perceptual 
:.nse by which it is guided? In everyday behavior. say. in moving around in 
this room. taking a look around my environment. I perceive the wall and the 
window. To what am I directed in this perception? To sensations? Or. when 
I avoid what is perceived. am I turning aside from representational images 
and taking care not to fallout of these representational images and sensa
tions into the courtyard of the university building? 

To say that I am in the first place oriented toward sensations is all just 
pure theory. In conformity with its sense of direction. perception is directed 
toward the extant being itself. It intends this precisely as extant and knows 
nothing at all about sensations that it is apprehending. This holds also when 
I am involved in a perceptual illusion. If in the dark I mistake a tree for a 
man. it would be wrong to say that this perception is directed toward a tree 
but takes it to be a man. that the human being is a mere representation and. 
consequently, in this illusion I am directed toward a representation. On the 
contrary, the sense of the illusion is precisely that in taking the tree for a 
man I am apprehending what I perceive and what I believe I am perceiving 
as something extant. In this perceptual illusion the man himself is given to 
me and not. say. a representation of the man. 

That toward which perception is directed in conformity with its sense is 
the perceived itself. It is this that is intended. What is implied in an 
exposition of this kind. not deluded by any theories? Nothing less than that 
the question as to how subjective intentional experiences can on their part 
relate to something objectively present is put completely the wrong way. I 
~ot and must not ask how the inner intentional experience arrives at an 
~tslde. I cannot and must not put the question in that way because 
Illlentional comportment itself as such orients itself toward the extant. I do 
not first need to ask how the immanent intentional experience acquires 
~ransc~ndent validity; rather. what has to be seen is that it is precisely 
Illtentlonality and nothing else in which tTdnscendence consists. This does 
~t ~'et provide an adequate elucidation of intentionality and transcendence. 
~I does provide the way of putting the question that corresponds to the 
fro liar in~erent content of what is being examined. because it is derived 
tha rn the thIng itself. The usual conception of intentionality misunderstands 
~ to~ard which-in the ca.w of perception-the perceiving directs itself. 
tow O~dIngly, it also misconstrues the structure of the self-directedness-

ard, the intentio. This misinterpretation lies in an erTOnt'Ous subjectiviz-
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ing of intentionality. An ego or subject is supposed. to whose ~ 
sphere intentional experiences are then supposed to belong. The ego here. 
something with a sphere in which its intentional experiences are. as it ~ 
encapsulated. But. now. we have seen that the transcending is constituted 
by the intentional comportments themselves. It follows from this that 
intentionality must not be misinterpreted on the basis of an arbitraay 
concept of the subject and ego and subjective sphere and thus taken for III 
absurd problem of transcendence; rather. just the reverse. the subject is tint 
of all determined in its essential nature only on the basis of an unbiased .. 
of the character of intentionality and its transcendence. Because the ua.I 
separation between a subject with its immanent sphere and an object wiIh 
its transcendent sphere-because. in general. the distinction betweea III 
inner and an outer is constructive and continually gives occasion for funber 
constructions. we shall in the future no longer speak of a subject, ~ I 
subjective sphere. but shall understand the being to whom intentioal( 
comportments belong as Da.sein, and indeed in such a way that it is }>I1CiIeIJ 
with the aid of intentional comportment, properly understood. that _It
tempt to characterize suitably the being of the Dasein. one of the 1laIiI'. 
basic constitutions. The statement that the comportments of the Dueia_ 
intentional means that the mode of being of our own self. the DaaeiD. iI 
essentially such that this being. so far as it is, is always already c:lweIIiDgwilb 
the extant. The idea of a subject which has intentional experiences ....., 
inside its own sphere and is not yet outside it but encapsulated within iIIIf 
is an absurdity which misconstrues the basic ontological structure fl. 
being that we ourselves are. When, as earlier remarked, we give the CIOIIdIt 
name "existence" to the Dasein's mode of being. this is to say that'" 
Dasein exists and is not extant like a thing. A distinguishing .... 
between the existent and the extant is found precisely in intentioaalJY· 
"The Dasein exists" means, among other things. that the Dasein is in such' 
way that in being it comports toward what is extant but not toWUd it • 
toward something subjective. A window, a chair, in general anything~ 
in the broadest sense. does not exist, because it cannot comport toWU .. 

extant entities in the maMer of intentional self-directedness toward thedI
An extant being is simply one among others also extant. . the 

With this we have made only a first approach toward preserv~ 
phenomenon of intentionality from the crudest of misinterp~~ 
bringing it to view as yet only approximately. This is the presupPOSlt~ the 
expressly making intentionality into a problem. as we shall try to do an 
second part of the course. . 

With the aim of clarifying fundamentally the phenomenon of pe~ 
we have first warded off two natural and stubborn misinterpretations 
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. IilV. We may briefly summarize the two faulty interpretations. 
intentlon~nsl the erroneow objectivizing of intentionality. it must be said that 
f irSt agal I . ub" . " nalitv is not an extant re ahon between an extant s ~ect and object 
antentl~ruc~re that constitutes the comportmental chaTacter of the Dasein's 
bu~ ~ r as such. Secondly. in opposition to the erroneous subjectivizing of 
~ V~~nality. we must hold that the intentional structure of comportments 
~ten~1 something which is immanent to the so-called subject and which 
IS ':1d first of all be in need of transcendence; rather. the intentional 
:StitutiOn of the Dasein's comportments is precisely the ontological condi
tion of the possibility of euery and any tTanscendence. Transcendence. tran
scending. belongs to the essential nature of the being that exists (on the 
basis of transcendence) as intentional. that is. exists in the manner of 
dwelling among the extant. Intentionality is the ratio cognosc:endi of tran
scendence. Transcendence is the ratio essendi of intentionality in its diverse 
modes. 

It foUows from these two determinations that intentionality is neither 
objective. extant like an object. nor subjective in the sense of something that 
0IXUl'S within a so-called subject. where this subject's mode of being remains 
completely undetermined, Intentionality is neither objective nor subjective 
in the usual sense. although it is certainly both. but in a much more original 
sense, since intentionality. as belonging to the Duein's existence. makes it 
poasibIe that this being. the Dasein. comports existingly toward the extant. 
With an adequate interpretation of intentionality. the traditional concept of 
the subject and of subjectivity becomes questionable. Not only does what 
psychology means by the subject become questionable but also what psy
cboIogy itself as a positive science must presuppose implicitly about the idea 
and constitution of the subject and what philosophy itself has hitherto 
~~ ontologically in an utterly deficient way and left in the dark. The 
:mtlO~ phi~osophical concept of the subject has also been inadequately 

ernuned WIth regard to the basic constitution of intentionality. We 
~t decide anything about intentionality starting from a concept of the 
subject because intentionality is the essential though not the most original 
~re of the subject itself. rn: VIew of the misinterpretations mentioned. it is not self-evident what is 
~v~ by the trivial statement that perception relates to something per
~L._ ',If today under the influence of phenomenolnov there is much talk 
"UQUt Int . I' -:>J 
Prov haentlOna Ity. whether by that name or another. this does not yet 
caU/ ~h t the phenomenon thus designated has been seen phenomenologi
ing are . at the comportments of representing. judging. thinking. and will
knOWn intentionally structured is not a proposition that can be noted and 

so that. say. inferences can be made from it; rather. it is a directive to 
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bring to mind what is meant by it. namely. the structure of compo~ 
and. by turning to the phenomena. to assure ourselves ever anew of the 
legitimacy of this assertion. 

The misinterpretations are not accidental. They are not even exclusivtly 
and primarily grounded in a superficiality of thought and of phil~ 
argument. They have their ground instead in the natural conception of 
things itself. as they are present in the Dasein in conformity with its naturt. 
The Dasein has this natural tendency to start by taking every being
whether something extant in the sense of a natural thing or something WillI 
the mode of being of the subject-as an extant entity and to understand it 
in the sense of being extant. This is the basic tendency of ancient ontolog 
and one that has not yet been overcome down to the present day becauae it 
belongs with the Dasein's understanding of being and its mode of under.. 
standing being. Since. in this taking everything given to be ~ 
extant. intentionality is not discoverable as a relation among extant t:biDp, 
it must apparently be referred to the subject: if it is not objective then It iI 
something subjective. The subject. again. is taken with the same ontolop:el 
indeterminateness to be something extant; this is manifest. for instaDce, ill 
Descartes' cogito sum. Thus intentionality-whether it is conceived. 
tively or subjectively-remains something that is in some way extant. OIl 
the contrary. precisely with the aid of intentionality and its peculiaritJ tl 
being neither objective nor subjective. we should stop short and ask: Malt 
not the being to which this phenomenon. neither objective nor subjec:tiYe. 
obviously belongs be conceived differently than it thus far has been? 

When Kant talks about a relation of the thing to the cognitive facuIty. it 
now turns out that this way of speaking and the kind of inquiry that ariIeI 
from it are full of confusion. The thing does not relate to a cognitive faculty 
interior to the subject; instead. the cognitive faculty itself and with it this 
subject are structured intentionally in their ontological constitution. The 
cognitive faculty is not the terminal member of the relation between
external thing and the internal subject; rather. its essence is the reIatiDI 
itself. and indeed in such a way that the intentional Dasein which thUS 
relates itself as an existent is always already immediately dwelling ~ 
things. For the Dasein there is no outside. for which reason it is also 8D11U'v 

to talk about an inside. 
If we modify Kant's ambiguous language about perception and attempt 

to secure independent standing for perception by distinguishing the pe~ 
tual intention and the perceived. then we are not simply correcting of 
meanings and terminologies but going back to the ontological na~ 
what is meant by perception. Because perception has intentional struc::: 
not only can the ambiguity mentioned arise but it must necessarily arise 
the failure to see this. Wherever he deals with perception Kant himself hIf 
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ak use of its intentional structure under duress from the things 
to m le.cs without expressly recognizing it as such. In one place he speaks 
hemsc \ . 

t rception as reaching somewhere and says that something actual, 
of pe can be encountered there where it reaches to.2 But perception can 
~tant. f ' r . . h . . hes . reach only i , In comorn\lty Wit Its own nature, It reac 10 some 
have :tretches out-toward. that is. directs-itself-toward. By their essential 
wa~. representations relate to something represented; they point toward 
: refer to it. but not in such a way that this refe~ntial structure would first 
have to be procured for them; rather. they have It from the start as re-pre
sentations. Whether they give correctly what they claim to be giving is 
another question: but it would be meaningless to discuss this question if the 
nature of the claim remained in the dark. 

c) Intentionality and understanding of being. 
Uncoveredness (perceivedness) of beings and di.sclosednesa 

of being 

We shall keep the direction of Kant's interpretation of actuality. extant
ness. and characterize more clearly and suitably only the horizon from and 
in which he carries out the elucidation. What have we gained so far with our 
preliminary elucidation of the intentional structure of perception? We shall 
be returning to the structure of position in general when discuSSing the 
fourth thesis. We concede to Kant that he does not wish to equate extant
ness with perceiving. the intentio. and certainly not with the perceived. the 
intentum. even though he does not himself introduce this distinction. 
Consequently. the only possibility remaining is to interpret Kant's equation 
of.actuality with perception in the sense that perception here means per
cetvedness. To be sure. it turned out to be open to question whether the 
~ty of ~o":'ething actual (the extantness of something extant) may be 
tha ~ified with Its perceivedness. On the other hand. however. we reflected 

t In the perceivedness (being perceived) of the perceived. and thus of the 
~vered actual. its actuality must manifestly be unveiled along with it and 
III ~ cenain ~ense the extantness of a perceived extant entity must lie :c <>sed Within its perceivedness-that it must be possible to press ahead 
the sorne way toward the extant ness of the extant by means of the analysis of 
~rcelVedncss of the perceived, This implies. however. that perceived
tho I~ not to be equated with extantnes..c; but that it is only a necessary 

ug Indeed not a sufficient condition of access to extantness. This 

2·l<anl C 
0( \8 ih.-' rt'lqlU! of P~~r &clJOtI. 827 3, [Th.s IS the ~mc passage that i~ referred to in n. 9 

JVe arxl IS quOh.-d on p, 4{), I 
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interconnection renders it necessary to attempt a characterization of per 
ceivedness as such. • 

We therefore ask what the relationship of this character of the perceiVed. 
ness of something perceived is to what we have been saying hitherto about 
intentional constitution in general. Perceivedness is of the perceived. Hot, 
does it belong to it? Can we advance toward the sense of the actuality 0( 
something actual by means of the analysis of its perceivedness? Looking to 
the intentionality of perception, we must say that the perceivedness that 
belongs to something perceived plainly falls within the intentum. witbiQ 
that toward which the perception is directed. We must first of all P'Il1Ue 
further what the intentum of perception is. We have already said that 
implicit in the intentional directional sense of perceiving there is an inteM. 
ing of the perceived as extant in itself. The intentional directional sense of 
the perceiving, whether or not it is illusory, itself aims at the extant • 
extant. In perceiving, I am directed toward the window there u tbiI 
particular functional thing. This being. this extant entity in the broadat 
sense, is involved in a particular functionality [Bewandtnis}. It serves to 
illuminate the room and at the same time to protect it. From ita .. 
viceability, from that for which it serves, its characteristic constitutioR ill 
prescribed-everything that belongs to its determinate reality in the Km
tian sense. to its thingness (its Sachheit, what-content. realitasJ. We CIII 

perceptually describe this extant entity in the everyday way, naively, IJIIk. 
ing pre-scientific statements, but also statements of positive science, about 
this object. The window is open, it doesn't close tightly. it is seated well ill 
the wall; the frame's color is such and such and it has this or that extenaiaD
What we thus find before us in this extant entity is. for one thing. der«
minations that belong to it as a thing of use or. as we also say, 81111 
instrument, and again. determinations like hardness, weight. exten+cJoell. 
which belong to the window not qua window but as a pure material tbiDI· 
We can cover over the instTumental chaTacteristics that in the first instal'" 
confront us in our natural commerce with such a thing as a ~, 
constituting its utilitarian character. and consider the window m~Y as.: 
extant thing. But in both cases. whether we consider and describe 
window as a utilitarian thing. an instrument. or as a pure natural t~.; 
already understand in a certain way what it means to say "instrument 
"thing." In our natural commerce with the instrument. the tool. the ~ 
ing instrument. the vehicular instrument. we understand some~_...d 
instTumentality, and in confrontation with material things we ~ 
something like thingliness. We are searching, however. for the perce). tioIJ5 
of the perceived. But we do not find it among all these thing-deternu~ ~ 
which constitute the instrumental character of the perceived enulY rJ 
among the determinations which belong to the general thing-charactd 
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h'ng extant. Nevertheless. it surely has this perceivedness. For we 
~t ~y that the e~~ant is the ~rceived. Therefore perce~vedness is also 
~ Y"real predicate. How does It belong to the extant enllty? The extant 
not ~. doesn't undergo any alteration due to my perceiving it. It doesn't 
sure :ience any increase or diminution of what it is as this extant thing, It is 
::inly not ~m~ged and made useless by my perc~ivin~ it. ~ the 
contrary, implicit an ~he ~nse of perceptual .appn:h~ns~on IS. the aun ,to 
uncover what is perceived an such a way that It exhibits Itself m and of Its 
own self. Thus perceivedness is nothing objective in the object. But may we 
then conclude, perhaps. that it is something subjective, belonging not to the 
perceived. the intentum, but to the perceiving. the intentio? 

In the analysis of intentionality we were already puzzled about the 
legitimaCY of this customary distinction between subject and object, subjec
tive and objective. Perceiving. as intentional. falls so little into a subjective 
sphere that. as soon as we wish to talk about such a sphere. perceiving 
immediately transcends it. Perceivedness belongs perhaps to the Dasein's 
intentional comportment; that is to say. it is not subjective and also it is not 
objective. even though we must always continue to maintain that the 
perceived being, the extant entity. is perceived, has the character of per
c:eivedness. This perceivedness is a remarkable and enigmatic structure. 
belonging in a certain seme to the object. to the perceived. and yet not itself 
anything objective, and belonging to the Dasein and its intentional exis
tence and yet not itself anything subjective. Time and again it becomes 
necessary to impress on ourselves the methodological maxims of phenome
nology not to flee prematurely from the enigmatic character of phenomena 
nor to explain it away by the violent coup de main of a wild theory but 
rather to accentuate the puzzlement. Only in this way does it become 
palpable and conceptually comprehensible, that is, intelligible and so con
~ that t~ indications for resolving the phenomenon leap out toward us 
: the emgmatic matter itself. In regard to perceivedness-but also. as 

. yet appear, correspondingly in regard to other features-the problem 
~' J:low can something belong in a certain way to the extant without 
~.bean~ something extant, and how, being this. can it belong also to the 
Pfoblln wllhout signifying something subjective? We shall not solve this 
the em at present but simply heighten it. in order to show in Part Two that 
Ila explanation of the possibility of such a puzzling phenomenon lies in the 

ture of tIme o .. 
exta ne. than.~ is clear. The perceivedness of something extant is not itself 
bel nt In thl!; thing but belongs to the Dasein, which does not mean that it 
bel:ngl; to the subject and the subject's immanent sphere. Perceivedness 
the ngs to perceptual intentional comportment. This makes it possible that 

extant should be encountered in its own self. Perceiving uncovers the 
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extant and lets it be encountered in the manner of a specific u~ 
Perception takes from the extant its coveredness and releases it so that itcaa 
show itself in its own self. That is the sense of every natural self<irculnSpec. 
tion and every natural self-orientation about something. and indeed bec&u.e 
this mode of uncovering is implicit in perceiving. corresponding to its otIn 
intentional sense. 

Our pointing to the fact that perception refers to a perceived does not 
adequately delimit it as against mere representation. the mere ~ 
something to mind. This also refers to something. to a being. in a specific 
way and. like perception itself. it can even refer to something extant. Tbual 
can now bring to mind the railway station at Marburg. In doing SO 1_ 
referring not to a representation and not to anything represented but ratJ.er 
to the railway station as it is actually present there. Nevertheless, in ... 
pure bringing-ta-mind. that particular entity is apprehended and giWD iDa 
different way than in immediate perception. These essential differeaca fi 
intentionality and intentum are not of interest to us here. 

Perceiving is a Teleare of extant things which lets them be enoountAnrI. 
Transcending is an uncovering. The Dasein exists as uncovering. 1'he 
uncoveredness of the extant is what makes possible its release as sometbIaJ 
encountered. PtTceivedraess, that is. the specific release of a being in percehr
ing. is a mode of uncoveredne.ss in general. Uncoveredness is also the ... 
mination of the release of something in production or in ~ 
about. 

What is it that belongs to an uncovering of a being. in our cue .. 
perceptual uncovering of an extant entity? The mode of uncovering and die 
mode of uncoveredness of the extant obviously must be determined by die 
entity to be uncovered by them and by its way of being. I cannot perceive 
geometrical relations in the sense of natural sense perception. But howil~ 
mode of uncovering to be. as it were. regulated and prescribed by the erdit)' 
to be uncovered and its mode of being. unless the entity is itself ~ 
beforehand so that the mode of apprehension can direct itself toward it? On 
the other hand. this uncovering in its tum is supposed to adapt i~~ dj 
entity that is to be uncovered. The mode of the possible uncoverability 
the extant in perception must already be prescribed in the perceiving ~ 
that is. the perceptual uncovering of the extant must already unde . . 
beforehand something like extantness. In the intentio of the pe~~ 
something like an understanding of txtantne.ss must already be antece<JC1; 
present. Is this solely an a priori requirement that we must impose ~IJ£? 
otherwise the perceptual uncovering of things would remain uninteU1S""-, 
Or can it be shown that something like an undeTstanding of extan~..J 
alTeady implicit in the intentionality of ptTception, that Le;. in pe~ep~ 
uncovering? Not only can this be shown but we have already shown It. ~. 
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ak are cautiou ... ly. we have already made use of this understanding of 
spe mess that belongs to the intentionality of perception. but without 
extantn . I h ized tho . yet explicit y c aracter IS structure. 
ha~an~he first description of the intentum-that toward which perception 
.~ itself-in opposition to the subjectivistic misinterpretations that 
~tiOn is dir~ted in the first instance only to som~hi~ s.ubjective, that 
. t sensations. It was necessary to show that perception 15 directed toward 
~ °e"tant itself. We said then that in order to see this we need only 
. terrogate the tendency of apprehension. or its directional sense, which lies 
: perception itself. In accord with its di~i~na1 sense, perceiving intends 
the extant in its extantness. The extant In Its extantness belongs to the 
directional sense-that is to say. the intentio is directed toward uncovering 
the extant in its extantness. The intentio itself includes an understanding of 
extantnesS. even if it is only pre-conceptual. In this understanding. what 
extantness means is unveiled. laid open. or, as we say, disclosed. We speak 
of the disclosednm given in the understanding of extantness. This under
standing of extant ness is present beforehand as pre-conceptual in the 
inteDtio of perceptual uncovering as such. This "beforehand" does not mean 
that in order to perceive, to uncover something extant. I would first 
expressly have to make clear to myself the sense of extantness. The antece
dent understanding of extantness is not prior in the order of measured 
cIocktime. The precedence of the understanding of extantness belonging to 
perceptual uncovering means rather the reverse. This understanding of 
extantness. of actuality in the Kantian sense. is prior in such a way-it 
belongs in such a way to the nature of perceptual comportment-that I do 
~ at all first have to perform it expressly; rather. as we shall see. it is 
implicit in the basic constitution of the Dasein itself that. in existing, the 
Dasein also already understands the mode of being of the extant, to which it 
c:ompons eXistingly. regardless of how far this extant entity is uncovered 
~ w~ether it is or is not adequately and suitably uncovered. Not only do 
:::tlO and intentum belong to the intentionality of perception but so also 

Lathe understanding of the rrtatk of bftng of what is intm:hd in the intentum. 
unde ter we, shall occupy ourselves with how this precursory pre-conceptual 
tan rstandmg of extantness (actuality) lies in the uncovering of the ex
is t- what this lying means and how it is possible. What is of concern now 
III ~re,ly to see in general that uncovering componment toward the extant 
~JntaJns itself in an understanding of extantness and that the disclosrrre of 
the antnes~ ~)(?Iongs to this comportment. to the Dasein's existence. This is 
COvec:~~lIon of the possibility of the uncooerability of extant things. Un
of exr Ility. the perceptibility of extant thing .... presupposes disclosedness 
lander lantn~ss. With respect to its possibility. perceivedness is grounded in the 

standtrlg of extantness. Only if we bring the perceivedness of the 
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perceived back in this way to its foundations. only if we analyze tbia 
understanding of extant ness itself which belongs essentially to the fuU 
intentionality of perception. do we place ourselves in a position to clarify the 
se~se of the extantness thus understood or. in Kantian terms. the senator 
exlstence. 

It is manifestly this understanding of being to which Kant recurs without 
seeing it clearly when he says that existence. actuality. is equivalent 111) 

perception. Without already giving the answer to the question how ~ 
is to be interpreted. we must keep in mind that over against the Kaad.i 
interpretation. actuality equals perception. there is presented a wealth of 
structures and structural moments of that to which Kant basically IeCUII. .. 
the first place we meet with intentionality. Not only intentio and intentum 
but with similar originality a mode of uncoveredness of the intw_ 
uncovered in the intentio belong to it. Not only does its uncoverecIne.
that it is uncovered-belong to the entity which is perceived in peIceptkii, 
but also the being-understood. that is. the disclosedness of that \IDCICMIed 
entity's mode of being. We therefore distinguish not only terminolop:lly 
but also for reasons of intrinsic content between the urlCO't.leTednas f/ 4 ... 

and the di.scwednes.s of its being. A being can be uncovered. whether by way 
of perception or some other mode of access. only if the being of this ..... 
already disclosed-only if I already understand it. Only then caD I .
whether it is actual or not and embark on some procedure to estabIiIIh the 
actuality of the being. We must now manage to ex.hibit more precisely the 
interconnection between the uncoveredness of a being and the cIiIcbed
ness of its being and to show how the disclosedness (unveilednesa) oCbeiaI 
founds. that is to say. gives the ground. the foundation. for the poutiIityG 
the uncoveredness of the being. In other words. we must maDIll tID 
conceptualize the distinction between uncoveredness and disclosednaB. ~ 
possibility and necessity. but likewise also to comprehend the possible UPilY 
of the two. This involves at the same time the possibility of formuJatiDg tbr 
distinction between the being {SeiendenJ that is uncovered in the ..,. 
coveredness and the being {SeinJ which is disclosed in the discl~~ 
thus fixing the differentiation between being and beings, the ontOJOS
difference. In pursuing the Kantian problem we arrive at the question of'~ 
ontological difference. Only on the path of the solution of this basic ontol~ 
cal question can we succeed in not only positively corroborating the ~: 
thesis that being is not a real predicate but at the same time pos1tl • 
supplementing it by a radical interpretation of being in general as exrant 
ness (actuality. existence). the 

We now clearly see that the pos. .. ihility of giving an exposition.of'tiPf 
ontological difference is interconnected with the necessity of investJ~ 
intentionality. the mode of access to beings. although this does not 
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mode of access to each being represents perception in the Kantian 
that th~ant does not put the elucidation of actuality, existence. in the 
sense· hen he equates actuality with perception. He stays at the extreme 
c:ente:~he problem's field and in such a ~ay t~at this edge even disappears 
~ into obscurity. Nevertheless the direction of the path he follows. by 
for :g to the subject i~ its.broadest se~, is the ~n1y one t~t is poss~le 
~rrect. It is the direction of the mterpretatlon of bemg. actuality, 
~ that was ~ollo~ed n~tjust ~y modern philosophy si~~, 
by expressly orienting Its philosoph~l pro?lerns to the su~jeCt. DlJ'eCtlOn 
Oward the subject-or toward what IS basically meant by It, namely. our 
~in-is also followed by ontological inquiry in antiquity, that of Plato 
and Aristotle. which was not yet at all oriented subjectivistically in the 
modem sense. This, however. does not mean that Plato's and Aristotle's 
basic philosophical tendency may be interpreted somewhat in Kant's sense, 
• the Marburg School did some years back. In their effort to elucidate 
being, the Greeks proceed in the same direction as Kant when they go back 
to the logos. The logos has the peculiarity of making manifest. either of 
uncovering or of disclosing something. between which two the Greeks 
distinguished as little as did modem philosophy. As basic comportment of 
the psuche. the logos is an aletheuein. a making-manifest, which is peculiar 
to the psuche in the broadest sense or to the nous-terms that are badly 
understood if they are thoughtlessly translated as sow and mind and 
oriented to the corresponding concepts. The psuche. says Plato. discourses 
with itself about being; it discusses being, otherness, sameness. motion, 
- and the like thoroughly with itself: that is, it already of its own self 
understands being. actuality. and the like. The logos psuches is the horizon 
to which every procedure that attempts to elucidate being and actuality and 
~ ~e }letakes itself. All philosophy. in whatever way it may view the 
subject and place it in the center of philosophical investigation. returns to 
~1. mind. consciousnes.." subject, ego in clarifying the basic ontological 
. mena. Neither ancient nor medieval ontology is. as the customary 
l8no~ce of them takes them to be. a purely objective ontology excluding 
COnscIOU.'>DCSS; rather. what is peculiar to them is precisely that conscious
~ a.:'d the ego are taken to be in the same way as the objective is taken to 
it,' VIdence for this is provided by the fact that ancient philosophy orients 
anc~tology to the logos and it could be said with a certain propriety that 
log len~ ontology is a logic of being. This is correct to the extent that the 
Ha:~s tht.' p~en~~~non t~t is supposed to clarify what being means. 
Wer cr. the logiC of bemg does not mean that ontological problems 
to t~ reduced to logical problems in the sense of academic logic. Reversion nece: ego, to the soul. to consciousness. to mind. and to the Dasein is 

Sary for specific and inherently pertinent reasons. 
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We can express the unanimity of this tendency in philosophical intt, 
pretations of being and actuality by still another formulation of the ~ 
lem. Being. actuality. existence belong among the most universal concep.. 
that the ego. as it were. brings with it. These concepts were and lit 
therefore called innate ideas. ideae innatae. They reside in the hUIaaQ 
Dasein from the very outset. On the basis of its ontological constitution tht 
Dasein brings with it a vision. idein. an understanding. of being, ~ 
existence. Leibniz says frequently. even if much more crudely and ~ 
ously than Kant. that we comprehend what being. substance. identil, 
duration. alteration. cause. and effect are only in reflection upon our-'; 
selves. The doctrine of innate ideas is prevalent more or less plaWy 
throughout the whole of philosophy. Nevertheless, it is more of an e¥IIIiaIl 
and an elimination than a solution of the problem. It is too simple a ... 
to a being and a property of that being, innateness. which is itself expIaiDed 
no further. However unclearly innateness is conceived. it should DOt be 
understood here in the physiological-biological sense. It should be ..... 
instead to mean that being and existence are understood prioT to betaaL 
This does not, however, mean that being, existence, and actuality are .. 
the individual first realizes in his biological development-that chiIdNa 
first of all understand what existence is; rather, this ambiguous expi 'DI' 

"innateness" refers only to the earlier, the preceding, the a priori, which .. 
identified with the subjective from Descartes to Hegel. The problem of. 
elucidation of being can be extricated from this blind alley or first popedy 
posed as a problem only if we ask: What does innateness mean? How II it 
possible on the basis of the Dasein' s ontological constitution? How can it be 
defined? Innateness is not a physiological-biological fact; instead, ita ... 
lies in the indication that being. existence, is earlier than beings. It muIt be 
taken in the philosophical-ontological sense. Hence it is also no( to be 
thought that these concepts and principles are innate because aU mea 
recognize the validity of these propositions. The agreement of buInIft 
beings about the validity of the law of contradiction is solely a sign": 
innateness but not the reason for it. Recourse to universal agree~~1 
assent is not yet a philosophical certification of logical or on~ 
axioms. In our phenomenological consideration of the second thesis-: 
each being there belong a what and a way-of-being-we shall see tha~ 
same horizon opens up there as well. namely, the attempt to elucidat' 
ontological concepts by recourse to the Dasein of human beings. To be ~ 
it will also appear that this recourse. precisely with regard to this p~le~ •. 1S 

not formulated as explicitly in ancient and medieval ontology as It IS III 

Kant. Nevertheless, it is in fact present there. . the 
It has become clear in a number of ways that the critical diSCUSSion of . 

Kantian thesis leads to the necessity of an explicit ontology of the J)a!eiJ1. 
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. . onlv on the basis of the exposition of the basic ontological 
e'or It IS • I 
~' . tion of the Dasein that we put ourse ves in a position to understand 
constlt~elY the phenomenon correlated with the idea of being, the under
~~g of being which lies at the basis ~f all com~rtment ~o ~ings and 
s~des it. Only if we understand the basiC ontologtcal constitution of the 
~n can we make clear to ourselves how an understanding of being is 
possible in the Dasein. It has. however. also become clear that the ontology 
of the Dasein represents the latent goal and constant and more or less 

'dent demand of the whole development of Western philosophy. But this 
: be seen and demonstrated only if this demand is itself expressly put and 
fUlti1led in its basic features. The discussion of the Kantian thesis led in 
particular to a basic ontological problem. the question of the distinction 
between being and beings. the problem of the ontological difference. In 
examining the Kantian thesis we touched upon problems at every step 
without taking note of them expressly as such. Thus. in order to discuss the 
Kantian thesis fully. it was necessary not only to analyze the equation of 
existence. actuality. with absolute position but also correspondingly to 
analyze the equation of being with position generally; that is, it was neces
sary to show that position. positing, also has an intentional structure. We 
shall return to this point in the context of our discussion of the fourth thesis 
where we deal with being in the sense of the "is" of the copula. which Kant 
interprets as respectus logicus. that is, as the positing of being in general. 
Kant understands the being that he takes to be one with position generally 
u the "is" which is posited as the combining of subject and predicate in the 
proposition, For its analysis it is requisite that the structure of the positional 
character of the proposition be exhibited, 

The provisional clarification of intentionality led us further to the differ
~ in ontological constitution between the objective entity and the subjec
::: entity, the Dasein. who exists. Plainly this distinction between the being 
fj t we ou~selves are and the being that we are not--or. expressed in a 
~lIy Flchtean manner. between the ego and the non-ego-is not 
:'ide~tal but must somehow impress itself on the common consciousness. 
't' philosophy is interested in it from the very beginning. We shall discuss 
~ In the third thesis, so that the interconnection of the first thesis with the 
~h an~ th~rd already becomes clear. 

Co expllcatl~g the contents of the Kantian thesis we started from the 
as OCept of reality, thingness. from which existence was to be distinguished 
tooa ~on'r~al character. Nevertheless, we should bear in mind that reality. 
is ~I!i n(~ mo~c something real than existence is something existent. which 
cat pres~ed In Kant by the fact that for him reality. like existence. is a 
'I,t':;~ry'. Reality is an ontological characteristic that belongs to every being. 

er It IS actual or merely possible, insofar as each being is something, has 
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a real content, a what-content. It is not enough to exclude existence 
something non-real from the real determinations of a thing; it is ~ 
necessary to determine the ontological sense of reality in general and to .. 
how the connection between reality and existence is to be conceived 8QcI 
how its possibility can be exhibited. This is a problem that lies virtuaUy 
hidden in the Kantian thesis. It is none other than the content oftbe 8ec:oad 
thesis, to the discussion of which we shall now tum. We should keep ia 
mind that the four theses are interconnected among themselves. The nat 
content of anyone of these problems includes within itself that of the 
others. The four theses formulate only externally and still covertly the 
systematic unity of the basic ontological problems. toward which we are 
groping by way of the preparatory discussion of the theses. 



Chapter Two 

The Thesis of Medieval Ontology 
Derived from Aristotle: To the 

Constitution of the Being of a Being 
There Belong Essence and Existence 

flO. T'Iu contmt oj the thesis and its traditional diactwion 

a) Preview of the traditional context of inquiry for the 
distinction between e.ssentia and existentia 

The discussion of the first thesis. being is not a real predicate. aimed at 
clarifying the sense of being. existence. and at determining Kant's inter
pretation of existence more radically in regard to its task. It was emphasized 
that existence differs from reality. Reality itself was not yet made a problem. 
nor Was its possible relation to existence or even the distinction between the 
~o. Since reality in the Kantian sense means nothing but essentia. the 
~ion o~ the second thesis. concerning essentia and existentia. includes 
h the questlons about their relationship that were raised in earlier philoso
r~ ~d that are not treated fun her by Kant but underlie his thinking as 

tiona 1 notions to be taken for granted. In the course of discussion of the 
;econd .thesis it will become still clearer how firmly the Kantian problem is 
i<J'lOted In the ancient and medieval tradition. Even though the second thesis 
a r,very closely associated with Kant's. the discussion of it is nevenheless not 
ttQi::h.tlon of the Kantian problem. for now. under the designation essentia. 
COr,n y It!;elf btx:omes an ontological problem. The problem accordingly be· 
the es tnore acute. How do reality and existence belong to a being? How can 

real have existence? How is the ontological interconnection of reality 

77 
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and existence to be defined? Not only do we now arrive at fun~ 
new problems but. in the process. the Kantian problem grows more ~ 
chant. 

We can also characterize the new problem with reference to the ~ 
cal difference. This difference has to do with the distinction between bei.Ii. 
and being. The ontological difference says: A being is always c~ 
by a specific constitution of being. Such being is not itself a being. But ... 
what it is that belongs to the being of a being remains obscure. Fo~ 
Kant's example. until now we have taken the expression "being" in the .... 
of existence. actuality. that is. as the way in which something actua1 or 
existent is. Now, however. it will appear that the constitution of the beiatlaf 
a being is not exhausted by the given way of being. if by this we IDIID 
actuality. extantness. existence. Rather. it will be made clear that it.,.... 
to every being. in whatever manner it may be, that it is such and such. 'I1ae 
character of the what. the what-character or. as Kant says. Sachheit { ...... 
ness. somethingness}. reality. belongs to the ontological constitutiaD til 
being. Reality is no more something that is, something real, tbm _ 
existence and being something that exists and is. Thus the djatbdioD 

between reality and existentia. or between essentia and existentia, cl...1I1It 
coincide with the ontological difference but belongs on the side of am 
member of the ontological difference. That is to say. neither fIGIitdI _ 
exisUntia is a being; rather. it is precisely the two of them that make up the 
structure of being. The distinction between realitas and existentia 4Tticuldta 
being more particularly in its essential constitution. 

Thus we see already that the ontological difference is not .. aiqIIt 
intrinsically as it appears in its plain formulation. but what ontology lima .. 
that which differs here. being itself. reveals an ever richer structule witbiD 
itself. The second thesis will lead to the problem we discuss in Part TtIO 
under the heading of the basic articulation of being. namely. each ... 
being's being determined in regard to its being by essentia and poaibIe 
existence. 

The uaditional discussion of the second thesis. that essentia and .,.. 
tentia. or possible existence. belong to each being. lacks a solid f~ 
and a sure clue. The fact of this distinction between essentia and ~ 
has been well known since Aristotle and taken for granted as sornethiJIIJ 
self-evident. How this distinction between the two is to be defined ~s open n: 
question in the tradition. In antiquity this question is not ev~n ~ the 
problem of the distinction and the connection-of the distmctlo briJI80 
compositio-between the what-character of a being and its way of . 
essentia and existentia. first becomes urgent in the Middle Ages. not ~ 
the background of the basic question of the ontological difference. ~ 
was never seen iL'I such. but rather within the same context of inquiry 
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untcred in characterizing the Kantian thesis, To be sure. we are not 
we en~Oaling sO much with the question of the knowability and demon
~~h'I'~ , of God's existence as with the still more original problem of the 
su ..... 1 I ) of God infin' be' 'nfini . . ctness of the concept as an ate mg. ens I tum. over 
di~t,an t the being that is not God. the ens finitum, In the description of the 
:n~an thesis we,were told ~~t existence belongs to God'~ essence. to the 

tia dei, This IS a proposition that Kant. too. does not dispute. What he 
esse::Sts is solely that human beings are in a position to posit absolutely a 
::'g such that existence belongs to its essence. that is. to perceive it 
immediately. in the broadest sense to intuit it. God is a being who. by his 
essence. cannot not be, The finite being. however. can also not be. This 
means that existence does not necessarily belong to what the finite being is. 
its realitas. Now in case such a possible being (ens finitum) or its reality is 
actUalized-in case this possible exists-then. viewed externally. pos
sibility and actuality have manifestly come together in this being. The 
possible has become actual. the essentia is actual. it exists. Thus the 
question arises. How is the relationship of the what-character of an actual 
being to its actuality to be understood? We are now dealing not only with 
the Kantian problem. with actuality in general. but with the question of how 
the ddu4lity of a being rclates to its "calit}'. We see that this ontological 
problem. too. which leads us back in Part Two to the basic problem of the 
articulation of being. is oriented in the tradition toward the problem of God. 
toward the concept of God as the ens perfectissimum, Aristotle's old 
identification of the prote philosophia. the first science. the science of being. 
with theologia receives renewed confirmation, We must now render this 
interconnection even more clear for ourselves in order to grasp the content 
of ~ second thesis in a correct way and to be in a position to extract what is 
Philosophically decisive from the traditional discussion of this thesis in the 
MidcUe Ages. In elUCidating the content of the thesis. we shall have to limit 
ourselves to essentials and give only an average characterization of the 
Problem. We cannot give a full and detailed exposition of the historical 
COUrse of discussion of this thesis of the relationship and distinction be
~n CSSentia and existentia in Scholasticism (Thomas. the older Thomis
Coo school, Duns Scotus, Suarez. the Spanish Scholastics in the age of the 
view nter-Reformation), Rather. by characterizing the chief doctrines-the 
idea s of Thomas Aquinas. Duns Scotus, and Suarez-we shall try to give an 
tUn of how the Scholastics handled these problems and how at the same 
prcZt'he I.nflucnce of ancient philosophy is manifest in this treatment of the 

S ern Itself. in its approach. 
the uare:L belongs to the so-called Late Scholasticism. which was revived in 
\llasJesult order in the age of the C..cunter-Reformation in Spain. Thomas 

a member of the Dominican Order of Preachers. Duns Scotus of 
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the Franciscan Order of Friars Minor. Suarez is the thinker who had the 
strongest influence on modem philosophy. Descartes is directly ~ 
on him, using his terminology almost everywhere. It is Suarez who for the 
first time systematized medieval philosophy and above all ontology. Befare 
him the Middle Ages, including Thomas and Duns Scotus, treated IlIICieat 
thought only in commentaries. which deal with the texts seriatim. The baeic 
book of antiquity. Aristotle's Metaphysics, is not a coherent work, beiDa 
without a systematic structure. Suarez saw this and tried to make up fortbil 
lack, as he regarded it. by putting the ontological problems into a s~ 
form for the first time. a form which determined a classification of ..... 
physics that lasted through the subsequent centuries down to HepI. fa 
accordance with Suarez' scheme. distinctions were drawn between ..... 
physica generalis. general ontology, and metaphysica specialis, which. 
eluded cosmologia rationalis, ontology of nature. psychologia ratione .. 
ontology of mind, and theologia rational is, ontology of God. This ~ 
ment of the central philosophical disciplines recurs in Kant's CritiqueojPwe 
Reason. Transcendental logic corresponds in its foundations to IIDIIII 
ontology. What Kant deals with in transcendental dialectic. the problemlGf 
rational psychology, cosmology. and theology, corresponds to what modem 
philosophy recognized as questions. Suarez, who gave an exposition of .. 
philosophy in the Disputationes metaphysicM (1597), not only exeR:iIed. 
great influence on the further development of theology within Catbolidlm 
but. with his order colleague Fonseca,· had a powerful effect on the shapias 
of Protestant Scholasticism in the sixteenth and seventeenth centudll. 
Their thoroughness and philosophical level are higher by far than dill 
which Melanchthon. for example. attained in his commentaries on ArItr 
tode. 

This problem of the relationship between essentia and existentia hal filii 
a theological significance that does not interest us in its narrow seDII. Ii 
concerns the problems of Christology and therefore is still discussed CO the 
present day in the schools of the theologians and most prominently in ~ 
philosophical views of the individual orders. The controversy has not to
day been settled. But since Thomas is taken before all others to be the 
authoritative Scholastic as well as given ecclesiastical preference, the Jesu: 
who side in their doctrine with Suarez, who himself doubtless saW • 

problem most acutely and correctly. have at the same time an inte~ 
associating their view with that of Thomas. As late as 1914 they requea"'
directly from the pope a d£cision as to whether it is necessary to confortP 10 
Thomas in every respect in this matter. This question was decided ~ 
tively in a decision that was not ex cathedra but was supposed to prov-

_.---' 

-H"idt"gger apparently refer.. here to Petrus t'ons«a (IS2K-1597). one of lhe ~ 
Spani~h Neoscholasuc wnle~. author of IrutltuliOfH's dial«lic~ ILisbon. 1564). 
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t 'on in the area of theological and philosophical knowledge, These 
...rienta I di I . 
va' • ns I'nterest us here not reedy but on y retrospectively for under
",M!StlO • 
'i-ding ancient philosophy and prospectively ~or t~e pr~lems posed by 
stan 'n the Critique of Pure Re4S0n and by Hegel In hIs logIC. The history of 
Kant ~Iem is very involved and not yet clear to this day. 
the 10 begin with. the problem can be traced back to Arabic philosophy. 
above all to Avicenna and his commentary on Aristotle. But Arabic Aristo-

lianism is influenced essentially by Neoplatonism and by a work that 
~ yed a great role in the Middle Ages. the Liber de cawis, the Book of 
C:uses. The work was for a long time taken to be Aristotelian. though it is 
not. The distinction then occurs also in Plotinus. Proclus. Iamblichus and 
~ thence to Dionysius the Pseudo-Areopagite. They were all of special 
significance for medieval philosophy. 

The problem must be understood in the philosophical context of the 
cPtinction between the concepts of the infinite being and the finite being. 
In Suarez this distinction is situated in a still wider context. In the Dispu
tdtiones metaphysicae, which comprise in toto 54 disputations. the first part. 
disputations 1-27. deals with communis conceptus ends ejusque pro
prietatibus. being in general and its properties. The first part of metaphysics 
deals with being in general. where it is indifferent which particular being is 
taken into consideration. The second part. disputations 28-53. deals with 
the being of specific beings. Within the universe of beings. Suarez fixes the 
buic distinction between ens infinitum. deus. and ens finitum. creatura. 
The finaI disputation. 54. deals with ens rationis or. in the term preferred 
nowadays, ideal being. Suarez is the first one who-even if only timidly
tries to show, in opposition to the usual Scholastic opinion. that the ens 
rationis is also an object of metaphysics. Although the investigation of being 
represents in general an essential task of metaphysics. nevertheless deus as 
the primum and principium ens is at the same time id, quod et est totius 
~hysicae primarium objectum, et primum significatum et analogatum 
tottus significationis et habitudinis entis (Opera omnia. Paris. 1856-1861. 
vo~. 26. disp. 31. prooem): God. as the first and principal being. is also the 
PhJnary object of the whole of metaphysics. that is to say. of the whole of 
:::logy. a~d the primum significatum. that which is signified first. that 

h COnstItutes the significance of all significances: the primum analo
:~~. that to which every assertion about beings and every understanding 
tha ~ng IS traced back. The ancient conviction runs thus: Since every being 
rnut IS a~tual comes from God. the understanding of the being of beings be: ultlmat.ely be traced back to God. The prima divisio entis is that 
!\eri ~n ens mfinitum and ens finitum. In disputation 28. Suarez reviews a 
earl~ of ~ormulations of this distinction. all of which already surfaced in 
of beer philosophy and were even explicitly fixed in terminology. Instead 

Ing diVided into infinite and finite. beings can also be divided into ens a 
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se and ens ab alio: the being that is from itself and the being that is ~ 
another. Suarez traces this distinction back to Augustine; basically it . 
Neoplatonic. Consequently. reference is also made to God's aseity. ear.: 
sponding to this distinction there is a second one: ens necessarium and ... 
contingens. that which is necessarily and that which is only co~ 
Still another formulation of the distinction is between ens per essentiamaaci 
ens per participationem. the being that exists by reason of its essence lid 
the being that exists only by participation in a being that exists on ita _ 
[eigentlich}. Here there appears a reflection of the ancient Platonic .... 
exis. A further distinction is that between ens increatum and ens cntatwa. 
the uncreated being and the created. creaturely being. A final diMincdaD 
runs: ens as actus purus and as ens potentiale. the being that is purelClulllty 
and the being that is affected with possibility. For even that which illCbIIl 
but is not God himself is always in the state of the possibility not to be. a
as something actual it is still a possible; that is. it is possible for it DOt tow. 
else to be other than it is. whereas by his essence God cannot not be .... 
decides in favor of the first classification of the universe of hemp __ 
infinitum and ens finitum as the most fundamental. in connectiaD willa 
which he accords the other classifications their due. Descartes also _ ... 
distinction in his Mtditations. We shall see that for a more pmetaMl', 
philosophical understanding of this distinction. quite apart from my'
logical orientation and therefore also from the question whether or aatGael 
actually exists. the division into ens increatum and creatum is dec:iIhe. 

Starting from this distinction. which is tacitly present everywhele, ... 
where it is not mentioned. we shall understand the Scholastic probIem.ad 
at the same time the difficulties as well as the impossibility of IDIJdDJ 
progress on this path. The ens infinitum is necessarium; it cannot DOt be; it 
is per essentiam. actuality belongs to its essence; it is actus puNIo ~ 
actuality without any possibility. Its essentia is its existentia. ExisteDCl
essence coincide in this being. God's essence is his existence. Bec:a1III 
essentia and existentia coincide in this being. the problem of the diff~ 
between the two obviously cannot emerge here. whereas it must n~"Y 
obtrude itself in reference to the ens finitum. For the ens per ~ 
tionem only receives its actuality. Actuality devolves only upon the~' 
upon that which can be something. that which is according to its what. toll 

essence. . the 
Mter Suarez has discussed. in the second part of his DUputtJ~' ill 

ens infinitum. its concept and knowability. he proceeds,. begjnning~ 
disputation 31. to the ontological investigation of the ens fimt~. ~----J 
task is that of defining the communis ratio entis finiti seu creatl. the gel-;;C 
concept of the finite. or created. being. He discusses the gen~ n:awre "))e 
the created being in disputation 31. It bears the characteristiC title 
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. cntis finiti ut tale est, et de ilIius esse, eorumque distinctione," "On 
essenl1a nee of the finite being as such and on its being and their distinction." 
theesscven.r often uses esse. like Thomas. in the sense of existentia. suarez OJ 

b) Preliminary outline of esse (ens), asentia, and exUtentia 
in the horizon of the ancient and Scholastic: understanding 

of them 

The point now is to outline the concepts that are continuaUy used in 
diSCUSSing the thesis-essentia and e.xistentia-but only as far as the under
standing of antiquity or of Scholasticism reaches. For our explication of the 
concepts of essentia and existentia we shall not choose the purely historical 
path but instead take our orientation on this matter from Thomas, who 
himself takes up the tradition and passes it on after giving it further 
determination. Thomas deals with essentia in a small but important youth
ful work which is entitled De ente et essentia or De entu quidditt:zte. 

Before we discuss the concept of essentia, let us introduce a brief 
orientation about the concepts esse and ens. They form the presupposition 
for all subsequent philosophy. 

The concept of ens, as Scholasticism says. conceptus entis. must be taken 
in a twofold way. as conceptus fonnalis entis and as conceptus objectivus 
atiso In regard to the conceptus formalu the following is to be noted. Forma, 
morphe. is that which makes something into something actual. Forma, 
formalist formale do not mean formal in the sense of formalistic. empty. 
having no real content: rather, conceptus formalis is the actual concept, 
CXlnOeption in the sense of the actus concipiendi or conceptioo When Hegel 
treats the concept in his Logic he takes the term "Begriff," "concept" [usually 
~~ "notion"}. contrary to the customary usage of his time, in the 

tIC sense as conceptus formalis. In Hegel. concept [Begriff] means 
:: COnce~ving and the conceived in one, because for him thinking and 
. IIlg are Identical. that is to say, belong together. Conceptus fonnalis entis 
IS the conceiving of a being: or, more generally and cautiously, it is the 
::.ending of a being. It is what we call, among other things, Seinsver
rn IS: the understanding of being. which we shall now be investigating 
,... ore minutely. We say "understanding of being," "Seinsverstindnis," be-
-lise the I" d 
ofL. exp ICIl concept DeS not necessarily belong to this understanding 

tlClOg. 

ell:Ut what docs conceptus objectivus entis mean? The conceptus objectivus 
~~~U!;t ~ distinguished from the conceptu'l formalis entis, the under
ippr ~g o~being, the conceiving of being. The objectivum is that which. in 
the e ending and in grasping. is thrown over against. lies over against as 

graspable, more exactly. as the grasped objectum. that which is con-
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ceived as such in the conceiving. the conceptual contents or. as is also ~ 
the meaning. The expression conceptus objectivus is often equated . 
Scholasticism with the term ratio. ratio entis. corresponding again With ~ 
Greek. Conceptus. concipere. belongs to the logos ousias. the cOl'lCept 0( 
being. the ratio. or intentio intellecta. Intentio would have to be taken he.t 
more exactly as intentum intellectum. that which is intended in the CODceit. 
ing intention. 

According to Suarez. in concurrence with Thomas. the object of ~ 
ontology is the conceptus objectivus entis. the objective concept of tt.. 
which is; it is the universal in beings as such. the meaning of being in .... 
with regard to being's complete abstraction. apart from all relation to ., 
specific being. In the view of Scholasticism and of philosophy in geDenI, 
this concept of being is the ratio abstractissima et simplicissima, the..,. 
tiest and simplest concept. the one that is most undetermined and ...... 
the immediate. Hegel defines being as the indeterminate immediII:e. To 
this there corresponds the ratio entis as abstractissima et simplici .... No 
definition is possible of this most universal and empty concept; defiairi .. 
potest. For every definition must dispose what is to be defined in pqIa 
order under a higher determination. Table is a use-object; a UIHIbjec:t iI 
something extant; something that is extant is a being; being beJoap to 
beings. I cannot pass beyond being; I already presuppose it in .., 
determination of a being; it is not a genus; it cannot be defined. Suua..,.. 
however. that it is only possible declarare per descriptionem aliquam.l to 
make being clear by means of a certain description. 

If we start from usage. ens means a being, something that is [SeieDdteIJ. 
In linguistic form it is the paniciple of sum. existo. I am. AocordiDI to this 
form it means ens quod sit aliquid actu existens; I. that extdntnas, .-. 
actuality, belongs to a something, In this significance the expression is ..... 
tum participaliter. taken in the sense of the pafticiple. Ens. being. can ~ 
understood nominaliter, vi nominis. as a noun. Ens then means not 10 hat 
that something exists; what is meant here is not something that . 
existence but rather id. quod sit habens essentiam realem est.1b that ~ 
exists having a determinate reality. the existent itself. the being. ~J-we 
belongs to each ens that it is res. Kant says reality, thingness {~~ it 
conjoin the twofold meaning of the expression ens, being. As a pa~ 

-----[F . IS F\;_.' oJ.' d' l 4 1 . n....o __ voL~ I. r&nCISCO uarez • .., .. " .. tdllOrln mdd,...ysacdr. ISp. • sec. • •• an "ro:o< of the ,.....~. 
[The DUputationn occupies volumes 2S and 26 in (:marin Derton 5 cditlOfl fJOdl cbr 
Oprro omnicl (Paris: L. Vives. 1861). A ~'Print of the Dispulotionts in two volumes· l J 
l>ari~ edition of 1866 by Charle~ Berton. is at"Ce'!Isible IHlldt!!i.Mim: G. Olms. 1965 . 

la. lbid .• di!i.p. 2. sec. 4. 4. 
lb. Ibid. I"'\CI~I)'. disp. Z. :sec. 4 • .s.) 
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that a being is determined by a WdY of being. The participial meaning 
states the moment of existentid. In contrast. the nominCJl medning empha
~ moment of res, or of essentid. 
siZ£'S tend res. being and thing. differ in what they mean and yet are 

Ensrt~ble, Every being is ens and res: it has being and it has being as such 
:d~, The res is more exactly understood as essentia realis or, concisely, 

cia: essence with real content. whatness. thingness (realitas). 
ess;:'ow does Thomas characterize the thingness (realitas) belonging to each 
being? This becomes clear from the different designations he puts together 
for thingness. Sachheit. all of which also go back to the corresponding basic 
ontological concepts in Greek. 

We must formulate more exactly this concept of re41ity or. as Scholasti
c:is1n says for the most part. essentid. Thingness is sometimes designated as 
quiddiW. a formation derived from quid: quia est id. per quod respondemus 
ad quaestionem. quid sit res.2 The quidditas is that to which we return, in 
the case of a being. when we answer the question raised about this being: 
WIldt is it. ti estin? Aristotle formulates more exactly this what. which 
defines the ti estin, as to ti en einai. Scholasticism translates this as quod 
quid erat esse. that which each thing already was in its thingness. before it 
became actual. Any thing-a window. a table-W4S already what it is 
before it is actual. and it must ,"ready hdW been in order to become actual. It 
must have been with regard to its thingness. for it could become actualized 
only so far as it is thinkable as something possible to be actualized. That 
which each being, each actual being, has already been is designated in 
German as the Wesen (in English as the essence]. In this Wesco, to ti en, in 
the wa.s. there is implied the moment of the past. the earlier. We reach back 
to ~ quidditas when we wish to circumscribe what a being primo. first of 
a1J~ IS, or when we settle upon what a being really and properly is. ilIud quod 
~ concipitur de re. 3 This first-of-all must not be taken in ordine 
~r5. ,in the order of the genesis of our knowledge. of our attaining 
III ormation (sic enim potius solemus conceptionem rei inchoare ab his quae 
~ extra essentiam rei), sed ordine nobilitatis pot ius et primitatis objecti;4 
'Nith order ~f c?ming to know a thing we are accustomed rather to begin 

~errnlOatlons of the thing that lie outside its essence, accidental ::enles that come first to our attention, This first-of-all is not what the 
In ra:k ~eans; it is rather the primo in ratione nobilitatis. that which is first 
the th' In t~" res: tha,t which the thing is in its realness. that which we define 

109 as bemg m its thingnes.'I: and what does this defining is the 

~: ~ dl\t)· oZ. o;cc 4.6. 

4, Ii>Jd 
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horismos. in Latin. definitio. For this reason reality is understood not ~ 
as quidditas but also as definitio. This whatness that is circumscribable in the 
definition is what lends to each thing its determinateness and sure diatia: 
guishability from other things. constituting its delimitability. its fisure.1'be 
definite circumscription. the certitudo (perfectiol. is detennined more ~ 
actly as forma, morphe. Fonna, in this significance. is that which constitute. 
the figure of a being. Corresponding to it is how-the-thing-looks. the a.. 
eidos. that as which the thing is sighted. The third meaning of thinpa., 
forma. the Greek morphe. goes back to eidos. That which constitutes the 
proper detenninateness of a being is at the same time what is at its root, the 
radical. from which all of the thing's properties and activities are __ 
mined and prefigured. Hence what is thus rootlike in a being. its """"Dee. is 
also designated as natura, the Aristotelian use of phusis. Today. too. wed 
speak of the "nature of the thing." 

It is thus. finally, that the next term for thingness is also to be uadIr
stood. the one that is most used: essentia. It is that which in the esse, ill the 
being of an ens, of a being. if the being is conceived in its ameality. iI 
properly thought with it. the Greek ousia in one of its meanings. 

We shall see that these different names for Sachheit. or thingn_ 
quidditas (whatness), quod quid erat esse (Wesen. essence), defiDido (cir
cumscription. definition). fonna (shape, figure. aspect. look), DIIIII 
(origin). names for what Kant calls reality and what Scholastic:ismt lIDO, 

designates most frequently as essentia realis-are not accidental_
not based merely on the desire to introduce alternative names for the .. 
thing. Rather. to all of them there correspond different aspects in which 
thingness can be regarded. specific basic conceptions of the inteqnetatioDoC 
the essence. the thingness. and thus the being of a being in general. At~ 
same time it becomes visible in the corresponding Greek tenns that ~ 
interpretation of thingness goes back to the way Greek ontology s::.: 
questions. Greek ontology becomes comprehensible in its fun 
orientation precisely thereby. . 

At first our concern was merely to see more clearly with the aid of ~ 
designations what the meaning is of one of the members of the c:fjstinCtiO" 
between essentia and existentia dealt with in the thesis. Now we Jl\~ 
provisionally demarcate the other member of the distinction, existentia; 
striking that the concept existentia has for a long time not been as. al
comprehended and terminologically demarcated as that of essentl8~. 
though essentia and quidditas become intelligible exactly in terms of rJ 
Esse. existere. is basically more original. The opaqueness of the conc;ept 
existence and being is not an accident, because this concept is in part.~ 
to be self-evident. In view of all the incompleteness of the interpretatl~¢ 
this concept in antiquity and Scholasticism and afterwards in modern tJi 
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to Kant. we must try to exhibit. precisely in connection with the 
doW" cnological interpretation of the second thesis. the direction in 
ph~~~c prc-Kantian interpretation of the sense of being moves. But the 
~ItV of clearly formulating the concept in question is much greater 

with the concept of essentia. In no case are we now permitted to inject 
~ the discussion the Kantian concept of existence as tantamount to 
mto I h .. fh " h h absolute position. n .our c .~erazatJon 0 t e concept e~lSt~ntJa, w et. er 
. Scholasticism or In antIquIty. we must lay the KantJan mterpretatlon 
:holly aside. It will appear!ater that the Kantian interpretati.on is not as far 
from the ancient one as nught seem to be the case at first SIght. 

FltSt we shall give in a merely general and provisional way the communis 
opiNo of Scholasticism about the concept of existence. Ancient philosophy 
basically did not come to any settled view of it. Generally the term esse is 
used for existentia, existere. Thus Thomas says especially that esse [that is, 
existerel est actualitas omnis formae. vel naturae;~ being is actualitas, 
literally the "Wirklichkeit." "actuality," of every essence and every nature. of 
~ form and every nature. For the time being we need not be concerned 
about what this means more exactly. Being is actualitas. Something exists if 
it is actu. ergo. on the basis of an agere. a Wirken. a working, operating or 
effecting (energeinl. Existence (existere) in this broadest sense-not as we 
take it, as the mode of being of the Da.sein. but in the sense of extantness. 
the Kantian Da.sein. actuality-means GewiTktheit, enactedness, effected
ness, or again, the WiTklichkeit, actuality. that lies in enactedness (actualitas. 
energeia, entelecheial. Kant, too. uses this expression for existence. The 
German term "Wirklichkeit" is the translation of actualitas. The phenome
non of actualitas. under which heading we can have little to think at first. is 
the Greek energeia. By actualitas. says &holasticism. res extra causas 
~tjtuitur-by actuality a thing. that is. a mere possible. a specific what. is 
posited and placed outside the causes. This means: by actuality the enacted 
~ to stand o.n its own, it stands for itself. detached from causation and 
~ __ causes. In thiS way a being, as actual. is a result that subsists for itself. 
uqac~. the ergon. the enacted or effected. If. by means of this en
actualIZing, something is set standing on its own outside its causes and is 
Gct~' as this. it nevertheless also stands. as this actual being. outside the 
~t Ing. The expression "existence" as existentia is interpreted by &bolas
.:t.Stn as rl'i extra causas et nihilum sistentia. the thing's being-put or 
Or ilCe<i out~ldc the causes [German Ursachen. that is. Ur-Sachen. primary 
lat on~lnal thlOgs} which actuali7.e it and outside the nothing. We shall see 
~~ ed°w this placedness in the sense of actualitas goes together with 

t ne!>.'i 10 the SCOl.e of Kant's absolute position. 

s. Tf~olna .\. Su 
'. qlllna~, mlll4 t~to,:l(Jt' 1. quo 3. art ... 
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As essentia. or quidditas. whatness, gives the answer to the question CJUid 
sit res, ita actualitas respondit quaestioni an sit. so existence arlSWel1 the 
question whether something is. We can also formulate the thesis in thia 
way. Each being. as a being. can be questioned in a twofold way as to wheat. 
is and whether it is. To each being the what-question and the whether. 
question apply. At first we do not know why this is so. In the phil~ 
tradition it is taken as self-evident. Everyone has this insight. The rea is 
actual on account of actualitas. existence. Looked at in the reverse ~ 
that is. from actuality, the res is the possible, that which is available for III 
actualization. Only in this reverse direction does the characteristic of whit
ness. realitas. which plays a great role in Leibniz. arise from the idea ci 
actuality: the determination of the essentia as the possibile. In Leibniz what 
Kant calls realitas is conceived preponderantly as possibilitas. the G!eek 
dunamei on. This designation is obviously suggested to Leibniz by goiDa 
back directly to Aristotle. 

We have thus roughly elucidated the constituents of the second thaia, 
essentia and existentia. To a being there belong a what (essentia) ad. 
possible how (existentia. existence in the sense of extantness). We say IO. 
possible" because it does not lie in the what of each and every being that this 
being exists. 

c) The distinction between essentia and existentia in 
Scholasticism (Thomas Aquinas. Duns Scotus. Suarez) 

In regard to the relationship between essentia and existentia, Scholasticism 
establishes two theses which clarify more exactly the thesis we have as our 
theme. The first thesis runs: In ente a se essentia et existentia sunt meta
physicae unum idemque sive esse actu est de essentia entis a se. In a ~ 
which is from itself, essence and existence lin Kant's language, Wesenbeit 
and Dasein] are metaphysically [that is, ontologically] one and the same: or 
being actual belongs to the essence. derives from the essence, of a beinI 
which is in itself and is from its own self. Therefore. as was emp~ 
earlier, the ens a se is directly called actus purus, pure actuality. exclUSive 
every possibility. God has no possibilities in the sense that he might be 
something specific that he is not yet but could only come to be. . 

The second thesis runs: In omni ente ab alio inter essentiam et ex:; 
tentiam est distinctio et compositio metaphysica seu esse actu non est 
essentia entis ab alio: in every being which is from another. that is, in t:VdY 
created being. there is an ontological distinction and composition ~ 
what ness and way-of-being, or being actual does not belong to the ~ 
of the created being. 
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W must nOW specify more particularly this distinctio or this compositio 
e bsists between essentia and existentia in the case of the ens jinitum and 

that~w the distinctio is formulated. in order to obtain from this a clearer 
~ , of the sense of essence and existence and to see the problems that 
1/le" rge here. Notice must be taken-we have already touched on this in our 
e':entatiOn of Kant-that the possible. res. quidditas. also has a certain 
6emg: to be possible is different f~om to be a~a1. If reali~y. ~d possibile 

incide. it is worthy of note that 10 Kant reality and possibility belong to 
%'£rerent classes of categories. quality and modality. Realitas. too. is a 
specific mode of being of the real. just as actuality is that of the actual. 

How are we to understand the mode of being or. as Scholasticism calls it. 
the entitas. of the res. namely. reality? In what way does reality. being 
possible. become modified in actualization to actuality, when actuality 
accrues to it? What is this accruing actuality on account of which the 
possible becomes actual? Is it itself a res, so that in the actual being there 
exists a real difference, a distinctio realis. between essentia and existentia? 
Or is this difference to be taken otherwise? But how is it to be conceived? 
That there exists a difference between being possible and being actual is not 
disputed: being actual is something other than being possible. The question 
focuses on whether in the actualized possible. in the essentia actu existens. 
there exists a difference and. if so. what difference. It is a question now of 
the difference between essentia and existentia in the ens finitum, the ens 
cratum. In the ens increatum there is essentially no difference; there they 
are unum idcmque. 

With reference to the problem of the difference between essence and 
existence. or actuality. we distinguish three different interpretative views 
within Schola.'1ticism: the Thomistic, the Scotistic. and that of Suarez. We use 
tJ:'e name "Thomistic" intentionally. Here we mean at the same time the 
VIew advocated by the old school of Thomas Aquinas and also in part still 
~V~ted today. that the distinctio between essentia and existentia is a 
distlnctio rea lis. How Thomas himself thought about this question has not 
been established clearly and consistently to the present day. Nevertheless. 
everything speaks in favor of his inclination to take the difference as a real 
one. 

We can characterize these three views concisely. Thomas and his school 
~;:e~vc ()f the difference between essentia and existentia. this distinctio. as 
Iii '.stlnctlo rea/is. According to Scotus the distinctio is one of modality, 
B:t:~ctlo modalis ex na~u~a re~ o~. a~ the Scotists also say. distinctio fo~malis. 
~C\ 1<; name t~e ScotlstlC ~lStmctlo became famous. Suarez ~nd hiS pre
di . 'iQrs concclve of the difference between essence and eXIstence as a 

stJnctio Talionis. 
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If these Scholastic views are taken merely superficially and passed off 
scholastic in the usual sense, as merely subtle sophistical controversy, .: 
would have to relinquish completely all claim to understanding the c:entraI 
problems of philosophy that lie at their basis. That Scholasticism attackecl 
and discussed these questions only incompletely is no reason to dismisa the 
problem itself. The Scholastic way of posing the question is still to be 
regarded more highly than the unsurpassable ignorance about these pr0b
lems in contemporary philosophy. which cannot posture enough metapby.. 
ically. We must try to press on toward the real. central content of the 
Scholastic problem and must not let ourselves be distracted by the CXIIltIo
versies-often minute and toilsome-of the several Scholastic m.oveme..ta. 
In the exposition of these doctrinal views and controversies, we shall restrict 
ourselves to essentials. This will make evident how little clarification baa 
been given to the problems of ancient ontology. to whose approach the 
Scholastic discussion ultimately reverts and with which modem phiIOIOphy. 
too. works as a foregone conclusion. We shall refrain from presentiag IDd 
critically reviewing the individual arguments. A penetrating knowledge fi 
this problem and of its rooting in Scholasticism is a presuppositiaa for 
understanding medieval and Protestant theology. The mystical theoIo&Yfi 
the Middle Ages. for example. that of Meister Eckhart. is not even remcaIy 
accessible without comprehension of the doctrine of essentia and exiItIeaIiL 

It is the characteristic quality of medieval mysticism that it tries to Jay bold 
of the being ontologically rated as the properly essential being. God. in biI 
very essence. In this attempt mysticism arrives at a peculiar speodetjon, 

peculiar because it transforms the idea of essence in general, which IIID 
ontological determination of a being. the essentia entis. into a being aod 
makes the ontological ground of a being. its possibility. its essence. jatO 

what is properly actual. This remarkable alteration of essence into a beiD8 is 
the presupposition for the possibility of what is called mystical spec:uIatiOD: 
Therefore. Meister Eckhart speaks mostly of the "superessential esaeace: 
that is to say. what interests him is not. strictly speaking. God-God is still 
a provisional object for him-but Godhead. When Meister Eckhart .. .,. 
"God" he means Godhead. not deus but deitas. not ens but essentia. ~ 
nature but what is above nature. the essence-the essence to which. ~ it 
were, every existential determination must still be refused. from ~ 
every additio existentiae must be kept at a distance. Hence he also ~ 
"Sprache man von Gott er ist. das ware hinzugelegt."6 "If it were sat ----6. MrisCn EckhaTf, J'..roigtm. Traktatc. ed. Franz Pfeiffer (uip'.tig. 18571. p. 659.::: 
17-18. (Deutsche ~ystJ~ drs VI..,.uhntm Jahf'hund..,.u~ ed. Franz PfC1ffc~. Y~1. 2. ~92ot~ 
Eckhart IUlpzig: ( •. J. (JO!IChen. llt';7). TherH~ a 4th ooltlonof\'olume 2 (GOctlll~ of th' 
A cntlCal edition is in proc:es~: F..cltharl, Oaf drutschtn Wnllr. edited on beflllll 
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God that he is. that would be added on." Meister Eckhart's expression "das 
~ hitlZugelegt" is the German translation, using Thomas' phrase, of: it 
~d be an additio entis. "So ist Gott im selben Sinne nicht und ist nieht 
~ Begriffe aller Kreaturen."7 Thus God is for himself his "not"; that is to 

he is the most univenal being, the purest indeterminate possibility of 
saY~hing possible. pure nothing. He is the nothing over against the 
eve nc:ept of every creature, over against every determinate possible and 
:ualized being. Here. too, we find a remarkable parallel to the Hegelian 
determination of being and its identification with nothing. The mysticism 
of the Middle Ages or, more precisely, its mystical theology is not mystical 
in our sense and in the bad sense; rather, it ean be conceived in a completely 
eminent sense. 

a) The Thomistic doctrine of the distinctio realis between 
essentia and existentia in ente creato 

The problem of the relationship between essence and existence is re
dved in the Thomistic school by saying that in an actual being the what of 
this being is a second res, something else for itself as over against the 
actuality; thus. in an actual being we have the combination or composition, 
axnpositio. of two Tea/iNs. essentia and existentia. Therefore. the differ
ence between essence and existence is a distinctio Tealis. Cum omne quod 
est praeter essentiam rei, dieatur accidens; esse quod pertinet ad quaes
tionem an est, est accidens;B since everything that [in the Kantian sense] is 
not a real predicate in a being is spoken of as something that befalls or is 
added to the being [accidens}. to the what, therefore the actuality, or 
existence. that relates to the question whethn a res with the totality of its 
realities exists. is an accidens. Actuality is something accessory to the what 
of a being. Accidens dicitur large omne quod non est pars essentiae; et sic 
: ~ [that is. existere] in rebus creatis;9 existence is not pan of the reality 
. t IS added on to it. Quidquid est in aliquo, quod est praeter essentiam 

'JUs, aportet esse causatum; everything that is outside the thing-content of a --:;::Che For'SC~ungllgemein.'iChaft by Josef Quint (Snmprt: Kohlhammer. 1969-). For a 
~:Ion !\(''e 1 he Wmks of Mnstn &1I1um IWorks edited by Franz Pfeiffer. voIwne 2). 
1924 1~6 with "orne omission~ and additions. by C. de B. Evans (London: J. M. Watkins. 
·l~ . I. In P(el.~er. thepass.age quoted reads: "Sprkhe man: er ist. du wfre zuo geleit." 

7 1b~"!I(Jn\lm. ; lOb. ThL~ is one of the omitted passages in the Evans translation.] 
'-'d L't I . P 506. h~ 30-31. [In Pfeiffer. this passage reads: "SQ ist got ime selben sin niht 
hi. tran ";.hl deme begnff! aller creatUren. " Treatise 11. "Von drr Ubervan der Gotheit." 2. In 
~t \ allon of Pfeiffer 5 edition. Evans render.; the sentence iI!I: "But God is to himself his 

8. li:! ~\I~ht to the mind?f any creil~re:' The Wmks oj MrisWr &~ff, vol: 1. p. 360.) 
~~~ .'\qulll4lS. Quushones Quodlrfltcalts 2. quo 2. art. 3. (There IS an editIOn or thne 

9. Qa. y R. M. Spiazzi (Turin: Marietti. 1949).\ 
ilestloJlt'S Quodli~t41ts 12. quo 5. an. 5. 
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thing, everything that is not a real predicate of a res, must be caUSed, 
indeed vel a principiis essentiae vel ab aliquo exteriori,10 either ~ 
reason of the essence itself or by another. In God, existence belong. to the 
res by reason of his essence. God's essence is his existence. In the CI'tIted 
being, however, the causation of its actuality does not lie in that being ilIeI( 
Si igitur ipsum esse [existere I rei sit aliud ab ejus essentia, necesse eat 9Iad 
esse iIIius rei vel sit causatum ab aliquo exteriori, vel a principiis -.. 
tialibus ejusdem rei; if therefore that which is, the existent, is ~ 
other than the whatness, it must necessarily be caused. Imposai:,Oe .. 
autem, quod esse sit causatum tantum ex principiis essentialibus lei; • 
nulla res sufficit, quod sit sibi causa essendi, si habeat esse CIUIIIbIat. 
Oportet ergo quod iIIud cujus esse est aliud ab essentia sua, habe.t_ 
causatum ab alio; 11 it is impossible, however. that existing would be CIUIed 
solely by the essential grounds of a thing [Thomas is speaking here oaIJGf 
created entities], since no thing suffices in its inherent content to be the 
cause of its own existence. This is reminiscent of a principle that Lebiz 
formulated as the law of sufficient reason. causa sufficiens enlis, a law that 
in its traditional founding goes back to this problem of the reJa~ Gf 
essentia and existentia. 

Existere is something other than essence; it has its being on the ... G 
being caused by another. Omne quod est directe in praedicamento ....... 
tiae, compositum est saltem ex esse et quod est; Il each ens, therefoIe. 1M 

creatum is a compositum ex esse et quod est, of existing and of w~ 
This compositum is what it is, compositio realis; that is to say, COii~ 
ingly: the distinctio between essentia and existentia is a distinctio .... 
Esse. or existere, is conceived of also. in distinction from quod eat or'
quod, as esse quo or ens quo. The actuality of an actual being is somethiIIJ 
else of such a sort that it itself amounts to a Tes on its own aa:ount. 

If we compare it with the Kantian thesis. the Thomistic thesis says-:
indeed. in agreement with Kant-that existence. there-being, actualitY, ~ 
not a real predicate; it does not belong to the res of a thing but..: 
nevertheless a res that is added on to the essentia. By ~ t! J 
interpretation, on the other hand. Kant wishes to avoid co~vinJ as 
actuality. existence. itself as a res; he does this by interpreting eXIStenee 
Telation to the cognitive faculty, hence treating perception as position------10. ThomilS !\quinas, SUlllllld Ihtologidto 1. quo 3. an. 4. 

11. Ibid. ~ 
12. ThomuAquinu.lRveritdlt, quo 27, an. 1 ISee Trulh. "lran."lated from the of'~ 

u..unine text," 3 vols .• tran.\lation of the QuMs/ionts dispcddtu cit verildlt. Library P:31Z 
CathohcThought IChicago: H. R~"gnrry. 19S2-19S41.1'hrpassagequoted~~'" 
of volume 3. translation by Roben W &hmidt: "Consequently everything t~t IS tJeiIIt 1 
the category of su~tal\O.' is composed at least of the act of being and the subject of 
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mo."t important disciples of Thomas who in the period of Late 
1~ticism taught the distinction. ~een essentia and exis~entia as 
~ indio realis include first of all Aegldlus Romanus (d. 1316). He IS known 
diSt rth)' of esteem for a commentary on the Sentences of Peter Lombard. 
aII'i :ongs to the Augustinian Order of which Luther later was a member. 
He there is Joannes Capreolus (d. 1444). He is most frequently called 
~ ThomistaNm. the prince of the Thomists. In Aegidius Romanus 
the motive which leads the Thomists to defend so stubbornly the real 
difference between essence and existence is already clearly expressed. It is 
nothing but the view that. if the difference were not held to be a real one. it 
..vould be impossible to speak at all about a createdness of things. This 
difference is the condition for the possibUity that something can be created. 
that something as a possible can be conveyed over to actuality or. con
versely. a finite being as such can also again cease to be. The Thomistic 
advocates of this doctrine surmise in the opposed interpretations the pres
ence of a thesis that. because it denies that the difference is a real one. must 
II the same time deny the possibility of creation and thus the basic principle 
tI this whole metaphysics. 

~) The Scotistic doctrine of the distinctio modalis 
(formalis) between essentia and existentia in ente creato 

The second doctrinal position. that of Duns Scotus. has as its content a 
distinctio modalis or formalis. Esse creatum distinguitur ex natura rei ab 
asentia cujus est esse; the actuality of a created being is distinguished from 
its essence ex natura rei. by the essence of the thing itself. namely. as a 
~ted thing. Non est autem propria entitas; but the existence thus distin
guished is not a proper being. omnino real iter distincta ab entitate essentiae. 
~a proper being that would be distinct simply realiter from the essence. 

creatum. existere. is rather modus ejus. the essence's mode. This 
Scotistic distinctio formalis is in fact somewhat subtle. Duns Scotus de· 
scribes it in more than one way. Dico autem aliquid esse in alio ex natura rei. 
~ n~n est in eo per actum intelleetus percipientis. nee per actum 
ill' ~tatls comparantis. et universal iter. quod est in alio non per actum r':US potentiae comparantis; Il I say something is in another ex natura rei. 
iCtou the nature of the thing. quod non est in eo. which is not in it on 

nt of an actus intelleetus percipient is. a comprehending activity of the 

~I~ D...n\ Scotu". Rrporrdla PdMtMd I. dist. 45. qu.l. seOOI. 1. [In place of "percipient is" 
~r IIdP>ol>I~ text has ··negiciantis.·· But Heidegger himself replaces tht' latter with the 
~ ~ rt:~.tatmg what the passage sa)'ll. The L. WaddinK edition of the Optrd omnia of 
, r~U.\: originally published in 12 volumes (Lyon. 16391. has bee-n R.'Pnntoo in two 

S ilfllI: L. Vives. 1891-1895; Hildesheim: G. Olms. 196H-I969I.) 
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understanding. and also not on account of an act of comparison. So~ 
is in another ex natura rei. which does not at all go back to any com~ 
and determinative activity of apprehending but rather lies in the thing ita.I£. 
Dico esse formaliter in aliquot in quo manet secundum suam ra~ 
formalem. et quidditativam; 14 1 say it is in another formaliter. ~to 
its form. in which it remains on account of its quidditas. Applied to OUr 
example this means that existence. actuality. belongs actually to thec:rtlled 
actual being; hence. in Kantian language. existence is not somethingdueto 
a relation of the res to the concept. to the apprehending understandiag, but 
according to Scotus existence actually belongs to the actual being and Jilt, 
for all that. existence is not a res. Where something is present, P ....... ia 
there: it lies in the being that is present and can be distinguished &om it. 
belonging to it, but nevertheless in such a way that this difference lad thiI 
distinguishing cannot supply a thing-content that somehow is on its OWIlh 
itself. a res on its own with its own reality . 

...,) Suarez' doctrine of the distinctio sola rationis between 
essentia and existentia in ente creato 

The third interpretation is that of Suarez. the distinctio rationiL 'l1It 
difference between essence and existence in the created being is ..., 
amcephud. Suarez' discussions aim chiefly at showing that his own .. 
really agrees with that of Scotus, more precisely. that it is not at all.... 'J 
to introduce this distinction of a distinctio modalis. as Scotus does, but" 
this modal distinction is nothing other than what he. Suarez, calls cIitdnc"o 
rationis. 

Suarez says: Tertia opinio affirmat essentiam et existentiam ~ 
. non distingui real iter. aut ex natura rei tanquam duo extrema re.ua.

distingui tantum ratione. 15 He thus draws the line between his view ~ "; 
other two doctrines. His interpretation fixes more clearly the ~ 
comparison of the distinction in question: comparatio fiat inter 1ClUI!
existentiam, quam vacant esse in actu exercito. et actualem essentiIID 
existentem. If> He stresses that the problem relative to the distinctioO bt
tween essence and existence consists in the question whether and ~ ~ 
actualized what. the what of an actual being. differs from this beiSII l 

actuality. It is not the problem of how the pure possibility, the essentia II 

-----14. Ibid. . eel. ~ 
15. Suarez, Dispucalionn mnaphysitat'. disp .• 31. sec. I. 12. [In Opt'Fa OfMI4I, not"'" 

vol. 26. 'This third view asserts that the .:ssence and l'XlstellC1! of creatures aft ", 
different. as if they were two real opposit.:s by the nature of things, but that theY 
rationally or conceptually different," My translation.) _ ~._I ~ 

16. Ibid .. disp, 31. sec. I. 13. l-rhe comparison should be made between 1ClUIO' __ ~1 
which i!\ ~id to be actually l'Xercised. and the actwally l'X151ent e5K~:' My trar---
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thing which is purely possible and then actualized, differs from the 
sO':tit,.; the question rather is. Can the actuality and the thing-content of 
act cWal be distinguished really in the actual being itself? Suarez says: 
~tia ct existentia non distinguunter in rt ipsa. lieet essentia. abstracte et 

ecise concepta. ut est in potentia [possibile]. distinguatur ab existentia 
~Ii. tanquam non ens ab ente;17 in the actual being itself I cannot 
distinguish realiter essence and actuality. although I can think abstractly the 
essence as pure possibility and then fix the difference between a non-being. 
non-existcnt. and an existent. He goes on to say: Et hanc sententiam sic 
explicatam existimo esse omnino veram; UI I am of the opinion that this view 
is altogether true. Ejusque fundamentum breviter est. quia non patest res 
a1iqua intrinsece ac formaliter constitui in ratione entis realis et actualis. per 
a1iud distinctum ab ipsa. quia. hoc ipso quod distinguitur unum ab alio. 
tanqU&I1l ens ab ente. utrumque habet quod sit ens. ut condistinctum ab 
alio. et consequenter non per ilIud formaliter et intrinsece. 19 The founda
tion of this third interpretation is solely this. that something like existence. 
actuality-which intrinsece et fonnaliter. most inwardly and in accordance 
with the essence. constitutes something like the actual-cannot be distin
guished as a being on its own account from what is thus constituted. For if 
existence. actuality. were itself a res. in Kantian terms a real predicate. then 
both res. both things. essence and existence. would have a being. The 
question would then arise how the two can be taken together in a single 
amity which itself is. It is impossible to take existence as something existent. 

To gain access to this problem. which is discussed along different lines in 
the three doctrines. let us first briefly mention Scholasticism's way of 
conceiving the distinctio in general. If we disregard the Scotistic view. 
Scholasticism differentiates between a distinctio realis and a distinctio 
rationis. Distinctio realis habetur inter partes a1icujus actu (indivisi) entis 
quClrum entitas in se seu independenter a mentis abstractione. una non est 
altera; a real distinction obtains when of those that are distinguished. in 
~nfonnity with their whal-contents. the one is not the other. and indeed in 
Itself. without regard to any apprehension by means of thinking. 
eli Th~ distinctio rationis is that qua mens unam eandemque entitatem 
. \ferSls conceptibus repracsentat. that distinction by which the understand
IIlg represents to itself by different concepts not two different res but one 

17 Ib"1 
18. Ibid 

fa~:~ld: ''':\nd the reallOl1 for that. briefly. i.t; that something cannot inlrinsically and 
by tIK- ~ h. wn\lltuted;n. a real and actual being by somethmg different from itself. because. 
~ t ~f'ry fact th.lt one iR different from the other as a being from a being. each has what it 
irltnn ') ~ and to be condistinct from the otber and con~nlly [cannot be] fonnallyand 

~lC"a y through the other." My translation. I 
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and the same thing. Scholasticism further divides the distinctio ratiOnia iIIto 
(1) a distinctio tationis puta or also ratiocinantis and (2) a distinctio r~ 
ratiocinaw. The former is the distinction that can be exemplified in the 
difference between homo and animal rationale. human being and ra~ 
animal. By this I distinguish something, to be sure, but what I distinguiah. 
one and the same res. A difference exists only in the manner of ap~ 
ing this res; in the one case what is meant. homo, is thought urleXpreealy 
implicite, in the other case explicite. the moments of the essence ~ 
brought out. In both cases of this distinctio rat ion is pura, the res is one lad 
the same realiter. This distinctio has its origin and motive solely in the 
ratiocinari itself. in the conceptual act of distinguishing. It is a ~ 
that is accomplished only from my standpoint. To be distinguished &o.n 
this distinctio rationis is the distinctio rationis ratiocinata, or distiactio 
rationis cum fundamento in reo The latter is the familiar expression, It .. 
not simply to the mode of apprehension and the degree of its clarity but. 
present quandocumque et quocumque modo ratio diversae consideradania 
ad rem relatam oritur. when the distinction arises as not in some IIIIt 
motivated by the apprehending in its active operation but ratiociaata, ." 
that which is objicitur. cast over against, in the ratiocinari itself, beace 
ratiocinata. The essential point is that for the second distinctio ratioDilthert 
is a motive having to do with the thing-content in the distinguished tIJias 
itself. By this. the second distinctio rationis, which is motivated not oaly." 
the apprehending intellect but by the apprehended thing itself. receiwI a 
position in between the purely logical distinctio. as the distinctio puraia. 
called. and the distinctio realis. For this reason it coincides with the 
distinctio modalis or formalis of Duns Scotus. and therefore Suuez is 
correct in saying that in terms of real content he agrees with Scotus acept 
that he regards the introduction of this further distinction as s~ 
There are theological reasons why the Seotists doggedly championed their 
distinctio modalis. 

The problem of the distinction between essentia and existentia ~ 
occupies us first of all in the framework of the Scholastic interp~ 
should become clearer in its real content and in reference to its rootedoesS~ 
ancient philosophy. But to this end we must still pursue Suarez' ~; 
some further detail so as to reach the true nub of the question. For his the 
his predecessors' view is the one most appropriate for working ,out theSiS 
phenomenological exposition of the problem. Suarez argu~ ~o~ hIS ible 
not merely by saying, in the manner already mentioned. that It IS Imposs the 
to comprehend existence as something that itself exists. because ~..-d 
question would arise anew how these two beings themselves are suPP::d 
once again to constitute an existent unity; he argues for it also by an ~ 
to Aristotle. In order to make this appeal legitimate he has to arnplu, 
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. telian interpretation, Suarez says: Probari igitur potest condusio sic 
MlStO I' b' , d' reb 'hit' dde • ita ex :\ristote e, qUI u lque alt; ens a ~unctum us m els a re; 
~dem est ens homo, quod homo; hoc autem, cum eadem proportione, 
~ est de re in potentia et in actu; ens ergo actu, quod est proprie ens. 
~que quod existens, nihil addit rei seu essentiae actuali. 20 Aristotle says 
that the expression "being." if it is adj~ined ~o any thing, adds not~g, to it. 
and that it is the same whether I say man, homo. or ens homo. ex15tent 
man." The passage in Ari~totle runs: taut~ gar, hei.s ~nthropos kai on 

thropos kai anthropos, kal ouch heteron tl delol;'!1 It 15 the same to say 
~e man" or "an existent man." Aristotle here intends merely to say: Even 
",hen I think a res, a mere what, I must already think it in some sense as 
being; for possibility and thought-ness are also bftng possible and bftng 
thought. When I say "man," I am also thinking being along with this. in this 
being which is in some way thought of as being, Suarez now carries over to 
existence this Aristotelian suggestion that in everything thought of. whether 
it be thought of as actual or as possible. being is thought along with it. He 
says: the same thing (namely. that being adds nothing to res) holds also 
precisely of proprie ens, being proper, that is, existing. Existence adds 
nothing. This is exactly the Kantian thesis. Existentia nihil addit rei seu 
essentiae actuali, Existence adds nothing to the actual what. 

To make this dear Suarez must enter into a characterization of the mode 
oCbeing of the possible in general, that is. into the mode of being of the 
Sache. the thing. the essentia priusquam a dec producatur.ll before it has 
been created by God himself. Suarez says. the essences or possibilities of 
things before their actualization have no being of their own. They are not 
realities sed om nino nihil,2l but nothing at all. To that which. like the pure 
possibilities, is in this seMe nothing with regard to its being, nothing can be 
added in its actualization as welL The nature of actualization consists. 
rather, precisely in the fact that the essence first of all receives a being or. to r ak m~re accurately, comes into being. and in such a way indeed that 
be fer, as It were. as viewed from the actualized thing, its possibility can also 
the appreh~nded. in a cenain sense as being. Suarez calls this pure possibility 

potentia obJect iva and allows this possibility to be only in ordine ad 

~~ I~ld . d,~p .\ I, we. b, 1. ('The rondu~ion. as explained, can therefore be proved by the 
for nl., ',I "\mlutle where he !\OI),slhat adding being to a Ihin" does not add an''thln .. to It, 

"XI\I~' I h .., r • .., 
~ncy." man I~ I e .-ame as man. and thi5 i~ proponionally true of the Ihing both in 
txlitln iln~ In act; lherefore being in acl. which L .. being proper and the same thing as 

21 ~ d( ~ n"thin!: to the thing or to the actual es.'SCnce," fo,·ly lranslation.) 
22' '. rl~f('llt', MrlapiaYSlC:a. book Gamma, 2.1003*'.26 f. 

litt-t1':';I~J:' l>lIpulalionrs rnt'tdpia)"Sicae, disp. 31, sec. 1.. )The phra.w rome!!. from the litle of 

23. Ib ..... dl~p. 31. we. l. l. 
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alterius potentiam.l .. in relation to another being that has the possibility 0{ 
thinking such things. But this possible as, say. God thinks it. non cIic:eat 
statum aut modum positivum entis. does not signify a special positive ~ 
of being of a being; rather. this possible must precisely be apprehended 
negatively. as something which nondum actu prodierit. does not yet ICtu. 
ally exist.,z, When in creation this possible goes over into actuality, thIa 
transition is to be understood. not in the sense that the possible re~ 
a way of being. but rather in the sense that it first of all receives a being. The 
essentia now is not only. non tantum in ilia. in that potency. namely, fI 
being thought by God. but it is only now properly actual. ab ilia. et in ..... 
the being is only now first created by God and. as this created being, it_the 
same time stands on its own in its own self.lb 

The difficulty of the problem of making the distinction intelligible _ d 
depends on how in general actualization is thought of as the transitioD 01, 
possible to its actuality. Expressed more exactly. the problem of the cIadac
tion between essentia and existentia in ente creato depends on whether III 
general the interpretation of being in the sense of existence is orleaIId 
toward actualization. toward creation and production. If the queadaD fI 
existence and the question of essence are oriented toward actualiPdGll'1D 
the sense of creation and production. then perhaps this whole ~ fI 
questions. as it comes to the fore in the three doctrinal views. c:annoc IDdied 
be avoided. The fundamental question. however. is whether the prcbIeaafi 
actuality and of existence must be oriented as it was in Scholastidlm at. 
antiquity. 

Before answering this question. we must make clear to ourselves tltdtthe 
question about the sense of existence and actuality in pre-Kantian phiIaIo: 
phy is oriented toward the phenomenon of actualization. of ~ and 
also why. In closing. let us once more compare the third and first viIWJ. 
Suarez' distinctio rationis says that actuality does not belong to the ~ 
the thingness {Sachheit}. of the created being insofar as this rea1itJ • 
thought of for itself: but. on the other hand. it maintains that the
cannot be thought without actuality. without it therefore being said that the 
actuality is itself an actual being. Suarez holds that these theses are COIJ'PI'" 
ible-that. for one thing. actuality does not belong realiter to the ~Jf 
the essentia. but that. on the other hand. the actuality nevertheless 1I~ 
lies enclosed in the actual being and is not merely a relation of the 
being to a subject. In contrast. the first view holds a compatibility of ~ 
two propositions to be impossible. Only if existence does not belong to 

l4. Ibid .. disp .• \1. !M.'C. 3.4. 
loS. Ibid. 
l6. Ibid. 

----------
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. 's an .. ·thing like a creation at all possible. For in creation existence is 
~ .... nual. . 
p>" to the actual and can at any time be taken away from it. It is easily 
~hat in this controversy, es~ially on ~l~r consideration. the real 
~ f the question constantly shifts: essentla IS understood first as pure 
(Vnnt 0 dl 
r- 'bility. the purely thought essence, but then seeon yas the actualized 
poss~ in the actuality itself. The first and third interpretations also differ 
~ rting-point as determined by their methods. The first view proceeds in 
In ~IY deductive way. It tries to demonstrate its thesis from the idea of the 
~ted being. If a created being is to be possible as created, actuality must 
be added on to the possibility. that is to say. the two must differ realiter. 
From the principle "creation of the world must be possible," the necessity of 
the real distinction between essentia and existentia is inferred. The third 
vieW does not start from the necessity of a possible creation but attempts to 
solve the problem of the relationship between the what and the way of being 
in the actually given being itself. It makes this attempt but never actually 
gets into the clear with it. The actually given being is taken as the primary 
court of appeaL With this in view the actuality can in no way be exhibited as 
iUelf something actual and bound up actually as an ens with the essentia. 

In the actual being, actuality cannot be read off as a special res on its own 
aa::ount but can only be expressly thought of. It must be thought of as 
something that belongs to the actual being in conformity with the actual 
being's essence-the actualized essence but not the thought-of essence as 
such. However. the outcome is this. Suarez agrees in a certain way with 
Kant when he says that existence, actuality. is not a real predicate. But he 
differs from Kant in positive interpretation. inasmuch as he conceives of 
actuality as something which. even if not real, nevertheless belongs to the 
actual being itself. while Kant interprets actuality as a relation of the thing 
to the cognitive faculty. 

§ 11. Phenomenological clariji£4tion of the problem 
underlying tM Hrond tMsU 

;:; account of the discussion of the distinction between essence and 
~ence made. it clear that a distinction was in dispute here without the 
the to be dlstmguished having been sufficiently explained-without even 
0( w~:~rnpt. haVing .be.en ~ade to give beforehand an adequate explanation 
the Was to be dlstmgulshed or even to come to an understanding about 
S\lret>a.th and the requirements necessary for such an explanation. To be 
irlte' It should not be naively imagined that this omission of a prior 
irIdoire<ation of essence and existence was merely a mistake or a matter of 

enCe. Rather. these concepts are. for one thing, held to be self-evident. 
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That beings must be understood as created by God is adhered to as 
unshakable conviction. By this ontical declaration a putting of the on~ 
cal question is condemned from the start to impossibility. But, above 
there is no available way of interpreting these concepts. The horizoQ : 
putting the question is lacking. In Kantian language. there is no JXI8aibIe 
way of establishing the birth certificate of these concepts and proving it to 
be genuine. The concepts employed in the traditional discussion IDUIt 
originate in a common interpretation which offers itselffor this P'WPOIe flo 
begin with and constantly. We now ask from an objective historical-. 
point. where do the concepts of existence and whatness arise? That .. 
whence do the concepts get the meaning they have as they are used in the 
above-mentioned discussion? We must try to obtain a clue to the origin d 
these concepts of essentia and existentia. We shall ask what their birth 
certificate is and whether it is genuine or whether the genealogy of tbae 
basic ontological concepts takes a different course, so that at bottom their 
distinction and their connection have a different basis. If we succeecl either 
in discovering the genealogy of these basic concepts or in first 6ndiDc dae 
direction of the path along which we can push forward or backward totbeir 
derivation, then this thesis-a what and a possible how of being belong to 
each being-must also receive an enhanced clarification and an adequIIe 
foundation. 

a) The question of the origin of essentia and existentia 

Let us forget for the time being the controversies about esseoce and 
existence and their distinctio. We shall attempt to trace the origin of. 
concepts essentia and existentia or to define and understand the task of such 
an interpretation by way of the origin. We shall not forget that the 
interpretation of these concepts or of the phenomena lying at their ~ 
has not advanced today any further than in the Middle Ages and antiquitY 
despite the initiatives given by Kant. These Kantian initiatives ha'le t; 
long time been taken up only negatively. To be sure, there was for a the 
century and still is a Neo-Kantianism. which, especially as concerns 
Marburg School. has its special merit. Now that the revival of Kant haS 
begun to go out of fashion the attempt is being made to replace. it ~ 
revival of Hegel. These revivals even flatter themselves on beang the 
caretakers of respect for the past. But at b~tt~m such r~iva1s are and 
greatest disrespect the past can suffer. because It IS degraded mto a tool 
se~ant of ~ f~"hio~ .. The basic presuppos~tion for being ~Ie to take ~ ~ 
seriously lies 10 WIlling not to make one s own labor easIer than did rffJS 
who are supposed to be revived. This means that we first ha~e to P to 
forward to the real issues of the problems they laid hold of. not 10 order 
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t with them and bedeck them with modem ornaments. but in order 
stand J: progress on the problems thus grasped. We wish to revive neither 
to ~ tie nor the ontology of the Middle Ages. neither Kant nor Hegel. but 
Nisto h' . h . I f h I ourselves; t at IS to say. we WlS to emancipate ourse ves rom t e 
(~ologies and conveniences of the present. which reels from one fickle 

~ hion to the next. 
as However. let us also forget the Kantian solution of the problem and ask 

Why is existence conceived of as actualization and actuality? Why 
::: the interpretation of existence go back to agere. agens. energein. 
ergazesthai? Apparently we are returning to the matter at issue in the first 
thesis. But only apparently. for the problem now also includes the question 
of the origin of reality. the origin of the ontological structure of what Kant 
does not even make problematic in explaining his thesis. When he says that 
existence is not a real predicate. he presupposes that it is already clear what 
reality is. But we are now asking at the same time about the ontological 
origin of the concept of essentia-in Kantian tenns the concept of reality
and moreover not only about the origin of these two concepts but about the 
origin of their possible interconnection. 

The following discussions differ from the earlier ones carried on within 
the framework of the Kantian thesis in that. in pursuing the origin of the 
existence concept. we come upon a different horizon for the interpretation 
of existence as actuality than in Kant or. more accurately. upon a different 
cIirection of vision within the same horizon, a horizon that was even less 
unmistakably fixed and developed in the Middle Ages and antiquity than in 
Kant and his successors. To exhibit the origin of essentia and existentia now 
means to bring to light the horizon of the understanding and interpretation 
~ what is denominated in these concepts. Only later shall we have to 
lIlqUire how far the horizons of the ancient and Kantian interpretation of the :encepts of being coincide at bottom and why it is just they that dominate 
But formulatIon of ontological questions and still dominate it even today. 

first of all we must try to lay hold of this horizon of ancient and 
medieval ontology. 
refiThe verbal definition of existentia already made clear that actualitas 
fJ l'rs back to an acting on the part of some indefinite subject or, if we start 
~rn OUf own terminology, that the extant fda.,> VorhandeneJ is somehow 
thee~rcd by its sense to something for which. as it were. it comes to be before 
be' and, at hand. to be handled. The apparently objective interpretation of 
Wi:~gK~ actualitas also at bottom refers back to the subject. not. however. as 
to th ant. t~ the apprehending subject in the sense of the relation of the res 
act· e cognitIve faculties. but in the sense of a relation to our Dasein as an 
Thing Dasein or. to speak more precisely. as a creative. productive Dasein. 

l' qUestion is whether this horizon for the interpretation of existence as 
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actualitas is derived merely from the literal meaning of the word itself. 
that we simply infer from the designation for existence. "actualitas,";-O 
agere-or whether it can be made clear from the sense of actuality as it III 
conceived in ancient thought and Scholasticism that actuality is ~ 
by going back to the productive behavior of the Dasein. If this latter is the c:a.e 
then it should also be possible to show that the concept of reality and of 
essentia. and consequently all the concepts we have enumerated for4!S8entia 
(quidditas. natura. definitio. forma). must be made intelligible &o.n tbi. 
horizon of productive behavior. The next question then is. How do the_ 
traditional interpretations of existence and actuality-the Kantian, wbi:b 
has recourse to apprehending. perceptual behavior. and the ancient-medi
eval. which goes back to productive behavior-go together? Why are both 
really necessary. and how is it that until now both of them. in this nnaided .. 
ness and uniqueness. could so decisively dominate the ontological prabIem 
of the question about being in general? 

We ask. What was it that loomed before the understanding and ..... 
pretation of beings in the development of the concepts essentia and ... 
tentia? How did beings have to be understood with regard to their beiaalO 
that these concepts could grow out of the ontological interpretation? We 
shall first investigate the origin of the existence concept. 

We said at first. quite crudely. that existentia is conceived as amwh 
actuality. and hence with regard to actus. agere, Actuality, WirldicbUit, iI 
at first intelligible to everyone without having a concept at his dispoaU.tt 
us orient ourselves briefly as to how this natural understanding Ioob ill 
medieval philosophy. an understanding that in a certain sense coiDCides 
with the natural conception of existence. 

We saw that the adherents of the third doctrinal view try to look toWII'i 
the given and to find and determine actuality in the actual. These iIdII" 
pretations are only very meager and rough. In antiquity they consist otJJyrA 
quite scattered. occasional remarks (Aristotle. Metaphysics, book ~~ __ ~ 
medieval period shows no new approaches. Suarez attempts a aeau
circumscription of the concept but. of course. wholly within the ~ 
of the traditional ontology. We shall start out from his diSCUSSion r:i . 
existence concept and, while doing so, tacitly bear in mind the J(antiIl' 
interpretation. . .• ., 

Res existens. ut existens. non collocatur in aliquo praedJCarnento~ 
actual thing as actual is not placed under any predicate having real ::..
This is also the Kantian thesis. Quia series praedicamentorum ab 
ab actuali existcntia; nam in praedicamento solum collocantur res ~ 

l. Suarez. Dupuldticmrs mdaphysic:IU, dlsp. 31. sec. 7.4. 
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praedicata. quae necessario seu essential iter eis conveniunt;:l for the 
~ ea f basic predicates with real content disregards whether the being of 
~ ~he)' are asserted is actual or not. Existentia rei absolute non est 

. sed absolutum quid;3 the actuality of a thing is not a relation to 
~g else but something absolute in its own self. This implies that 

lit)' belongs to the actual and is just what makes the actual actual. 
~t itself being something actual. This is the standing riddle. To be ::re according to the Christian view. a being's actualization is accom
~ by God. but the actualized being. as actualized. nevertheless exists 
lbsoIutely for itself. is something that is for itself. On this path. however. we 
shall discover nothing about actuality as such but only something about the 
actualizing of the actual. ActuaIitas is a determination of the actum of an 
agens. Aegidius Romanus says in his commentary on the Sentenca: Nam 
-.os non facit quod potentia sit potentia . . Nee facit agens ut actus sit 
ICtUS. quia cum hoc competat actui sec. se: quod actus esset actus non 
iDdiget aliqua factione. Hoc ergo facit agens. ut actus sit in potentia et 
potentia sit sub actu." Esse nihil est aliud quam quaedam actualitas im
pasa omnibus entibus ab ipso Deo vel a primo ente. Nulla enim essentia 
creaturae est tantae actualitatis. quod possit actu existere. nisi ei imprimatur 
actualitas quaedam a primo ente.' There is exhibited here a naive idea 
ICCOlding to which actuality is something that is. as it were. impressed upon 
things. Even the defenders of the distinctio realis resist conceiving of 
existentia as an ens. Capreolus says: esse actualis existentiae non est res 
proprie loquendo non est proprie ens. secundum quod ens significat 
acturn essendi. cum non sit quod existit. Dicitur tamen [existentiae] 
entia. vel rei.6 Actuality is not a thing in the strict sense of the word; 

2. lbid_ 
3. Ibid .. disp 31 6 18 4 -.!We... 

at i ~idius Romanus.'" S«Ulldulft libru", Setatenti4f1llft qucustiona, Sent. 2. dist. 3. quo 1. 
~ ~ or the agent doc'S not c.use the potency to be potency. . Nor does the agent cause 
\VhaI to be act. because this belongs to <let as such: no cause is needed for the <let to be act. 
~~ ~gent dtx.-s therd'ore is this: that the act should be in the potency .nd that the 
Colo.; S ould ~ actualized." My transl.uion. J\egidius Rornanus was also known as Egidio 
I .. ~~ and iL' (JlI~!> of Rome. For a recent reprint of the 1581 edition ohhe above work. see 
lind Buch~"' 'd'fm.III Smtmtu,fIl'" (frankfurt: Minerva GmbH. Wissensc:haftlic:her Verlag 

S_ IhJ n;,n lung. 19(8).1 
dist-IJ d_ Citing Joannes Capreolus [Quaestiones in qll4ttuorlibros Smtentiafll"'). Sent. I. 
01\ ill ~u I. art ! (fifth conclu!>ion). rHeing i. nothing else but a cenain actuality impressed 
Ih.t It c '"!l\ hy (JOd or the fiBt being. For no essence of a created being is of such actuality 
~I~l an ~~I~t actUOllly unla.~ a cenain actuality i~ impressed on it by tbe first being." My 
~o~ . \ rt'Cent reprint of the TouB ItI99-19OtI editioo is jOdnnis Cdprroli DqmsVmrs 
Citnbti W'l~ TholtllU AqllintlllS, ed. C_ Paban and Th. I'egun. 7 vok (Frankfurt: Minerva 

6. ~r "-\Cn~haftlicber Verlag und &chhandlung. 1966-19671.1 
eolu ... Sent I. dist.~. an. l (Solutlonc.'S. 41. 
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properly speaking. it is not a being; it itself is not something that exists; it. 
not a being but something that is in or of a being (quid entis), ~ 
that belongs to a being. The following passage makes this clearer: '*It 
creaturae non subsist it: et ideo. nee iIIi debetur proprie esse, nee: fied. 
nec creari. ac per hoc nee dicitur proprie creatura, sed quid concreatuln 
Nec valet si dicatur: esse creatum est extra nihil; igitur est proprie ens. ~ 
extra nihil non solum est quod est; immo etiam dispositiones entia, CfIIt 
non dicuntur proprie et formaliter entia. sed entis: et in hoc difl'enam • 
penitus nihilo. 7 The actualncss of the created is not itself actual; it is DOt 
itself in need of a coming-ta-be or a being-created. Therefore, it may IkItbe 
said that actuality is something created. It is rather quid COIIiCNIbIa. 
concreated with the creation of a created thing. Certainly actuality beIoaaa 
to the actual. though actuality itself is not something actual but rather CfIid 
entis and as such concreatum quid. or instead a dispositio entis, a IItate w. 
being. 

In summary we can say: Actuality is not a res. but it is not on that IDCOUIII 
nothing. It is explained. not by reference to the experiencing subject. • iD 
Kant. but rather by reference to the creator. Here the interpretatiolllUDl 
into a blind alley. in which no further progress is possible. 

What do we learn from this description of actuality with respect to the 
question of the direction of interpretation? If we compare this inte1pietatiaD 
with Kant's. we see that Kant has recourse to the relation to the c:opidve 
faculty (perception) and tries to interpret actuality with respect to copidoo 
and apprehension. In Scholasticism. by contrast. the actual is intet.pteced 
with respect to actualization. that is to say. not in the direction in Which 
what is already extant is conceived of as actual. but in the direction in which 
the extant [VorhandenesJ comes to hand and first can be at hand at aU, • 
something that it is possible subsequently to apprehend or lay hold of. ill 
general as something at hand. Thus here. too. there appears. even tbouJh 
still indefinitely. a relation to the "subject." to the Dasein: to have at bIDd 
the at-hand as something pro-duced by a pro-duction. as the actual of ~ 
actualizing. This corresponds to the meaning of actualitas and enerJIi'o 
that is. to the tradition of the concept. In the modem period it is custoJDllY 
to interpret the concept of actuality and the actual in another way. It is ~ 
in the sense of that which influences. that is. acts or works inwards upon 
subject or as that which acts or works on another. stands with anothe~ in: 
interconnection of efficacious action. The actuality of things consiStS 
their exercising the action of forces on each other. . oil 

The two meanings of actuality and the actual. that which acts anwards first 
the subject or which acts outwards on something else. presuppose the 

----7 Ibid .. di~t. H. 4u I. an. 2 {Solutiolk"S. II. 
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. g which is ontologically prior. that is. actuality understood with 
rnean::~ to actualization and being enacted. That which acts inwards upon 
refIre ub~"Ct must itself already be actual in the first sense of the word. and 
the s onnections of efficacious action are possible only if the actual is extant. 
""t~ontologically incorrect and impossible to interpret actuality and its 
It IS logical sense in terms of these two meanings just mentioned. Rather. 
:Iit)'. as the traditional concept actualitas implies. must be understood 

·th reference to actualization. It is completely obscure. however. how 
~ity should be understood in this way. We shall try to shed some light 
on this obscurity. to explain the origin of the concepts essentia and exis
tenria. and to show how far the two concepts are derived from an ul'ldn
UNling of being that comprehends beings with respect to an aattalizing or • 
• we say generally. to a productive comport~t of tM Damn. The two 
concepts essentia and existentia are an outgrowth from an interpretation of 
beings with regard to productive comportment. and indeed with regard to a 
productive comportment that is not expressly and explicitly conceived in 
this interpretation. How is this to be more particularly understood? Before 
answering this question. we must show that the horizon of understanding 
that has just been pointed to-the Casein as productive.-has not been 
maely fixed by us on the basis of the relation oP the being of a being to the 
aubject and to God as producer of things. but that the basic ontological 
determinations of a being grow universally out of this horizon. We shall 
attempt this proof in reference to the interpretation of thingness. realitas, by 
which the common origin of essentia and existentia becomes clear. 

We shall not at first characterize particularly the Dasein's productive 
mode of behavior. We shall attempt solely to show that the determinations 
~uced for Sachheit {thingness. reality]. essentia-forma. natura. quod 
quid erat esse. definitio-are obtained with regard to the prodUCing of 
~hing. Production stands in the guiding horizon of this interpretation 

whatness. For this proof we cannot keep to the medieval terms. because 
they. are not original but translations of ancient concepts. It is only by 
:.n'ng to the latter that we shall be able to make visible their true origin. In 
~ so .. We must stay clear of all modem interpretations and revisions of 
det ~Ient concepts. We can only outline the proof that the chief ancient 
act~~mations for the thingness or reality of a being originate in productive 

IV.ny. the comprehension of being by way of production. What would be 
~u<!d would be an investigation of the individual stages of development 
deva~C1Cnt ontology up to /\ristotle and an account of the subsequent 

e opment of the individual fundamental concepts. 

rep~::,,~t mads "the relation lor the bemg o( a being." which IS awkward and possibly 
~ a typographICal error. 
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b) Return to the productive comportment of the Duein 
toward beings as implicit horizon of understanding for 

essentia and existentia 

Among the concepts that are characteristic for essentia, we ~ 
morphe. eidos (fonna). to ti en einai (that which a being already was, the 
essence) or the genos. and. in addition. phusis (nature). horos, ~ 
(definitio). and ousia (essential. We begin by considering the InOIphe 
concept. What determines the thingness. Sachheit, in a being is ita .. 
{Gestalt}. Something takes this or that shape, it becomes !o"UCh and sucb.1'be 
expression is drawn from the sphere of sensory intuition. Here wefinttbiak 
of spatial figure. But the term morphe should be freed from this tatrictiaa. 
What is intended is not just spatial figure but the whole characteristicbm 
impressed on a being from which we read off what it is. We gather flam the 
shape and impressed form of a thing what the case may be with it. FOIJIIiaB 
and shaping lend its own peculiar look to what is to be produced ad ... 
been produced. Look is the ontological sense of the Greek expreaiofteidoa 
or idea. In the look of a thing we are able to see what it is, its thingMM, die 
peculiar character impressed on it. If we take a being as encoumered ill 
perception. then we have to say that the look of something is baaed OIl ill 
characteristic form. It is the figure that gives the thing its look. With. 
to the Greek concepts. the eidos. the look. is founded. grounded, iD die 
morphe. the form. 

For Greek ontology, however. the founding connection between eidalad 
morphe. look and form. is exactly the reverse. The look is not grouoded in 
the form but the fonn. the morphe. is grounded in the look. This foua,diDg 
relationship can be explained only by the fact that the two ~ 
for thingness. the look and the form of a thing. are not understoOd .., 
antiquity primarily in the order of the perception of something. In the-
of apprehension I penetrate through the look of a thing to its form. '!h' 
latter is essentially the first in the order of perception. But. if the ~ 
ship between the look and the fonn is reversed in ancient thought, 
guiding clue for their interpretation cannot be the order of ~ ~ 
perception itself. We must rather interpret them with a view to ~ 
What is formed is. as we can also say. a shaped product. The potter f~ ... 
vase out of clay. All forming of shaped products is effected by ~ is 
image. in the sense of a model, as guide and standard. The tbinlbY 
produced by looking to the anticipated look of what is to. be produced be" 
shaping. forming. It is this anticipated look of the thmg. s,ght~ 
forehand. that the Greeks mean ontologically by eidos. idea. The ~ 
product. which is shaped in conformity with the model. is as such the 
likeness of the moocl. 
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f the shaped product. the form (morphe). is founded in the eidos. then 
.1 ans that both concepts are understood by reference to the process of 

this ~eg forming. producing. The order and connection of these two 
shapin. 

epts is established by the performance of the process of fOrming and 
,one. ng and the necessary precedence in that process of the look of what is 
sha: formed. The anticipated look. the proto-typical image. shows the 
~ing as what it is before the production and how it is supposed to look as a 
~. The anticipated look has not yet been externalized as something 
fonned. actual. but is the image of imag-ination. of fantasy. phantasia. as 
the Greeks say-that which fOnning first brings freely to sight. that which 
is sighted. It is no accident that Kant. for whom the concepts of form and 
mauer. morphe and hule. playa fundamental epistemological role. con
joindy assigns to imagination a distinctive function in explaining the objec
tivity of knowledge. The eidos as the look. anticipated in imagination. of 
what is to be formed gives the thing with regard to what this thing already 
WIS and is before all actualization. Therefore the anticipated look. the eidos. 
is also called to ti en einai. that which a being already was. What a being 
already was before actualization. the look from which production takes the 
measure for its product. is at the same time that whence what is formed 
properly derives. The eidos. that which a thing already was beforehand. 
gives the kind of the thing. its kin and descent. its genos. Therefore 
thingness lor reality. Sachheitl is also identical with genos. which should be 
translated as stock. family. generation. That is the ontological sense ofthis 
expression and not. say. the usual sense of the German Gattung {genus in 
the sense of a group or sort]. The logical meaning is founded on the former. 
When he deals with the highest what-determinations of a being. Plato most 
~t1y speaks of the gene ton onton. the races. stocks. generations. of 
bean p. H~re. ~oo. thingness is interpreted by looking to that from which the 

g deriVes In becoming formed. 
. The determination phusis also points toward the same direction of 
~ti~n of,the what. Phuein means to let grow. procreate. engender • 

. pnmarlly to produce its own self. What makes products or the 
:::\IC~ product possible (producible) is again the look of what the 
the \let IS supposed to become and be. The actual thing arises out of phusis. 
f~ nature of the thing. Everything earlier than what is actualized is still free 
'Nio;; tlhe imperfection. one-sidedness. and sensibilization given necessarily 
pro .~ I actualization. The what that precedes all actualization. the look that 
t~ C!o the standard. is not yet subject to change like the actual. to coming
bein and pa!;sing-away. It is also earlier than the mutable thing; and as 
ptol a.'u.'ays earlier. that is. as what a being-always conceived of as 
of th u:!e and produced-wa. .. already beforehand. it is what is true in and 

e Ing of a being. The Greeks at the same time interpret what is thus 
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veritable in the being of a being as that which itself truly is. so that the idea.. 
as constituting the actuality of the actual. are for Plato himself the PI'Opedy 
and truly actual. 

The look. eidos. and the form. morphe. each encloses within itself that 
which belongs to a thing. As enclosing. it constitutes the limiting ~ 
of what determines the thing as finished. complete. The look. as ~ 
the belongingness of all the real determinations. is also conceived of II 
constituting the finishedness. the completedness. of a being. Scho~ 
says perfectio; Greek it is the teleion. This boundedness of the thing. which 
is distinctively characterized by its finishedness. is at the same time the 
possible object for an expressly embracing delimitation ofthe thing. forthe 
horismos. the definition. the concept that comprehends the bouadada 
containing the reality of what has been formed. 

In summary. the result relative to the characteristics of realital is dill 
they all develop with regard to what is configured in configuring. formed. 
forming. shaped in shaping. and made in making. Shaping. fonDiat. 
making all signify a letting-come-here.letting-derive-from. Wecanc:ham> 
terize all these modes of action by a basic comportment of the D4M1I which 
we can concisely call producing {HerstelienJ. The characters of tbiap
(realitas) mentioned above. which were fixed for the first time in Gnek 
ontology and later faded out and became formalized. that is. becameplllfl 
the tradition and are now handled like well-worn coins. detenniDe dIM 
which belongs in one way or another to the producibility of IIOIDIIIdII8 
produced. But to pro-duce. to place-here, Her-stellen. means at the lID 
time to bring into the narrower or wider circuit of the accessible. bile. to 

this place. to the Da. so that the produced being stands fur itself on ita own 
account and remains able to be found there and to lie-before there [t1tIIficIaJ 
as something established stably fur itself. This is the source of the Greek tenD 
hupokeimenon. that which lies-before. That which first of all and(Olll1aldly 
lies-before in the closest circle of human activity and accordingly is c0n

stantly disposable is the whole of all things of use, with which we constantlY 
have to do. the whole of all those existent things which are t~ 
meant to be used on one another. the implement that is employed and 
constantly used products of nature: house and yard. forest and field. J 
light and heat. What is thus tangibly present for dealing with (v~r-~ 
is reckoned by everyday experience as that which is, as a bel~g. ~ theY 
primary sense. Disposable possessions and goods. property. are beings. it 
arc quite simply that which is. the Greek ousia. In Aristotle's time. ~. 
already had a firm terminological meaning philosophically and t 

ically. this expression ousia was still synonymous with property. ~ 
si~ns. means. wealth. The pre-philosophical proper meaning of ouSIA ~ 
rial through to the end. A<."Cordingly a being is synonymous with an at-
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tJ disposable. Essentia is only the literal translation of ousia. This 
[tJddtl sion cssentia. which was employed for whatness. reality, expresses at 
tJCP~e time the specific mode of being of a being. its disposability or. as 
the 5 also sa",. its at-handness. which belongs to it due to its having been 
we can -

P~:~racteristics of essentia developed in reference to what is produced 
. roducing or else to what belongs to producing as producing. The basic 
~ept of ousia. in contrast. lays more stress on the producedness of the 

roduced in the sense of things disposably present at hand. What is meant 
~ primarily is what is present at hand. house and yard, the Anwesen. as 
the German has it-property as the present premises-the extant as what 
is present in that way. The verb einai. esse, existere. must be interpreted by 
way of the meaning of ousia as the present-at-hand and that which is 
present [as property and premises are present}. Being. being-actual, or 
existing. in the traditional sense. means presence-at-hand. But producing is 
not the only horizon for the interpretation of existentia. With regard to its 
presence at hand. the extant is conceived of ontologically not so much by 
merring to the disposability for use or by reverting to the productive and in 
general the practical mode of activity as, rather. by reverting to our Jinding 
praent {finding there before us. VorJindenJ what is thus disposable. But this 
comportment. too. the finding present of the produced and presentat-hand. 
belongs to producing itself. All prodUCing is. as we say. fore-sighted {vor
sichtig] and circum-sighted {um-sichtig}. It really has its sight; it is Sighted. 
and only because it is so can it sometimes set about things blindly. Sight is 
not an appendage to productive behavior but belongs positively to it and to 
its structure. and it guides the action. Therefore it is not surprising if this 
seeing. in the sense of the circumspective seeing that belongs to the 
OI'It~ogical constitution of producing. becomes prominent also where ontol
ogy mterprets the what which is to be produced. All shaping and forming 
has from the first an out-look upon the look (eidos) of that which is to be 
Pn.d~. Here it may already be seen that the phenomenon of sight which 
~n.'I t~ producing comes forward in characterizing the what ness of a 
aI ng as ~Idos. In the process of producing. that which the thing was is 
sioread.y sl~hted beforehand. Hence the pre-eminence of all these expres
om ns In (>n.'ck ontology: idea. eidos. theorein. Plato and Aristotle speak of pra:: les psuches. the soul's eye, which sees being. This looking toward the 
te cl'(l or the to-he-produced docs not yet need to be theoretical con
se:'~lah()n in the narrower sense but is at first simply looking-toward in the N of clrcumspective self-orientation. 
Or ~\'.erth~'less. for reasons which we need not fun her touch on here. the fi: S define the mode of access to the extant primarily as an intuitive 

III: present (das anschauende VorJindenJ, a beholding perception, noein. 
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or even theorein. This activity is also called aisthesis. aesthetic beho~. 
the proper sense. just as Kant still employs the expression "aesthetiC.. ~ 
purely contemplative perception of the extant. In this purely intuithtt 
activity. which is only a modification of seeing in the sense of c~ 
tion. of productive behavior. the actuality of the actual is manifeated, 
Pannenides. the true founder of ancient ontology. says: to gar auto--. 
estin te kai einai: noein. perceiving. simple apprehension. intuiting. IQd 
being. actuality. are the same. When Kant says that actuality is ~ 
his thesis is literally anticipated in the proposition of Pannenides. 

We now see more clearly that the interpretation of essentia, and aIao 
exactly the interpretation of the basic concept for essentia, ousia. refer '*It 
to productive comportment toward beings. while pure beholding is &.eI. 
the proper access to a being in its being-in-itself. We may obsenoe inciden
tally that this interpretation of the basic ontological concepts of IIIdent 
philosophy does not by any means exhaust everything that would haw to be 
said here. Above all. the Greek concept of the world. which could be let 

forth only by way of an interpretation of Greek existence. has hem c0m

pletely disregarded here. 
For us there follows the task of showing that essentia and existeDda have 

a common origin in the interpretative resort to productive comportmeDt.1D 
ancient ontology itself we discover nothing explicit about this NCXJUIII. 
Ancient ontology perfcmns in a virtually naive way its interpretation If".,. 
and its elaboration of the concepts mentioned. We do not discover IDJIbinI 
about how to conceive the connection and the difference between the two 
and how to prove that they are necessarily valid for every being. But-it 
might be said-is this a defect and not rather an advantage? Is not aaive 
inquiry superior in the certainty and importance of its results to all iDqUirY 
that is reflective and all too conscious? This can be affirmed but it must II 
the same time be taken as understood that naive ontology. toO. if it iI 
ontology at all. must already always. because necessarily. be refIec:tive
reflective in the genuine sense that it seeks to conceive beings with raJIId CD 
their being by having regard to the Dasein (psuche. nous. logos). Ref~ to 

the comportments of the Dasein in the matter of ontological interp~ 
can occur in such a way that what is referred to. the Dasein anu itS 
comportments. does not expressly become a problem but rather tM.na;; 
ontological interpretation goes hack to the Dasein's comportments an turtI 
same way in which it is acquainted with the Dasein's eve~day and na look 
self-understanding. Ontology is naive. then. not because It does not this is 
back at all to the Dasein. not because it does no reflecting at aII--:- ckJe5 
excluded-but because this necessary looking back toward the l)asean CI 

not get beyond a common conception of the Dascin and its comport~ 
and thus-because they belong to the Dascin's general everyday. 
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oot expressly emphasize them. Reflection here remains within the rut 
does philosophical knowledge. 
of rr ference to the Dasein and its comportments belongs to the essential 

re of ontological inquiry and interpretation. then the ontological prob
~~ic of antiquity can be brought to itself and conceived in its possibility 
:' if aod when the necessity of this return to the Dasein is taken seriously. 
,..J: return is at ~ttom n~ return at all. since the .Dasein .. co~ponding t.o 
the nature of its eXistence. IS always already consciously Wl~ I~ own sel~. IS 

disclosed for itself. and as such always understands something like the being 
of a being. The Dasein does not first need to go back to itself. This talk of a 
retUrT\ is ju.o;tified only by the fact that the Dasein has apparently been 
forgotten in naive ancient ontology. Not only is the explicit elaboration of the 
INJsis of ancient ontology possible in principle for a possible philosophical 
understanding. but it is factually demanded by the incompleteness and 
indeterminateness of ancient ontology itself. Apart from the fact that the 
basic concepts are not themselves given an express and explicit foundation 
but are simply there. one knows not how. it remains before all else obscure 
whether what the second thesis says is valid and why it is valid: that essentia 
andexistentia belong to every being. It is in no way proved and immediately 
mdent that this thesis holds good of every being. This question becomes 
decidable only if it is established beforehand that every being is actual
that the realm of beings actually extant coincides with that of beings 
generally. that being coincides with actuality. and that every being is 
constituted by means of a whatness. If the attempted proof of the correct
ness of the thesis fails. that is. if being does not coincide with existentia in 
the ancient sense of actuality. extantness. then the thesis all the more 
requires an express foundation in its restricted validity fM all beings in the 
~ of the extant {at-hand]. The question then has to be asked again 
'Whether what is intended in the thesis retains its universal validity if the 
esaen~ial content of the thesis is suffiCiently extended and fundamentally 
COnceiVed in regard to all possible modes of being. We not only wish to but 
:USt understand the Greeks better than they understood themselves. Only 

US shall we actually be in possession of our heritage. Only then is our 
~omenological investigation no mere patchwork or contingent alter
:tlOll and improvement or impairment. It is always a sign of the greatness of 
~~lICtlve achievement when it can let issue from itself the demand that it 
Un d be understood better than it understands itself. Matters of no 
ru:rtance need no higher intelligibility. Ancient ontology. however. is 
rep mentally not unimportant and can never be overcome. because it 
tha~~~ts the first necessary step that any philosophy at all has to take. so 
self. IS step mUst always be repeated by every actual philosophy. Only a 

-Complacent modernity lapsed into barbarism can wish to make us 
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believe that Plato. as it i.'l tastefully expressed. is done for. To be 
antiquity will not be better understood by shifting our station to a ~ 
stage of the development of philosophy and taking it up. say. with Kant. 
with Hegel so as to interpret ancient thought with the aid of a N-. 
Kantianism or a Nco-Hegelianism. All these revivals are already an~ 
before they see the light. The point is to note that both Kant and tfegeJ .. 
stand fundamentally on the soil of antiquity-that they. too. do not ..... 
up for the omission. due to neglect. that remained hidden as a neceai&J. 
the entire development of West em philosophy. The thesis that essentiallld 
existentia belong to every being requires not only the clarification of. 
origin of these concepts but a universal foundation in general. 

For us the concrete question arises. What are the problems to which_ 
attempt to really understand the second thesis leads us? We may ....... 
ourselves about this matter by way of proving the inadequate foundatiaaaf 
the traditional way of dealing with the problem. 

§12. ProoJ of the irurdeqwa~ JoundGtion of the 
tTGdition4l treGbunt of the problem 

a) Intentional structure and the undemanding of 
being in productive comportment 

The inadequacy of traditional thought becomes visible in the nee ., 
positive task. The basic ontological concepts of thingness [Sachheitl, ..... 
tia. and of actuality. existentia. arise with a view to what is produced ill 
productive activity or, again. with a view to the producible as such and the 
producedness of the produced. which is met with directly in intuitklD'
perception as something already finished. The way might thus ..,. be 
prescribed for a more original interpretation of essentia and existentia. In the 
discussion of the Kantian thesis. the task arose of investigating the ~ 
tional structure of perception in order to get clear of the ambiguity of 
Kantian interpretation. Likewise. there is now suggested the pa~ orPr:: 
ing an original ontological foundation for the concepts essen~ and tI 
tentia by going hack to the intentional .stTucture of the producttve ~ 
comportment. We shall say in analogy to what was said in op~oon; 
Kant: Actuality (existere. esse) is obviously not identical with prod~ 
the produced any more than with perceiving and the perceiv~. H. ; 
actuality is also not identical with perceivedness. for to be perceiVed ~ ~ 
characteristic of a being that has to do with its being apprehe~; It.~-d. 
the determination of the being's bcing-in-itself. But perhaps In Proa;-. 
nes.!. we find a character that defines the bcing-in-itself of a being? or 
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. . being produced is after all the presupposition for its capacity to be 
thing ~ended in percept ion. When we have in mind the apprehendability of 
app~. we understand this being necessarily in relation to the apprehend
~ be ubjeCt. the Dasein generally speaking. but not the being of the being in 
~ I~. before all else and ~ithout .its being in ~y way apprehended. But does 
jtSe the same state of affalls obtaIn here. too. 10 regard to producedness as in 
~tion to perceptual apprehension? Is there not implicit also in productive 
Ie rnportment a relation of the subject to what is produced. so that the 
~er of producedness expresses no less a subjective reference than does 
the character of perceivedness? Here. however. foresight and mistrust are 
required in regard to all so-calJed acuteness that argues only with so-called 
rigorous concepts but is stricken with blindness when it comes to what the 
coocepts really are supposed to mean. the phenomena. 

The sense of direction and apprehension peculiar to productive comport
ment toward something involves taking that to which the productive 
ICtivity relates as something which. in and through the producing. is 
supposed to be extant as finished in its own ~lf. We described the direc
tiooa1 sense that at any given time belongs to intentional comportment as 
the understanding of being belonging to intentionality. In productive com
portment toward something. the being of that toward which I act in a 
productive manner is understood in a specific way in the sense of the 
productive intention. Indeed. it is understood in such a way that the 
productive activity. corresponding to its own peculiar sense. absolves what 
is to be produced from relation to the producer. Not conh'ary to its intention 
but in amfonnity with it. it releases from this relation the being that is to be 
produced and that which has been produced. Productive comportment's 
understanding of the being of the being toward which it is behaving takes 
this being beforehand as one that is to be released for its own self so as to 
~ independently on its own account. The being {SeinJ that is understood 
... P'OdlACtive comportment is exactly the being-in-itself of the product. 

To be sure. in its ontological nature as comportment of the Dasein 
~d something. productive comportment always and necessarily re
ItIains a relationship to beings: but it is an attitude and behavior of such a 
~Iiar SOrt that the Dasein. keeping itself in the productive process. says 
~tself exactly. whether explicitly or not: The whereto of my action. 
bu ormable to its own peculiar mode of being. is not tied to this relation 
so~ath('r is supposed to become. precisely by means of this action. 
f~ ~mg that stands on its own as finished. Not only is it. as finished. 
80m ua ~~ no .Ionger bound to the productive relation but also. even as 
be ~ 109 sltll to be produced. it is understood beforehand as intended to 

~e ea..'ied from this relation. 
CCordingly. in the specific intentional structure of production. that is. in 
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its understanding of being, there is present a peculiar character of d~ 
and release as concerns that to which this behavior comports itself. <::or.;: 
spondingly, producedness (actuality as effectedness) includes within itIeI( 
to be sure, a reference to the producing Dasein: but this reference. cor-. 
sponding to its own ontological sense, understando; the product as reIet.ed 
for its own self and thus as being in itself. Something like this inten~ 
of producing, which we have characterized, and the type of unde~ 
of being peculiar to it should be seen simply with a vision that has not_ 
dazzled and made squint-eyed by some current theory of knowleclge. No 
matter how logically rigorous concepts may be, if they are blind thea. ..., 
are worthless. To see something like such an intentional struc:ba\I fi 
production and interpret it in one's analysis without prepossession, to_ 
it accessible and keep hold of it and adapt one's concept-formation towJ.t 
is thus held fast and seen-this is the sober sense of the much ventilated .. 
called phenomenological Wesensschau. Anyone who gets his infOl1Dildca 
about phenomenology from newspapers and weekly reviews must let ..... 
self be talked into the notion that phenomenology is something •• 
mysticism, something like the "logic of the Indian contemplating his ...... • 
This is not just a matter to be laughed at: it is actually current among"'" 
who wish to be taken in scientific earnest. 

The thing to see is this. In the intentional structure of production tt..iI 
implicit reference to something. by which this something is undentooII
not bound to or dependent on the subject but. inversely, as reJeaecI_ 
independent. In terms of fundamental principle. we encounter ..... -
extremely peculiar transcendence of the Dasein, which we shall COIIl'dr 
later in more detail and which. as will appear. is possible only on the .... 
temporality. 

This noteworthy character of the release of the thing to be produced II 
productive comportment has not. however. been interpreted compIerelybJ 
what has been said. The thing to be produced is not understood in ~ 
tive action as something which, as product in general. is supposed to be 
extant lat hand] in itself. Rather, in accordance with the productive iDtID' 
tion implicit in it. it is already apprehended as something that, qua ~ 
is available at any time for we. It is intended in productive action not ~ 
as something somehow put aside but as something put here, here PI 

Dastin's sphere. which does not necessarily have to coincide with the.po" 
ducer's own sphere. It can be the sphere of the user, which itself stands snail 
inner essential connection with that of the producer. ~ 

What we are trying to bring to light here by means of phenomenol~ 
analysis in regard to the intentional structure of production is not conttl 
and fabricated but already present in the everyday. pre-philosophical P': 
ductive behavior of the Dasein. In producing. the Dasein lives in such 
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d tanding of being without conceiving it or grasping it as such. There is 
~ e~ately present in productive comportment toward something the un: rstanding of the being-in-itself of that to which the comportment 
:; e Therefore it is no accident that ancient ontology. in its specific 
~t~~_in the good sense of that term-oriented itself. even though only 

~~citiY. in accordance with this everyday and familiar behavior of the 
~in, for in productive behavior there is obviously suggested of itself. for 
the l)asein. an attitude toward beings within which a being's being-in-itself 
. immediately understood. But. after all. does not the interpretation of the 
:einS of a being as a product contain within itself an intolerable onesided
ness? Can every being be taken as a product and can the concepts of being 
be attained and fixed by having regard to productive comportment? Surely 
DOt everything of which we say that it is is brought into being by the Dasein 
as proclucer. That very being which the Greeks especially made the starting 
point and theme of their ontological investigations. that which is as nature 
and cosmos. is surely not produced by the Dasein as producer. How is 
Greek ontology. which was oriented primarily to the cosmos. supposed to 
have understood the being of the cosmos in terms of production. especially 
when it is precisely ancient thought which is not in the least familiar with 
anything like a creation and production of the world but rather is convinced 
of the world's eternity? For it, the world is the aei on, the always already 
extant. agenetos. anolethros, unoriginated and imperishable. In the face of 
this being, the cosmos, what is the point of looking toward production? 
Does not our interpretation of ousia. einai. existere, as presence-at-hand and 
producedness run aground here? Is it not in any case un-Greek. even if it 
may otherwise be valid? If we were to concede to being impressed by such 
arguments and to grant that productive comportment obviously cannot be 
the guiding horizon for ancient ontology, then we would betray by this 
~~SSion that. despite the analysis of the intentionality of production that 

Just been carried out. we have not yet seen this intentionality in a 
sufficiently phenomenological way. In the understanding of being that 
belongs to productive comportment. this comportment. as relating itself to 
-:.rnething, releases just that to which it relates itself. It seems as though 
o JY a being that is produced could be understood in this sense. However. it 
on y seems so. 

at If We bring to mind productive comportment in the scope of its full 
insruc:t.ure We see that it always makes use of what we call material, for 
no lance. material for building a house. On its part this material is in the end 
no~ In turn produced but is already there. It is met with as a being that does 
th need to be produced. In production and its understanding of being. I 
CO Us comport myself toward a being that is not in need of being produced. I 

rnport myself toward such a being not by accident but corresponding to 
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the sense and essential nature of production. so far as this productioQ . 
al~ays the producing of something from somethi~g. What is not in need; 
bemg produced can really be understood and discovered only within the 
understanding of being that goes with production. In other words, it i8 &..t 
of all in the understanding of being that belongs to productive COIXIpon. 
ment and thus in the understanding of what does not need to be PfOCh.::ed 
that there can grow the understanding of a being which is extant in itaeIf 
before all production and for all further production. It is this un~ 
of what does not need to be produced. possible only in production. whidi 
understands the being of what already lies at the ground of and preoedea 
everything to be produced and thus is all the more already extant in iIaeIf. 
The understanding of being in production is so far from merely undemud. 
ing beings as produced that it rather opens up precisely the u~ 
of the being of that which is already simply extant. In production. tben6R; 
we come up agajnst just what does not need to be produced. In the COWIeof' 
producing and using beings we come up against the actuality of whit .. 
already there before all prodUCing. products. and producibles, or ci ... 
offers resistance to the formative process that produces things. The COD

cepts of matter and material have their origin in an unclerstandingOC .... 
that is oriented to production. Otherwise. the idea of material as thatJian 
which something is produced would remain hidden. The conceptsofmialr 
and material. hule. that is. the counter-concepts to morphe. form, ..,. 
fundamental role in ancient philosophy not because the Greeks were ~ 
ria lists but because matter is a basic ontological concept that arises __ 
sarily when a being-whether it is produced or is not in need of beIDg 
produced-is interpreted in the horizon of the understanding of beIDI 
which lies as such in productive comportment. 

Productive comportment is not limited just to the producible and po
duced but harbors within itself a remarkable breadth of possibility for 
understanding the being of beings. which is at the same time the basis for 
the universal significance a.c;signable to the fundamental concepts of andIDt 
~~. . 

But this still does not explain why ancient ontology interprets beiDIP 
from exactly this direction. This is not self-evident and it cannot~
accident. From this question. why it was precisely production that serv;: 
horizon for the ontological interpretation of beings, arises the need ~o for 
out this hori7.on and give explicit reasons for its ontological necessIty. the 
the mere fact that ancient ontology moves in this horizon is not yet the 
ontological foundation of its legitimacy and necessity. Only when tbI 
founding argument is given is a legitimate birth cenificate L'is~ for rJ 
ontological concepts of essentia and existentia which grew out of thiS W;~ 
posing ontological problems. The argument for the legitimacy 0 
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. described above for the interpretation of beings with regard to their 
hO~.n and existentia can be carried out only by making intelligible from 
essenU~t distinctive constitution of the Damn's being why the Dasein pri
the ~ and for the most part has to understand the being of beings in the 
rna~ Y n of productive-intuitive comportment. We must ask, What function 
hO~he action of producing and using in the broadest sense have within the t;:in itsclr. The answer is possible only if the constitution of the Dasein's 
being is first brought to light in its general basic features, that is. if the 

tology of the Dasein is made secure. Then it can be asked whether from 
: Dascin's mode of being. from its way of existing. it can be made 
intelligible why ontology is oriented at first naively in conformity with this 
productive or perceptual-intuitive comportment. However, we are not yet 
j,repared for the more penetrating analysis of the Dasein's mode of being. 
What we have to see for the present is only that ancient ontology interprets 
• being in its being by way either of production or perception and that, since 
Kant also interprets actuality with reference to perception, there is manifest 
here an undeviating continuity of tradition. 

b) The inner connection between ancient (medieval) and 
Kantian ontology 

Thus the attempt to get to the roots of the problem fixed in the second 
thesis leads us anew to the same task as did the original interpretation of the 
Kantian thesis. The Kantian interpretation of actuality by recourse to 
perception and intuition generally lies in the same direction as the Greek 
interpretation of being by reference to noein and theorein. But with Kant. 
and already long before him, the stock of ontological categories handed 
~ from antiquity had become routine. deracinated and deprived of its 
native soil, its origin no longer understood. 

If an inner connection exists in this way between ancient and Kantian =ogy then-on the basis of the interpretation of ancient ontology. 
of productive comportment and its understanding of being-we 

mUSt ~Iso be able to make clear to ourselves what Kant's interpretation of 
::ltty as absolute position really means. Obviously, absolute positing 
ou . not mean for Kant that the subject posits the actual from within itself 
thj tslde lt~elf in the sense that it freely and arbitrarily first deposits some
~g of the kind there and subjectively assumes something to be actual. for 
PofIt reason or other judges that something is actual. Rather. absolute 
ly_lrlg understood properly-even if Kant does not interpret it explicit
~Irnean!; positing as the letting something stand of its own self and indeed 
0lI,o lJtely. as detached. set free as "an und vor sich selbst," in and for its 

n self. as Kant says. If phenomenological interpretation is pushed far 
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enough. we can also see in the Kantian interpretation of ~ 
perception or as absolute position that here. too. use is made of ~ 
character of release and setting free that proffered itself to us particu1aztYil 
the intentional structure of production. In other words. the specific IJeaaeCl{ 
the direction of perception and of the understanding of being that ~ 
to intuition also has the character of a setting free of the at-hand to let it be 
encountered. It is no accident that as early as ancient ontology it is p~ 
perception. noein in the broadest sense, that functions as the activity~ 
serves as the clue for ontologically defining a being that is encountetediDlt. 
For pure intuition and perception, if its intentional sense is understoocI, .... 
the character of setting-free much more purely than production. becauae. 
intuition, in pure beholding, Dasein comports itself in such a way _II 
even desists from all commerce with the being. from occupation with,,, 
Even more, in mere intuition every reference to the subject is pushed. 
the background and beings are understood not only as things to be let'" 
to be produced. but as in themselves already extant. being encountered cI 
themselves. on their own account. Hence. from antiquity to Kant_ 
Hegel. intuition is the ideal of knowledge. the ideal of the appreheudiaacl 
beings in general. and the concept of truth in knowledge is oriealld eo 
intuition. As regards Kant it is still to be noticed that. in conformity ~* 
traditional theological founding of ontology. he measures knowledgebJ1IIt 
idea of creative knowing, which. as knowing. first posits the known. brII9il 
to being and thus first of all lets it be (intellectus archetypus). Truth.:the 
proper sense is truth of beholding. intuitive apprehension. 

With regard to the origin of ancient ontology from the procluctive'
intuitive comportments toward beings. one further matter, which .. ,.., 
touch on briefly. becomes intelligible. In itself it is not simply a matter cl 
course that ancient philosophy should have been adopted by (]ariIdaD 
theology in the Middle Ages. In fact. it was only after arduous struggles'
controversies that even Aristotle. who from the thirteenth century ~ 
served as the standard for determining Christian and not only ~ 
theology. was installed in the authoritative position that he still ~ 
The reason this could happen. however. is the fact that for the ChJistiID 
interpretation of the world, in conformity with the creation story of ~ 
esis. every being that is not God himself is created. This presupposi~ 
simply taken for granted. And even if creation out of nothing is not i haJld. 
with producing something out of a material that is found already on 
nevertheless. this creating of the creation has the general ontol~cal ~.:: 
ter of producing. Creation is also interpreted in some sense With reg~- '11 
production. Despite its different origins. it was as if ancient ontol~ lJl ~ 
foundations and basic concepts were cut to fit the Christian wo~ld.vie\\>' ill 
interpretation of that which is as ens creatum. God as the ens IOcreaturn 
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be· g which is absolutely without need of being produced and the causa 
~ In f every other being. Of course. ancient ontology experienced an 
poma·:1 deviation by its reception in the Middle Ages so that the specifi
~n~ient formulation of the problems was lost. a matter which we shall 

Y oW further pursue. But in this remodeling by the Middle Ages ancient 
not ~ogy entered into the modem age through Suarez. Even where, as in 
~niz and Wolff. modem philosophy makes an independent return to 

tiqUity. it occurs in terms of the understanding of the ancient basic 
all ncepts for which Scholasticism had already prepared the way. 
co Thus it has become dear that we should not and need not be satisfied 
with a common understanding of the basic concepts essentia and existentia, 
that there exists the possibility of exhibiting their origin. Only a radical 
interpretation of essentia and existentia can provide the basis on which the 
problem of their distinction can first of all be posed. The distinction must 
apring of itself from the roots they have in common. 

Hence the question arises here whether the thesis that essentia and 
existentia belong to every being remains valid in this form-whether it can 
be made to hold in its purportedly universal ontological validity for every 
being in general. If sought. such a proof turns out to be impossible. In other 
words. the thesis cannot be maintained in the sense that has been described. 
Beings present at hand can certainly be interpreted ontologically in the 
horizon of production. It can certainly be shown that in every instance a 
whatness having the characteristics mentioned belongs to being-at-hand 
Nevertheless. the question remains whether the whole universe of beings is 
exhausted by the at-hand. Does the realm of the extant, the at-hand. 
coincide with the realm of beings in general? Or is there any being that. 
precisely due to the sense of its being. cannot be conceived as being at hand? 
::':int of fact. the being that can least of all be conceived as extant. at 
all • the Dasein that in each instance we ourselves are. is just that to which 

understanding of being-at-hand. actuality. must be traced back. The 
Ienae of this retracing has to be explained. 

c) Necessity for restricting and modifying the second thesis. 
Basic: articulation of being and ontological difference 

fro If the Dasein exhibits an ontological constitution completely different 
me rn that of the extant at-hand. and if to exist. in our terminological usage. 
bee ans something other than existere and existentia (einai). then it also 
reaJ~rnes a question whether anything like Sachheit. thingness. whatness. 
nas::~. ~~sentia. ousia. can belong to the ontological constitution of the 
'llhi hn: .)achheit. thingness. whatness. reality. realitas. or quidditas. is that 

C anSWers the question Quid est res. what is the thing? Even a rough 
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consideration shows that the being that we ourselves are, the Dasein. ~ 
at .all ~ interroga~ed as such by the. ~estion What ~s t~is? We gain acoe..to 
thls bemg only If we ask: Who 15 It? The Dasem IS not constituted h, 
whatness but-if we may coin the expression-by whoness. The ~ 
does not give a thing but an I. you. we. But on the other hand we stilllIIk: 
What is this who and this whoness of the Dasein-what is the 1JIbo in 
distinction from the aforementioned what in the narrower sense of the 
reality of the extant at-hand? No doubt we do ask such a question. But ... 
only shows that this what. with which we also ask about the nature oftbe 
who. obviously cannot coincide with the what in the sense of whatnesa.1n 
other words. the basic concept of essentia. whatness. first becol1le81t11J 
problematic in the face of the being we call the Dasein. The inactequ.i 
founding of the thesis as a universally ontological one becomes evideot.lfil 
is to have an ontological Significance at all. then it is in need of a ,. ... 
and modification. It must be shown positively in which sense each beiDa
be interrogated regarding its what but also in which sense a being 1IWIi"bt 
queried by the who-question. Only from here on does the problem ct. 
distinctio between essentia and existentia become complicated It ._ 
only the question of the relationship of whatness and extantness but •• 
same time the question of the relationship of whoness and txistlnt;;fII
istenzJ-existence understood in our sense as the mode of being elf. 
being that we ourselves are. Formulated more generally. the tbaa:_ 
essentia and existentia belong to each being merely points to the .... 
problem of the articulation of each being into a being that it is and the" 
of its being. 

We have already pointed earlier to the connection between the"" 
articulation of being and the ontological difference. The problem «die 
articulation of being into essentia and existentia. formulated in SchoIa* 
terms. is only a more special question touching on the ontological differaD£' 
generall y. the difference between a being and being. It now appears that ~ 
ontological difference is becoming more complicated, however formallhil 
difference sounds and looks. More complicated because under the ~ 
"being" we now have not only essentia and existentia but also whoneSS 
existence in our sense. The articulation of being varies each time with the 
way of being of a being. This way of being cannot be restricted .to at-~ 
extantness and actuality in the traditional sense. The question of . 
possible multiplicity of being and therewith at the same time that of thee:: 
of the roncept of being in general becomes urgent. Simultaneously. the it 
fonnula for the ontological difference grows ever richer in the problems 
contains. . tb' 

first. however. one problem makes its claim on our attention: bes~des ..,bO 
extant (at-hand extantness) there are beings in the sense of the DaseiO. 
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. But this being which we ourselves are-was this not always already 
elUsts. in philosophy and even in pre-philosophical knowledge? Can one 
kn~~~h a fuss abo~t st~essing expressly the fact that besides the extant ~t
rn d there is also thas beang that we ourselves are? After all, every Dasem. 
~ far as it is. always already knows about itself and knows that it differs 
~so other beings. We ourselves said that for all its being oriented primarily 
ro:::e extant at-hand. ancient ontology nevertheless is familiar with psuche. :US. logos. zoe. bios. soul, reason. life in the broadest sense. Of course. But 

't should be bome in mind that the ontical. factual familiarity of a being 
~ not after all guarantee a suitable interpretation of its being. The Dasein 
is indeed already aware that it is not just another being which it experiences. 
At least the Dasein can be aware of it. Not every Dasein has this awareness: 
for example. mythical and magical thinking identifies things with itself. But 
even when the Dasein does take cognizance that it itself is not another 
being. this does not include the explicit knowledge that its mode of being is 
different from that of the being which it itself is not. Rather. as we see in the 
example of antiquity. the Dasein can ontologically interpret itself and its 
mode of being with regard to the extant at-hand and its way of being. The 
specific question about the ontological constitution of the Dasein gets 
blocked and confused by many preconceptions which are grounded in the 
Dasein's own existence. That this is so will be made clear to us. among other 
things. by the discussion of the third thesis. It will aim above all at making 
generally plainer to us the problem of the multiplicity of ways of being 
extending beyond the uniqueness of mere at-hand extantness. 



Chapter Three 

The Thesis of Modern Ontology: The 
Basic Ways of Being Are the Being of 
Nature (Res Extensa) and the Being of 

Mind (Res Cogitans) 

§13. CharClCtmmtion of the ontological cWtinction bdurftn 
res tlCWrud and rea cogittuu with the aid of the KanCidn 

fonnuldtion of the problem 

The discussion of the first two theses led us in each case to tum the quatim 
of the meaning of actuality. or of thingness and actuality. back to the 
Dasein's comportments. Using as a clue the intentional structure oftt. 
comportments and the understanding of being at each time imrnaDeDt ill 
each comportment, we were thus enabled to ask about the constitution rJ 
the being to which in each instance the comportment comports: the per
ceived of perception in its perceivedness. the product (producible) of po
duct ion in its producedness. The two comportments at the same tiJ'ne 
revealed an interconnection. All producing is oriented by visual a~; 
it is perceptual in the broadest sense. . 

The necessity of such a reversion to the Dasein's comportments II 
generally an indication that the Dasein itself has a distinctive function ~ 
making possible an adequately founded ontological inquiry in general. 'J'hiI 
implies that the investigation of the Dasein's specific mode of being .nd 
ontological constitution is unavoidable. Furthermore. we stressed ~ 
edly that all ontology. even the most primitive. necessarily looks back.to the 
Dasein. Wherever philosophy awakens. this entity already stands Ill. 
sphere of vision. even if with a different clarity and with varying insight into 
its function for fundamental ontology. In antiquity and the Middle N!1' 
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made of this return to the Dasein was by a virtually necessary 
,he usc' nt In Kant we see a conscious reversion to the ego. To be sure. this 
coostr~~n 'to the subject has other motives for him. It does not spring 
~IY from insight into the fundamental-ontological function of the 
di 'n This return in the specifically Kantian view is rather a result of the 
~se~a~ion of philosophical problems already predominant in him. an 
::tation toward th~ subject: !his orientati.on .itself i.s the one that deter-

'nes the philo!lophlcal tradition and. begmmng with Descartes. starts 
~ m the ego. the subject. The motive of this primary orientation toward the 
:ject in modern philosophy is the opinion that this being which we 
ourselves are is given to the knower first and as the only certain thing. that 
the subject is accessible immediately and with absolute certainty. that it is 
better known than all objects. In comparison. objects are accessible only by 
way of a mediation. In this form. this view is untenable. as we shall later see . 

• ) The modem orientation toward the subject; its motive as 
not fundamental-ontological; and its dependence on 

traditional ontology 

In the ensuing discussion of the third thesis, we are not interested in the 
pre-eminent role claimed by subjectivity in modem philosophy. We are 
even less interested in the motives that led to this pre-eminence of the 
subject or the consequences that resulted for the development of modem 
philosophy. Rather. we are taking aim at a problem of principle. We have so 
far seen that ancient philosophy interprets and understands the being of 
beings, the actuality of the actual. as being extant (in the sense of being at 
~J. The ontologically exemplary entity. the being from which being and 
Its meaning are gathered. is nature in the broadest sense. including natural 
~~s and equip~ent made from them. thin~ disposable ~r available in 

. widest sense or, In the language customary since Kant, objects. Modem 
~OSOphy made a total turnabout of philosophical inquiry and started out 
~rn t~e subject. the ego. It will be surmised and expected that, in confor

tnity ~Ith this fundamental diversion of inquiry to the ego. the being now 
::an~;ng at the center would become decisive in its specific mode of being. an:1. be expected that ontology now takes the subject as exemplary entity 
~. Interprets the concept of being by looking to the mode of being of the 
prJ,7t-that henceforth the subject's way of being becomes an ontological 
rnodeern. But that is precisely what does not happen. The motives for 
tal rn phllosophy's primary orientation to the subject are not fundamen
be:n,tological. The motive is not to know precisely that and how being and 
~ structure can be clarified in terms of the Dasein itself. 

artes, who carried through the turn to the subject that was already 
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prepared for in different ways. not only does not pose the question of 
being of the subject but even interprets the subject's being under ~ 
guidance of the concept of being and its pertinent categories as ~ 
by ancient and medieval philosophy. Descartes' basic ontological ~ 
are drawn directly from Suarez. Duns Scotus, and Thomas Aquinq.l\e 
Neo-Kantianism of recent decades introduced the historical c0DStnlc:tiaa 
that with Descartes a completely new epoch of philosophy begins. E-,. 
thing before him back to Plato, who was himself interpreted by Iaatiia 
categories. was supposed to be mere darkness, In opposition to this DOIiaD, 
it is rightly stressed today that modern philosophy since Descartea ItiI 
continues to work with the ancient metaphysical problems and thus, ... 
with everything new, still remains within the tradition. But this COIl'ec:IiaD 
of the Neo-Kantian interpretation of the history of thought does DOI}It 

touch the decisive point for a philosophical understanding of modem 
philosophy. It implies not only that the old metaphysical problema CXJ&. 
tinued to be treated along with the new problems but also that preciMIy the 
newly posed problems were posed and treated on the foundation« the 
old-that therefore the philosophical revolution of modem phiIoeaphy. 
seen fundamentally in ontological terms. was not a revolution at aU. OIl the 
contrary, by this turnabout. by this allegedly critical new begiaaiDt tI 
philosophy in Descartes. the traditional ontology was taken over. If diI 
allegedly critical new beginning ancient metaphysics became dop1'Ipn, 
which it had not earlier been in this style; it became a mode of thou&bt"" 
with the aid of traditional ontological concepts seeks to gain a pwIIiveIJ 
ontical knowledge of God. the soul, and nature. 

Although in modem philosophy everything in principle remaiaed. it 
was, the marking out and accentuating of the subject had to result in abiftiDI 
the distinction between subject and object in some way to the center ~ 
associated with that, in conceiving with greater penetration the pIGIIiIr 
nature of subjectivity. . 

We must first of all see in what way modem philosophy conceiveS ~ 
distinction between subject and object or. more precisely. how ~ 
is characterized. This distinction between subject and object pervades 
the problems of modern philosophy and even extends into the ~ 
ment of contemporary phenomenology. In his Ideas, Husserl ~ys: rJ" 
theory of categories must begin absolutely from this most radic:al. .. 
distinctions of being-being as consciousness [res cogitans) and beiJC "'. 
being that 'manifests' itself in consciousness, 'transcendent' being [r:.-.) 
tensa)."\ "Between consciousness [res cogitansJ and reality [res ~ 

------;; 
1. Ifu<; ..... rl. IdHn, vol. 1. p .• 74 [Edmund Hu.~serl. IdHn zuy Yeinm.p"a~,.,.. 

phiinomC'rroJogiscM PhllruophtC', fir~t publL'hed in Jahrbuch foy Phtlofophw 
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'awns a veritable abyss of meaning.".z Hus.~rl continually refers to 
~re jstinction and precisely in the form in which Descartes expressed it: 
thiS cogitans- res extensa. How is this distinction more exactly defined? 
res lipw is the being of the subject or ego conceived as compared with 

arty which here means actuality. extantness? The fact that this distinc
~ "s'asserted does not yet imply that the differing ways of being of these 
tJO~t:es are also expressly conceived. But. if the being of the subject should 
entleal itself as other than extantness. then a fundamental limit would be set 
rev the hitherto prevailing equation of being with actuality. or extantness. 
~ thus to ancient ontology. The question of the unity of the concept of 
being becomes all the more. pressing in the face of these two diversities of 
being which first come to VieW. 

In what respect are subject and object distinguished ontologica1ly? To 
answer this question we could conveniently tum to Descartes' formulation. 
He moved this distinction for the first time explicitly to the center. Or we 
oouId seek for particulars at the decisive terminus of the development of 
modem philosophy, in Hegel. who formulates the difference as that be
tween nature and spirit or between substance and subject. We choose 
neither the beginning nor the end of the development of this problem but 
instead the decisive intermediate station between Descartes and Hegel. the 
lG:mtian version of the problem, which was influenced by Descartes and in its 
turn influenced Fichte. Schelling, and Hegel. 

b) Kant's conception of ego and nature (subject and object) 
and his definition of the subject's subjectivity 

How does Kant conceive the distinction between ego and nature. subject 
and object? How does he characterize the ego-what does the essential 
IIGtuu of egohood consist in? 

a) Personalitas transcendental is 

~.sically Kant here retains Descartes' conception. However essential 
t s own investigations have become and will always remain for the 

~JC~I' Frmchu~g. \'01. 1. edited by Husserl (Halle: Max Nie~~r. 1913. 1922: 19281. 
liZ. Tile •. BuYC.··(,lbson. Idtas (London: Macmillan. 1931). The quoted pa.'lSage 1$ on p. 
l1 • •. ~r: art· two r~'Cen! Gt:rman editions of l~t", vol. I. the first ~it~ b)' Walter Bi~mel 
Nijt.off 1~~ltl,.n based on the handwnnen addltlOn~ of the author (1 he Hague: Mamnu., 
~~~~I', and the '>4.'Cond .edited. by Karl Schuhmann. ,:,hich contains "till' text 
idtntical ~ ,1\ H .~·a~ an Husserl ~ hfetlme. 19U. 1922. 1928. thn.'C alm05t completely 
~ lia ~ III,,",. and "all of Husserl's manuscript addition~ in the second half·volume" 
11~1t gu.. ~1anlnus NIJho(f. 1976). 80th tht·.., later editiOns appear In the serle!!: 

2. /!kana: Ednllmd HU$Snl, Ge!dmmdlt Wl'Tkc.l 
r1I. r 117. [/ekas. p. 153. J 
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ontological interpretation of subjectivity, the 1. the ego, is for him. as it 
for Descartes. res cogitans, Tes, something, that thinks, namely. SOrneth~ 
that represents. perceives. judges. agrees, disagrees. but also loves, ~ 
strives, and the like. Descartes calls all these modes of behavior Cogitat:iooe.. 
The ego is something that has these cogitationes. But according to Dt.. 
cartes cogitare is always cogito me cogitare. Every act of representing iaan '1 
represent." each judging an "1 judge," each willing an "I will." The "I~. 
"me-cogitare," is always co-represented even though it is not held in IIIiQd 
expressly and explicitly. 

Kant adopts this definition of the ego as res cogitans in the sense of aJ&ito 
me cogitare except that he formulates it in a more fundamental on~ 
way. He says the ego is that whose determinations are representationaiu.tht 
full sense of repraesentatio. We know that "determination" ~ 
is not an arbitrary concept or term for Kant but the translation oftbe_ 
determinatio or realitas. The ego is a res, whose realities are represerdllba. 
cogitationes. As having these determinations the ego is res cogitaal. Ita 
must be taken to mean only what is meant by the rigorous on ....... 
concept, namely. "something." However, in traditional ontology-we,DJ 
recall Baumgarten's Metaphysics §36-these determinations, tieterejne. 
tiones or realitates, are the notae or praedicata. the predicates 0( __ 
Representations are determinations of the ego, its predicates. In .
and general logic, that which has predicates is called the subject. AI. III 
cagitans, the ego is a subject in the grammatical-logical senee; it ilia 
predicates. Subjectum is to be taken here as a formal-apophantic c:afeIOIJ. 
A category is called apophantic if it belongs to the structure of that wbicb is 
the formal structure of the assertive content of an assertion in general. TbII 
about which the assertion is made, the about-which, is the subjectwD. that 
which lies at the basis of the assertion. The asserted what is the predkII'
The ego which has the determinations is, like every other somethinIo ~ 
subjectum that has predicates. But how does this subject. as an ego. ~ 
its predicates. the representations? This res est cagitans: this ~ 
thinks. which means according to Descartes cogitat se cogJ~ die 
thinker's being-thinking is co-thought in the thinking. The hatllng '! _ 
determinations, the predicates. is a knowing of them. The ego as subjeCt jts 

taken throughout in the grammatically formal-apophantical ~n~- haS lilY 
predicates in a cognizing way. In thinking. ] know this thmk1J\g as..,., 
thinking. As this peculiar subject. I know about the predicates ~ have: I is' 
myself. Because of this distinctive having of its predicates, thIS subjeCt efJ 
distinctive subject. that is to say, the ego is the subject kat' exochen .. ~ 
is a subject in the sense of self-consciousness. This subject not only IS ~ 
from its predicates but also has them as known by it, which mea.ns as ano" 
This res cogitans. the something that thinks. is a subject of predicates 
such it is a subject fur objects. 
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The subject concept in the se~ of s~jectivity. of egohood. is connected 
. he most intimate way ontologlcally with the formal-apophantic category 
~ 'the subjt.>etum. the hupokeimenon. in which .at first nothing at all of 

,hood is present. On the cont~. the ~upokelmenon is the extant. the t sable. It is because the ego IS the subJektum proper or. in Greek. the 
;ance proper. hupokeimenon. for the first time explicitly in Kant. even 
~gh already prefigured in Descartes and above all in Leibniz. that Hegel 

say that the true substance is the subject or the true meaning of 
:stantiality is subjectivity. This principle of the Hegelian philosophy lies 
in the direct line of development of the problems of modem thought. 

What is the most general structure of the ego. or what constitutes 
egohood? Answer: self-c~scious.ness. AU ~inki~~ ~. "I ~ t~inking." n.e 
"go is not simply any amltrary Isolated pomt; It IS I-think. However, It 
does not perceive itself as a being that would have other determinations 
beside this one. that it just thinks. Rather the ego knows itself as the ground 
of its determinations. its comportments. as the ground of its own unity in 
the multiplicity of these comportments. as the ground of the selfsameness 
ofits own self. All the determinations and comportments of the ego are ego
based. I perceive. I judge. I act. The "I-think," says Kant. must be able to 
accompany all my representations. that is. every cogitare of cogitata. This 
statement is not to be taken. however, as though the idea of the ego is 
present along with every comportment. with every thinking in the broadest 
sense. Instead. I am conscious of the linkage of all comportments with my 
ego; that is to say. I am conscious of them in their multiplicity as of my unity. 
which has its ground in myegohood (as subjecturn) as such .It is only on the 
basis of the "I-think" that any manifold can be given to me. In a summary 
~y ... Kant interprets the ego as the "original synthetic unity of appercep
tion. What does this mean? The ego is the original ground of the unity of 
the manifold of its determinations in this sense. that as ego I have them aU 
together with regard to myself. I keep them together. combine them. from 
the Outset-synthesis. The original ground of unity is what it is. it is this 
groun~ as unifying, as synthetic. The combining of the manifold of repre
~~atlons and of what is represented in them must always be thought along 
~~ .them. The combining is of such a sort that in thinking I am also 
I d mg myself· I do not simply apprehend what is thought and represented. 
no 0 not Just perceive it. but in all thinking I think myself along with it. I do 
t~ ~rcel vc but apperceive the ego. The original synthetic unity of appercep-

F I~ the ontological characteristic of the distinctive subject. 
ego~Qm What has been said it becomes clear that with this concept of 
tra ood the formal structure of personality or. as Kant says. personalitas 
sign~e~d~ntalis has" been gained. What does this term "~ra~scenden.tal" 
!\at y. Kant says: I call transcendental all knowledge which IS OCCUPled-

SO mUch with objects as with our mode of knowing objects insofar as this 
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knowledge is supposed to be possible a priori. "3 Transcendental kn~ 
relates not to objects. not to beings. but to the coocepts that deten:niae the 
being of beings. "A system of such concepts would be called tr~ 
philosophy:'· Transcendental philosophy denotes nothing but ontoJosy 
That this interpretation does not do violence to Kant's meaning is atte.t.d 
by the following sentence that Kant wrote about a decade after the IIeCoad 
edition of the Critique of Pure Reason, in the essay that was P'i>liabed 
immediately after his death. On the Prize Question proposed fCIT the yetIr 179t 
by the Royal Academy of &iences at Berlin, ''What Real P-rog-rcss has.u... 
physics made in Gennany since the Times of Leibniz and WolJJ7" "Ontolog(1I 
a branch of metaphysics) is the scieoce that consists of a system «III 
concepts and principles of the understanding. but only so far as they lie 

directed at objects which can be given to the senses and therefore can be 
verified by experience. "S Ontology "is called transcendental P~ 
because it contains the conditions and first elements of all our ,.,..",. 
priori. "6 Kant always stresses here that as transcendental philosophy ..... 
ogy has to do with the knowledge of objects. This does not mean, • ,N. 
Kantianism interpreted it. epistemology. Instead. since ontology tre8tI ci 
the being of beings and. as we know. Kant's conviction is that being. 
actuality. equals perceivedness. being-known. it follows that ontology. 
science of being must be the science of the being-known of objectI ad ci 
their possibility. It is for this reason that ontology is transcendental ~ 
phy. The interpretation of Kant's Critique of PUTt Reason as epistemalotlY 
completely misses the true meaning. 

From our previous considerations we know that for Kant being equals 
perceivedness. The basic conditions of the being of beings. or of pGuiwd
ness. are therefore the basic conditions of the being-known of tbiDJI
However, the basic condition of knowing as knowing is the ego as '1-tbiDl
Hence Kant continually inculcates that the ego is not a representation. dill 
it is not a represented object. not a being in the sense of an object. but ratbef 
the ground of the possibility of all representing. all perceiving. hence-,~~ 
the perceivedness of beings and thus the ground of all being. As ~ 
synthetic unity of apperception. the ego is the fundamental ontolOjpaJ 
condition of all being. The basic determinations of the being ~fbeingS:: 
the categories. The ego is not one among the categories of bemgs but ---3. Kant. Criti4lue of Pun Rrason. 825. 

4. Ibid, ~ 
5, Kant. Wnw ICa~\irer). vol, 8. p. 238. [Kant did not submit the essay in the:;"r }.tel' 

lion On the title ~e in Cassirer it ~, called Fortschnllr dn Metaplaystk. Heideggel' 
re(e,,; to it ... , On liar Progml of Mttaphysia.) 

6. Ibid. 
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_..A" " n of the possibility of categories in general. Therefore. the ego does 
co, .... ltlO 

" self belong among the root concepts of the understanding. as Kant 
::~ I:he categories: instead. as Kant expresses it. the ego is "the vehicle of all 

5 pts of the understanding." It first of all makes possible the basic a 
~ ontological concepts. For the ego is not something isolated. not a 
pnorl I ". h' k" h . ". b'" And Ka . mere point. but a ways :t I~ • t at IS. :~m ane. nt m~erprets 
the categories as that which. In every comblrung by the understanding. has 
already been seen and under,stood beforehand ~ ~hat provides the ~rre
sponding unity of the com~med for each ~ombanang to ~ accomphshed. 
The categories are the possible forms of uruty of the possible modes of the 
thinking ".-combine." Combinability and, corresponding to it. its own 
form. its respective unity, are grounded in the "I-combine." Thus the ego is 
the fundamental ontological condition. the transcendental that lies at the 
basis of every particular a priori. We now understand that the ego as the 
I.think is the formal structure of personality as personalitas transcenden· 
taIis. 

~) Personalitas psychologica 

This. however. does not exhaustively define the concept of subjectivity in 
Klnt. To be sure. this concept of the transcendental ego remains the model 
for the further interpretation of egohood. personality in the formal sense. 
But personalitas transcendental is does not coincide with the complete 
concept of personality. From the personalitas transcendentalis. the on
tological concept of egohood in general. Kant distinguishes the penon4iit4s 
~icd. By this he means the factual faculty. grounded in the person
IIitas transcendentalis. in the "I think." to become conscious of its empirical 
~. of its representations as occurrences that exist and are always vary
Ing. Kant makes a distinction between pure self-consciousness and empiri
cal self-conSCiousness or. as he also puts it. between the ego of apperception 
~ the ego of dPPTthension. Apprehension means perception. the experience 
0( the extant. namely. the experience of extant psychical processes by means 

the so-called inner sense. The pure ego. the ego of self-consciousness. of 
~dental apperception. is not a fact of experience; in all empirical 
:;e~e~cing. I am already conscious of this ego as "I experience." the 
as to ogical ~round of the possibility of all experiencing. The empirical ego 'Ni:hl can hkewise be thought theoretically as an idea and then it coincides 
or the concept of soul. where soul is conceived as the ground of animality 
t~ as Kant says. of animateness. of life in general. The ego as personalitas 
~.scendentalis is the ego that is essentially always only subject. the 
onl~ect-eg~" The ego as personalitas psychologica is the ego that is always 

Y an object. something encountered as extant. the object-ego. or as Kant 
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explicitly says. "this object-ego. the empirical ego. is a thing (Saebel." .... 
psychology is therefore positive science of extant entities. In the essay Oa. 
the Progress of Metaphysics, Kant says: "For human intelligence. ~ 
is nothing more and also can become nothing more than an~ 
knowledge of man. but restricted to this condition: so far as he ~ 
himself as an object of inner sense. He is also. however. conscious ofhhn.eJr 
as an object of his external senses: he has a body. connected with wbic:b ia 
the object of inner sense called man's sou!.'" From this psychological., 
Kant distinguishes the ego of apperception as the logical ego. The __ 
"logical ego" needs a more detailed interpretation today because Neo. 
Kantianism has completely misunderstood this concept along with -, 
other essentials in Kant. By the designation "logical ego" Kant does_ 
intend to say. as Rickert thinks. that this ego is a logical abm&1iaa, 
something universal. nameless. and unreal. "The ego is a logical ego" doa 
not mean for Kant. as it does for Rickert, an ego that is logically con-:lMd. 
It means instead that the ego is subject of the logos. hence of thinkiaai the 
ego is the ego as the "I combine" which lies at the basis of all thinkilJa. At. 
the same place where he is speaking of the logical ego Kant says ill fUll 
profusion: "it is, as it were, like the substance [that is. like the hupohlme
non) which remains over when I have abstracted all the accidents inhaq 
in it. "/I This egohood is the same in all factual subjects. This cannot IDIIIl 
that the logical ego is something universal. nameless; it is preciaely by ill 
essential nature always mine. It pertains to egohood that the ego is""" 
mine. A nameless ego is an absurdity. When I say "I think" or '1 tbink 
myself:' the first ego is not some other ego as though. say. a univerIIL 
unreal ego were speaking in the first ego. Rather it is quite the same II the 
ego being thought or. as Kant says, the determinable ego. The ego rJ 
apperception is identical with the determinable ego. the ego of appebeO" 
sion. except that what I am as a determinate empirical ego does ~ 
necessarily have to be thought simultaneously in the concept of the ~ 
nant ego. Fichte applied these concepts of the determinant and ~ 
able ego as fundamental for his Wissenschaftslehre. The determinant ego . 
apperception is. Kant says that we cannot assert anything more aboUt tbiI 
being and its being than that it is. Only because this ego is as this I rnyself, 
this ego itself, can it encounter itself as an empirical ego. r.voeold 

.. 'I am conscious of myself' is a thought that already contains a .tabIe 
ego, the ego as subject and the ego as object. Although it is an indubl aIIl 
fact, it is simply impossible to explain how it is possible that [ who 

7 Ibid .. p. 294. 
R. Ibid .. p. 249. 

-----
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. king myself can be my own object (of intuition) and thus can differenti
t~ myself fro~ myself. However it points to ~ f~~lty elevated so far :mov.e 
~I sense intuitions that, as the ground of ~Ibdlty of an understanding, It 

as its consequence our complete separation from every beast, to which 
haS have no reason to ascribe the capacity to say 'I' to itself, and it looks 
~rond to an infinity of self-made representations and concepts [the on-

logical ones). What is intended by this, however. is not a double person-

alto.tv• onh' • who think and intuit am the person, whereas the ego of the 
1", • 

object that is intuited by me is, like other objects outside me, the thing 
[Sache}. ''9 That the ego of transcendental apperception is logical, the subject 
of the ". combine," does not signify that it is a different ego compared with 
the actual. existent psychical ego; it does not even mean that it is not at all 
anything that is. Only this much is asserted, that the being of this ego is 
problematic: according to Kant it is in general indeterminable, and in any 
case in principle not capable of determination by means of psychology. The 
penonalitas psychologica presupposes the personalitas transcendentalis. 

l) Personalitas moralis 

But the true and central characterization of the ego, of subjectivity, in 
Kant is not yet gained by describing the ego as personalitas transcendentalis 
and personalitas psychologica, subject-ego and object-ego. It lies in the 
coacept of personalitas moralis. According to Kant, man's personality, the 
constitution of his being a person, is exhausted neither by the personalitas 
psychologica. which is the ground of animality, nor by the personalitas 
transcendental is, which characterizes man's rationality in general, nor by 
both together. This is indicated by a passage from Kant's work .Religion 
Within the Limits of RC4S0n Alone. In book 1. section 1. entitled "Concerning 
~ ?"ginal Predisposition to Good in Human Nature," Kant enumerates 
"ueIe elements of man's determination: animateness. humanity. and per
~1ity. ~() ~he first determination. animateness, distinguishes man as a 
Y!.~~ being In general: the second determination. humanity, as a living and 

at ~Ile same time a rational being; the third determination, personality, as a 
::lOnal being and at the same time a responsible, accountable being. When 
as raks of personality as the third element in distinction from humanity 
~ e ~ond, it is apparent that personality is meant here in a narrower 

se Contrasted with personalitas transcendentalis. which is identical with 

9. Ihld 
10 K pp 1-48-,249. 

VftJl~1I ,..,'1" WtTRe ICassirerl. vol. 6. p. 164. (iN Religion inneFhalb cUT Grenun cUT bIossen 
'1I~\~ran~ . Tht.oodore M. Greene and Hoyt H. Hud'lOn. Religion Within 'hr Lirniu of 

lit l~t'W York. E\'an!!oton and London: Haq)c.'f and Row. 19601. (>p. 21-23.1 
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humanity. To the complete concept of personalitas belongs not only ra
tionality but also responsibility. Consequently. personality has a twofoIct 
meaning for Kant: first. the broad formal concept of egohood in geneqa . 
the sense of self-consciousness. whether the transcendental I-think or .:: 
empirical object-ego: and. secondly. the narrower and proper concept 'Nbich 
in a certain way includes the other two meanings. or what they mean, but 
has its center in the determination we now have to consider. p~ 
propet" is perlOrldlitas moralis. If the formal structure of personalitaa ill 
general lies in self-consciousness. then the personalitas moralis mUll ea. 
press a specific modijication of self-consciousness and thus it must repIaeat. 
peculiar kind of self-consciousness. It is this moral self-consciousnea that 
really characterizes the person in regard to what that personality U. Ibr 
does Kant elucidate moral self-consciousness? What does the hUIDID .... 
know himself to be insofar as he understands himself morally. as ID", 
being? What does he then understand himself to be and of what ....... 
this moral self-knowledge? Obviously, moral self-knowledge caDDOt __ 
dele with the types of self-consciousness discussed previously. either __ 
pirieal or transcendental. Above all. moral self-consciousness cannot be the 
empirical knowledge and experience of a factual state simply ..... it 
cannot be an empirical-which always means for Kant a sensible .. . 
consciousness, one mediated by inner or outer sense. Moral self~ 
ness. especially if it concerns personalitas in the strict and proper ..... wm 
be man's true being as a mental being [GeistigkeitJ and will not be mMlllled 
by sense-experience. According to Kant there pertains to sensibility ill the 
broader sense not only the faculty of sensation but also the r.:uIty he 
commonly designates as the feeling of pleasure and unpleasure. or cWiabI 
in the agreeable, or the reverse. Pleasure in the widest sense is nat aaly 
desire for something and pleasure in something but always also ... we may 
say, enjoyment; this is a way in which the human being. tumiDI with 
pleasure toward something, experiences himself as enjoying-he is ~. 

We must elucidate this state of affairs phenomenologically. It ~= 
general to the essential nature of feeling not only that it is feeling r
something but also that this feeling for something at the same time maJceI 
feelable the feeler himself and his state, his being in the broadest ~ 
Conceived in formally universal terms, feeling expresses for Kant a p"""--:: 

mode of revelation of the ego. In having a feeling for something m::; 
always present at the same time a self-feeling, and in this self-feeling ~ to 
of becoming revealed to oneself. The manner in which I become ~est in 
myself in feeling is determined in part by that for which I have a ~eel~ 
this feeling. Thus it appears that feeling is not a simple reflectIon ~~ 
oneself but rather a feeling of self in having a feelingfor something. ThiS:" 
structure already somewhat complex but intrinsically unitary. The essd' 
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tul'e in what Kant designates as feeling is not the one we customarily 
fea in mind in our everyday understanding-feeling, contrasted with 
ha:eptually theoretical apprehension and self-knowledge. as indefinite. :gue. a mo~entary presentiment. and ~he .like. ~ha~ is phenomenologi
caily decisive In the phenomenon of feehng IS that It directly uncovers and 
makes accessible that which is felt, and it does this not, to be sure. in the 

anner of intuition but in the sense of a direct having-of-oneself. Both 
::aments of the structure of feeling must be kept in mind: feeling as feeling
for and simultaneously the self-feeling in this having-feeling-for. 

It should be noted that for Kant not every feeling is sensible, that is, 
determined by pleasure. and hence sensibility. If the moral self-conscious
ness is not to make manifest an accidental momentary state of the empirical 
.ubject. if it cannot be sensibly empirical. this does not exclude it from being 
like a feeling in the well-defined Kantian sense. The moral self-conscious
ness must be a feeling if it is to be distinguished from theoretical knowledge 
in the sense of the theoretical "I think myself." Kant therefore speaks of 
"moral feeling" or of the "feeling of my existence." This is not an accidental 
empirical experience of myself. but neither is it a theoretical knowing and 
thinking of the ego as subject of thinking; it is instead a making manifest of 
the ego in its non-sensible character. a revealing of itself as an acting being. 

What is this moral feeling? What does it reveal? How does Kant, starting 
from what is itself revealed by moral feeling. define the ontological structure 
of the moral person? For him the moral feeling is respect. Achtung. In this 
feeling of respect the moral self-consciousness, personalitas moral is, man's 
true personality. must reveal itself. We shall first try to take a closer look at 
the Kantian analysis of this phenomenon of respect. Kant calls it a feeling. 
The essential structure of feeling discussed above must be able to be 
exhibited in respect, so that. first, it is the having of a feeling for something, 
~. secondJy. as this having-feeling-for, it is a revelation ofthat which feels 
:: own self. Kant gives the analysis of respect in the Critique of Practical 
Rea won, pan one. book one. chapter 3. "On the Motives of Pure Practical 

~n." Given the limited purposes of our impending description of 
~t 5 analysis. we cannot enter into all the particulars and fine details, and 
~ess can. we represent all the concepts of morality basically necessary for 

rstandmg it. like duty. action. law. maxims. freedom. Kant's inter
~~ation of the phenomenon of respect is probably the most brilliant 
~ enomenological analysis of the phenomenon of morality that we have 
rom him. 

rn He says: "The essential thing in all determinations of the will by the 
rn Ora.l law is that as a free will it should be determined solely by the law and. 
~()reo~er. not merely ~ithout the co-operation of sensuous impulses but 

tn With the repulsion of all such impulses and with the breaking off of all 
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inclinations so far as they go counter to that law."'1 This statement . 
only a negative definition of the effect of the moral law as a motive of ::: 
action. The law brings about a breaking off that is practiced OIl 

inclinations. or sensible feelings. But this negative effect on feeling. ~ 
rupturing of sensible feelings. the repelling of them. "is itself a feeling. "l2 
This recalls the well-known statement of Spinoza in his Ethics that 
emotion can be overcome only by an emotion. If a repulsion of -..: 
feelings is present. then a positive feeling which performs the ~ 
must admit of being exhibited in it. Therefore Kant says: .. ~ 
we can see a priori [from the phenomenon of the repudiation of ...... 
feelings] that the moral law. as a determining ground of the will, il 
thwarting all our inclinations [the sensible feelings] must [itself] PftJCIuae I 
feeling."13 From the negative phenomenon of repulSion the foa:e_ 
performs and grounds the repelling must become visible a priad II1II 
positively. All the sensible inclinations subjected to the break are iadiaI
tions in the sense of self-love and self-conceit. The moral law strikea don 
self-conceit. "But. after all. this law is intrinsically positive. namely. the 
form of an intellectual [not sensible] causality. the causality of freecIam; 
therefore. in weakening self-conceit by acting against subjective oppoiIiaa. 
namely. the inclinations in us. it is at the same time an object of t"IIJ*f;'" 
since it even strikes down self-conceit. humiliates it. it is an object «the 
greatest respect and moreover the ground of a positive feeling which cbs 
not have an empirical origin and can be known a priori. Respect for the 
moral law is therefore a feeling that is produced by an inteUectuaI ...... 
and this feeling is the only one we can know completely a priori and whale 
necessity we can comprehend. "14 This feeling of respect for the law CIIl 'be 
called a moral feeling."ls 'This feeling (under the title of the moral) is" 
produced solely by reason [not by sensibility]. It serves not for .JudIiI!I 
actions nor even for substantiating the objective ethical law itself~.~ 
as a motive in order to make the ethical law itself into a maxim within 
[into the subjective determining ground of the will]. But what name ~ 
be more fitly applied to this singular feeling which cannot be drawn ~ 
comparison with any pathological feeling [that is. with any f~l~ co:: 
tioned essentially by bodily circumstances]? It is of such a pecultar k~ 
it seems to stand at the command solely of reason and indeed of p 
pure reason. "II> to 

Since the analysis is somewhat difficult in these formulations. let us trY 

11. Kant, Wnlfto (Cas.suer). yol. 5, p. BO. 
12. Ibid .• p. 81. 
13. Ibid. 
14. Ibid .. pp. HI-H2. 
IS. Ibid .• p. H3. 
16. Ibid .. p. K4. 

----
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ak it dearer for ourselves. What can we gather from these statements? 
to C t is rt-'Spect for the law as determining ground of moral action. As 
R~':pect-for-namelY. for the law-respect is determined by something 
thiS'tive. the law. which itself is not empirical. This feeling of respect for the 
1)(liS\s produced by reason itself; it is not a feeling pathologically induced by 
laW ibiliIV. Kant says that it does not serve for judging actions; moral feeling 
:: not 'present ~tself after the eve~t. following upon the ethical d~. as 
he manner in whIch I assume an attitude toward the already accomplished 
~ion. Instead. respect for the law. as a motive. first really constitutes the 
possibility of the action. It is the way in which the law first becomes 
accessible to me as law. This means at the same time that this feeling of 
respect for the law also does not serve, as Kant puts it. for substantiating the 
law. the law is not what it is bec4we I have respect for it. but just the reverse: 
my having a feeling of respect for the law and with it this specific mode of 
revelation of the law is the only way in which the moral law as such is able to 
approach me, 

Feeling is having-feeling-for. and so much so that in it the ego which feels 
in this way at the same time feels its own self. Applied to respect, this means 
that in respect for the law the respectful ego must simultaneously become 
manifest to itself in a specific way. This must occur not subsequently and 
DOt merely occasionally; instead. respect for the law-this specific type of 
revelation of law as the determining ground of action-is as such conjointly 
a specific revelation of my own self as the agent, What the respect is for, or 
that for which this feeling is the having of a feeling. Kant entitles the moral 
law. Reason, as free. gives this law to itself. Respect for the law is the active 
ego's respect for itself as the self which is not understood by means of self
conceit and self-love. Respect as respect for the law relates also, in its 
specific revelation. to the person, "Respect always goes to persons alone. 
never to things,"17 In respect for the law. I submit myself to the law. The 
~ific haVing of a feeling for the law which is present in respect is a self
~Jection, I SU~jec~ myself in respect for t~e law to my own self as the free r:. In thIS subjection of myself I am manIfest to myself; I am as I myself. 

e quest ion is. As what or. more precisely, as who? 
bu!n subjecting myseI~ to t,he la~. I ~ubject myself to ,myself as pure reason; 
the ;hat IS to say that In thiS subjectIon to myself I raise myself to myself as 
Il'I ree. self-determining being, This submissive self-elevation of myself to 
n yself reveals. discloses as such, me to myself in my dignity. Speaking 
caegatlvdy. in the respect for the law that I give to myself as a free being I 
\\ri~~ot have d~srespect for myself. Respect is the mode of the ego's being
he -1t<;e1f 1&>I-sich-selbst-seinJ according to which it does not disparage the 

to In It!> soul. The moral feeling. as respect for the law, is nothing but the 

17 Ibal 
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selfs being responsible to itself and for itself. This moral feeling is 
distinctive way in which the ego understands itself as ego directly, 'PUrely' 
and free of all sensuous determination. ' 

This self-consciousness in the sense of respect constitutes the Jlet'ton. 
alitas moralis. It is important to see that in respect. as a feeling, there it 
present. for one thing, having a feeling for the law in the sense of se!f. 
subjection. This self-subjection. in conformity with the content of that to 
which I subject myself andfOT which I have a feeling in my respect, is at the 
same time a self-elevation as a becoming self-manifest in my ownmo.t 
dignity. Kant sees clearly this curiously counterstriving double tendency ill 
the intentional structure of respect as a self-subjecting self-elevation. In • 
note to the Foundations of the Metaphysics of MOTals. in a passage in which he 
is taking precautions against the possible charge that he is seeking 'behind 
the word 'respect' merely a flight to an obscure feeling," he says thatlapeCt 
has "something analogous at once" to inclination and fear. IS To undentmd 
this remark we may briefly recall that ancient philosophy already character
ized practical behavior in the broader sense. orexis. by dioxis and pimp. 
Dioxis signifies following in the manner of pursuit, a striving toward 
something. Phuge signifies a yielding. fleeing. retreat from. striving away 
from. For dioxis. striving toward. Kant says inclination for; and for phuge. 
giving way before. he takes fear as a shrinking standing in fear of. He aya 
that the feeling of respect has something analogous. something coneepoad
ing to the two phenomena. inclination and fear. striving toward and saiviDg 
away from. He speaks of analogy because these two modifications of oraia. 
feeling. are sensibly determined. whereas respect is a striving t:oWaId and 
simultaneously a striving away from of a purely mental kind To what 
extent does respect have something analogous to inclination and fear? ~. 
subjection to the law is in a certain way a standing in fear of. a yielding to It 
as to a demand. On the other hand, however. this self-subordination to the 
law as phuge is at the same time a dioxis, a striving inclination ~owa::: 
the sense that. in the respect for the law which reason. as free. gIVes ' 
reason raises itself to itself. strives toward itself. This analogizing of respect 
to inclination and fear makes evident how clearly Kant saw this P~ 
non of respect. The basic structure of respect and its significance for 
Kantian interpretation of morality has been overlooked in phenomenolO!JY' 
in consequence of which Scheler's criticism of the Kantian ethics in FOfffUIl
ism in Ethics and Material Ethics o/Value missed the point completely. ---HI. Kant. Wnk.- jCas.sirer). vol. oJ. pp. 257-.25K (The quotation L' (rom the Gru~ 
ZtI. Mttaphysik tin Silt"n. First Section. Kant's footnote l. ThIS work has been •• ~,. in 
tmder differl'l\t titles morc or les.~ approximating f'oundalitnu of the Mttaphysics of tvW' .... 

many roitions.J 
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By this analysis of respect. we have made clear to ourselves that there is 
resent here a phenomenon which in Kant's sense is not just any indiscrimi

P te feeling which happens also to appear among other states transpiring in 
nha empirical subject: rather. this feeling of respect is the true mode in 
t e ., bee '£1 . h f hich man s cxlstence omes mam est. not 10 t e sense 0 a pure ascer-
..v·oment or taking cognizance of. but in the sense that in respect I myself 
:_am acting. Respect for the law means eo ipso action. The manner of 
~If-consciousness in the sense of respect already makes manifest a mode of 
the type of being of the person proper. Although Kant does not press 
directly in this direction. nevertheless the possibility is present in reality. 
for an understanding of this matter the basic formal structure of feeling in 
general must be borne in mind: haVing-feeling-for. self-feeling. and this 
stlf-feeling as a mode of becoming-self-manifest. Respect reveals the dig
nity before which and for which the self knows itself to be responsible. Only 
in responsibility does the self first reveal itself-the self not in a general 
sense as knowledge of an ego in general but as in each case mine. the ego as 
in each case the individual facticaJ ego. 

c) Kant's ontological disjunction of penon and thing [SacheJ. 
The ontological constitution of the penon as an 

end-in-itself 

Although Kant does not raise his question in the way in which we do. we 
shall nevenheless formulate the question thus: Given that in the above 
described way the self is revealed ontically in the moral feeling of respect as 
being an ego. how is that self to be defined ontologically? Respect is the 
ontal access to itself of the factically existent ego proper. In this revelation 
of itself as a factically existent entity. the possibility must be given for 
determining the constitution of the being of this entity itself thus manifest. 
In other Words. what is the ontological concept of the personalitas moratis. 
the moral person who is thus revealed in respect? 

Although Kant does not explicitly pose this question. he in fact gives the 
answer to it in his Metaphysics oj Morals. Metaphysics means ontology. 
~etap~ysicS of morals signifies the ontology of human existence. That 
h ~~. gives the answer in the ontology of human existence. or the meta

p ~SICS of morals. shows that he has an unclouded understanding of the 
!tIethodological sense of the analysis of the person and thus also of the 
metaphysical question What is man? 
~ ~t us o~ce more make clear to ourselves what is inherent in moral 
jee In~: man s dignity. which exalts him insofar as he serves. In thi. .. dignity 
~. unity with service. man is at once master and servant of himself. In 
~pect. in acting ethically. man makes himself. as Kant declares in one 
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place. 19 What is the ontological meaning of the person thus made rrJ4nifest . 
respect? Kant says: "Now I maintain that man and every rational ~ ~ 
general exists as an cnd in himself. not merely as a means to be u.: 
arbitrarily by this or that will; instead in all his actions. whether they lit 
addressed to himself or to other rational beings. he must always be coaaicI. 
ered at the same time as an end ... ..!O Man exists as an end in himself, he' 

• II 
never a means, not even a means for God; before God, too, he is his CIItrIl 
end . From this, from the ontological characterization of the being that is not 
only viewed by others as an end and taken as an end but exists objectively-. 
actually-as an end, the proper ontological meaning of the morall*lclb 
becomes clear. The moral person exists as its own end; it is itself an eDd. 

Only thus is the basis gained for distinguishing ontologically bet-. 
beings that aTe egos and beings that are not egos. between subject and obja, ftI 

cogjtans and res extensa. "The beings whose existence rests indeed DOt an 
our will but on nature [on nature in the sense of physical organization]_ 
nevertheless, if they are beings lacking reason. only a relative value 11_ 
and are therefore called things {SachenJ; in contrast, rational beiDp lit 
called persons because their nature (nature here is synonymous with pIuia 
as equivalent to essential singles them out already as ends in themseIva,. 
something which may not be used merely as a means, and hence 10 tbiI 
degree limits all arbitrary choice (and is an object of respect),"21 WhIt 
constitutes the nature of the person, its essentia. and limits all choice. wbicb 
means that it is determined as freedom, is an object of respect. Conwnely. 
that which is objective in respect, what is revealed in it. makes manifelttbe 
personality of the person. The ontological concept of the person is briefly 
this: persons are "objective ends. that is. things {Dinge} [res in the lxoadat 
sensel whose existence is an end in itself.".zz 

This interpretation of the personalitas moralis first makes clear what anan 
is and defines his quidditas. man's essential nature. the rigorous concept ri 
Menschheit, humanity. Kant does not use this last expression to denote the 
sum of all humans; it is instead an ontological concept and means the 
ontological constitution of man. As actuality is the ontological constitutioO : 
the actual. so humanity is the essence of the human. equity the essence ----19. Kant. Kritik der praktiselln! Vl.'munjt, in Wet"1re ~(:a,;slrer). vol. 5. p. 107.IThe"..-.. 
is from the section on the "Criticill Examination of the l\nalj1ic of Pure practical ~ 
See p. 203 In Kant's C,,'iqw of Practical R~mon and OthEr Writings in Moral Pin icJf' 
trans. and eod. with an introduction bv Lewi~ White Beck (Chirago: University ofO! 
Press. 19491.1 -. .• ~ 

20. Kant. WeTIw ~Cassirerl. vol. 4. Grundl~lmg zu~ MrtaphYSlk der Slttn!. p. 286. [ 
Sect ion. I 

21. Ibid. pp. Z86-287. 
zz. Ibid .. p. 287. 
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equitable. Kant is consequently able to fonnulate the basic principle of 
the lit~ .. the categorical imperative. in the following way. "Act so that you 
rnO~umanitY in your own person as well as in the person of everyone else 
use r mt'relv as a means but always at the same time as an end."ZJ This neve J • 

oneiplc marks the proper ~ght-to-be of ":,an. ~t prescnbes ",:hat ma~ ca.n 
~ as defined by the essentIal nature of his eXistence. The unperatlve IS 

categorical. not hypothetical. It is not subject :0 a~ if-then. T~e prin~iple of 
ethical action does not say: If you want to attam thIS or that. thIS specific end 
r that one. then you must behave thus and so. There is no if and no 

~ypothesis here. because the acting subject. which is the only topic under 
discuSSion here. is of its own nature itself an end. the end of and for its own 
self. not conditioned by or subordinated to another. Because there is no 
hypothesis present here. no if-then, this imperative is categorical. if-free. As 
a moral agent, as existent end of his own self. man is in the kingdom of 
ends. End, purpose. must be understood here always in the objective sense 
IS existent end, person. The Tealm of ends is the being-with-one-anothn, the 
amamercium of pnsons as such. and therefore the realm of freedom. It is the 
ralm of existing persons among themselves and not. say. some system of 
values to which any active ego relates and in which. as something human. 
ends are founded in their interconnection as gradients of intentions toward 
something. "Realm of ends" must be taken in an ontical sense. An end is an 
existing person; the realm of ends is the with-one-another of the existing 
persons themselves. 

We must adhere to the disjunction that Kant fixed on the basis of the 
analysis of the moral ego. the sepamtion between penon and thing [Sache} 
I\ccording to Kant both person and thing are res. things (Dinge) in the 
broadest sense. things that have existence. that exist. Kant uses the terms 
for existence-Dasein and Existieren-in the sense of Vorhandensein. 
being extant. Although he uses this indifferent expression "Dascin" in the 
sense of extant ness for the type of being of person and of things, we must 
nevertheless take note that he makes a sharp ontological distinction between 
person and thing as two basic kinds of beings. Correspondingly, two different 
~ologies. two kinds of metaphysics. are also correlated with the two basic 
"1 cis .of bemgs. In the Foundations of the Metaphysics of Morals, Kant says: 

1\ thH; way there arises the idea of a twofold metaphysics. a metaphysics of 
:ture and a metaphysics of morals, .. ..! .. which is to say. an ontology of res 
onte~sd and an ontology of res cogitans. The metaphysics of morals. the 

to ogy of the person in the narrower sense. is defined by Kant thus: it "is 

<1311",1 

2i Ib'd. p. 244. [Preface.1 
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to investigate the idea and the principles of a possible pure will and not the 
actions and conditions of the human will in general. which in large Ptrt 
obtained from psychology ... ,zs lit 

With this we have gained an insight, crude but nevertheless central, into 
the way in which Kant conceives the distinction in ontological ~ 
between res cagitans and res extensa as that between person and n&tur! 
(thing, Sache) and into the way he assigns different ontologies to the 
different ways of being. There comes to light here a wholly different leve10f 
inquiry than is present in Descartes. But it seems that we have gained fWieII 
more. Have we not thus fixed the true distinction between subject IUd 
object, so that it appears not only !."Uperfluous but even impossible to think 
of finding here still more, not to say more fundamental, ontological PftIb. 
lems? But it is with this latter intention that we discuss the third tbaia. We 
are not in search of problems for problems' sake, however; it is bean... 
want by means of them to attain the knowledge of what is CXIIIUDOIIIy 
alleged to us to be knowable: the knowledge of the ontological CODItitutioa 
of the being that we ourselves are. We are not striving for criticism It.., 
price simply in order to produce criticism; instead, criticism and probIeua 
must arise from confrontation with the things themselves. HO\WWlI''' 
equivocal the Kantian interpretation may be of the distinction betweeD_ 
cogitans and res extensa, there are nevertheless problems concealed ill iI 
which we must now make clearer for ourselves by making this KaatiID 
interpretation itself doubtful. We must try to make clear what is pr0blem
atic in the Kantian interpretation of personality. 

§J 4. Phenomenological critique of the KantUm aolution ad 
demonstrcation of the need to pose the que.tion in 

Jitndamental principle 

The problem before us is to determine the being of the being which we 
humans each ourselves are. We must ask in particular, Did Kant ~ 
define man's being by his interpretation of personalitas transcenoen-
personalitas psychologica. and personalitas moralis? 

a) Critical examination of Kant's interpretation of 
personalitas moraln. Adumbration of the ontological 

determinations of the moral person but avoidance of the 
basic ontological problem of its mode of being 

We begin the critical examination with reference to Kant's interpre::= 
of the personalitas mara/is. The person is a thing. res. something. that 

-----25. Ibid .. p. 247. lJ>reCited 
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. \\,'n end. To this being belongs purposiveness, more precisely, self-
as .ts ~iveness. Its way of being is to be the end or purpose of its own self. 
~ determination, to be the end of its own self, belongs indisputably to 
r ontological con,stitution of the human Dasein. But does this clarify the 
~in's way of bemg? Has the attempt even been made to show how the 
()asein's mode of being is determined with regard to its being constituted 
by purpo:;iveness? We seek in vain for an elucidation of this question in 
Kant, and indeed even for the question itself. ~n the contrary, the quota
tions adduced show that Kant talks about man s existence and about the 
existence of things as ends; but the terms for existence-"Existieren" and 
"Dasein"-signify for him merely extantness. He talks in the same way 
about the Dasein of nature, the Dasein of the thing [Sache}. He never says 
tJ-lt the concept of existence {Existenz and Dasein} has a different sense as 
applied to man, not even which sense it then has. Kant shows only that the 
essesttia of man as an end is determined otherwise than the essentia of 
things [whether taken in the broad sense or in the particular sense of things 
ofnature]. But although he does not talk explicitly about the specific mode 
of being of the moral person, perhaps he nonetheless has it in mind de 
facto? 

I\. being that exists as its own end has itself in the way of respect. Respect 
means responsibility toward oneself and this in tum means being free. 
Being free is not a property of man but is synonymous with behaving 
ethically. But behaving is acting. Thus the specific mode of being of the 
moral person would lie in free action. Kant says in one place: "That is 
inteUectual whose concept is an action."· This terse observation means that 
i mental being is one which is in the manner of action. The ego is an "I act" 
and as such it is intellectual. This peculiar usage of Kant's should be held 
firmly in mind. The ego as ". act" is intellectual, purely mental. Therefore 
~!a1so often calls the ego an intelligence. Intelligence, again, signifies, not a 
~g that has intelligence. understanding, and reason, but a being that 
exists as intelligence. Persons are existing ends; they are intelligences. The :m of ends. the being-with-one-another of persons as free, is the intelligi
h real.m of f~om, In another place Kant says that the moral person is 
1'IUna.nuy. Bemg human is determined altogether intellectually, as intel
~~" Intelligences, moral persons, are subjects whose being is acting. 
~I~ng IS an existing in the sense of being extant. The being of intelligible 
does tanc~ ilS moral persons is indeed characterized in this way but Kant 

rtot comprehend ont%gically and make into an express problem what sort 

1t~~JI"."(~1\m Kanis ZUT Klitik lin T"nm Vrmuriff. cd. Benna Erdmann (Leipzig. 1884). 
p~ilosc.l~n , o. CJflH. ITheo refcrenc .... s to volum ... 2 of Rql~xioFWn KantJ zur krifischen 
I(gllfJ P II', ... da('(j hy Benno Erdmann from Kant'~ manuscript notes. vol. 1: Rtj/eJC1DFWn 
U~lp~~IiTRAnfln'rJ~i(' (18821; vol. 2: Rt'j/exiorml KantJ ZIIT Klitik dn rftPk'ftVtmllnfttlAA4) 

g J("island).] 
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of way of existing, of being extant, this <JCting represents. The ego is not 
thing but a person. We can see that Fichte begins his inquiry at this JlOint' 
Starting out from Kant. he tries to express more radically the tendency of 
modem philosophy. which grows stronger in Kant. to concentrate ita 
problems around the ego. If the ego is determined by the mode of being 0( 
acting and hence is not a thing. then the beginning for philosophy, which 
starts with the ego. is not an active thing but an active deed. 

The question remains, How is this acting itself to be interpreted as a .. y 
of being? In reference to Kant the question becomes. Does he not after aU 
fall back again into conceiving this active ego as an end which is in the __ 
of one extant being among other extant beings? The interpretation of tile., 
as a moral person provides lIS with no really informative disclosure ahout tile 
mode of being of the ego. Perhaps. however. we may more readily gain _ 
information about the subject's mode of being if we ask how Kant defiaea 
the 1 of the "I think" or. as we can say inexactly. the theoretical. CM!r 

against the practical subject. the personalitas transcendentalist For with 
regard to the personalitas psychologica we shall expect no answer from. the 
start. since Kant flatly calls the object-ego, the ego of apprehenaioa, fi 
empirical self-consciousness, a thing and thus expressly assigns to it the 
mode of being of nature. of the extant-although it is questionable whedIer 
this move is correct. 

b) Critical examination of Kant's interpretation of 
personalitas transcendentalist His negative demonstration of the 

impossibility of an ontological interpretation 
of the I-think 

Did Kant determine the ego's way of being in his interpretation of the "I 
think", the transcendental ego? In the Kantian interpretation of the "".,.. 
alitas transcendentalis too we seek in vain for an answer to this que.stiorl. not 
only because Kant in fact simply does not make an attempt to interpret ~ 
mode of being of the ego as "I think," but also because he tries to showqutte 
explicitly that and why the ego's existence, its mode of being. cannot.be 
elucidated. He furnishes this proof of the impossibility of the interpreta~ 
of the being of the I as the "I think" in the Critique of Pure Reason, 
transcendental dialectic, book 2, chapter 1. "The Paralogisms of Putt 
Reason."l The treatment in the first edition (A) is fuller. . a 

Viewed historically, Kant's doctrine of the paralogisms of pure reason IS a 
critique of psychologia rational is. the traditional metaphysics of the so~ as of 
dogmatic metaphysics, for which he substitutes in fact the metaphysiCS ----2. Kant. Cnhque of Pur .. &.uon, B.i9<) ff. 
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Is. It is characteristic of psychologia rationalis that with the aid of 
rno~ . ontological concepts which it applies to the ego as "I think" it tries to po; ~re some knowledge about this ego as a being. as soul. In the "Paralog
~ ~e of Pure Reason." Kant points out that these arguments of metaphysical 
'S~chology drawn from ontological concepts and their application to the "I 
~~nk" are fallacious. He calls the basic ontological concepts by the name 
~ tegorics." These he divided into four classes: the categories of quantity, 
;ality, relation. and modality.3 With these four classes. which he believed 
to be the sole possible categories. Kant correlates the basic ontological 
concepts employed by rational psychology for knowledge of the soul as 

such. 
Considered under the category of relation. with regard to the relation of 

an accident to a substance in general. the soul is substance-so says the old 
metaphysical psychology. In quality the soul is simple: in quantity it is one, 
numerically identical. one and the same at different times; and in modality 
it is existent in relation to possible objects in space. From the application of 
these four basic concepts from among the four classes of categories-the 
concepts of substance. simplicity. selfsameness, and existence-proceed 
the four basic determinations of the soul. as metaphysical psychology 
maintains in the following four inferences. 

First. As substance. as something extant. the soul is given in inner sense. 
It is therefore the opposite of what is given in outer sense. which is 
determined as matter and body; the soul. as substance given in inner sense, 
is immateriaL 

Second. As simple substance the soul is something indissoluble. As 
simple it cannot be decomposed into parts. Consequently it is imperishable. 
incorruptible. 

Third. As one and always the same in various changing states at different 
times. the soul is in this sense a person: it is something that lies absolutely at 
the ground. that persists (personality of the soul). 

Kant also combines the first three determinations-immateriality. incor
ruptibility. and personality-as the determinations of spirituality. in the 
con~cpt of spirit that belongs to metaphysical psychology. This concept of 
iE:nt~lity must be distinguished fundamentally and in principle from 

nt s concept of mind as intelligence in the sense of the morally acting 
person as an end. 

In terms of the fourth category. modality. the immaterial. incorruptible 
~rson is determined as existing in reciprocity with a body. Consequently. 
thIS spiritual thing animates a body. We call such a ground of life in matter 
t e soul in the strict sense. But if this ground of animality. that is, of 

3 /hId. H 106. 
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animateness. as was demonstrated for the first categories. is simple. ~ 
ruptible. and self-subsistent, then the soul is immortal. The immortality 
the soul follows from its spirituality. of 

We have already observed that Kant showed for the first time that ill 
sense can anything be asserted about the ego as spiritual substance ~ 
means of an application of the categories to the ego as ". think." Why lie 
these inferences fallacious? Why are these categories. as categoriea 0( 
nature. of the extant. of things. not applicable to the ego? Why II. 
impossible to gain ontical knowledge of the soul and the ego from tbe.t 
categorial determinations? These inferences fail because they Rat GIl • 

fundamental error. They apply categories to the ego as "I think," to the 
personalitas transcendentalis. and derive from the assertion of auch ~ 
ries about the ego ontical propositions regarding the ego as soul. But wh, 
should this not be possible? What are the categories? 

The ego is "I think." which in every thinking is thought along with it. 
the conditioning ground of the unifying l-combine. The categories lIN the 
forms of possible combination which thinking can accomplish u c:ombia
ing. As ground of possibility of the ". think." the ego is at the same time the 
ground and the condition of possibility of the forms of combiDatioa. the 
categories. Since these categories are conditioned by the ego, they CIIIDGt be 
applied in tum again to the ego in order to apprehend it. That wbicb 
conditions absolutely. the ego as the original synthetic unity of appercep
tion. cannot be determined with the aid of what is conditioned by it. 

This is one reason for the impossibility of applying the categories to_ 
ego. The other reason, connected with it. is that the ego is not estlblilbed 
merely by experience but lies at the basis of all experience as aometbiDI 
absolutely non-manifold that makes it possible. The categories grounded iIa 
the ego and its unity. as forms of unity for a synthesis. are applicable ~ 
where a combinable is given. Every combining. every judgmental cJetenniIl" 
ing of a combinable. requires something which is advanced for (lOIIIbiDa
tion. for synthesis. But something is advanced and given to us always ~Y 
by means of affection. by our being approached and acted on by ~ 
other than our own self. In order to have something combinable fo~ j~ 
we must be determined by the faculty of receptivity. The ego as 1 tpIIII't 

however. is not affection. being acted upon. but pure spontaneity at, .. 
Kant also says. function. functioning, doing. acting. If • wis~ to m: 
assertions about my Dasein. something determinable has to be given to 

from my Dasein itself. But anything determinable is give~ t.o me onlY; 
means of receptivity or on the basis of the forms of receptivity. space 1 
time. Space and time are forms of sensibility. of sense-experie~. So ~:e 
determine my Dasein and combine it by following the gulda.nce chi 
categories. I take my ego ac; a sensibly empirical thinking. In contrast. 
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f apperception is inaccessible for any determining, If it happens. then I 
ego °hinking t he ego in the categories of the extant as a natural thing, This 
~tS in a subreptio apperceptionis substantiae. a surreptitious substitution 
of the ego conceived as extant for the pure ego. The pure ego itself is never 
'yen t; me as a determinable for determination. for applying the catego
~ for that reason an ontical knowledge of the ego and. consequently. an 
n~~logical determination of it is impossible, The only thing that can be said 
~ that the ego is an "I-am-acting." This shows a certain interconnection 
~n the ego of transcendental apperception and the personalitas mor
alis. Kant summarizes his thought as follows: "The '1 think' expresses the 
act of determining my existence [my extantness). The existence is thereby 
already given but the manner in which I am to determine it. the way in 
..,hlch I am to posit in myself the manifold pertaining to it. is not yet thereby 
given. To it (the ~iv~n~ itself] then: belong~ a ~lf-in~ition which has lying 
at its basi.'i an a priOri given form. tIme, which 15 senSible and belongs to the 
receptivity of the determinable. Now if I do not have still another self
intuition which gives that which does the determining in me-of whose 
spontaneity alone I am conscious-before the act of determining, as time 
{does in the case of] the determinable. then I cannot determine my existence 
as that of a self-active being: irlStead. I represent to myself only the 
spontaneity of my thinking, of the determining. and my existence remains 
detenninable only serlSibly. as the existence of an appearance. But it is 
owing to this spontaneity that I call myself an intelligence. "4 Put briefly. this 
means that we have no self-intuition of our self. but all intuition. all 
immediate giving of something. moves within the forms of space and time. 
However. on Kant's view, which adheres to the tradition, time is the form of 
sensibility. Thus no possible basis is given for the application of the 
categories to the knowledge of the ego. Kant is wholly right when he 
declares the categories. as fundamental concepts of nature. unsuitable for 
determining the ego, But in that way he has only shown negatively that the 
categories. which were tailored to fit other beings. nature. break down here, 
Iie,has not shown that the "I act" itself cannot be interpreted in the way in 
~hlc~ i,t gives itself. in thi~ s~lf-manife~ti~g ontological ~orlStitution. P~r-

Ps It IS precisely tlme which IS the a pnon of the ego-time. to be sure, In 

a rn~re original sense than Kant was able to conceive it, He assigned it to 
:r'Slbllity and consequently from the beginning. conforming with tradi

on. hl' had in view natural time alone. 
ev It doc .. nor follow from the inadequacy of the categories of nature that 
fo~ry ~nlological interpretation whatever of the ego is impossible, That 

QWs only on the presupposition that the same type of knowledge which 

~. Ibal . 81511 n. 
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is valid for nature is taken as the sole possible basis for knowledge of 
ego. From the impropriety of applying the categories to the pure ego ~ 
follows the necessity to inquire beforehand into the possibility of a SUita6Ie 
ontological interpretation of the subject, one that is free from the entire traditio.a. 
This inquiry suggests itself all the more obviously because in his meta
physics of morals. or ontology of the person. in opposition to his theory in 
the paralogisms of pure reason, Kant himself attempts an ontologic.J 
interpretation of the ego as an end. an intelligence. To be sure. he doe.n't 
exactly raise the fundamental question about the way of being of an end, III 
intelligence. He carries out a certain ontological interpretation of the prIICti. 

cal ego; he even holds a "practical dogmatic metaphysics" to be P«*ibIe. 
one which can determine ontologically the human self and its relationship 
to immortality and God by way of practical self-consciousness. 

Thus there is unveiled an essential flaw in the ego-problem in K4nt. We lit 
confronted by a peculiar discordance within the Kantian doctrine of the lID
With regard to the theoretical ego, its determination appears to be impoa. 
ble. With regard to the practical ego. there exists the attempt at an 
ontological definition. But there is not only this discordance of attitude 
toward the theoretical and practical ego. Present in Kant is a peculiar 
omission: he fails to determine originally the unity of the theoretical mel 
practical ego. Is this unity and wholeness of the two subsequent or iI it 
original. prior to both? Do the two originally belong together or ale they 
only combined externally afterward? How is the being of the ego eo be 
conceived in general? But the ontological structure of this whole ego «the 
theoretical-practical person is indeterminate not merely in its whoJenas; 
even less determinate is the relation of the theoretical-practical persoo to 
the empirical ego. to the soul. and beyond that the relation of the soul totbe 
body. Mind. soul. and body are indeed ontologically determined orundeter
mined for themselves. and each in a different way. but the whole ~~ 
being that we ourselves are, body. soul. and mind. the mode of being 
their original wholeness. remains ontologically in the dark. 

We may now summarize provisionally the Kantian position on the ~ 
of the interpretation of subjectivdy: 

First. In reference to the personalitas mora lis , Kant factually gi~ 00-
tologial determinations (which. as we shall later see. are valid) WI~ 
posing the basic question of the mode of being of the mo~ pers~ as tunk-~ 

Second. In reference to the personalitas transcendentahs, the I t {or 

Kant shows negatively the non-applicability of the categories of na~ 
the ontical cognition of the ego. However. he docs not show the unpo8" 
sibility of any other kind of ontological interpretation of the ego. 

Third. Given this divergent position of Kant's on the ontology of thee: 
it is not surprising that neither the ontological interconnection between 
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nalilas moralis and the personalitas transcendental is nor that between 
perso twO in their unity on the one hand and the personalitas psychologica 
u.ese he other, not to say the original wholeness of these three person
:; trminatiOns, is made an ontological problem. 

~ourth. The free "I act" of the being that exists as an end. the spontaneity 
of telligence. is fixed as the specific character of the ego. Kant employs the 

111 ression "intelligence" as well as "end"; he says: 'There exist ends" and 
~re are intelligences." Intelligence is not a mode of behavior and a 

rty of the subject but the subject itself. which is as intelligence. 
~h. Intelligences: persons. are dist~nguished as mental substances from 
natural things as bodily substances. things (Sachen]. 

This then would be our view on Kant's interpretation of the distinction 
between res cogitans and res extensa. Kant sees dearly the impossibility of 
conceiving the ego as something extant. In reference to the personalitas 
moralis he even gives positive ontological determinations of egohood, but 
without pressing on toward the fundamental question of the mode of being 
ti the person. We could formulate our view of Kant in this way. but in so 
doing we would be doing away with our own central understanding of the 
problem. because the view thus expressed does not yet contain the final 
aiticaI word. 

c) Being in the sense of being-produced as horizon of 
understanding for the penon as finite mental substance 

One thing remains striking. Kant speaks of the existmce [Damn] of the 
penon as he does of the existence of a thing [Ding]. He says that the person 
exists as an end in itself. He uses "exist" in the sense of extantness. Precisely 
w~re he touches on the structure proper to the personalitas moralist that of 
~~g autotelic, he assigns to this being the ontological mode o~ ext~~ness. 

IS does not happen by chance. In the concept of the thing-in-Itself. 
whether or not it is knowable in its whatness. the traditional ontology of 
~tantne!is is already implicitly contained. Even more. the central positive 
Interpretation that Kant gives of egohood as spontaneous intelligence 
:;es who~ly within the horizon of the ontology transmitted from antiquity 

~he Middle Ages. The analysis of respect and of the moral person :aln" but an attempt. even though immensely successful. to shake off 
onsclously the burden of the traditional ontology. 

spoBut how can we claim that even in the determination of the ego as 
'4'0 ~~anc.ity and intelligence the traditional ontology of the extant is still 
WhelOg I~sclf out as it did in J?esca~es. undiminis~ed in eve~ particular? 
'4re n Wt! first began om cOOllideratlon of the Kantlan analYSIS of the ego. 

!iaw that he defines the ego as subjectum in the sense of the hupokeime-
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non. that which lies present there for determinations. In conformity ~ 
the ancient view of being. beings are understood fundamentally as h..h._
extant. Ousia. that which is in the strict and proper sense. is what is ~ 
own self available. pr~uced. present constantly for itself. lying prese: 
there. the hupokeimenon. subjectum. substance. Corporeal things and 
mental things are substances (ousiail. 

We have also emphasized a number of times that for ancient and 
medieval metaphysics one particular being stands out as the prototypeofan 
being. God. This continues to hold also for modem philosophy &0. 
Descartes to Hegel. Although Kant holds that a theoretical proof of Goer, 
existence is impossible. and a theoretical-speculative knowledge of God IS 

well. nevertheless God remains for him. as ens realissimum. the cmtoIop:aI 
prototype. the prototypon transcendentale. the ontological model, in caa
formity with which the idea of original being is conceived and the deter. 
minations of all derivative beings are normalized. God, however. iatbe. 
infinitum, as we saw in Suarez and Descartes. whereas the non.divinebeiDg 
is an ens finitum. God is the true substance. The res cogitans and Ja 

extensa are finite substances (substantiae finitae). Kant presuppoeea .... 
basic ontological theses of Descartes without further ado. AccoIdiDa to 
Kant non-divine beings-things. corporeal things and mental thiDgI. per
sons. intelligences-are finite beings. They make up the universe of aIIDt 
entities. We must now show that the person is also viewed by Kant a. 
bottom an extant entity-that here. too, he does not get beyond the 
ontology of the extant. 

If this is to be proved. then we are obliged to show that the ancient 
interpretative horizon for beings-reference to production-sets the staD
dard also for the interpretation of the person. the finite mental substance. It 
should be noted that finite substances. things (Sachen] as weD as penorw. 
are not simply extant in any arbitrary way. but exist in reciprocity. in • 
commercium. This reciprocal action is founded on causality. which Kant 
takes to be the faculty of producing effects. In correspondence with the 
basic ontological distinction between things and persons he distinguishes' 
double causality: causality of nature and causality of freedom .. Ends. :: 
poses. form a commercium of free beings. The reciprocal action of . 
stances is a central problem of modem metaphysics since ~es. ~ 
sufficient simply to mention the names of the various solutions to(jod: 
problem of the reciprocal action of substances and their rel~tion to the&t 
mechanism. occasionalism, harmonia praestabilita. Kant rejects all 
solutions. It is a basic principle of Kantian metaphysics that we ~ 
"everything in the world" only "as cause in the cause [only in its capaClty 
operate as cause). or only the cau.'iality of the production of effects. hefI" 
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I . the effect. and thus not the thing itself and the determinations by 
OIl) s of which it produces the effects" and by which they are produced. ~ 
~= substantial [the substance] i~ the thing in itself and is unknown."6 
Onl the accidents. the effects of thangs on one another. are manifested and 
the~forc perceptible. Persons ~re finite substa~ces a~d as intelligences they 

characterized by spontaneity. The question anses. In what does the 
f:tude of the person and of substance generally consist? Chiefly in this. 
that each substance from the outset has its limit in the next, strikes against it 

if against a being which is in each case already given to the substance and 
;ven specifically in such a way that this being shows itself solely in its 
effects. The effects that are thus manifested by one substance for another 
must be able to be received by the second substance if it is at aU to be able to 
come to know something about a being that it itself is not and knowingly 
comport itself toward this being, that is, if any commercium at all is to come 
about between the substances. For intelligence this means that the sub
stance. because it is not the other being. must have a capacity to be affected, 
as it were. by this being. The finite substance, therefore. cannot be only 
spontaneity but must be determined in equally original fashion as recep
tivity. as a capacity of being susceptible to effects and receptive of the effects 
eX other substances. A commercium between finite mental substances is 
possible only if these substances are determined not only by spontaneity. by 
acapacity to operate outward from themselves. but also by receptivity. Kant 
designates by the term "affection" the effects of other substances so far as 
they relate to the susceptibility of a substance. Hence he can also say that in 
the sense of intelligence substance is not only function. cognition. but also 
affection. Finite substances apprehend of another being only what that 
~g turns as its own effect toward the perceiver. Only the outside, not the 
tnslde, is always accessible and perceptible. if we may for once use this 
~inology that Kant also employs. even though it is misleading. The 
~~teness of intelligences lies in their being necessarily relegated to recep
tivity. There must be between them an influxus realis. a reciprocal influence 
on one another of their reality, of their predicates. their accidents. A direct 
COrnrnercium of substances is impossible. 
f What is the ontological foundation of this interpretation of the finitude 

°ub mental substances? Why cannot the finite substance apprehend the 
~ .. :\~antial component, the true being of another substance? Kant asserts 
~IS 'ffipo,;sibility unmistakably in one of his reflections: 'but finite beings 

nnot of themselves know other things, because they are not their cre-

5 K 
(, kant. kl'fI,'Ction :\0. 1171 
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ator."7 In a lecture on metaphysics he says: "No being except the 
alone can cognitivcly grasp the substance of another thing. "7. If::: 
these two fundamental propositions together. they assert that a ~ 
cognitive grasp of a being in its being is available only to that being's CleItot 
The primary and direct reference to the being of a being lies in ~ 
production of it. And this implies that being of a being means nothing but 
producedness. The advance to the true and proper being of beings is bIocbd 
to finite substances because finite intelligences do not and have not the.n. 
selves produced the beings to be apprehended. Being of a being D\Ust be 
understood here as being-produced. if indeed the producer, the ~ 
alone is supposed to be able to apprehend the substance. that wbi:b 
constitutes the being of the being. Only the creator is capable of a true ad 
proper cognition of being; we finite beings get to know only what we 
ourselves make and only to the extent that we make it. But we ourselw .. n~ 
beings who do not simply by our own resources produce our own .... 
Instead. we are ourselves produced and. therefore. as Kant says, we .. 
creators only in part. 1I The reason for the unknowability of the beiag ri 
substances. of things extant in their proper being. is that they are pJOducecL 
The being of finite entities. whether things or persons. is from the begiD
ning conceived in the horizon of production as producedness, and cealliuly 
in a direction that does not directly coincide with that of ancient cxd1IIIosY 
but nevertheless belongs to it and descends from it. 

We shall try to get clear on the point that ultimately the foundationofthe 
Kantian interpretation of the moral person also lies in ancient.medieval 
ontology. To understand this it is necessary to comprehend the gsesal 
definition of the penon as finite substance and to determine what finitude 
means. Finitude is being referred necessarily to receptivity, that is, tM impof
sibility of being oneself the creator and producer of another being. Only the 
creator of a being knows this being in its proper being. The being of tb!j; 
is understood as being-produced. In Kant this is present basically as a • 
evident matter of course. but it does not receive explicit expression. 1'be 
Kantian interpretation of finite substances and their interconnect~ -: 
traces back to the same ontological horizon that we encountered an 

7. Refu.>ction No. 91!-J fefCll'l' 
7a. Kant. Vorle.nmgen uber d~ Mmphysik. ed Politzlt:rfurt. IM21). p. 97. [The~~ • 

hert' i~ to the original publication: Immanucl Kant's Vor/nvngrn iiber di.! Met4~ • 
pared for the pres" by the editor of Kant's VorlesunEt'n iiber die philruophischt ReI 18211. 
Ii.e. Karl H. L. POlitz). with an introduction tErfur1. Ke\'!\ersche Buchhandlu~ 
There i.s a ~'Cond edition. followmg the UI21 ~-ditiun. ,"C.tit~-d by K. H. Schmidt I 
l>flu~bcll. 1925 J I 

H: Reflection No 1117. 
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. etation of ousia and of all the determinations that were given of the 
iflte~~al nature of beings. To be sure. production functions here in a 
~ ent sense. which connects up with the function mentioned. 

~rlier we said that the production of something involves a peculiar 
character of discharge and release on the basis of which the product is 

rehended from the beginning as having been put there for itself and 
:fng present there independently and of itself. It is apprehended in this 

y in the producing itself. not only after the producing. but already in the 
:nsciousness of the project. In the function of production now under 
djscusSion. its function for the interpretation of the possibility of knowing 
the being of a being. a different structural moment of production comes into 
question. one that we also touched on earlier. AU production takes place in 
cc..'lfortnity with an original and prototypical image as model. The antece
dent imagining of such a model is part of the producing. We heard earlier 
that the concept of eidos also had grown from the horizon of production. In 
the antecedent imagining and projecting of the prototypical image. there is 
already a direct grasp of what the product-to-he really is. What is at first 
thought of as the original. prototypical model to be copied in production is 
apprehended directly in the imagining. What constitutes the being of the 
being is already anticipated in the eidos. That which says how the thing will 
look or. as we also say. how it will tum out-if and when. of course. it has 
turned out-is already anticipated and circumsc:ribed in the eidos. The 
anticipation of the prototypical pattern which takes place in production is 
the true knowledge of what the product is. It is for this reason that only the 
producer of something. its originator. perceives a being in the light of what 
it is. Because the creator and producer imagines the model beforehand. he is 
therefore also the one who really knows the product. As self-producer 
(uncreated). he is also the authentic being. 

By reason of this connection. the concept ousia already has a twofold 
meanin~ in Greek ontology. For one thing ousia signifies the produced 
~nt entity itself or also its extantness. But at the same time ousia also 
SIgnifies much the same thing as eidos in the sense of the prototypical 
pa~t~ which is merely thought of or imagined-what the being already 
~ Y IS a.·1 produced. its appearance. what outlines it. the way in which it 
Gsho~ up and look as product. how it will tum out. 

of I~ l!i regarded as a sculptor and specifically as the prototypical modeller 
ir. a thtng~ who needs nothing given to him beforehand and therefore also 
~o.t determined by receptivity. By reason of his absolute spontaneity. as 
t\t !i purus. he is the first giver of everything that is. and not just that but 
to ~~ more. of eV('"rything possible. The finitude of things and persons is due 

e producedness of things in general. The ens finitum is finite because it 
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is ens creatum. But this implies that esse. ens. beingness. means produced. 
ness {to be a being is to be a product}. Thus the ontological question of 'be 
reason for the finitude of persons or subjects leads us to rec0gni7..e their 
being (existence) also as producedness and to see not alone that in his ltaJic 
ontological orientation Kant is still moving along the path oj tlIICimt GIld 
medieval ontology, but further. that only in this way does the line of <JUe&tion. 
ing taken in the Critique of Pure Reason become intelligible.9 

From what has been said something essential results for our ~ 
question about the character of the ontological constitution of the ~ 
(person) in Kant. The subject as person is a distinctive subjectum ina'1DUc:h 
as knowledge of its predicates. thus of itself. belongs to it. The s~o( 
the subject is therefore synonymous with self-consciousness. Self-coo"Ciou. 
ness constitutes the actuality. the being of this being. Hence it comea Ibcq 
that. in an extreme version of Kant's or Descartes' thought, German 
idealism (Fichte. Schelling. Hegel) saw the true actuality of the Q,ject ill 
self-consciousness. From there. following upon the start made by 0.
cartes. the whole problematic of philosophy was developed. Hegel-JI: 
"The most important point for the nature of mind is not only the ..... 
ship of what it is in itself to what it is actually but also of what itlmowsiCslf. 
to what it actually is; because spirit [is] essentially consciousness, tbia .. • 
knowing is a basic determination of its actuality. "10 This is the reaaoD why 
German idealism is at pains to get. as it were. behind the mode ofbeiD8Gf 
the subject and of mind by way of this peculiar dialectic of self-c:olllCiaul
ness. But in this interpretation of the subject starting from self-conlCioul
ness. which was prefigured in Descartes and for the first time ~ 
thought in Kant. the primary determination of the subject in the aeme cl 
the hupokeimenon. that which lies present there. is suppressed, or.~ 
determination is dialectically sublated in self-consciousness. in selfo(lODCClY" 

-
9. In a valuable anicle. Heinz Heimsoeth has compilc.-d the material that iIIwnin1M1-

ontological foundations of the Kantian philosophy: "MetaphysilK:he Motive in der ~ 
bildung des Kantlschen ldealismus." Kant-Studirn 19 (19241. p. 121 ff. To be sure. 
mental ontological quc-stion~ and a corresponding interpretation of the ma~ are ~ 
pletely lacking in Heim.o;oeth. But compared with t~ uncenain and. basically. P"'-~ 
fictional Kant-interpretations of the ~eo-Kanlianism of the Ia.~t century. it is in ~Y~ 
step forward on the way to an adequate Kant-mterpretation. In the middle of the nu:;;; 
century. before the emergence of Nro-Kantianism. the Hegelian school saw these; tfItIJ 
tions much more clearly Uohann Eduard Erdmann abo\'e all). Among contemporanes. ~ 
Pichler for the first !ime made reference again to the ontological foundations of thr 0) pi'" 
philO!lOphy in his Uller Christian WoIffs Ontologie' (I...cipzig: (DUrrl F Memer. 191 • 
ticuJarly in the final sectiun. MOntologil." und tran.o;;u,ndentale Logik" (p, 73 ff.). 6 ~ 

10. Hegel. preface to the second ~-dJtlOn of thoe Logl" IF Memed. vol. 1. p. 1 '. till 
re.ference is to Hegel's W~nsch4ft dn-Logik, rolted by (il'Org La.'-wn and puhli.htd ~S~ 
samtlteM Werkt a~ volume 3. ~rh I and 2 (1...elpZlg and liambur!(: f 1\.lelller.1923oj' 1.1# 
"Vol I" in the nOll' thu~ refe!'!> to~" I. Tran.o;, Arnold V ~hllcr. H~I's ~ 
tLondon: (;"'Orge Allen and UOIllm; ~ew York: The Humanitl~~ i'rel>s. 19(9). p. 37.1 
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. In Kant it was already no longer a specific ontological problem but was 
~. g things taken for granted as evident. In Hegel this determination of 
aJ110n ubject as hupokeimenon undergoes sublation into the interpretation of 
~ ~ject as self-consciousness-as self-conceiving. as concept or notion 
~iff}. for him the essential ~~t~re of substance lies in its ~in~ the 

ncept of its own self. The possibIlity of a fundamental ontologicalmter
co t;on of the beings we ourselves are was retarded even more than earlier 
~is development of the interpretation of subjectiVity by way of self
consciousness. Even if it may be inadequate to define our existence by the 
fact that we ourselves are also extant in a certain way and have not and do 
not produce ourselves. still there is a problem of a fundamental kind in this 
moment of the fully conceived subject concept as hupokeimenon and as 
J-consciousness. Perhaps the question about the subject as hupokeime
non is falsely posed in this form; nevertheless. it must be acknowledged 
equally that the being of the subject does not consist merely in self
knowing-not to mention that the mode of being of this self-knowing 
mnains undetermined-but rather that the being of the Dasein is at the 
same time determined by its being in some sense-employing the expres
sion with suitable caution-extant and in fact in such a way that it has not 
brought itself into existence by its own power. Although Kant advances 
further than others before him into the ontological structure of personality. 
he is still unable. as we have now seen in all the different directions of the 
problem. to reach the point of explicitly posing the question about the mode 
of being of the person. It is not just that the mode of being of the whole 
being-the unity of personalitas psychologica. transcendentalist and mor
alls. as which the human being after all in fact exists-remains ontologically 
~tennined; the question of the being of the Dasein as such is simply not 
raised. The subject remains with the indifferent characterization of being an ::n entity. And defining the subject as self-consciousness states nothing 

t the mode of being of the ego. Even the most extreme dialectic of self
~nsci~'1ness. as it is worked out in different forms in Fichte. Schelling. and 
~el. I.'> ~n~le to solve the problem of the existence of the Dasein because 
tho question IS not at all asked. However. if we contemplate the energy of 
sub ~gh~ ~nd inte~retation that Kant bestows precisely on the elucidation of 
eor!~IVJty, despite which he did not advance to the specific ontological 
de ~Jt~tJon of the Dasein. as we are at first alone maintaining. then this 
is ; Y Indicates that the interpretation of this being which we ourselves are 
loea e I~a!;t obViously evident and the most subject to the danger of being 
on t~d 10 the wrong horizon. Therefore. there is need for explicit reRection 
SUitablPalh on which the Dasein itself can be determined in an ontologically 

eway F . 
Or us the question arises. What positive problems grow out of this 
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problematic situation in which the subject is primarily determined 
means of subjectivity. self-knowing. so that the question of its onto~ 
constitution still remains fundamentally neglected? 

§15. The fond4ment4l problem of the multiplicity of wca,. of 
being 4nJ. of the unity of the concept of being in gmer4l 

From Descartes onward the distinction between res cogitans and rea ea. 
tensa does indeed get particular emphasis and is made the guiding clue to 
the problems of philosophy. But there is no success in exhibiting the VUioua 
modes of being of the beings thus labeled. taken particularly and in their 
diversity. and still less success in subordinating this diversity of being II. 
multiplicity oj ways oj being to an original idea oj being in generaL There is 110 

success. or rather. to speak more precisely. the attempt was not am 
undertaken at all. Instead. res cogitans and res extensa are comprehmded 
uniformly. following the lead of an average concept of being in the ... ci 
being-produced. We know. however, that this interpretation of being WII 

developed with a view toward the extant, toward the being that the DdMII is 
not. Consequently. the question becomes more urgent: How IDUIt .. 
determine the being of the being that we ourselves are. mark it offfrom. 
being of beings not of the type of Dasein. but yet understand it by '111'/ ci 
the unity of an original concept of being? We designated the being of. 
Dasein by the term "existence." What does existence mean7 What lie. 
essential moments of existing? 

a) Initial preview of the existential constitution of the 
Dasein. Commencement with the subject-object reladoD 

(res cogitans-res extensa) lUI a mistaking of the existential 
constitution of the being of those beings who 

understand being 

If we undertake to elucidate the existence of the Dasein. we are fuI~' 
twofold task-not only that of ontologically distinguishing one .~"; 
peculiar sort from other beings but also that of exhibiting the being 0 tltI 
being to whose being (existence) an understanding oj being belongs and ~ 
interpretation of which all the problems of ontology generally return. We ~ 
not of course think that the essential nature of existence can be cau~ to 
completely explicated in a proposition. We are concerned nOW . Y rI 
characterize the direction of the line of questioning and to give afn'st ~C18 
the constitution of the Dasein's existence. This is done with a View to and to 
clearer how far the possibility of ontology in general depend., on hoW 
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tcnt thc ontological constitution of the Dasein is laid open. We are 
",hat e~ating afresh that in the active stress upon the subject in philosophy 
~.:re [)esCartes there is no doubt a genuine impulse toward philosophical 
~ 'ry which only sharpens what the ancients already sought; on the other 
jnqI~ it is equally necessary not to start simply from the subject alone but to 
: ~hether and how the being of the subject must be determined as an 

trance into the problems of philosophy, and in fact in such a way that 
~tation toward it is not one-sidedly subjectivistic. Philosophy must per
haps start from the "subject" and return to the "subject" in its ultimate 
questiOns. and yet for all that it may not pose its questions in a one-sidedly 
sOOjectivistic manner. 

The account and critical discussion of Kant's analysis of personality 
i ,ned precisely at making clear that it is by no means a matter of course to 
come upon the ontological constitution of the subject or even to inquire 
about it in a correct way. Viewed ontically, we are dosest of all to the being 
that we ourselves are and that we call the Dasein; for we are this being itself. 
Nevertheless. what is thus nearest to us ontically is exactly farthest from us 
ontologically. Descartes entitles the second of his meditations on meta
physics "De natura mentis humanae: quod ipsa sit notior quam corpus," "On 
the nature of the human mind, that it is better known than the body" 
(Heidegger's emphasis). Despite or precisely because of this allegedly supe
rior familiarity of the subject, its mode of being is misunderstood and leaped 
owr not only in Descartes but everywhere in the period following him, so 
that no dialectic of mind can once more reverse the effect of this neglect. 
Admittedly, the sharp division between res cogitans and res extensa seems 
to guarantee that in this way precisely the peculiar nature of the subject will 
be encountered. But we know from our earlier reflections during the course 
~ the discussion of the first thesis that the Dasein's comportments have an 
=ional character and that on the basis of this intentionality the subject 

y stands in relation to things that it itself is not. 
~f w.e apply this to the Kantian formulation of the subject concept, it will 

n slgmfy that the ego is a subjectum having knowledge about its predi
tates, which are representations, cogitationes in the widest sense, and which 
:besuch ~re intentionally directed toward something. This implies that. in 
eg cognitive possession of its predicates as intentional comportments, the 
rr: 0 al!;{) already comports itself to the beings toward which the comport
d;;nts are directed. Since such beings toward which comportments are 
forected ar(" always designated in a certain way as objects, it can be said 
~ally that to the subject always belongs an object. that one cannot be 

,ght Without the other. 
CQ~I\'en this determination. the one-sided subjectivistic formulation of the 

cpt of the subject ccrtainJy seems already to have been overcome. 
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Natorp says: "Accordingly. there would be in all three moments wbic:h 
intimately bound together in one in the expression ·consciousnea.' [-
cogitansl but still should be kept apart by abstraction: 1. the somethingr: 
which one of them is conscious: 2. that which is conscious of this ~ 
3. the relation between the two such that someone is conscious of ~ 
thing. Solely for brevity of reference I call the first [that of which there. 
consciousness I the content, the second the ego, and the third co~ 
(die Bewwstheitf'1 By this last term. "conscioushood." Natorp &eaba to 
mean the same thing that phenomenology designates as in~. 
Formally it is certainly correct. But closer examination could show that_ 
Natorp this conscioushood is. as he says. "an irreducible ultimate''2 and that 
further it can undergo no modification whatever. According to NIbp. 
there are no different modes of conscioushood of something, but iD&tIId. 
difference of consciousness is a difference in the content. that ofwhichtbet 
is consciousness. The res cogitans is by its concept an ego reIatIIclbJ 
conscious hood to a content of which it is conscious. The relation to the 
object belongs to the ego. and. conversely. to the object belongs the ..... 
to the subject. The relation is a correlation. 

The subject-object relation is conceived even more formally, perhlpl.bJ 
Rickert. He says: "The concepts of subject and object require each ocher';' 
as other concepts do. for example. those of form and content or ofidlalily 
and otherness.") It must. however. be asked here why these aliI['" 
subject and object. "require" each other. Plainly, of course, only .... 
what they mean does the requiring. But does an object require a subjectlOC 
course. For something standing-over-against always stands-over-apiDltJlr 
a perceiver. Certainly. However. is every being necessarily an object? .... 
natural events be objects for a subject in order to be what they are? PIIiDI1 
not. To begin with. a being is taken to be an object. The deduction can dIeD 
be made from this that a subject belongs to it. For in characteriZiPl tbe 
being as an object I have already tacitly co-posited the subject. H~: 
this characterization of beings as objects, and in that sense as entitJt!l 
stand over against {Gegenstande/, I now no longer have as a pr~Iem ~ 
being in its own self in regard to the peculiar mode of being bel0ngin8to 

- -----; 
1. Paul Nalorp. Allgffllnn~ Psychologw nach kritueher MrlMU (TUbingt"ll. 1~ J 

IThis volume carries a subheading idenlif)'mg it a~ "Book J: Object and 
P~)'chology" The publishcr was J. C. H. ~·lohr·1 

2. Ibid .. p. 27 n ,.J.-' TJI' 
3. H. Ricken. lkr ~~rutand der Erkenntnis. 3rd ed .. p .. \. IHeinrich ~ 

Gegenstand der Erl/tonntni.s: Einflihnml: in die TrollSZt'ndt-nlalphiloJophlt. 3rd eel. ~ 
revised and expanded tTiibingcn' J c. B Mohr. 1915'; lsI cd. with difft~1 are 4dIo 
Wrt>ihurg i. Hr.: !\'fohr, 18921; 2nd cd. improved tTuhingen: Mohr. 19(4). ~ 
5th. and 6th editions tTiibingen: Mohr. 1921. 1928)·1 
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. lead the being as standing-opponte, as standing-owr-against. In this 
bUt Ins ptively pure Kantian interpretation. being then means the same as 
presurn 
objectiveness. 

CI arly. then. if an object is counterposed to the subject, the question still 
\ reach the dimension of asking about the specific mode of being of 

::ing that has become an object in this being's relationship to the mode 
ofbeing of a subject. Conversely, to a subject, taken as apprehender, there 
belongs an apprehended. But must the subject necessarily apprehend? Does 
the possibility of a subject's being depend on something be~g given as an 
objeCt for it to apprehend? Not at all. In any case, the question cannot be 
decided straight away. It seems at first sight as if in beginning with the 
..,ject-object relation a more appropriate point of departure for inquiry has 
be .:n gained and a less biased way of taking the problem than the onesided 
start from the subject. Scrutinized more closely, however, this beginning 
with a subject-object relation obstructs access to the real ontological ques
tion regarding the mode of being of the subject as well as the mode of being 
of the entity that may possibly but does not necessarily have to become an 
object. 

But even if we grant the legitimacy of starting not with an isolated subject 
but with the subject-object relation it must then be asked: Why does a 
subject "require" an object, and conversely? For an extant entity does not of 
belfbecome an object so as then to require a subject; rather. it becomes an 
abject only in being objectified by a subject. A being is without a subject. but 
abject.s exist only for a subject that does the objectifying. Hence the 
existence of the subject-object relation depends on the mode of existence of 
the subject. But why? Is such a relation always posited with the existence of 
the Dasein? The subject could surely forgo the relation to objects. Or is it 
~Ie to? If not, then it is not the object's concern that there exists a 
relation of a subject to it. but instead the relating belongs to the ontological 
~tu~ion of the subject itself. To relate itself is implicit in the concept of 
thenSubJect. In its own self the subject is a being that relates-itself-to. It is 
'4'a nec~ry to pose the question about the being of the subject in such a 
~ that thiS essential determination of relating-itself-to. intentionality, is 
an rlht a~ a const ituent in the concept of the subject. so that the relation to 
CO • ~ect IS not something occasionally joined to the subject on the basis of a 
tlc~hngent presence at hand of an object. Intentionality belongs to the 
be;:ence of the. Dasein. For the Dasein. with its existence, there is always a 
'ilith g a~d a~ anterconnection with a being already somehow unveiled. 
ath OUt I.ts beang expressly made into an object. To exist then means. among 
~hang8. to be as comporting with beings Inch verhaltendes Sein bei 
is aI mi· It belongs to the nature of the Dasein to exist in such a way that it 

'4raY!i already with other beings. 
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b) The Dasein directs itself toward beings in a manner that 
understands being, and in this self-direction the self is 

concomitantly unveiled. The Dasein's factical everyday 
understanding of itself as reflection from the thinp with 

which it is concerned 

But what have we thus gained for elucidating the Dasein's existence?~ 
stood at this place earlier during the discussion of the first thesis when": 
brought out the intentionality in the phenomenon of perception. ~ 
characterized intentionality there by means of intentio and intentum ~ 
also by the fact that to every intentional comportment belongs an ~ 
standing of the being of the being to which this comportment ~ But 
with this we left open the question how the understanding of bema ,.. 
longs" to intentional behavior. We did not inquire further about thia. 
the first characterization of intentionality but said only that it is m,....... 

Now, however. in the context ofthe question about the interpetatiaaaf 
the subject's being, the question forces itself upon us: How doll the • 
determine itself through the intentionality of every comportment? We 11ft 
the ego aside in the earlier determinations of intentionality. H iDtenticwIky 
means self-direction-towa1'd, then it is obviously the ego that is dila:lecl.1b 
then what about this ego? Is it a point or a center or, as is aIeo IIiIl iD 
phenomenology, a pole that radiates ego-acts? The decisive queatiaDlIiIII 
once again: What mode of being does this ego-pole "have"7 May we .. .., 
an ego-pole at all? May we infer from the formal concept of intf:DtionllilJ, 
self-direction toward something, an ego as bearer of this act? Or IIWIt '" 
not ask phenomenologically in what way its ego. its self. is giwn to the 
Dasein itself? In what way is the Dasein, in existing, itself, its own. orbyllritl 
literalness "ownly" or authentic? The self which the Dasein is. it .. 
somehow in and along with all intentional comportments. To in~ 
belongs, not only a self-directing-toward and not only an u~ 
the being of the being toward which it is directed, but also tM ~ 
unveiling of the self which is comporting itself here. Intentional seIf~ 
tion-toward is not simply an act-ray issuing from an ego-center. .• 
would have to be related to the ego only afterward, in such a ~y.~ .... 
second act this ego would tum back to the first one (the first ~lf~-iac 
toward). Rather, the co-disclosure of the self belongs to intent10~ be 
the question remains, In what way is the self given? Not-as 0::::'
thought in adherence to Kant-in such a way that an "I think" accorn~- . 
all representations and goes along with the acts directed at extant ~ 
which thus would be a reflective act directed at the first act. Formally, till 
unassailable to speak of the ego as consciousness of something that is ~ 
same time conscious of itself. and the description of res cogitans as 
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itart'. or self-consciousness. is correct. But these formal determina
~e CO~hiCh provide the framework for idealism's dialectic of conscious
uons, are nevertheless very far from an interpretation of the phenomenal 
~'mstances of the Dasein. from how this being shows itself to itself in its 
carcu I existence, if violence is not practised on the Dasein by preconceived 
f~s of ego and subject drawn from the theory of knowledge. 
not~e must first of all see this one thing clearly: the Dasein. as existing. is 
there for itself. even when the ego does not expressly direct itself to itself in 
the manner of its own peculiar turning around and turning back. which in 
henomenology is called inner perception as contrasted with outer. The self 
~ there for the Dasein itself without reflection and without inner percep
:an, before all reflection. Reflection. in the sense of a turning back. is only a 
mnde of self-apprehension. but not the mode of primary self-disclosure. The 
way in which the self is unveiled to itself in the factical Dasein can 
nevertheless be fittingly called reflection. except that we must not take this 
expression to mean what is commonly meant by it-the ego bent around 
blckward and staring at itself-but an interconnection such as is man
i!estec:I in the optical meaning of the term "reflection" To re8ect means. in 
the optical context, to break at something. to radiate back from there. to 
show itself in a reflection from something. In Hegel-who saw and was 
able to see in philosophy so much more than had ever been seen before. 
because he had an uncommon power over language and wrested concealed 
things from their hiding-places-this optical significance of the term "re
flection" resounds, even if in a different context and with a different 
intention. We say that the Dasein does not first need to tum backward to 

~ as though. keeping itself behind its own back. it were at first standing 
m front of things and staring rigidly at them. Instead. it never finds itself 
~ than in the things themselves. and in fact in those things that 

~ surround it. It finds itself primarily and constantly in things because. 
~lng ~hem, distressed by them. it always in some way or other rests in 

ngs. Each one of us is what he pursues and cares for. In everyday terms. 
"e understand ourselves and our existence by way of the activities we 
~e and the things we take care of. We understand ourselves by starting 
~ them becau. .. e the Dasein finds itself primarily in things. The Dasein 
:\0 not need a special kind of observation, nor does it need to conduct a gj: of espionage on the ego in order to have the self; rather. as the Dasein 
sel;S Itself over immediately and passionately to the world itself, its own 
pr III reflected to it from things. This is not mysticism and does not 
eI;:'uppose the assigning of souls to things. It is only a reference to an 
all t ~ntary phenomenological fact of existence. which must be seen prior to 
"-=~ ,no matter how acute, about the subject-object relation. In the face of 

talk We have to have the freedom to adapt our concepts to this fact and. 
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conversely, not shut ourselves off from the phenomena by a fl"lllllework 
concepts. It is surely a remarkable fact that we encounter ourselves ~ 
marily and daily, for the most part by way of things and are ~ 
ourselves in this manner in our own self. Ordinary understanding Will to 
against this fact. As blind as it is nimble, it will say: That is simply not r::: 
and cannot be true; this can be clearly demonstrated. Let us take a ' 
simple example-the craftsman in his workshop. given over to his ::: 
materials, works to be produced, in short to that with which he ~ 
himself. Here it is quite clear, isn't it. that the shoemaker is not the shoe, Qat 

the hammer, not the leather and not the thread, not the awl and not tbeDlii. 
How should he find himself in and among these things? How should he 
understand himself, starting out from them? Certainly the shoemaker ia Dot 

the shoe, and nevertheless he understands himself from his things, ....." 
his own self. The question arises. How must we conceive phenomeaolop. 
cally of this self. which is understood so naturally and in such • Clam

monplace way? 
What does this self-understanding in which the factical Daaein IDDWIa 

look like? When we say the factical Dasein understands itself, its OWIUeIf. 

from the things with which it is daily concerned, we should not rest tbia 011 

some fabricated concept of soul. person. and ego but must see in whit .. • 
understanding the factical Dasein moves in its everyday existence. The .. 
thing is to fix the general sense in which the self is experieaK:ed and 
understood here. First and mostly, we take ourselves much u daily life 
prompts; we do not dissect and rack our brains about some soul·1ife. We 
understand ourselves in an everyday way or, as we can formulate it termi
nologically. not authenticaUy in the strict sense of the word. DOt with 
constancy from the most proper and most extreme possibilities of our own 
existence, but inauthentically, our self indeed but as we are notouroun."
have lost our self in things and humans while we exist in the everyday. "Not 
authentically" means: not as we at bottom are able to be own to ouneJveI. 
Being lost, however, does not have a negative, depreciative signific.anOe~ 
means something positive belonging to the Dasein itself. The J)aIeiI'I 
average understanding of itself takes the self as in-authentic. This ina~ 
tic self-understanding of the Dasein's by no means signifies an ~ 
self-understanding. On the contrary, this everyday having of self WlthinlJiPeo 
factical. existent, passionate merging into things can surely be ~ 
whereas all extravagant grubbing about in one's soul can be i.n ,t~ thefI" 
degree counterfeit or even pathologically eccentric. The Dasem ~ lnaU as 
tic understanding of itself via things is neither ungenuine nor ,1Iu::J'we 
though what is understood by it is not the self but something else. hdltiC 
self only allegedly. Inauthentic self-understanding experiences the aut ill' 
Dasein as such precisely in its lX"Culiar "actuality," if we may so say, and 
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uine way. The genuine. actual. though inauthentic understanding of the 
~ kes place in such a way that this self, the self of our thoughtles.~ly 
~m, com~on, ev~ry~y existence, "reflects" itself to itself from out of 

to which It has given Itself over. 
that 

c) More radical interpretation of intentionality for 
ducidating everyday self-undemanding. Being-in-the-world 

as foundation of intentionality 

But the question refuses to be dismissed: How art we to make philosoph
icd/I, comprehensible this mysterious reflection of the self from things' One thing 
is certain· We can succeed in finding this interpretation only if we adhere to 
tW' phenomenon and do not, by premature explanations, cause it to disap
pear at the moment when it first seems as if we cannot have done with an 
IctuaI phenomenon. so that we would feel compelled to search for a way 
out. 

The self that is reflected to us from things is not "in" the things in the 
aeose that it would be extant among them as a portion of them or in them as 
an appendage or a layer deposited on them. If we are to encounter the self as 
coming to us from things then the Dasein must in some way be with them. 
The Dasein's mode of being, its existence, must make comprehensible that 
IDd in what way the asserted reflection of the inauthentic self from things is 
possible. The Dasein must be with things. We have also already heard that 
the Dasein's comportments, in which it exists, are intentionally directed
toward. The dircctedness of these comportments expresses a being with 
~t with which we have to do, a dwelling-with, a going-along-with the 
livens. Certainly, but intentionality as thus conceived still doesn't make 
comprehensible how we rediscover ourselves in things. The Dasein surely 
~'t "transport" itself over into the place of things and surely doesn't put 
lbelf ~ a being of their type into their company so as later to discover itself 
as bemg present there. Of course not, Yet it is only on the basis of an 
~ttcedent :'transposition" that we can, after all, come back to ourselves 
.. torn the direction of things. The question is only how to understand this 
~I 'ilion" and how the ontological constitution of the Dasein makes it 

c. 

~ ~ thing is certain. The appeal to the intentionality of comportments 
11$ ard thm~s does not make comprehensible the phenomenon occupying 
hi~ or, speaking more cautiously, the sole characterization of intentionality 
the erto cllStomary in phenomenology p7'0Ws to be inadequate and external. On 
by ~~h~r hand, however, the Dasein does not "transport" itself to the things 
cbj eaplng out of a presumably subjective sphere over into a sphere of 

echo But perhaps we have before us a "transposition" of a peculiar sort, 
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so that we can bring to view its peculiarity exactly when we do not 
disappear from the phenomenological field of vision this phenornenoa::' 
we have been discussing. inauthentic self-understanding. How doe. d: 
apply to the "transposition" we are affinning? 

We have a twofold task: (I) to conceive intentionality itself more r~ 
and then (2) to elucidate its consequences for what we have called ~ 
"transposition" of the Dasein over to things. in other words, what are lit 
understand by what is customarily called tt-anscendence in philO8Ophy? It ~ 
commonly taught in philosophy that what is transcendent is thingS. ~ 
But what is originally transcendent. what does the transcending. is not thiIp 
as over against the Dasein: rather. it is the Dasein itself which is ~ 
dent in the strict sense. Transcendence is a fundamental determincationctlt 
ontological structure of the Dasein. It belongs to the existentiality of exine ... 
Transcendence is an existential concept. It will turn out that intenliMaUtyia 
founded in the Dasein's transcendence and is possible solely for thiI_ 
son-that transcendence cannot conversely be explained in terms Cll ...... 
tionality. The task of bringing to light the Dasein's existential canatibdioD 
leads first of all to the twofold task. intrinsically one. of inte7pl1CilW ... 
radically the phenomena of intentionality and tt-arucendence. With thilCIIk
of bringing to view, along with the more original conception of i ....... 
a1ity and transcendence. a basic determination of the Dasein', whole ... 
tence-we also run up against a central problem that has ,..,.,..,.. ... 
known to all previous philosophy and has involved it in ..... 'eNe, 
insoluble aporiai. We may not hope to solve the central problem ill .... 
attempt or indeed even to make it sufficiently transparent as a prcbIeaL 

al Equipment. equipmental contexture. and world. Being-in
the-world and intraworldliness 

For the present we need only to realize clearly that the ontoIofPI:II 
distinction between res cogitans and res extensa. between ego and ~ 
to speak formally. cannot in any way be conceived directly and simply.: 
for instance in the form that Fichte uses to initiate the problem ~ the 
says. "Gentlemen. think the wall. and then think the one who tbinb 
wall." There is already a constructive violation of the facts. an unp~ 
nological onset. in the request 'Think the wall." For in our natural co fIi# 
ment toward things we never think a single thing. and whenever ~ ~ 
upon it expressly for itself we are taking it out of a contexture to ~ 
belongs in its real content: wall. room, surroundings. The r~~ 
the walJ." understood as the beginning of a return to the one who 15 ~ 
the wall, as the beginning of the philosophical interpretation of ~e the Vet'I 
is saying: Make yourselves blind to what is already given to you m hl'if 
first place and for all apprehending that is explicitly thinking. But '1/ 
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ntccedcntly given? How do the beings with which we dwell show 
thus a.1vcs to us primarily and for the most part? Sitting here in the 
~:rium, we do not in fact apprehend walls-not unless we are getting 
aU red Nevertheless, the walls are already present even before we think 
~ as objects. ~'Iuch else also gives itself to us before any determining of it 
b thought. ?\·luch else-but how? Not as a jumbled heap of things but as an 
'I irons. a surroundings. which contains within itself a closed. intelligible 

eIl\exture. What does this mean? One thing with these properties here. 
CO~ther with those properties there. a whole juxtaposition of things along:re, above. and through one another. so that. as it were. we grope forward 
from one to the next. progressively taking the single things together. in 
order finally to establish a coherent interconnection of them? That would be 
quit.- an ingenious construction. What is primarily given instead-even if 
not in explicit and express consciousness-is a thing-contexttn'e {ein Ding
zusammenhangJ. 

In order to see this we must formulate more clearly what thing means in 
this context and what ontological character the things have that are the 
initial beings here. The neaTest things that surround us we call equipment. 
There is always already a manifold of equipment: equipment for working. 
for traveling. (or measuring. and in general things with which we have to 
do. What is given to us primarily is the unity of an equipmental whole. a 
unity that constantly varies in range. expanding or contracting. and that is 
expressly visible to us for the most part only in excerpts. The equipmental 
contatUTe of things. for example. the contexture of things as they surround 
~ here. stands in view. but not for the contemplator as though we were 
sitting here in order to describe the things. not even in the sense of a 
contemplation that dwells with them. The equipmental contexture can 
~nfront us in both ways and in still others. but it doesn't have to. The view 
III which the equipmental contexture stands at first. completely unobtrusive 
and ~nthought. is the view and sight of practical circumspection. of our 
~ractical everyday orientation. "Unthought" means that it is not themat
ically.apprehended for deliberate thinking about things; instead. in circum
~Ion, we find our bearings in regard to them. Circumspection uncovers 
th understands beings primarily as equipment. When we enter here 
~~ugh the door. we do not apprehend the seats as such. and the same 
g b ,for the doorknob. Nevertheless. they are there in this peculiar way: we 
t~ ; them CIrcumspectly. avoid them Circumspectly. stumble against 
iI1dlll , and the like. Stairs. corridors. windows. chair and bench. blackboard. 
Co rnuch more are not given thematically. We say that an equipmental 
na ntexture environs us. Each individual piece of equipment is by its own 
irnture equipment1or-for traveling. for writing. for flying. Each one has its 

rnanent reference to that for which it is what it is. It is always something 
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fur, pointing to a fur-which. The specific structure of equipment is 
stituted by a contexture of the what-for, in-urder-to. Each panicular ~ 
mental thing has as such a specific reference to another particular ~ 
mental thing. We can formulate this reference even more clearly. ~ 
entity that we uncover as equipment has with it a specific ~ 
Bewandtnis (an in-order-to-ness. a way of being functionally deployed). ~ 
contexture of the what-for or in-order-to is a whole of functionality __ 
tions. This functionality which each entity carries with it within the whole 
functionality complex is not 3. property adhering to the thing. and it is_ 
not a relation which the thing has only on account of the extant pI'eIence fl 
another entity. Rather. the functionality that goes with chair. ~ 
window is exactly that which makes the thing what it is. The ~ 
contexture is not a relational whole in the sense of a product that emtIf!s 
only from the conjoint occurrence of a number of things. The functicmality 
whole. narrower or broader-room. house. neighborhood. town, city--i. 
the prius. within which specific beings. as beings of this or that chancier. 
are as they are and exhibit themselves correspondingly. If we are ICIUIII, 
thinking the wall. what is already given beforehand. even if not appre
hended thematically. is living room. drawing room. house. A speci6c 
functionality whole is pre-understood. What we here explicitly aDd fimdy 
attend to or even apprehend and observe in the equipmental 00DtatlJI'ie 
which in the given instance surrounds us most closely is not cletermiDII* 
but always optional and variable within certain limits. Existing ill an 
environment. we dwell in such an intelligible functionality whole. We ... 
our way throughout it. As we exist factically we are always aIready in an 
environing world [Umwelt. milieu} The being that we ourselves are is not.&o 
present in the lecture hall here. say. like the seats. desks. and bl.ac\bolrda. 
merely with the difference that the being that we ourselves are knows about 
the relation it has to other things. say. to the window and the bench. 1be 
difference is not just that things like the chair and bench are ~ to 
each other. whereas in contrast the Dasein. in being juxtaposed with ~ 
wall. also knows about its juxtaposition. This distinction between ~ 
and not knowing is inadequate to fix in a clear. unequivocal on~ 
manner the essentially different way in which extant things are ~ 
together and in which a Oasein comports itself toward things extant. it 
Dasein is not also extant among things with the difference merely ~ hi
apprehend.;; them. Instead. the Dasein exists in the manner of.~ng--'n;!u" 
world. and this basic dett'Tmination of its existence is the presuppoSItaon!or to 
able to apprehend anything at all. By hyphenating the term we mean 
indicate that this structun: is a unitary one. . . . d is 

But what are surroundmg world and world? I he surr~unding w~ 
different in a certain way for each of us. and notwithstandmg that w,e thiS 
about in a common world. But not much has been said in malung 
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..... ation on the concept of world. Elucidation of the world<oncept is 
a;:,se f the most central tasks of philosophy. The concept of world. or the 
one 0 menon thus designated, is what has hitherto not yet been recognized 
~he~~osophY, You will think that this is a bold and presumptuous assertion. 
10 p ~iII raise these objections: How can it be that the world has not hitherto 
~ seen in philosophy? Didn't the very beginnings of ancient philosophy 
r in asking about nature? And as for the present, do we not seek today 
te re than ever to re-establish this problem? Have we not repeated attached 

!flO t importance, in our discussions so far, to showing that traditional 
:IOgy grew out of its primary and one.sided orientation to the extant. to 
nature? How then can we maintain that hitherto the phenomenon of the 
\II'Orid has been overlooked? 

Nevertheless-the world is not nature and it is certainly not the extant, 
any more than the whole of all the things surrounding us. the contexture of 
equipment. is the environing world. the Umwelt. Nature-even if we take 
it in the sense of the whole cosmos as that which we also call, in ordinary 
discoune. the universe. the whole world-all these entities taken together, 
animals. plants. and humans. too. are not the world, viewed philosophically. 
What we call the universe is. like everything that may be important or not 
important. not the world. Rather. the universe of beings is-or, to speak 
more carefully, can be-the intTaworidly. what is within the world. And the 
world? Is it the sum of what is within the world? By no means. Our calling 
nature. as well as the things that surround us most closely. the intraworldly 
and our understanding them in that way already presuppose that we 
understand world. World is not something subsequent that we calculate as a 
result from the sum of all beings. The world comes not afterward but 
beforehand. in the strict sense of the word. Beforehand: that which is 
unveiled and understood already in advance in every existent Dasein before 
illy apprehending of this or that being. beforehand as that which stands 
forth as always already unveiled to us. The world as already unveiled in 
advance is such that we do not in fact specifically occupy ourselves with it. 
:aapprehend it. but instead it is so self-evident. so much a matter of course, 

t .we are completely oblivious of it. World is that which is already 
~~Iously unveiled and from which we return to the beings with which we 
. "e to do and among which we dwell. We are able to come up against 
:traworldly beings solely because. as existing beings. we are always already 
Co a World. We always already understand world in holding ourselves in a 
~textur~ of functionality. We understand such matters as the in-order·to. 
si COnt~xture of in-order·to or being-for. which we call the contexture of 
v grti,ficance [Bedeuts4mkeit/, Without- entering into an investigation of the 
I'tlety dlf~cult phenomenon of the world in its different possible aspects. we 
or~~t :;trIetly distinguish the phenomenological concept of world from the 

Inary pre.philosophical concept of world. according to which world 
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means that which is, itself-nature. things. and the universe of ~ 
What this pre-philosophical concept of world designates we c.alI, in PhilO. 
sophica] language. the totality of intraworldly beings. which on ita 
presupposes world in the phenomenological sense that has yet to be -: 
fined. Being-in-the-world belongs to the Dasein's existence. A chair doe. 
not have being-in-the-world's mode of being; instead it occurs within the 
intraworldly extant. The chair does not have a world from which it ftlisht 
understand itself and in which it could exist as the being that it is, but rather 
it is extant. The question arises once again. What is this mystery. the9JOdd, 
and above all, how is it? If the world is not identical with natuJe lad the 
universe of beings. and if also it is not their result. then in what way is itl &it 
a mere fiction. a hypothesis? How shall we give a definitive c:haracterizati 
of the world's own mode of being? 

We shall now attempt to define the Dasein in its ontological stnM:IuIeby 
drawing the moments of the definition itself from the actual ~ 
evidence pertaining to this being. In doing so, we shall be setting out ill. 
certain way, roughly speaking, from the object in order to get to tile 
"subject." We shall see. however. that it is necessary to ponder this modeac 
departwe and that it depends on whether we include within it evaytbiug 
that in any way belongs to it. We have already seen that a being whic:h iI 
given to us is not just a thing that we might or might not think-tbat ill 
thinking some extant thing we do not really have something that juIt mi&hl 
possibly stand over against the Dascin. It is also not just a contatule ac 
things that we have. Rather, we say that before the experiencingofbeiDpu 
extant. world is already understood; that is, we, the Dasein, in appebaId
ing beings, are always already in a world. Being-in-the-world itselfbeloap 
to the determination of our own being. In raising the question how the 
world accosted in being-in-the-world is, we are standing in a position which. 
like others, carries particular danger for philosophy and in regard to which 
we could easily evade the real problem in order to procure for ouneJves 
some convenient and initially acceptable solution. The world is not the ~ 
total of extant entities. It is. quite generally. not extant at all. It ~ 
determination of being-in-the-world, a moment in the struc:ture of 
Dasein's mode of being. The world is something Dasein-ish, It is not ~ 
like things but it is da, there-here. like the Dasein, the being-da [das Da~~ 
which we ourselves are: that is to say. it exists. We call the mode ofbeinl 
the being that we ourselves are, of the Dasein, by the name of ~ 
This implies as a pure matter of terminology that the world is not extant 
rather it exists. it has the Dasein's mode of being. . . 

At this place another obstacle that is characteristic for all philOSOl'mz:: 
again stands in our way. Our inquiry comes up against phenomena ~~ 
not familiar to the common understanding and therefore are for it \VI 
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. for which reason this understanding is compelled to set them aside 
beln~rnents. We shall follow one such plausible argument. taking note of 
by

h
a it is saying. If the world belongs to the being that I myself in each 

~ atoce am. to the Dasein. then it is something subjective. If it is subjective 
~a nature and the universe of beings as intraworldly are objective. then 
!lese latter beings-nature and the cosmos-are really subjective. With 

t assertion that the world is not extant but instead exists. has a being of 
: kind as the Dasein·s. we have thus taken the stand of a most extreme 
subjective idealism. The foregoing interpretation of the world is untenable. 

first of all. in fundamental opposition to this argument. we must say that 
even if the definition of the world as being subjective led to idealism. that 
would not yet have decided and proved that this interpretation is untenable. 
For to this very day I am unaware of any infallible decision according to 
which idealism is false. just as little as I am aware of one that makes realism 
true. We may not make into the criterion of truth what is the fashion and 
bias of the time. a solution belonging to some faction or other. Instead. we 
have to ask what this idealism-which today is feared almost like the foul 
fiend incarnate-really is searching for. It is not an already settled matter 
whether idealism does not in the end pose the problems of philosophy more 
fundamentally. more radically than any realism ever can. But perhaps also it 
is not tenable in the form in which it has obtained up to now. whereas of 
realism it cannot even be said that it is untenable. because it has not yet even 
prased forward at all into the dimension of philosophical problems. the 
level where tenability and untenability are decidable. To declare something 
to be idealism may, in contemporary philosophy. be a very dexterous 
partisan political stroke in outlawing it, but it is not a real ground of proof, 
yiewed with minute exactitude. the anxiety that prevails today in the face of 
idealism is an anxiety in the face of philosophy-and this does not mean tat we w~sh to equate philosophy straightway with idealism. Anxiety in the 
ace of phIlosophy is at the same time a failure to recognize the problem that 
R\~ be posed and decided first of all so as to judge whether idealism or 
realism is tenable. 

. ~e described in the following way the argument of ordinary understand
ang In regard to the concept of world which was expounded. If the world is 
~'>On:cthing extant but belongs to the Oasein's being. if the world is in the 
I . 10 S 'Way of being, then it is something subjective. This seems to be very 
~Ical and dcutely thought. But the principal problem whose discussion led 
ilt,~\:hl: p.'Il'no~eno~ of the world is. after all. to ~et~~ine exactly ~hat 
lIn 'J )1), the suhJect Is-what belongs to the subjectiVity of the subject. 
Ille h the ontology of the Dasein is made secure in its fundamental ele
"'it~';\' ~t remain~ a b~ind. ~hilosophical de.m.agogu~ry to charge something 

he h£'rcsyof SubJectiVism, In the end It LS precisely the phenomenon of 
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the world that forces us to a more radical formulation of the subject eor-..... 
We shall learn to understand that that is how matters stand. But ~--Pl. 
also not conceal from ourselves the fact that for this pwpose it is ~ 
acuteness that is required than freedom from bias. 

The world is something "subjective," presupposing that we co~ 
ingly define subjectivity with regard to this phenomenon of world To 
that the world is subjective is to say that it belongs to the Dasein 80 &z .. y 
this being is in the mode of being-in-the-world. The world is ~ 
which the "subject" "projects outward," as it were, from within itself. &t_ 
we permitted to speak here of an inner and an outer? What can this 
projection mean? Obviously not that the world is a piece of myaelf ill the 
sense of some other thing present in me as in a thing and that I throw the 
world out of this subject-thing in order to catch hold of the other tbinp wida 
it. Instead, the Dasein itself is as such already projected. So far as tbeD.em 
exists a world is cast-forth with the Dasein's being. To exist meana. .... 
other things, to cast-forth a world,· and in fact in such a way that with the 
thrown ness of this projection, with the factical existence of a Dasein. aIIDt 
entities are always already uncovered. With the projection, with the forth. 
cast world, that is unveiled from which alone an intraworldly extaDteDtilyia 
uncoverable . Two things are to be established: (1) being-in-the-wodd be
longs to the concept of existence; (2) factically existent Dasein, &cdcal 
being-in-the-world, is always already being-with intraworldly beinp. To 
factical being-in-the-world there always belongs a being-with .iDtInorIdIy 
beings. Being with things extant in the broader sense, for example. c:iraIID
spective commerce with things in the more confined and the broeder 
environment, is founded in being-in-the-world. 

It is important for the first understanding of these phenomena that we 
should make clear to ourselves the essential difference ~ ~ 'j 
structures, the difference between being-in-the-world as a dete~ 
the Dasein and intraworldliness, being within the world, as a ~ 
determination of things extant. Let us try to characterize once more~ 
contrasting the two structures. this difference between being-in-tIle- . 
as a determination of the Dasein's ontological constitution and intra~ 
ness or being within the world as a possible but not necessary determiJJatiOl' 

of extant entities. . . . .' . thiS 
An example of an intraworldly entity IS nature. It IS mdiffer~t.lIl rent 

connection how far nature is or is not scientifically uncovered. indiff~ 
whether we think this being in a theoretical. physico-chemical way or 

..----: 
-Th." phrase HCi<kggcr u ....... si<:h \\/eh \'orhcr-wcrfen. al", !>Uggcst';;-~ ;t.: ~~ 

thrown beforehand. in advance. and not merely "fonh"; it I~ pro>othrown. pre-cast. II 

prion of the Da.ein. 
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. in the sense in which we speak of "nature out there." hill. woods. 
of I(dow. brook. the field of wheat. the call of the birds. This being is 
~ 'orldlv. But for all that. intraworldliness does not belong to nature's 
J1\tra'" . 'h h' be' . he b de . Rather. in commerce Wit t IS Ing. nature In t roa st sense. 
beJl\g~crstand that this being is as something extant. as a being that we 
~ ~ up against. to which we are delivered over. which on its own part 
::dy always is. It is. even .if we ~o ~ot uncover it. without our en~oun.ter
. it within our world. Bemg WIthin the world devolws upon this being, 
~re. solely when it is uncovered as a being. Being within the world does 
~ have to devolve upon nature as a determination. since no reason can be 
adduced that makes it evident that a Dasein necessarily exists. But if and 
when a being that we ourselves are exists. when there is a being-in-the
\flOrid. then eo ipso beings as intraworldJy are also factually uncovered in 
greater or lesser measure. Intraworldliness belongs to the being of the 
extant. nature, not as a determination of its being. but as a possible deter
mination. and one that is necessary for the possibility of the uncoverability 
of nature. Of nature uncovered-of that which is. so far as we comport 
toward it as an unveiled being-it is true that it is always already in a world: 
but being within the world does not belong to the being of nature. In 
contrast. what belongs to the being of the Dascin is not being within the 
world but being-in-the-world. Intraworldliness cannot even devolve upon 
the Dasein, at any rate not as it docs upon nature. On the other hand. being
in-the-world does not devolve upon the Dascin as a possible determination. 
as intraworldliness does upon nature: rather. so far as the Dasein is, it is in a 
world. It "is" not in some way without and before its being-in-the-world. 
because it is just this latter that constitutes its being. To exist means to be in 
~ world. Being-in-the-world is an essential structure of the Dascin's being; 
Illlraworidliness. being within the world. is not an ontological structure or, 
~ carefully expressed. it does not belong to nature's being. We say 
more carefully" because we have to reckon here with a restriction. so far as 
::: is a being which is only insofar as it is intraworldly. There are beings. 
be' Vcr. to whose being intraworldliness belongs in a certain way. Such 
of lfIgs areal! those we call historical entities-historical in the broader scnse 
ex:0rl~ hIstorical. all the things that the human being, who is historical and 
all ~.s historically in the strict and proper sense. creates. shapes. cultivates: 
onl IS culture and works. Beings of this kind are only or. more exactly, arise 
na/ and ('orne IOta being only as intraworldly. Culture is not in the way that 
theu~:jls. ()n t~~ other hand. we m~st say that once works of ~ulture. even 
bei 'it pnmltlve tool. have come mto the world. they are stIli capable of 
rela~g wh~n no historical Dasein any longer exists. There is a remarkable 
beio lonshlp here. which we can only briefly indicate, in that every historical 

g. In the sense of world history-works of culture-stands with regard 
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to its corning-to-be under quite different ontological conditions than . 
regard to its decay and possible perishing. These are relationships ":: 
belong to the ontology of history and which we are merely POinting to . 
order to make clear the restriction under which we are saying that h..:-.~ 
within the world does not belong to thc being of things extant. --..g 

World is only. if. and as long as a Dasein exists. Nature can also be "hen 
no Dasein exists. The structure of being-in-the-world makes manifest the 
essential peculiarity of the Dasein. that it projects a world for itself, and it 
does this not subsequently and occasionally but. rather. the projecting of the 
world belongs to the Dascin's being. In this projection the Daaein baa 
always already stepped out beyond itself. ex-sistere. it is in a world. Cease. 
quently. it is never anything like a subjective inner sphere. The reason \Vby 
we reserve the concept "existence" for the Dasein's mode of being lies in the 
fact that being-in-the-world belongs to thi .. its being. 

13) The for-the-sake-of-which. Mincness as basis for 
inauthentic and authentic self-understanding 

From this determination of being-in-the-world, which we C8DDOt ~ 
realize for ourselves in a truly phenomenological manner. we shall briI8y 
indicate two further moments of the existential structure of the Duein 
which are important for understanding what follows. The Dasein aiIII iD 
the manner of being-in-the-world and as such it is for the 54ke of iCS-1Ilf. 
It is not the case that this being just simply is; instead. so far u it is, it is 
occupied with its own capacity to be. That it is for its own sake beIoap to 
the concept of this existent being. just like the concept of being-in-tbe
world. The Dasein exists; that is to say. it is for the sake of its own capacitY. 
to-be-in-the-world. Here there comes to view the structural moment that 
motivated Kant to define the person ontologically as an end. ~ 
inquiring into the specific structure of purposiveness and the question of ill 
ontological possibility. 

And furthermore. this being that we ourselves are and that existS for the 
sake of its own self is. as this being. in each case mine. The Dasein is ~_~i 
like every being in general. identical with itself in a forma1-on~ 
sense-every thing is identical with itself-and it is also not merely.: 
distinction from a natural thing. conscious of this selfsameness. Instead'.f . 

Dasein has a peculiar selfsameness with itself in the sense of selfhood. It;;; 
such a way that it is in a certain way its own, it has itself. and oniy.onsorne 
account can it lose itself. Because selfhood belongs to existence. as 11\ 

manner "being-onc's-own," the existent Dasein can choose itself on ~ 
and determine its existence primarily and chiefly starting fr~m that ~ 
that is. it can exist authentically. However. it can also let Itself be . ung 
mined in its being by others and thus exist inauthentically by exlS . 
primarily in forgetfulnes.o; of its own self. With equal originality, the [)asei" 
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he same time detennined in its possibilities by the beings to which it 
is at t as to intraworldly beings. The Da .. ein understands itself first by way 
relates .. fi 'led' If' .. h . Ifhood W of h sc 11(>ings: It IS at rst unvel to Itse an Its maut entlc se . e 

t cal ready said that inauthentic existence does not mean an apparent 
ha~~ncc or an ungenuine existence. What is more. inauthenticity belongs 
elOS

hc essential nature of factical Dascin. Authenticity is only a modification 
:: not a tolal obliteration of inauthenticity. We further emphasized that 
the Dasein's everyday sclf-understand.ing maintains itself in i~uthe~ticity 

d in fact in such a way that the Dasem thereby knows about Itself Without 
~Iicit refit.'Ction in the sense of an inner perception bent back on itself but 
in the manner of finding itself in things. We have tried to explain. by the 
interpretation of existence just given. how something like this should be 
possible on the basis of the ontological constitution of the Dasein. 

To what extent has the possibility of everyday self-understanding by way 
ci things become more visible as a result of the analysis of some of the 
essentUll structures of the Dasein's existence? We have seen that. in order to 
understand in the contexture of their functionality the beings that are 
closest to us and all the things we encounter and their equipmental con
texture. we need an antecedent understanding of functionality-whole. sig
nificance-contexture. that is. world in general. We return from this world 
thus antecedently understood to beings within the world. Because as exis
tents we already understand world beforehand we are able to understand 
and encounter ourselves constantly in a specific way by way of the beings 
which we encounter as intraworldly. The shoemaker is not the shoe: but 
Shoe-gear. belonging to the equipmental contexture of his environing 
world. is intelligible as the piece of equipment that it is only by way of the 
particular world that belongs to the existential constitution of the Dasein as 
being-in-the-world. In understanding itself by way of things, the Dasein 
~rstand'l itself as being-in-the-world by way of its world. The shoemaker 
IS not the shoe but. existing. he is his world. a world that first and alone 
rnak~ it possible to uncover an equipmental contexture as intraworldly and 
~dwell with it. It is primarily things. not as such. taken in isolation. but as 
:~~worldly. in and from which we enco~nter ourselves. That is why this 

understandmg of the everyday Dasem depends not so much on the 
~tenl and penetration of our knowledge of things as such as on the 
;:n~ediacy and originality of being-in-the-world. Even what we encounter 
l~)' frag.mentarily. even what is only primitively understood in a Dasein. 
\Vhchlld.s world. is. as intraworldly. laden. charged as it were. with world. 
it') at IS Important is only whether the existent Dasein. in conformity with 
th e)a~t('ntlal possibility. is original enough still to see expressly the world 
toat ISkalways already unveiled with its existence. to vernalize it. and thereby 

rna' . p t' It expressly visible for others. 
<letry. creative literature. is nothing but the elementary emergence into 
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words. the becoming-uncovered. of existence as being-in-the-world. II: 
others who before it were blind. the world first becomes visible by'::'~ 
thus spoken. We may listen to a quotation from Rainer Maria RiIke' ~ 
Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge as testimony on this point. • 

Will anyone believe that there are such houses? No. they will say that t 
falsifying. But this time it's the truth. nothing left out and natutally": 
nothing added. Where should I get it from? It's well known that fm PGor 
Everyone knows. Hou.o;es? But. to be precise. they were houses that no ~ 
existed. Houses that were tom dov.'ll from top to bottom. What WIll then! 
was the other houses. the ones that had stood alongside them. tall nefPbar
ing houses. They were obviously in danger of collapsing after everythingfteXt 
to them had been removed. for a whole framework of long tarred poIea __ 
rammed aslant between the ground of the rubble-strewn lot and theellpOled 
wall. I don't know whether I've already said that I mean this wall But it .... 
so to speak. not the first wall ofthe present houses (which nevertheless ...... 
be assumed) but the last one of the earlier ones. You could see their ... 
side. You could see the walls of rooms on the different storeys. to which the 
wallpaper was still attached. and here and there the place where the floor or 
ceiling began. Along the whole wall. next to the walls of the rooms, thae. 
remained a dirty-white area. and the open rust-stained furrow of the taIet 
pipe crept through it in unspeakably nauseating movements. soft, lib .... 
of a digesting worm. Of the path.'1 taken by the illuminating guo gray cbtr 
traces were left at the edges of the ceilings. and here and there. quilt 
unexpectedly. they bent round about and came running into thecolonchnll 
and into a black hole that had been ruthlessly ripped out. But mOlt uni'cqIt
table were the walls themselves. The tenacious life of these rooms reNeed CO 

let itself be trampled down. It was still there; it clung to the nails that bid 
remained; it stood on the hand'ibreadth remnant of the floor; it had crept 
together there among the onsets of the comers where there was sti11 a tiny bit 
of interior space. You could see that it was in the paint. which it had ~ 
slowly year by year: from blue to an unplea.'NInt green. from green to ypy. 
and from yellow to an old decayed white that was now rotting away. :But it 
was also in the freo;her places that had been preserved behind mitfOISo 
pictures and cupboards; for it had drawn and redrawn their contol1J5 and ~ 
also been in these hidden places. with the spiders and the dust. which fJDII/ . Y 
bare. It wa.~ in every streak that had been trashed off; it was in the mo'Il 
blisters at the lower edge of the wall-hangings; it tos..'it.'<i in the tom-offta~ 
and it sweated out of all the ugly stains that had been made so long ago. the 
from these walls. once blue. green. and yellow. which v.'ere framed by the 
tracks of the fractures of the intervening walls that had lx.-cn de~troyed~ 
breath ofthis life st~ out. the tough. sluggish. musty bre~th whICh ~ the 
had yet dispersed. [here stood the noondays and the Illnesses. det the 
expirings and the smoke of year.; and the sweat that breaks out un thsand 
armpits and make!l the clothes heavy. and the stale breath of the mou. and 
the fusel-oil smell of fermenting fect. There stcxxl the pungency of u~ 
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bunlin~ of soot and the grar ree~ of potatoes and the strong ?i1y stench 
Ihtd "ing grl'asc. The sweet lingenng aroma of neglected suckling infants 
ci ~rl' and the anguished odor of children going to school and the 
~:rill(,~~ from beds of ~nt boys. And much had joined this company. 

ill'! from below. evaporatmg upward from the abyss of the streets. and 
::h ;I!ol' had seeped down with the rain. unclean above the towns. And the 
domestiC \\'md~. weak and grown tame. which stay always in the same street. 
had brought much along with them. and there was much more too coming 
fron'I no one knows where. But I've said. haven't I. that all the walls had been 
broken off. up to this 1a.'1t one? Well. I've been talking all along about this 
wall. You'll say that 1 stood in front of it for a long time; but I'll take an oath 
that I began to run as soon as 1 recognized the wall. For that's what's 
terrible-that I recognized it. 1 recognize all of it here. and that's why it goes 
right into me: it's at home in me.4 

Notice here in how elemental a way the world. being-in.the·world-Rilke 
calls it life-leaps toward us from the things. What Rilke reads here in his 
aentences from the exposed wall is not imagined into the wall. but, quite to 
the contrary. the description is possible only as an interpretation and 
duciclation of what is "actually" in this wall. which leaps forth from it in our 
natural comport mental relationship to it. Not only is the writer able to see 
this original world. even though it has been unconsidered and not at all 
theoretically discovered, but Rilke also understands the philosophical con
tent of the concept of life. which Dilthey had already surmised and which 
we have formulated with the aid of the concept of existence as being.in-the
world. 

d) R~su1t of the analysis in regard to the principal problem 
of the multiplicity of ways of being and the unity of the 

concept of being 

~ondusion, we shall try to summarize what we have first of all critically 
_ sed In the third chapter, in regard to the principal problem of the question 

t the mUltiplicity of ways of being and the unity of the concept of being. We 

4 R M K Ik 
0( thi~ ~ " .... W .... k~. a wll'CtlOn m two vol~. tLeipzlg. 195.\). \'012. pp. 39-41.1~he date 
I"(;.v t >n m~k.,", It Iml,,)s,ihl~ that Heldcgger referred 10 II 10 1927. Thoma,;. Sheehan 
4fJ, n~iI~ ~"t"l fhe :-\l'W Helcl..~cr," The N<'W YOTk Rl"VW' of BookJ,lku-mbcri. 1980. p. 
Jlo.IbII('.ali~J ".':lht'~ Ihl· ..... llion tteidcgger u"",od as that of 1 9Z1. vol. 1. pp. 64:-67. The original 
t~P'li r J,d~ .Ramer Mana Rllkl·. Die Aufzelchnungt'fl des Malte uuricU Briggt, 2 vols. 
~ ~. n"'1 \'(·rlag. 19111). The autooritatiw .odltion of Rdke i~ now Sd",t1ichc Wemr, 
~. 6 ;'(~h..' ~llk ... :\rchive in asso(,iation with Ruth Sieber-Rilke and SUper\·IM. .... by Ernst 
~r p \ t Franklun Insel Verlag, 1955-). Volume 6 ronlains Maltc uurid5 Bngge and 
a.;~ 't~:)~' I~JClb-l(l.ZI) The NotC'~ of Mellte utn"id5 Brisucc, lrans. !\·I. D. Hener !':orton 

:-\',"on. 194')). The quoted P'I"sage ocrul'S em pp. 46 If.] 
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have brought before our eyes the fundamental problems resulting frolJl. the 
fact that since Descartes and above all in German idealism the onto~ 
constitution of the person. the ego. the subject, is determined by way of aeIr. 
consciousness. It is not sufficient to take the concept of self-consciousness' • 
the formal sense of reflection on the ego. Rather. it is necessary to ~ 
diverse forms of the Oasein's self-understanding. This leads to the insigtn 
that self-understanding is always determined by way of the Dasein's IJI.ode 
of being. by way of the authenticity and inauthenticity of existence. Prom 
this emerges the need for putting the question in the reverse direction. w 
cannot define the Dasein's ontological constitution with the aid of .;. 
consciousness, but, to the contrary. we have to clarify the diverse P"'IibiJi. 
ties of self-understanding by way of an adequately clarified BtruI:ture of 
existence. 

In order to mark out the path of such an examination, let us give mare 
particular consideration to reflection in the sense of self-understandiog by 
way of the things themselves. This reflection in the sense of a ~ 
back of the self from things. which was at first so puzzling, became c:Ieanr 
for us when we asked: In what sense are the things of the environiDa'Mldd 
to be grasped? What ontological character do they have and whit is 
presupposed for their apprehension? They have the character of fimc. 
tionality [the mode of deployment of the in-order-toJ. They stand ill • 
functionality-totality, which is understandable only if and when 1ODIIIhi .. 
like world is unveiled for us. This led us to the concept of the world. We 
tried to make clear that world is nothing that occurs within the realmcfthe 
extant but belongs to the "subject," is something "subjective" in the WI
understood sense, so that the mode of being of the Dasein is at the same 
time determined by way of the phenomenon of the world. We fixed being
in-the-world as the basic determination of existence. This structure bas to 

be differentiated from being within the world, intraworldliness, which is a 
possible determination of nature. It is not necessary. however, that nature 
be uncovered. that it should occur within the world of a Dasein. 

The constitution of the Oasein's existence as being-in-the-world emerged 
as a peculiar transposition of the subject which makes up the p~ 
which we shall yet more particularly define as the Dasein'~ transcen~ 

With his monadological interpretation of beings, Leibmz already .thoU' 
view. in a certain sense, this peculiar phenomenon of the world. but WI the 
fixing it as such. He says that every being. in its possibility, reflectS of 
universe of beings in conformity with the various degrees ofw~k~ 
its representing. Each monad, each individual being for itself. IS ~ 
ized by representation, the possibility of mirroring the whole of the il
The monado; need no window: they have the intrinsic possibility ~f c1 hiS 
ing the whole of the world. However great may be the difficulties 
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dology-priocipally because he embedded his genuine intuition in 
rno;:ionaf ~ntology-nevertheless in this idea of the monads' representa
l~ lsomething positive must be seen that has hitherto hardly been worked 
lJOn . 

t in philosophy, 
00 We have achieved several results: 

First. Self-understanding should not be equated formally with a reflected 
ego-experience but va,ries in each case wit.h.the m~ ofbein~ ~f the Dasein 
and in fact in the basIC forms of authentiCity and mauthenticlty. 

Second. Being-in-the-world belongs to the Dasein's ontological constitu
tion: it is a structure that must be sharply distinguished from the intra
worldliness. being within the world. of extant entities. since intraworldli
ness does not belong to the being of the extant. or in particular to that of 
nature. but only devolves upon it. Nature can also be without there being a 
world. without a Dasein existing. 

Third. The being of beings which are not a Dasein has a richer and more 
complex structure and therefore goes beyond the usual characterization of 
the extant as a contexture of things. 

Fourth. It emerges from a correctly conceived self-understanding of the 
Duein that the analysis of self-consciousness presupposes the elucidation of 
the constitution of existence. Only with the aid of a radical interpretation of 
the subject can an ungenuine subjectivism be avoided and equally a blind 
realism. which would like to be more realistic than things themselves are 
because it misconstrues the phenomenon of the world. 

Fifth. The characterization of being-in-the-world as a basic structure of 
the Dasein makes it clear that all comportment of the self toward intra
worldly beings. or what we previously called intentional comportment 
toward beings. is grounded on the basic constitution of being-in-the-world. 
Intentionality presupposes the Dasein's specific transcendence, but this 
t~scendence cannot be explicated by means of the concept of intention
ality. as it has hitherto been usually conceived. 

SIXth. To intentionality. as comportment toward beings. there always 
belongs an uflderstanding of the being of those beings to which the intentio 
;::,ers. Henceforth it will be clear that this understanding of the being of 
. tngs is connected with the understanding of world. which is the presupposi
hO~ for the experience of an intraworldly being. But. now. since world
~n erManding is at the same time an understanding-of-itselfby the Dasein-

.rei bclng-m-the-world constitutes a determination of the Dasein-the 
~n er~~andi.ng of the being that belongs to intentionality embraces the 
~o;em s hemg as well a<; the being of intraworldly beings which are not 

S<'ln\. This means that 
Ce Set.'eflth. This understanding of being. which embraces all beings in a 

flam way. IS. to begin With. indifferent-we commonly say of everything 
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~hat in any way is, encountered a~ a being. that it is, w,ithout differentiat; .. _ 
in regard to specific ways of beang, Our understandang of being is ;;: 
ferent but it is at any time differentiable. • 

Eighth. Whereas the apparently unequivocal separation ofbeings into 
cogitans and res extensa is effected under the guidance of an o~ 
concept of being-being equals extant ness-our present analysis ~ 
that there are radical differences of ontological constitution between the.e 
two beings. The ontological difference between the constitution of the 
Dasein's being and that of nature proves to be so disparate that it seems at 

first as though the two ways of being are incomparable and cannot be 
determined by way of a uniform concept of being in general. Existaace and 
extantness are more disparate than, say. the determinations of God's beiac 
and man's being in traditional ontology. For these two latter beings are still 
always conceived as extant. Thus the question becomes more acute. Given 
this radical distinction of ways of being in general. can there still be found 
any single unifying concept of being in general that would justify calliug 
these different ways of being ways of being? How can we conceive the unity 
of the concept of being in reference to a possible multiplicity of ways cl 
being? How is the indifference of being, as it is unveiled in our everyday 
understanding of beings, related at the same time to the unity of an original 
concept of being? 

The question of the indifference of being and its initially univenal 
validity brings us to the problem of the fourth chapter. 



Chapter Four 

The Thesis of Logic: 
Every Being, Regardless of Its 

Particular Way of Being, Can Be 
Addressed and Talked About by Means 

of the "Is." The Being of the Copula 

In our account of the founh thesis we meet with a very central problem, one 
that is recurrently discussed in philosophy but only in a limited horizon
the question of being in the sense of the "is," the copula in assertion, in the 
logos. The "is" has received this designation "copula" because of its com
binatory position in the proposition intermediate between subject and 
predicate: S is P Corresponding to the fundamental po."ition in which the 
"is" OCCUrs in the logos or assertion, and in conformity with the progres.'i of 
the problem'!i development in ancient ontology, this "is" as copula was dealt 
with in the science of the logos. logic. Thus it came about that a very central 
and by no means arbitrary problem of being wasfarced aside into logic. We 
say "forced aside" because logic itself developed into a separate discipline 
within philosophy and because it became the diSCipline that most of all 
~mbed to induration and separation from the central problems of 
philOSOphy. It was Kant who first gave logic a central philosophical function 
again, though in part at the cost of ontology and above all without trying to 
~ so-called academic logic from its philosophically alienated super
log' hty and vacuity. Even Hegel's more advanced attempt to conceive of 

Ie as philosophy once again was more an elaboration of the traditional 
~'tl~ms and stock of knowledge than a radical formulation of the problem 
the °lglC as such. The nineteenth century is not at all able to maintain itself at 
I . evel of Hegel's approach to the question but relapses into academic 
;:;\ and. In fact. in such a way that questions of an epistemological and 
~c ologlcal nature get confused with specifically logical problems. 
'lie ong th~ most significant treatments of logic in the nineteenth century. 
Sch may. ('Itl' those of John Stuart Mill, 1..0t7£. Sigwart. and Schuppe. 

uPpt> .. l'pistemological logic receives much too little attention nowa-

177 
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days.· It is characteristic of the status of logic within the philosophy of the 
second half of the nineteenth century that. for example. a man of~. 
stature was satisfied throughout his lifetime in expounding in his leaure: 
the .most tedi.ous.academic logic warmed up a bit with psyc.hology. In his 
Logr.cal InvestigatIOns (19<X)-1901) Husserl was the first to bnng light again 

to logic and its problems. But he, too. did not succeed in COnceiving logic 
philosophically; on the contrary he even intensified the tendency to ~ 
logic into a separate science. as a formal discipline detached from philoec). 
phy. Logic itself. from whose area of inquiry the first phenomenologicu 
investigations grew. was not able to keep step with the development of 
phenomenology itself. From the more recent period there are two woRa, 
self-willed and betraying a philosophical impulse. that are no~ 
Emil Lask's Die LogikdeT Philosophie (1911)and Die Leh,evom Urteil(1g12~ 
If Lask. too. treats things for the most part formalistically and in the 
conceptual schemata of Neo-Kantianism. he nevertheless conaciousIy 
pushes on toward a philosophical understanding of logic and in doiDg ao is 
compelled under pressure from the subject matter itself to return to the 
ontological problems. Still. Lask was unable to free himself from the 
conviction of his contemporaries that Neo-Kantianism had the VOC8IioIl to 
renovate philosophy. 

This crude sketch of the fate of logic is intended to indicate that __ 
the problem of the copula. the "is." is treated in logiC. it neceuuily gets 
detached from the truly relevant problems of philosophy as the 8Cieoce of 
being. The problem will make no further progress as long as logic iDelfbaa 
not been taken back again into ontology. as long as Hegel-who. in 
contrast. dissolved ontology into logic-is not comprehended. ADd this 
means always that Hegel must be overcome by radicalizing the way in 
which the problem is put; and at the same time he must be ~ 
This overcoming of Hegel is the intrinsically necessary step in the ~ 
ment of Western philosophy which must he made for it to re~ at do 
alive. Whether logic can successfully be made into philosophy again we 
not know; philosophy should not prophesy, but then again it should DOt 
remain asleep. ----·Chrisloph Sigwart (1830-1904) wa._ a dominant figure In the field of 10i~:' 
nineteenth c:enlury in (ienn'In)'. In his \'11.'\1,'. logic WiI_ 10 l",' under.;tood and dc-... ~~ yoIJ. 
nonnative and mt.>thodological doctrine. His hasic work in the area Illas Logik. (1836': 
rriihingen. 1873-U!78; 4th...d. 1911; tmns" I.ondon. IH9S). Wilhelm Schu~~ 
1913) wa", the chief representatiw of the philosophy of Immanence. an anu·m. cdrY cJ 
po"ition alht.-d to cmpiriocriticn.m and positlVi,m. HI.' wrott.' mainly on ethics. phil;... t~ 
nght. and logic. The two (ulk .... t tr"~tml·n" of logiC among hi~ wntlngs we,: (8efIi'I' 
ntnUthtof'~hsche Logik [Bonn. 1878) and (inmdT15$ rkt E,lwnntnutht"Orit und Logi 
1894; 2nd ...d .. 1')10), 
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OUf problem is to answer the question of the connection between the ''is'' as 
I and the basic ontological problems. To this end it would be necessary to 

coP~ a bv describing with sufficient concreteness the problem of the copula 
~: t~adition. This would require that we run through the main stages in 
~ historV of logic. But the economy of the lecture fonnat forbids this. We 
~1l ch~se an alternative route and orient ourselves about some charac
eristic treatments of the problem of the copula as they have emerged in the 
~tory of logic. We shaU first follow the rise of the problem in Aristotle, 
who is customarily called the father of logic. Then we shall portray an 
altogether extreme interpretation of the copula and assertion. that of 
Thomas Hobbes. In connection with his view we shall take note of the 
definition of the copula in John Stuart Mill, whose logic was of decisive 
significance for the nineteenth century. Finally we shall fix the problems 
that cluster around the copula as Lotze presented them in his logic. In this 
way we shall see how this apparently simple problem of the "is" has a many
sided complexity, so that the question arises for us. how the different 
attempts at a solution, at an interpretation of the "is," can be understood 
originally by way of the simple unity of the ontological setting of the 
problem. 

§16. INlineation of the ontological problem of ,''' copulG 
with rqer~ 10 I'OrlW chtJTacterUtic mgummtI in ,''' coune 

0/ the hiatory of logic 

We have already repeatedly met with being in the sense of the copula, being 
IS the "is," in our discussions. We referred to it once when it was necessary 
~ point to the fact that in our everyday existence. without actually conceiv
:~ bei~g at al\, we nevertheless always already understand something like 

,mg, Since we always use the expression "is," as well as verbal expressions 
~ various inflexions in general, with a certain understanding, Then 
again, when we were discussing the first thesis and had occasion there to 
~nsldcr Kant's interpretation of actuality as absolute position, we saw that 
"N nt IS acquainted with a still more general concept of being, He says: 
ca Ow .somcthing can be thought as posited merely relatively, or, better, we 
th~ think merely the relation Irt.-spectus logicus) of something as a mark to a 
coln~ and then being, that is, the position of this relation, is nothing but the 
~<1~ Inlng concept in a judgment, " I In accordance with what was discussed 

ler, We must say that being is here equivalent in meaning to the 

I~ 
11)\. Beu~'U,l(rt,"d, p. 77. lIn Wt'Tk.o fCassm~rl, vol. l,l 
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positedness of the subject-predicate relation. positedness of the ~ 
tion posited in the formal "I combine" which belongs to judgment. • 

a) Being in the sense of the "is" of assertion in cOmbinatory 
thinking in Aristotle 

Aristotle had already come up against this meaning of being as subjea. 
predicate relation or combination in his treatise Peri hermenei4s, Dr inter. 
pretatione, "On assertion" or. better. "On interpretation." This treatise tabs 
as its theme the logos or, more precisely. the logos apophantikoe, that 
discourse and form of discourse whose function it is to exhibit that which is, 
as it is. Aristotle distinguishes between logos in general-discOUl'le that baa 
meaning and has some form, which can be a prayer, demand, or c0m

plaint-and logos apophantikos. discourse that has the specific fuuction of 
displaying. which is called [in English, assertion, statement, pIOpOIitiua 
and} in German Aussage. Satz or, in a misleading way Urteil {judgmeat1. 

Aristotle first defines the logos apophantikos as a phone semantib, ... 
ton meron ti semantikon esti kechorismenon,.z an articulate sound in WOlds 
which is capable of signifying something and in such a way that each put of 
this verbal complex. each single word. already signifies something for itIeI£ 
the subject concept and the predicate concept. Not every logos or c:liecowIe 
is exhibitive discourse. Although all discourse is semantikos. or signifies 
something, nevertheless not all discourse has the function of exhibiting that 
which is. as it is. Only discourse en ho to aletheuein e pseudesthai hupar
chei.'\ in which trueness and falseness occur. is exhibitive. Trueness. being
true. is a specific being (Seinl. In the logos as assertion there is present. for 
one thing. in conformity with its form S is P. the "is," being as copula. For 
another, each logos as assertion is either true OT false. Its being-true or ~ 
false is connected in a certain way with the "is," being either identical witbll 
or different from it. The question arises. How is being-true related to ~ 
being that is also present in the assertion in the sense of the "is" as copula 
How must the problem be posed so as really to see this connectiol'l ~ 
truth and copula and to interpret it ontologically? . 

Let us first talk about how Aristotle sees the being of the copula. He ~ys; 
Auta men oun kath' hauta legomena ta rhemata onomata esti kai se~ 
ti.-histesi gar ho legon ten dianoian. kai ho akousas eremesen,-. 011 
estin c me oupo semainci ou gar to einai e me einai semeion est! t 
pragmatos. oud' ean to on eipes psilon. Auto men gar ouden estin, prosst" 

2. Aristotle. Ik mtnprt'laliont. ".I6"Z6 f 
,t Ihid,. 17·Zf. 

----
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, i de sunthesin tina. hen aneu ton sugkeimenon ouk esti noesai." In 
~eassagc Aristotle is speaking of verbs. which-as he says-carry with 
this P the signification of time. for which reason we are accustomed in 
~an to call them Zeitworte. time-words. We shall give an elucidative 
(je 'lation of the passage cited from the text. If we utter verbs for them
t,%,:5. for example. going. making. striking. then they are nouns and signify 
:mething: the going. the making, For he who utters such words histesi ten 
dian0ian. arrests his thinking: he dwells on something. he means something 
specific by them, And. correspondingly. he who hears such words as going. 
standing. lying comes to rest: he stops with something. with what is 
understood by these words. All these verbs mean something but they do not 
say whether what they mean is or is not. If I say "to go," "to stand," "going." 
"s1aJl(iing." then I haven't said whether anyone is tJCtually going or standing, 
Being. not-being. to be. not to be. do not signify a thing-we would say 
they do not at all signify something which itself is. Not even if we utter the 
word "being." to on. quite nakedly for itself. for the determination being 
{Sein}, in the sense of to-be. in the expression ''being'' is nothing; being is not 
itself a being, But the expression certainly oonsignifies something. prosse
mainei. and indeed a certain sunthesis. a certain combining. which cannot 
be thought unless what is already combined or combinable has been or is 
being thought, Only in thinking of the combined. of the combinable. can 
sunthesis. combinedness. be thought. So far as being means this combined
DeSS in the proposition S is P. being has a meaning only in our thinking of 
the combined, Being has no independent meaning but prossernainei. it 
implies. it signifies in-addition. besides. namely. the additional signifying 
and meaningful thinking of such items as are related to each other. In doing 
~. being expresses the relation itself. The einai prossemainei sunthesin 
!&na expresses a certain combining. Kant. too. says that being is a combin
lIIg-concept. 

We cannot enter into further detail in regard to the passage here cited 
~Y more than in regard to the whole treatise De intnpretatione. It offers 
~ense difficulties for exegesis, The ancient commentators on Aristotle. 
di{f; andcr of t\phrodisias and Porphyry. each interpreted this passage in a 

trent way, Thoma'! views it still differently. This is a sign. not of a 

~ .. ~,~>ld I',. IIJ-l.'i. "Vl'ms m and by Iho!11\~I\',,'S arc substantival and have significance. for 
Ilo! 0 ~ .... , 'lJl'h e1(1)n.'Ssion~ am~,.t!llhc hearer's mind, and fixes hi~ attenlion; but they do 
~'i1\ 1 .~' \~olnd, cxprcl\.' iAn)' Judgment, eilher posilive or nlogative. For neil her arc 'to be' 
~,:)I I" b., and Ihc piArtlCipie 'being' ,.igniflCant of any fact, unless somelhmg L~ added: for 
eor.c, .J n"l th .. m ... ·I\'cs Indicale anything, bUllmply a copuliltion. of which we cannot form a 
td. ~;'111 dr.1n from Ihe Ihlngs coupled." Tran~. E. M, Edghill, in Tltt WlJ'I'ks of Aristollt'. 

) ){,," (Oxford: Clarendon. 19!1K-1 0.. inttrprt'l4ItioPlt' is included In vol. 1.1 
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defective transmission of the text, which is clear here, but of the 
difficulty of the problem itself. rtal 

For the present we have only to keep in mind the realization that the .. , • 
signifies the being of a being and is not itself like an existent thing. In the 
statement "The board is black." both the subject. board, and the ~ 
black. mean something existent-the thing that is the board and this thing 
as blackened. the black that is present in it. The "is. to in contrast, does Dot 
signify something existent. which would be existent like the board itaeIf and 
the black in it. About this "is" Aristotle says: ou gar esti to pseudoe bi to 
alethes en tois pragmasin, hoion to men agathon alethes to de kakon eutbus 
pseudos. all' en dianoia;s what this "is" means is not a being ~ 
among things. something present like them. but en dianoia, in t:bmkini 
This "is" is synthesis and in fact. as Aristotle says. it is sunthesis noemaIaa,6 
the being-<:ombined of what is thought in thinking. Aristotle is he!e lpelko 
ing of the synthesis of the S and P. In the passage cited. however. bellJlat 
the same time endechetai de kai diairesin phanai panta.7 but all of tbit-tbe 
combining of the Sand P in a proposition. which combination is expi!md 
by the "is" -can be taken as diairesis. S = P is not only a combinatioo bg 
also at the same time a separation. This observation by Aristotle is ~ 
for understanding the structure of the proposition. which we have Jilt to 

investigate. In a corresponding passage Aristotle says that this "is"_. 
synthesis and is accordingly en sumploke dianoias kai pathos en W*l'1t II 
in the coupling that the intellect produces as combining intellect. and thia 
"is" means something that does not occur among things; it means a being. 
but a being that is, as it were. a state of thought. It is not an exo on, _. 
being outside thought. and not a choriston, not something that stands for 
itself independently. But what sort of a being this "is" means is obIcuJ'e. 
This "is" is supposed to mean the being of a being which does not occur 
among the extant entities and yet it is surely something in the in~ .or. 
crudely speaking. in the subject. subjective. We can make a correct ~ 
between these determinations, that the being designated by "is" and "to 
is not among things but nevertheless is in the intellect. only if we are c:Jtar ---~ -_.- ----ill 

.5. Aristotle. Mctaphynca. hook E(>!Iilon. 4.1027Io15ff I"For falSIty and tNt? ~. 
thingS-It IS not as if the good were true and the bad wcre In Itself false-but III 
Tran~. W D. Ross. In Th~ Worlrs of Aristotle ~Ros.~) \'01. I'll 

6. ArL~totie. Dt anima. 3.b.43O'28. 
7 !hid. 43(1)3f. . "As 10 dtII 
8 ~ri~totle. Metllphysica. book Kappa. H.I065"'z-Z3 (The. context ~ads. t and is ~ 

whICh is in the !It'nw of bemg INC'. (It I dqxnds on a combmallon In t~ , .• ill dill 
affection of thought (which IS the reason \\,'hy it i~ the principles. not of.~hat whICh IS inTlll 
sen~. but of that whICh is outside and can exiM .lpart. that are foOUght). Trans. ROSS. 
Works of Aristotle ~Ros.~J. vol. 1'1.1 
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what intellect and subject mean here and how the basic relation of the 
:;;. to extant entities must be defined. that is, only if we can elucidate 

being-true means and how it stands in regard to the Dasein. In 
... ta~e\'cr ~ay we may be able to set about taking hold of these central but 
~fflcult problems, we can see at first the intrinsic affinity of Aristotle's and 
J(ant's \·iews. Being in the sense of the copula is. according to Kant, 
~s logiCUs, and. according to Aristotle. it is synthesis in the logos. 
Because for Aristotle this being. this ens. is not en pragmasin, does not 
occur among things. but en dianoia. it signifies not an ens reale but an ens 
rationis• as Scholasticism puts it. But this is merely the translation of on en 

dianOia. 

b) The being of the copula in the horizon of whatnea 
(essentia) in Thomas Hobbes 

The interpretation of copula and proposition advanced by Hobbes is also 
dJject to the influence of the Aristotelian-Scholastic tradition. His view of 
logic is usually described as an example of the most extreme nominalism. 
Nominalism is the view of logical problems which, in the interpretation of 
thought and knowledge. starts from the thinking expressed in assertion and 
indeed from assertion as it manifests itself as a spoken verbal complex. 
words and names-hence nominalism. All the problems that arise regard
ing the proposition, and thus also the problem of truth and the question of 
the c:opula. are oriented by nominalism toward the context of words. We 
..., that from early on among the Greeks the question of the proposition 
IIId knowledge was oriented toward the logos. and therefore thinking about 
~ledge became logic. There remains only the question in which direc
~ the logos is made thematic. in which respect it is regarded. In ancient 
~ at the time of Plato and Aristotle, one form of nominalism was already 
~~read, that of the Sophists. and later in the Middle Ages different 
~les ,of this tendency of thought were revived, above all in the school of 

~ngllsh F ranciseans. The most extreme representative of late Scholastic 
~lnalism is Ockham. whose nominalistic attitude was of significance for 
~eological problems but also for Luther's formulation of theological 
tha' "on. ... and the immanent difficulties associated with it. It is no accident 
the t ohhes l'Iaborated an extreme nominalism. He gives his discussion of 
Sitia~~ula, in connection with his discussion of the proposition. the propo-

, In hIS "Logica," the first part of his treatise On Body,'} We shall 

~1!twllll"\ Hohbn, flrrllMtorum philosophillr: section I. "De corpore: part 1. "Com· 
\1\'0' tOgica." chap, 3ff,. MDe pmpositlone" [Th .. German lext'!S note erroneoullly 
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purposely treat Hobbes' concept of copula and assertion in somewhat 
detail. not just because it is less well known but because this Inort 
nominalistic formulation of the problem is carried through ~ 
unsurpassable clarity in which-quite apart from the question of ita ~ 
ability-philosophical power L .. always manifest. 

The "is" is a simple constituent of a proposition. S is P. Accordingly that 
"is" receives its more particular determination from the concept of the 
proposition. or assertion. How docs Hobbes define the Propositio? In 
obvious adherence to Aristotle. he starts with the delineation of ~ 
forms of speech. logos. oratio. He enumerates precationes. prayers, pi'OInit. 

siones. promises. optiones. wishes. iussiones. commands. lamentatioaea, 
complaints. and says of all these forms of speech that they are afFec:tuum 
indicia. signs of mental feelings. The characteristic interpretation is abady 
evident from this. He starts out from the verbal character of these forms of 
speech: they are signs for something psychical. But he does not iDtap!t 
these forms of speech more precisely in their structure. and in fact thJa is 
always. down to the present. the source of a fundamental difficulty fi 
interpretation. Of the form of speech that is alone decisive for lop:, the 
propositio. he says: Est autem Propositio oratio constans ex duobUl DDIIIi
nibus copulatis qua significat is qui loquitur. concipere se nomen poareriuI 
ejusdem rei nomen esse. cujus est nomen prius: sive (quod idem at) aomen 
prius a posteriore contineri. exempli causa. oratio haec homo est animII.lD 
qua duo nomina copulantur per verbum Est. propositio est; pwpIeiea quod 
qui sic dicit. significat putare se nomen posterius animal nomen ... rei 
ejusdem cujus nomen est homo. sive nomen prius homo contineri in 
nomine posteriore animal. 1u The proposition. however. is a disc:oune c0n

sisting of two coupled names. by which the speaker signifies he ~ 
that the second name. or predicate. is the name of the same thing. II 

-------
omits the tenn "Computatio" from the title ofthi~ !leCtion on logic. The original ~ 
Wa!i Elmtentorum philo:!opllicu: S«tio prima. De curpcnl' (London, 1655). Part ~.Is 0pIIII 
"Computatio sive Logica." Repnntedin Sir William Molesworth's 5-voI~~'~ 
phllosophlC4. qua~ lalln~ Knpslt ","n14 (London: J. Bohn. 1839-1845; ~ .. ~ cf 
Scicntia. 1962). See vol. I. The original Engli~h verJ;Lon was. contaIned 111 ~ (J 
Philosophy: The Fint S«tion. Con«mlng Body. ~'written in Latan by Thomas 6S6), ~ 
!\.falmesbury, and now tr,mslated mto English (London: I'ndrew. Crooke. ~. 
oorre!if>Onding Pan I here is ('Iltitled "Computation or LogIC." Rt>pnntet! I."_~_. J. ~ 
II-volume edition. The English Worlu of Thorna.s Hobbn of Mairnt'sbury (~.. jlldIr 
lIU9-184S; reprinted. Aalm: Scientta. 1962). vol. I. The passa~~ Cited by H!~ of' '()rI 
Latin may thu.~ be compared with their original translation in El_ts of PhI 
English Works.! . '.....il (JIIIIIII'-

10. Thomas Ilobbes. "(..ogica." chap. 3,2. an Opera phdosophica. qlUll' IahM sen,....-· 
eel. Moleswonh 118l9-45). vol. I. (In Th£ EnKlish Worlu. vol. 1. p. 30.1 
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eel also by the first: or. what is the same, he understands that the first 
pam the subject. is contained in the second. For example, trus utterance 
"'fe'is an animal." in which two names are coupled by the verb "is." This 
~ an h states a proposition. It should be observed that in trus definition 
~ takes the subject and predicate from the beginning as two names !. views the proposition in a wholly external way: two names, S is P. P is 
the second name, S the first, u:hilethe "is:' is thecouplingofthe first and the 
second. In this portrayal he Views assertlon as a sequence of words. words 
emerging successively, and the whole of this verbal sequence is a sign 
(significat) that the one who employs these words understands something. 
The copula, the "is,"is the sign that the speaker understands that the two 
aames in the proposition refer to the same thing. Animal means the same 
thing as man. Corresponding to trus, the est or "is" is a signum. a sign. 

Taken purely externally, there is present in this interpretation of the 
propositio the same approach to the problem as in Aristotle. Aristotle 
begins the discussion in his treatise De interprttatione with the general 
cbaracterization: Esli men oun ta en te phone ton en te psuche pathematon 
aumbola, kai ta graphomena ton en te phone. I I "The verbal articulation. 
however, is a sumbolon. a symbol. a distinguishing sign of a psychical state. 
mel. likewise. what is written is a symbol. a signum of the utterance." For 
Aristotle. too. there is a connection between what is written. spoken. and 
thought: script. word, thought. And of course trus connection is conceived 
by him only with the guidance of the wholly formal and unexplicated 
concept of the sumbolon. the sign. In Hobbes this sign-relation is even more 
~ized. Only in recent times has this problem of the sign been pursued 
~ III actual investigation. In the first of his logical investigations. "Expres
~ and Meaning." Husserl gives the essential determinations concerning 
SIgn /Zeichenl, mark or symptom [Anzeichen}. and designation 
~ichnungJ. taking all of them together in distinction from Bedeuten [the 
8edeu noun. for meaning or signifying, whose participial substantive form, 
0( tu~g. IS then to be read as significance or meaning/. The sign-function 
fI the wnt~en form with reference to the spoken form is altogether different :':::ethe lllgn-function of the spoken form with reference to what is meant 
refi speech, and conversely from that of the written form. the script. with 
he,erence to what is meant by it. A multiplicity of symbol-relations appears 
~t: Whlc~ are very hard to grac;p in their elementary structure and require 
~~'il\'e mW!itigations. Some inquiries of this kind are to be found. as 
lnd ;rne~~~ to Husserl's investigation, in Being and Time (§17. "Reference 

. Ign., t. the orientation there being toward principles. Today the 

11 .\ 
. , n"·.tl". [)r mlrrprttcllionr. "" 16".U, 
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symbol has become a favorite formula. but those who use it either ~ 
with any investigation as to what is generally meant by it or else ha 
suspicion of the difficulties that are concealed in this verbal slogan. ~ Qo 

Subjectum is the prior name in the proposition. praedicatwn . 
posterior name. and the "is" is the coupling. How can the "is" as corm!:~ 
concept be determined more precisely in its sign-function? The ~ 
says Hobbes. does not necessarily have to be expressed by the est, the.. • 
nam et ille ipse ordo nominum. connexionem suam satis indicare PGCett-U 
for the very order of the names itself can indicate the connection IIIf&. 
ciently. The sign of the coupling itself. if expressed. the eopuIa or III 
inflexion form of the verb. has on its part a specific indicative fiancdon. Et 
nomina [namely. the nomina copulata] quidem in animo exdtaDt cap.. 
tionem unius et ejusdem rei. the names. subject and predicate, .,.. the 
thought of one and the same thing. Copulatio autem cogjtationem iaducit 
causae propter quam ea nomina illi rei imponuntur;13 the ~ iIIeIt 
however. or its sign. the copula. likewise induces a thought, in wbi:h '" 
think the reason why the two successive names are assigned to ODe ad tilt 
same thing. The copula is not simply the sign of a combination, a CDIIbiD
ing-concept. but the index of that on which the combinednas is ..... 
causa. 

How does Hobbes elucidate this view of the copula, which IDUIt be 
startling within his extreme nominalistic orientation? Let us take aD fIIIDo 
pIe: corpus est mobile. I. 'body is movable." By corpus and mobilewetbiDk 
rem ipsam. the thing itself. utroque nomine designatam,15 deai .... - '" 
the two names. But with these two names set down twice, one after the 
other. we do not simply think the same thing. body-movable: nan_ ili 
acquiescit animus. our mind here does not just set itself at rest but ~~ 
to ask: What is this being-body or being-movable. sed quaerit ubJiuI, ~ 
sit iIIud esse corpus vel esse mobile? 16 Hobbes traces the indicadve~ 
of the copula back to the indication of the entity meant in the --: 
copulata. back to the question of what it is in the thing ruJmtd that rn::; nol 
difference on the basis of which it is named precisely that way ~ 
otherwise as compared with other things. In asking about t!te esae firs' 
we are asking about the quidditas. about the what ness of a bemg. ~~ /U 
becomes clear what functional sense Hobbes assigns to the ~ the 
indication of the thought of the ground of the coupling o~ the ~ the 
copula is the index of this, that in the propositio, in the assertion. we -------12. Thoma.~ Hobbe~. MLogic.a." chap .. ~. l. 

13 Ibid .. chap. 3. 3. 
14 Ibid. 
IS. Ibid. 
16 ibid. 
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itidifas, the w,hatnes.'i .of things. The pro~s~tio i.s the, answer to the 
qu ion \Vhaf IS the thmg? From the nommallst vlewpomt this means: 
~t is the reason for the assignment of two different names to the same 

. ~ To utter the "is" in the proposition, to think the copula, means to 
~J' tht.' ground of the possible and necessary identical relatedness of 
~'ect and predicate to the same thing. What is thought in the "is," the 
~nd of cause. is what ness (realita.'i). Accordingly, the "is" announces the 
essentia or the quidditas of the res which is asserted about in the assertion. 

According to Hobbes, from the structure of the propositio as thus 
concei\.ed a fundamental division of names into nomina concreta and 
abstracta becomes intelligible. It is an ancient conviction of logic that 
concepts develop out of the judgment and are determined by means of 
judgment. Concretum autem est quod rei alicujus quae existere supponitur 
nomen est. ideoque quandoque suppositum, quandoque subjectum Graece 
hupokeimenon appellatur. '7 the concretum is the name for something that 
is thought of as existent. Therefore, suppositum and subjectum (hupokei
Menon) are also employed for the expression concretum. Examples of such 
names are body (corpus). movable (mobile), or like (simile). Abstractum est, 
quod in re supposita existentem nominis concreti causam denotat,I8 the 
abstract name designates the cause, present in the underlying thing, of the 
concrete name. Examples of abstract names are corporeity (esse corpus), 
movability (esse mobile). or likeness (esse simile).'9 Nomina autem ab
stracta causam nominis concreti denotant, non ipsam rem.20 abstract names 
designate the cause of the concrete name, not the thing itself. Quoniam 
igitur rem ita conceptam voluimus appellari corpus, causa ejus nominis est, 
esse earn rem extensam sive extensio vel corporeitas,ll but that we nev
ertheless wish to call a given concrete body. for example, by that name is t.to its ~ing extended. that is, determined by corporeity. Described as 
.. ""')' OCCUr In the proposition. concrete names come first. abstract names 
:;:ond. For. says Hobbes. abstract names. which express whatness, quid-
~. could not be without the "is" of the copula. According to Hobbes they 

IlrIse otlt of the copula. 
We must keep in mind this characterization of the copula. It points to the 

:;:nd ?f the possible identical relatedness of subject and predicate to the 
'-'II e thJn~, What is meant by this indication of the ground. or cause, is the 
.... ~:~~., of the thin~. and accor~i~.gly the co~ula. the "is':: e~pr~s 

CSs. Hobbes denaes that the IS expresses In any sense eXIsts. IS 

1, fhl<l 
]H.lo,d 
]9 Ib,d 
~J. 11.,,1 
~1. n'1d 
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present." or the like. This confronts us with a question. Given that 
copula expresses whatness. what then is the relation of its ex ~ 
function to the phenomenon or to the expression of extantness, ~ 

The copula indicates the cause of the assignment of different nasne. 
the same thing. This determination must be retained. The "is" llya to 
there subsists a cause for this identifying relatedness of the subject_.!:: 
and the predicate-name to a single thing. This has still further ~ 
for the more specific determination of the propositio. We have ah..dy 
indicated that a being-true or being-false lies in the assertive statement IIId 
that some sort of connection subsists between being in the senseoftbe-.
and being-true. The question arises. How does Hobbes conceive of the 
veritas or falsitas. truth or falsehood. belonging to the propositiol Ilia view 
of this connection becomes evident in the following sentence: ~ 
omnis propositio vera est . . in quo copulantur duo nomina ejuacIem Ri, 
falsa autem in qua nomina copulata diversarum rerum sunt.2Z ewry~ 
sit ion is true in which the coupling of the names. subject and pecIiadt. 
relates to the same thing; but it is false if the coupled names mean difremM 
things. Hobbes sees the truth of the proposition as lying in • CIIIIIICt 
identifying reference of the propositional terms to the same thiag • the 
unifying reason for their being combined. He defines the copula in the_ 
sense as truth. As copula. the "is" is at the same time the exprudm « 
being-true in the proposition. We shall not enter into the affinity rldUs 
definition of truth with Aristotle·s. despite essential differences. ID ICCIX" 

dance with this definition of truth. Hobbes can say: Voces autem hie ..... 
veritas. vera propositio. idem valent.l3 these words "true," "truth,- "true 
proposition" signify the same thing. Hobbes says without qI.!ificatjoa: 
Truth is always a true proposition. Veritas enim in dicto. non in Ie ~ 
tit.l" truth has its subsistence in the said as such. but not in thiDp. 'I'hiI 
reminds us of the Aristotelian statement: Aletheuein. being-trUe. is nat ell 

pragmasin. in things. but en dianoia. in thought. In line with his ~ 
nominalistic tendency. Hobbes says in contrast that truth lies in ~ 
thinking. in the proposition. ,.. 

Hobbes' attempt to demonstrate this thesis is characteristic. =-
verum opponatur aliquando apparenti. vel ficto. id tamen .ad ___ Uo 
propositionis referendum est • .l5 for even if at times the true IS oppo--L. 

f" .. roustll"the apparent and the imaginary. nevertheless this concept 0 true of ~ 
referred back to truth in the strict and proper sense, the trUth aIJO 
proposition. Hobbes recalls that. in a usage familiar in the traditiO~ 

U. Ibid .. chap. 5. 2 
23. Ibid .. chap. 3. 7 
24. Ibid. 
25. Ibid. 
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ak for example. of a "true" man. Here we mean an "actual" man as over 
spe. ~t ooe who is painted. portrayed. or reflected in a mirror. This "true" in 
agalflleose of "actual" or "real." says Hobbes. does not have a primary 
~ kancc. but traces back to the veritas in the propositio-a thesis Sany advocated also by Tho~ Aqu.inas. even i~ he takes a different 

·tion from that of Hobbes regarding thIS truth of thmgs. Hobbes stresses 
~ completely one-sided way that being-true is a determination of the 
~sitiOn and that we speak of true things merely figuratively. Nam ideo 
sUnulachrum hominis in speculo. vel spectrum. negatur esse verus homo. 
ropterea quod haec propositio. spectrum est homo. vera non est; nam ut 
~Nm non sit verum spectrum. negari non potest. Neque ergo veritas. 
rei affectio est. sed propositionis.2b For it is denied that the image of the 
man in the mirror (spectrum). the mirror-image. eidolon. is a true man. 
because this assertion 'The mirror-image is a man" is not true as an 
usertion. For it cannot be denied that the image is not a true man. We call a 
tIIiJrg true only because the assertion about it is true. The ascription of truth 
to things is a secondary mode of speech. We caU a being true. for example. a 
Inre man. in distinction from one which is apparent. because the assertion 
about it is true. Hobbes believes he can clear up the meaning of the term 
-truth" by means of this thesis. But the question immediately arises. Why is 
the assertion about this being true? Obviously. because that about which we 
lie making the assertion is not an illusion but a real. true man. We may not 
., 10 far as to claim that a so-called circle obtains here-for in the one case 
it is a matter of elucidating the meaning "truth" by means of judgmental 
truth: truth is such and such. namely judgmental truth; the other case has to 
~ with the question of a genuine confirmation of something true as a 
judgment. Nevertheless. a puzzling connection shows up here between the 
llduality of a being and the truth of the assertion about this actual being-a 
~i~n that impressed us in the interpretation of the Kantian view of 

Ing: bemg equals perceivedness. positedness. 
To this discussion. in which he reduces the truth of things to the truth of 

PI"Opositions about things. Hobbes appends the characteristic remark: Quod 
lIutern a ro'" h .. d·· I 'de . et . '<'Lap YSlelS ICI so et ens unum et verum I m sunt. nugatonum 
ho ~TJle cst; quis enim nescit, hominem. et unum hominem et vere a::nem Idem sonare . .l7 But what is customarily said by the metaphysi
babbi that to be, to be one. and to be true are the same. is idle. childish 
I'IIean e, for who does not know that man and one man and an actual man 
the the same thing. Hobbes is here thinking of the Scholastic doctrine of 

transcendentals. which goes back to Aristotle-tho.'le determinations 
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that belong to every something in general as something, according to 1111..:.... 

each something in some sense is, is an ens. each something is 0fIe -~ 

thing. unum. and each something. simply qua being. that is. as t~~ 
some way by God. is a true something. verum. Nevertheless. Sc~ 
does not say. as Hobbes imputes to it. that ens, unum, verum, the ~ 
dentals. idem sunt. mean the same thing. It merely says that these ~ 
minations are convertible; one can be substituted for the othen, becau.e~ 
of them together belong with equal originality to each something as IOIDe
thing. But we cannot discuss further in this place the reasons why Hcbbe. 
necessarily has to be blind to the fundamental significance of the traa.cen. 
dentals. which even Scholasticism did not properly realize. It is nec:e.aryto 
see only how drastically he denies every truth of things and IIIipa the 
determination of truth solely to assertion. 

Hobbes' view. which is of particular significance for the Understandiagd 
contemporary logic because the latter also adheres to this tbaia. wiI 
become still clearer as a result of the following discussions. which bdag iato 
closest proximity genuine vision and one-sided interpretation. lntelligitur 
hinc veritati et falsitati locum non esse. nisi in iis animantibus qui 0IItiaae 
utuntur.28 from this it becomes intelligible that the place of truth mel &IsiIy 
is only in such living beings as make use of speech. Because IIIIItioD is 
speech. a contexture of words. and the place of truth lies in assertioa. dille 
is truth only where there are living beings making use of assertion. Eaaimim 
animalia orationis expertia. hominis simulachrum in speculo Mpirirntie 
similiter affecta esse possint. ac si ipsum hominem vidissent. et cb eIID 

causam frustra eum metuerent. vel abblandirentur. rem tameD DOll Ip' 

prehendunt tanquam veram aut falsam. sed tantum ut similem. neque in ~ 
falluntur . ..!'.I and even if the living creatures which do not share in speecb.1R 
language. the animals. can be affected on seeing the human image in the 
mirror just as though they had caught sight of the man bimJeIf-: 
therefore can fear him or fawn upon him with gestures. nevertheless they . 
not apprehend what is thus given as true or false but solely as similar. ~ 
this they are not subject to error. We may remark incidentaUy ~t ~ r-;, 
difficulty presents itself here. which is how to make out what IS gt~ 
animals as living beings and how the given is unveiled for them· ~ 
says that the given is not given to them as true or false because they surely 
speak and make assertions about what is given to them. But he ~ust ~ 
say that the mirror-image is given to them as similar. The questiOn. tIS 
already obtrude here as to how far. in general. something can be~. 
something to animals. We also come here to the further question VI 

2l:!. Ibid. chap. 3, !!. 
29.lbKl. 

---
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era!. anything is given as a being to animals. It is as yet a problem to 
jJI ~~sh ontically how something is given to animals. On closer consider
es. ~'e s\..""€' that. speaking cautiously. since we ourselves are not mere 
.n~ Is. we Oasically do not have an understanding of the "world" of the 
~Is. But since we nevertheless also live as existents-which is itself a 
~ problem-the possibility is available to us. by going back from what 
. 'ven to us as existents, to make out reductively what could be given to an 
IS ~l1lal that merely lives but does not exist. All of biology necessarily makes 
: of this methodological continuity, but it is still far from being clarified. 
We have indeed reached the point today where these fundamental ques
tionS of biology regarding the basic determinations of a living being and its 
world have become fluid. This indicates that the biological sciences have 
once again uncovered the philosophy necessarily immanent in them. 
Hobbes contents himself on this score with saying that animals have no 
language. and thus the given is not given to them as true or false. even 
though it is given as similar. Quemadmodum igitur orationi bene intellectae 
debent homines. quicquid recte ratiocinantur; ita eidem quoque male intel
lectae debent errores suos; et ut philosophiae derus, ita etiam absurdorum 
dogmatum turpitudo solis competit hominibus.Jo just as for men [and with 
this he sharpens the fundamental distinguishing characteristic of language) 
it is to well-understood speech that they owe everything they know ra
tionally. so they are indebted to the same speech and language. when badly 
understood. for their errors. Just as the ornament of philosophy belongs 
solely to man. so also does the ugliness of meaningless assertions. Habet 
enirn oratio (quod dictum olim est de Solonis legibus) simile aliquid telae 
&ranearum; nam haerent in verbis et iIIaqueantur ingenia tenera et fastidi
~ fortia autem perrumpunt,ll language and speech are like the webs of 
~ders. which was also said of Solon's laws. Tender and squeamish minds 
stick to the words and get ensnared in them. but strong minds break 
through them. Deduci hinc quoque potest. veritates omnium primas. ortas 
esst: ab arbitrio eorum qui nomina rebus primi imposuerunt. vel ab aliis 
:t8 acceperunt. Nam exempli causa verum est hominem esse animal. 
this qUia elde~ rei duo ilia nomina imponi placuit. J.l it can be inferred from 
Un that the first truths sprang from the free judgment of those who first 
F: P<>sed names on things or received them from others as already imposed. 
~ to take an example. the proposition "Man is a living being" is true 

&u.<;c they were pleased to impose the two names on the same thing. 
rnuch for Hobbes' view regarding assertion. the copula. truth. and 
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language in general. It has become clear from what was just said ~ 
language that Hobbes takes the assertion as a pure sequence of worda. &at 
we also saw from the earlier citations that his nominalism cannot be CIrried 
through successfully. For Hobbes cannot persist in holding the I8SeItioQ to 
be merely a sequence of words. He is necessarily compelled to relate thi. 
verbal sequence to some res. but without interpreting in further detail tbia 
specific reference of names to things and the condition for the ~ of 
this capacity for reference. the significative character of names. Despne IDa 
whole nominalistic attack on the problem. the "is" means, for Hobbes, too. 
more than a mere phenomenon of sound or script which is 8OIDebow 
inserted between others. The copula as a coupling of words is the index of 
the thought of the cause for the identical referability of two names to the 
same thing. The "is" means the whatness of the thing about which the 
assertion is made. Thus beyond the pure verbal sequence there emera- • 
manifold which belongs to assertion in general: identifying refeJace of 
names to a thing. apprehension of the what ness of the thing ill thia 
identifying reference. the thought of the cause for the identifyiDg Ie

ferability. Subjected to the constraint of the phenomena involved ill the 
interpretation of the assertion as a sequence of words. Hobbes IDOIe IDII 
more surrenders his own initial approach. This is characteristic tA aD 
nominalism. 

c:) The being of the copula in the horizon of whatnaa 
(essentia) and actualness (existentia) in John Stuart Mil 

Let us now attempt to delineate briefly John Stuart Mil's theory ti 
assertion and copula. In it a new problem regarding the copula greets .. , so 
that the leading question about the interconnection between being and 
being-true becomes even more complicated. John Stuart Mill (1806-1873) 
developed his theory of assertion and copula in his chief work. A s,se- t/ 
Logic. The main sections relevant for our problem are to be found in vol'"j 
1. book 1. chapter 4. "On Propositions," and chapter 5. "On the Con~ 
Propositions." John Stuart Mill was influenced philosophically by B the 
empiricism. Locke and Hume. and further by Kant. but principally by 
work of his father. James Mill (1773-1836), The Analysis of the P~ 
of the Human Mind. Mill's Logic attained great significance in the first ~I 
second halves of the nineteenth century. It essentially affected aU lop
work. in France as well as among us in Germany. to 

In its design as a whole. MiII's logic is not at all balanced with respect he 
its basic conviction. which is supposed to he nominalistic though n~ t • 

extreme nominalism of Hobbes. Whereas we may indeed ~.I
nominalism in Mill in tne first book. which develops the theory of n()l'lU'-
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. nevertheless a view of things that is opposed to his theory and hence is 
SSOl·.nominalistic comes to dominate the fourth book. where he works out in 
n~iCf his theoretical convictions in his interpretation of the methods of 
~ sciences. sO that he ~Iy tu~ q~i~e sha':l'ly.against all n~":,inalis~ as 

II as against Hobbes. Mill begms his mvestlgatlon of proposItions with a 
\Veneral description of this form of speech. "A proposition. . is a portion of 
~scourse in which a predicate is affirmed or denied of a subject. A predicate 
and a subject are all that is necessarily required to make up a proposition: 
but as we cannot conclude from merely seeing two names put together. that 
they are a predicate and a subject. that one of them is intended to be 
affirmed or denied of the other. it is necessary that there should be some 
mode or form of indicating that such is the intention; some sign to 
distingUish a predication from any other kind of discourse. tl33 Here once 
more appears the approach according to which subject and predicate are put 
together as names. But a sign is needed that this juxtaposition of words is a 
predication. 

This is sometimes done by a slight alteration of one of the words. called an 
injf«tion; as when we say. Fire burns; the change of the second word from 
bum to burns showing that we mean to affinn the predicate bum of the subject 
fire. But this function [of indicating predacation) is more commonly fulfilled 
by the word is. when an affirmation is intended. is no(. when a negation; or by 
some other part of the verb to bt. The word which thus serves the purpose of a 
sign of predication is called. as we formerly observed. the copula. It is 

33. John Stuart Mill. Sysrtm .In deduldiwn umi indulrtilltn Logik. Ulans. "Theodor Gom~, 
2nd ed. (~ipzig, 1884), vol. I, pp. 85-86. (The German traMlation cited is System der 
~ unci induktivtn Logik: fine Darlqung der Grundsitu .In Bcuoft.tWhn unci der 
MnlIodtn wissmschaftlichn FOQChung. It was included in the edition of Mill's collected 
WOrks, John Stuart Mills gtSdmmr'te Wnl¥. translated by various hands under the geneRl 
~~hip of Gompen ILeipzig: Fues, 1868-). In its second edition. to which the Gnlnd· 
f1vuocmr !ext refe!>. the Systml der LogiJr constituted volumes 3 and .. of the set I~ipzig: 
fdjlJeS, I~ J. There is a new printing of the Gaammrlte WerI¥. "from the last German 

lion. III tv.-elve volumes IAalen: Scientia. 19(8); the Logik is contained in volumes 2,3. 
:: of. Gomper-L'S translation was done "with the collaboration of the author." Mill's English 
fI/ £::':ysrt'm of L>gic, R<ltiocinatillt and Inductivt. &in, a ConntcUd VinAl of the Princi~ 
VoIu . e and t~ Mrtltod3 of Scient!fic Inlltltigation. The original p~ication was ~n two 
this ~ fLondon: J. W. Parker. 1M3). There have been numerous editions and reprints of 
lft v.orL:. The Sth edition was published in the year before Mill's death, the 9th two yean; 
~rv.t~d. The Gennan translation cited above was made from the 8th edition ILondon: 
J~ t'iIll~. 187.21. :\ critical edition is included. under the above title. in CoIledrd Works of 
iIIln "art Milt. vol. 7. booI<.s 1-3; \'01. 8, books .... 6 ilnd appendices; ed. J. M. Rob5on. with 
Pnnt~odll(,'1"Jn by R. F McRae. In this text, "the 8th edition. the lut in Mill's lifetime, is 
etbt lIo'lth the subMantlVal textual changes found in a compldc collation of the eight 
lr~ ~n~ and the Prc!I.'1-copy Manu.!\cript" (\'01. 7. p. ci'. Since 50 many editions and printings 
"'-'l b ~tnhutt'd among rcade!>. it will hencefonh be most convenient to identify references, 
Ieq ~ th,· pag~' numbers given in the German edition. hut hy the original book. chaptcr. and 
fr~7; n"rnher.~. ,:. g .. 1.4.1 for the present, reference. I nstead of attempting a retranslation 

"mperz ~ German, I havc used Mill ~ actual langua~. J 
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important that there should be no indistinctness in our conception of the 
nature and office of the copula; for confused notions respecting it are IlInoIls 
the causes which have spread mysticism over the field of logic, and perverted 
its speculations into logomachies. 

It is apt to be supposed that the copula is something more than a mere aiJn 
of predication: that it also signifies existence [extantncssJ. In the Propoaitioq 
Socratcs is ju. .. t, it may seem to be implied not only that the quality jUJt can"'; 
affirmed of Socrates, but moreover that Socrates is, that is to say, exists. This 
however. only shows that there is an ambiguity in the word is; a word which 
not only performs the function of the copula in affirmations. but a11O" a 
meaning of its own, in virtue of which it may itself be made the Predicateola 
proposition. That the employment of it a. .. a copula does not ~ 
include the affirmation of existence. appears from such a proposition. tbiI: 
A centaur is a fiction of the poets: where it cannot poSSibly be implied that. 
centaur exists. since the proposition it.o;elf expressly asserts that the thina .. 
no real existence. 

Many volumes might be filled with the frivolous speculations c:oncemia8 
the nature of Being (to on. ousia. Ens. Entitas, Essentia. and the like,) which 
have arisen from overlooking the double meaning of the word to r.; fiam 
supposing that when it signifies to exist. and when it signifies to .. ICIDe 

specified thing. as to be a man. to be Socrates. to be seen or spoken oi, to'" 
phantom. even to be a nonentity. it must still. at bottom. answer to the ..... 
idea: and that a meaning must be found for it which shall suit all thaec:.a. 
The fog which rose from this narrow spot diffused itself at an early period 
over the whole surface of metaphysics. Yet it becomes us not to triumph over 
the great intellects of Plato and Aristotle because we are now able to .,.... 
ourselves from many errors into which they. perhaps inevitably. felP' 

Here. too. the sober Englishman's misreading of history appean quirI 
clearly. We see from the quotation that Mill first approaches the ~ in 
the same direction as nominalism in general. The proposition is a \IIIbIl 
sequence which needs a sign in order to be recognizable as predication. The 
further factor that already foretellingly characterizes Mill's view of,.t!-. 
copula lies in his belief that there is an ambiguity in the copula, in ~ j 
since on the one hand it has the function of combination, or the functiDD 
being a sign. but at the same time signifies existence. Mill emphasizeS that 
the attempt to bring together these two meanings of the copula, its.coc:r 
binatory function. or sign-character, and its signification as an exp~iOIl 
existence. drove philosophy to mysticism. In the course of our diSCUSSion; 
shall see what the situation is regarding this question as to whether and it 
the copula is equivocal and perhaps even more ambiguous than that. ~ 
is precisely for this reason that the problem of inquiring into the uti same 
ground of this ambiguity necessarily emerges. For an ambiguity of the 
word is never accidental. ----

.H. tI,·lill. Logic. 1.4 1 
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\Wl"s opening makes it appear as if he were attempting to sever the 
~rtion as a verbal sequence from the things themselves about which it is 
asserted or. as is common in British empiricism. to take the assertion not so 

ch as a complex of words but more as a complex of representations 
~~ich arc linked solely in the subject. However. Mill turns very sharply 
~ainst this conception of the jud~e~t as a combination of ":presentations 
r e\'cn of mere words. He says: It IS. of course. true that an any case of 
~cnt. as for instance when wejudge that gold is yellow. a process takes 
place in our minds. We must have the idea of gold and the idea of 
)'tllow• and these two ideas must be brought together in our mind. "35 Mill 
admits this empiricistic interpretation of thinking in a certain sense-some 
sort of putting together of ideas in the soul. "But in the first place. it is 
evident that this is only a part of what takes place [in judgment)";36 'but my 
belief [that is. assensus, as Descartes says. the assent that is present in the 
judgment] has not reference to the ideas. it has reference to the things. 
What I believe [that to which I assent. to which I say yes in thejudgment). is 
a fact."37 It must be inferred from this. however. that the "is" in the 
proposition expresses the factuality of the thing, its existence. and is not just 
a sign of a combination of names. On the one hand. this means that the 
proposition refers to facts. but. on the other hand, it is said that the "is" is a 
sign of the coupling of names. How is this equivocity of the copula to be 
eliminated? 

Mill trics to do this by introducing a general classification of all possible 
propositions. He distinguishes between e.-ntidl and accidental proposi
tions. What he intends here emerges from the further characteristics he 
assigns to this classification of propositions. He also calls the essential 
Propositions verbal propositions and designates the accidental ones as real 
propositions. He has still another distinction in which he adheres to tradi
tion and, as he believes. to Kant. The essential. or verbal. propositions are 
~~ic. and the real. accidental propositions are synthetic. Kant made this 
~lnction of judgments the guide for his main problem. which took the 
~ pe of the question as to how synthetic propositions a priori are possible. 
~sPOken within this is the question of how ontology is possible as a 

S(j~nce. Mill's classification does not agree with Kant·s. although that is 
In ff~rent here. An essential judgment is always verbal: this means that the 
~tlal judgmcnt only explicates verbal meaning. It does not refer to facts 
a~. to th(' meaning of names. Now since the meanings of names are wholly 
t4I 1trary. verbal propositions or. more precisely. propositions which expli
c/(' \\I()r~'I. are strictly speaking neithcr true nor false. They have no 

ltenon 10 things but depend onl)' on agreemcnt with linguistic usage. 

l'i. Ihld 1.5. I 
.36. Ihld 
17 1I11d 
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Definitions fall among verbal or essential propositions. According to Min 
simplest and most important notion of a definition is that of a ~ 
which declares the meaning of a word. "namely. either the meaningwbic:b. 
bears in common acceptation. or that which the speaker or writer, for tb: 
particular purposes of his discourse. intends to annex to it,"J8 Definition' 
nominal definition. explanation of words. Mill's theory of Proposition an: 
definition does not agree with what he develops practically in book 4. 1'hi. 
latter is better than his theory. "The definition of a name. . is theSUftltotaJ 
of all the essential propositions which can be framed with that name fOltbeir 
subject. All propositions the truth of which [Mill really didn't havetheriatt 
to say this) is implied in the name. all those which we are made aW8R a(by 
merely hearing the name, are included in the definition, if complete .... AU 
definitions are of names. but-and now the theory is actuaUy aINIdy 
breached-"in some definitions it is clearly apparent that notbiag is iD
tended except to explain the meaning of the word. while in the aIben, 
besides explaining the meaning of the word. it is intended to be impIiIdthit 
there exists a thing corresponding to the word. Whether this [the expI6iIbJ 
of the existence of that about which the assertion is made] be or be DOt 

implied in any given case cannot be collected from the mere fomuf the 
expression. "40 Here we can see Mill breaking through the nom ....... 
approach. He must return. beyond the verbal sequence. to the COIIII!It fi 
what is meant in that sequence. 

"'A centaur is an animal with the upper parts of a man and the IoMrpGtl 
of a horse: and 'A triangle is a rectilineal figure with three sideI.' ... in 
form. expressions precisely similar; although in the former it is not iIDfIied 
that any thing, comformable to the term. really exists (instead, whali ... dis 
only what the word "centaur" means). while in the latter it is ..... • MJIlIIJI 
that the test of the difference between two such propositions which ~ 10 

have the same character consists in the fact that the expression "meaDS ~ 
be substituted for "is" in the first proposition.4.l In the case of the PI:" 
proposition I can say" A centaur means an animal. etc .. " and I can .Y thiI 
without the sense of the proposition being altered. In the ~_~ 
however, "A triangle is a rectilineal figure with three sides, I c;uu--

-------38. Ibid. 1.8 I. 
39. Ibid. ~~ 
40. Ibid. 1.8.5. (italICS have been added in the Grundprobleme text. This .~ 

several others succeeding it were originally wnttc-n hy Mill in a revi~ ~ abII: 
Whately's Logic, published in the W .. stminstn- Rt'lJinv (january 1828) .. MiII th8C ~I 
although that review contalllc.-d ''''ome opinions which I no longer entertaLll~ I find J ::; ..... ko fill 
the follolWing observations my pf~nt VIC\!.'. of that question is still suf1JC""~ 
accordance." The ~tion had to do wilh tlK" validity of the distinction betW«" 
and real dcfimtion.~ I 

41. r.. .. iII. Logic, 1.85. 
42. Ibid. 
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'wte "means" for "is." For then it would be impossible to deduce any 
sUbS~ truths of geometry from this definition, which is no mere verbal 
~jtion. and yet suc~.~~uctions a~ ~ade. In thi~ seco~ proposition, 
abOUt the triangle, the IS does not sIgnify merely means but conceals 

, hin itself an assertion of existence. Lurking in the background here is a 
'lilt difficult problem-what is to be meant by mathematical existence and 
:~ thLo; existence can be established axiomatically. Mill utilizes this pos
sibility of replacing "is" by "means" in the different judgments as a criterion 
(! r distinguishing between pure definitions as verbal explanations and 
~itions asserting existence. It appears from this that in so-called verbal 
propositions or essential assertions he attempts to interpret "is" in the sense 
of "it means." These propositions have the subject-word as their subject. 
The subject-word is what is to be defined as a word. for which reason he 
calls these propositions verlxJl propositions. But those propositions which 
assert "is" in the sense of "exists" are 'real propositions, because they intend 
reality, or actuality as equivalent to existence. as in Kant. 

By means of this alteration of the expression "is" in the case of analytic. 
that is. essential or verbal propositions. Mill tries to avoid the ambiguity of 
the copula and thus to settle the question of the different meanings of being 
in the "is." But it is easily seen that even when "is" is "replaced" in essential 
propositions by "it means," the copula nevertheless is still present. and in 
fact in the inflected form of the verb "to mean" which is now introduced. It 
is also easily shown that in every meaning of a name some reference to things 
is implied, so that Mill's allegedly verbal propositions cannot be completely 
leVered from the beings they intend. Names. words in the broadest sense. 
have no a priori fixed measure of their significative content. Names. or again 
their meanings. change with transformations in our knowledge of things. 
and the meanings of names and words always change according to the 
predominance of a specific factor of meaning. that is. in each case. according 
to the predominance of a specific line of vision toward the thing somehow 
lIanIed by the name. All significations. including those that are apparently 
Illtre verbal meanings, arise from reference to things. Every terminology 
Ptesu~s some knowledge of things. 
pr Wlt~. regard to Mill's division between verbal propositions and real 
~Sltlonso the following therefore has to be said. Real assertions, asser
pr(, s a,~ut beings, are constantly enriching and modifying the verbal 
~)~Ihons, The distinction that is really operative in Mill's mind is that 
lIlc:I reen the view of beings that makes itself manifest in common meaning 
~PJ,U~d('r!itanding. as it is already laid down in every language, and the 
'Cit IC~t apprehension and investigation of beings. whether in practice or in 

l'nhfic 1O()uiry. 
~e liCparation between verbal and real propositions is not feasible in this 

, 1\11 verbal propositions are only abbreviations of real propositions. 
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Mill himself has to speak contrary to his distinction and to his theory and.' 
his more precise explanation of definition he already has to ~ to ~ 
point that all verbal assertions are also referred to the experience of ~ 
"How to define a name. may not only be an inquiry of conaiderabJ; 
difficulty and intricacy. but may involve considerations going deep into the 
nature of the things which are denoted by the name. "0 'The only ~ 
definition of a name is . one which declares the facts. and the whoJeofthe 
facts, which the name involves in its signification."'" Here Mill is.,.. 
unmistakably that verbal propositions. too. are referred back to the _ 
But furthermore. the "means" which Mill substitutes for "is" in vem.J 
propositions also brings to expression an assertion about being: this CIIl 

easily be seen from the term Mill employs for verbal propositions when he 
calls them essential propositions: they are called this because they expna 
the essentia of a thing-the what-it-is. Hobbes resolved all prnpoeidoaa, 
propositiones. into propositions about what ness. 

The ambiguity of the copula has thus become heightened. Hobba.,. 
that all propositions express whatness. a mode of being. Mill sa,. th111p11t 
from verbal propositions. which strictly speaking are not intended. to lit 
assertions about beings. the proposition. as real proposition, apma 
something about existing things. For Hobbes the "is" and the .... 
synonymous with essentia, for Mill with existentia, In discussing the IICGIId 
thesis we saw that these two concepts of being somehow go together" 
determine every being. We thus see how an ontological theory about beiaI 
works itself out into the various possible logical theories about the ...... 

We need not here enter further into real propositions and the way itt 
which Mill interprets them, particularly since he conceives of them .= 
means of the concept of existence. of reality. in an indifferent-
does not pursue this further as a problem. We need only take note ~ he 
recognizes three different categories. three fields of the real: first, ~ 
states of consciousness; second. substances of a corporeal and mental . 
and third. attributes. Also. we cannot here go into the way Mill's propoea
tional theory inftuences his theory of induction and inference. __ ~dIr 

We may say. then. that in Mill's theory there emerges a ~----
emphasis on the meaning of "is" in the sense of "exists." 

d) The being of the copula and the theory of double 
judgment in Hermann Lotze 

Let us turn in conclusion to Lotze's view of the copula. Lotze was e.arlY: 
occupied with the problems of logic. We have two treatments by him. 

------"" 
.u. Ibid. 1.8.7 
..... Ibid .. I.K.3. 
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11 Loglf and the large Logic, which he worked out almost simultaneously 
s~~ a small and large Metaphysics. The small Logic (1843) grew out of an 
\\'1t pt to come to terms with Hegel, but it is still very much influenced by 
~e~. The large Logic (1874; 2nd edition. 1880) is a far more extensive and 
. :pendent exposition. It is oriented toward theories of science. par
~ larly under the strong influence of Mill. 
t~n the small Logic Lotze speaks of the "copula, which combines as well as 
separates. "45 He once more brings to bear here the thought that Aristotle 
had already stressed. that assertion is sunthesis as well as diairesis. He calls 
the copula an essential judgmental figure. How firmly Lotze takes the "is" as 
~Ia-sees in it the function of combination and understands it as Kant 
does. as a combinatory concept-becomes evident in a remark about the 
negative judgment, 5 is not P, which has been a basic difficulty for logic and 
ontology since Plato's Sophist. The copula here has the character of the "is 
not," being as it were a negative copula. Lotze says that to a negative copula is 
impossible. "4b since a separation (negation) is not a mode of combination. It 
is Lotze's opinion that, if I say "5 is not P" and deny the P of the 5, then this 
cannot mean that I am combining P with S. This thought brings him to a 
theory essential for the later large Logic: in negative judgment, the negation 
is only a new. second judgment about the truth of the first. which latter 
properly has to be thought always as positive. The second judgment is a 
judgment about the truth or falsehood of the first. This leads Lotze to say 
that every judgment is, as it were. a double judgment. "s equals P" means: S 
is P, yes. that is true. "s does not equal P" means: no. it is not true, namely, 
the S equals P which is always there as the underlying positive judgment. 

Without entering upon a criticism. we must first face up to Lotze and ask 
whether negation is simply to be taken as equal to separation. What does 
separation imply here when Lotze declares a negative copula. a separative 
COmbining. to be impossible? We must ask further. Is the primary sense of 
the copula. then. combination? Doubtless that is what the name says. But 
~ question remains whether we are permitted without further ado to 
~ent ~.~~. problem of the "is" and its ontological meaning to the designation 
ha the IS as copula. whether in taking the "is" as copula. as combination. I 
•. ~~ not already committed myself to a pre-judged interpretation of the 

PlSob' which perhaps does not at all allow of forging ahead to the center of the 
r lern. 

f}{ '\s We have already emphasized. Lotze developed still further this theory 
a ~e douhling of judgment and of all assertion. He calls this doubling also 
JI. ubhng into the principal thought and the subsidiary thought. S's being 

1\ the principal thought: it expres.!les the propositional content. The "yes. 

~ 111('rrn'}nn Lot7..e. Logik (18431. p. H7 1~lpzig; Weidmann'sche Buchhandlunlt·1 
I hili. p. H8. 
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it is so," "yes, it is true," that supervenes is the subsidiary thought. W, 
here again how. in this dissociation of principal and subsidiary ~ ~ 
judgment. what Aristotle had already stressed recurs once again: on the III 
hand the "is" signifies combination and on the other it means being-btIe, ~ 
his large Logic Lotze says: "It is already clear by now that only 10 
essentially distinct forms of judgment will be possible for us as there ~ 
essentially distinct significations of the copula. different subsidiary ~ 
which we form about the way subject and predicate are linked and ~ 
more or less completely in the syntactical form of the JXOPOIition. "4, 

Regarding the categorical assertion S equals P. which serves IDOIt fie. 
quently as exemplar in logic. Lotze observes: "There is hardly an~ 10 
explain about this form. whose construction seems to be completely tnn. 
parent and simple; we have only to show that this apparent duity is 
completely puzzling and that the obscurity which hovers over the .....,.. 
of the copula in the categorical judgment will for a long time to CIOIDe 
constitute the impelling motive to the subsequent transformationa oflop:aI 
investigation ..... 8 Lotze indeed saw more here than those who followed him. 
It was just this problem of the copula, whose history we have only hiDted II 
in a few places, which could not receive adequate recognition in the coune 
of the development of Lotze's work. On the contrary, the result of. pecuIiu 
interweaving of Lotzean ideas with the epistemological revival of the 
Kantian philosophy was that. since about 1870, the problem of the copula 
was even further excluded from the area of ontological inquiry. 

We saw that Aristotle already defined the assertion. the lop •• that 
which can be true or false. The judgment is the vehicle of truth. h II 
knowledge, however, which has the distinctive characteristic ofbeiDI true· 
Hence the basic form of knowledge is the judgment, that which is trUe not 
only primarily but solely. Hobbes' thesis that knowledge is ~ 
became the creed of modem logic and theory of knowledge. That 1IJWIII" 

which knowledge is directed is the object (the Objekt, the degenstand-,-~ 
which stands-over-against] of judgment. According to Kant's ~ ----- ------~. -.- ... 

47. Laue. Logih (UI74) (l.eipzig: Felix M~iner. 1912). p. 59. (The original pubI~ Ihr 
Logih: Drti BUc~ oom Denlmt, wm Untmuchen, und WPII Erhmnen. It ~ p8!t. '. s. 
SystmJ dn Phibophit, the !I«Ond pan of which wa~ a \'Olurne on mctaphysa ([.ei~. II 
Hirzel. 1874; 2nd ed .• 1880). The- edition cited In the GnllldPfObleme text has the ~'i~ 
includes also a translation into Gennan of 1..ot7.e·s autobiographical essay. In ~ 
HPhilosophy in the last forty ycal'$," Thi~ edition WiIS edited and introduced by ~.;.....ar 
I'hilosophische Bibliothek. vol. 141 (Leipzig: F Melncr. 1912; 2nd ~-d .. 1928). ;~ 
tion into English 15: Syslt'1'II of Philmophy: PII'f1 J. Logac ~n Ih'f« books: of lhau •. hi:! ;d~,1I187, 
lion. lind of Irnowledge, ed. lkmard 8o~nquet (Oxford: (.Iarenoon Press. 1884. 0 ~ 
1888). I ha\'c tran.,lated thc citations directly from th(" cnundPfObkme text, so as I 

~pond with H("idegger'~ treatment of l.oll'.e·~ language I 
-m. Ibid .. I>, 72. 
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niean Revolution, brought about in the interpretation of knowledge, 
Co~~edge is not to be adapted to its objects, but just the reverse, t he objects 
knO;o eo~form to knowledge. The necessary consequence is that cognitive 
are h truth of judgment, thereupon becomes the standard for the object or, 
tfUt . precisely, for objectivity. But the copula shows that. in judgment. 
~; of some kind is always expressed. True judgment is knowledge of the 
~. . True being-judged defines the objectivity of known objects. Objec
. ~ is what knowledge attains to when taken in the sense of judgment 
~t something conc~mi~~ beings. The ~ing of beings ~o.mes identical 
with objectivit)·, and objectIVity means nothmg but t1'Ue being-Judged. 

It \lias first of all Husserl who showed, in the Logical Investigations, that in 
regard to judgment a distinction has to be made between the making of the 
judgment and ~h~ factual ~ontent. being j~dged, This latter. the j~ged 
content which IS mtended 10 makmg the Judgment. or the propositional 
content. the propositional sense, or simply the sense. is what is valid. Sense 
[Sinn} designates that which is judged as such in a true judgment. It is this. 
the sense. that is true, and what is true is constituted by nothing but 
objectivity. The being judged of a true assertion equals objectivity equals 
JeftSt. This conception of knowledge. which is oriented toward the judg
ment. the logos. and which therefore became the logic of knowledge (the 
title of the chief work by Hermann Cohen. founder of the Marburg &hool). 
and this orientation of truth and being toward the logic of the proposition is 
a principal criterion of Neo-Kantianism. The view that knowledge equals 
judgment. truth equals judgedness equals objectivity equals valid sense. 
became so dominant that even phenomenology was infected by this unten
able conception of knowledge. as appears in the further investigation of 
HUSSerl's works. above all in the Ideas toward a Pure Phenomenology and 
Phenomenological Philosophy (1913). Nevertheless. Husserl's interpretation 
should not be straightway identified with the Neo-Kantian interpretation. 
~n though Natorp in a detailed criticism believed he was entitled to 
~tify Husserl's position with his own. The more recent representatives of 

eo-Kantlamsm, particularly {Richard} Honigswald. one of the most acute 
~resentatives of this group. are influenced by the logical interpretation of 
HOWI~g(' in the ~'1arburg School and by the analysis of judgment in 

usserl s LogICal Investigations. 

e) The different interpretations of the being of the copula 
and the want of radical inquiry 

weF~orn this survey of interpretations of the "is." which is called the copula. 
WJth avl' !;cen that a whole series of determinations becomes intertwined 

thl~ phenomenon. Being means what ness on the one hand (Hobbes). 
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existence on the other (Mill). Further, the "is" is that which is judged . 
subsidiary thought of the judgment, in which the being-true of the ~ 
ment is fixed (Lotze); as Aristotle already said, this being also s' ."7"'1" 
being-true, and in addition this "is" has the function of combination.~ 
characteristic determinations for the copula are: 

1. The "is," or its being, equals whatness, essentia. 
2. The "is" equals existence, existentia. 
3. The "is" equals truth or. as it is also called today, validity. 
4. Being is a function of combination and thus an index of ~ 

We must now ask whether all these differing interpretations of the.-
are accidental or whether they arise from a specific necessity. And why have 
these different interpretations failed not only to be externally bouod to
gether and unified but also to be comprehended as necessary by the niIiaa 
of radical questions about them? 

Let us make a summary review of the course of our historical pnauta. 
tion of a few characteristic treatments of the problem of the copula. We.." 
that Hobbes attempts an extreme nominalistic interpretation of the pnlpOIi
tion or assertion, while Mill limits nominalism in theory to those pnIpOIi
tions alone which he calls essential or verbal propositions. definitioDI. hi 
these propositions "is" is synonymous with "the subject-term meam.w 

According to him the "is" signifies being only in the propositions he c:aUa 
accidental or real assertions, those which assert something about beinp. 
But for us it turned out that verbal propositions. too. those which expllate 
meanings. are necessarily related to a knowledge of fact and thus to • 
relationship to beings. The separation that Mill first embarks on cannot ~ 
carried through; he himself is led beyond his nominalism in the course 
his reflections. This is important as a fact relating not only to Mill's theorY 
but to nominalism in general. It provides evidence that nominalism is not 
tenable as a theory. Lotze's copula theory is characterized by his attemPt to 
integrate the meaning implied in the "is" into the propositional st~ b? 
saying that each judgment is really a double judgment consisting of ~ 
pal and subsidiary thoughts. The principal thought is fixed as the J";he 
ment's content, and the subsidiary thought is a second judgment ~rofI\ 
first. in which the first judgment is asserted to be either true,or fal~ 
Lotze's theory of judgment. intertwined with the Neo-K~tlan CO objeC" 
of knowledge as judgment. there arises a specific conception. of the beint 
tivity of objects and with it the conception of the being of bem~ as to 

judged in a true judgment. This being-judged i.. .. identi~ed ~l1th ~. 
which the judgment refers, the object [standing-over-agamst lfl kno 
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. g.judged is equal to objectivity as standing-over-against-ness. and ob
~t~ itv. true judgment. and sense [Sinn} are identified. 
jeCl~: tcst our understanding o~ this entire cont~ture we can provide 

elvcs with a control by taking a few propositions as examples and 
~:rpreting them according to the different theories. The test should be 
~ with particular regard to the phenomenological discussions we shall 
be pursuing i~ ~he subsequent paragraphs. To this end we may choose quite 
trivial propositions. 

1'he sky is blue." Hobbes interprets this proposition in conformity with 
his theory by taking the two words "sky" and 'blue" to be referring to one 
and the same res. The cause of combinability of these words is expressed by 
the res. The cause of combinability is expressed because in this something. 
to which subject and predicate terms are identically related. the whatness 
gets expressed. "The sky is blue" must necessarily be interpreted by Hobbes 
in such a way that in this proposition the whatness of an object is asserted. 

In contrast. Mill would stress that this proposition not only asserts 
whatness in the sense of a factually real determination of the subject but at 
the same time asserts that the sky is blue--the thing which is at hand, if we 
may so say, the "sky," exists in such and such a manner. Not only is whatness. 
or essentia, asserted but also. together with it, esse in the sense of existentia. 
being as being extant. 

Applying his theory, Hobbes is simply unable to interpret our second 
example. 'The sun is," whereas Mill would approach this proposition as the 
basic example for propositions asserting existence. esse. existentia. 'The 
sun is" means that the sun is at hand, it is extant, it exists [in the sense of 
being extant}. 

In accordance with his theory. Hobbes must in principle interpret the 
proposition "Body is extended" as expressing whatness. But Mill, too, will 
have to see in it an essential proposition which says nothing about existence, tut the being extant of a body. but only declares that extension belongs to 
. essence. to the idea of body. If Mill were to take this essential proposi

tIOn to be also a verbal one, as signifying merely that the word ''body'' 
ll'Iean~ extension. we should immediately have to ask how and why this 
:~lng "means" any such thing. What is the reason for it? Is it merely an 

Itrary convention in which I fix a meaning and say that it is to have this 
or that content? Or does this verbal proposition. according to Mill. say 
:~ething about a real content. but in such a way that it remains indifferent 

ether this content docs or docs not exist? "Body is extended" is in a 
:ain \Cnse an analytic judgment, but it is not verbal. It is an analytic 
bodgrnl"nt. which provides a real determination concerning the reality of 

y. or, In the Kantian sense. about its realitas. Here "is" has the meaning 
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of esse in the sense of esse essentiae, but it certainly does not have ll»r.L_ 

the function that Mill intends when he equates "is" and u means. ..-.... J 

A fourth example. taken from Mill, reads "The centaur is a fiction of the 
poets." According to Mill this sentence is purely verbal. It is for hUn 
example of the existence of propositions which do not assert being in: 
sense of existence but arc explanations of words. If we examine tbia 
proposition more closely. it indeed appears that something is asserted in . 
namely. what the centaur is. But this what ness which is asserted of:'; 
centaur expresses, precisely. a way of the centaur's being. Its inteaded 
meaning is that things like centaurs exist only in an imaginary way. nu. 
proposition is an assertion about existence. If this proposition ia to be 
understood at all in its restrictive form and signification. existence in the 
broadest sense must in a certain way be thought in thinking it. Ita intended 
meaning is: Centaurs do not exist actually but are only inventions of the 
poets. This proposition is, again, not a verbal judgment; the "ia" a1so cbs 
not signify existence in the sense of being extant. but it D!'.IertbeIeaa 
expresses a certain mode of being. 

All these propositions we have mentioned contain still another IIMIDina 
in their "is," for in all propositions as uttered their being-true ia impIicidJ 
intended. This is the reason why Lotze lights upon the theory cl the 
subsidiary thought. How is this being-true connected with the "is" iIIeJf1 
How are these differing meanings of "is" concentrated in the unity« an 
assertion? The answers must be given by the positive analysis of the 
proposition, so far as we can accomplish it at this stage of our conaider
ations. 

We may now offer this brief outline of all the different interpretatioDl of 
the copula: . 

First. Being in the sense of the "is" has no independent signification. This 
is the ancient Aristotelian thesis: prossemainei sunthesin tina-it signifies 
only something in a combinatory thinking. 

Second. According to Hobbes. this being signifies being-the-cause of the 
combinability of subject and predicate. 

Third. Being means whatness, esse essentiae. . . 
Fourth. Being is identical with signifying in so-called ve~l proposi": 

or else it is synonymous with existence in the sense of bemg extant. 
existentiae (Mill). . the 

Fifth. Being signifies the being-true or being-false that is asserted an 
subsidiary thought of every judgment. 

Sixth. Being-true-and with this we return to Aristotle-is the ~ 
sion of an entity that is only in thought but not in things. ... ", (1) 

In summary we may say that the following arc implied in the l~iI". 
being-something /Etulas-seinJ (accidental). (2) whatness or being-what , ... 
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. J (necessary). (3) being-how or howness {Wie-seinl, and (4) being-true. 
Jtln ess /Wahr-mn}. The being of beings means whatness, howrws. truth. 
rruer'l use every being is determined by the what and the how and is unveiled 
Bee' being in its whatness and howness. its being-what and being-how. the 
as a la is necessarily ambiguous. However. this ambiguity is not a "defect" 
~nlv the expression of the intrinsically manifold structure of the being of a 
/;Ieing'-:and consequently of the ouerall understanding of being. 

The question of being as copula. pursuant to the expositions we have 
·ven. is oriented to assertion and truth of assertion. more precisely to the 
~omcnon of the combination of words. The characterization of the "is" 
as copula is not an accidental imposition of a name but the expression of the 
fact that the interpretation of this "is" which is designated as the copula is 
oriented to assertion as spoken, as an uttered sequence of words. 

We have to ask whether this delineation of the "is" as copula really hits 
the mark with regard to the ontological sense of being expressed by "is." Can 
the approach made by the traditional type of inquiry relating to the "is" be 
maintained. or does not the confusion of the problem of the copula reside 
precisely in the fact that this "is" is characterized beforehand as copula and 
then all further research into the problem is channeled in that direction? 

§J 7. Being CII copulG cand IIw plwnorMnologkal 
probkrra of cuantion 

a) Inadequate assunnc:c and definition of the 
phenomenon of assertion 

!he problem of the copula is difficult and intricate not because inquiry into 
It takes its start in general from the logos but because this phenomenon of 
the logos as a whole has been inadequately assured and circumscribed. The 
logos is simply snatched up as it first forces itself upon the common 
experience of things. Regarded naively. an assertion offers itself as an extant 
~ex of spoken words that are themselves extant. Just as there are trees • 

. and people. so also there are words. arranged in sequences. in which 
SOme words come before other words. as we can see clearly in Hobbes. If 
~h a complex of extant words is given. the question arises. What is the 

nd .that establishes the unity of this interconnection? The question of a 
:rnb,nation. a copula. arises. We have already pointed out that a limitation 
rna~he prohlem to assertion as pure verbal sequence cannot in fact be 
\\Ii .~tained. At bottom. something that the nominalistic theory would not 
~ to grant as valid is already implied in every assertion. even when it is tn a!; a pure sequence of words. 

n the propositions with which Aristotle prefaced his treatise on the logos 
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it was already manifest that many determinations belong to assertion 
that it is not merely a verbal articulation and sequence. This entails that ~ 
logos is not merely a phone or phonetic whole but is also related by :: 
words to meanings which are thought in a thinking that at the same . 
thinks things that are. The complete constitution of the logos includes:::: 
the very beginning word. signification. thinking. that which is t~ that 
which is. What we here enumerate as belonging to the logos is not aiJnpl 
ranged in mere sequence and juxtaposition in such a way that, given Ih! 
conjoint presence of word ... meanings. thought processes. thought objea., 
and existent things. certain relations among them result. It is insuffx:ientto 
formally characterize these relations between words. meanings. ~ 
things thought. and beings as the relation between sign and signified. E~ 
the relationship of word-sound to word-meaning must not be viewed •• 
sign-relation. The verbal sound is not a sign for a meaning as a road lip ia 
the sign for the direction of the road. Whatever this relation betwe.t word 
and meaning may be. the relation between the meaning and whatistboupt 
in the meaning is again different from the relation between word 1Dd"", 
is thought: and the relation between what is thought in the meaning_the 
being that is meant in what is thus thought is again different from the 
relationship between either the verbal sound or the meaning and whit ia 
thought. There is no way in which we can manage to get on with • gmaaI 
formal description of the complex of word. signification. thinking. object 
thought. beings. We saw in Hobbes and particularly in Mill that the 
nominalistic theory of the proposition. which is oriented primarily toWard 
verbal sequences. is driven beyond itself to the phenomena of &IIMt is 
thought and of the beings that are thought, so that at root the nominaJistic 
theory also takes into consideration matters going beyond verbal souocl. 

However. the decisive question remains. how that which beltmgs ~ 
sarity to the logos beyond the verbal sequence can be appYehended in 4 pri'It4"! 
way. It could be that starting with the logos as a verbal sequence a-: 
directly to misinterpretation of the remaining constituents of the logos. 
fact this can even be demonstrated. If the proposition is a verbal ~ 
which requires a combination. then corresponding to the ~~ be 
words there will be a sequence of ideas for which a combinatIon will abo is 
needed. This sequence of ideas corresponding to the verbal ~ 
something psychical. present in thinking. And. given that in ~he a-;:: 
something is asserted about beings. it follows that some thmg or .detJ 
complex of physical things must correspond to this complex of I all 

present in thinking. We then have corresponding to the verbal co~~ CO 

ideational complex in the mind, and this ideational complex is suppu""'~ 
refer to a complex of beings outside the mind. The problem arises. H~ is 
the ideational complex in the mind agree with the external things? 
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rilv formulated as the problem of truth or objectivity. But this 

~custorn(a nt~/1\' wrongheaded tJpproach to the question is motivated by the fact 
arrl . 

sertion is taken first as verbal sequence. The Greeks. too. conceived 
that I~gos in this way. even though not exclusively so. This manner of 
tht' . g passed into the traditional approach oflogic and has to this day not 
starUll . . 

overcome In It. 
~~ beCOmes clear from what has been said that we not only require a 

ral delineation of what pertains to the complete concept of the logos
~it is not enough to say. in going beyond nominalism. that signification. 
what is thought. and what is belong to the logos-but that the essential 
thing is the portrayal of the specific ron textural intnronn«tion of these 
phenOmena which belong essentially to the whole of the logos. This con
~ must not merely come about after the fact by a process of composi
tion under the constraint of things. Instead. this relational whole of word, 
signification. thinking. what is thought. what is must be detennined in a 
primary way beforehand. We must ask: In what way can the ground-plan of 
this whole be sketched so that the specific structure of the logos can then be 
drawn in? When we raise this question, we free ourselves from the start 
&om the isolated and isolating orientation toward the complex of spoken 
words of the problem of assertion. Spoken articulation can belong to the 
logos, but it does not have to. If a proposition is spoken. this is possible only 
because it is primarily something other than a verbal sequence somehow 
c:oupIed together. 

b) Phenomenological display of several essential structures 
of assertion. The intentional comportment of assertion and 

its foundation in being-in-the-world 

What is the logos when taken as assertion? We cannot expect to condense 
the ~hole of this structure into a few propositions. We can only try to bring 
to View the essential structures. Have the considerations thus far undertaken 
:;ared us in any way for this? In what d.irection must we loo~ i~ making 
, ~ogos as a whole our problem? Assertion has the characteristiC double 

~gn'fu;ation th.at it means both asserting and asserted. Asserting is one of the 
th7:~ s IntentJona,1 com~ments. In essence it is .an asse~ing about ~ome
aha g and thus IS Intnnslcally referred to some being or beings. Even if that 
tI( Ut which an assertion is made should tum out not to be. an empty 
.. :;10.0. thiS in no way gainsays the intentionality of the structure of 
am rtlon but only demonstrates it. For when I judge about an appearance I 
req stili rdated to beings. Today this sound .. almost self-evident to us. But it 
Co U1red centuries of development of ancient philosophy before Plato dis-

vered this self-evident fact and saw that the false and the apparent is also 
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a being. To be sure. the apparent or false is a being which is not ... . 
supposed to be-it lacks something. it is a me on. The apparent and ~ ~ 
not nothing. not an ouk on. but a me on. a being, yes, but affected 'Nith II 
defect. In the Sophist Plato arrives at the knowledge that every logo. ia • 
such logos tinos. every assertion an assertion about something, 1'hie ~ 
seemingly trivial and yet it is a puzzle. II 

We heard earlier that every intentional Telation has within itMf a ~ 
undeTstanding of the being of the being to which the intentional co~ 
as such relates. In order for something to be a possible about-which for .. 
assertion. it must ab-eady be somehow given for the assertion a.s ul'ttlliWlDd 
accessible. Assertion does not as such primarily unveil; instead, it is ..... 
in its sense, already related to something antecedently given II unwled, 
This implies that assertion as such is not knowledge in the strict .... 
Some being must be antecedently given as unveiled in order to aenoe _ the 
possible about-which of an assertion. But so far as a being is antecerlwdy 
given as uncDl1eTed for a Dasein it has. as we showed earlier. the c:hanc:I. rl 
being within the WOTld. Intentional comportment in the sense of aaertion Ibaut 
something is founded in its ontological stTuctUTe in the basic c:onItiDdicIIl rl 
the Dasein which we described as being-in-the-WOT'd. Only becau. die 
Dasein exists in the manner of being-in-the-world is some being unveiled 
along with the Dasein's existence in such a way that what is thus unveiled 
can become the possible object of an assertion. So far as it exists. the DaeiD 
is always already dwelling with some being or other. which is unmverecI ill 
some way or other and in some degree or other. And not only is tbia heiDI 
with which the Dasein dwells uncovered. but that being which is the DaIIiD 
itself is also at the same time unveiled. 

Assertion can but need not be uttered in articulate verbal (ubioD. 
Language is at the Dasein's free disposal. Hobbes is so far in the right ~ 
he refers to the fundamental significance of language for the eaentill 
definition of man. But he does not get beyond externals because he does not 
inquire how this entity must be to whose mode of being language ~. 
Languages are not themselves extant like things. Language is not identicll 
with the sum total of all the words printed in a dictionary; inst~ ~u:: 
language. so far as it is. is as the Dasein is. because it exists. it is hlst~~. 
speaking about something, the Dasein speaks itself out, expTnstS ~, (IS 

existent being-in-the-WOTld. dwelling with and occupying itself with beings. ~ 
a being that exists. that is in the manner of being-in-the-world. u~dersof the 
that which is. beings. Insofar as what is is understood. somethmg 
nature of significance-contextures is articulated by means of this ~ 
standing. These contextures are potentially expressible in words. ~t IS (or 
the case that first there are the words. which are coined as Sl~ 
meanings. but just the reverse-it is from the Da.'lein which unde 
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'tself and the world. from a significance-contexture already unveiled. that a 
I d aCCrues to each of these meanings. If words are grasped in terms of 
WO~t they mean by their essential nature. they can never be taken as free
~ting things. If we took them as such, we could not ask what connections 
they might have. This m~ of inquiry will always remain unsatisfactory. if 
. aims to interpret assertion and thereby knowledge and truth. 
It We have thus only very roughly outlined the plan within which we shall 
find the structure of assertion. We have fixed our guiding vision on the 
whole. which we have to see beforehand in order to obtain a survey of the 
relational interconnection between words. meanings. things thought. and 
beings. This whole. which has to be antecedently in view. is nothing but the 
existent Dasein itself. 

The primary character of assertion is apophansis. a determination that 
Aristotle. and in principle Plato. too, already saw. Translated literally. it 
means the exhibiting of something from its own self. apo. letting it be seen 
as it is in itself. phainesthai. The basic structure of assertion is the exhibition 
of that about which it asserts. That about which the assertion asserts. that 
which is primarily intended in it. is the being itself. When I say 'The board 
is black." I am making an assertion not about ideas but about what itself is 
meant. All further structural moments of assertion are determined by way 
oCthis basic function. its character of display. All the moments of assertion 
are determined by its apophantic stnIctUTe. 

Assertion is for the most part taken in the sense of predication. the 
attribution of a predicate to a subject or. taken altogether externally. the 
relation of a second word to a first or else, going beyond verbal orientation. 
the relation of one idea to another. However, the primary character of 
assertion as display must be maintained. It is only from this display 
character that the predicative structure of assertion can be determined. 
J\ccoruingly. predication is primarily a disparting of what is given. and in 
fact an exhibitive disparting. This disparting does not have the sense of a :aual taking apart of the given thing into thing-pieces but is apophantic: it 
be~-plays the belonging-together of the manifold determinations of the 
. Ing which is asserted about. In this disparting. that being is at the same 

t";'e made visible. exhibited. in the unity of the belonging-together of its 
: f-exhihitivc determinations. This exhibition in the sense of assertion b~th 
Spart~ and displays. and as such it is determinant. Disparting and deter

:~~tion belong t~ether wit~ equal orig~nality ~o thc.~nse .of predicatio~. 
d ch on Its part IS apophanuc. What Anstotle IS famlhar With as sunthesls 

an dlaircsis must not be interpreted externally as it was in antiquity and 
COnt" d Inue to be later on. as though ideas are first taken apart from one 
inoth('r and then once more combined. Instead. this synthetic and diairetic 
comPOrtment of assertion. of the logos. is intrinsically display. 
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As display. however. this dispartive determining always relates to 
being that has already been unveiled. What thus becomes ~ ~ 
determinative display can be communicated in assertion as uttered. ,.: 
tion is the exhibition of the particular structure of dispartive det-c;-" 
and this can be communication. Assertion as uttered is comm~~"A:i 
the character of communication must likewise be conceived apop~ 
Communicating does not mean the handing over of words. let a10ne -: 
from one subject to another. as if it were an interchange between the 
psychical events of different subjects. To say that one Dasein col1lllUmicates 
by its utterances with another means that by articulating ~ in 
display it shares with the second Dasein the same understanding COIDpon. 
ment toward the being about which the assertion is being made. In c0m
munication and through it. one Dasein enters with the other. the adcLa.ee. 
into the same being-relationship to that about which the assertion is made. 
that which is spoken of. Communications are not a store of heaped up 
propositions but should be seen as possibilities by which one Dasein eaten 
with the other into the same fundamental comportment toward the entity 
asserted about. which is unveiled in the same way. 

It becomes clear from all this that assertion has not a primary cognitiw 
function but only a secondary one. Some being must already be unveiled if 
an assertion about it is to be possible. Of course. not aU cIiacoune is a 
sequence of assertions and their corresponding communication. In an ideeI 
sense. that would be the form of a scientific discussion. But phiJoeopbil:aJ 
conversation already has a different character. since it not only presuppoea 
some optional basic attitude toward beings but requires still more origina1 
determinations of existence. into which we shall not here enter. In deaIinI 
with assertion here we have as our theme only a quite distinctive p~ 
non. which cannot be used to interpret every arbitrarily chosen I~ 
statement. We have to take into consideration that most statements III 

language. even if they have the character of assertion when taken li~1: 
nevertheless also show a different structure. which is COrresponuu'5"l 

modified as compared with the structure of assertion in the narrower sentt 
of exhibition. We can define assertion as communicatively ~~ ~ 
hibition. The primary moment of the structure of assertion IS fix 
exhibition. 

c:) Assertion as communicatively determinant exhibitio~ 
and the "is" of the copula. Unveiledness of beings in their 
being and differentiation of the understanding of being IS 

ontological presupposition for the indifferent "is" 
of assertion 

. _ ... {or an 
But where then does the copula remain? What have we g81~_~? 

understanding of the copula hy our delineation of the structure of ~~ 
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begin with. this one thing, that we shall not allow ourselves to be misled 
'fo he tt'rm "copula" so far as the name of this "is" already tends to push us 
by' rd a spt'Cific view of it. We shall now be asking about the "is" in the 
~i'ion. still without regard to the copulative character it presents 
1"-.-rnall~' as it appears in the verbal sequence. 
extihe ':is" behaves as if it were an expression of being. In its role as 
belonging to assertion, to which being can and must it relate? How and to 

hat extent does assertion. to which the "is" belongs. relate to beings? Can :e understand from that why this "is," externally extracted from the verbal 
sequence of the proposition. turns out to be ambiguous. which means 
indifferent in its signification? Must this indifference of meaning of the "is." 
or its ambiguity. be regarded as a defect. or does this ambiguity or indif
ference of the "is" correspond to its specific expressive character with 
reference to assertion? We saw that the dispartively determinant display of 
whatever being is spoken about in assertion already presupposes the un
vei1edness of this entity. Prior to the assertion and for the sake of making it, 
the asserter al ready comports himself toward the relevant entity and under
stands it in its being. In an assertion about something, that understanding of 
brirIg must necessarily achieve expression in which the Dasein which is doing 
the asserting. that is. doing the displaying, already exists as such, since as 
existent it always already comports itself to beings. understanding them. 
But because the primary unveiling of the entity which can be the possible 
object of dispartive assertion is not accomplished by the assertion but is 
already carried out in the original modes of the unveiling, the asserter 
already understands the type of being of the entity about which he is 
speaking. even before making his assertion. This understanding of the 
being of what is being spoken about does not first develop because of the 
~ion; rather. the assertion expresses it. The "is" can be indifferent in its 
Sl~tion because the different mode of being is already fixed in the 
!>Omary understanding of beings. 
~a~se being-in-the-world belongs essentially to the Oasein and the 

Dasean I!'; itself unveiled in unity with it, every factically existing Oasein
~~~ Da~in that s~ak~ and ~xpr~sses itse.lf--:-already understand .. ~any 
II ~en~ bnds ofbemgs m their ~mg. The mdlfference of the copula Is.not 
The .~~: It IS merely charactenstlc of the secondary nature of all assertIon. 
III . In the proposition can. as it were. achieve this indeterminacy of its 
irl~anmg hecause. as uttered. it arises from the Dasein which is uttering itself 
in hWh ... ch already understands in one sense or another the being intended 
feet. ~ I".. Before being uttered in the proposition. the "is" has already 
Co el~ed ItS differentiation in factual understanding. And so far as in 
in rnrnunlcation the entity spoken of is antecedently fixed. the understand
an~ of the heing of this entity is therewith also already given antecedently 

the meaning of the "is" is fixed. so that this meaning need not 
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necessarily protrude in addition in the linguistic form. whether in the "is" 
in the inflexion. In the understanding of beings that occurs before ~ 
what is always already latently understood is (1) the whatnas of the entity 
be unveiled and (2) this entity in a specific mode of its being, for ~ 
extantness. being on hand. If. on the contrary. the procedure for exp~ 
the "is" is reversed and the beginning is made from the proposition 
uttered. then it is hopeless ever to understand the character of the "is," : 
specific indifference. positively by way of its origin and in its n~ IDd 
possibility. The differentiation of signification of the "is" which is aIIIIdy 
accomplished in the display function of the logos can remain i~ 
in assertion as communication. because display itself pre$UppGIa tile 11ft

veiltdness of beings and thus the differentiation of the understanding oJ"" If 
the start is made from the verbal sequence. then the only renvriniaa 
possibility is to characterize the "is" as a combinatory word. 

But it will be said that. although the character of the "is" as a cont-i"ltlDly 
word may be taken externally. this copulatory character of the "."1IIVIrIh. 
less cannot remain so completely accidental. Perhaps prior to any ~af 
words or ideas this "is" signifies a linkage in the being itself about which the 
assertion is made. Even we ourselves said that sunthesis and c:IiaiIaiI, 
taking-together and laying-asunder. in the sense of determining beIaaa to 
the display structure of assenion. If sunthesis and diairesis have the fimdioIa 
of displaying some being. then obviously this being must. as a beiDf. with 
respect to its being. be of such a son that. roughly spealUng, it demand. 
such a combining as the display function appropriate to it. ~ 
determinant assenion aims at making accessible in its unity the olpnized 
manifoldness of the given entity. Thus the determinations of the entity 
itself. of that about which the assenion is made. have a character of .. 
together which. taken externally. is a character of being combined. But ~ 
insofar as the assertion is asserted about some being. the "is" will ~Y 
signify such a togetherness. The "is" will necessarily express a syn~ 
quite apart from whether in its form as a word within the spoken sen~ it 
does or does not function as copula. The "is" then would not be a~mm: 
tory concept because it functions as copula in the proposition. but just 
reverse. it is a copula. a combinatory word in the proposition. only ~u: 
its meaning in the expressing of a being means this being an~ th~ bein1thr 
this being is essentially determined by togetherness and comhmauon. In. • 
idea of being. as we shall see. there is thus present something like ~ 
tion. taken quite externally. and it is no accident that the "is" g~ .. II 
character of the copula. Except that then the characterization of the 15 by 
copula is neither phonetic nor verbal but purely ontological. understood 
way of that about which assenion assens. not 

The closer we get to this "is." the more puzlding it becomes. We must ~ 
believe that the "is" has been clarified by what has so far been said. But 
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hil'lg should now be clear. namely, that determination of the "is" by way of 
~e uttert-d. pro~ition. does n.ot .lea~ to. t~e sphere of .. ~~~ appropriate 

tological mqulfy. Indifferent 10 Its lingu1st1c form, the IS always has a 
%{.erent meaning in living discourse. Assertion. however. is not primarily 
revelatory but ~resu~ses the unveil~~ of so~e. bei~g. Assertion, 
disparti\'C a~d d1Spla.y1O~. ~ence ~ not S1gnify a beingJ~ In general, but, 
instead, sigmfies a being In Its unwaltdnes.s. Thus the question arises whether 
this determining of that which is spoken about in assertion-a being in its 
unveiledness-enters into the signification of the "is" by which the being of 
the assertion's object is exhibited. If so, not only would there be present each 
time in the "is" a meaning of being already differentiated prior to the 
assertion. being as extantness, as esse existentiae. or as esse essentiae or 
both together. or a meaning of being in some other mode of being, but also 
there would simultaneously belong to the signification of the "is" the 
!IIlW'iltdness of that which is asserted about. In uttering assertions we are 
accustomed often to stress the "is." For example. we say "The board is 
black." This stress expresses the way in which the speaker himself under
stands his assertion and intends for it to be understood. The stressed "is" 
permits him to be saying: the board is in fact black. is in truth black; the 
entity about which I am making the assertion is just as I assert it to be. The 
stressed "is" expresses the being-m.e of the assertion uttered. To speak more 
precisely. in this emphasis that sometimes occurs. we see simply that at 
bottom in every uttered assertion the being-true of the assertion is itself co
intended. It is not an accident that in setting out from this phenomenon 
Lotze arrived at his theory of the subsidiary thought. The question is 
whether our attitude to this theory must be positive-that is, whether it is 
necessary to resolve every assertion into a double judgment. or whether, in 
contrast. this additional signification of the "is," this being-true, cannot be 
COnceived immediately from the idea of being. 

In order to clarify this as a problem we must first ask what this being-true 
~~ ~he assert ion means. which at times also gets expressed in the stressed 
b;. by the way the as..o;ertion is uttered. What is the relationship of this 

lng-true of the assertion to the being of the entity about which the 
assertion is made. which being [Scin} the "is" in the sense of the copula 
Illean!, primarily? 

§ 18. Auertionallruth, ,lie idH of truth in general, and its 
r"lation 10 tile connpt of bang 

a) The being-true of assertion as unveiling. Uncovering 
and disclosing as ways of unveiling 

~e have already taken note of Aristotle's striking thesis about the being
l\Je of the logos. assertion. one that has been maintained in the tradition 
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since his time. According to it the being-true of assertion is auk en 
masin, not in things, but en dianoia, in the understanding, in intelleau. Pfac. 
Scholasticism puts it. We shall be able to decide whether this thesia II 
Aristotle's is correct and in what sense it is tenable only if we first atQin ri 
satisfactory concept of truth. It could then be shown how truth is not itaelf • 
being that appears among other extant things. But if truth does not ~ 
among the extant as something itself extant. that does not yet decide 
whether it may not nevertheless constitute a determination of the beiDg 0( 

the extant, of extantness. As long as this question is not cIeued up. 
Aristotle's proposition "truth is not 'in' things" will remain ambiguou.. But 
the positive part of his thesis. according to which truth is suppoeed to be in 
the intellect. will remain equally ambiguous. Here, too. we have to Ilk, 
What does "truth is in the understanding" mean? Is it supposed to be.,.. 
that truth is something which occurs like a psychical process? In what __ 
is truth supposed to be in the understanding? In what way is the UDdentamd. 
ing itself? We see that here we come back again to the question Ibout the 
mode of being of the understanding, of the act of understaDdiag •• 
comportment of the Dasein's, the question about the existential determiDa
tion of the Dasein itself. Without this we shall not be able to ann/eI' the 
question in what sense truth is if it is in the understanding, which l~ 
standing] belongs to the Dasein's being. 

Both components of the Aristotelian thesis are ambiguous, 10 that the 
question arises in what sense the thesis is tenable. We shall see that neither 
its negative part nor its positive part can be maintained in the fonn it 
assumes in the naive and customary interpretation. But this melDS that. 
while truth belongs in a certain way to things, it is not present among tbiap 
themselves as another extant entity like them. And on the opposite 8ide. 
truth is not in the understanding if understanding is thought of as a pocaa 
within an extant psychical subject. It thus will emerge that truth neither is 
present among things nor does it occur in a subject but lies-taken aIJnoIt 
literally-in the middle "between" things and the Dasein. 

If Aristotle's thesis is taken in a purely external manner, as it is ~ 
taken, it leads to impossible problems. For it is said: truth is not in thin9J! 
therefore is not in the objects but in the subject. This then leads to 

statement that truth is in some sense a determination of the mi~d. SOH: 
thing inside it, immanent in consciousness. The problem ~hen ariseS'pdent 
can something immanent in consciousness refer to somethmg transce a 
out there in the objects? Inquiry here gets irretrievably pushed intO 
hopeless situation; since the question is itself put the wrong way, an ~ 
can never be attained. The consequences of this impossible predic~rnentfor 
inquiry appear in the theory's being driven to every possible de~ it 
instance, it St.'eS that truth is not in objects, but also not in subjects, and sO 
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s up with a third realm of meaning. an invention that is no less 
~~ful than medieval speculation about angels. If this impossible situa
. is to be avoided. the sole possibility lies in reflecting on what would be 

:subjl"Ct "inside" which something like being-true is supposed to have its 
avm existence. 

We shall first ask what it means to say that an assertion is true. To find 
the answer it is necessary to go back to the determination of assertion that 
was given. that it is communicative-determinative exhibition. The last 
mentioned character. exhibition. is primary. It means that an assertion lets 
that which is talked about in it be seen in the way of determinative 
predication: ass~~i~n makes t~at which is talked about accessible. !.his 
predkative exhIbItIon of a bemg has the general character of unveIling 
letting-be-encountered. In understanding the communicated assertion. the 
hearer is not directed toward words or meanings or the psychical processes 
of the communicator. Instead. so far as the assertion is on its own part in 
keeping with the thing. the hearer is directed from the very beginning in his 
understanding of it toward the entity talked about. which should then come 
to meet him in its specific being lSo-sein}. Exhibition has the character of 
UJIWiling. and it can be determination and communication only because it 
unveils. This unveiling. which is the lwic function of assertion, constitutes 
the character traditionally designated as being-true. 

The way of unveiling correlative to the entity about which an assertion is 
made varies with the intrinsic content and the mode of being of the assertion' s 
object. We shall call the unveiling of an extant being-for example. nature 
in the broadest sense-uncovering. The unveiling of the being that we 
ourselves are. the Dasein. and that has existence as its mode of being. we 
shall call not uncovering but disciosuf't, opening up. Within certain limits 
~nninology is always arbitrary. But the definition of being-true as unveil
~g. making manifest. is not an arbitrary. private invention of mine; it only 
~ves expression to the understanding of the phenomenon of truth. as the 

reeks already understood it in pre-scientific as well as philosophical 
~rstanding. even if not in every respect in an originally explicit way. 
de to already says expliCitly that the function of logos. of assertion. is 
G loun. making plain. or. as Aristotle says more exactly with regard to the 
. fl'ek expression of truth: aletheuein. Lanthanein means to be concealed: a
~the privative. so that a-Ietheuein is equivalent to: to pluck something out 
t Jt~ concealment. to make manifest or reveal. For the Greeks truth means: 
if) take out of concealment. uncovering. unveiling. To be sure the Greeks' 
l~rp~etation of this phenomenon was not successful in every respect. 
t r{'iore the essential initial approaches made by this understanding of 
,:th ('ould not be followed through favorably but-for reasons we cannot 

fe consider more closely-fell victim to misunderstanding. so that today 
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in the tradition the original sense of the Greek understanding of truth . 
completely hidden. .. 

We shall attempt to i~vestigate in further ~tail the u~derstanding of the 
truth phenomenon. Bemg-true means unvellmg. We mclude in this the 
mode of uncovering as well as that of disclosure, the unveiling of the beu.g 
whose being is not that of the Dasein and the unveiling of the being that We 
ourselves are. We take being-true in this wholly formal sense as unveiling, in 
which it is not yet cut to fit a specific being and its mode of being. ~tra.r 
as unveiling yields itself as a tooy of being of the Dasein itself. of the Daaein'. 
existence. So far as it exists-and this means, in conformity with our earlier 
results. so far as it is in such a way that it is in a world-the Dasein is true; 
that is to say. with the unveiled world there are always already hemp 
unveiled. disclosed. uncovered. for it. The uncovering of extant beings is 
founded on the circumstance that the Dasein. as existent, in each CIIe 

already comports itself to a world which is disclosed. In existing, the o..em 
thus understands something like its world. and with the disclosure oJiIs aoorfd 
the Dasein is at the same time unveiled to its own self for itself. We haw 
already heard that this self-disclosure of the Dasein, its self-und.erstandlng. 
at first gained factically, is appropriated on the path of self-undentaDding 
by way of things that are in some sense uncovered and with which the 
Dasein dwells as itself existing. Because this disclosure of itself, and in UDity 
with it the uncoveredness of intraworldly beings, belongs to the aIIDtiaI 
nature of the Dasein. we can say that the Dasein exists in tTuth. that is. in. 
unveiledntSS of itself and of the beings to which it comports itself. 0Dly 
because as existing it is essentially already in truth can it err as such. andaaly 
for that same reason is there concealment. pretense. and taciturn reserve. 

Being-true is unveiling. unveiling is a comportment of the ego. and 
therefore. it is said. being-true is something subjective. We reply, "subjec
tive" no doubt, but in the sense of the well-understood concept of dar 
"subject," as existing Dasein. the Dasein as being in the world. We can-
understand in what way the Aristotelian thesis that being-true does not 
occur in things but en dianoia, in the understanding. is valid. But we c:atI 
also see in what way it is invalid. If understanding and thinking are tak~ as 
a psychical understanding of an extant mind. then the presumed m~ 
of the assertion that truth occurs in the sphere of the subject rern~ 
unintelligible. But if. on the contrary, dianoia. intellect. understanding· IS 

taken in the way this phenomenon must be taken, in its apophantic ~ 
ture, as the unveiling exhibiting of something, then it becomes cI~ . 
understanding as unveiling exhibiting of something is determined lD': 
sically in its structure by being-true as unveiling. Thinking. as a.. • 
comportment of the human being. is situated in the possibility. as unveiIinJ 
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eet suitably or to miss the entity that is given to it. The being-true of 
to ~rtiOn lies in its structure. because assertion is intrinsically a comport
:nl of the Dasein. and the Dasein. as existing. is determined by being-

tni'?· 

b) The intentional structure of unveiling. The existential 
mode of being of truth. Unveilcdncss u determination of 

the being of a being 

Since the Dasein exists as being-in-the-world. it is always already dwell
ing with some being. "With some being" we say-that is. this being is 
unveiled in some sense or other. To the Dasein as urrwiling there belongs 
essentially something unwikd in its unveilftlnas, some entity to which the 
unveiling relates in conformity with its intentional structure. There belongs 
to unveiling. as to every other intentional comportment. an understanding of 
the bting of that to which this comportment relates as such. In unveiling 
assertion the Dasein is directed toward something which it understands 
beforehand in that entity's unveilcdness. The intentum of the intentio of 
unveiling assertion has the character of unveiledness. If we equate being
true with unveiling. aletheuein with deloun. and if unveiling is essentially. 
not accidentally, related in its intrinsic intentionality to something to be 
unveiled, then there belong to the concept of truth the moment of unveiling 
and the unveiledness to which. by its structure. this unveiling relates. But 
there is unveiledness only so far as there is an unveiling, so far as the Dasein 
exists. Truth and being-true as unveiledness and unveiling have the Do.sein's 
mode of being. By its very nature. truth is never extant like a thing but exists. 
!hus Aristotle's thesis. when properly understood. becomes valid again in 
Its negative part. Being-true. says Aristotle. is not something in things; it is 
not something extant. Nevertheless. the Aristotelian thesis requires supple
mentation and more precise determination. For just because truth is only so 
far as it exists. having the Dasein's mode of being. and because there 
~Iongs to it at the same time the unveiledness of that to which it relates. it 
1$ admittedly not anything extant; but. as the unveilednas of that to which 
assertion refers. it is a possible determioofion of the being of the extant. It is a 
deter.mination of the being of the extant so far as the extant is, for example. 
unvclleo in an unveiling assertion. 

When we say that being-true does not mean something that is extant 
~{)ng things. this mode of speech still suffers from an ambiguity. For 

I~g-true. as the unveiling of something. means precisely. each time. this utlt}: to which it relates; it means this extant entity in its unveiledness. 
nVeJl('dness is indeed not an extant determination of something extant. 
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not a property of it. but belongs to existence qua unveiling. Nevertheless 
a determination of that about which assertion is made. unveiledneaa .' ill 
determination of the being of the extant. .. • 

With reference to the Aristotelian thesis. the result emerges that truth . 
not in the understanding. if the understanding is taken to be an ~ 
subject. Truth is in things. so far as things are taken as uncovered, the 
uncovered objects of the assertion that is made about them. Being-true . 
extant neither in things nor in a mind. On the other hand. however, truth: 
unveiling is in the Dasein as a determination of its intentional COInport. 
ment. and it is also a determinateness of some being. something extaot. 
with regard to its being as an unveiled entity. It follows from this that beina
true is something that "lies between" the subject and the object, ifthaehfo 
terms are taken in their ordinary external signification. The phenomenon of 
truth is interconnected with the basic structure of the Dasein. its trGnscat
dence. 

c) UnveiJedness of whatness and actualness in the "is" of 
assenion. The existential mode or being of truth and the 

prevention of subjectivistic misinterpretationa 

We are now in a position to focus more sharply on the problemoftbe ...... 
in the proposition. Here the ''is'' can mean (1) the extantnas of a beiag. 
existentia. (2) the whatness of something extant. essentia. or (3) bath 
together. In the proposition "A is." "is" asserts being. for example. beiag 
extant. "A is B" can mean that B is predicated of A as a determinationof' A', 
being-such [So-sein}, where it remains undetermined whether A is or is not 
actually extant. But "A is B" can also signify that A is extant and B is. 
determination extant in A. so that existentia and essentia of a being can be 
intended simultaneously in' the proposition "A is B." In a~ .. ~w 
signifies being-true. Assertion as unveiling intends the extant enti~ 
unveiled, its true being-such. It is not necessary to have recourse to a 
subsidiary thought and a second judgment within assertion. So ~~!.:: 
"is" in assertion is understood and spoken. it already signifies intrJll8ll"l"l 
the being of a being which is asserted about as unveiled. In the uttering of the 
assertion. that is to say, in the uttering of exhibition. this exhibitio~. ~ 
intentionally unveiling comportment. expresses itself about that to whiCh I 
refers. By its essential nature, that which is referred to is unveiled. So fa;; 
this unveiling comportment expresses itself about the entity it :ef~rs ~1teI\ 
determines this being in its being. the unveiledness of that ~hlch. IS ~rthe 
of is eo ipso co-intended. The moment of unveiledness is I~phed ~ 1 
concept of the being of the entity which is meant in the assertIOn. W A as 
say "/\ is n." I mean not only the being-B of A but also the being-B of 
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led [t is understood as implied in the uttered "is." so that I do not 
unvel rard make another special judgment whose content is that the first 
~te~ ent IS true. This theory of Lotze's sterns from a concept of truth that 
~~ed upside down; consequently. it is not seen that being-true already 
IS (Uf . If' h firs . dg . f, . . in assertive comportment Itse , In t e t JU ment, In con ormlty 
lies Th . . If' . . . h its structure. e extant entity Itse 15 In a certain way true. not as 
~~nsicallv extant, but as uncovered in the assertion. Uncoveredness is not 
::If extan't in the extant entity. but instead the extant entity is encountered 
within the world of a Dasein, which world is disclosed for the existent 
()asein. Viewed more closely, assertion. as communicative-determinative 
exhibition. is a mode in which the Dasein appropriates for itself the un
covered being as uncovered, This appropriation of a being in true assertion 
about it is not an ontical absorption of the extant entity into a subject. as 
though things were transported into the ego. But it is just as little a merely 
subjectivistic apprehending and investing of things with determinations 
which we cull from the subject and assign to the things. All these interpreta
tions invert the basic structure of the comportment of assertion itself. its 
apophantic. exhibitive nature. Assertion is exhibitive letting-be-seen of 
beings. In the exhibitive appropriation of a being just as it is qua uncovered, 
and according to the sense of that appropriation, the uncovered entity's real 
detenninativeness whkh is then under consideration is explicitly appropri
ated to it. We have here once again the peculiar circumstance that the 
unveiling appropriation of the extant in its being-such is precisely not a 
subjectivizing but just the reverse. an appropriating of the uncovered 
determinations to the extant entity as it is in itself. 

As unveiling and in one with the unveiledness pertinent to what is 
Wlveiled. truth belongs to the Dasein; truth exists. Truth possesses the 
mode of being of the Dasein, and the Dasein is by its essential nature 
transcendent; therefore, truth is also a possible determination of beings 
encOUntered within the world. Such a being, for example, nature, does not 
depend in its being-that and whether it is a being or not-on whether it is 
~ Whether or not it is unveiled and encountered as unveiled for a Dasein. 

e IS truth-unveiling and unveiledness-only when and as long as 
~tn exists. If and when there are no "subjects," taken in fact in the well
~ rstood sense of the existent Dasein. then there is neither truth nor 
~h()(xl But does not truth then become dependent on the "subject"? 
So . It n·.t thus become subjectivized, while we nevertheless know that it is 
obll\etnlng "objective. exempt from the inclinations of any subjects? Is all 
~itlve t~~~ denied :-vhen we say 'Trut~ ex~ts and it is only so far as 
fall . n ~Xlsts ! If truth IS only so far as Daseln eXists. does not all truth then 
tho VictIm to the inclination and caprice of the ego? If. by its consequences, 

IS Interpretation of truth-as unveiling that belongs to the Dasein's 
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existence. as something that stands and falls with the existence or the 
existence of the Dasein-makes all binding and obligating objective::: 
sion impossible and declares all objective knowledge to be by the grace 
the subject. must it not be characterized from the very outset as ~ 
To avoid these fatal consequences. must we not from the very outlet 
presuppose for all science and all philosophical knowledge that there is 
truth which subsists in itself. which. as it is said. is timeless? a 

Such arguments are in fact offered generally or everywhere. ~ 
sense is surreptitiously called to aid, arguments are employed that do Dot 
provide objective reasons. surreptitious appeal is made to the 0Dnaenaua ci 
ordinary understanding. for which it would be unbearable if there were 110 
eternal truths. But in the first place it must be said that phito.q,hira1 
knowledge and scientific knowledge in general do not trouble themaeI_ 
about the consequences. no matter how uncomfortable they may be to the 
philistine understanding. What is at stake is the sober. unmitigated clarity 
of the concept and the recognition of the results of investigation. All ather 
consequences and sentiments are irrelevant. 

Truth belongs to the ontological constitution of the Dasein itself'. Wbm 
it is said that truth is something intrinsically timeless. the followiDg pol>
lem arises: To what extent does not our interpretation explain truth ~ 
tively. level all truth relativistically, and relinquish theory to skepIiciIm? 
After all, 2 times 2 equals 4 is true not just since the day before )dterday 
and not just until the day after tomorrow. Surely this truth does not depend 
on any subject. What does this imply then about the statement that truth is 
only if and as long as there is Dasein which unveils, is true. exists in truth? 
Newton's laws. which are often used in arguments having to do with the. 
interpretation of truth. have not existed from aU eternity. and they were not 
true before they were discovered by Newton. They became true only in and 
with their uncoveredness, because this uncoveredness is their auth· It 
follows from this neither that. if they first became true with their ~ 
ing. they were false before the uncovering nor that they will become false 
when their uncoveredness and their unveiledness become impossible. when 
no Dasein any longer exists. Before being discovered the Newto~ Ja~ 
were neither true nor false. This cannot mean that the entity w~ ~ 
uncovered with the unveiled laws was not previously in the way ~ W~. 
showed itself after the uncovering and now is as thus showing I ely 
Uncoveredness. truth, unveils an entity precisely as that which it aJrea As 
was beforehand regardless of its uncoveredness and non-uncove~~ 
an uncovered being it becomes intelligible as that which is just how It IS be 
will be, regardless of every possihle uncoverednes.. .. of itself. For natun: to the 
as it is. it does not need truth. unveiledness. The content intended In 
true proposition "2 times 2 = 4" can subsist through all etemity witbn'l' 
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the e existing any truth about it. So far as there is a truth about it. this truth 
~rstands precisely that nothing in what it means depends on it for being :at it is. But that then: m~y be eternal tru~h~ will remain an arbitr~ry 
umption and affirmation Just so long as It IS not demonstrated with 

:Olute evidence that from all eternity and for all eternity something like a 
human Dasein exists. which can by its own ontological constitution unveil 
beings and appropriate them to itself as unveiled. The proposition "2 times 
2 == 4" as a true assertion is true only as long as Dasein exists. If in principle 
no Dascin any longer exists. then the proposition is no longer valid. not 
because the proposition is invalid as such. not because it would have become 
false and 2 times 2 = 4 would have changed into 2 times 2 = 5. but because 
the uncoveredness of something as truth can only co-exist with the existing 
Dasein that does the uncovering. There is not a single valid reason for 
presupposing eternal truths. It is even more superfluous if we were to 
presuppose that there were such a thing as truth. A favorite theory of 
knowledge today believes that. in response to skepticism about all science 
and knowledge. we have to make the presupposition that there is truth. This 
presupposition is superfluous. for so far as we exist we are in truth. we are 
unveiled for ourselves and the intraworldly beings which we are not are at 
the same time unveiled for us in some way or other. The extent and limit of 
unveiledness is a matter of indifference in this case. It is not we who need to 
presuppose that somewhere there is "in itself' a truth in the form of a 
transcendent value or valid meaning floating somewhere. Instead. truth 
itself. the basic constitution of the Dasein, presupposes w, is the presup
position for our own existence. Being-true, unveiledness, is the fundamental 
condition for our being able to be in the way in which we exist as Dasein. 
Truth is the presupposition for our being able to presuppose anything at all. 
For presupposing is in every case an unveiling establishment of something 
as being. Presupposition everywhere presupposes truth. We do not first 
have to presuppose truth in order to arrive at knowledge. But that an entity 
of.the character of the Dasein. hence a being which by its essential nature 
~ ~n truth. is necessary. not to say eternal. can never be proved. It may 

believed on the basis of certain religious or other reasons-but we are 
;:t ta.lking about a knowledge which in its demonstrative sense would only 
factqultl'. far fr~m suitab~e as a foundation for scientific knowledge. Has any 
htrn uall}. eXlst~ng Das~m: has an~ one of us as such: deci?ed freely of 
. self and Will any eXlstmg Dasem ever be able to decide of Itself whether 
It \ViII '11 tl'\lth. Or WI. not ent~r into ex~sten~e? Ne~er. T~e estab~ishm~nt of eternal 
i '> f('mams a fanCiful assertion. Just a .. It remams a naive mlsunderstand
~l to believe that truth. if it exists only and as long as Dasein exists. is 
rei IV('red Over to relativism and skepticism. On the contrary. the theories of 

atlvlsm and skepticism spring from a partially justified opposition to an 
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absurd absolutism and dogmatism of the concept of truth. a ~ 
that has its ground in the circumstance that the phenomenon of truth . 
taken externally as a determination of the subject or of the object ~ 
neither of these notions works. as some third realm of meaning. If We:' if 
impose on ourselves or surreptitiously permit hidden convictions of cae IIOt 
or another to play a role in our investigation. then this insight erne.: 
unveiling and unveiledness-which is just to say. truth-are ~ .. 
the Dasein's transcendence; they exist only so far as Dasein itself exists. III 

d) The existential mode of being of truth and the buic 
ontological question of the meaning of being in gmenI 

But one more step is needed. Truth is not something extant. but it is 
indeed a possible determination of the being of the extant 80 far • the 
extant entity is uncovered. How can the being of a being. andnpedallythe 
being of the extant. which in its essential nature is independent of the 
existence of a Dasein. be determined by uncoveredness? If the being of an 
extant entity is to be determinable by uncoveredness. then the beiDg m. 
being or. more precisely. the mode of being of each being must have the 
ontological character of truth. However. can we say then that being ibeIf 
has a mode of being? A being. something that is, is and has a ..... but 
being itself is surely not a being. Yet in the proposition "Being is nat • 
being" we are already asserting the "is" about being. What does the NisN heR 
mean when I say that being is this or that? What sense does the copula have 
in all assertions about being. which is not a being?1 What rneaningdoesthe 
copula have in all ontological propositions? This question is the central 
mystery which Kant investigates in his Critique of Pure Rulon, even if it is 
not readily visible from the outside. Something like being must in I(JIIIt 

sense be. if we validly speak of it and if we comport toward beings ~ ~ 
that is. if we understand them in their being. In what way "is there ~ 
[In what way is being "given"?] Is there being only if and when trUth ~ 
when the Dasein exists? Does it depend on the existence ~f the ~ 
whether there is or is not being? If so. then this does not agaU\ affirm the 
whether there are or are not beings. for example nature. depends on bt 
existence of the Dasein. The manner in which being is and can only 
given does not prejudice the case regarding whether and how beings are qua 
~~ . ~ 

The problem becomes concentrated into the question. How IS the 

----; 
I. Cf. .'\ri~lotlc. MdQphySlCd. book (iamma. Z 1011.4"1(1: clio kai to me on eana! f--

rhamen- ('"It is for this reason thaI V,It' ,;a)' ('"\'en "f nunlx'in!: Ihat il is non-being-
Ro!io~. in Th~ Works of Arutolie (R ..... ~'. vol. RI 
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e of truth related to being and to the manner in which there is being? tt being and truth essentially related to each other? Does the existence of 
~g stand .an.d fall with the existence of truth? Is it the case that a ~ing. so 
~ as it is. IS Independent of the truth about It. but that truth exists only 
~n the Dasein exists. and. conversely. if we may for once speak in an 
~re\'iated way. that being exists? 

By our critical discussion of the "is" and its ambiguity, and above all in 
regard to its interconnection with being-true, we are driven back once more to 
the fundamental ontological question. In the fourth thesis. too, we see what in 
each instance emerged from the discussion of the three previous theses: the 
concept of being is in no way simple and just as little is it self-evident. The 
JMlning of being is most intricate and the ground of being is obscure. What 
is needed is a disentangling of the entanglements and an illuminating of the 
obscurity. Have we set about this task so well that the light and the clue for 
carrying it through are at our disposal? Not only have the considerations of 
the first part of our lectures. now concluded. brought closer to us the 
ambiguity and difficulty of apparently trivial questions. but also the dif
ferent ontological problems. because of their own contents, have forced. our 
inquiry again and again back to the question about the being that we 
ourselves are. This being that we ourselves are, the Dasein. thus has its own 
distinction within the field of ontological inquiry. We shall. therefore, speak 
cl the ontological priority of the Dastin. In the course of our considerations. 
we saw that throughout phiJosophy. even where it is apparently primarily 
and solely the ontology of nature. there occurs a movement back to the 
nous. mind. psuche. soul. logos. reason, the res cogitans. consciousness. the 
ego, the spirit-that all elucidation of being. in any sense, is oriented 
toward this entity. 

We have already roughly characterized the reason for this ontological 
precedence of the Dasein. It lies in the circumstance that this being is so 
uniquely constituted in its very makeup that the understanding of being 
belongs to its existence. an understanding on the basis of which alone all 
COmportment toward beings, toward extant things as well as toward its own 
self. becomes possible. If, now, we take hold of the basic problem of philoso
~ and ask the question about the meaning and ground of being, then. if we 

not Wish to work merely imaginatively. we must keep a firm hold 
h\ethodically on what makes something like being accessible to us: the 
~~tn.tanding of being that belongs to the Dascin. So far as understanding 
tha lng belongs to the Dasein's existence. this understanding and the being 
ina:I I,'; unde~stood and mea~t .in it become all the ~ore suitably a~d ~rig
lhe } acceSSible. the more ongmaJly and comprehenSively the constitution of 
br Dasein's being itself and the possibility of the understanding of being are 

Ought to light. If the Dascin has a priority in all the problems of ontology, 
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because of the understanding of being that belongs to it. then it is reno.:,.,. 
that the Dasein be subjected to a preparatory ontological investig~"1:
would provide the foundation for all further inquiry. which inclucte.~ 
question of the being of beings in general and the being of the ~ 
regions of being. We therefore call the preparatory ontological analytic 
the Dasein fundamental ontology. It is preparatory because it alone /rrst ,,: 
to the illumination of the meaning of being and of the horizon of tM u~ 
ing of being. It can only be preparatory because it aims only to establish the 
foundation for a radical ontology. Therefore. after the exposition of the 
meaning of being and the horizon of ontology. it has to be repeated at • 
higher level. Why no circle is implicit in this path or. better, why the cbde 
and the circularity of all philosophical interpretation is not the mODlter it it 
most often feared to be we cannot here discuss in further detail. By-of 
fundamental ontology. which has the Dasein as its ontological theme. the 
being that we ourselves are moves over to the center of philOIOphQl 
inquiry. This can be called an anthropocentric or subjectivistic-idealiat 
philosophy. But these signboards of the philosophical trade are without my 
meaning; they simply become either an insubstantial commendadon of 
some standpoint or an equally insubstantial demagogical accuatioD of it. 
That the Dasein becomes the theme of fundamental ontology is not. whim 
of ours but springs on the contrary from necessity and from the ~ 
content of the idea of being in general. 

The task of the fundamental ontolOgical interpretation of the Duein is 
thus clear in its main lines. But to carry it out is by no means simple. IJu:r 
all. we should not succumb to the illusion that the task can be finished with. 
wave of the hand. The more unambiguously the problem ofbeing is poeed 
the more impenetrable become the difficulties. particularly in • ~ 
course. which cannot presuppose an already complete mastery of ~ 
and a satisfactorily comprehensive view of the whole problem. Here our~ 
can only be that of providing some orientation in regard to the. basiC 
problem of ontology. This is certainly unavoidable if we wish to p~ an 
adequate conception of philosophy as it has been vitally active in our histO'Y 
since Parmenides. 



PART TWO 

The Fundamental Ontological Question of 
the Meaning of Being in General 

• 
The Basic Structures and 

Basic Ways of Being 

The discussion of the four theses in Part One was intended in each case to 
make an ontological problem accessible to us. This was to be done in such a 
way that the four groups of problems thus arising would show themselves to 
be intrinsically a unit, the problems constituting the whole of the basic 
problems of ontology. The following emerged as the four basic ontological 
problems;. first. the problem of the ontological difference. the distinction 
between being and beings; secondly, the problem of the basic articulation of 
bring. the essential content of a being and its mode of being: thirdly. the 
p~lem of the possible modifications of being and of the unity of the concept of 
bring in its ambiguity: fourthly, the problem of the truth-character of being. 
£, We shall assign the four chapters of this second part each to one of these 
OUr basic problems. 





Chapter One 

The Problem of the 
Ontological Difference 

h is not without reason that the problem of the distinction between being in 
general and beings occurs here in first place. For the purpose of the 
discussion of this difference is to make it possible first of all to get to see 
thematically and put into investigation. in a clear and methodically secure 
way. the like of being in distinction from beings. The possibility of ontol
ogy. of philosophy as a science. stands and falls with the possibility of a 
sufficiently clear accomplishment of this differentiation between being and 
beings and accordingly with the possibility of negotiating the passage from 
the ontical consideration of beings to the ontologk:al thematization of being. 
!he discussions in this chapter will therefore claim our preponderant 
Interest. Being and its distinction from beings can be fixed only if we get a 
proper hold on the understanding of being as such. But to comprehend the 
understanding of being means first and foremost to understand that being 
~~ose ontological constitution the understanding of being belongs. the 

In. Exposition of the basic constitution of the Dasein. its existential 
COnst.i~tion. is the task of the preparatory ontological analytic of the 
~~n s existential constitution. We call it the existential analytic of the 
the In. l~ ~ust aim at bringing to light the ground of the basic structures of 

Dasem In their unity and wholeness. To be sure. in the first part we 
~\II)~a1Jy gave individual portions of such an existential analytic. so far as 
the ~ltlvely critical discussions provisionally required. But we have nei
ex r r:un through them in their systematic order nor given an express 
OnPO~ltlon of the Dasein's basic constitution. Before we discuss the basic 
~ologiCal problem. the existential analytic of the Dasein need'l to be 

eloped. This. however. L'l impossible within the present course. if we 

227 
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wish to pose the basic ontological problem at all. Therefore, We ha 
choose an alternative and presuppose the essential result of the ~ 
analytic of the Dasein as a result already established. In my treatise on A.o.
and Time, I set forth what the existential analytic encompiSses ;':'1 
essential results. The outcome of the existential analytic. the ~: 
the ontological constitution of the Dasein in its ground, is trus: the ~ 
tion of the Dasein's being is grounded in temporality [Zeitlichkat]. If __ 
presuppose this result. it does not mean that we may permit ourselves to be 
satisfied just to hear the word "temporality." Without explicitly ~ 
here the proof that the Dasein's basic constitution is grounded in tem
porality, we must nevertheless attempt in some way to gain an undent.u.d. 
ing of what temporality means. To this end we choose the following path. 
We shall take t1$ our starting point the comrrwn concept of time and learn to_ 
how what is commonly known as time and was for a long time the only 
concept of time made into a problem in philosophy, itJelf."..",.. 
temporality. The point is to see that and how time in its common ... 
belongs to and springs from temporality. By means of this reftec::dao ... 
shall work our way toward the phenomenon of temporality itaelf' _ ill 
basic structure. What shall we gain by doing this? Nothing less than iIIIifd 
into the OOgi,ull constitution of the Dasein's being. But then. if ...... ". 
undnstanding of being belongs to the Dasein's existence, this undmtaclilw lID 
must be based in temporality. The ontological condition of the possiwa, 1/* 
understanding of being is temporality itself. TherefMe we must be dbIr to cui 
from it that by way of which we understand the like of being. Tempor4lit.7"
over the enabling of the understanding of being and thus the eruJblincl/* 
thematic interpretation of being and of its articulation and manifold UICI,)Ir. it 
thus makes ontology possible. From this arises a whole set of epeci&: 
problems related to temporality. We call this entire problematic that rJ 
Temporality [Temporalitiit]. The term "Temporality" [femporalititJ does 
not wholly coincide with the term "temporality" /Zeitlichkeitl, despite ~ 
fact that, in German. Temporalitit is merely the translation ofZeitlichkeit
It means temporality insofar as temporality itself is made into.a ~ j 
the condition of the possibility of the understanding of be~ that 
ontology as such. The term 'Temporality" is intended to indica~ 
temporality. in existential analytic, represents the horizon from w~ich ~ 
understand being. What we are inquiring into in existential anal~, c: 
tence, proves to be temporality, which on its part constitutes the horizOd 
the understanding of being that belongs es....entially to the ~asei.n. and to 

The main point is to see being in its Temporal determ~natlon. . Ie ill 
unveil its problematics. But if being becomes phenomenologically vlsib 
its Temporal determination. we thereby put ourselves in a position to ~ 
the distinction between being and beings more clearly as well. and to fi,c 
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nd of the ontological difference. This gives us the design for the first 
~~ter of Part Two. which is to deal with the problem of the ontological 

difference: 

§19. Time and temporality 
§20. temporality [Zeitlichkeitj and Temporality [femporalitat/ 
§21. Temporality (femporalitiitj and being 
§Z2. Being and bemgs 

§J9. Time and temporali" 

The aim now is to press forward through the common understanding of 
time toward temporality, in which the Dasein's ontological constitution is 
rooted and to which time as commonly understood belongs. The first step is 
to make certain of the common understanding of time. What do we mean 
by time in natural experience and understanding? Although we constantly 
reckon with time or take account of it without explicitly measuring it by the 
clock and are abandoned to it as to the most commonplace thing. whether 
we are lost in it or pressed by it-although time is as familiar to us as only 
something in our Dasein can be, nevertheless, it becomes strange and 
puzzling when we try to make it clear to ourselves even if only within the 
limits of everyday intelligibility. Augustine's remark about this fact is well 
known. Quid est enim "tempus"? Quis hoc facile breviterque explicaverit? 
<luis hoc ad verbum de iIIo proferendum vel cogitatione conprehenderit? 
Quid autem familiarius et notius in loquendo conmemoramus quam "tem
pus"? Et intellegimus utique. cum id loquimur. intellegimus etiam. cum alio 
~.te id audimus.-Quid est ergo "tempus"? Si nemo ex me quaerat. 
1C1O; SI quaerenti explicare velim. nescio; fidenter tamen dico scire me. 
quod. si nihil praeteriret, non esset praeteritum tempus. et si nihil adveniret. 
; esset fut~rum tempus. et si nihil esset. non esset praesens tempus. 1 

hat then IS time; who can explain it easily and briefly? Who has 
COrn~rehendcd it in thought so as to speak of it? But what is there that we 
mention in our discourse more familiar and better known than time? And 
:~Iways understand it whenever we speak of it. and we understand it too 
III n We hear someone else speak of it.-What then is time? If no one asks 
kn:v.~~t it. I know: if I am supposed to explain it to one who asks, I do not 
""auld :et I o;,ay confidently that J know: if nothing were to pass away there 
to he no past time. and if nothing were coming there would be no time 
Si~o~e. and if nothing were to exist there would be no present time." 

p ICIUS the Neoplatonist says: ti de dcpotc estin ho chronos. cratetheis 

1 "\ugU\tllll.'. ClJnfmlOft~, 11.14. 
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mogis an ho sophotatos apokrinaito;l "as to what time may be, then, to . 
question hardly the wisest would be able to find an anSWer." p thia 
evidence for the difficulty of apprehending and interpreting time is Urther 
Ruous. Every attempt we ourselves make to elucidate what we mean~' 
in our natural understanding of it, every attempt to layout unveiled ~ 
its purity what is to be understood by time. convinces us of this. At firat -
are without any orientation at all. We do not know where to look. w_ 'lie 

seek and find the like of time. But there is a way that begins to help uaout: 
this perplexity. The common understanding of time very early reached 
conceptual expression in philosophy. Accordingly. in the expIjdt COIIcepIa 
of time. we have at our disposal a ponrayal of the time phenomenoo. Thi. 
phenomenon need no longer give us the slip completely if we hold ClD to I 
conceptual characterization of it. However. even if time become. IDCIIt 
manageable when we comprehend these time concepts. we s.houJd not be 
led by this gain to surrender all methodical foresight and criticiam. Par. 
precisely if the time phenomenon is so hard to grasp. it remains cbaU 
whether the interpretation of time that was laid down in the traditianal time 
concept is thoroughly in keeping with the phenomenon of time. AndeWDif' 
it were. still requiring discussion would be the question wbed. thiI 
interpretation of time. although suitable. reaches the phenomeDOD in ill 
original constitution or whether the common and genuine time coacept 
only expresses a configuring of time that is indeed peculiar to it butdoel aat 
lay hold of it in its originality. 

Only if we impose these reservations on ourselves is there any surely tbII 
we can draw something of use for the understanding of the time .......... 
non from a critical discussion of the traditional time concept. Now flO 

understand the fundamental-ontological considerations it is indispea""Ie 
that the time phenomenon should be brought to view in its ~ 
structure. Hence it would be altogether pointless if we simply took ~ tI 
one or more definitions of time in order simply to take the ~ flO 

offer our own definition. What we need first of all is a many-sided ~ta
tion toward the time phenomenon. following the clue of the traditional u: 
concepts. After that it becomes peninent to inquire in what way 
interpretations of time from which these concepts have sprung ~ 
took sight of the time phenomenon. how far they took into view the thiS 
time phenomenon. and how we can achieve the return passage from 
time phenomenon first given to the original time. . ncaI 

For the sake of a synoptic view we shall divide §19 into (a) tust° ----2. S~mpliciu. ... In Aristo.lt'lis physirorurn libms quatfuor ,mores rommt'lltaN. ed. HdIfIIII" 
[)ieL~ (Berlin: [G, Reimerl. 1882). p. 695. line 17 f 
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. ration regarding the traditional concept of time and a delineation of 
Of\e~oJ1\mon understanding of time that lies at the basis of this concept. and 
~ the common understanding of time and the return to original time. 

a) Historical orientation regarding the traditional concept 
of time and a delineation of the common understanding of 

time that lies at the basis of this concept 

If we look back historically and survey the various attempts to master 
time conceptually, it turns out that the ancients had already set forth the 
essentials that constitute the content of the traditional concept of time. The 
twO ancient interpretations of time which thereafter became standard
Augustine's. which has already been mentioned. and the first great treatise 
on time by Aristotle-are also by far the most extensive and truly thematic 
investigations of the time phenomenon itself. Augustine agrees with Aris
totle also on a series of essential determinations. 

Aristotle's treatise on time is to be found in his Physics, 4.10.2171>29-
4.14.224·17. He gives essential supplementary material for his view of time 
in the early chapters of the Physics, book 8. There are also some important 
passages in De Anima, book 3. Among ancient conceptions of time. that of 
PIotinus also has a certain significance. peri aionos kai chrorwu (Enneads 3.7J, 
"On the Aeon and on Time." Aeon is a peculiar form intermediate between 
eternity and time. The discussion of the aeon played a great role in the 
Middle Ages. Plotinus. however, gives us more of a theosophical specula
~ about time than an interpretation adhering strictly to the phenomenon 
itself and forcing the phenomenon into conceptual form. A summary 
particularly useful for orientation regarding the ancient concept of time is to 
be found in the appendix that Simplicius provides in his great commentary 
~ Aristotelian physics. At the conclusion of the interpretation of book 4 
deaJ cor:nm~ntary provides an independent appendix in which Simplicius 

S With time. 3 Among the Scholastics, Thomas Aquinas and Suarez dealt 
~t specifically with the time concept. in close connection with the 
tig ~otehan conception. In modem philosophy the most important inves
~tJons of time occur in Leibniz. Kant, and Hegel. and here, too, at 

F~::' the l\ristotelian inte.rpretation of.time break~ t.hroug~ e~erywhere. 
tim m the most recent penod we may cite Bergson s investigations of the 
t$see phenomenon. They are by far the most independent. He presented the 
~tlal results of his inquiries in his Essai SUT les donnees immidiates de fa 

e7Jc(' f IH88). These investigations were extended and set in a wider 

Jib 
I(j . pp. 773-&10 
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context in his major work. L'wlutkm CTeatrice (1907). As early as hia ~_. 
treatise, Bergson makes the attempt to overcome the Aristotelian contept -wt 
time and to show its one-sidedness. He tries to get beyond the 0( 

concept of time by distinguishing duree. duration, in contrast wit~ 
commonly understood, which he calls temps. In a more recent work, n..,: 
et simultaneiti (2nd edition, 1923), Bergson provides a criti.ca.l ~ 
of Einstein's theory of relativity. Bergson's theory of duration itself grew 
of a direct critique of the Aristotelian concept of time. The interpretation c: 
gives of time in the common sense rests on a misunderstanding of hri. 
totle's way of understanding time. Accordingly. his counte~ to 
common time, namely duration. is also in this sense untenable. He doe. Dot 

succeed by means of this concept in working his way through to the true 
phenomenon of time. Nevertheless, Bergson's investigations are valuable 
because they manifest a philosophical effort to surpass the traditional 
concept of time. 

We have already stressed that the essentials of what can firstofallbellid 
about time within the common understanding of it were said in the two 
ancient interpretations of time by Aristotle and Augustine. Of the two, 
Aristotle's investigations are conceptually more rigorous and strongerwlUle 
Augustine sees some dimensions of the time phenomenon more origiDaIIy. 
No attempt to get behind the riddle of time can permit itself to diapeMe 
with coming to grips with Aristotle. For he expressed in clear cxmoepwaI 
form, for the first time and for a long time after, the common unde&8IIDd
ing of time, so that his view of time corresponds to the natural c:oocept tI 
time. Aristotle was the last of the great philosophers who had eyes to -
and, what is still more decisive, the energy and tenacity to continue to force 
inquiry back to the phenomena and to the seen and to mistrust from the 
ground up all wild and windy speculations. no matter how close to the heart 
of common sense. • 

We must here deny ourselves a detailed interpretation of AJistotIf.' 
treatise as well as Augustine's. We shall select a few characteristic propoet' 
tions in order to illustrate by them the traditional time concept. In supp1e
mentation we shall draw several important thoughts from Leibniz, w~ 
discussions of time, like all of his essential ideas. are scattered aboUt ill 

occasional writings, treatises. and letters. a 
To the clarification of the Aristotelian time concept we shall preface 

short account of the structure of the Aristotelian treatise on time. 

a) Outline of Aristotle's treatise on time 

The treatise contains five chapters (Physics, 4.10-14). The fin.~ 
(chap. 10). being first, defines the inquiry. which moves in two di 
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h first qut.'Stion is: poteron ton onton est in e ton me onton;4 does time 
1 ~ng among beings or non-beings? Is it something that exists of itself or 
~ it exist only in such a way t~at ~t is co-present in somet.hing that exists J 
ndependently? How and where IS tIme? The second question runs: tis he 

L hosis autoU;:> what is the nature, the essence, of time? These two questions ) ",t 
~ut time's mode of being and its essential natuTe receive proportionately 
unequal treatment. The first question is discussed in lesser detail: the 
positive answer is given only in the last chapter (14.223"16-224&17). The 
remaining portions of the treatise are devoted to the investigation and 
discuSSion of the second question, What is time? Chapter 10 not only 
defines both these problems but also discusses provisionally the difficulties 
implicit in them. and in connection with this it makes reference to previous 
attempts at a solution. Aristotle's custom is almost without exception to 
introduce his investigations in this form: historical orientation and discus-
sion of the difficulties. the aporiai. Aporia means: not getting through. 
being without passage. The problems are at first set in such a way that it 
appears as though no further passage can be made in these inquiries. The 
essential content of the problem is provisionally brought closer by this 
historical orientation and discussion of aporiai. 

With reference to the first question. whether time is something extant or 
is not rather a me on. the latter determination seems to suggest itself as the 
answer. How should time exist as a whole, an ousia. if the parts that go to 
make it up are non-existent and are so in different ways? Things past and 
things future belong to time. The former are no longer, the latter are not yet. 
Past and future have the character of a nullity. It is as though time, as Lotze 
once put it, has two arms which it stretches out in different directions of 
non-being. Past and future. by their very concepts, are exactly non-existent; 
at bottom it is only the present. the now. that is. But on the other hand. time 
~ is not composed of a manifold of existent nows. For in every now there 
::~Y this now, and the others aTe now either not yet or no longer. The now 

IS never the same and never a single one. but another. a notothe-same 
and not-one, a manifold. But selfsameness and unity are determinations 
~sarily belonging to something that exists in itself. If these determina
IOns themselves are lacking to perhaps the only moment of time of which it 

Ari~ :\{'~tl)t1 .... Physrca (Ro~~t. book 4. 10.217"31 IW D. ROI'-\\ l'tlition. or editions. of 
IlItr"::' t·, Ph)'$1cS can be tract."<i back. at the earliest. to 19.36: Aristotle's Phyro. with 
thJ'l Ul"t"'n .md COmml'lltary (Oxford: Clarendon. 1936t. Heidegger could not ha\'e us..'tI 
to de::::' iln(~ the data provided in the GTu"dprobl~1IV text fnote 4. page 3301 are insufficient 
~I Il.,u,n< ',A,'h,ch ed,tion I" ontended. Heldegger could haw uS<."ti the ed,tions by Imma-

5 J' j'" lilerion. lKH) or Charles Prantl (uip·.t:ig: Teubner. 1879t. See note.W below. I 
II" .2171'32. ' 
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can be said that it is, the now, then time seems to belong whoUy 
completely to not-being and the non-existent (me on). Aristotle P~ 
ally lets the question of the mode of being of time rest with this aporia while 
he goes on to discuss several traditional views relating to the mode ofh.: __ 
as well as the essential nature of time. --II 

__ ~ f One view identifies time with the motion of the universe. He tou boIou 
J ( kinesis,6 the whole of all beings, which moves, is time itself. In a certain 

sense this is still conceived mythically. But all mythology has its basis in 
specific experiences and is anything but pure fiction or invention. It C8IlDot 
be accidental and arbitrary that in this mythical view time is identified With 
the motion of the universe. A second view tends in the same direction but. 

-~ (more definite. It says that time is he sphaira aute. 7 Time here is equated 
with the heavenly sphere which, rotating in a circle, embraces ~ 
and contains everything within itself. To understand this we must briaa to 
mind the ancient picture of the world, according to which the earth is a diIk 
floating in the ocean with the whole of the heavenly sphere Sl1I'l'OUDdiag it. 
In this sphere other spheres are layered one above the other in which the 
stars are fastened. The outermost heavenly sphere embraces e~tbIl 
really exists. It and its rotation are identified with time. Aa:ordiag to 
Aristotle the basis for this interpretation is as follows: en te to chroaopuda 

( estin kai en te tou holou sphaira;8 everything that is. is in time; but 
: everything that exists is also inside the revolving vault of heaven. wbicb ill 

the outermost limit of all beings. Time and the outermost heavenly sphere 
are identical. There is something of experience implicit in this inCeIpreta
tion too: time in connection with the rotation of the sky and time aIao II that 
in which all beings exist. We say indeed that what is, is in time. Evenif •• ,. 
Aristotle. we have to disregard these simple-minded analyses, nevertbdea 
there is a legitimate appearance supporting the view that time is sometbinI 
like motion. kinesis tis. We speak of the flux of time and say that time 
elapses. For kinesis Aristotle also says metabole. This is the mOlt geoeral 
concept of motion; literally it means the same as the German umechlas.· 
change or tum {sometimes sudden. into its opposite}. But by its natUJt 
motion is en auto to kinoumeno, in the moving thing itself or a1wa~ 
exactly where the thing in motion. the kinoumenon or metaballon. i ~ 
Motion is always in the moving thing; it is not something that floats as 
were above the thing in motion; rather. the moving thing itself rnoVtS 
Motion therefore is always where the moving thing is. But tirne. says ----6 Ibid .. 218·33. . w(ftItJrI 

7. Ibid .. 218"1. [llle sphere itself." Tran~ R. P Hardie and R K. (laye. In ™ at dJt 
Aristotle (Ross). \'01. 2. All fu"ner rcfl'rcnccs to the Hardie and Gilye translatiOfl 
PhynctJ are to thi~ volume in the Roo;s edition. [ 

K. /hId .. 21K''6f 
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ristotlc. ho de, chronos homoios kai pantachou kai pa~ pasin. <) is: on the I) r 
l\ traN. in a lIke mannn both !WfYWhere and also ~de"everything and 
~~ te: everything .. In t~is way a disti~ion is ~ed th~t cont~ts time with 

lioo, While motIon IS always only In the moving thmg and IS only where 
;: JTloving ~hing ,is. time is. eve~h~re (pantachou). ~ot ~n ~ne definite 

lace. and it IS not In the movmg thmg Itselfbut~)beslde It. In some way 
~ose by it. ~lotion and time differ in how they belong to the moving thing 
and to that which is in time and which we call the intratemporal [das 
Innerzeitige J. Thus the first provisional detennination that had suggested 
itself. that time itself might be a motion. collapses. Time itself is not 
motion. hoti men toinun ouk. estin kinesis. 10 On the other hand, however. 
time also does not exist without motion. Thus the result can now be 
fonnulated: time is oute kinesis out' aneu kineseos;" it is not itself indeed 
the motion of the moving thing but still it is not without motion. From this it 
follows that time is connected in some sense with motion; it is not kinesis 
but kineseos ti, som~alLEhf! to, motion, something in connection with 
the motion of the moving thing. The problem of the question about the 
essential nature of time concentrates on the question: ti tes kineseos estin.12 
what connected with motion is time? 

In this way the course of the investigation is outlined beforehand. In 
ch4pter 11. the second chapter of the treatise on time, which is the central 
chapter of the whole treatise, Aristotle reaches the result. the answer to the 
~on what time is. We shall merely record the result here because later 
we shall want to pursue in more detail the inte_rpretation of the nature of 
time. He says: touto gar estin ho chronos; 'arithmos kineseos kata to \ 
proteron kai husteron;13 time is this, namely. something counted which ..) 
shows itself in and JOT regard to the before and after in motion or, in short. 
something counted in connection with motion as encountered in the hori
ZOn of earlier and later. Aristotle then shows more precisely what is already 
~nt ~n t~e experience of a motion and how time is encountered there 

ong with It. He makes clear to what extent and in what sense time is 
arithmos. a number. and how the basic phenomenon of time. to nun, the 
now, results. 

the This lead~ him. in the third chapter (chap. 12). to define in greater detail 
conncctlon between motion and time and to show that not only is 

9 ibid, ZIM"I \ 
10. Ihn! ZIKl' ix 

anJ 1( .. lh ld . 11.1.1 ~ I. ["Keither mo\'('nll'nt nor indcpt.-ndent of movcm~"Ot. " Trans. Hardie 
'''Ye I 12 ' 

13 ~~I~ 1.1 'i' 3 [,V,/hilt ~'Xactly It has to do with movement, ~ T ran,. Hardie and GilYC.] 
lfrer .. T "I 1.19"lf ["For time L~ just thi,,-numher of motion in re-rect of before ilnd 

. ran, IIardie and Gayc.1 
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motion in time and measured by time but conversely, too, time is rnea...~ . 
by motion. Thus there emerges the fundamental question What ~ 
mean to say that something is "in time"? We normally express ~;_} 
being in time by the German adjective "zeitlich." English "tern~::'I!' 
for terminological purposes we use the expression "zeitlich" or "tern~ 
in a different sense and take as the specific designation for the .~ . 
time" of a being the expression "lnnerzeitigkeit," "intratemporality." ~ 
thing is in time, it is intratemporal. Elucidation of the concept ofintratan. 
porality clarifies the characterization of time as number. Since rest is ibeIf 
limiting case of motion, the relationship between time and rest aIao ..:. 
comes clear with the determination of the relationship of time and motion. 
Likewise. the relation of time to the extratemporal [AusserzeitigenJ, USUally 
called the timeless. is cleared up by reference to the concept of intntem
porality. 

The fourth chapter (chap. 13) inquires into the unity of tiN in tIw 
manifoldness of the sequence of the nows. Aristotle tries to show here how the 
now. to nun. constitutes time's real holding-itself-together. its cobatace. 
sunecheia. in Latin continuum. German Stetigkeit. English continuity.lbe 
question is how the now holds time together within itself as a whole. All the 
time-determinations are related to the now. In connection with tbeaplana
tion of sunecheia Aristotle gives an interpretation of several time cider
minations: edc, forthwith. arti. just now. and also palai. before this time or 
once, and exaiphnes. all of a sudden. Forthwith. just, once. suddenly, '* 
on. formerly are determinations. all of which go back to the nun. Just is ... 
looking backward from a now; immediately is seen forward. as it were. from 
a now. Aristotle does not grasp these determinations in their inner~ 
tions but merely gives examples of time-determinations without recogmz
ing their systematic order. 

The fifth chapter (chap. 14) goes back to the determination ~ .,. 
drawn into the definition of time. the proteron and husteron. the eat&rand 
later. It discusses the Telation of the earlier and later to the before and ~ 
Following these discussions the first problem is taken up agam: Whtrt the 
how is time? Aristotle defines this question more closely in boo~ 8 : the 
Physics. in which he brings time into connection with the rotau~n and
heavens and with the nous. Time is not bound up with a si~gle motion 'paIl 
definite place. In a certain way it is everywhere. And yet, sln~ by ~ Sdl 
it is something counted. it can exist only where a countmg ClUSts· and 
counting is an activity of the soul. Time is in a certain way everyw~ 
yet it is in each instance only in the soul. Here we on.ce a~ai.n run up ? 'J'hii 
a difficult problem. What does it mean to say that time IS an the souI~ 
corresponds to the question di!\Cussed in connection with the fourth do~ 
what it means to say that truth is in the understanding. As long as we 
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an adequate concept of the soul or the understanding-of the 
have, _it remains difficult to say what "time is in the soul'" means. 
vasehl,nng is gained by saying that time is subjective; at most, it would give 
Not I -
'se to problems put p~ecisely the wro~g way. ,. . . 

o The question now anses, How can different entities and different movmg 
things which are in time be in or at the same time if they are different? How 
, the simultaneity of different things possible? We know that the question 
~t simultaneity o~. more prec~sely, the question of the .possibility of an 
, tersubjcctive estabhshment of sImultaneous events constitutes one of the 
~ problems of relativity theory. The philosophical treatment of the 
problem of simultaneity.depends on :wo factors: (1 ~ de~e~~ation of the 
concept of intratemporahty. the question how something IS an tune at all. and 
(2) clarification of the question in what way and where time is or. more 
precisely. whether time in general is and can be said to be. 

Since time for Aristotle is something connected with motion and is 
measured by means of motion, the problem is to find the purest motion. 
which is the original measure of time. The first and pre-eminent measure of 
all motion is the rotation (kuklophoria) of the outermost heaven. This 
motion is a circular motion. Time is thus in a certain sense a circle. 

From this brief survey it already appears that Aristotle broached a series 
of central problems relating to time, and in fact not indiscriminately but in 
their essential concatenation, Nevertheless. it should be noted that many 
problems are just touched on by him and also that those with which he deals 
more circumstantially are by no means without need of further inquiry and 
DeW radical formulation as problems. Seen in their entirety. however. all the 
central problems of time which were thereafter discussed in the course of 
~ further development of philosophy are already marked out. It can be 
~ that, subsequent times did not get essentially beyond the stage of 

otle s treatment of the problem-apart from a few exceptions in 
Augustine and Kant. who nevertheless retain in principle the Aristotelian 
concept of time, 

f31 Interpretative exposition of Aristotle's concept of time 

III FollOWing 'this survey of Aristotle's essay on time we shall try to gain a 
~ore thorough understanding of it. In doing so, we shall not keep strictly to 
tiontC)(t hut. hy a free discussion and occasionally by carrying the interpreta-
110 somewhat further. we shall try to focus more dearly on the phenome
~ as I\ristotle sees it. We start here from the definition of time already 
~~ed: toUto gar estin ho chronos. arlthmos kineseos kata to proteron kai 

Cron; H for time is just this. something counted in connection with 

1.,lcnd 
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motion that is encountered in the horizon of the earlier and later ( . 
encountered with regard to the before and after). At first it might ~ 
that this definition of time makes the phenomenon inquired into laid 
opaque than accessible. The first point in the definition implies that ~ 
something we find before us in connection with motion. as ~ II 
something that moves as a moving thing. oute kinesis out' aneu Idneaec; : 
Let us take a simple example. A vertical rod moves on the blackboant ~ 
left to right. We can also let it move in the manner of a rotation With the 
lower end as pivot. Time is something about the motion, showing ibeIf to 
us in connection with a moving thing. If we imagine this rod to move or to 
rotate then we can ask, Where is time here. if it is supposed to peI1aiQ to the 
motion? It is certainly not a property of this rod. not anything COIpOieII, DOt 

heavy. not colored. not hard. not anything that belongs to its ateaIioo IIId 
continuity (suneches) as such; it is not something. not a piece of tile rocr. 
manifold of points. if we think of the rod as a line. Also. however, Aristotle 
does not in fact say that time is something connected with the moviagtW.w 
as such but rather with its mohon. But what is the motion of the rod? We.., 
"its change of place. the transition from one place to another-whetheriD 
the sense of simple forward motion or continued motion from ODe poiDt to 
the other." Time is supposed to be something relating to the modoD ad 
not to the moving thing. If we follow the continued movement of the mel. 
whether in the sense of rotation or the other motion. wiD we then find time 
belonging to this continued movement itself? Does it adhere to the IDIJtioD 
as such? If we stop the motion. we say that time continues. Tame lOll OIl 

while the motion ceases. Thus time is not motion. and the rod', matioD is 
not itself time. Aristotle also does not say that time is kinesis, but ~ 
ti. something close to, connected with motion. But how? The motion here· 
the transition of the rod from one place to the other. The moving ~ ~ 
moving. is always present at some one place. Is time at these places at. 
even these places themselves? Obviously not. for if the moving thinI :: 
run through the places in its movement. these places are. as such.. 
existent as definite locations. But the time at which the rod was at ~ 
that place has passed. The place remain. ... time goes by. Where and .• 
then. is time at, with, the motion? We say that during its motion the ~ 
thing is always at a piau at a time. The motion is in time. intTatern~ tid" 
time then something like a container. into which motion is put? ~d if thd' 
is always to be met with in connection with motion. is this ~~wne~? 8dI 
something that carries motion as such along with it like a snail Its s~ tJ 
when the rod is resting we again ask where time is. Do we find no rf!II. 
time in the thing qua resting? Or something? We say "The rod was at ------IS. Ibid .. 219'\. ''':-.lelther movement nor indl1,..·!ldenl .. Tram •. Hardie and GaY'·1 
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rtain length of time or temporarily." Nevertheless. although we may 
for: c~ around the moving thing and the motion itself as change of place. 
JoO ~l nevcr find time if we hold to what Aristotle says. 
we We must ourselves ~tort, nat~rall~ we shal~ not find it. A~stotle does 

'ust remark indefimtely that time IS somethmg connected with motion; 
~t!ad. he says more precisely: arithmos kineseos-a number connected 
~ motion or. as he formulates it in one place, ouk ara kinesis ho chronos 
~, he aritnmon echei he kinesis; 16 time is not itself motion but exists so far 

motion has a number. Time is a number. This again is astonishing, for 
as umbers are just exactly that of which we say that they are timeless, 
~ratemporal. How tbenjs time supposed to be a nuf'lJbed-Butnere-;-as 
AciatOtle expressly stresses, the expression "number" Carithmos) must be 
~rstood in the sense of arithmoumenon. Time is number not in the 
sense of the number that numbers as such but of the number that is 
lJIIInbered, counted. Time as number of motion is what is counted in connec
tion with motion. Let us try an experiment. What can I count about the 
motion of the rod? Obviously. since the motion is a change of place, I can 
count the individual locations occupied by the rod in transition from one to 
the other. But, if I add up these locations, the sum of them to all eternity will 
never give me time but only the whole stretch run through, a piece of space 
but not time. Now we are able to count and to determine by counting the 
speed of the rod in its transition from one place to the other. What is speed? 
H we take the physical concept of speed, s = dlt. then speed is the path 
traversed divided by the elapsed time. From this formula it can be seen 
externally that time is involved in speed, because motion requires time. But 
this does not yet explain what time itself is. We have not come a single step 
doser to time. What does it mean. then. to say that the rod has a certain 
~? Patently. among other things. it means that the rod is moving in 
tune. Its motion runs its course in time. How puzzling it is that all motions 
~-~ up-time and yet time doesn't diminish at all. Let us think of 
a]fXXJ particular motions in the time between ten and eleven o'clock. Think 
:. a. .. a second instance, of 100.000 motions in the same time. All of them 
tU,e this same time. In the second instance, when many more of them are 
ti Il1g this time. does the time itself diminish or does it remain quan
U:;vcly. equal to itself? Is the time that is taken by the motions thereby all 
N Up! If not. then it manifestly does not depend on the motions. 
III evertheless. it is supposed to be what is counted in connection with 
CO otion. It seems to be pure a<;sertion on Aristotle's part that time is what is 
~nted in connection with motion. Even if we go so far as to mark the rod's 

nge of place by numbers. so that we provide each place with a number 

16. Ihid . Zt'j/'3f. 
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and thus find something counted or enumerated directly at each place . 
transition of the moving thing. we do not uncover time with this ~tbe 
do we? I take my watch out of my pocket and follow the change of p~ Or 
the second hand. and I read off one. two. three. four seconds or . of 
This little rod. hurrying on. shows me time. points to time for me, f~ 
reason we call it a pointer. a hand. I read off time from the motion of a 
Where then is this time? Somewhere inside the works. perhaps, SO tba~ 
put the watch into my pocket again I have time in my vest pocket?NaturaDy 
not. the answer will be. Yet we ask in return. Where then is time, aince it . 
certainly undeniable that we read it from the watch? The watch. the ~ 
tells me what time it is. so that I find time in some way present there. 

We see that in the end Aristotle is not so wrong when he saya that time is 
what is counted in connection with motion. As evidence we do net need for 
it something as refined as a modem pocket watch. When a humanbeiogio 
natural. everyday existence follows the course of the sun and .)'1 "It is 

~ noon." "It is evening," he is telling the time. Time now, suddenly, is in the 
sun or in the sky and no longer in my vest pocket. But really, then, where. 
this prodigy at home? How does it happen that we should find time 
wherever we follow a motion, that we find time somehow attached to the 
motion and yet do not find it present right at the place where the moving 
object is? What are we attending to. toward which horizon art WI .... 

when-to keep to a simple example-we say at sunset that eveDias is 
coming on and thus determine a time of day? Are we looking only toward 

---->'l the particular local horizon. toward the west, or does our encounter with the 
moving object, the sun here in its apparent motion. look toward a di£ferent 
horizon? 

The definition of time given by Aristotle is so ingenious that it also ~ 
this horizon, within which we are supposed to find. along with what is 

counted in connection with the motion. none other than time. AristCJtIe 
says: arithmos kineseos kata to proteron kai husteron. We translate ~ II: 
time is something counted in connection with encountered motion with " 
view to the before and after, in the horizon of the earlier and later. TirOe is 

not only what is counted about the motion. but it is counted there $0 Jar ~ 
that motion stand .. in the prospect of the before and after when we folio'" 
as motion. The horizon sought for is that of the earlier and later. ProtetO'1 
and husteron are translated as earlier and later. but also as before an~ ~ 
The first determination. the proteron and husteron taken as earber. 
later. seems to be impossible. "Earlier" and "later" are time-detemUna~a: 
Aristotle says. time is what is counted about the motion we encounter.m is 
hori7.on of time (of earlier and later). But this simply means that tune y 
something met within the horizon oftime. Time is counted time. IfI.saas 
that time is that pertaining to motion which shows itself when I follow It 
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. n in the horizon of its earlier and later. the definition of time seems to 
IPOtl~ri\'ial tautology: time is the earlier and later. thus time is time. Is it 
be a hwhile to busy ourselves with a definition that bears on its brow. as it 
~rt the crudest sort of logical error? Nevertheless. we should not cling to 
:::';ords. Certainly earlier and later are time phenomena. But the question 

mains whether what they mean coincides with what is meant in the 
~ect of the definitory statement "time is time." Perhaps the second term 
'"time" means something different and more original than what Aristotle 
means in the definition itself. Perhaps Aristotle's definition of time is not a 
tautology but merely betrays the inner coherence of the Aristotelian time 
phenomenon. that is, of time as commonly understood. with the original 
time which we are calling temporality. As Aristotle says in his interpreta
tion, time can be interpreted only if it is itself understood again by way of 
time, that is. by way of original time. Therefore, it is not necessary to 
tranSlate the proteron and husteron in Aristotle's definition of time by the 
iDdiff'erent before and after--even though that has its own specific and 
proper validity-so that their time character comes out less obviously, in 
order to avoid the appearance that Aristotle is defining time by going back 
to time. If the nature of time is in some measure undentood. then Aris
totle's interpretation and definition of time must be so interpreted, in 
conformity with its initial approach. that in it what he takes to be time must 
be construed by way of time. 

Anyone who has once seen these interconnections must plainly demand /I 
that in the definition of time the origin of time in the common sense, of time as we 
fftCounteT it immediately, should come to light from temptn'ality. For its origin 
btlongs to its essential nature and thus demands expression in the definition ~ 
of this nature. 

If We permit the earlier and later to remain in the definition of time. this 
does not yet show how accurate the Aristotelian definition of time is. how 
~ ~hat is counted in connection with motion is time. What is the meaning 
ho .that which is counted in connection with motion encountered in the 

fllon of the earlier and later"? Time is supposed to be what is encoun
~r~ in a specifically directed counting of motion. The specific direction of 
~on 10 cou~ting is in.dicated b~ the kata to proteron kai husteron. What 

Il\eans wIll be unveiled for us If we first of all take proteron and husteron 
as befort• and after and show by means of our interpretation what Aristotle ::;O!; b} this. so that the translation of proteron and husteron by earlier 

later I~ justified. 
So lime IS supposed to be something counted about motion. and in fact 
h Il\ethlng counted that shows itself to us with respect to the proteron and 
:ste~on. We must now clarify what this means and in what way we 

penencc something like time with respect to the before and after. Time is 
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kineseos ti, something we encounter in connection with motion. To motion 
in general, kinesis or metabole, there belongs kinoumenon kineitai: a Ibov. 
ing thing is moving. is in motion, The most general character of rnotioQ . 
metabole. a turn or change or better a transition from so~ .. 
something,I7 The simplest form of motion. and the one most ~ 
used by Aristotle in his analysis of motion. of transition, is p~ transitioft 
from one place (topos) to another. shift. change of place. This is the IhOtioft 
we are familiar with also as physical motion. In such motion the kinoume: 
non is the pheromenon, being carried forwa~Q from one place to the other 
Another form of motion is. for example. ,aIJ09. becoming different in ~ 
sense that one quality changes to another. one particular color to IDOther 
and here too there is an advance ek tinos eis ti. away from SOIMthillg ~ 
something. But this "away from something toward something" does DOt __ 
the sense of transition from one place to another, Change of color can ocx:ur 
at the same place. It already becomes dear from this that this ~aIM 
structure of the ek tinos ~is ti. "away from something toward ~ 
belongs to motion. The comparison with alloiosis shows thattliii"'.w, 
from something toward something" need not necessarily be taken 1!pIIidy. 
We shall call this structure of motion its dimension, taking the COIapt of 
dimension in a completely formal sense, in which spatial chancter is DOt 
essential. Dimension expresses a general notion of stretch; extenaiaft ill the 
sense of spatial dimension then represents a particular modifir"'oD of 
stretch, In the case of the determination of ek tinos eis ti we should rid 
ourselves completely of the spatial idea, something that Aristotle did, tao. A 
completely formal sense of stretching out is intended in "from sometbiDJ to 
something." It is important to see this, because it was with reference to this 
determination that the Aristotelian concept of time was misunderstoocI ~ 
the modem period. especially by Bergson; from the outset he took this 
dimensional character of time in the sense of spatial extenSion in its 
reference to motion, 

The determination of the suneches. being-held-together-within-itJelf,.COIt" 
tinuum. continuity, also belongs to stretch. Aristotle calls the ~ 
character megethos, This determination megethos. extension or ::; 
tude. also does not have a primarily spatial charadn. but that of .. 
There is no break implied in the concept and essential nature of ~ 
something to something;" it is. instead, a stretching out that is closed~_ .. ht 

itself. When we experience motion in a moving thing. we ne(eSlilP".1 ---17. Cf. Physico, 3.1-3 and 5. [In book 5, M"e partICUlarly .12'NI-214"9 and Wb3.5:.~ 
( latter begins: "And ~ince e\,'CI")' changt' is from something 1o .omething-as the ~ to .'1 
r (mctahol ... , indicate'>, implying ~omcthmg 'aftt'r'. (m~"la) something e1!1e. ~t III of fcPI 

something earlier and something later-thou which chang.·, must change In one 
Wd)"," Tr.ms. Hardie and G.ay ... , 
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. eOCc along with it suneches. continuity. and in this continuity itself ek 
~"eis ti. dimension in the original sense. stretching out (extension). In 
tiJ'IOS ase of change of place the extension is Iocally-spatial. Aristotle ex
~s this set of circumstances in reverse order when he says that akolou
~ to megethei he kinesis. 1M motion follows (comes in the wake 00 
c;limtnsion (extension). This proposition should.be understood n~t ontically 
but ontologically. It does not mean that a motion proceeds ontlcally from 
stretCh or continuity. that dimension has motion consequent to it. To say 
that motion follows continuity or follows dimension means that by the very 
nature of motion as such dimensionality. and thus continuity. precedes it. 
Extension and continuity are already implicit in motion. They are earlier 
than motion in the sense of being a priori conditions of motion itself. Where 
there is motion. there megethos and suneches (sunecheia) are already 
thought along with it a priori. But this does not signify that motion is 
identical with extension (space) and continuity. which is clear already from 
the fact that not every motion is a change of place. a spatial motion. but 
newrtheless is determined by the ek tinos eis ti. Extension here has a 
broader sense than specifically spatial dimension. Motion follows con
tinuity. and continuity follows extendedness. Akolouthei expresses the 
feuncIat10nal a priori connection of motion with continuity and ~. 
Aristotle employs akolouthein in other investigations. too. in this ontologi
cal signification. So far as time is kineseos tit something connected with 
motion. this means that in thinking time. motion or rest is always thought 
along with it. In Aristotelian language. time follows. is in successioll to. 
motion. Aristotle says directly{ ho chronos akolouthei te kinesei. 19 "for 
~e of place the sequence is as follows: place-manifold-(space) aten
SIOft-continuity-motion-time. Viewed backward from time this 

--
-!:;.lbid ... 219"11. ["But what is moved is moved from something to something. and all 
~ .IS C'OfItinUOU$. Therefore the movemmt goes with the magnitude. 8ecaUR the 

~~ L\ continuous. the movement too mu.\t be continUOl.lS. and if the movement. then 
~une. ~?r the time that hl.o; passed is always thought to be in proportion to the 

19 '7"t. Trans. Hardie and Ga)'e·1 
1IOtin' bid .. .21'1'23. (A!I2I\Se of the difficulty of reading this passage may be derived from 
~ 'j' two t~an.\lations deal with it. "But the 'now' corresponds to the body that is 
CIrried iI ong. il" lime corresponds to the motion. For it is by means of the body that is 
thtse along that we become aware of the 'before and after' in the motion. and if ~ regard 
ilia! a.~ cOuntable ~ let the now:' Trans. Hanbe and G.~. "And as time follows the 
it is ~~ mov.:ment. 50 does the 'now' of time follow the analogy of the moving body, since 
Virtu.; f h'O\'mg bod)' that we come to knOllo' the before-and.after in mo~mmt' and it i. .. in 
~rna~ t co cO\lntilblene!\.~ of its before·and·after.; that the 'now' exists." A note gives an 
~tahl:e" tra~,..lalion of the 11.\1 two Wo~\: "the :now' is the befor! and .after. qua 
IrQIa ILond In .'r~~totle, TII~ Phyncs. tram. Philip H. WlCksteed and FranciS M. Comford. 2 
lf11 .,\11 f 'm \\dh;un Heinemann; Sew York: G. P Putnam·l'>Son~. 19291. vol. 1. pp. 3H9-u... td't urthcr references to the Wickliteed and Comford tra,"lation of the PhYSI('(I are to 

I I<'JI'I. \'01. II 
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means: if time is something connected with motion. then the . 
connection is thought along with time. And this plainly does not ~ 
time is identical with any of the phenomena thus thought in co::!...,tbat 
with it.-""'"'IOa 

Unless the ontological sense of akolouthein has been comp~ 
Aristotelian definition of time remains unintelligible. Or else defi ~ 
interpretations occur. for example that of Bergson. who said that ~ 
Aristotle understands it is space. He was misled into adopting this ~ 
quate interpretation because he took continuity in the narrower&erlleoftht 
extensional magnitude of space. Aristotle does not reduce time to lIpICe 

does he define it merely with the aid of space. as though some ~ 
determination entered into the definition of time. He only WUd8 to show, 
that and how time is something connected with motion. To this eod. 
however. it becomes necessary to recognize what is already experienced ill 
and with the experience of motion and how time becomes visible in what is 
thus experienced. 

To see more precisely the sense in which time follows upon motion or 
motion's stretching out, we have to clarify even further for ouraelvea the 
experience of motion. The thoughts of motion. continuity, extension-and 
in the case of change of place. place-are interwoven with the experience ti 
time. When we follow a motion. we encounter time in the procesa without 
expressly apprehending it or explicitly intending it. In the concrete experi
ence of motions we keep primarily to the moving thing. the pheromeDoa: 
ho ten kinesin gnorizomen;,zo we see the motion in connection with the 
moving thing. To see motion purely as such is not easy: tode gar ti to 
pheromenon. he de kinesis OU;,z1 the moving thing is always a this·here •• 
definite entity. while the motion itself does not have a specifically indMdu
alized character that would give it its own special stamp. The moving thing 
is given for us in its individuation and thisness. but motion as ~ is .: 
given in that way. In experiencing motion we keep to the moving thing. 
we thus see the motion with the moving thing but do not see it as such-

Corresponding to the way we bring motion closer to ourselves by focus
ing on the moving thing is the way we experience continuity in the elements 
constituting something continuous. a continuum. points in the ~int :: 
ifold of a line. When we experience motion we focus on the movmg Jace. 
and the particular place from which it makes its transition to another.p. dy 
In following a motion we experience it in the horizon of a c.onjolll the 
cnc~untered series of locatio~s on a co~tinu~us ~a~h. We ~penenee ad 
motion when we see the partIcular movmg dung m Its transition from 

ZO. Ibid .. 119"17 
21 Ibid .. 1I!JI·30. 

----
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notht."r. We see how it goes from there to here. from a from-there 
place to';re. This calls for more precise determination. 
to a to- ld be said that change of place is a traversing of a continuous series 

Itl
COU

s sO that I can obtain the motion by taking together all the places ofpace., rsed. Onl' there and another there. and so on. But if we merely re-count 
ua~ dividual places. reckoning up together all the individual theres and 
the III we do not experience any motion. Only when we see the moving 
:::. in its changing over from there to here do we experience motion. 
uansition. We must not take the places as a pure juxtaposition of there and 
here. Instead we must take this there as "away from there" and this here as 
"towaJd here." hence not simply a there and then again another there. but 
-.VIlY from there" and "toward here." We must see the presented con
~ of places. the point manifold. in the horizon of an "away from 
there-toward here." This is primarily what Aristotle's condition kata to 
proteron kai husteron means. The there is not arbitrary; the from-there is 
pritt. Clntecedent. And the to-here or hither is likewise not an arbitrary here. " 
but for the present. as hither. it is ponerior. subsequent. If we thus see the /' 
pIKe manifold in the horizon of the "away from there-toward here" and 
traverse the individual places in this horizon in seeing the motion, the 
transition. then we retain the first traversed place as the 4way-from-there and 
aped the next place as the toward-here. Retaining the prior and expecting 
the posterior. we see the transition as such. If. thus retentive of the prior and 
expectant of the posterior. we follow the transition as such. the individual 
places within the whole transition. which can stretch arbitrarily far. we no 
Iooger fix the individual places as individual points or as individual theres 
and heres arbitrarily paired. In order to grasp and formulate the peculiar 
Ittention of the prior and expectation of the posterior to come. we say: now 
~rrnerlY there. afterward there. Each there in the nexus of "away from 

toward here" is now-there. now-there. now-there. So far as we see the :nt m~nifold in the horizon of the proteron and husteron. when following 
tac. movmg object we say at each time now-here, now-there. Only if we 
W~tI'j ad~ thi~. can we read off the time when we look at a watch or clock. 
. ~y now quite naturally and spontaneously when we look at the 
~Icce It is not just a matter of course that we say "now," but in saying it 
h ~ve already assigned time to the dock. It is not in the clock itself. but in 
.... ylng.. .. 
()( the now, we assign it to the dock and the clock gives us the how-many 
the h now), ll. What is counted when we count as we follow a transition in 
Cou onzon of the ek tinos cis ti. whether aloud or silently. is the nows. We 

nt a seguence of nows or of thens and at-the-times. The then is the not-

22. :\\'1" IV ~/lOr .. I' "r~ment orgabclls ilt bottom the threefold loataticall)' horizonal structure of 
.t~ rl'mporality IZelthchkclt) a.'iliigns t~ now to Itself. 
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yet-now or the now-not-yet; the at-the-time is the now-no-Ionger or the 
longer-now. The then and the at-the-time both have a now-character no. 
now-reference. In one place Aristotle says quite concisely, without ~ 
out the analysis in this detailed way-but without which his whole ~ 
pretation of time is unintelligible-to pheromeno akolouthei to nun,as ~ 
now follows the moving thing. the object making the transition fro.n ODe 
place to another; that is to say, the now is seen concomitantly in ~ 
ing the motion. And to say that it is concomitantly seen means for AriatotIe. 
in the broader sense. that it is concomitantly counted. What is thusClClnclami
tantly counted in following a motion, what is thus said. the nowa-thia is 
time. He d' arithmeton to proteron kai husteron, to nun estin.24 At. ClOUIlted, 

_the nows themselves count-they count the places. so far as tbae lie 
. traversed as places of the motion. Time as arithmos phoras is the coumed 

that counts. Aristotle's interpretation of time matches the ~ 
extremely well when he says that time is something counted connected with 
motion so far as I see this motion in the horizon ek tinos eis ti, "fian 
something to something." 

In one place Aristotle says about proteron and husteron: to de proIIIiCia 
kai husteron en topo proton estin;lS it is first of all in place, in the ~ 
and sequence of places. He is thinking of before and after here as atiU wbaIIy 
without any time-determinateness. The Aristotelian definition of time em 
also be formulated at first in this way: time is what is counted in cxmnecdoa 
with motion which is experienced with respect to before and after. Butwlaat 
is thus counted is unveiled as the nows. The nows themselves, howewr. em 
be expressed and understood only in the horizon of earlier and later. The 
"with respect to the before and after" and the "in the horizon of the euler 
and later" do not coincide; the second is the interpretation of the &nt.- If 
we take the proteron and husteron provisionally as before and after. pre
vious and subsequent, the genesis of Aristotle's definition of time beccJmtI 

!
i clearer. If we take it straight away as earlier and later. then the cJefi?i~ 

seems absurd at first. but this only indicates that a central problem II lUll 

present in it: the question about the origin of the now itself. The first 
translation gives the literal conception, but the second already includes a 
large element of interpretation. 

We intentionally translated the Aristotelian definition of time as ~: 
thing counted in connection with motion so far as this motion is seen dl • 

horizon of earlier and later. We have already taken the proteron-husteron it! 

----23. Ibid" 21'1'22; ~ also 2Z006 
24. Ibid. 21'1'25. 
25. Ibid .. 219" 14f. 
26. Cf. &in und Zeit. pp. 4.20 ff. 
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rrower sense, which comes out clearly only when the before and after 
a na.ve further interpretation. Primarily, proteron-husteron means for Aris
~: before and after in the sequence of places. It has a non-temporal sense. 
=t the experience of before and after intrinsicaUy presupposes, in a certain 

y the experience of time, the earlier and later. Aristotle dealt with the 
WI t~ron and husteron in detail in book Delta of the Md4physics 
r..1018h9fO. )n the treatise on time he wavers in his conception of the 
roteron-husteron. Most often he takes it directly as earlier and later and not 
~ much in the sense of before and after. He says of them that they have an 
apostaSiS pros to nun,27 a distance from the now; in the then a now is 
concomitantly thought each time as not-yet-now. and similarly in the at-the
time the now concomitantly thought appears as the no-longer-now. The 
rJI1'I/ is the limit for what has gone by and what comes after, 

The nows which we count are themselves in time: they constitute time, 
The now has a peculiar double visage, which Aristotle expresses in this way: 
kai suneches te de ho chronos to nun, kai dieretai kata to nun,2:8 Time is held ~ 
topther within itself by the now: time's specific continuity !s _rooted in the )' 
now, But conjointly, with respect to the now, time is dividec:t .articulated 
into the no-longer-now. the earlier, and the not-yet-now, the later. It is only 
with respect to the now that we can conceive of the then and at-the-time, 
the later and the earlier. The now that we count in following a motion is in 
- instance a different now. To de nun dia to kineisthai to pheromenon aiei 
beteron.29 on account of the transition of the moving thing the now is , 
always another. an advance from one place to the other. In each now the ...J 
DOW is a different one, but still each different now is, as now, always now. 
The ever different nows are. as different. nevertheless always exactly the 
rcune. namely, now. Aristotle summarizes the peculiar nature of the now 
and thus of time-when he interprets time purely by way of the now-in a 
manner So pregnant that it is possible only in Greek but hardly in German 
~ English: to gar nun to auto ho pot' en. to d' einai auto heteron;30 the n:=j 
IS the same with respect to what it always already was-that is, in each now ---t1 --- --
~;:'ltyn:a, book 4. 14.223'Sf.IProteron gar bi hU$wron Jegomen kau ten pros to nun 
T"", H!I'I; for We ~y More' and 'after' with reference to the dmance from the ·now .... 

28· ard~ .nd Gaye.J 
di~"~'JIC~: ~k 4. 1l.22O"S.I''Time. then. also is both made continuous by the 'now' and 

29 lb·1 II. rran!',. Hardie and Gaye.1 
3O. ,d 2,2(,. J4 

1\ lI\:t,d 21 'i' I Of. ["But ever)' simultaneou!llime is self-identical: for the 'now' as a subject 
whtn I Illy. but it. accepts different attribules:' The translators note: "E.g .• if you come in 
be the !to (JUl. Ihe time of your corning in is an fact the time of my going out. though for il to 
WlCk\t::; and 10 be the other are different thing!>." Trans. Hardie and Gaye. Compare the 
"here ~ and. Cornford translatIOn: "But at any given moment time ill the same every
differ in ~fthc now' iL'lelf is Identical in its essence. but the relations into whICh it enters 

'" ferent connc.'Xlon!O. "I 
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it is now; its essentia, its what. is always the same (tauto)-and 1\evert1 •• ,L 

every now is. by its nature. different in each now. to d' einai auto ~ 
nowness. being-now. is always otherness, being-other (being-how or : 
ness-existentia-heteronl. To de nun esti men hos to auto, esti d' ~ 
to auto;JI the now is in a certain way always the same and in a certain 011 
never the same. The now articulates and bounds time with I'eSpec:t txl~ 
earlier and later. On the one hand it is indeed always the same, but then k ~ 
never the same. So far as it is always at an other and is other (we may ~ 
of the sequence of places). it is always something else. This constitutea ill 
always being-now. its otherhood. But what it always already was .. tba 
which it is. namely. now-that is the same. 

We shall not next enter any further into the problem of the Itruc:tun! 0( 

time itself starting from the now-manifold. Instead we ask: What is implied 
by Aristotle's interpreting time as something counted or as number? What 
in particular is he trying to make visible in stressing the numerical c:huac:eer 
of time? What does the characterization of time as number entail for the 

(
determination of the essential nature of what we call intratempcnlity? 
What does "in time" mean? How can the being of time be determined by way 

. of the characterization of time as number? 
What is implied by Aristotle's assigning a numerical character to time? 

What does he see in time? Time is number a.'S that which is counted ill 
follOwing the places traversed by the moving thing, that is, SO far .... 
follow in the motion the transition as such and in doing so say "naw.· 

But also it is not enough that we correlate the nows in juxtaposition to. 
point-manifold, so as to think of them as being at a standstill in a line. This 
talk of time as a sequence of nows should not be misunderstood and 
transferred to the spatial, thus leading us to speak of time as a line. a -.: 
of points. The now is something counted. but not in the counting of one 
the same point. Time is not a manifold of nows thrust together. becaUII at 
each now every other now already no longer is and because, as we ... 
earlier, a curious stretching out on both sides into non-being belongs 10 

time. The now is not correlated as a point to a fixed point and it ~ 
belong to it in that way, because by its essential nature it is both beginniDI 
and end. In the now as such there is already present a reference to t::;d 
longer and the not-yet. It has dimension within itself; it stretches out t 
a not-yet and a no-longer. The not-yet and no-longer are not ~atc.~ 
the now as foreign but belong to its very content. Because ~~ thIS dl as 
content the now has within itself the chaTacter of a tTansatwn. ~ noW thai 
such is already in transit. It is not one point alongside another pomt SO ----31. Ibid .. 21CJl'llf. 
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ediation would be needed for the two. It is intrinsically transition. 
sOme rn it has this peculiar stretching out within itself. we can conceive of 
JleCBusetch as being greater or less. The scope of the dimension of a now 
the.st~now in this hour. now in this second. TNs diversity of scope of 
~es~ion is possible only because the now is intrinsically dimensional. 
diJtlt is not thrust together and summed up out of nows. but the reverse: !!: reference to the now we can articulate the stretching out of time always 
onJy in specific ways. Correlation of the manifold of the nows-where the 
now is taken as transition-with a point-manifold (line) has only a certain 
validity. if we take the points of the line themselves as forming beginning 
and end. as constituting the transition of the continuum. and not as pieces 
present alongside one another each for itself. A consequence of the impos- """. 
sibility of correlating the nows with isolated point-pieces is that the now, on 
its part. is a continuum of the flux of time-not a piece. That is why the nows ,. 
in the following of motion cannot ever fragment the motion into a collection / 
ri immobile parts; instead. what becomes accessible and the object of 
thought in the now is the transitional in its transition and the resting in its 
rat. And. conversely. this entails that the now is itself neither in motion nor 
at rest: it is not "in time." 

The rww-and that means time-is. says Aristotle, by its essential natwe" 
!lOt calimit, because as transition and dimensj9!l it is open on the sides of th) 
not-yet and the no-longer. The now is a-tlmit, ;n the sense of a closing, of 
the finished, of the no-further. only incidentaUy with reference to something 
that ceases in a now and at a definite point of time. It is not the now tha 
cases as now; rather. the now as now is. by its essential nature. already the 
not-yet. already related as dimension to what is to come. whereas it can well 
be ~t a motion determined by the said now can cease in this now. With 
the atd of the now I can mark a limit. but the now as such does not have the 
tacter. of a limit so far as it is taken within the continuum of time itself._ 

now IS not limit. but number. not peras but arithmos. Aristotle explicitlY \, :;ra.sts time as arithmos with peras. The limits of something. he says. are) 
belat they arc only in one with the being they limit. The limit of something 
n ~s to the mode of being of the limited. This does not hold true for 
~ ~. ~u~bcr is not bound to what it numbers. Number can determine 
con hmg Without itself being dependent. for its part. on the intrinsic 
the ~nt. and mode of being of what is counted. I can say "ten horses." Here 
hors:n Indeed determines the horses. but ten has nothing of the character of 
~ ~ and their mode of being. Ten is not a limit of horses as horses; for in 
is c~:g Wi~h .it I can just as well. de~ermine ships. t~angles. o~ trees. ~hat 
Ct~k~tetlstlc about number lies In the fact that It determmes-m the 

~n~e abo de-limits-something in such a way that it itself remains 
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independent of what it delimits. Time as number, as that which 
portrayed by us as the counted-counting. does not itself belong to the ~ 
that it counts. When Aristotle says that time is what is counted in ~ 
with motion. what he wishes to stress is that. to be sure, we COunt 
determine motion as transition in terms of the now. but that for this -: 
this counting counted. time. is bound neither to the intrinsic content nor tbt 
mode of being of the moving thing nor to the motion as such. Neverthele.a.1Q 
our counting as we follow a motion we encounter time II ~ 
counted. With this a peculiar character of time is revealed, a character tJ.t 
was interpreted later by Kant in a special sense as form of intuition. 

Time is number and not limit. but as number it is at the same time able,., 
measure that with reference to which it is number. Not only is timecaunted, 
but as counted it can itself be something that counts in the IeIIIe fi • 
measure. Only because time is number in the sense of the counted. DOWCID 
it become a rntnsural number. so that it itself can count in the __ of 
measuring. This distinction between the now as number in generaI.wbIt 
is counted and as the counting counted. along with the delimitation ratime 
as number in contrast with limit. is the essential content of the dI8i:ult 
place in Aristotle's essay on time. into which we shall enter cmly....,. 
Aristotle says: to de nun dia to kineisthai to pheromenon aiei ......... 
because the now is what is counted in a transition. it always dift'en wilbthll 
which is undergoing the transition. Hosth' ho chronos arithmol ouch hoi 
tes autes stigmes;33 therefore. time is not number with reference tID tbt 
same point as a point. that is. the now is not a point-element of COIIIiIIIJauI 
time. but as a transition. insofar as it is correlated with a point, with. pIICt 
in the movement. it is already always beyond the point. As ~ it 
looks backward and forward. It cannot be correlated with an isolatld.-
as selfsame because it is beginning and end: hoti arche kai teleute, aU' balta 
eschata tes grammes mallon.34 Time is number in a manner of ~ -
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d rmint.>S as transition the point's extremes outward on both sides of the 
it et~in~. This transition belongs to the point and is itself, as now, not a 
stret~f lime. in the sense that this time would be composed of now-parts: 
part ad. each part has transitional character. that is. it is not strictly !>-peaking 
1flSl~ Therefore Aristotle says directly: ouden morion to nun tou chronou, 
'~. he diairesis tes kineseos:3s the now is consequently not a part of time 
: is always time itself, and. because it is not a part, motion itself-since 

otion is measured by means of time-also is not cut into parts. Because :e now L'i transition, it is capable of making motion accessible as motion, in 
its unbroken character of transition. That time is a limit in the sense that I 
say that motion ceases, stands still, in a now-this is a sumbebekos: it is 
only an attribute of the now, but it does not reach its essential nature. 

The now is what it is, he d' arithmei. so far as it counts. hence number. 
Time as now is not limit but transition. and as transition it is possible 
number. possible mensural number of motion. It measures a motion or a 
rest in such a way that a specific motion, a specific change and advance is 
fixed. for example. the advance from one stroke of a second to the next, with 
which mensural number then the entire movement is measured. Because 
the now is transition it always measures a from-to. it measures a how-long, a 
duration. Time as number fixes the limits of a specific movement. This 
delimited movement is intended for measuring the whole of the movement 
to be measured: metrei d' houtos ten kinesin to horisai tina kinesin he 
katametresei ten holen.36 

Because time is arithmos. it is metron. The being measured of a moving 
thing with respect to its motion, this metreisthai. is nothing but to en 
chrono cinai. 37 the motion's ''being in time." According to Aristotle, "things 
are in time" means nothing but that they are measured by time on the basis 
of their transitional character. The intTatemporality of things and events 
must be distinguished from the way the nows. the earlier and later, are in 

~ tlt'ld~~r speaks of the point's extremes-i.e .. the translation Heidt.-gger offef!l is 
of - I)'!~ the text quoted from Aristotle. But the question arises. funher, as to the meaning 
~~teo. In "ta ,'schata tes autes." Wicksteed and Comford (Comford consulted Bekker. 
I'IOt t. and ').~lwr sources and commentaries; set'vol. 1. pp. x-xii read it as referring to a line. 
I'IOt ~ flOlnt but rather as the two extremities of the same line." See also their explanatory 
t:t~;ardlng the meaning of the entire passage. p. 392. note a. Perhaps Heidegger's 

35 IL >n. on both ~ldl'S of the stretchmg. captures thl~ linear Implication.) 
. "Ld 2lO'II) 

tht, ~ Ibld. 12.121~1f. [,Time is il rnea.o;ure of motion and oHJeing moved, and it measures 
C\Jbit ~J{1("1 h~' detennming a motIOn which Will measure exactly the whole motion. as the 
liard, '.lO. ... tt.~ Il'llgth hy det..-rmining an amount which Will measure out the whole. h Trans. 

3 t' .~nd <"rI)'c I 
7 Ih.d. ~21.". 
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time. Epei d' arithmos ho chronos. to men nun kai to proteron kai .... _ 
toiauta houtos en chrono hos en arithmo monas kai to peritton kai .'~ 
men gar tou arithmou tit ta de tou chronou ti estin) . ta de pragrna:t (ta 
arithmo to chrono est in. Ei de touto. pericchetai hupo chronou hoepe.. (k: 
ta en arithmo hup' arithmou ) kai ta en topo hupo topou.38 The ~ 
indeed in a certain sense themselves in time. so far as they constitute . lit 
But motion and the moving thing are in time. not in the sense that ~ 
belong to time itself. but in the way in which what is counted is in DUIbbef 
The even and odd are in the numbers themselves. but what is COUDtecl •• 
also. in a certain way. in the numbers that do the counting. As the CIOUDttd ~ 
in number. so motion is in time. That which is in time. the moviag ~ 
periechetai hup' arithmou. -'9 is embraced by the counting number. T'_ 
does not itself belong to motion but embraces it. The intratemporality«. 
being means its being embraced by time (now) as number (counted). The 

'- factor of the periechesthai. being embraced. stresses that time does nat itIeIf 
belong among the beings which are in time. So far as we measure ...... 
either in motion or at rest. by time. we come back from the time that 
embraces and measures the moving thing to that which is to be meund.1£ 
we remain with the image of embrace. time is that which is /urtlteroutsilll,. 
compared with movements and with all beings that move or lie at NIt. h 
embraces or holds around the moving and resting things. We may _ ... 
it by an expression whose beauty may be contested: time has the cbaIICIIr 
of a holdaTOund, since it holds beings-moving and resting-around. In. 
suitable sense we can call time. as this holder-around. a "container," pr0-
vided we do not take "container" in the literal sense of a rec:eptade tiD • 
glass or a box but retain simply the formal element of holding-arouncL 

Given that time embraces beings. it is required that it should somehoW 
be be/are beings. be/are things moving and at rest. encompassing them. ~ 
calls time the "wherein of an order." It is an embracing hOl'i.wn VIithiD 
which things given can be ordered with respect to their succession. 

Due to its transitionary character. says Aristotle. time always rneasu:
only the moving thing or else the moving thing in its limiting case. the thiDI 
at rest. Metresei d' ho ehronos to kinoumenon kai to eremoun. he to mea 

--- -- ----
38. Ibid .. Z21·13-1~. [Cf.: "Sow taking time a' a number scak lal ~he. 'now' arrd = 

'before' and suchlike exist in time as the monad and the odd and even exist ~n n~. bill 
thew latter pertain to number ju.~t in the !;.Ime way in which the former penlln ~o.~~ 
(h) events have their places in time in a se~ analogou. .. to that in whICh any numDenOU ~ 
of Ihin~ elCi~1 in number (i.e .• in such and such a delimle numlx-rl. and such t~l~ ~ tbrif 
are rrnbrtJtftl in number Ii.e .. in lime) as thin~ that have locality are embracru III 
places." Wlcksteed and Comford. PI" 401-.1(13·1 

39.lhid. 
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non to de eremoun.40 Time measures the moving and the resting. 
kinoUrnethc one is in motion and the other at rest. Time measures motion at 
sOf~~:g moving: ~ tis."1 how.~re(Jt the transiti~n is. that is. ~w ~ny 
tilt here are in a particular transition from something to somethmg. Time 
IIIJIIIS t res the moving thing ouch haplos estai metreton hupo chronou. he 
~ ti estin. aU' he he kinesis autou pose;"z it measures it not simply as the 
~g being that it is; if a stone is in motion. time does not measure the 
::: as such with respect to its specific extension. but the stone insofar as it 
. moving. ~Iotion is measured. and only motion is measurable. by time. 
~use time. in virtue of its transitionary character. always already means 
something in transition. changing or resting. So far as motion or rest can be 
measured by time. and to be measured by time means "to be in time." the 
moving or resting thing. and only it. is in time. For this reason we say that 
geometrical relationships and their contents are extratemporal. because 
they are not in motion and consequently also are not at rest. A triangle is not 
II rest because it does not move. It is beyond rest and motion. and therefore, 
ill Aristotle's view. it is neither embraced nor embraceable by time. 

The interpretation of intratemporality also tells us what can be intratem
pon1 as well as. on the other hand, what is extratemporal. Thus it becomes 
ever more clear how time is something counted in connection with motion. 
Hama gar kineseos aisthanometha kai chronou;43 in respect of the moving 
thing we perceive time together with movement. Where motion is experi
enced time is unveiled. Kai gar ean e skotos kai meden dia tou somatos 
pachomen. kinesis de tis en te psuche ene. euthus harna dokei tis gegonenai 
bi chronos ..... It i. .. not necessary that we should experience motion in things 
presently at hand. Even when it is dark, when what is at hand is concealed 
~. ~ but when we are experiencing our own self. our own mental 
aaIVl~1eS. time is also always already given directly together with the 
~ence, euthus harna. For mental actions also come under the deter
ltIlnation of motion-motion taken broadly in the Aristotelian sense and --
.... ~ ~, .2.lI I 'l6-18. I'"Bul time will me~sure what is m~,--d and what is at reM. the one 

41 I~"I' tht' other qua at ~t." Trans. Hardie and Gaye.1 
. IJIt •. UII'I!) 

r.:! ~~~~ 1.21~·19i.I"Hcncc whal is ~oved will DOl be ~a. .. ~rable by the t~me simfly in so 
43. Ph." quantity, but In :0;0 far iL'i Itr. mollOn has quantity. Trans. Hardie' and Ga~.l 

foIlou.,n ~~.I('? huok 4. 11.219-.\f [The entire passa~ to which notes 43-44 refer is the 
art /lot I~' :\'IW We pcrccl\'e mowment and time together. for roven when it is dark and we 
~~hn~ afl('(:too through the body. if any movement takes place in the mind we at ~ 
~t I "I' 'ome time also has elapsed; and not only that but also. when some time is 
1iIIIt· I~ til ::\'1:' passed, some movement also along with it !lftm!i to have taken place. Hence 
~~"'It 'r muvement or something that helon~ to mO\'eIT\C'Dt. Since then it i-, not 

44. Ibn It , It mUM he the other" TraOl'. Hardie and Ga~.1 
1< •• W;o4-f) 
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not necessarily as local motion. The actions are not intrinsically ano..:_. 
they pass over into one another, one changes into the other. -~ ~ 
mental action we can stop and dwell on something. We may ~ • 
passage in De interpretatione: histesi he dianoia.·'s thinking stands still ~ 
something. The mind. too. has the character of a moving thing. Even ~ 
we are not experiencing something moving in the sense of some "'.~ 
presently at hand, nevertheless motion taken in the broadest sense, ::: 
time. is unveiled for us in experiencing our own self. 

However, this gives rise to a difficult problem. Poteron de me 0IJIeI 
psuches eie an ho chronos e OU,46 whether. ifthere is no soul. tUnedaea 
does not exist. Aristotle gives a more specific interpretation to thia: ~ 
tou gar ontos einai tou arithmesontos adunaton kai arithmetoa ti -. 
hoste delon hoti oud' arithmos. Arithmos gar e to erithmemeaoo e to 
arithmeton. Ei de meden allo pephuken arithmein e psuche bi I*Ehea 
nous. adunaton einai chronon psuches me ouses, all' e tauto ho pote oa .. 
ho chronos. hoion ei end.echetai kinesin einai aneu psuches. To de protIIaD 
kai husteron en kinesei est in chronos de taut' estin he arithmaa tltiD.47 

Time is what is counted. If there is no soul then there is no momtinJ. 
nothing that counts, and if there is nothing that counts then theIe is aochiDt 
countable and nothing counted. If there is no soul then theIe is no time. 
Aristotle poses this as a question and at the same time stres8e8 the other 
possibility, whether time perhaps is in itself in what it is. just u a macioD 
can also exist without a soul. But likewise he emphasizes that the bebe and 
after, which is a constitutive determination of time, is in motion, and time 
itself is taula. the before and after as counted. To be counted CJbvjouIIy 
belongs to the nature of time, so that if there is no counting there is DO time. 
or the converse. Aristotle doesn't pursue this question any further: be 
merely touches on it, which leads to the question how time itself existS-

We see by the interpretation of "being in time" that time •• the 
embracing, as that in which natural events occur, is. as it were, ~ 
objective than all objects. On the other hand, we see also that it exists~~ 
the soul exists, It is more objective than all object. .. and simultaneOUSlY it : 
subjective. existing only if subjects exist. What then is time and how doeI ----45. Aristotle. ~ inUtprtratio~, 16"20. _..L. it dIr 

46. Phyfica. book 4. 14.223"21f. [The entire pa5..~ilge to which notes 46-47 ~ fIirIY 
following; "Whether if soul did not exist time would exi~t or not. IS iI quntJ~ w::~ br 
be asked; for if there cannot be some one to count there cannot be anything IJeeIIo III 
counted. so that evidently there cannot be number; for number is either what hal ~ 
what can be. counted. But if nothing but !IOUI. or In soul reason. is qualified to ~ IA~ i 
would not be time unless there were soul. but only that of which time is an a(U"ibuW· itJJ 
InOVtmml can exist without soul. and the before and after are attributes of movetftCllC· 
time is tN.'lie 'l"d numerable" Tran~. Hardie and (ja~ I 

47 Ibid .. 223·22-2'). 
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. 'Is it only subjectiv~. or ~s it o~ly objective. or is it neither the one nor 
eJCIst. h r' from our earher diSCUSSIOns we already know that the concepts 
~ ~t ;,'and "object" as they are nowadays employed are ontologically 
. sthJeCite and hence are inadequate. especially for defining the being that 
jpde6nrselves are. the being that is meant by soul or subject, We point the 
we ~ on about the being of time in the wrong direction from the beginning 
~~ it on the alternative as to whether time belongs to the subject or 
,jJ~ . An unending dialectic can be developed here without saying the 
:'hing about the matter. just ~s .Iong as it is not settl~ ~ the Dasein:s 
being itself is. whether perhaps It IS such that the Dasem. masmuch as it 
existS. is further outside than any object and at the same time further inside. 
more inward (more subjective). than any subject or soul (because tem
porality as transcendence is openness). We indicated earlier that the phe
nomenon of the world manifests something of the sort. Given that the 
[)asein exists. is in a world. everything extant that the Dasein encounters is 
necessarily intraworldly. held-around [con-tainedJ by the world. We shall 
Bee that in fact the phenomenon of time, taken in a more original sense, is 
intIrQ)nnected with the concept of the world and thus with the structure of the 
Ddsein itself. But for the while we must leave untouched the difficulty as 
Aristotle records it, Time is the before and after insofar as they are counted. 
AI. oounted it is not antecedently extant in itself. Time does not exist 
without soul. If time thus becomes dependent on the counting of numbers, 
it does not follow that it is something mental in the soul. Simultaneously it 
is en panti, everywhere. en ge, on the earth. en thalatte, in the ocean. en 
ourano. in the heaven . .fg Time is everywhere and yet nowhere and. still. it is 
only in the soul. 
Aat is essential for understanding the foregoing interpretation of 

·'l\ristotle's concept of time lies in correctly understanding the concept of 
~Iouthein, to follow. It means an ontological connection of founding 
which subsists among time. motion. continuity. and dimension. From this 
~ncept of founding. of following in the sense of akolouthein. it cannot be 
~rred that Aristotle identifies time with space. But it surely does become 

that. In bringing time into immediate connection with motion in the 
:~ ·')f local mot ion. he approaches the mode of measuring time in just the 
ex y I~ IS prescribed in the natural understanding of time and in the natural 
t:en~nc(' of time itself Of this Aristotle gives only one explicit interpreta
Wen, F tnm the mode of interconnection of the now-sequence with motion 
not saw tnat the now itself has transitionary character: as now it is always the 
get 'Y~'now a~d the no-longer-now. Due to this transitionary character. it 

S t e peculiarity of measuring motion as such. as metabole. Since each 

41\ Ihld. l,B •• 7f. 
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now is not a pure point but is intrinsically transition. the now by . 
essential nature, is not a limit but a number. The numerical ~ .. 
now and of time in general is essential for the fundamental under.t..~ the 
of time because only from this does what we call intratemporaiitY-~ 
intelligible. This means that every being is in time. Aristotle ~ 
"being in time" as being measured by time. Time itself can be 
only because on its part it is something counted and, as this counted~ 
can itself count again. count in the sense of measuring. of the ~ 
together of a specific so-many. 

At the same time the numerical character of time entails the ~ 
that it embraces or contains the beings that are in it, that with ref'eRuce to 
objects it is in a certain way more objective than they are themselves. PJaal 
this there arose the question about the being of time and its connectiaa with 
the soul. The assignment of time to the soul, which occurs in !uistode and 
then in a much more emphatic sense in Augustine. so as always tberaft.to 
make itself conspicuous over and over again in the discuaaioo of the 
traditional concept of time. led to the problem how far time is objectiwaad 
how far subjective. We have seen that the question not only CIDDOt be 
decided but cannot even be put in that way. since both tbeae CD.,.. 
"object" and "subject" are questionable. We shall see why it can be IIid 
neither that time is something objective in the sense that it beIonga UDGDI 
objects nor that it is something subjective, existent in the subject. It will tum 
out that this manner of putting the question is impossible but that boI:b 
answers-time is objective and time is subjective-get their own right ina 
certain way from the original concept of temporality. We shall try now to 
determine this original concept of temporality more particularly by goiD8 
back to it from time as understood in the common way. 

b) The common undemanding of time and the returD to 
original time 

Our interpretation of Aristotle's concept of time showed that ~ 
characterizes time primarily as a sequence of nows, where it should be n 
that the nows are not parts from which time is pieced together into a whole· 
The very way in which we translated Aristotle's definition of time-~ 
the way we interpreted it-was intended to indicate that, when he ~ .. 
with reference to the earlier and later, he is defining it in terms of tiJne the 
that which is counted in connection with motion. We also st~ that ~ 
Aristotelian definition of time does not contain a tautology wlthm Itse~J. 
instead Aristotle speaks from the very constraint of the ~~tter. I tbt 
Aristotle's definition of time is not in any respect a defimtlon JJ1..:_ 
academic sense. It characterizes time by defining how what we callI» ..... 
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accessible. It is an access definition or acuss characterization. The 
~;1finiendum is determined by the manner of the sole possible access 
~.°the counting perception of motion as motion is at the same time the 
to It. tion of what is counted as time. 
~t :\ristotle presents as time corTesponds to the common f'Tescientific 

Ulnding of time. By its own phenomerwlogical content common time 
~ back to an original time. temporality. This implies. however. that 
~totle's definition of time is only the initial approach to the interpretation 
ri time. The characteristic traits of time as commonly understood must 
themselves become intelligible by way of original time. If we set this task for 
ourselves it means that we have to make clear how the now qua now has 
transitionary character; how time as now, then, and at-the-time embraces 
beings and as such an embrace of extant things is still more objective and 
more extant than everything else (intratemporality); how time is essentially 
Q1Utrted and how it is pertinent to time that it is always unveiled. 

The common understanding of time manifests itself explicitly and pri
marily in the use of the clock. it being a matter of indifference here what 
perfection the clock has. We saw how we had to convince ourselves in 
looking at the employment of clocks that we encounter time as we count in 
following a movement. What this means more specifically. how it is 
poaible. and what it implies for the concept of time-we did not ask about 
all this. Also. neither Aristotle nor subsequent interpreters of time posed 
this question. What does it mean to speak of using a clock? We have made 
clear the Aristotelian interpretation of time in regard to the employment of 
clocks but without ourselves offering a yet more exact interpretation of that 
employment. For his part Aristotle does not interpret the use of clocks. 
doesn't even mention it. but presupposes this natural mode of access to time 
~ ~y of the dock. The common understanding of time comprehends only 

time that reveals itself in counting as a succession of nows. From this 
understanding of time there arises the concept of time as a sequence of :so Which has been more particularly defined as a unidirectional irrevers
ippr sequence of nows one after the other. We shall retain this initial 
lion oach to time in terms of clock usage and. by a more precise interpreta
ad of this comportment toward time and of the time thus experienced. 

'lance toward what makes this time itself possible. 

~) The mode of being of clock usage. Now. then. and at-the
tlln~ as sclf-expositions of the comportments of enpresenting. 

'IN expecting. and retaining 

U$in hat doe~ it mean to read time from a clock? To "look at the clock"? In 
c:JOc~ a clock. in reading time from it. we do indeed look at the clock but the 

Itself is not the object of our regard. We do not occupy ourselves. for 
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example. with our watch as such. as this particular instrument, 10 

distinguish it. say: from.a coin: Butalso a clock i~ not our object as it is£1a ~ 
maker, He doesn t use It specifically as the eqUipment that it is. In USi:rQ 
clock we do of course perceive the clock. but only and solely in ori::' 
allow ourselves to be brought by it to something that the clock it&elf. to 
but that it shows as a clock-time. But here too caution is advisable~n: 
point is to grasp the use of the clock in its original mode of being. When I \I8e 
clock to read the time. I am also not directed toward time as tM proper ~ 
of my vision. I make neither clock nor time the theme of my regard. When I 
look at my watch I ask. for instance. how much time stiU remains for Ihe 

until the scheduled end of the lecture. I am not searching fortimeulUCbift 
order to occupy myself with it; on the contrary. I am occupied in sMna a 
phenomenological exposition. I am concerned to bring it to a c:be. In 
noting the time. I am trying to determine what time it is, how much time 
there is till nine o'clock. so as to finish this or that subject. In ascertainingthe 
time. I am trying to find out how much time there is till this or tMt point 10 

that I may see that I have enough time, so much time. in order to fiDi8b the 
subject. I make inquiry of the clock with the aim of determining how much 
time I still have to do this or that. The time I am trying to determine is 
always "time to." time in order to do this or that. time that I needfor, time 
that I can permit myself in order to accomplish this or that. time that I DWII 
take Jor carrying through this or that. Looking at the clock roots in and 
springs out of a "taking time," If I am to take time then I must have it 
somewhere or other. In a certain sense we always have time. If often 01' for 
the most part we have no time. that is merely a privative mode of our 
original having oj time. Time reading in clock usage is founded in a takinI
time-for.oneself or, as we also say. taking time into account. The "count~ ill 
the accounting here must be understood not in the sense of mere ~ 
but as "reckoning with time," "taking our reckoning in accordance with ~ 
"making allowance for it." Reckoning with time in the form of measuriDI 
time arises as a modification from the primary comportment toward time" 
guiding oneself according to it. It is on the basis of this original co~ 
toward time that we arrive at the measuring of time. that we invent cJocltsil' 
order to shape our reckoning with time more economically with refe:; 
time. We are always already reckoning with time. taking it into tiJ't'It 
before we look at a clock to measure the time. If we observe that e~ with 
we use a clock, in looking at it. there is present already a reckorung the 
time. then this means that time is alrea~y given to us ~fore ~ ~ 
clock. Somehow it has already been unveiled for us; and It IS for this,. rJ 
alone that we can return to time explicitly with the clock. The post:: the 
the clock's hand only determines the how much. But the how much " 
so much of time understand .. time originally as that with which I reckon. 
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. order to The time that is always already pn to us so far as we 
urnt ~~e and take account of time has the character of "time in ordeY to. " " 
~~ n without reflecting we look at a clock in everyday behavior. we 

esa\' "now," explicitly or not. But this now is not a naked. pure now 
a1wa::s the character of the "now it is time to, ' ... "now there is still time 
bU~ . , .. "now I still have enough time until. " When we look at the 
un k and say "now" we are not directed toward the now as such but toward 
: wherefure and whereto there is still time now; ~ .an: directed toward 
...,bat occupies us. what presses hard upon us. what It IS tame for. what we 
..vant to have time for. When we say "now" we are never directed toward the 
rt:1fI as toward a merely extant thing. The Dasein says "now" also when it is 
not expressly measuring time by the clock. When we simply feel that it is 
cold here it implies "now it is cold." It should be stressed once again that 
when we mean and express "now" we are not talking about some extant 
thing or other. Saying "now" has a different character from saying "this 
window." In the latter expression I intend thematically that window over 
there. the object itself. If in saying "now" we are not addressing ourselves to 
lDything extant. then are we addressing ourselves to the being that we 
ourselves are? But surely I am not the now? Perhaps I am. though. in a 
certain way. Saying "now" is not a speaking about something as an object. 
but it is surely a declaration about something. The D_n. which always 
exists so that it takes time for itself. expresses itself. Taking time for itself. it 
utters itself in such a way that it is always saying time. When 1 say "now". do 
not mean the now as such. but in my now-saying I am transient. 1 am in 
IIIOtion in the understanding of now and. in a strict sense. I am really with 
that whereto the time is and wherefore I determine the time. However. we say 
not only "now" but also "then" and "before." Time is constantly there in such 
i way that in all our planning and precaution. in all our comportments and 
~ the ~easures we take. we move in a silent discourse: now. not until. in 
onn~r times. finally. at the time. before that. and so forth. 

We now have to determine more precisely whence we actually t4ke what 
~ m.~an. by the now without our making it into an object. When 1 say 
thi n th.ls means that in this form of discourse 1 am expecting a particular 

ns: v.~hlch will come or happen on its own or I am expecting something I :relf Intend to do. I can only say "then" when I am expecting something. 
~o far as the Dasein as existent is expectant. Such a being-expectant, an 
tha. . lng, C'xpresses itself by means of the then. It utters itself in such a way 
~ It dc)(,,!\ ~ot expres .... ly mean itself but nevertheless displays its own self in 
Unde expr~!;slon of the then. When I say "at the time" 1 am able to say it with 
'hCl\.II~tandi~~ only if I retain something bygone. It is not necessary that I 
80m ~xphcltly recollect it but only that 1 should somehow retain it as 

ethlOg bygone. The at-the-time is the self-expression of the retention of 
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something former. something erstwhile. A specific mode of I'etentio.. 
forgetting. This is not nothing; a very definite type of componrnent 0( • 

self toward the bygone is exhibited in it-a mode in which I close rtlYwJf ... 
from the bygone. in which it is veiled over for me. And finally. "11 ___ ~ 
say "now" I am comporting myself toward something extant or I 
precisely. toward something present which is in my present. This ~ 
ment toward something present. this having-there of something ~ 
having which expresses itself in the now. we call the enprhenting (~ 
tigen] of something. 

These three determinations. already familiar to Aristotle. the now and the 
modifications of the at-the-time as no-longer-now and the then .. DOt"Jlt. 
now. are the self-exposition of comportments which we characteri2e. GpeLt. 
ing, retaining. and enpresenting. Inasmuch as each then is a not-yet..., 
and each at-the-time a no-longer-now. there is an enpresenting implicit Ia 
every expecting and retaining. If I am expecting something. I alwaya _ it 
into a present. Similarly. if I am retaining something. I main it fOr. 
present. so that all expecting and retaining are enpresenting. This ... tbe 
inner cohnence not only of time as expressed but also of these COl..,. .. .. 
in which time expresses itself. If time utters itself with these detamiaa
tions-now. at-the-time. then-and if further these determinations them
selves express an expecting. retaining. and enpresenting. then obviouIIy 
what is brought out here is time in a more original sense. We shall haw to Ilk 
how what confronts us in the unity of expecting. retaining. and ~. 
ing can be validly asserted to be original time. This will be the case above. 
if all the essential moments belonging to the now-its embracing chander. 
its making possible of intratemporality. its transitionary character and. ~ 
of time's being counted or unveiled-can be made intelligible in their 
possibility and necessity by way of more original phenomena whole ~ 
we shall come to know as temporality. And temporality in its tum provicIet 
the horizon for the understanding of being in general. . 

Time as Aristotle expounds it and as it is familiar to ordinary C()DICiOUI" 
ness is a sequence of nows from the not·yet-now to the no-Ionger"-' • 
sequence of nows which is not arbitrary but whose intrinsic direction is ftoIIl 
the future to the past. We also say that time passes. elapses. The seqUIII" 
of nows is directed uniformly in accordance with this succession from ~ 
to past and is not reversible. This sequence of nows is designated as infiniI" 
It is taken to be a universal law that time is infinite. .' . the 

The common understanding of time first manifests itself expliCItly an w
use of the dock. in the measurement of time. However, we measure ,pel 
because we need and use time, because we take time or let it pass. . 
explicitly regulate and make secure the way we use time by spec~ u: 
mea.'1urement. When we look at a clock. since time itself does not be in 
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e assign time to the clock. In looking at the clock we say "now." We ckJdt; s given explicit expression to time. which we determine in a merely 
have . ual way from the clock. This saying "now" and the uttering of a then 
numer~.the--time must have a specific origin. Where do we get the now 
01 an a ,,") Plaint do . d ob' when we say now. y we not IDten an ~ect. an extant 
f~rn. instead. what we call the enpresenting of something. the present. 
dUnI· itself in the now. In the at-the-time a retaining pronounces itself. 
~e then an expecting. Since each at-the-time is a "no-longer-now" 
and each then a "not-yet-now," there is always already an enpresenting. a 
~mitant understanding of th.e now. incorporated in ~ uttering ~f a 
then that arises from an expectmg. Each one of these tune-deterrmna
tioI\S-now. then. at-the-time--is spoken from out of the unity of an 
enpmenting-expecting-retaining (or forgetting). What I expect to come 
DC'Xl is spoken of in the "at once, forthwith." What I still retain or even have 
already forgotten is spoken of as the most recent in the 'Just now." The just 
DOW stands with its modification in the horizon of the "earlier," which 
belongs to retaining and forgetting. The forthwith and the then stand in the 
IIorizon of the "later-on," which belongs to expecting. All nows stand in the 
IIorizon of the "today," the "present." that is the horizon of enpresenting. The 
time intended by means of the now, then. and at-the-tirne is the time with 
which the Dasein that takes time reckons. But where does it get the time it 
reckons with and which it expresses in the now, then. and at-the-time? We 
shall still defer answering this question. But it is already clear that this 
IIISWer is nothing but the elucidation by way of original time of the origin of 
the now. then (not-yet-now). and at-the-time (no-longer-now). of time as 
IeqUence of nows (succession). 

P) The structural moments of expressed time: significance. 
datability, spannedness. publicness 

The. question is, How must we define more precisely this enpresenting, 
~ng. and retaining which express themselves in the now, then. and at-

tune? We can do thi"! only if we are certain that we already see in its full 
Itructure what the Aristotelian interpretation of time knows as the now
~ncc. However, this is not the case in the way Aristotle and the whole of 
del' subsequent tradition characterize time. It is first of all necessary, then. to 
at.:~~ate more precisely the structure of expressed time. the now. then. and 

lie-time 

the ~e hav~ already touched on one essential moment of the time read from 
ou~~k and thus in general of the time that we generally take or leave for 
tead f'les, but without assigning it to the now as a structure. All time we 
baa ro~ the clock is time to "time to do this or that," appropriate or 

PPtoprlate time. The time we read from the clock is always the time 
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which has as its opposite the wrong time. as when we say that 
comes at the wrong time or is on time. We have already had this ~ 
character of time in view in another context when we c~"" 
concept of the world and saw that in it there is intended a whole of ~ 
having the character of the in-order-to. We designated by the term... . 
cance" this totality of relations of the in-order-to. for-the-saIc.e-oC. for~ 
purpose. to-that-end. Time as right and wrong time has the chGT.", • 
signijicance, the character that characterizes the world as world in &eDerIl.: 
is for this reason that we call the time with which we reckon. which we __ 
for ourselves. WOTId-time. This does not mean that the time we read &o.n the 
clock is something extant like intraworldJy things. We know, of COWIe, that 
the world is not an extant entity. not nature. but that which tint IDIIra 
possible the uncoveredness of nature. It is therefore also inappropriate,. 
frequently happens. to call this time nature-time or natural time. ~ iI 
no nature-time. since all time belongs essentially to the Dasein. But there iI 
indeed a world-time. We give time the name of world-time becau. it .. 
the character of sign!ficance, which is overlooked in the J\ristoteIian de6ni
tion of time and everywhere in the traditional determination of time. 

A second factor along with the significance of time is its ~. Each 
now is expressed in an enpresenting of something in unity with an expect
ing and retaining. When I say "now" I am always tacitly adding .......... 
such and such. II When I say "then" I always mean "then. WMn." When I., 
"at the time" I mean "at the time when." To every now there belonp. 
"when"- now. when such and such. By the term "datability" we deooIe 
this relational structure of the now as now-when. of the at-the-time _ at
the-time-when. and of the then as then-when. Every now dates itself ~ 
"now. when such and such is occurring. happening. or in existence." Even if 
I can no longer determine exactly and unequivocally the when of an ~-~ 
time-when. the at-the-time has this relation. Only because the relation 
dating belongs essentially to the at-the-time. now. and then. can the ~~~ 
indefinite. hazy. and uncertain. The date itself does not need to be aua-;". 
cal in the narrower sense. The calendar date is only one particular mode 
everyday dating. The indefiniteness of the date does not imply a shortCOlD" 
ing in datability as essential structure of the now. at-the-time. and ~ 
These must belong to it in order for it to be able to be indefinite as a .. ; 
We say. for example. "at the time when the French were in Germany. . 
we speak of the "French time." The dating can be calendrically ~ 
nate but it is nevertheless determined by a particular historical ha~pe: the 
some other event. No matter how broad. certain. and unequav -
dating may be of a "now when." an "at-the-time when." and a "th~ ,",,:heDoof 
the structural moment of datability belongs to the essential constltuUOll 
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, at-the-time. and then. The "now when." "at-the-time when. and 
the tl()\\.hen" are related essentially to an entity that gives a date to the 
~tftet\1 Vi The time that is commoruy conceived as a sequence of nows must 
da,:!:~ as this dating relation. This relation should not be overlooked and 
be ressed. Nevertheless. the common conception of time as a sequence of 
sUPP is just as little aware of the moment o~ p~lendricaJ datability as of 
::of significance. ~he ~o~mon conceptIon thInks of the nows a~ f~
Soating. relationless. mtnnstcally patched on to one another and mtrm
sica1ly successive. In contrast to this we have to see that every now, every at
the-time, and every then is datable by its very structure, always already 
related to something, and in its expression is more or less definitely dated 
from something. The fact that the essential dating relation of the now. the 
oo-Ionger-now. and the not-yet-now was overlooked in the traditional 
theories of time is further evidence of how far precisely what is taken for 
granted as self-evident lies from the concept. For what is more a matter of 
COUISC than that by the now we mean "now. when this or that exists or is 
hlppening"? Why could time-structures as elemental as those of signifi
cmce and datability remain hidden from the traditional time concept? Why 
did it overlook them and why did it have to overlook them? We shall learn 
bow to understand this from the structure of temporality itself. 

In expecting, the Dasein says "then," in enpresenting "now," in retaining 
"at-the-time." Each then is uttered as a not-yet in the understanding of a 
now, in an enpresenting. In the expectant expression of the then a "till then" 
is always understood from the standpoint of a now. In each then the 
understanding of a now-till-then is tacitly but conjointly involved. The 
stretch from now till then is articulated by means of the then itself. The 
~~on "from now till then" is not first established as supplementary 
:""weet\ a now and a then but is already present in the expectant enpresent
mg expressed in the then. It lies just as much in the now as in the not-yet 
~ t~~n. which is related to a now. When I say "then" as starting from a 
:'. I always already mean a definite meanwhile until then. What we call 
the abem, the during. the enduring of time. lies in this meanwhile. Once again 
<let $t~\lre of datability that has just been exhibited belongs to this 
is ~nnmation as to a time character: meanwhile, that is. "while this or that 
eli znin~." This meanwhile can itself be more exactly determined and 
rn: ~galO by particular "from then to thens" which articulate the 
me an\l;h~lc. Lasting or enduring is especially accessible in the articulated 
"f~ anwhlle or during. What becomes accessible is that what is meant by the 
t..;:' now till then," time. stretches out. We call what is thus articulated in 
lied chararters of the meanwhile. the during. and the till-then. the span-

lIess of time. By the meanwhile and the during we mean a span of time. 
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This. is the featur~ that ~~stotle rightly assi~s to. th.e n?w when he 
that It has a certam transltlOnary character. Time IS mtnnsically 1Ila .. ~ 
and stretched. Every now. then, and at-the-time not only has, eacl{-~ 
but is spanned and stretched within itself: "now. during the lecture .. ~ date 
during the recess." No now and no time-moment can be ~ 
Every time-moment is spanned intrinsically, the span's breadth being 
variable. It varies. among other things, with what in each case dates the 
now. 

But significance, datability. and spannedness (stretchednesa) do not COrn
prise the full structure ofthe now. at-the-time, and then. The6nalcbuacter 
of time in the sense of calculated and expressed time we call the ~of 
time. Whether publicly announced or not. the now is expressed. When '" 
say "now" we mean "now, when this thing or event is happening.- The 
dated now has a certain stretchedness. As we express the dated and IpIftned 
now in our being with one another each one of us understands the othen. 
When anyone of us says "now," we all understand this now, even thoup 
each of us perhaps dates this now by starting from a different thingorewat 
"now. when the professor is speaking," "now. when the students lie wat. 
ing," or "now. in the morning," "now. toward the end of the semester" To 
understand the expressed now as a now we do not at all have to agree in our 
dating of it. The expressed now is intelligible to everyone in our being. 
one another. Although each one of us utters his own now, it is nevertheIer 
the now for everyone. The accessibility of the now for everyone. wi~ 
prejudice to the diverse datings, characterizes time as public. The now is 
accessible to everyone and thus belongs to no one. On account of dis 
character of time a peculiar objectivity is as..o;igned to it. The naw belODP 
neither to me nor to anyone else, but it is somehow there. There is time. 
time is given. it is extant, without our being able to say how and where it is. 

We also lose time, just as immediately as we constantly take time for 
ourselves. We leave time for ourselves with something. and in fact in such ~ 
way that while we do so the time is not there. As we lose time, we give it 
away. But losing time is a particularly carefree leaving time for oneself,-
way in which we have time in the oblivious passing of our lives. . 

We have pointed to a series of characters of the time that Aristotle haS'; 
view when he defines it as counted. The time that we take for ourselves 
that we express in the now, then. and at-the-time has t~e structtJtll :: 
ments of significance. datability. stretchedness, and pubh~ness .. The table, 
with which we reckon. in the broader sense of reckonmg. 1.S da tbt 
spanned. public. and has the character of significance, belongutg;i to 
world itself. But how do these structural moments belong essent Y 
time? How are these structures themselves possible? 
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..,) Expressed time and its origination in existential 
temporality. The ecstatic and horizonal character of temporality 
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I . only if we keep in view the full structure of the now-sequence in these 
~s that we can inquire concretely: Where does that time originate 

hich we know first of aU an~ w~ich ~ kno~ soIdy' Can .these structural 
~ts of time. and thus tune Itself Just as It expresses Itself. be under
stood by means of what is expressed in the now. then. and at-the-time. by 
means of enpresenting. expecting, and retaining? When we are expecting 
lilY particular happening. we compon ourselves in our Dasein always in 
some particular way toward our own most peculiar ability to be. Even if 
",hat we are expecting may be some event. some occurrence. still our own 
[)asein is always conjointly expected in the expecting of the occurrence 
itself. The Dasein understands itself by way of its own most peculiar 
c:apacity to be. of which it is expectant. In thus componing toward its own 
most peculiar capacity to be. it is ahead of itself. Expecting a possibility. I 
come from this possibility toward that which I myself am. The Dasein. 
expecting its ability to be, ClOIIWS toward itself. In this coming-toward-itself. 
expectant of a possibility, the Dasein is jutural in an original sense. This 
ammg-toward-oneself from one's most peculiar possibility. a coming
toward which is implicit in the Dasein's existence and of which all expecting 
is a specific mode. is the primary concept of the future. This existential 
amcept of the future is the presupposition for the common concept of the 
future in the sense of the not-yet-now. 

Retaining or forgetting something. the Dasein always comports itself 
somehow toward what it itself already has been. It is only-as it always 
~Iy is-in such a way that it has in e«h instance already been the being 

t It IS. In comporting ourselves toward an entity as bygone. we retain it in 
a certain way or we forget it. In retaining and forgetting. the Dasein is itself 
::comitantly retained. It concomitantly retains its own self in what it 
its ecady has been. That which the Dasein has already been in each instance. 
~st a~J having-been-ntsS [GewesenheitJ belongs concomitantly to its 

. ThIS having-been-ness. understood primarily. precisely does not 
~ tha~ the Dasein no longer in fact is; just the contrary. the Dasein is 
by ~Iy an fact what it was. That which we are as having been has not gone 
~0"~ away. in the sense in ~hich we sa~ that we c~uld s~uffle off our 
by l~l' a garment. The Dasem can as httle get rad of Its {past as] 
Weghnencs~ as escape its death. In every sense and in every case everything 
\\ray ~e been is an essential determination of our existence. Even if in some 
rn~ll !Some manipulations. I may be able to keep my bygoneness far from 

. nevertheless. forgetting. repressing. suppressing are modes in 
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which I myself am my own having-been-ness. The Dasein. in . 
necessarily always has been. It can ~ as having heen only as long as it ~ 
And it is precisely when the Dasein no longer is, that it also no 10rtger~ 
been. It has been only so long as it is. This entails that {pastness in the baa 
of] having-heen-ne!>. .. belongs to the Dasein's existence. From the v~ 
of the moment of the future. as previously characterized. this 11leana that 
since the Dasein always comports itself more or less explicitly toward 
specific capacity-ta-be of its own self. since the Dasein always corne:. 
toward-itself from out of a possibility of itself. it therewith abo alway. 
corms-back-to what it has been. Having-been-ness. the past in the exiateotiaJ 
sense. belongs with equal originality to the future in the original (exiateatiaJl 
sense. In one with the future and the present. [the past as} having~ 
first makes existence possible. 

The PTesent in the existential sense is not the same as presence or • 
extant ness. The Dasein. in existing. is always dwelling with extant beinp. 
beings that are at hand. It has such beings in its present. Only as~. 
ing is the Dasein futural and past [as having-been} in the particular .... 
As expecting a possibility the Dasein is always in such a way that it 
comports itself enpresentingly toward something at hand and keeps this 
extant entity as something present in its, the Dasein's. own present. Attm
dant upon this is the fact that we are most frequently lost in this ptaentand 
it appears as though future and past as bygoneness or, more preciae1y. the 
past as having-heen-ness. were blacked out. as though the Dasein wen: It 
every moment always leaping into the present. This is an iUusion that in its 
tum has its own causes and requires an explanation which. however. we 
shall forgo in this context. What alone is important here is to see more '?' 
less that we are talking about future. past [having-heen-ness} and present II 
a more original (existential) sense and are employing these three ~ 
tions in a signification that lies in advance of common time. The original unitY 
of the future. past. and present which we have portrayed is the p~ 
of original time. which we call temporality. Temporality temporalizes i;X: 
the ever current unity of future. past [having-heen-ness}. and present. . 
we denominate in this way must be distinguished from then. at-~~: 
and now. The latter time-deterrninations are what they are only by onginl' 
ing in temporality. as temporality expresses itself. Expecting. the futUICt 
retaining. the past. and enpresenting. the present-all of these exa 
themselves by means of the now. then. and at-the-time. In expressing.· ; 
temporality temporalizes the only time that the common understa,ne:fjng 
time is aware of. pIS' 

I The essence of the future lies in coming-toward-oneselfj that ~f the . 
/ {having-heen-nessJ lies in going-baek-to; and that of the present 10 ~ 
I with, dwelling-with, that is. being-with. These characters of the towdrd, 
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. h reveal the basic constitution of temporality. As determined by this 
~ back-to. and with. temporality is outside itself. Time is carried away 
t .th' 'itself as future. past. and present. As future. the Dasein is carried 
VII JIlto its past [has-been} capacity-to-be; as past {having-been}. it is carried 
f1J#JY to its having-been-ness; and as enpresenting. it is carried away to some 
f1J#JY being or beings. Temporality as unity of future. past. and present does 
~rry the Vasein away just at times and occasionally; instead. as tern
not dlity. it is itself the original outside-itself, the ekstatikon. For this character 
~~ing-away we employ the expression the ecstatic chayact.er of time. 
Time is not carried away merely on occasion in a supplementary and 
accidental way; rather. future is carried away intrinsically as toward-it is 
ecstatic. The same holds for past and present. We therefore call future. 
pest. and present the three «Stasa of temporality; they belong together 
intrinsically with co-equal originality. 

It is important to see this ecstatic character of time in more precise detail. 
This interconnection can be brought to view in the concrete conscious 
IeIlization of all sorts of phenomena. but only if the guiding clue is 
available. The term "ecstatic" has nothing to do with ecstatic states of mind 
and the like. The common Greek expression ekstatikon means stepping
outside-self. It is affiliated with the term "existence." It is with this ecstatic 
character that we interpret existence. which. viewed ontologically. is the 
original unity of being-outside-self that comes-toward-self. comes-hack-to
aeIf. and enpresents. In its ecstatic character. temporality is the condition of 
thtconstitution of the Dasein's being. 

Within itself. original time is outside itself; that is the nature of its 
~POralizing. It is this outside-itself itself. That is to say. it is not some
thing that might first be extant as a thing and thereafter outside itself. so 
~t it would be leaving itself behind itself. Instead. within its own self. 
IIltrin~ically, it is nothing but the outside-itself pure and simple. As this 
etata~1C character is distinctive of temporality. each ecstasis. which tern
POraJazes only in temporalizing unity with the others. contains within its 
Otin ~ture a carrying-away toward something in a formal sense. Every such 
::~IO~ is intrinsically open. A peculiar openness. which is given with the 
lic:al:de-'tsel~. belongs to ecstasis. That toward which each ecstasis is intrin
the y open m a specific way we call the Itorimn of the ecstasis. The horizon is 
I:Q o~" expanse toward which remotion as such is outside itself. The 
Pi37"goo!! opens up this horizon and keeps it open. As ecstatic unity of future. 
l'e~ and ,present, te~~rality, has a horizon determined by.the ecs~ases. 
~ra~lty" as ,the or~~mal. umty.~f futu":: past. an~ present. IS ~tatlc~lly
~th a/intrinsically. HOrlzonal means characterized by a honzon given 
Poss~~e l'Clitasis itself." Ecstatic-horaonal temporality makes ontologically 

e not only the constitution of the Dasein's being. but also the 
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temporalizing of the only time of which the common undentarvl: __ 
time is aware and which we designate generally as the irreversible -;:.!.~ 
ofnows. .~ 

We shall not now enter into further detail regarding the ~ 
between the phenomenon of intentionality and that of ecstatic-~ 
temporality. Intentionality-being directed toward something and the· . 
mate connection of intentio and intentum present in it-which ia c: 
monly spoken of in phenomenology as the ultimate primal p~ 
has the condition of its possibility in temporality and temporality's tCIIItic: 
horizonal character. The Dasein is intentional only because it is c:Ietermbd 
essentially by temporality. The Dasein' s essential determination by which it 
intrinsically transcends is likewise connected with the eata~ 
character. How these two characters. intentionality and transc:eodea:e. III 
interconnected with temporality will become apparent to us. At the ... 
time we shall understand how ontology. by making being ita tJa.e, II I 
transcendental science. But first. since we did not expressly interpRt tem
porality by way of the Dasein. we must make the phenomeaoo IDDIt 

familiar to ourselves. 

8) The derivation of the structural moments of now-time 
from ecstatic-horizonal temporality. The mode of being of 

falling as the reason for the covering up of original time 

The conception of time as a now-sequence is not aware of the deriwIiaD 
of this time from original time and overlooks all the essential featurII 
belonging to the now-sequence as such. As commonly understood. tiJM is 
intrinsically a free-floating sequence of nows. It is simply thae: ita given
ness must be acknowledged. Now that we have characterized temporality_ 
a rough way. the question arises whether we can let the now-sequence'
out of original temporality. with explicit reference to the essential auuc
tures-significance. datability. spannedness. and publicness. If time tell'" 
poralizes itself as a now-sequence from out of the original temporality. ~ 
these structures must become ontologically intelligible by way of the ~ 
horizonal constitution of temporality. What is more. if the temporalit>: ~ 
which time temporalizes itself as now-sequence constitutes the 1)aIeiO' 
ontological constitution. and if the factical Dasein experiences and ~ 
time first and primarily only as it is commonly understood. then we ~ 
also be able to explain by recourse to the Dasein's temporality why the 
Dasein knows time primarily only as now-sequence and. furt~er. ~.w. 
common understanding of time either overlooks or does not SUitably us-
stand time's essential structural moments of significance. datability. ~ 
nedness. and publicness. If it is possible-if indeed it is even necessary;", 
show that what is commonly known as time springs from what we ~ 
characterized as temporality. then this justifies calling that from 
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n time derives by the name of original time. For the question could 
cOrn,: asked why we stU! designate the unity of future. past. and present in 
~ 'gina! sense as time. Is it not something different? This question is 
this o~ in the negative as soon as it is seen that the now. the then. and the 
-:;;'time are nothing but temporality expressing itself. It is only for this 
~ that the noW is a time character and that the then and the at-the-time 

are temporal.. .. . 
The question now lS. How does time 11\ the common sense root 11\ 

teIl\porality itself-how does time in the common sense derive from 
temporality or. more precisely. how does temporality itself temporalize the 
only time that the common understanding knows? Every now is by its 
narure a now-when. Because of this relation of datability. it is related to 
some being by reference to which it has its date. This character of being a 
now-when-this-or-that. the relation of datability. is possible only because ) 
the now is ecstatically open as a time-rletermination. haVing its source in 
IIIIllporality. The now belongs to a particular ecstasis. the present in the 
... of the enpresenting of something. In the enpresenting of a being the 
eapmenting. intrinsically. is related ecstatically to something. In express-
in! itself as ecstatically related. saying "now" in this self-expression and 
meaning by the now the present. this ecstatic-horizonal-and thus intrin
licalIy ecstatic-now is nlated to •.. ; each now. qua now. is "now. when 
this or that." The enpresenting of a being lets that being be encountered in 
IUCh a way that when. expressing itself. the enpresenting says "now." this 
now. because of the ecstatic character of enpresenting. must have the 
present-cbaracter "now. when this or that." Correspondingly. every at-the
time is an at-the-time-when and every then is a then-when. If I say "now" 
IIId express it in an enpresenting and as this enpresenting. then. because of 
the enpresenting of something. I encounter some being as that by reference 
to which the expressed now dates itself. Because we enunciate the now in 
~h case in and from an enpresenting of some being. the now that is thus 
~ is it~lf structurally enpresenting. It has the relation of datability. the 
t~1 dattng always differing in point of content. The now and every other 
:e-det~rm.ination has its dating relation from the ecstatic character of 
t\'e porallty Itself. The fact that the now is always a "now when this or that." 
me ryl at-the-time an "at-the-time when." and every then a "then when" 
~ .. hows that time as temporality-as enpresenting. retaining. and 
"ords Ing-.already lets beings be encountered as uncovered. In other 
onl it tlr.ne In the common sense. the now as seen via this dating relation. is l t e mdex of original temporality. 
tan very now and every time-determination is spanned within itself. has a 
ir.dig~ that varies and does not first grow by means of a summation of 
brea~dual nows as dimensionless points. The now does not acquire a 

th and range by my collecting together a number of nows. but just the 
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reverse: each now already has this spannedness within itself in a . 
way. Even if I were to reduce the now to a millionth of a second it ~ 
have a breadth. because it already has it by its very nature and neither ~ 
it by a summation nor loses it by a diminution. The now and every ~ 
determination has a spannedness intrinsically. And this. too. has ita ~ 
the fact that the now is nothing but the "expression," the "speaking out, " " 
original temporality itself in its ecstatic character. Spannednesa is ~ 
concomitantly in every spoken now. because by means of the now IQd the 
other time-determinations an enpresenting expresses itself which femporaI. 
izes it.~lf in ecstatic unity with expecting and retaining. A ~ 
which enters into expressed time is already originally present in theeatltic 
character of temporality. Since every expecting has the character of ~ 
toward-self and every retaining the character of back-to, even if in the mode 
of forgetting, and every cornmg-toward-self is intrinsically a back-to. tim
porality qua ecstatic is stretched out within its own self. & the PIimarJ 
outside-itself, temporality is stretch itself. Stretch does not 6nt rauIt fmm 
the fact that I shove the moments of time together but just the revene: the 
character of the continuity and spannedness of time in the common ... 
has its origin in the original stretch of temporality itself as ecstatic, 

The now and every other expressed time-determination is puhlid,y .... 
sible to the understanding of each Dasein in the Daseins' being-witb-oae
another. This factor of the publicness of time is also rooted in the eatIII> 
horizona) character of temporality. Because temporality is intrinaicllly thI 
outside-itself, it is as such already intrinsically disclosed and open for ibd 
along the directions of its three ecstases. Therefore each uttemi. each 
expressed, now is immediately known as such to everyone. The now is not 
the sort of thing that only one or another of us could somehow find out: it is 
not something about which one of us might perhaps know but ~ 
might not; rather, in the Daseins' being-with-one-another itself. in their 
communal being-in-the-world, there is already present the unity of teID" 
porality itself as open for itself. 

Because of its character of significance, we called the time of everydaY 
time-understanding world-time. We had already indicated earlier that ~ 
Dasein's basic constitution is being-in-the-world and in fact being ~; 
such a way that the existent Dasein is occupied in its existence With 
being, which means at the same time that it is occupied with its ~i1:U: 
be-in-the-world. The Dasein is occupied with its own most ~liar. (or 
to be or, as we also say, the Dasein in each instance uses itself p~Y the 
its own self. If it expresses itself a .. enpresenting in the now, expecU~~1' ill 
then, and retaining in the at-the-time-if temporality expresses I~ 
thesc time-determinations, then expressed time here is simult~~l~ IJS 
1M which the Dascin uscs itself. 1M the sake of which the Dascm Itself II· 
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lit\' 's sdf-expression the expressed time is to be understood in the 
telf\pora o'f the for-the-sake-of and the in-order-to. Expressed time has in 
~e~cter , 
D-- h charc1cter of world-whICh can also be confirmed by means of still 
jUtlft ;orc difficult connections into which we shall not at present enter. If 
(llhe~asein lISCS itself for itself, and the Dasein's temporality expresses itself 
~ the nOW, then cx~ress~ time is ~lways som~hin~ with which the ~ein 
~. If occupied. Time IS always time as the nght time or the wrong tlme. IS I:e can sce from the elucidation of the structural moments of signifi
cance. datability. spannedness. and publicness that and how the basic 
detenninations of time i~ the c~~mon sense arise ~rom the ecstatic
horizOnal unity of expectmg. retammg, and enpresentmg. What we are 
commonly familiar with as time originates with respect to its time character 
from ecstatic-horizonal temporality; therefore, that from which the deriva
tive time stems must be caUed time in a primary sense: the time that 
temporalizes itself and. as such. temporalizes world-time. If original time 
qua temporality makes possible the Dasein's ontological constitution, and 
this being. the Dasein. is in such a way that it temporalizes itself, then this 
being with the mode of being of existent Dasein must be called originally 
and fitly the temporal entity simply as such. It now becomes clear why we do 
not call a being like a stone temporal. even though it moves or is at rest in 
time. Its being is not determined by temporality. The Dasein. however. is 
DOt merely and not primarily intratemporal. occurring and extant in a 
world, but is intrinsically temporal in an original. fundamental way. Nev
erthtIess. the Dasein is also in a certain way in time. for we can view it in a 
certain respect as an extant entity. 

Now that we have derived the characters of common time from original 
~porality and have thus demonstrated why we designate the origin as 
tune with a greater legitimacy than that which originates from it, we must 
ask ~e fOllOWing questions, How does it happen that the common under:ding of time knows time only as an irreversible sequence of nows; that 

~sentlal characters of that sequence-significance and datability
~matn concealed from it; and that the structural moments of spannedness 
~ publicness remain ultimately unintelligible to it; so that it conceives of 
aJ e as a manifold of naked nows which have no further structure but are 
~~s merely nows. one following the other from future into past in an 
"'0 I~(' 'iUCcc!;sion? The covering up of the specific structural moments of eo: .-hme. the covering up of their origination in temporality, and the 
bei enng up of temporality itself-all have their ground in that mode of 
reg ng

dof tht> Dasein which we call falling. Without going into further detail 
alr ard mg thiS phenomenon. we may portray it in terms of what we have 
Ptiea y touched on several times. We have seen that the Dasein is always 

manly oriented toward beings as extant things. so that it also cietennines 
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its own being by means of the mode of being of the extant. It a1ao CIlIa 
ego. the subject. a res. a substantia. a subjectum. What 8ppean here.the 
theoretical field of developed ontology is a general determinatioo ~ III • 
Dasein itself. namely. that it has the tendency to understand itself prima.;~ 
by way of things and to derive the concept of being from the extanl~"J 
common experience what happens is that beings are encountered in .u: 
Aristotle says that time is kineseos tit something connected with motion. au; 
this means that time is in a certain way. If the common ~ of 
time is aware of being only in the sense of extant being. being at hand. thera 
time. being publicly accessible along with motion. must DeCIeIIIrily be 
something extant. As the Dasein encounters time. time gets interpuad. 
as something somehow extant. particularly if it reveals itself II being ill. 
certain connection precisely with extant nature. In some way or other time 
is concomitantly extant, whether in the objects or in the subject or .....,. 
where. The time that is known as the now and as a manifold and M'CX '011 

of nows is an ext4nt sequence. The nows appear to be intratemporal. They 
come and go like beings; like extant entities they perish, becoming DO"" 

extant. The common experience of beings has at its disposal DO other 
horizon for understanding being than that of extantness, being at hand. 
Matters like significance and datability remain a closed book for this way of' 
understanding being. Time becomes the intrinsically free-floating nmoft' of' 
a sequence of news. For the common conception of time this procea it 
extant. just as space is. Starting from this view. it arrives at the opinioD dill 
time is infinite. endless, whereas by its very nature temporality is finite. 
Since the common vision of time is directed solely toward the extant and the 
non-extant in the sense of the not-yet-extant and the no-Ionger-extant. the 
nows in their succession remain the sole thing that is relevant for it. ImpIidt 
in the Dasein's own mode of being is that it knows the sequence of~ 
only in this naked form of the nows of sequential juxtaposition. Only OIl this 
presupposition, too. is Aristotle's manner of inquiry possible when he:: 
whether time is something that is or whether it is a nonexistent 
discusses this question with reference to past and future in the coan~ 
sense of being-no-longer and being-not-yet. In this question about the ~ 
of time, Aristotle understands being in the sense of extantness. If you 
being in this sense. then you have to say that the now which is no l~ 
extant in the sense of the bygone now and the now which is not yet extant ~ 
the sense of the now yet to come, are not-that is, are not extant. Seen ill 
this way, what is in time is only the now that is extant in ~ :: 
Aristotle's aporia with reference to the being of time-which IS st toO 
principal difficulty today-derives from the concept of being as equal 
being extant. 
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. from the same direction of thought in the common understanding of 
. It ISbat the universally familiar thesis that time is infinite originates. Each 

titPt:.as a transitionary character; each now is by its essential nature not-yet :r o-Ionger. In whatever now I may wish to stop. I stand in a not-yet or a 
I~ger. Each now at which I ~sh~ to posit ~ end •. purely in th~ght. 

~d be misunderstood as now if I Wished. to cut It off either on the Side of 
the past or on that of the future. because it points beyond itself. If the nature 
ti time is understood in this way. it foUows that time must then be 
conceived as an endless sequence of nows. This endlessness is inferred. 

Iy deductively from the isolated. concept of the now. And also. the 
~erence to the endlessness of time. which has a legitimate sense within 
certain limits. is possible only if the now is taken in the sense of the clipped 
sequence of news. It can be made clear-as was shown in &ing and Tirne
that the endlessness of common time can enter the Dasein's mind only 
because temporality itself, intrinsically. forgets its own essential finitude. 
Only because temporality in the authentic sense is finite is inauthentic time 
iD the sense of common time infinite. The infinity of time is not a positive 
feature of time but a privation which characterizes a negative character of 
temporality. It is not possible to go into further detail here on the finitude of 
time, because it is connected with the difficult problem of death. and this is 
not the place to analyze death in that connection. 

We have stressed that the common understanding of time is not express
ly aware of the characters of the now, significance, datability. spanned.ness. 
and publicness. We must however qualify this statement at least to some 
degree, since the Aristotelian interpretation of time already shows that, 
e:ven if time is taken merely as the time we reckon with. certain characters of 
time come to view. But they cannot be made an explicit problem as long as 
~ common conception of time represents the sole guide to the interpreta
:n ?f ti~e. Aristotle assigns transitionary character to the now; he defines 

time In which we encounter beings as a number that embraces (holds
~d) beings; time as counted. is referred to a reckoning with it. in which it 
~iled. The determinations of transition. holding-around. and un

ess are the nearest characters in which time manifests itself as a 
~erlCe of nows. Looked at more closely, they point back to the moments 

T ave c0n:'~ to know in a different connection. 
ecs h~ transltlonary character belongs to each now because temporality, as 
co ~hc unity. is stretched. out within itself. The ecstatic connection of 
CO mtng-toward_itself (expecting). in which the Dasein at the same time 
an me!; back to itself (retains itselO. for the first time provides. in unity with 
no.:n~r~nting. the condition of the possibility that expressed time. the 

• lS dunensionally future and past. that each now stretches itself out as 
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such, within itself. with respect to the not-yet and the no-lange 
transitionary character of each now is nothing but what we~' 1'be 
spannedness of time. as the 

That time should hold-around beings. con-tain them, in such a.... that 
we recognize what it holds as intratemporal. is possible and Y 
because of the character of time as world-time. Due to its ecstatic ~ 
temporality is. as it were. further outside than any possible object which the 
Dasein can encounter as temporal. Because of this. any being that the 
Dasein encounters is already embraced by time from the very outlet. 

Similarly. the essential countedness of time is rooted in the ec:atatic:. 
horizonal constitution of temporality. Time's character as container and IS 

world-time. as well as its essential unveiledness. will emerge atiIl more 
clearly in what follows. 

It should suffice that we now have an approximate view of time II 
sequence of nows with respect to its derivation from temporality; we can 
thus recognize that the essential structure of temporality is the self-encbed 
ecstatic-horizonal unity of future. past. and present in the sense explained. 
Temporality [Zeitlichkeit) is the condition of the possibility of the corutitution cf 
the Dasein's being. HoweveT. to this constitution there belongs underst4ltdintcf 
being, for the Dasein. as existent. comports itself toward beings which lit 
not Daseins and beings which are. Accordingly, temporality rrwst. be tJw 
condition of possibility of the understanding of being that belongs to tIw Dcurin. 
How does temporality make such understanding of being possible? How is 
time as temporality the horizon for the explicit understanding of being .. 
such, if being is supposed to be the theme of the science of ontology. or 
scientific philosophy? In its role as condition of possibility of the under
standing of being. both pre-ontological and ontological, we shall call tem
porality Temporality IT emfKJTalitiit}. 

§20. temporality /Zeitlichkeit J and T nnporality (T emporalitiilJ 

What has to be shown is this: temporality is the condition of the possibility 
of all understanding of being; being is understood and conceptually cornJI"" 
hended by means of time. When temporality functions as such a condition;: 
call it Temporality. The understanding of being. the developmen~ ~, 
understanding in ontology. and scientific philosophy are to be ex~ 
their Temporal possibility. What exactly is the meaning of this "u tilt 
ing of being" into whose Temporal possibility we are inquiring? By hOI" 
discussion of the four theses we have shown in different ways, that and in. 
something like an understanding of being belongs to the eXIstent ~ btJl 
We now stand before or. better, in the fact that we understand being 
nevertheless do not conceptually comprehend it. 
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a) Understanding as a basic determination of 
being-in-the-world 

275 

What is the difference between understanding and conceptual com
hension? What do "to understand" and "understanding" mean at all {as 

pre and as achievement1? It might be said that understanding {as achieve
act t Verstandnis} is a type of cognition and. correspondingly. understand
~[~ act. Verstehen} is a specific type of cognitive comportment. Follow
:: Oihhcy's precedent. the tendency today is to contrast understanding as 
~ kind of knowing with a different kind of knowing. namely. 

:x.,laining. We shall not enter into this discussion of the relationship 
))etween explanation and understanding. avoiding it above all because these 
discussions suffer from a fundamental defect that makes them unfruitful. 
The defect is that there is lacking an adequate interpretation of what we 
understand in general by cognition. of which explanation and understand
ing are supposed to be "kinds," A whole typology of kinds of cognition can 
be enumerated and ordinary common sense can be impressed by this. but 
philosophically it is meaningless as long as it remains unclear what sort of 
knowing this understanding is supposed to be in distinction from the type 
m cognition represented by explanation. In whatever way we conceive of 
knowing. it is. qua that which embraces knowing and understanding in the 
ordinary conception of it. a comportment toward beings-if for the while we 
can disregard philosophical cognition as a relationship to being. But all 
practical-technical commerce with beings is also a comportment toward 
beings. And an understanding of being is also present in practical-technical 
~portment toward beings so far as we have at all to do with beings as 
~mgs. In all comportment toward beings-whether it is specifically cogni
bYe. which is most frequently called theoretical. or whether it is practical
::hnicaJ-an understanding of being is already involved. For a being can 

. encountered by us as a being only in the light of the understanding of 
:mg. If, however. an understanding of being always already lies at the basis 

all comportment of the Dasein toward beings. whether nature or history. 
whether theoretical. or practical. then plainly I cannot adequately define the 
::%t of understanding if. in trying to make the definition. I look solely to 

~ types of cognitive comportment toward beings. Thus what is 
~~~ is to find a sufficiently original concept of understanding from 
tha al(>ne not only all modes of cognition but every type of comportment 
a f~ rdadates to beings by inspection and circumspection can be conceived in 

IF rn~ntal way. 
of bethl're is present an {act of/ understanding in the {achieved] understanding 
Cons 109 and this understanding of being is constitutive for the ontological 

htutlOn of the Dasein. it follows that the {act of] understanding is an 
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original ddermination of the Dasein's existence, regardless of whether 
Dasein pursues science in the manner of explanation or of undem.a~!tbe 
And what is more, in the end understanding is not at aU Pri.n.~ 
cognition but-since existence is indeed more than mere cogn1~b:' • 
usual spectator sense of knowledge and such knowledge presuppo.. ~ 
tence-a basic determination of existence itself. This, in fact. it ..", -
have to take the concept of understanding. -

Let us try to delineate this concept without as yet making expIic:a 
reference to the understanding involved in the understanding of being. 
How does understanding belong to the Dasein's existence as aucb.1pIrt 
from whether the Dasein does or does not practise psychology or biataiy II 
understanding? To exist is essentially, even if not only, to undentaad. Wt 
made some remarks earlier about the essential structure of existence. TOb 
Dasein's existence there belongs being-in-the-world, and in fact in -=b. 
way that this being-in-the-world is occupied with this being itaelf. It is 
occupied with this being: this entity, the Dasein, has its own beiDa ill. 
certain way under control. as it comports itself in this or that way toward ill 
capacity to be. as it has already decided in this or that way for or apiDIt it. 
"The Dasein is occupied with its own being" means more preciaely: it iI 
occupied with its own ability to be. As existent. the Dasein is flee for tpedfic 
possibilities of its own self. It is its own most peculiar able-to-be. n.. 
possibilities of itself are not empty logical possibilities lying outside itIeIf. ill 
which it can engage or from which it could keep aloof: instead they ue. • 
such. determinations of existence. If the Dasein is free for definite JX*ibiIi
ties of itself, for its ability to be, then the Dasein is in this being.fow-for, it is 
these possibilities themselves. They are only as possibilities of the exisUDt 
Dasein in whatever way the Dasein may comport toward them. The 
possibility is in every instance that of one's own most peculiar being. It is the 
possibility it is only if the Dasein becomes existent in it. To be one's OWl' 
most peculiar ability to be, to take it over and keep oneself in the ~jb~..!i 
to understand oneself in one's own factual freedom, that is, to u~ 
oneself in the being of one's own most p«UliaT ability-to-be, is the ~ 
existential concept of undeTstanding. In German we say that someone ~ 
vorstehen something-literally, stand in front of or ahead of it. that II. 

stand at its head, administer, manage, preside over it. This is ~~ 
saying that he versteht sich darauf. understands in the sense Ofbel~.under
or expert at it {has the know-how of it}. The meaning of the term. USIII 
standing" /VerstehenJ as defined above is intended to go back to thi.s 
in ordinary language. If understanding is a basic determinatio~ ?f ~ 
it is as such the condition of possibility for all of the Dasem s PU~-aJI 
possible manners of componment. It is the condition of possibility for 
kinds of compontncnt. not only practical hut also cognitive. The ~ 
tory and understanding sciences-if this classification is admitted as beiIIS 
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aU legitimate-are possible only because the Dasein. as existent. is itself 
at. 'f\sicall,.. understanding entity. 
an W~~hall n~w a,ttempt to clarify the structure of the unde~tanding tha~ is 

'tutive of existence, To understand means. more precisely. to project 
eonslf upon a possibility, in this projection to keep oneself at all times in a 
4ilitY. /\ can-be. a possibility as possibility. is there-only in projection. in 
~ecting oneself upon that can-be. If in contrast I merely reAect on some 
proJ possibility into which I could enter and. as it were. just gab about it. 
::his possibility is not there. precisely as possibility; instead for me it is. 

VIe might say. actual. The character of possibility becomes manifest and is :.noest only in projection. so long as the possibility is held fast in the 
~on, The phenomenon of projection contains two things. First. that 
upon which the Dasein projects itself is a can-be of its own self. The can-be is 
unveiled primarily in and through the projection. but in such a way that the 
possibility upon which the Dasein projects itself is not itself apprehended 
Clbjtctively. Secondly. this p~ection upon something is always a projecting 
tf. ... If the Dasein projects itself upon a possibility, it is projecting itself in 
the sense that it is unveiling itself as this can-be. in this specific being. If the 
Dasein projects itself upon a possibility and understands itself in that 
pauibility. this understanding. this becoming manifest of the self. is not a 
aeIf<ontemplation in the sense that the ego would become the object of 
lOme cognition or other; rather. the projection is the way in which I am the 
possibility; it is the way in which I exist freely. The essential core of 
understanding as projection is the Dasein's understanding itself existentieUy 
in it.· Since projection unveils without making what is unveiled as such into 
an object of contemplation, there is present in all understanding an insight 
of the Dasein into itself. However. this insight is not a free-Acating knowl
edge about itself. The knowledge of insight has genuine truth-character. 
~tely unveiling the existence of the Dasein which is supposed to be 
~veded by it, only if it has the primary character of self-understanding, 

nderstanding as the Dasein's self-projection is the Dasein's fundamental 
~ of happening. As we may also say. it is the authentic meaning of 
~on'.1t is. by. understanding that the Dasein's happening is character

-It!; hlStcmcality. Understanding is not a mode of cognition but the 

defi~I~~rrn "l"XI~tl"ntlell"-thl' ,,~andard t~an"'a~ion in &ing /1M Timt ~or ~i!>tenziell--:is 
tlIilItenc \ ttO>I~~cr 10 the (oUowm~ way: Dasem always understands Itself In term.'I or Its 
~ pr::.;n to>~m~ of a ~5dllbty of itself: to be itself or not itse.lf. l)uein has eithn chosen 
~icul I Ihtl~~ It'SClf. or got Itself IOta them, or grown up 10 them already. Only the 
~ ~r I}d .... ·ln decidl's its existence. whl'ther it does so by taking hold or by neglecting. 
lIrIcIer~t ",I~m of l'xi~tence never gets straightened out except through existing itself. The 
rit ~ k',bng 01 on~'Wlf which lead.~ along this way w.:- caU'exi!ltmtieU.''' Tram. Macquar
!Sri,; IIIId ( m~on, &Oi"g dnd Time, 'The Ontical Priority of the Question of Being," p. 33 
It ia to th 1"1, p. Ill. In ~ho", thl' l'xi.'Itmtiell is what happc.'Il~ or is given in and by e-xi!lting. 

e eXLstential iLS the ontical is to the ontological. 
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basic determination of existing. We also call it existentiell undem......, 
?«a.~ in it existe~e. as the Dasein'~ ~~pening in its history, ~ 
JZeS Itself. The Dasem becomes what It IS In and through this unde 
ing; and it is always only that which it has chosen itself to be, that \V~ 
understands itself to be in the projection of its own most peculiar ~ 
be. 

This must suffice as a sketch of the concept of understanding in . 
constitutive character for the Dasein's existence. The following task .: 
arises: (1) by mzrting from tempOTality, to elucidate this understdncling. iIt ill 
possibility, so far as it constitutes existence, and at the same time (2) to let it 
off from the understanding which we describe in the narrower 1eOIe. the 
understanding-of-being in general. The Dasein projects upon ita P"MibG
ties the understanding belonging to existence. Because the Duein is-.
tially being-in-the-world. projection unveils in every instance a pouibiIityae 
being-in-the-world. In its function of unveiling. understanding is not RImd 
to an isolated punctual ego but to factically existent being-able-to-be-iDocbe
world. This entails that along with understanding there is always abaci, 
projected a particular possible being with the others and a pmticuIGr pDIIiWr 
being toward intraworldly beings. Because being-in-the-world belonp to the 
basic constitution of the Dasein. the existent Dasein is essentially".... 
others as being-among intraworldly beings. As being-in-the-world it is __ 
first merely being among things extant within the world. then subeequeady 
to uncover other human beings as also being among them. Inateacl. • 
being-in-the-world it is being-with others, apart from whether aad bow 
others are factically there with it themselves. On the other hand. however. 
the Dasein is also not first merely being-with others. only then later to ruD 

up against intraworldly things in its heing-with others; instead, being-witb 
others means being-with other being-in-the-world-being-with-jn-tbe
world. It is wrong to oppose to objects an isolated ego-subject. wi~ 
seeing in the Dasein the basic constitution of being-in-the-world; but it • 
equally wrong to suppose that the problem is seen in principle and ~ 
made toward answering it if the solipsism of the isolated ego is replaced by' 
solipsism en deux in the I-thou relationship. As a relationship betweeD 
Dasein and Dasein this has its possibility only on the basis o~~i~-in~ 
world. Put otherwise. heing-in-the-world is with equal ongmallty 
being-with and being-among. Quite different from this is the problem" j 
how at each time the correlative Dasein of the thou is relevant f?r ~daJII 
the individual. factically ontical-existentiell possibilities of the mdiV1 
Dasein. But these are questions of concrete anthropology. I 

chIP- f. 
1. As to lllhat the a priori of this pre:o;upposition is. d. Snn UM Zril. div. 1. 

I"Being-in-t!te-world OL" being·with ';lI\d being-one's-!>elf. The They ... ·1 
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If_understanding there is understood the being-in-the-world with 
~ hse pecific possibilities of being-with others and of dealing with intra

.,..~ ~ beings are traced out. In self-understanding as being-able-to-be-in
'flO w:rld, u;orld is understood with equal originality. Because by its concept 
the- tanding is free self-understanding by way of an apprehended pos
~~ of onc's o~ fa~ical ~in~-in-th~world. it has the int.rinsic po~ :ility of shifting 10 vanous directions. ThiS means that the factlcal Dasem 

understand itself primarily via intraworldly beings which it encounters. 
:" can let its existence be determined primarily not by itself but by things 
and cirCUmstances and by the others. It is the understanding that we call 
jn(JUtJwntic understanding. which we described earlier and which now be
c::omes clarified by the fundamental concept of understanding. "Inauthentic" 
does not mean here that it is not an actual understanding; it denotes an 
understanding in which the existent Dasein does not understand itself 
primarily by that apprehended possibility of itself which is most peculiarly 
its own. Or again. projection can be accomplished primarily from the 
6eedom of our own most peculiar Dasein and back into it. as authentic 
understanding. These free possibilities involved in understanding itself are 
DOt to be pursued here any further. 

b) Existentiell undemanding, undemanding of being, 
projection of being 

We may keep in mind, then. that understanding. as the projection which '* been portrayed. is a basic determination of the Dasein's existence. It 
relates to the Dasein itself. hence to a being. and is therefore an ontical 
understanding. Because it is related to existence. we call it existentiell 
~di~g. But since in this existentiell understanding the Dasein. as a 
....... ~_ IS projected upon its ability-to-be. being in the sense of existence is 
-~tood in it. An understanding of the being of existence in general is 
~ in every existentiell understanding. Now the Dasein is being-in
~orld ~nd. in equal originality with its facticity. a world is disclosed and 
Conse DtJSetrtS are disclosed with it and intTaworldiy I1ftngs are encountered; 
u.g ,/l'J~ntly. the Dasein understands, in equal originality with its undentand
~ eXIStence, the existence of other Da.seins and the I1ftng of intTaworldly 
0( th~' At first, however, the understanding of the being of the Dasein and 
and .. ~g~ extant is not divided and articulated into specific modes of being 
~~t Is not comprehended as such. Existence, being extant or at hand, I1ftng 
~t beaPlR t~e f~IIow-Da.sein of other.s.-these ~re not conceptually compre
irt.difJ; ('ach In Its own sense of beang. but anstead they are understood 
the erePlt,/)' in an understanding of being that makes possible and guides both 

expenence of nature and the self-apprehension of the history of being-
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with-one-another. In existentiell understanding. in which factical hao.._ . 
the-world becomes visible and transparent. there is always already ~ ... -~ 
an understanding of being which relates not only to the Dasein ~ 
also to all beings which are unveiled fundamentally with being-in-tb: 
world. In it there is present an understanding which. as projection, not 
understands beings by way of being but. since being itself is underatooct, ~ 
also in some way projected being as such. 

In our analysis of the structure of ontical understanding we came aero.. 
stratification of projections present in it itself and making it I'C*tie. n: 
projections are, as it were. inserted in front of one another. "Stratificatioo ... 
admittedly a tricky image. We shall see that there can be no talk of ~ 
interlacing stratification of projections in which one determines the ochers. 
In existentiell understanding one's own Dasein is first experienced IIICIme
thing that is. a being. and in that process being is understood. If we IIY_ 
being is understood in the existentiell understanding of the Daaem adif_ 
note that understanding is a projecting. then in the u~ tI"., 
there is present a further projection: being is understood only II, on ita 0Ml 

part. it is projected upon something. What it is projected upon remainaatfint 
obscure. It can then be said that this projection. the understandiag of .... 
in experiencing beings. is on its own part. as understanding. projectecl upcm 
something which at first is still in question. We understand a being oaly • 
we project it upon being. In the process. being itself must be understood iDa 
certain way; being must in its turn be projected upon something. We shal 
not now touch on the question that arises here. whether this recunioDfiom 
one projection to the next does not open up a progressus in infinitum. At. 
present we are in search only of the ronnection between the ~ C{ .. 
being. the understanding of being. and the projection upon ..• whiclt in its turII 
is present in the understanding of being. It is enough that we see the distincdaD 
between the existentiell understanding of Dasein as a being and the under
standing of being. which qua understanding of being must itself. in coaf; 
mity with its character as projection. project being upon something. /U . . 
we can understand only indirectly that upon which being. if and wbeSl it • 
understood. must be disclosed. But we may not flinch from it. so long as
take seriously the facticity of our own existence and our being-wi~ 
Dasein and see that and how we understand world. the intra y. 
existence. and co-existent Dasein in its being. If Dasein harbors the ~ 
standing of being within itself. and if temporality makes possible the ~ 
in its ontological constitution. then temporality must also be t~e ~ndofu:.c 
the possibility of the understanding of being and hence of the proJeC!1Orl inI it 
upon time. The question is whether time is indeed that upon which be tbt 
itself projected-whether time is that by way of which we understand 
like of being. 
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order to ward off a fatal misunderst~ndi~g. we need a bri~f.~gression. 
In 'm is to give a fundamental clanficatlOn of the posslblhty of the 

our altanding of being in general. With regard to the Dasein's comport
onde~oward beings. our interpretation of the understanding of being in 
ment I has presented only a necessary but not a sufficient condition. For I 
gene;mport toward beings only if those ~ings ~ them~~ves be encoun
~ in the brightness of the understanding of bemg. This IS the necessary 
condition. In terms of fundamental ontology it can also be expressed by 

ing that all understanding is essentially related to an affective self
~ng which belongs to understanding itself. Z To be affectively self
finding is the formal structure of what we call mood. passion. affect. and the 
like. which are constitutive for all comportment toward beings. although 
they do not by themselves alone make such comportment possible but 
Ilways only in one with understanding, which gives its light to each mood. 
each passion. each affect. Being itself. if indeed we understand it. must 
somehow or other be projected upon something. This does not mean that in 
this projection being must be objectively apprehended or interpreted and 
defined. conceptually comprehended, as something objectively ap
prehended. Being is projected upon something from which it becomes 
1dIerstandable. but in an unobjective way. It is understood as yet pre
conceptually. without a logos; we therefore call it the pre-ontological under· 
Jt4ftding of being. Pre-ontological understanding of being is a kind of under
ltanding of being. It coincides so little with the ontical experience of beings 
that ontical experience necessarily presupposes a pre-ontological under
standing of being as an essential condition. The experience of beings does 
not have any explicit ontology as a constituent. but. on the other hand. the 
understanding of being in general in the pre-conceptual sense is certainly 
the condition of possibility that being should be objectified. thematized at 
~ It is in the objectification of being as such that the basic act constitutive 

?"tology as a science is performed. The essential feature in every science. 
~hy included. is that it constitutes itself in the objectification of 
;::hmg .already in some way unveiled, antecedently given. What is given 

a bemg that lies present before us. but it can also be being itself in the 
~ologiCal u~derstanding of being. The way in which being is given is 
terta. entally different from the way beings are given. but both can 
lit Inly. become objects. They can become objects. however. only if they 
~n~eJled in ~ome way before the objectification and for it. On the other 
00Iin • 11tmethl~g becomes an object. and in fact just as it offers itself in its 
~in~ . thiS .obJectification does not signify a subjective apprehension and 

erpretatlon of what is laid hold of as object. The basic act of objec. 

~·Cf 
Stan lind Zril. §l!J ff. 
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tification. whether of being or of beings-and regardless of the finvI_ 
tal diversity in the two cases-has the function of explicitly proj~~ 
is antecedently given upon that on which it has already been ~~ 
pre-scientific experience or understanding. If being is to beconie ~ 
tmed-if the understanding of being is to be possible as a science . 
sense of ontology-if there is to be philosophy at all. then that upon ~ 
the understanding of being. qua understanding. has already ~ 
tually projected being must become unveiled in an explicit p~ 

We confront the task not only of going forth and back from a ~ to ita 
being but. if we are inquiring into the condition of possibUhy of the 
understanding of being as such. of inquiring even beyond being astotlaat ... 
which being itself, as being, is projected. This seems to be a curious ~ 
to inquire beyond being; perhaps it has arisen from the fatal ~ 
that the problems have emanated from philosophy; it is apparently menIy 
the despairing attempt of philosophy to assert itself as over agaiMt the • 
called facts. 

At the beginning of this course we stressed that the more fundament.o, 
the simplest problems of philosophy are posed. without any of the vmitiea 
of the allegedly more advanced modems and without the host of IICCIDduy 
questions arbitrarily snatched up by the mania for criticism. the IDDIt 

immediately will we stand by ourselves in direct communication withldUll 
philosophizing. We have seen from various angles that the questioD Ibout 
being in general is indeed no longer explicitly raised but that it evaywhat 
demands to be raised. If we pose the question again. then we undead.ncll' 
the same time that philosophy has not made any further progress with ill 
cardinal question than it had already in Plato and that in the end ill 
innermost longing is not so much to get on further with it. which ~~ 
to move further away from itself. as rather to come to itself. In IUF" 

philosophy-that is. ancient philosophy-is in a certain sense ~ 
through to its end. He was completely in the right when he ., 
expressed this consciousness. But there exists just as much the legstiJllll' 
demand to start anew. to understand the finiteness of the Hegelian ~ 
and to see that Hegel himself has come to an end with philosophy ~ 
he moves in the circle of philosophical problems. This circlin~ ~ the ~ 
forbids him to move back to the center of the circle and to revlSC.lt fro~ 
ground up. It is not necessary to seek another circle beyond the clfclc: ero
saw everything that is possible. But the question is whether he sa.W.l~. rJ 
the radical center of philosophy. whether he exhausted all the POSSibllit~ 
the beginning so as to say that he is at the end. No extensive demo~ ..-..d 
is needed to make clear how immediately. in our attempt to get.~ 
being to the light from which and in which it itself comes into the bngh-::-HI 
of an understanding. we arc moving within one of Plato's fun~ 
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Ie s. There is no occasion here to delineate the Platonic order of 
prob. ~n further detail. But a rough reference to it is necessary so that the 
~~ay be progressively di!.-pell~ ~~at our fundamental-o?tological. pro~ 
vieW the question about the posslblhty of the understandmg of bemg In 

Itrn. 1. is simply an accidental. eccentric. and trivial rumination. 
~ the cnd of the sixth book of the Republic, in a context that cannot 

'i us in furt her detail here. Plato gives a division of the different realms 
~ings. with particuJar regard to the possible modes of access to them. He 
~hes the two realms of the horaton and the nceton. things visible to 
the eyes and things thinkable. The visible is that which is unveiled by sense. 
the thinkable that which understanding or reason perceives. For seeing with 
the eyes there is required not only eyes and not only the being that is seen 
but a third. phos. light. or. more precisely. the sun. helios, The eye can 
unveil only in the light. All unveiling requires an antecedent illumining. 
The eye must be heliceides. Goethe translates this by "sonnenhaft" [like. of 
the type of. the sun}. The eye sees only in the light of something. Corre
spondingly. all non-sensible cognition-all the sciences and in particular all 
philosophical knowledge-can unveil being only if it has being's specific 
illumination-if the noeisthai also gains its own specific phos. its light. 
What sunlight is for sensuous vision the idea tou agathou. the idea of the 
good. is for scientific thinking. and in particular for philosophical knowl
edge. At first this sounds obscure and unintelligible; how should the idea of 
the good have a function for knowledge corresponding to that which the 
lipt of the sun has for sense perception? As sensible cognition is helioeides. 
so COrrespondingly all gignoskein. all cognition. is agathoeides. determined 
by the idea of the agathon. We have no expression for "determined by the 
good" which would correspond to the expression "sunlike," But the corre
SPOndence goes even further: Ton helion tois horomenois ou monon oimai =: lou horasthai dunamin parcchein pheseis. alia kai ten genesin kai auxen 
funustrophen. ou genesin auton onta':~ "You will, I believe. also say, the sun 

hes to the seen not only the possibility of being seen. but gives to the 
~. as beings. also becoming. growth. and nurture. without itself[the sun) pI:f. a becoming." This extended determination is correspondingly ap
lo . ,0 knOWledge. Plato says: Kai tois gignoskomenois toinun me monon 
~.,gnoske~thai phanai hupo tou agathou pareinai. alla kai to einai te kai ten 
epe~~ hup ekcinou autois proseinai. ouk ousias ontos tou agathou. all' eti 
Il\Us el~a tes ousias presbcia kai dunamci hupercchontos." "So then you 

t a So \ay that the known not only receives its being known from a good. 

31'I'n In . 
I~()rdf:'l IUllel,. RepUblic. 6.509',,Z·h". [Polilria. in Plaronu opna. ed. John 8um~'t, vol. 4 

... Tl... ,arendon I'r('S~. 18991.1 
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but also it has from thence that it is and what it is. in such a way indeed 
the good is not itself the being-how and being-what. but even ~ 
being in dignity and power." That which illuminates the know~ 
beings (positive science) and the knowledge of being (philosophical ~ 
edge) as unveiling lies even beyond being. Only if we stand in this ligtu do 
we cognize beings and understand being. The understanding of being . 
rooted in the projection of an epekeina tes ousias. Plato thus come. ~ 
something that he describes as "outstripping being." This has the f'unctior; 
of light. of illumination. for all unveiling of beings or. in this case, ilIuauna: 
tion for the understanding of being itself. 

The basic condition for the knowledge of beings as weU II far the 
understanding of being is: standing in an illuminating light. Or, toexpnait 
without an image: something upon which. in understanding, we _ 
projected that which is to be understood. Understanding must itself ...... 
how see, as unveiled, that upon which it projects. The basic facta of the 
antecedent illumination for all unveiling are so fundamental that it is alway. 
only with the possibility of being able to see into the light. to see in the iipt. 
that the corresponding possibility of knowing something as actual .... 
sured. We must not only understand actuality in order to be IbIe to 
experience something actual. but the understanding of actuality must OIl its 
side already have its illuminating beforehand. The understanding of"" 
already moves in a horizon that is everywhere iUuminattd, giving luMinous 
brightnm. It is not an accident that Plato. or Socrates in the dialogue. 
explains the context to Glaucon by a simile. The fact that Plato racha for I 
simile when he comes to the extreme boundary of philosophical inquiry. the 
beginning and end of philosophy. is no accident. And the content of the 
simile especially, is not accidental. It is the simile of the cave. which ~ 
interprets at the beginning of the seventh book of the IUpub&. ~s 
existence. living on the disk of earth arched over by the sky, is like a life ID 

the cave. All vision needs light, although the light is not itself seen: 'I1j 
Dasein's coming into the light means its attainment of the unders~. 
truth in general. The understanding of truth is the condition of ~ 
for scope and access to the actual. We must here relinquish the idd 
interpreting in all its dimensions this inexhaustible simile. ~ 

Plato describes a cave in which humans have their hands. feet. and . I 

fettered. with their eyes turned to the cave's wall. Behind th~ there Jill 
small exit from the cave, through which light falls into the cave 10 back Jyint! 
inhabitants. so that their own shadows necessarily fall on the wall ahe-d 
opposite them. Fettered and bound firmly so that they can only I~k thefI'o 
of them. they see only their own shadows on ~he wall. ~hind. till 
between them and the light. there is a path With a partillon, like . 
partitions puppett:ers have. On this path other humans. behind the pr1" 
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rr;' past all sorts of implements such as are used in everyday life . 
.,oers. :j~ts throw their own shadows and are visible as moving objects on 
~ ite wall. The prisoners discuss among themselves what they see 
tbt ~all. What they see there is for them the world. actual beings. 
Of! onc of the prisoners is released. so that he can tum around and look 
~ light. and even move out of the cave and walk toward the light 
~ 1(' he will first be dazzled and will only slowly become accustomed to the 
:;t 'and see the things that stand outside the cave in the light. Let us now 
assume that. with the sun in his eyes. he returns to the cave and converses 
~ again with those who are sitting in the cave. The cave dwellers will take 
him to be mad; they would like to kill him because he wants to persuade 
them that the objects they see and have deemed to be real throughout their 
Jives are only shadows. Plato wants to show by this that the condition for the 
possibility of recognizing something as a shadow in distinction from the real 
does not consist in my seeing an enormous quantity of given things. If the 
cave dwellers were to see more clearly for all eternity only what they now 
Bee on the wall. they would never gain the insight that it is only shadows. 
The basic condition for the possibility of understanding the actual as actual 
is to look into the sun. so that the eye of knowledge should become sunlike. 
Ordinary common sense. in the cave of its know-it-all. wiseacre pretensions. 
is narrow-minded; it has to be extricated from this cave. For it. what it is 
released to is. as Hegel says. die verkehrte Welt-the inverted. topsy-turvy 
world. We. too. with this apparently quite abstract question about the 
conditions of the possibility of the understanding of being. want to do 
nothing but bring ourselves out of the cave into the light. but in all sobriety 
Ind in the complete disenchantment of purely objective inquiry. 

What we are in search of is the epekeina tes ousias. For Plato this 
epekeina is the condition of possibility for all knowledge. Plato says. first. 
~t t~ agathon or the idea agathou is en to gnosto teleutaia he tou agathou 
::ka.. mogis horasthai;S in knowledge or in the knowable and intelligible. 

III generalm the whole sphere of that which is in any way accessible to 
us. ~ idea of the good is that which lies at the end, toward which all 
CQgn.ItJon runs back or, conversely. from which it begins. The agathon is 
~ horasthai, hardly to be seen. Secondly. Plato says of the agathon: en 

don~o aute kuria aletheian kai noun paraschomene.6 It is that which has 
Il1mlO . h k thus bet.n In t e nowable and renders knowledge and truth possible. It 

inqu. 0mes clear how the epekeina tes ousias is that which has to be epeted after. if indeed being is to be the object for knowledge. How the 
e1na must be defined. what the "beyond" means. what the idea of the 

s. ibid 751 ']t1j ( 

6. ibid. 517'.H 
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good signifies in Plato and in what way the idea of the good is that 'ir~ 
supposed to render knowledge and truth possible-all this is in ia 
respects obscure. We shall not enter here into the difficulties of PI~ 
interpretation nor into the demonstration of the connection of ~ ;;;:-c 
the good with what we discussed earlier regarding the anc.ient ~ 
ing of being. its derivation from production. It appears as though OUr the.i. 
that ancient philosophy interprets being in the horizon of production in the 
broadest sense would have no connection at all with what Plato nace. 
condition of possibility of the understanding of being. Our in~: 
ancient ontology and its guiding clue seems to be arbitrary, What couJd the 
idea of the good have to do with production? Without entering fiutber iIto 
this matter. we offer only the hint that the idea agathou is nothing but the 
demiourgos. the producer pure and simple. This lets us see already bow the 
idea agathou is connected with poiein. praxis. techne in the broadat .... 

c) The temporal interpretation of existentieU 
understanding. both authentic and inauthentic 

The question about the possibility of the understanding of being IUDI 

into something that transcends being. a "beyond." As to what makes under
standing of being possible. we shall find it without an image oo1y if __ 
ask: What makes understanding possible as suchl One essential momeDl of 
understanding is projection: understanding itself belongs to the basic COD" 

stitution of the Dasein. We shall inquire further into this phenomenon aDd 
its possibility. and to this end we may also recall something noted earlier· 
Understanding belongs to the basic constitution of the Dasein; but thr 
Dasein is rooted in temporality. How is temporality the condition ~ 
possibility for understanding in general? How is projection grounMd .. 
temparalityl In what way is temporality the condition of possibility,for ~ 
understanding of being? Do we in fact understand the being of ~ rJ 
means of time? We shall attempt. first of all. a temporal interpretatlO~ 
understanding. taking understanding as ontical. existentiell un~ 
and not yet as understanding of being. We shall then inquire .further # 
our existent comportment toward beings. toward the extant 10 the b.ck 
sense. is grounded as understanding in temporality, and how, f~. tdJI 
beyond that, the understanding of being that belongs to ~LS ex: tilt 
comportment toward beings is conditioned on its part by tune. . 
possibility and structure of the distinction between being and ~ 
grounded in temporality? Must the ontological difference be interpr"-· 

Temporally? ~ 
How is existentiell understanding determined by temporality? We, rJ 

earlier that temporality is the equally original ecstatic-horizonal unitY 
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ast . and present. Understanding is a basic determination of exis
I\Jf\lrelnd resoluteness is our name for authentic existence. the existence of 
cencep.. in in which the Dasein is itself in and from its own most peculiar 
the ib'~\'. a possibility that has been seized on and chosen by the Dasein 
~ k~luleness has its own peculiar temporality. Let us try to demon
I . it briefly now. though only in a specific respect. which however is 
stJ'8te inly very essential. If authentic existence. resoluteness, is grounded in a ::n.: mode of temporality, then a specific present belongs to resolute-

present. as ccstatic-horizonal phenomenon. implies enpresenting of. 
n£S'h, resoluteness the Dasein understands itself from its own most peculiar 
~-be. Understanding is primarily futural. for it comes toward itself from 
itS chosen possibility of itself. In coming-toward-itself the Dasein has also 
aIready taken itself over as the being that it in each case already has been. In 
resoluteness. that is. in self-understanding via its own most peculiar can
be-in this coming-toward-itself from its own most peculiar possibility. the 
[)uein comes back to that which it is and takes itself over as the being that it 
is. In coming back to itself, it brings itself with everything that it is back 
"din into its own most peculiar chosen can-be. The temporal mode in 
which it is as and what it was we call [bringing-hack-again. that is,] repeti
tion. Repetition is a peculiar mode in which the Dasein was, has been. 
Resoluteness temporaliz.es itself as repetitive coming-back-toward-itself 
£rom a chosen possibility to which the Dasein. coming-toward-itself. has run 
GIlt in front of itself [preceded itself}. In the ecstatic unity of repetitive self
preudena, in this past and future, there lies a specific present. Whereas the 
a!presenting of something for the most part and chiefly dwells with things. 
gets entangled in its own self. lets itself be drawn along by things so as to be 
merged with what it is enpresenting-whereas enpresenting for the most r-;: runs away from itself. loses itself within itself. so that the past becomes 
a orgetting and the future an expecting of what is just coming on-the 
f'resent that belongs to resoluteness is held in the specific future (self
~ncel and past (repetition) of resoluteness. The present that is held in 
I'e$o uteness and springs from it we call the instant. Since we intend by this 
~ a mode of the present-the phenomenon indicated by it has ecstatic
I() nzo~1 character-this means that the instant is an enpresenting of 
lIporn:hmg. pre~nt which. as belonging to resolve. discloses the sit~ation 
~ which resoluteness has resolved. In the lOstant as an ecstasls the 
det tent Dascm is carried away. as resolved. into the current factically 
ict;l'llll~ed possibilities. circumstances. contingencies of the situation of its 
iris;:' 1 he lOstant [the Augenblick. the twinkling of an eye} is that which. stitut! from. resoluteness. has an eye first of all and solely for what con
the D' .t~e sltuati~n ~f action. It is the mode of resol~te existe~ce ~n which 

ilSem. as bemg-m-the-world. holds and keeps its world 10 View. But 
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because the Dascin, as being-in-the-world, is at the same tUne heint 
other Daseins, authentically existent being-with.one-another must also""'" 
termine itsclf primarily by way of the individual's resoluteness. On! f-de. 
and in its resolute individuation is the Dasein authentically free .J "QIIl 

for the thou. Being-with-one-another is not a tenacious intrusion of t' 
upon the thou, derived from their common concealed helplessness; ~ 
existence as together and with one another is founded on the . 
individuation of the individual. determined by enpresenting in the ~ 
the instant. Individuation does not mean clinging obstinately to ODe"-'! 
private wishes but being free for the factical possibilities of cunem exis
tence. 

From what has been said one thing should become clear. that the iDItIat 
belongs to the Dasein's original and authentic temporality and IIpftaaIbi 
the primary and authentic mode of the present as enpresenting. We bemd 
earlier that enpresenting expresses itself in the now, that the now _ time ill 
which beings are encountered arises from original temporality. Since the 
now always arises from the present, this means that the now aripwa 
from, comes from. the instant. It is for this reason that the phenomenanof 
the instant cannot be understood from the now, as Kierkegaard trill to do. 
To be sure. he understands the instant quite well in its real contents. but he 
does not succeed in expounding the specific temporality of the ...... 
Instead, he identifies the instant with the now of time in the common ... · 
Starting from here he constructs the paradoxical relationships of the DOW to 
eternity. But the phenomenon of the instant cannot be understood &om the 
now even if we take the now in its full structure. The only thing that can be 
shown is that the now most expeditiously manifests its full ItnJCtUIe 
precisely where the Dasein as resolute enpresenting expresses itself' by 
means of the now. The instant is a primal phenomenon of original um
porality, whereas the now is merely a phenomenon of deri~ aa: 
Aristotle already saw the phenomenon of the instant, the k~. ~il 
defined it in the sixth book of his NichomiJcheiJn Ethics; but. agatn. he . 
in such a way that he failed to bring the specific time character of the kairoI 
into connection with what he otherwise knows as time (nun). .~..thr 

The present pertinent to the Dasein's temporality does not ~ .. ; 
have the character of the instant. The Dasein does not constantly ~Iiaf 
resolute but is usually irresolute. closed off to itself in its own ~ost 7;10 
ability to be, and not determined primarily from its most pecuh.ar ab I ~ 
be in the way it projects its possibilities. The Dasein's temporality doeS ~ 
constantly temporalize itself from that temporality's authentic future· doCI 
ertheless, this inconstancy of existence, its being generally irresolut~ II 
not mean that in its existence the irresolute Dasein at times lacks a ~ 
only means that temporality itself. with respect to its different 
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. II\' the future. is changeable. Irresolute existence is so little a non
~Ia ~ that it is precisely this irresoluteness which characterizes the . ,encL • 

elO5 rJa' actuality of the Dasem. 
t\~a~ we are t~ing to expound. existent ~omportment in the everyday 

toward the bemgs most proximately given, we must tum our view 
sense evcrvday. inauthentic, irresolute existence and ask what the character 
::; the t'emporality .of il'ltJuthentic se.lf~~n~standing. of the Dasein's ~rn: 
solute projection of Itself upon possibilIties. We know that the Dasem IS 
being_in_the-world: fac~ically. existing as s~h. it is bein~-among intra-

rldiy beings and bemg-wlth-other Daselns. The Duem understands 
;df at first and usually from things. The others. the fellow humans, are 
also there with the Duein even when they are not to be found there in 
jmJnediately tangible proximity. In the way they are there with the Dasein 
they are also jointly understood with it via things. Let us recall Rilke's 
description in which he shows how the inhabitants of the demolished house, 
those fellow humans. are encountered with its wall. The fellow humans 
with whom we have to do daily are also there, even without any explicit 
aistentiell relation of one Dasein to others. Keeping all of this in mind. we 
may now tum our exploratory regard solely to understanding comportment 
IouIard things handy and things extant. 

We understand ourselves by way of things, in the sense of the self
understanding of everyday Dasein. To understand ourselves from the 
things with which we are occupied means to project our own ability to be 
upon such features of the business of our everyday occupation as the 
feasible. urgent, indispensable, expedient. The Dasein understands itself 
from the ability to be that is determined by the success and failure. the 
feasibility and unfeasibility, of its commerce with things. The Duein thus 
comes toward itself from out of the things. It expects its own can-be as the 
~ of a being which relies on what things give or what they refuse. It is 
as ough the Dasein's can-be were projected by the things, by the Dasein's 
COnunerce with them. and not primarily by the Dasein itself from its own 
:::: peculiar. ~If. which nevertheless exists. just as it is. always as dealing 
~hmgs. I his inauthentic self-understanding by way of things has. 
iraa h' the character of coming-toward-itself. of the future. but this is 
the ~"tlC future; we characteri7.e it as expecting [GewartigenJ. Only because 
the h·!>em IS expectant of its can-be in the sense described. as coming from 
an/ . an~\ it attends to and cares for-only because of this expecting can it 
£x.;:ate. await something from the things or wait for the way they run off. 
thin t~ng must already beforehand have unveiled a sphere from which some
anti~ Can I~ awaited. Expecting is thus not a subspecies of waiting for or 
~tang but just the reverse: waiting for. anticipating, is grounded in an 

Ing. a looking-forward-to. When in our commerce with things we 
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lose ourselves in and with them, we are expectant of our can-be in the 
is determined via the feasibility and unfeasibility of the things With ~~ 
we are concerned. We do not expressly come back to 0W'8elvea :-qq 
authentic projection upon our own most peculiar can-be. This implies Ill" 
same time that we do not repeat the being we have been, we do _at ... 
ourselves over in our facticity. What we are-and what we have 'OteQ ~ 
always contained in this-lies in some way behind us • .forgouea. ~ II 
our own can-be to come from things. we have forgotten the ~-n;:: 
in its having-been. This forgetting is not the absence and failureto ...... ci 
a recollection, so that in the place of a recollection there would be notbiaa-It 
is. rather, a peculiar positively ecstatic mode of temporality. The«8tlllaci 
forgetting something has the character of disengagement from one'. _ 
peculiar having-been-ness. and indeed in such a way that the diMnpp .. 
from closes off that from which it disengages. Forgetting. in c:IOIiDg 08'tht 
past-and this is the peculiar feature of that ecstasis-cloea itIeIf 08' far 
itself. The characteristic of forgetting is that it forgets itself. It is impIidtiD 
the ecstatic nature of forgetting that it not only forgets the fcqoaeu but 
forgets the forgetting itself. This is why to the common p~ 
ical understanding it appears as though forgetting is nothing at all. Fcqat
tenness is an elementary mode of temporality in which we Me primIIiIy ad 
for the most part our own having-been. But this shows that the put, iD the 
sense of having-been-ness. must not be defined in terms of the ClOINftCIIl 

concept of the bygone. The bygone is that of which we say that it no loaF 
is. Having-been-ness. however. is a mode of being, the determinldancithr 
way in which the Dasein is as existent. A thing that is not tempoJ8l. whale 
being is not determined by means of temporality. but merely occurs withiD 
time. can never have-been. because it does not exist. Only what is iJdriIl
sically futural can have-been; things. at best. are over and done ~ 
Understanding oneself by way of feasible and directly encountered tbiD8I 
involves a self-forgetting. The possibility of retaining something which (# 

was just now expecting rests only on the ba.'1L'! of the original fo~ 
that belongs to the factical Dasein. To this Tetaining related. to ~hingI ~ 
corresponds again a non-retaining. a forgetting in the deriv4taw .""'~ 
becomes clear from this that Tecollechon is possihle only on the ~~ r# 
because of the original forgottenness that belongs to the Duetn ~. 
conversely. Because the Da.'lein is expectant of itself by way of the f~ 
that with which it is dealing at the moment is in its present. Se~ 'J'1Ie 
standing. in equal originality with future and past, is an enpTt#'lh~ ~ 
enpresenting of the inauthentic understanding that pred~mina~ :-be 
Dascin will occupy us more particularly in the sequel. Negatively. It 10 ~ 
said that the present of inauthentic understanding does not ha';i ~ 
character of the instant. because the temporalizing of this mode 
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t is determined by way ofthe inauthentic future. Accordingly. inaut
~oundcrstanding has the character of forgetful-enf'Tesenting-expectance. 
taenUC 

d) The temporality of the undemanding of functionality 
and its totality (world) 

This temporal characterization of inauthentic understanding has clarified 
only one possibility of the Dasein's existentiell (ontical) understanding as 
the existent being. We require. however. a clarification of the understand
ing of being which is always already implicit in the existentiell understand
ing of beings. But we do not wish to explain the understanding of being in 
regard to existentiell understanding. whether authentic or inauthentic. but 
rather with a view to the Dasein' s existent comportment toward the things it 
et1COUIlters in its immediate neighborhood. We shall try to clarify the 
IIftdmtanding of being which relates to beings which are not of the nature of 
DasM. It is the understanding of the being of those beings we encounter 
nrarest to us with which we deal irresolutely. beings which are also there 
when we are not occupied with them. We are taking this direction of 
iDterpretation not because it is easier but because we shall thus gain an 
original understanding of the problems we discussed earlier. all of which are 
ontologically oriented toward beings as extant. 

Let us once more take note of the whole context of the problem and the 
direction of our inquiry. What we are seeking is the rondition of the possibility 
o/that undeTstanding-of-being which understands beings of the type of the handy 
~ the at-hand. Beings of these kinds are encountered as we deal with them 
~ our everyday concerns. This commerce with the beings we most immetately e~ter is. as existent comportment of the Dasein toward beings. 
~ ~n the basic constitution of existence. in being-in-the-world. The 

gs With which we are occupied are therefore encountered as intra-
9IO~ldly beings. Since the Dasein is being-in-the-world and the basic consti
tution of the Dasein lies in temporality. commerce with intraworldly beings is 
:u~ in a specific temporality of being-in-the-world. The structure of 
belng-mothl.'-world is unitary but it is also organized. Our object here must 
'-'tutoh understand via temporality the organized totality of this structure. 
~ se means. however. that we must interpret the phenomenon of being-in 
1'h.UCh and the phenomenon of the world in their temporal constitution. 
~ ~llea~ us to the connection between temporality and transcendence. 
Il\an.f, 'n~-m-thc-world is the phenomenon in which it becomes originally 
this I est how the Dasein by its very nature is ''beyond itself." Starting from 
~ transcendence. we comprehend the possibility of the understanding of 
~ g th~t .is implicit in and illuminates our commerce with intraworldly 

gli. 1 hiS then leads to the question of the interrelation. .. of the under-
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standing of being. transcendence. and temporality. And from that ~ 
shall attempt to portray temporality as horizon of the understandi_ -
being. That is. we shall attempt the definition of the concept ~-:r: 0( 

porality. ~ 
In returning now to inquire about the condition of the I'OSsibiIity 

understanding being-an understanding that belongs to our conune.: 
with the beings we encounter-we shall ask first about the c:onditio.a 
possibility of being-in-the-world in general. which is based on ~. h; 
only from the temporality of being-in-the-world that we shaD u~ 
how being-in-the-world is already. as such. understanding of being. The 
being most nearly encountered. that with which we have to do, bas the 
ontological constitution of equipment. This entity is not merely extant but. 
in conformity with its equipmental character. belongs to an equipme.uaJ 
contextuTe within which it has its specific equipmental function. wbicb 
primarily constitutes its being. Equipment. taken in this ontological ..... 
is not only equipment for writing or sewing; it includes everything ..... 
use of domestically or in public life. In this broad ontological sensebridaea, 
streets. street lamps are also items of equipment. We call the wboleafaD 
these beings the handy (das Zuhandene). What is essential in thisCODDeCdoa 
is not whether or not the handy is in nearest proximity. whether it is c:ber 
by than purely extant. at-hand things. but only that it is handy in aDd far 
daily use or that. looked at conversely. in its factical being-in-the-wodd the 
Dasein is well practiced in a specific way in handling this being. in such. 
way that it understands this being as something of its own making. In the 
use of equipment the Dasein is also always already well practiced in ~ 
with others. and here it is completely indifferent whether another DaseiD· 
or is not factually present. 

Equipment is encountered always within an equipmental con~ 
Each single piece of equipment carries this contexture along with it, and ";l 
this equipment only with regard to that contexture. The specific thisnlSS ~ 
piece of equipment. its individuation, if we take the word in a comp 
formal sense. is not determined primarily by space and time in the:: 
that it appears in a determinate space- and time-position. Instead. . 
determines a piece of equipment as an individual is in each ins~; 
cquipmental character and equipmental contexture. What then ~ It ? 
constitutes the specific equipmental character of a picce of eq~p~ 
Equipmental character is constituted by what we call BewandtnlS,:;';. 
tionality. The being of something we use. for instance. a hamm~r ~r a 'J'bit 
is characterized by a specific way of being put to use. of functlo~' ~ 
entity is "in order to hammer." "in order to make leaving. entenng. tP 
closing possible." Equipment is "in order to." This proposition haS tid" 
ontological and not merely an ontical meaning; a being is not what and 
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.' for example. a hammer. and then in addition something "with which 
it ~ rtUncr. Rather. what and how it is as this entity. its whatness and 
to :ns. is constituted by this in-order-to as such. by its functionality. A 
~ g of the nature of equipment is thus encountered as the being that it is in 
~lf if and when we understand beforehand the following: functionality. 
~ionalitY relations. functionality totality. In dealing with equipment we 

uSC it as equipment only if we have already beforehand projected this 
~ upon juncti~na~ity relatio~. This ant~dent ~rs~anding of fune
aonality. this proJectang of equipment onto Its functionality character. we 
call1ttting-jundion. This expression. too. has its ontological sense suited to 
the present context of discourse. In hammering we let the hammer function 
.,w. something. The wherein of our letting-function is that for which the 
equipment is destined as such; the for-which characterizes this specific 
equipment as what and how it is. We are expectant of the for-which in using 
the equipment. "To let function in something" means expectance of a for
which. Letting-function. as letting-function-in, is always at the same time a 
"letting-function with something." That with which there is functionality is 
in each case determined via the for-which. Expecting the for-which. we 
ntain the with-which in our view; keeping it in view. we first understand the 
equipment as equipment in its specific functionality relation. Letting
function. that is. the understanding of the functionality which makes possi
ble an equipmental use at all. is a retentive expectance. in which the 
equipment is enpr~nud as this specific equipment. In expectant-retentive 
enpresenting. the equipment comes into play. becomes present. enters into 
~ present {Gegen-wartJ. The expecting of the for-which is not a contempla
tion of an end and much less the awaiting of a result. Expectance does not at 
aU have the character of an ontical apprehension: nor is retention of the 
where.with a contemplative dwelling with something. This becomes clear if 
we bnng to conscious realization unconstructively an immediate employ
Intnt o~ equipment. When I am completely engrossed in dealing with 
~thmg and make use of some equipment in this activity. I am just not 
is I' ed ~oward the equipment as such. say. toward the tool. And I am just 
thel~le ~~rect~d toward the work itself. Instead. in my occupation I move in 
equi U~tlonalaty relations as such. In understanding them I dwell with the 
the Plnenlal contexture that is handy. I stand neither with the one nor with 
Ot'~t~er but move in the in-order-to. It is for this reason that we proceed in 
befo In d.-aling with things-we do not merely approach them as they lie 
~te us hut have commerce with them as they exhibit themselves as 
ing ~f~ent I.n an .equipmental contexture. Letting-function. as understand
the Ii h Unrtlonahty. is that projection which first of all gives to the LJascin 
leretl t 10 whose luminosity things of the nature of equipment are encoun-
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Letting-function. as understanding of functionality, has a temporal . 
tion. But it itself points back to a still more original trntpoTality. Only ~ 
have apprehended the more original temporalizing are we able to S1Jr'iey ~ 
what way the understanding of the being of beings-here either of III 
equipmental character and handineJS of handy equipment or of the ~ 
hood of extant things and the at-handne5S of the at-hand-is mGde PGIsibtr 
by time and thus becomes transparent. 

We shall not yet presently pursue this temporality but instead ask more 
precisely what the basic condition is for our apprehending an ~111 
contexture as equipmental contexture. First of all. we have seen only . 
general what the presupposition is for an instrumental usage: ~ 
ing of functionality. But all equipment is as equipment within an equipmeo. 
tal contexture. This contexture is not a supplementary product eX lOUIe 
extant equipment; rather. an individual piece of equipment, as individual, it 
handy and extant only within an equipmental contexture. The uocIentaad. 
ing of equipmental contexture as contexture precedes every individull .. 
of equipment. With the analysis of the understanding of an equipDeuIaI 
contexture in the totality of its functionality, we come across the analysia cJ. 
the phenomenon that we pointed to earlier. the concept and phenomeDoD 
of the world. Since the world is a structural moment of being-in-the-wodd 
and being-in-the-world is the ontological constitution of the Dasein, die 
analysis of the world brings us at the same time to an understandiag cJ. 
being-in-the-world itself and of its possibility by way of time. IntapretatioD 
of the possibility of being-in-the-world on the basis of temporality is abeedy 
intrinsically interpretation of the possibility of an understanding ofbeing in 
which. with equal originality. we understand the being of the Daein. the 
being of fellow-Daseins or of the others. and the being of the extant aod 
handy entities always encountered in a disclosed world. Ttua kind rJ 
understanding of being is. nevertheless, indifferent. unarticu1a~ at ~J 
is for the most part-for reasons lying in the Dasein itself---on.a
toward those beings in which the Dasein has first and for the most ~ ~ 
itself. extant beings. for which reason also the ontological interpretatl~ 
being at the beginning of philosophy, in antiquity. develops i~ Orien~ 
toward the extant. This interpretation of being becomes philosop •• oJ! 
inadequate as soon as it widens out universally and attempts to undefSlP
existence also along the lines of this concept of being. whereas the pr0-
cedure should be exactly the reverse. 

e) Being-in-the-world, transcendence, and temponlity. The 
horizonal schemata of ecstatic temporality 

We must now formulate in a more fundamental way what ~ ~ 
in reference to existentiell understanding. authentic as well as maut.heJ1 
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ust focus more closely on the concept of the Dasein's tTanscendence in 
~tO St'C the connection of the Dasein's transcendence with the under-

ding of being. from which a1o?e we ca~ then carry our inquiry back to 
stJOtemporality of the understandmg of bemg as such. 
thef nctionality is understood in commerce with the beings we encounter 
. I~t proximity-equipment. Everything for which and in which there 
~; letting-function with something, is what it is within an in-order-to. The 
IS lations of the in-orcler-to, but also those of the purpose-free and pwpose
~. root either ultimately or initially in the fOT-the-sake-of-which. They are 
understood only if the Dasein understands something of the nature of the 
for_the-sake-of-itself. As existent, the Dasein understands something of the 
nature of a "for-the-sake-of-itself," because its own being is determined by 
this: that. as existent. the Dasein is occupied in its own being with its ability 
to be. Only so far as the for-the-sake-of a can-be is understood can some
thing like an in-order-to (a relation of functionality) be unveiled. That all 
functional relations are grounded ontologically in a for-the-sake-of in no 
way decides whether, ontically. all beings are as beings for the sake of the 
lI.unan Dasein. The ontological rooting of the ontological structures of 
beings and of their possible intelligibility in the for-the-sake-of-which is still 
extraneous to the ontical assertion that nature was created or exists for the 
purpose of the human Dasein. The ontical assertion about the purposive
ness of the actual world is not posited in the ontological rooting just 
mentioned. In fact. the latter is presented primarily precisely in order to 
make evident how the understanding of the being of an entity which is and 
can be in itself. even without the Dasein existing. is possible only on the 
basis of the ontological rooting of functionality relations in the for-the-sake
~"'hich: Only on the basis of the clarified ontological interconnections of 

~ible ways of understanding being, and thus also of functionality 
~tions .. with the for-the-sake-of is it at all decidable whether the question 
r:aI an ontlcal teleology of the universe of beings has a legitimate philosophi-

se~se or whether it doesn't rather represent an invasion by common 
~ Into the problems of philosophy. That the ontological structure of in
Ihour-to relations is grounded in a for-the-sake-of-which implies nothing 
~~ whethe~ the ontical relations between beings. between nature and the 

s' m. exhlhlt a purposive contexture. 
t:an_~e. the Dasein exists as a being which is occupied in its being with its 
On th . It has already understood the like of the "for the sake of itself." Only 
give .e baSIS of thil' understanding is existence possible. The Dasein must 
'ignJt.~ own can-be to itself to be understood. It gives itself the task of 
ever;~ng how things stand with its can-be. The whole of these relations. 
~. IO~ that belongs to the structure of the totality with which the 

In can in any way give itself something to be understood. to signify to 
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itself its ability to be, we call significance /Bedeutsamkeit}. This . 
structure of what we call world in the strictly ontological sense. II the 

We saw earlier that the Dasein understands itself first and for the 
part via things; in unity with that, the co-existence of other Daseia. ~ 
understood. Understanding of the can-be of the Dasein as being-with • 
is already implicit in functionality relations. The Dasein is, as SUc:b, ::: 
tially open for the co-existence of other Daseins. Factica1 Oasein is. 
plicitly or not. for-the-sake-of being-able-to-be-with-one-another. Tbia ~ 
possible, however, only because the Dasein is determined as such &o.n ~ 
very outset by being-with others. When we say that the Dasein exista for the 
sake of itself, this is an ontological determination of existence. This existeQ. 
tial proposition doesn't as yet prejudge anything about existentiell P""IiJi. 
ties. The proposition "The Dasein exists essentially for the sake of iIIeIt" 
does not assert ontically that the factual purpose of the factical Duein ia to 
care exclusively and primarily for itself and to use others as inatrumeab 
toward this end. Such a factual-ontical interpretation is possible only OIl the 
basis of the ontological constitution of the Dasein, that it is in general far
the-sake-of its own self. Only because it is this can it be with other DIeein. 
and only on the same condition can another Dasein, which in tum it 
occupied with its own being, enter into an essential existentiell n!Iation to 
one that is other than itself. 

The basic constitution of the Dasein is being-in-the-worlcl. T'bis DOlI 

means more precisely that in its existence the Dasein is occupied UIidt. 
about, being-able-to-be-in-the-world. It has in every instance already ~ 
jeeted itself upon that. Thus in the Dasein's existence there is implicit 
something like an antecedent understanding of world, significanc.. Earlier'" 
gave a provisional definition of the concept of world and showed theIe that 
the world is not the sum of all extant beings. not the univene of D8lUIIi 
things-that the world is not at all anything extant or handy. The ~ 
of world is not a determination of the intraworldly being as a being wJUc:h ~ 
extant in itself. World is a determination of the Dasein's being. This.· 
expressed from the outset when we say that Dasein exists as beint'1P" 
the-world. The world belongs to the Dasein's existential constitution. ~ 
is not extant but world exists. Only so long as Dasein is, is existent, is tJ 
given. Since in understanding world the relations of the in-order-tO~ 
functionality and being-for-the-sake-of are understood, it is ~ CoO" 
self-understanding, and self-understanding is Dasein-undcrstanding. the 
tained in this. again, there is the understanding of being-with -others ~tiIS
understanding of being able to be-among and dwell-among extant enU to 
The Oasein is not at first merely a being-with others so as thereupon 
emerge from this being-with-one-anothcr into an objective world, t~ ~ 
out to things. This approach would be just as unsU<.'Cessful as s~ 
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. lism. which starts ~rst with a subj~. which then in ~me ,-"anner 
ieJea res an object for Itself. To start wIth an I-thou relationship as a 
sU~ I nship of two subjects would entail that at first there are two subjects. 
telatl°simply as two. which then provide a relation to others. Rather. just as 
tak~a.sein is originally being with others. so it is originally being with the 
~y and the extant. Similarly. the Dasein is just as little at first merely a 
dwelling among things so as then occasionally to discover among these 
things beings with its own kind of being; instead. as the being which is 
oCCUPied with itself. the Dasein is with equal originality being-with others 
.snd being-among intraworldly beings. The world. within which these latter 
beings are encountered. is-because every Dasein is of its own self existent 
being-with others-always already world which the one shares with the 
others. Only because the Dasein is antecedently constituted as being-in-the
world can one Dasein existentielly communicate something factically to 
another: but this factical existentiell communication does not first constitute 
the possibility that one Dasein has a single world with another Duein. The 
different modes of factical being-with-one-another constitute in each case 
only the factical possibilities of the range and genuineness of disclosure of 
the world and the different factical possibilities of intersubjective confirma
tion of what is uncovered and of intersubjective foundation of the unanimity 
of world-understanding and the factical possibilities of the provision and 
guidance of existentiell possibilities of the individual. But it is again not an 
accident that we elucidate for ourselves what world means in an ontological 
sense chiefly in terms of intraworldly beings. to which there belong not only 
the handy and the extant but also. for a naive understanding, the Dasein of 
others. Fellow humans are certainly also extant: they join in constituting the 
\\'OrId. For this common concept of the world it is sufficient to point to the 
concept of the cosmos. for instance. in Paul. Cosmos here means not only :!:n whole .of plants. animals. and earth. but primarily the Dasein of the 

an being in the sense of God-forsaken man in his association with 
earth. stars. animals. and plants. 
On! ~O~ld cxists~that is. it is-only if Dasein exists. only if there is Dasein. 
\I i If world IS there. if Dasein exists as being-in-the-world. is there 
W:r~rstanding of being. and only if this understanding exists are. intra
Dase Iy hetngs unveIled as extant and handy. World-understandlOg as 
in htn-undcNanding is self-understanding. Self and world belong together 
s~ ~ stngle entity. the Dasein. Self and world are not two beings. like 
<itt eel. and object. or like I and thou. but self and world are the basic 
the~r:nlnation of the Dasein itself in the unity of the structure of being-in
can ::"orld. Only because the "subject" is determined by being-in-thc-world 
Self It ~omc. as this self. a thou for another. Only because I am an existent 

am I a possible thou for another as self. The basic condition for the 
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(

possibility of the selfs being a possible thou in being-with others' h.._. 

on the circumstance that the Dasein as the self that it is, is such that ~ :-ea 
as being-in-the-world. For "thou" means "you who are with me in a ~ 
If the I -thou relationship represents a distinctive existence relationship ~ 

, cannot be recognized existentially. hence philosophically. as long as it : 
asked what existence in general means. But being-in-the-world ~ not 
existence. That the being which exists in this way is occupied in ita ~ 
with its ability to be-this selfhood is the ontological presupposition fortbe 
selflessness in which every Dasein comports itself toward the other in the 
existent I-thou relationship. Self and world belong together in the unity or 
the basic constitution of the Dasein. the unity ofbeing-in-the-worid. n.. 
the condition of possibility for understanding the other Dasein and ma: 
worldly beings in particular. The possibility of understanding the bema of 
intraworldly beings. as well as the possibility of understanding the Da.ein 
itself. is possible only on the basis of being-in-the-world. 

We now ask. How is the whole of this structuye, of being-in-tbe-wcdd, 
founcled in temporality? Being-in-the-world belongs to the basic coaatitutiaD 
of the being that is in each case mine. that at each time I mySldf am. Self and 
world belong together; they belong to the unity of the constitut:ioa of the 
Dasein and. with equal originality. they determine the "subject." In other 
words. the being that we ourselves in each case are. the Dasein. is the 
tTan.scencknt. 

What has so far been said will become clearer by means of the exposition 
of the concept of tTan.scendence. T ranscendere signifies literally to step over. 
pass over. go through. and occasionally also to surpass. We define the 
philosophical concept of transcendence following the pattern of the ~ 
meaning of the word and not so much with regard to traditional philosopbi
cal usage. which besides is quite ambiguous and indefinite. It is from the 
ontological concept of transcendence properly understood that an under· 
standing can first of all be gained of what Kant was seeking. at ~ 
when transcendence moved for him into the center of philosop~ ~ 
so much so that he called his philosophy transcendental philosophy· . 
delineating the transcendence concept. we have to keep in vi~ ~ ~ 
structures already exhibited of the constitution of the Dasein s being. 

order to avoid making the first fundamental considerations ~oo heaVY. j 
have purposely disregarded the full development of the basiC struc:nue 
care. Consequently. the following exposition of the transcendence co~ 
is not adequate. but it suffices for what we chiefly need here. . the 

In the popular philosophical sense of the word. the transcenden~ )5 ~ 
being that lies. beyond. the otherworldly being. Frequently ~he term~ .. 
to designate God. In theory of knowledge the transcendent IS unders thit 
what lies beyond the subject's sphere. things in themselv~. objects. In 
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the transcendent is that which lies outside the subject. It is, then, that \. 
~h steps beyond or has already stepped beyond the boundaries of the 
~ _as if it had ever been inside them-as if the Dasein steps beyond 
~nl)' when it comports itself toward a thing. The thing doesn't at all 
jt:se d and is not at all the transcendent in the sense of that which has 
:;:; beyond. Even less is it the transcendent in the genuine sense of the 
.,.oord The overstepping as such, or that whose mode of being must be 
~ precisely by this overstepping, properly understood, is the Dasein. 
We have more than once seen that in its experience of beings and par
ticUlarly in dealing with handy equipment the Dasein always already under
srands functionality-that the Dasein returns to beings of that sort only 
(rom. its antecedent understanding of functionality contexture, significance, 
world. Beings must stand in the light of understood functionality if we are 
to encounter handy equipment. Equipment and the handy confront us in 
the horizon of an understood world; they are encountered always as intra
worldly beings. World is understood beforehand when objects encounter 
UI. It was for this reason we said that the world is in a certain sense further 
ouISide than all objects. that it is more objective than all objects but, 
IIMrtheless, does not have the mode of being of objects. The mode ot" 
being of the world is not the extantness of objects; instead. the world exists. 
The world-still in the orientation of the common transcendence con
cept-is the truly transcendent. that which is still further beyond than 
~. and at the same time this beyond is, as an existent. a basic 
detennination of being-in-the-world. of the Dasein. H the world is the 
transcendent. then what is tru'y transcendent is the Dasein. With this we first 
arrive at the genuine ontological sense of tran.scendence, which also ties in with 
the basic sense of the term from the common standpoint. Transcendere 
Ifteans to step over; the transcendens. the transcendent. is tlult which 
ot.tersteps cu such and not that toward which I step over. The world is 
~ndent because, belonging to the structure of being-in-the-world. it 
~Itutes stepping-over-to as such. The Dasein itself oversteps in its 
::1 ~nd thus is exactly not the immanent. The transcending beings are not 
"Sli>j obJec~.s~things can never transcend or be transcendent; rather. it is the 
ICend ect.s -10 the proper ontological sense of the Dasein-which tran
of~. ' ste~ through and step over themselves. Only a being with the mode 
Pre.:: .Ing ot the Da.'Icin transcends, in such a way in fact that transcendence is 
Cil~e.ly what essentially characterizes its being. Exactly that which is 
ph Immanence in theory of knowledge in a complete inversion of the 
~ ~~menal facts. the sphere of the subject. is intrinsically and primarily 
the. a one the transcendent. Because the Dascin is constituted by being-in-
btlo ..... orld. it is a being which in its being is out beyond itself. The epekeina 

ngs to the l.>asein's own most peculiar structure of being. This transcen-

I 

r{, 
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ding does not only and not primarily mean a self-relating of a sub.iec:t 
object; rather. transcendence means to understand oneself from a ~ ~
Dasein is as such out beyond itself. Only a being to whose ontnl....:~ 
constitution transcendence belongs has the possibility of being an~~ 
a self. Transcendence is even the presupposition for the Dasein's havingtbe 
character of a self. The selfhood of the Dascin is founded on its b'a~ 
and the Dasein is not first an ego-self which then oversteps &O~ 
other. The "toward-itself" and the "out-from-itself" are implicit in ~ 
concept of selthood. What exists as a self can do so only as a lransc:endeat 
being. This selfhood. founded on transcendence. the possible toward-iIIel( 
and out-from-itself. is the presupposition for the way the Daaein ~ 
has various possibilities of being its own and of losing itself. But itia_the 
presupposition for the Dasein's being-with others in the sense oltbe I .... 
with the thou-self. The Dasein does not exist at first in some mysterioua 
way so as then to accomplish the step beyond itself to others or to ataIIt 
things. Existence. instead. always already means to step beyond or, better, 
having stepped beyond. 

The Dasein is the transcendent being. Objects and things IN newt 
transcendent. The origiMI natUTe of transcendence makes itself rnanifat in tIw 
basic constitution of being-in-the-world. The transcendence. the oveJIoIDd.out. 
beyond of the Dasein makes it possible for the Dasein to comport itIeIf to 

beings. whether to extant things. to others. or to itself. as beings. TI'IDICm
dence is unveiled to the Dasein itself. even if not qua transamdeace. k 
makes possible coming back to beings. so that the antecedent understand
ing of being is founded on transcendence. The being we call the Duein II. 
such open for. Openness belongs to its being. The Dasein is its ])a, ill 
here-there. in which it is here for itself and in which others are ~ with it. 
and it is at this Da that the handy and the extant are met with. 

Leibniz called mental-psychical substances monads. or, more ptedIdY. 
he interpreted all substances in general as monads (unities). With ~ 
to the monad .. he pronounced the well-known proposition that the 
have no windows. do not look outside themselves. do not look out := 
inside their own capsules. The monads have no windows because ~ thr 
none. They need none. have no need to look outside the interior of . 
capsule. because that which they have within themselves as their ~ 
suffices for them. Each monad is representationa~. as. such. In ~ iliI)'. 
degrees of wakefulness. In each monad. in conformity With Its ~ of aD 
there is represented the universe of all the other monads. the totalltyoe the 
beings. Each monad already represents in its interior the wh~1e ef,.d
world. The individual monads differ according to the level of their ~ rJ 
ness in regard to the clarity in which the whole of the world. the. untverstself. 
the remaining monads. is accessible to it as purely drawn from Its own 
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h monad. t'ach subst~e. is intrinsically representation: it represents to 
~ f the universe of all bemgs. 
~What the Lcibnizian proposition about the monads being without win-

basically means can truly be made clear only by way of the basic 
~itution of the Dasein which we have developed-being-in-the-world. 
COJlSranscendence. As a monad. the Dasein needs no window in order first of 
~ \0 look out toward something. outsi~e . i~lf. not because. as Leibniz 
dUnks, all beings are already accessible WithIn Its capsule. so that the monad 
can quite well be closed off and encapsulated within itself. but because the 
monad. the Dasein, in its own being (transcendence) is already outside. 
among other beings. and this implies always with its own self. The Dasein is 
not at all in a capsule. Due to the original transcendence. a window would be 
superfluou-o; for the Dasein. In his monadological interpretation of sub
stanee. Leibniz doubtless had a genuine phenomenon in view in the win
dowIessness of the monads. It was only his orientation to the traditional 
concept of substance that prevented him from conceiving of the original 
ground of the windowlessness and thus from truly interpreting the phe
nomenon he saw. He was not able to see that the monad. because it is 
essentially representational. mirroring a world. is transcendence and not a 
substantival extant entity. a windowless capsule. Transcendence is not 
instituted by an object coming together with a subject, or a thou with an I. 
but the Dasein itself. as "being-a-subject." transcends. The Dasein as such is 
being.toward.itself. being-with others. and being-among entities handy and 
extant. In the structural moments of towaTd.itself, with-others, and among
Iht-extant there is implicit throughout the chardder of overstepping, of 
~ndcnce. We call the unity of these relations the Dasein's being-in. 
~ the sense that the Dasein possesses an original familiarity with itself. 
~t~ ~thers. and with entities handy and extant. This familiarity is as such 
Joma/lanty in a world. 
has Being.in is essentially being-in-the-world. This becomes clear from what 
the a1r~ady been said. As selfhood. the Dasein is JOT the sake of itself. This is 
~ngmal mode in which it is toward-itself. However. it is itself. the 
by in, only as being among handy entities. entities which it understands 
the ~ay of an in·order-to contexture. The in-order-to relations are rooted in 
Dase°r:the-sake-of. The unity of this whole of relations belonging to the 
H~ns beltl~-in is ~he world. Be.ing.in is ~ing-in-the.world. . 

wh \I. I~ thiS bemg-m-the.world Itself posSible as a whole? More precisely . 
.... O~ldd.()(-' ... tra~scendence ground the primary structure of being-in.the
shall as ~uch~ In what is the Dasein's transcendence itself grounded? We 
iust glVl' tht' answer with regard to the two structural moments which have 
and ~n considered separdtely but intrinsically belong together. "being-in" 

\l.orld. Being-in as toward-itself. as for-the-sake-of itself. is possible 
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only on the basis of the futu7e, hecau."Ie this structural moment of tbr!e . 
intrinsically ecstatic. The ecstatic character of time makes possible the no.;: 
specific overstepping cha7acter, u(lnscendence, and thus also the • 
Then-and with this we come to the most central determination ~ 
world and of temporality-the ecstases of temporality (future. past, the 
present) are not simply removals to ., not removals as it were to: 
nothing. Rather. as removals to and thus because of the ec:static ehar.o. 
ter of each of them, they each have a horizon which is prescribed by the 
mode of the removal. the carrying-away. the mode of the future.1*t.1Dd 

'-present. and which belongs to the ecstasis itself. Each ecstasia. u ~ 
to has at the same time within itself and belonging to it • PI'
delineation of the formal structure of the whereto of the 7emovdl. We c:IIl dIia 
whither of the ecst4Sis the horizon or. more precisely. the horizwmtd~ 
the ecst4Sis. Each ecstasis has within itself a completely determinate~ 
which modifies itself in coordination with the manner in which ~ 
temporalizes itself. the manner in which the ecstases modify them.hea. 
just as the «stases intrinsically constitute the unity of temporality. 10 ill 
each case there corresponds to the ecstatic unity of temporality such • .., 

( of its horizonal schemata. The tr(lnscendence of being-in-thc-&UOrId irp.w 
in its specific wnoleness pn the origiMI ecstatic-horizonal unity of,.,.....,. 
If transcendence makes possible the understanding of being and if'b..-. 
dence is founded on the ecstatic-horizonal constitution of temporality. -

I. _t.!mporality is the condition of the possibility of the understanding ofbeiD&. 

§21. TmaportJIily [Temporalie4t} and being 

The task now is to comprehend how, on the basis of the UmpOr~ 
grounds the Dasein's u(lnscendence, the Dasein's Tempor(llity MCIka . 
the underst(lnding of being. The most original temporalizing of ~ 
as such is Temporality. In connection with it we have always 
oriented our considerations toward the question of the POSS~ty. of"; 
specific understanding of being. namely, the understanding of being III hOfI 
sense of extant ness in its broadest signijication. We have shown. further fiGII' 
commerce with beings is grounded. as commerce. in temporality. But . 
this we have only partly inferred that this commerce is also unde~ 
of being and is possible. precisely as such. on the basis of tempo~lty. tJ 
must now be shown explicitly how the uruierst(lnding of the ha~~ 
handy equipment is as such a world-underst(lnding, and how this ~ 
understGnding. as the Dasein's transcendence, is rooted in the ecst(ltic-. tJ 
constitution of the Dasein's temporality. Understanding of the handinell 
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handy has already projected such being upon time. Roughly speaking, use 
u;etirtlC is made in .the unde~din~ of being •. with~t. pre-philosophical 
~ non-philosophical Dasem knowing about It expliCitly. Nevertheless. 
thIS interconnectio.n. be~~ bein~ and time .is not t.otally hidden f~m the 
[)asein but is familiar to It In an mterpretatlon whIch, to be sure, IS very 

ch misunderstood and very misleading. In a certain way, the Dasein 
:;:derstands that the interpretation of being is connected in some form or 
other with time. Pre-philosophical as well as philosophical knowledge 
customarily distinguishes beings in respect of their mode of being with 
regard to time. Ancient philosophy defines as the being that is in the most 
primary and truest sense. the aei on, the ever-being, and distinguishes it 
from the changeable. which only sometimes is, sometitnes is not. In ordi
nary discourse. a being of this latter kind is called a temporal being. 
'Temporal" means here "running its course in time." From this delineation 
rJ everlasting and temporal beings. the characterization then goes on to 
define the timeless and the supratemporal. "Timeless" refers to the mode of 
being of numbers. of pure space determinations, whereas the supratemporal 
is the eternal in the sense of aetemitas as distinguished from sempitemitas. 
In these distinctions of the various types of being with regard to time, time 
ia taken in the common sense as intratemporaJjty. It cannot be an accident 
that, when they characterize being, both pre-philosophical and philosophi
cal understanding are already oriented toward time. On the other hand. we 
saw that when Kant tries to conceive being as such and defines it as position. 
he manifestly makes no use of time in the common sense. But it does not 
follow from this that he made no use of temporality in the original sense of 
Temporality. without an understanding of being. without hirnselfbeing in 
the clear about the condition of possibility of his ontological propositions. 

We shall attempt a Temporal interpt'etation of the being of those extant 
mtities in our nearest rurighborhood, handiness; and we shall show in an 
exemplary way with regard to transcendence how the understanding of 
~In~ is possible Temporally. By this means it is proved that the function of 
time IS to make possible the understanding of being. In connection with this 
~~haJl return to the first them, that of Kant, and will try to establish on the 
~~ of our results so far the degree to which our critique of Kant was valid 

an In What way it must be fundamentally supplemented in its positive part. 

a) The Temporal interpretation of being as being handy. 
Praesens as horizonal schema of the ecstasis of enpresenting 

~~ us fl'ca~1 the t~mporality of our dealings with equipment which was 
ihed earlier. ThIS commerce as such makes an equipmental contexture 
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primarily and suitably accessible. t\ trivial example. If we observe a shoe. 
maker's shop, we can indeed identify all sorts of extant things on hand. B.. 
which entities are there and how these entities are handy, in line With . 
inherent character. is unveiled for us only in dealing appropriately ~ 
equipment such as tools. leather, and shoes. Only one who underatinda ~ 
able to uncover by himself this environing world of the shoemaker' .. VI," 
can of course receive instruction about the use of the equipment and ~ 
procedures involved; and on the basis of the understanding thus gained_ 
are put in a position, as we say. to reproduce in thought the facticaI 
commerce with these things. But it is only in the tiniest spheres of the 
beings with which we are acquainted that we are so well versed as to haw It 
our command the specific way of dealing with equipment which ""Ca¥en 
this equipment as such. The entire range of intraworldly beings .,..,.... 
to us at any time is not suitably accessible to us in an equally origiaal way. 
There are many things we merely know something about but do not bow 
how to manage with them. They confront us as beings. to be stile, but. 
unfamiliar beings. Many beings. including even those already UDCO'IIIWI. 
have the character of unfamiliarity. This character is positively clistindiveci 
beings as they first confront us. We cannot go into this in mole detail. 
especially since this privative mode of uncoveredness of the extant can be 
comprehended ontologically only from the structure of primuy famiIiuity. 
Basically. therefore, we must keep in mind the point that the usual approach 
in theory of knowledge. according to which a manifold of arbitrarily ocx:ur
ring things or objects is supposed to be homogeneously given to us, does not 
do justice to the primary facts and consequently makes the investiptive 
approach of theory of knowledge artificial from the very start. 0rigiDII 
familiarity with beings lies in dealing with them appropriately. This c0m

merce constitutes itself with respect to its temporality in a 'eUn~ 
tant enpresenting of the equipmental contexture as such. It is first of a1I1ettin1t 
function, as the antecedent understanding of functionality, which lets • 
being be understood as the being that it is, so that it is understoad by 
looking to its being. To the being of this being there belong its ~ 
content. the specific whatness, and a way of being. The whatness of 
beings confronting us every day is defined by their equipmental c~· 
The way a being with this essential character. equipment. is, we call bei..,. 
handy or handiness. which we distinguish from being extant. at hand ~. 
particular piece of equipment is not handy in the immediately envirOnin!I 
world. not ncar enough to be handled. then this "not-handy" is in no vraY 
equivalent to mere non-being. Perhaps the equipment in question has ~ 
carried off or mislaid; we say that we cannot lay our hands on it, ~ 
unavailable. The unavailable is only a mode of the handy. When we sar h85 
something has hecume unavailable. we do not normally mean that It 
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. Iv been annihilated. Of course. something can be unavailable in such a 
sln'lPthat it no longer is at all. that it has been annihilated. But the question 
."ay arises as to what this annihilation means. whether it can be equated 
the~ not.being and nothing. In any event. we see again that even in a rough 
\\'It lysis a multiplicity of intrinsically founded levels of being are manifested 
~thin the being of things and of equipment alone. How the understanding 
; equipment traces back to the understanding of functionality. significance. 

d world. and hence to the ecstatic-horizonal constitution of the Dasein. :s already been roughly shown. We are now interested solely in the mode 
oCbeing of equipment. its handiness, with regard to its Temporal pouibility, 
that is. with regard to how we understand handiness as such in temporal 

rerms· 
From the reference to the possible modification of the being of the handy 

in becoming unavailable. we can infer that handiness and unavailability are \. 
specific variations of a single basic phenomenon, which we may characterize 
formally as presence and absence and in general as praesens. If handiness or 
the being of this being has a praesensial meaning, then this would signify that 
this mode of being is understood Temporally. that is to say. understood 
from the temporalizing of temporality in the sense of the ecstatic-horizonal 
unity described earlier. Here. in the dimension of the interpretation of being 
via time. we are purposely making use of Latinate expressions for all the 
determinations of time. in order to keep them distinct in the terminology 
itself from the time-determinations of temporality in the previously de-
ICribed sense. What does praesens mean with regard to time and temporality in , ~ 
Ifneral? If we were to answer that it is the moment of the present. that 
would be saying very little. The question remains why we do not say "the 
present" instead of "praesens." If nevertheless we employ this term. this 
new usage must correspond to a new meaning. If the difference in names is 
to be justified the two phenomena. the present and praesens. should not 
mean the same thing. But is praesens perhaps identical with the phenome-
non of the present which we came to know as the now. the nun. toward 
~ich. the co~mon interpretation of time is oriented when it says that time 
. an. Irreversible sequence of nows? But praesens and now. too. are not 
~tlcal. For the now is a character of intratemporality. of the handy and 
PDss~xtant, whereas praesens is supposed to constitute the condition of 
SUre 1~llJt}: of ~~derstanding handiness as such. Everything ~~ndy is:.~? be 
-t h In tIme. mtratemporal: we can say ofit that the handy is now. was 
be.t e t1ml', or "will then be" available. When we describe the handy as 
halj.intratemporal. we are already presupposing that we understand the n: ~ ~s handy. understanding this being in the mode of being of handi· 
bees. 1 his antecedent understanding of the handiness of the handy should 

orne Possible precisely through praesens. The now as a determination of 
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time qua intratcmporality cannot therefore take over the Temporal . 
pretation of the being of beings. here of handiness, In all now~ 
tion. in all common time-determination of the handy. if indeed the hand ' 
already understood. time is employed in a more original sense. This me!.: 
that the common characterization of the being of beings in regard to tinIe
temporal. timeless. supratemporal-is untenable for us. It is not an OQ. 

tological but an ontical interpretation, in which time itself is taken .. 
be, • mg. 

Praesens is a more original phenomenon than the now. The instant is 
more original than the now for the reason that the instant is a mode of the 
pre-sent. of the enpresenting of something, which can express itself with the 
saying of "now," We thus come back again to the present and the <luatioD 

/ arises anew. Is praesens after all identical with present? In DO way. We 
distinguished the present, the enpresenting of ." as one of the ecst4IIt cf 
temporality, The name "praesens" itself already indicates that we do ROt 
mean by it an ecstatic phenomenon as we do with present and future, at my 
rate not the ecstatic phenomenon of temporality with regard to its eaIIati: 
structure, Nevertheless, there exists a amnection between present and prdalllS 
which is not accidental, We have pointed to the fact that the ecatues ~ 
temporality are not simply removals to . in which the direction «the 
removal goes as it were to the nothing or is as yet indeterminate. IDstad. 
each ecstasis as such has a horizon that is determined by it and that first ti 
all completes that ecstasis' own structure, Enpresenting, whether autheotic 
in the sense of the instant or inauthentic, projects that which it ".""... 
that which can possibly confront us in and for a present. upon something 
like praesens. The ecstasis of the present is as such the condition of poe
sibility of a specific "beyond itself," of transcendence. t~J>~~ 
pr~. As the condition of possibility of the "beyond itse, ecstaSII 

. -of the present has within itself a schematic pre-designation of the 10"'" oed 
there this 'beyond itself' is. That which lies beyond the ecstasis as such. due 
to the character of removal and as determined by that character, or. mo!" 
precisely, that which determines the whither of the "beyond itself~ as, ~~ 
general. is praesens as horizon. The present projects itself Within I 

ecstatically upon praesens, Praesens is not identical with present. bu!' II 
basic determination of the horizonal schema of this ecstasis, it joins .in cons;: 
ing the complete time-structure of the present, Correspondmg re . 
apply to the other two ecstases, future and past (repetition. fo~' 
retaining). m-

In order not to confuse unduly our vision of the phenomena of te , 
porality, which moreover are themselves so hard to grasp. we shall restrid 
ourselves to the explication of the present and its ecstatic horizon, ,pra~ 
Enpresenting is the ccstasis in the temporalizing of temporality .• 
understand .. itself as such upon praesens, As removal to ' , " the present IS 
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. g_open for entities conftonting us, which are thus understood antecedently 
bel~ praestm. Eve~ing. that ~ ~ncountered in the enpresenting is under
~ as a presencmg entlty{~~wesendesJ-that is. it is understood upon 
st nee-on the basis of the horizon, praesens. already removed in the ::siS. If handiness arad unavailability signify something like presence and 
abse1Ice-praesens modified and modifiable thus arad so--the being of the 
beings encountered within the world is projected praesensially, which 
means. fundamentally. Temporally. Accordingly, we understand being from 
tM original horizonal schema of the ecstases of temporality. The schemata of 
the ecstases cannot be structurally detached from them. but the orientation 
J understanding can certainly be turned primarily toward the schema as 
such. The temporality which is thus primarUy carried away to the horizonal 
schemata of temporality as conditions of the possibility of the understand
ingofbeing. constitutes the content of the general concept of Temporality. 
fTJemporality is temporality with ugard to the unity of the horizonal schemata) 
Wmging to it, in our case the present with regard to praesens. In each 
instance the inner Temporal interconnections of the horizonal schemata of 
time vary also according to the mode of temporalizing of temporality. 
which always temporalizes itself in the unity of its ecstases in such a way 
that the precedence of one ecstasis always modifies the others along with it. 

In its ecstatic-horizonal unity temporality is the basic condition of the 
possibility of the epekeina. the transcendence constitutive of the Dasein 
itself. Temporality is itself the basic condition of the possibility of all 
understanding that is founded on transcendence arad whose essential struc
ture lies in projection. Looking backward. we cara say that temporality is. 
intrinsically. original self-projection simply as such. so that wherever arad 
"henever understarading exists-we are here disregarding the other mo
IIlents of the Dasein-this understarading is possible only in temporality's 
seIf-~rojection. Temporality exists-isl da-as unveiled. because it makes 
POSSible the "))a" and its unveiledness in general. 

If. t~~porality is self-projection simply as such. as the condition of the 
POSSibility of all projecting. then this implies that temporality is in some 
::: already concomitantly unveiled in all factual projection-that some
Ur4 re and. somehow time breaks through. even if only in the common 
intri !'Standmg or misunderstanding of it. Wherever a Da. a here-there. is 
Por:slcally unveiled. temporality manifests itself. However hidden tem
~ttl Ity may be. and above all with regard to its Temporality. and however 
lair. e~ the Dasein explicitly knows about it. however distant it has hitherto 
~t t~m all the.matic apprehension. its temporalizing holds sway through
bas. e Dascm an a way even more elemental than the light of day as the 
"'hi1ch condition of everyday circumspective seeing with our eyes. toward 
~ We do not tum when engaged in everyday commerce with things. 

Use the ecstatic-horizonal unity of temporality is intrinsically self-
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projection pure and simple. becaU.IIC as ecstatic it makes possible all ~ 
ing upon. and represents. together with the horizon belOnging to • 
ecstasis. the condition of possibility of an upon-which. an out-toward.,.,~ 
in general. it can no longer be asked upon what the schemata can on their 
part be projected. and so on in infinitum. The series, mentioned. earlier 
projections as it were inserted one before the other-understanding': 
beings. projection upon being, understanding of being. projection upon 

ltime-has its end at the horizon of the ecstatic unity of t~. \V 
cannot establish this here in a more primordial way; to do that we ~ 
have to go into the problem of the finiteness of time. At this horizon each 
ecstasis of time. hence temporality itself. has its end. But this end is nothias 
but the beginning and starting point for the possibility of all projecting. If 
anyone wished to protest that the description of that to which the ecataais. 
such is carried away. the description of this as horizon. is after all aoly an 
interpretation once more of the whither in general to which an __ 
points. then the answer would be as follows. The concept "horizon- in the 
common sense presupposes exactly what we are calling the ecstatic horiIan. 
There would be nothing Iikc a horizon for us if there were not ecatIIic 
openness for and a schematic determination of that openness. say. in 
the sense of praesens. The same holds for the concept of the schema. 
- Fundamentally it must be noted that if we define temporality. the 
original constitution of the Dasein and thus as the origin of the poaibiIityci 

(the understanding of being, then Temporality as origin is necessarilyricbs 
\. and more pregnant than anything that may arise from it. This ...... 

manifest a peculiar circumstance, which is relevant throughout the whole 
dimension of philosophy, namely, that within the ontological sphere the 
possible is higher than everything actual. All origination and all genesis in 
the field of the ontological is not growth and unfolding but degenerItioD. 
since everything arising arises. that is. in a certain way runs aWdY. removes 
itself from the superior force of the source. A being can be uncOvered as • 
being of the ontological type of the handy. it can be encountered ~ -
commerce with it as the being which it is and how it is in itself. only if aod 
when this uncovering and commerce with it are illuminated by a p~ 
somehow understood. This praesens is the horizonal schema of t~ ~ 
which determines primarily the temporalizing of the temporality ~ cJ 
dealings with the handy. We did indeed show that the temporality . 
dealing with equipment is a retentive-expectant enpresent~ng. The;::: 
of the present is the controlling ecstasis in the temporahty of CO natndy. 
with the handy. It is for this reason that the being of the handy-
handiness-is understood primarily by way of praesens. to 

The result of our considerations thus far. which were intended to se~ 
exhibit the Temporality of being, can be summari7.cd in a single sent 
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handiness of the handy, the being of this kind of beings, is understood as 
rht "s, a praesens which, as non-conceptually understandable, is already 
pt'cJes.tltd in the self-projection of temporality. by means of whose temporalizing 
U~ing like existent commerce with entities handy and extant {at hand} 

::''''tS possible. 
Handiness formally implies praesens. presence {Anwesenheit}. but a 
esens of a peculiar sort. The primarily praesensial schema belonging to 

~diness as to a specific .mode of be.ing requires ~ more ~articular deter
mination with regard to Its praesensial content. SlllCe. Without complete 
mastery of the phenomenological methexi and above all without security of 
procedure in this problem area, the understanding of the Temporal inter
pretation continually runs into difficulties. let us try to procure indirectly at 
least an idea of how a wealth of complex structures is implicit in the content 
ti the praesens belonging to handiness. 

Everything positive becomes particularly clear when seen from the side 
ti the privative. We cannot now pursue the reasons why that is so. 
Incidentally speaking, they lie equally in the nature of temporality and in 
that of the negation rooted in it. If the positive becomes particularly clarified 
by way of the privative. then for our problem this means that the Temporal 
interpretation of handiness in its sense of being must be more clearly 
attainable in orientation toward non-handiness. To understand this charac
terization of handiness from the direction of non-handiness. we must take 
note that the beings we encounter in everyday commerce have in a preemi
nent way the character of unobtrusiveness. We do not always and continually 
have explicit perception of the things surrounding us in a familiar environ
Ment. certainly not in such a way that we would be aware of them expressly 
as ~dy. It is precisely because an explicit awareness and assurance of their 
~mg at hand does not occur that we have them around us in a peculiar way, 
JUSt as they are in themselves. In the indifferent imperturbability of our 
CUstomary commerce with them. they become accessible precisely with 
rtgard to their unobtrusive presence. The presupposition for the possible 
~nim~ty of our dealing with things is. among others. the uninterrupted 
~ ~~y 01 that commerce. It must not be held up in its progress. At the basis 
a t Is ~ndlsturhcd imperturbability of our commerce with things. there lies 
Co J)ecuhar temporality which makes it possible to take a handy equipmental 
~:extur(. In such a way that we lose ourselves in it. The temporality of 
wha i!lg With c4uipmcnt is primarily an enpresenting. But. according to 
tio t Wa\ preViously said. there belongs to it a specific praesensial constitu
of ~t thl' horizon of the present, on the basis of which the specific presence 
~ e handy. in distinction. say. from what is merely at hand. extant. 
able mC\ antecedently intelligihle. The undisturbed character of imperturb-

commerce with the handy becomes visible as such if we contrast it with 
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the disturbed quality of the commerce. and indeed a distu.bance 
proceeds from the being itself with which we are dealing. 1h.a 

Equipmental contexture has the characteristic that the individual . 
of equipment are correlated among themselves with each other. not ~ 
general with reference to the inherent character of each but also in :: ... 
way that each piece of equipment has the place belonging to it. TIae",-oJ • 
piece of equipment within an equipmental contexture is always ~ 
with regard to the handy quality of the handy thing prescribed and ~ 
by the functionality totality. If a habitual procedure gets intenupted by th.t 
with which it is occupied. then the activity halts. and in fact in auc:b a .,., 
that the procedure does not simply break off but. as held up. maely_ 
explicitly upon that with which it has to do. The most severe caae in whida. 
habitual occupation of any sort can be interrupted and brought to a Wt 
occurs when some equipment pertinent to the equipmental contaIure is 
missing. Being missing means the unavailability of something odIIIWiIt 
handy. its un-handiness. The question is. How can something miIIiDg&l 
upon our attention? How can we become aware of something unavaIIIbIe? 
How is the uncovering of a missing thing possible? Is there any at d 
access to the unavailable and non-handy? Is there a mode of exbibjtjm d 
what is not handy? ObViously. for we also say "I see some that ale not""
What is the mode of access to the unavailable? The peculiar way in wIich 
the unavailable is uncovered in a specific mode is missing it. How is this DId 
of comportment ontologically possible? What is the temporalityofmillinl 
something? Taken formally. missing is the counter<omportment toJindirtC. 
The finding of something. however. is a species of enpresenting IO~ 
and consequently not-finding is a not-enpresenting. Is missing then a DOt
enpresenting. a not-letting something be encountered. an absence .. 
omission of an enpresenting? Is that how the matter really stands? ~ 
missing be a not-Ietting-encounter. although we have already said that ~ • 
the access to the unavailable as Ijuch? Missing is so little a not-enpreaen~ 
that its nature lies precisely in a specific mode of enpresenting. ~. 
not a not-finding of something. If we do not meet with something. this-: 
meeting doesn't always have to be a mis.<;ing it. This is expressed by filii 
circumstance that in such cases we can subsequently say "The t~ing not !It 

with-I can also miss it." Missing is the not-finding of somethang we!. 
been expecting as needed. In reference to our dealing with equipment . • 
the same as saying: what we need in use of the equipment itself. ~~ 
circumspective letting-function. in which we understand the .enco~ 9JI 
entity by way of its functionality. its in-order-to relations-an w~ 
expect a for-what and enpresent what is useful in bringing it about . 
there can we find that something is missing. Missing i!l a not-enprese~ 
not in the sense of a remaining away of the present. but rather an 
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~ting as a specific mode of the present in unity with an expecting and 
"'f"-ing of something available. Consequently. to missing. as a specific 
reW° senling. there corresponds not no horizon at all. but a specially modified 
::;n of the presen~. of praesens. To the ecs~is of the unenpresenting t~t 
snakes missing possible there belongs. the h~flzonal schema of ab~. ThiS 
modification of praesens to absens. In which praesens preserves Itself as 
modified. cannot be interpreted more precisely without entering upon a 
chaf3Cterization of this modification in general. that is. upon modification 
rJ praesens as not. as negative. and clarifying it in its interconnectedness 
vrith time. If circurnspective letting-function were not from the very outset 
an expectance. and if this expectance did not temporalize itself. as an 
ecstaSiS. in ecstatic unity with an enpresenting. hence if a pertinent hori
zonal schema were not antecedently unveiled in this ecstatic unity. if the 
Duein were not a temporal Dasein in the original sense of time. then the 
Duein could never find that something is missing. In other words. there 
would be lacking the possibility of an essential factor of commerce with and 
orientation within the intraworldly. 

Conversely. the possibility of being surprised by a newly emerging thing 
which does not appear beforehand in the customary context is grounded in 
this. that the expectant enpresenting of the handy is unexpectant of some
thing else which stands in a possible functionality connection with what is at 
first handy. Missing. however. is also not just the uncovering of the non
handy but an explicit enpresenting of what is precisely already and at least 
Itill handy. The absensial modification. precisely. of the praesens belonging 
to the enpresenting of commerce {with the handy J. the praesens being given 
with the missing. is what makes the handy become conspicuous. With this a 
fundamental but difficult problem lays claim to our attention. When we 
fonnally call the ab-sensial a negation of the praesensial. may it not be. 
~Iy. that a negative moment is constituting itself in the structure of the 

ang of the handy. that is. primarily in handiness? In fundamental terms. to 
~t .extent is a negative. a not. involved in Temporality in general and. 
:;Olntl~ ~ in temporality? We may even inquire to what extent time itself is 
~ndl~lon of possibility of nullity in general. Because the modification of 
to ns Into absens. of presence into absence-a modification belonging 
ets tern~orality (to the ecstasis of the present as well as to the other 
~ ~ I-has the character of negativity. of the not. of not-presencing. the 
c:ans~on ~nses as to where in general the root of this not lies. Closer 
111111' eratlon shows that the not and also the essential nature of the not. 
thatl~y: hkeWise can be interpreted only by way of the nature of time and 
tQ It;li only by starting from this that the possibility of modification-for 
the rnp e. the modification of presence into absence-can be explained. In 

end, Hegel is on the track of a fundamental truth when he says that 
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being and nothing are identical, that is. belong together. Of COurte 
more radical question is, What makes such a most original bel '.the 
together at all possible? ~ 

We are not well enough prepared to penetrate into this obscure ~ 
will suffice if it becomes clear how only by going back to ~.It 
Temporality, to the horizon of the ecstases, can light be shed on ~ 
interpretation of being-and in the first place the specific: mode of~ 
handiness and extantness. 

We may summarize by unfolding backward the foregoing expoeitioo or 
Temporality. The handiness of the handy is determined by way of 
praesens. Praesens belongs as horizonal schema to a present, which .:. 
poralizes itself as an ecstasis in the unity of a temporality which, in the,
before us, makes possible commerce with the handy. To this ~ 
to beings there belongs an understanding of being. because the tempoqIiz. 
ing of the ecstases-here that of the present-has intrinsicaUy pojecItd 
itself upon their [the ecstases'J horizon (praesens). The possibility of'lbe 
understanding of being lies in the circumstance that in making commerce 
with beings possible as the present. as ecstasis. the present has the harizoD 
of praesens. Temporality in general is ecstatic-horizonal seIf~ 
simply as such. on the basis of which the Dasein's transcendence is JDIibIt. 
Rooted in this transcendence is the Dasein's basic constitution, beiat-in
the-world. or care. which in tum makes intentionality possible. 

The Dasein, however-as we have said over and over-is the being ID 

whose existence the understanding of being belongs. A sufficiendyoriginal 
interpretation of the Dasein's basic constitution in general. the expoeitioDof 
temporality as such. must furnish the basis for clearing up by maDS of 
temporality-or more precisely by means of the horizonal schema af 
temporality, Temporality-the possibility of understanding being. If. tbeD. 
philosophical investigation from the beginning of antiquity-we ~y 
think. for example. of Parmenides: to gar auto nacin estin te kai einai.';: 
and thinking are the same; or of Heraclitus: being is the logos--o 
itself toward reason. soul. mind. spirit, consciousness. self-co~ 
subjectivity, this is not an accident and has so little to do with world-vifj 
that. instead. the admittedly still hidden basic content of the prob~ 
ontology as such pressed and directed scientific inquiry. The t~n~ 011 
the "subject"-not always uniformly unequivocal and clear-IS . (or 
the fact that philosophical inquiry somehow understood that the !:f froIIl 
every substantial philosophical problem could and had to be prOCU r#fI1 
an adequate elucidation of the "subject." For our part we have .-i~ 
positively that an adequate elucidation of the Dasein, achieved b~~ 
back to temporality, can alone prepare the ground for meaningfully pu'~-
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uestion about the possible understanding of being in general. Conse· 
the ~Iv. in the first part of our critical discussion of the basic ontological 
~Ie~s we pointed positively to the way the trend of inquiry aims at the 
r~ject. h.Ow it unc?nsciously demands a preparatory ontological inter
pretation 01 the Dasem. 

b) The Kantian interpretation of being and the problematic 
of Temporality [T emporaJjtit ] 

following this exposition of the being of the extant in general in the 
broadest sense with regard to praesens, we may now return briefly to the 
KmatUln thesis and our critique of it, so as to give this critique a more original 
foundation by the results achieved in the meantime. There will thus emerge 
an explicit confrontation between the Kantian interpretation of being and the 
Temporal problematic which has been developed. Kant's thesis asserts some
thing negative and something positive. Negatively, being is not a real 
predicate: positively, being equals position, existence (extantness) equals 
absolute position. Our criticism had to do with the positive content of the 
thais. We did not criticize it by opposing to it a so-called different 
standpoint from which then to playoff objections to it. Our aim in reverse 
was to go along with his thesis and his attempt at the interpretation of being 
and to inquire. in this attendant examination. what further clarification the 
thesis. its content. in itself requires if it is to remain tenable as substantiated 
by the phenomenon itself. Being is position; extant ness or, as Kant says, 
eUstence [Da.'>Cin} is absolute position or perception. We first ran into a 
~eristic ambiguity in the expression "perception." according to which 
It ~ns perceiving. perceived. and perceivedness. This ambiguity is not 
~idental but gives expression to a phenomenal fact. What we call percep· 
lIOn has an intrinsic structure that is so multiform-uniform that it makes 
!)OslIible this ambiguity of designation in different respects. What is desig. 
~ted .by perception is a phenomenon whose structure is determined by 
~~~tlonality. Inte~tionalit~, self-relation to something. seemed at first 
~I.to he somcthmg tnvlal. However. the phenomenon proved to be 
this In~ as SOOn as we recognized clearly that a correct understanding of 
1'1()( f;tructurl' has to be on its guard against two common errors which are 
ror:::. :)\'efcome .cven in p~eno~e~ology (erroneous ~jectivizing. er
~ta s,ubJl'ctlvlZmg). Intentionality IS not an extant relation between an 
cha III \uhjt.'Ct and an extant object hut is constitutive for the relational 
~acter ,,( the subject's comportment as such. As the structure of subject
thenPOrtrncnt. it is not something immanent to the subject which would 

1l(X-d supplementation by a transcendence; instead. transcendence. and 
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hence intentionality, belongs to the nature of the entity that compon. • 
intentionally. Intentionality is neither something objective nor SOrnaI.:...."-tr 
subjective in the traditional sense. --. 

In addition. we gained further essential insight regarding a factorb.L..._ 
ing essentially to intentionality. Not only do intentio and intenturn t:J:! 
to it but also each intentio has a directional sense, which must be in~ 
with reference to perception as follows. Extantness must be an~ 
understood if an extant entity is to be uncoverable as such; in the ~ 
ness of the perceived there is already present an understanding ~ the 
extantness of the extant. 

And with regard to perceivedness, too. there was the puzzle which 
recurred in the fourth thesis: perceivedness is a mode of uncoveredaea Iftd 
unveiledness, hence of truth. The perceivedness of the perceived is • 
detennination of the perceived extant entity and yet it has the mode of 
being not of that entity but rather of the percipient Dasein. Pen:eivednea. 
in a certain way objective. in a certain way subjective. and yet neither o£lhe 
two. In our first consideration of intentionality we stressed that tbequestiaD 
how directive sense. the understanding of being. belongs to intentio, and 
how intentio itself is possible as this necessary reference, is not em, 
unanswered in phenomenology but not even asked. This quatioD will 
occupy us later. 

We have thus found the answers for the positive completion cI our 
earlier critique. When Kant says that being equals perception, then in .. 
of the ambiguity of perception this cannot mean that being equals pen:av
ing; nor can it mean that being equals the perceived. the entity itseI£ But 
also it cannot mean that being equals perceivedness. equals positednea- Por 
perceivedness already presupposes an understanding of the being of the 
perceived entities. . 

We can now say that the unveiledness of an entity presupposes an illumiJll" 
tion, an understanding oj the being oj the entity. The unveiledness of s0me
thing is intrinsically related to what is unveiled; in the perceivedness ~~ 
perceived entity its being is already concomitantly understood. The ~ 
a being cannot be identified with the perceivedness of the perceived. e 
saw with reference to the perceivedness of the perceived that on the -: 
hand it is a determination of the perceived entity but on the ot~r ~ 
belongs to the perceiving-it is in a certain way objective and an a . it 
way subjective. But the separation of subject and object is inadequate, 
does not make possible any access to the unity of the pheno~en~n~ 

We know. however. that this self-direction toward somethmg, In dfI 
ality, is possible only if the Da..c;ein as such is intrinsically tTanscendent. l~ 
be transcendent only if the Dasein's basic constitution is grounded ~ 
inally in ecstatic-horizonal temporality. The whole of perception's inten 
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cturt ' of perceiving, perceived, and perceivedness-and that of every 
st~ mode of int~ntionality--:-i~ grounded in. th~ ecstatic-horizo~al.consti
tI. .00 of temporality. In perce\Vmg, the Dasem, 10 accordance WIth Its own 
tull portmental sense, lets that toward which it is directed. the {intended] 
CO~j' be encountered in such a way that it understands this entity in its 
~tJ ~ate character as an in-itself. This understanding is also present when 
~tiOn takes the form of illusion. In hallucination. too. the hallucinated 
(object} is underst~ in conform~ty with the ~irec~ional sense of the 
hallucination as an lllusory perCeptIOn, as somethmg mcarnately present. 
PercePtion. as intentional comportment having the directional sense men
~, is a distinctive mode of the enpresenting of something. The ecstasis 
of tilt present is the foundation for the specifically intention4l tTanscendence of 
tilt perception of extant entities. To an ecstasis as such. to the carrying away, 
there belongs a horizonal schema-as. for instance. praesens is the hori
zonal schema for the present. An understanding of being can already be 
present in intentional perception because the temporalizing of the «stasis 
• such, enpresenting as such. understands in its own horizon. thus by way 
of praesens, that which it enpresents. understanding it as something present 
[Anwesendes]. Put otherwise. a directional sense can be present in the 
intentionality of perception only if perception's direction understands itself 
by way of the horizon of the temporal mode that makes possible perceiving 
• such: the horizon of praesens. When Kant says. therefore, that ex.is
tern-that is. for us. extantness, being on or at hand-is perception, this 
thesis is extremely rough and misleading; all the same it points to the 
correct direction of the problem. On our interpretation. "being is percep
tion" now means: being is an intentional comportment of a peculiar sort. 
namely. enpresenting; it is an ccstasis in the unity of temporality with a 
~a of its own. praesens. "Being equals perception." when interpreted in 
~glOal phenomenolOgical terms. means: being equals presence, praesens. 

t. the same time. it thus turns out that Kant interprets being and being
exIStent exactly as ancient philosophy does. for which that which is is the 
~keirn('non. which has the character of ousia. In Aristotle's time ousia in 
~ everyday. pre-philosophical sense is still equivalent to property, estate. 
G t as a philosophical term it signifies presence. Of course. like Kant. the 
th~h had hardly the least knowledge that they were interpreting being in 
ti e sen~(' of the extant in its extantness. its mere being at hand, by way of 
be~e. or from what original context they had drawn this interpretation of 
~ ng. In!>tead. they followed the immediate propensity of the existent 
in ~~n .. which. in its everyday mode of being. u~derstan~'I be~ngs ~rst of all 
l' e ~t ns(, of the extant and understand .. the bemg ofbemgs In an Inchoate 
by rnporal manner. Reference to the fact that the Greeks understood being 

Way of the present. by means of praesens. is a confirmation not to be 
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overestimated for our interpretation of the possibility of undema ..... , 
being by time: but it nevenheless does not establish it basically. ~ 
testimony that in our own interpretation of being we are attern:.!.
nothing other than the repetition of the problems of ancient Phi1osaPb,~ 
order to radicalize them in this repetition by their own selves. III 

We can continue to clarify the Temporal content of Kant's thesis that ~ 
equals perception by a brief explication of its negative content, ~ 
which being is not a real predicate. does not belong to the res or real ~ 
content of the being. Being. existence. is for Kant. rather. a logiccd ~ 
He says once in a posthumously published manuscript on ~: 
"Accordingly. all concepts are predicates; however. they signify ~ 
things or their position: the former is a real predicate. the latter IDe:ltIy a 
logical predicate. "1 In Temporal language. this means that a being CIIl Do 

doubt be found as extant in an enpresenting. but this enpresentiDg W 
does not let the being of the extant entity be encountered as such. ADd,., 
what is meant by "the being of that which an enpresenting lets be entoIJD. 

tered" becomes intelligible. precisely, only in one with the enpreaeatiugci 
something extant and is already antecedently intelligible in that eupeseut_ 
ing. What Kant calls a "logical predicate" can only be understood ill ID 

enpresenting if praesens belongs to the enpresenting's ecstatic ptojec:doo: 
and only from this as its source can that predicate be drawn for a predica
tion. Kant says: "Anyone who denies existence [the extantness of a being! 
removes the thing with all its predicates. Existence [extantness] can iDdeed 
be a logical predicate but never a real predicate of a thing."2 To deny the 
existence, extantness. of a being. to assert non-existence. means to say .. his 
not extant." Kant calls this denial of extantness removing the being with all 
its predicates. Conversely then-it could be said in supplementation-the 
assertion "A exists" is not a removing. not a removere but an ~ 
Admovere. however. means "to draw near," "to bring or place near," "to ~ 
encounter." an enpresenting of a being as such. The addition "as such 
means: the entity taken in its own self. not with regard to any rela~..:~ 
another and not with regard to relations subsisting within its esser
content. but the entity in itself. not relatively but a~olutely i~.its ~-! 
Kant therefore defines existence as absolute pos1t1on. PosltlOn. ~ t°and 
interpreted here again as we interpreted perception: not the POS1t~ is 
not the posited and also not positedness: instead. being is, that w.tuch(JVll' 
already understood in positing as the letting-stand of somet~tng.on lts~ 
self: it is what is already understood in positing as a specific anten 

-----I. Academv edition. vol 17 (vol. 4 of div 3). No 4017. p, :~7 IImmanucl J(J12'o 
(;~5<lmrn~lt" S.:hriJt,n (Jk'rlin and !\l'W York: W de (;ru)1er. 190211 

2. Ibid. 
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rtment according to its directional sense: the thing's being-stood
coro~ts_own-self with all its predicates. the self-determined presence of a 
~~ Onl\' through Temporal interpretation does Kant's assertion that 
th~~ cqua'is position, so striking at first. acquire a realizable sense, which 
~ Neo-Kantians have fundamentally misunderstood, Kant obviously did 

t intend his proposition that being equals position to mean that the 
~ject would first create the thing and bring it into being out of its own self; 
inStead, he surely understood the equivalence of being and position in the 
way we have in~erpreted.h~m. without having the possibility of bringing this 
understanding mto expliCit conceptual form. because he lacked the means 
for an original interpretation, Being as a so-called logical predicate already 
lies latently at the basis of everything real. It is precisely because Kant bases 
the problem of being on the proposition. in a genuinely Greek way (logos). 
that he must of necessity fail to recognize the essential differences and 
therefore [the essential} interrelations. Real and logical predication differ 
not only by the content of the predicates but primarily by the understanding 
that receives expression through the corresponding assertion as the inter
pretation of what is understood, In Kant the phenomenologically decisive 
thing remains obscure. namely. that in asserting existence, extantness. some 
being is indeed always intended. but the understanding does not look to that 
entity as such in order to derive being from it as an existent predicate. The 
glance of understanding in the assertion of being looks toward something 
else. which. however. is already understood precisely in commerce with 
beings and in access to them. Expressed in T emporallanguage. the enpre
Itnting of something has. as such. a reference to beings; but this means that 
as ecstasis it lets that for which it is open be encountered in the light of its 
OIVn-the enpresenting's-horizon, which thus is itself assertible in the 
en~esenting of something. If we stay within the assertion of the being of an 
elUstcrlt entity. "A is," but existence {in the sense of extantnessJ is not a real 
;:ennination of the existent. there remains to us the possibility of turning 
~ from the real reference to the subject. However. this is not the case. 

,use bemg means praesens and praesens constitutes precisely the ec
~IIC hOri7.on which the Da..'lCin. as temporal already understands. and in 
~nderstand<; in the ecstasis. in the removal. and therefore not at all in 
as I tlon on the subject. In reference to the Kantian interpretation of being 
caJ.~lcal predicate, it therefore becomes doubtful whether the term "Iogi
Co I!; vilhd here. But the reason why Kant calls being a logical predicate is 
it ~~;kd With his ontological. that is. t~ansc~nden~al. mode ~f in~iry. a.nd 
We .h S usto a fundamental confrontation with thiS type of mqUiry. whICh 
Re ~ all dISCU.<;s in the context of the interpretation of the Critique of Pure 
~~n n('xt semester, With reference to the Temporal interpretation of the 

tng of the extant by means of praescns. in comparison with the Kantian 
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interpretation of being as position. it should have become clear _ 
phenomenological interpretation affords the possibility of 0(>erling Oldy a 
positive understanding of the Kantian problems and his solutions of ~ 
which means putting the Kantian problem on a phenomenal basis. We __ 
not yet discussed the question of how far the manner of co~ 
investigations hitherto has been phenomenological and what "P~ 
logical" means here. This will be dealt with in connection with the Qpoai. 
tions of the following paragraph. 

§22. Bring and beings. 
n. ontological dtlTerftIU 

a) temporality [ZeitlichkeitJ. Temporality 
[TemporalititJ. and ontological difference 

As ecstatic-horizonal unity of temporalizing. temporality is the c:cmdidoD fi 
possibility of transcendence and thus also the condition of possibility m the 
intentionality that is founded in transcendence. Because of ita ICItIdc 
character. temporality makes possible the being of a being which It a" 
deals existently with others and. as thus existent. deals with beings .. bmdJ 
or as extant. Temporality makes possible the Dasein's comportmeDt •• 
comportment toward beings, whether toward itself. toward othen. 01 

toward the handy or the extant. Because of the unity of the horir,aaal 
schemata that belongs to its ecstatic unity, temporality makes poasa,&e the 
understanding of being. so that it is only in the light of this understandiDIaf 
being that the Dasein can comport itself toward its own self. towaJd otben 
as beings. and toward the extant as beings. Because temporality CJC)PItiNCIeI 
the basic constitution of the being we call the Dasein. to which entity := 
understanding of being belongs as determination of its existenCe. . 
because time constitutes the original self-projection pure and simple. beiJII 
is already always unveiled-hence beings are either disclosed or ~ 
ed-in every factical Dasein, since it exists. The pertinent horizonal ~ 
mata are projected with and in the temporalizing of the ecstases-this = 
intrinsically involved in the nature of removal to .-and in such a ~ 
fact, that the ecstatically. hence intentionally. structured compo . ilS 
toward something always understand this something as a being. ~nce :.
being. But it is not necessary that comportment toward a be~~. _.:.11 
though it understands the being of that being. must explic~tly .dist~ 
this understood being of the being from the being toward which It ~. 
itself. and it is still less necessary that this distinction between being beiJII 
being should be comprehended conceptually at all. On the contrary. 
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. If is even treated at first like a being and explained by means of 
:erminations of beings. as at the beginning of ancient philosophy. When 
!hales answers the question What is that which is? by saying "Water." he is 
here explaining beings by means of a being. something that is, although at 
bottom he is seeking to determine what that which is, is as a being. In the 
question he therefore understands something like being. but in the answer 
he interprets being as a being. This type of interpretation of being then 
remains customary in ancient philosophy for a long time afterward, even 
after the essential advances made by Plato and Aristotle in formulating the 
problems, and at bottom this interpretation has remained the usual one in 
philosophy right down to the present day. 

In the question as to what that which is, is as something that is-what a 
being is as a being-being is treated like a being. Nevertheless. although 
unsuitably interpreted. it is still made a problem. Somehow the Dasein 
knows about something like being. Since it exists. the Dasein understands 
being and comports itself toward beings. The distinction between being and 
beings is there fist do.}, latent in the Dasein and its existence. even if not in 
explicit awareness. The distinction is there, ist do. {i.e. exists}; that is to say. it 
has the mode of being of the Dasein: it belongs to existence. Existence 
means, as it were. "to be in the performance of this distinction." Only a soul 
that can make this distinction has the aptitude. going beyond the animal's 
soul. to become the soul of a human being. The distinction betWMI being and 
IIftngs is temporalized in the temporalizing of temporality. Only because this 
distinction is always already temporalizing itself on the basis of temporality 
and conjointly with temporality and is thus somehow projected, and thus 
~veiled, can it be known expressly and explicitly and. as known. be 
Interrogated and. a. .. interrogated. investigated and. as investigated, concep
tually comprehended. The distinction between being and beings is pre
~ically there, without an explicit concept of being. latent in the Dasein's 
~ct'. As such it can become an explicitly understood difference. On the 
~IS of temporality there belongs to the Dasein's existence the immediate 
unity of the understanding of being and comportment toward beings. Only 
beca~~e this distinction belongs to existence can the distinction become 
~llClt in different ways. Becau.'Ie when this distinction between being and 
~gs becomes explicit the terms distinguished contrast with each other, 
flog g. th~reb)' becomes a possible theme for conceptual comprehension 
\\the ()<;J. I'or this reason we call the distinction between being and beings. 
Diffi n It I" :arried out explicitly. the ontological difference {die ontologische 
to! ~('nz/. fhis explicit accomplishment and the development of the on
~ oglcal difference is therefore also, since it is founded on the L>a.'lCin's 
D;.;'Iten~e. not arbitrary and incidental but a basic componment of the 

seln In which ontology. that is, philosophy. constitutes itself as a science. 
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To comprehend the possibility and character of this constituting of ~ 
phy as science in the Dasein's existence, a few prefatory retnarka 
necessary about the concept of science in general. In connection With ~ 
we s~al.1 try to sh~w that phiJ~~~hy ~ a ~ience is no arbi~ra.ry whUn of thia 
Dasem s but that Its free possiblhty. Its eXlstentlell necessity. is f0UN.it4 the 
the Dasein's essential nature. on 

b) temporality (Zeitlichkeit J and the objectification of beiDp 
(positive science) and of being (philosophy) 

The concept of philosophy, as well as that of the I'IOn-philosophic4l--. 
can be expounded only by way of a properly understood concept ci the 
Dasein. It is only by this exposition that a clear foundation can be giwn for 
what we asserted dogmatically at the beginning of these lectures when "" 
differentiated philosophy as a science from the formation of a worIcMiew 
on the one hand and from the positive sciences on the other. Science ill 
kind of cognition. Cognition has the basic character of unveiIiDg. We 
characterized the unveiledness of something as truth. &ience is a ... ri 
cognizing for the sake of unveiledness as such. Truth is a determinadoa (I 
warranty or responsibility) of the Dasein. that is. a free and freely .... 
possibility of its existence. Science. as a specific type of cognition for the 
sake of unveiJedness. is a possibility of existing in the sense of a talk tbatcan 
be freely taken up and freely worked out. Science is cognizing for the uri 
unveiledness as such. What is to be unveiled should become man;t'at, 
solely in view of its own self. in whatever its pure essential character .. 
specific mode of being maybe. What is to be unveiled is the sole QOUrt J 
appeal of its determinability. of the concepts that are suitable for interprd
ing it. As a specific type of cognition thus described. science consQtuta 
itself essentially on the basis of what is in each instance already in ~-J 
given. What is already unveiled pre-scientifically can become an ~ 
scientific investigation. A scientific investigation constitutes itself in the ~ 
tification of what has somehow alTeady been unveiled beforehand. . ur/tId 

What does this mean? The objectification will differ depen~ 011 rJ 
and how something is given. Now we see that with the factic~ eX1St~ 
the Dasein beings are always already unveiled or given; and 10 theei.1ed ~ 
standing of being that goes with them. being is also already unv . . 
given. Beings and being are unveiled. though still without. diffe~nuatiOj 
nevertheless with equal originality. Moreover. with the factlCal eXJst~nce are 
the Dasein two essential fundamental possibilities of objecti~tI~. 
posited. both of which-since being is always the being of a belDg. 
being as a being always is-are intrinsically related to each other ~ 
of their fundamental diversity. Because the carrying out of the dist 
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n being and beings is always already proceeding in the Dasein's 
~alitY. temporality is the fOOt and the groundfor both the pouibility and, 
tttn rly understood, the factical necasity of the objectijication of the given 
P~ and the given being. The given beings are to be met with directly in the :iCal Dasein in the direction in which its existentiell comportment tends. 
BeingS are given in the distinctive sense that it is exactly they which lie in 
vif:tII in a primary way for the Dasein and its existence. Beings are just 
simply present there: that which is is the positum {what is laid down there/, 
and indeed it is present not only as nature in the broadest sense but also as 
l)asein itself. The positive sciences constitute themselves in the objectifica
tion of beings where the objectification holds itself in the direction of the 
tendency of everyday direct apprehension. 

Being is indeed also already unveiled in the understanding of being; 
aevertheless. the Dasein as existent does not comport itself toward being as 
such directly. not even to its own being as such in the sense that it might 
perhaps understand its being ontologically; but since the Dasein is occupied 
with its own ability-ta-be. this can-be is understood primarily as the can-be 
fi the being that in each case I myself am. Being is, to be sure, also familiar 
and consequently in some manner given. but it is not to be met with in the 
direction of tendency of everyday-factical existence as comportment toward 
beings. The objectification of that which is. in which the positive sciences 
variously constitute themselves in conformity with the intrinsic content and 
mode ofbeing of the specific region of being, has its center in the projection. 
in each case, of the ontological constitution of the beings which are to 
become objects. This projection of the ontological constitution of a region 
~beings. which is the essential nature of the objectification that is founda
~ for the positive sciences. is nevertheless not an ontological investiga
tion of the being of the beings in question. but still has the character of pre
ontological awareness. into which. to be sure. an already available knowl
~ of ontological determinations of the relevant beings can enter and 
~Ily always does enter. It was thus that modem natural science con
Iti~t~ itself in the objectification of nature by way of a mathematical 
~ectlon of nature. In this projection the basic determinations were ex
ter lted Which belong to nature in general. although their ontological charac
~as ~ot re~ized.. Galileo. who accomplished this primary step, devel
tone thiS projection from and in a knowledge about basic ontological 
fro ept!> of nature like motion. space, time. matter. which he took over 
0IIe Ill.anclent philosophy or from Scholasticism. without mere'y taking them 
the r ~ this specific form. We cannot here enter further into the problems of 
the 0 jectlficatlon that is constitutive for the positive sciences in the sense of 
the pro~~tion of the constitution of being. We need only keep in mind that 

lJosihlle sciences of beings, too. precisely in what first of all gives them 
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their validity. relate necessarily if only pre-ontologically to the being of ...... -
This. however. does not mean that they already explicitly enct"oacb ~,., 
the domain of ontology. ~ 

Our question aims at the objectification of being as such. at the 
essential possibility of objectification. in which philosophy is ~ 
constitute itself as science. to 

Being is familiar in the Dasein's factical existence-whether sc:ientific 
pre-scientific-but the factical Dasein is disoriented with reference to ~ 
Beings are not only familiar but present. right on hand. The n...! 
comports itself directly only to beings. for which the understanding cibeins 
is controlling. Fundamentally the objectification of being is alwaya PGIImJe. 
since being is in some way unveiled. But the direction of the PJId,le 
projection of being as such is too doubtful. indefinite. and insec:umtopther 
it as an object expressly from this projection. After our earlier dW. ...... 
no further allusions are needed to make dear that at first and for a laagtime 
original temporality. not to say Temporality. and hence that uponwhicbwe 
have projected being in order to make being the object of TemponI 
interpretation. remains hidden. But it is not only temporality that is COD

cealed although something like time always announces itself; eYeD IDOft 

well-known phenomena. like that of transcendence. the phenomena rl 
world and being-in-the-world. are covered over. Nevertheless. they am DOl 

completely hidden. for the Dasein knows about something like eao IDII 
other. The concealment of transcen<k>nce is not a total unawareDl!ll 1M. 
what is much more fateful. a misunderstanding. a faulty interpetatioo. 
Faulty interpretations. misunderstandings. put much more stubborn .... 
des in the way of authentic cognition than a total ignorance. However. -
faulty interpretations of transcendence. of the basic relationship tI the 
Dasein to beings and to itself. are no mere defects of thought or.~ 
They have their reason and their necessity in the Dasein's own ~ 
existence. In the end, these faulty interpretations mwt be made. SO that the 
Dasein may reach the path to the true phenomena by correcting ~ 
Without our knowing where the faulty interpretation lies. we can ~ ~ 
persuaded that there is also a faulty interpretation conceal~ Within It 
Temporal interpretation of being as such. and again no arblt~ o~'.., 
would run counter to the sense of philosophizing and of every SCle~ .,baI 
were not willing to understand that a fundamental untruth d~ells With bel" 
is actually seen and genuinely interpreted. The history of philosophy ,pd 
witness how. with regard to the horizon essentially necessary for them ~ 
to the assurance of that horizon. all ontological interpretations ~ ~thr 
a groping about than an inquiry clear in its method. Even the basIC ~ e/fI 
constitution of ontology. of philosophy. the objectification of be!f'tbif 
projection of being upon the horizon of its understandability, and prec Y 
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. act. is delivered up to uncertainty and stands continually in danger of 
~ICg reversed. because this objectification of being must necessarily move 
btU'! prOjective direction that runs counter to everyday comportment toward 
~gs. for this reason th~ projection ~fbe~ng itself necessarily becomes an 

tical projection. or else It takes the direction toward thought. comprehen
on n soul. mind. spirit. subject. without understanding the necessity of an 
S1~g;naIlY preparatory ontological disposition of precisely these areas. in 
on her words. the necessity of being serious about its work. For it is said that 
~ject and consciousness must not be remed. must not be treated as a 
purely extant thing; this has been heard for a long time at every philosoph i
aI street-comer; but now even this is no longer heard. 

Our account of the ontological interpretation of the handy in its handi
ness showed that we project being upon praesens. hence upon Temporality. 
Because Temporal projection makes possible an objectification of being and 
assures conceptualizability. and thereby constitutes ontology in general as a 
science. we call this science in distinction from the positive sciences the 
Temporal science. All of its interpretations are developed by following the 
guidance of an adequately presented temporality in the sense of Tem
poraIity. All the propositions of ontology are Temporal propositions. Their 
truths unveil structures and possibilities of being in the light of Tem
porality. All ontological propositions have the character of Temporal truth, 
writas temporalis. 

By our analysis of being-in-the-world. we showed that transcendence 
belongs to the Dasein's ontological constitution. The Duein is itself the 
transcendent. It oversteps itself-it surpasses itselfin transcendence. Tran
scendence first of all makes possible existence in the sense of comporting 
oneself to oneself as a being. to others as beings. and to beings in the sense 
of either the handy or the extant. Thus transcendence ah such. in the sense 
~ OUr interpretation. is the first condition of possibility of the understand-
1Il~ of being. the first and nearest upon which an ontology has to project 
being. The objectification of being can first be accomplished in regard to 
~~endence_ The science of being thus constituted we call the science that 
~res and interprets in the light of transcendence properly understood: 
~ende"tal science. To be sure. this concept of transcendental science 
Pos' . not COincide directly with the Kantian; but we are certainly in a 
the 1(101) to explicate by means of the more original concept of transcendence 
PhilKanhan Idea of the transcendental and of philosophy as transcendental 

;sopny in their basic tendencies. 
tern (> showed. however. that transcendence. on its part. is rooted in 
ftQ !>orillaty .md thus in Temporality. Hence time is the primary horizon of 
It i:7endental science, of ontology. or, in short. it is the transcendental horizon. 

Or this rea. .. on that the title of the first pan of the investigation of Being 
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and Time reads "The interpretation of Dasein in terms of temporality 
the explication of time as the transcendental horizon for the question JI~ 
being." Ontology is at bottom Temporal science: therefore phil~ 
understood in the proper sense and not taken straightway in a ~J. 
sense. is transcendental philosophy-but not conversely. ~ 

c) Temporality IT emporalitit 1 and a priori of being_ 
The phenomenological method of ontology 

Because they are assertions about being in the light of time prcpedy 
understood. all ontological propositions are Temporal propositions. his 
only because ontological propositions are Temporal propositions that they 
can and must be a priori propositions. It is only because ontology is I 

Temporal science that something like the a priori appears in it. A priori 
means "from the earlier" or "the earlier." "Earlier" is patendy a __ 
determination. If we have been observant. it must have occurred to US that in 
our explications we employed no word more frequently than theexpraaiou 
"already." It "already antecedently" lies at the ground; "it must always 
already be understood beforehand"; where beings are encountered. being 
has "already beforehand" been projected. In using all of these temponl. 
really Temporal. terms we have in mind something that the tradJtionliDce 
Plato calls the a priori. even if it may not use the very term itself. In the 
preface to his Metaphysische Anfangsgrunde der Natu~ [Meta
physical principles of natural science}. Kant says: "Now to cognize s0me
thing a priori means to cognize it from its mere possibility. "1 Consequently. 
a priori means that which makes beings as beings possible in UJIuJt and ,.. 
they are. But why is this possibility or. more precisely. this determinaDtoC 
possibility labeled by the term "earlier"? Obviously not because we ~ 
nize it earlier than beings. For what we experience first and foremost II 
beings. that which is: we recognize being only later or maybe even not I! all. 
This time-determination "earlier" cannot refer to the temporal ~rder II: 
by the common concept of time in the sense of intratemporallt}'. ~ the 
other hand. it cannot be denied that a time-determination is present IJ\ the 
concept of the a priori. the earlier. But. because it is not seen bOVI 
interpretation of being necessarily occurs in the horizon of time. the ~ 
has to be made to explain away the time-determination by me~. ~ the 

- priori. Some go so far as to say that the a priori-the essent,ahtle5-'.....J. 
determination of beings in their being-is extratemporal. supratern~ 
timeless. That which does the enabling. the possibilities are characte 

------I. Kant. W .... ~ (Ca5.\irer). vol. -t. p. 372. 
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. time.determination. the earlier. because in this a priori nothing of time 
~} a poSt.>d to be present. hence lucus a non lucendo? Believe it if you wish. 
is s3'n the other hand. it is also characteristic of the state of philosophical 
. ir), today and has been for a long time that. while there has been 
~si\'e controversy about whether or not the a priori can be known. it has 
eld er occurred to the protagonists to ask first what could really have been 
nev ant by the fact that a time-determination turns up here and why it must 
rntm up at all. To be sure, as long as we orient ourselves toward the common 
:ncept of time we are at an impasse, and negatively it is no less than 
consistent to deny dogmatically that the a priori has anything to do with 
tiJne. Hov.'ever. time in the sense commonly understood. which is our topic 
here. is indeed only one derivative, even if legitimate. of the original time. 
on which the Dasein's ontological constitution is based. It is only by means of 
tM Temporality of the understanding of being that it Cdn be explained why the 
ontological determinations of being haw the character of apriority. We shall 
attempt to sketch this briefly, so far as it permits of being done along 
general lines. 

We have seen that all comportment toward beings already understands 
being. and not just incidentally: being must necessarily be understood 
pacursorily (pre-cedently). The possibility of comportment toward beings 
demands a precursory understanding of being. and the possibility of the 
uoderstanding of being demands in its tum a precursory projection upon 
time. But where is the final stage of this demand for ever further precursory 
conditions? It is temporality itself as the basic constitution of the Dasein. 
Temporality. due to its horizonal-ecstatic nature. makes possible at once the 
understanding of being and comportment toward beings; therefore. that 
Vihich does the enabling as well as the enablings themselves. that is. the 
~ibilities in the Kantian sense. are "temporal." that is to say. Temporal. 
~ ~~ir specific interconnection. Because the original determinant of pos
:!ty. the origin of possibility itself. is time. time temporalizes itself as the 

lutely earliest. Time is earlier than any possible earlier of whatever sort. :aUSe it is the basic condition for an earlier as such. And because time as 
h~rce of all enablings (possibilities) is the earliest. all possibilities as il: ~n their possibility-making function have the character of the earlier. 

the t. IS to say. they a.rt' a priori. But. from the fact that time is the earliest in 
fau ~nse of being the possibility of every earlier and of every a priori 
be' n tlrmal ordering. it does not follow that time is ontically the first 
~ng: nur does it follow that time is forever and eternal. quite apart from 

Wlllpropriety of calling time a being at aU. 
Part e haw heard that the Da .. ein dwells daily and first and for the most 
in thSOlely With beings. even though it must already have understood being 

at very process and in order to accomplish it. However. because the 
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Dasein spends itself on and loses itself in that which is, in beings, both . 
itself, the Dasein, and in the sort of beings that it itself is not, the ~ 
knows nothing about its having ~t!eCl<!t u!!.~rstood beif! Factiadl 
existent Dasein has forgotten this prius. Accordingly, if ing, wtuJ ~ 
already always been understood "earlier," is to become an express ~ 
then the objectification of this prius, which was forgotten. must have tilt 
character of a coming back to what was already once and already earlier 
understood. Plato. the discoverer of the a priori. also saw this character or 
the objectification of being when he characterized it as anamnesis, rec:oIIec
tion. We shall furnish only some brief evidence for this from one of the 
main dialogues for these contexts, the Phaedrus. 

Ou gar he ge mepote idousa ten aletheian eis tode hexei to schema. Dei 
gar anthropon sunienai kat' eidos legomenon. ek pollon ion aisthaeoo eia 
hen 10gismo sunairoumenon . touto d'estin anamnesis ekeinon ha pot' eidm 
hemon he psuche sumporeutheisa theo kai huperidousa ha nun einai pba. 
men, kai anakupsasa eis to on ontos. Dio de dikaios mone pteroutai he tog 

philosophou dianoia . pros gar ekeinois aei estin mneme kata dunamin. pIOI 

hoisper theos on theios estin. 2 

For a soul which has never seen the truth, which does not understand the 
truth in general as such. can never take on the human form; for man. In 
conformity with his mode of being, must understand by addraaing that 
which is in regard to its essence, its being. in such a way that starting from 
the multiplicity of perceived [beings] he draws it back to a single concept. 
This conceptual cognition of beings in their being is a recollection ofwbat 
our soul saw previously, that is, precursorily-what it saw when foUowinI 
God and thus taking no notice of what we now, in everyday exi,stence. call 
that which is. and in this disregard raising up its head above beings toward 
the true being. toward being itself. Therefore, it is just that the thinking tJ 
the philosopher alone is truly fitted with wings, for this thinking, as far II 
possible, always stays with the things in which God, abiding, is for~": 
reason divine. Plato points above all to the Phaedo for the corresl-"":'-J 
interpretation of learning and knowing in general and the foundatiOn . 
learning in recollection: hoti hemin he mathesis ouk allo ti e anamnes
tugchanei ousa;J learning itself is nothing but recollection. The ascent; 
being from the depths of beings. by means of conceptual thought of 
e~nce, hao; the characte.r of the recollection of som~thing already~ 
vlously seen. Expressed Without the myth of the soul. thiS means t~t 6J$t 
has the character of the prius which the human being. wh~ is fa~ba( the 
and foremost merely with beings, hao; forgotten. The hberatlon 0 

----2. Plalo (Burnell. Pluudnu, Z,,<j'5-'6. [In Pia/Mis a~a, t"CI John Burnel. vol. 2.) 
3. Plalo (Burnell. Phtlftlo, 71:'"5 f. [In Pla/arlLS ~a. t~1 John nurnM. \'01. 1.1 
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red cave dwellers from the cave and their turning around to the light is 
fett~ing but a drawing oneself back from this oblivion to the recollection of 
~ pri~s. in which there lies enclosed the enabling of understanding being 

itself. 
Bv means of this reference we have made known the connection of 
~tv with Temporality merely in its basic features. All a priori Tern
~I"':'all philosophical-concept formation is fundamentally opposed to 
that of the positive sciences. To recognize this adequately. further penetra
tion is required into the mystery of apriority and the method of cognition of 
the a priori. The center of development of ontological inquiry in general lies 
in the exposition of the Dasein's temporality. specifically in regard to its _ 
Temporal function. Here we must in all sobriety understand clearly that I 
temporality is in no way something that is to be beheld in some superabun- I 

dant and enigmatic intuition; it discloses itself only in conceptual labor of a 
specific sort. But also it is not merely hypothetically supposed at th~ 
beginning without our having some vision of it itself. We can follow it quite 
well in the basic features of its constitution, unveil the possibilities of its 
ternporalization and its modifications, but only in going back from the 
factually concrete nature of the Dasein's existence, and this means in and 
from orientation to that being [SeiendenJ which is unveiled along with the 
Dasein itself and is encountered for the Dasein. 

Surveying the whole we note that in the Dasein's existence there is an 
essentially twofold possibility of objectification of the given. Factually, the 
possibility of two basic types of science is initially established with the 
Dasein's existence: objectification of beings as positive science; objectifica
tion of being as Temporal or transcendental science. ontology. philosophy. 
There exists no comportment to beings that would not understand being. 
No understanding of being is possible that would not root in a comport
Illent toward beings. Understanding of being and comportment to beings 
do not come together only afterward and by chance; always already latently 
f>rese~t in the Dasein's existence, they unfold as summoned from the 
:atlc-horizonal constitution of temporality and as made possible by it in 

r belongmg together. As long as this original belonging together of 
~.rnportment toward beings and understanding of being is not conceived 
da means of temporality. philosophical inquiry remains exposed to a double 
~ger. to whico it has succumbed over and over again in its history until 
With' [noc: everything ontical is dissolved into the ontological (Hegel), 
onlo~lIt IOsl~ht in~o the ground of possibil~ty of ontol~ itself; o~ else the 
und oglcal,.s dented altogether and explamed away ontlcally. Without an 
llar ef!;tandlOg of the ontological presupposit ions which every ontical expla
vadon already harbors as such within itself. This double uncertainty per-

109 thc- whole of the philosophical tradition until the present time. on 
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the side of the ontological as well as that of the ontical. this lack 
radically founded understanding of the problem, also has over and 0( l 

again either impeded the assurance and development of the method ~ 
ontology, of scientific philosophy, or prematurely distorted any ~ 
approaches that were actually achieved. 

As a method however, the method of ontology is nothing but the 
of the steps involved in the approach to being as such and the e1abo~ 
its structures. We call this method of ontology P~. In mort 
precise language, phenomenological investigation is explicit effort applied 
to the method of ontology. However, such endeavors. their IIUC:t.eas or 
failure. depend primarily. in accordance with our discussion. on bot, far 
phenomenology has assured for itself the object of philosophy-bow &r. in 
correspondence with its own principle, it is unbiased enough in the flee or 
what the things themselves demand. We cannot now enter any further into 
the essential and fundamental constituent parts of this method. In fact. we 
have applied it constantly. What we would have to do would be menlyto 
go over the course already pursued, but now with explicit reflectioo OIl it. 
But what is most essential is first of all to have traversed the whole pith 
once, so as, for one thing, to learn to wonder scientifically about the myary 
of things and. for another. to banish all illusions. which settle down mdnat 
with particular stubbornness precisely in philosophy. 

There is no such thing as the one phenomenology, and if theIe c:ouId be 
such a thing it would never become anything like a philosophical technique. 
For implicit in the essential nature of all genuine method as a path toWaJd 
the disclosure of objects is the tendency to order itself always toWUd that 
which it itself discloses. When a method is genuine and provides access to 

the objects. it is precisely then that the progress made by following it and 
the growing originality of the disclosure will cause the very method that ~ 
used to become necessarily obsolete. The only thing that is trUly new.11J 
science and in philosophy is the genuine questioning and struggle with 
things which is at the service of this questioning. . 

In this struggle. however. and even without useless polemiCS. thec:onflicl 
is carried on with what today more than ever before threatens phil~ 
from all the precincts of intellectual life: the formation. of wo~d.~ 
magic. and the positive sciences that have forgotten their own l~' 
Kant's time the forces mentioned first-the formation of world·~' 
magic. myth-were called philosophy of feeling. GefUhlsphil~ 
What Kant. the first and last scientific philosopher in the gr~d style ..,ell 
Plato and Aristotle. had to say against the philosophy of feeling ~ 
close these lectures. If our course itself never attained it. Kant's the 
may nevertheless summon us to sobriety and real work. We quote from 
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rt essay 'Von einem neuerdings erhobenen vomehmen Ton in der 
~losophiC" {On a genteel tone recently sounded in philosophy] (1796). 
~t here comes to speak of Plato and distinguishes between Plato the 

.demic and Plato-as he says-the "letter-writer." "Plato the academic, :reforc. though not of his own fault (for he employed his intellectual 
. tuitions only backward for the purpose of elucidating the possibility of a :nthetiC cognition a priori, not forward in order to expand it by those Ideas 
.,.,hich ,,"-ere legible in the divine understanding), became the father of all 
enthusiasm in philosophy. But I would not wish to confuse Plato the 
lrtte1\Vriter (recently translated into German) with the academic."· Kant 
quotes one passage from Plato's seventh epistle, which he adduces as 
evidence for Plato himself as an enthusiast. 

Who does not see here the mystagoge, who gushes not merely for himself 
but is at the same time a c1ubbist and in speaking to his adepts in contrast 
with the people (meaning all the uninitiated) really puts on cain with his 
alleged philosophy! May I be permitted to cite a few modem examples of this 
elegance. In modem mystical-Platonic language ~ read. "All human philos
ophy can only depict the dawn: of the sun we can only have a presentiment ... 
But really. no one can have a presentiment of a sun if he hasn't already seen 
one; for it could very ~U be that on our globe day regularly foUowed night 
(u in the Mosaic story of creation) without anyone ever being able to see a 
sun. because of the constantly overcast sky, and all our usual business could 
still follow illi proper course according to this alternation (of days and 
seasons I. Nevenheless, in such circumstances a true philosopher would 
indeed not surmw a sun (for that's not his thing). but perhaps he could still 
clrfibtt.au about whether this phenomenon might not be explained by 
IS$Uming an hypothesis of such a celestial body, and he might thus by good 
luck hit on the right answer. To gaze into the sun (the supra.sensible) without 
becoming blind may not be possible, but to see it adequately in reflection (in 
the reason that illuminates the soul morally) and even in a practical respect, 
~ th~. older Plato did. is quite feasible: in contrast with which the NeoplatOo 
nlSts cenainly give us merely a stage sun." because they wish to deceive us 
~ feeling (presentiments. surmises). that is. merely by the subjective, which 
~"'es no concept at all of the object. 50 as to put us off with the illusion of a 
. nowlt.odge of the objective. which borders on rapturou.'1 gush. The platoniz
III~. phllol>Opher of feeling is inexhaustible in such figurative expressions. 
w Ich are supposed to make this surmising intelligible: for example, "to 
~pprf)~ch 'In closely to the goddess Wi.'idom that the rustle of her robe can be 
eard but also in ('ommending the an of this sham-Plato. "although he 

cannot lift the veil of Isis. nevenheless to make it 50 thin that one can surmi..w 

4 Kant. :\cademy loditlon (CHsarnmtllt Schrifkn}, vol. K. p. 398. 
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the Goddess behind it." How thin we are not told: presumably. however 
so thick that you can make anything you like out of the aPPlUi:tion;: 
otherwise it would be a seeing which indeed should be avoided.' 

Kant concludes the essay: "For the rest, 'if: without taking this PI"OposaI 
comparison, as Fontenelle said on another occasion. 'Mr. N. still inaiata "a 
believing in the oracle, no one can prevent him.' "6 011 

S. Ibid .. PI'. 398-399. 
6. Ibid .. p. 406. 

-----



EDITOR'S EPILOGUE 

'Jbis book reproduces the text of the course of lectures given under the 
same title during the summer semester of 1927 at the University of Mar-

burgILahn. H ·d 'ded th hand . Th' Mr. Fritz el egger proVl e wntten prototype. e typewnt-
ten copy and the manuscript were collated by the editor. The passages not 
yet deciphered by Mr. Fritz Heidegger-above all, the insertions and mar
JinaI notes on the right side of the manuscript pages-had to be carried 
(flU 50 as to fill out the text. The completed copy was then additionally 
compared with a transcription of the lectures by Simon Moser (Karlsruhe), 
• student of Heidegger's at that time. In doing so it became evident that we 
were dealing here with a set of shorthand notes whose ac:curacy was very 
good, which the notetaker had transcribed by typewriter. Mter its comple
tion Heidegger read over this transcription several times and furnished it 
here and there with marginalia. 

The text printed here was composed under Heidegger's direction by 
putting together the marauscript and the transcript following the guidelines 
given by him. The handwritten manuscript contains the text of the lectures, 
worked out, occasionally also consisting of captionlike references, and di
vided into parts, chapters, and paragraphs. Nevertheless, during the actual 
lecturing Heidegger departed from the manuscript to the extent of often 
giving to the thought a revised formulation or expounding more broadly 
and with greater differentiation a thought that had been recorded in an 
~reviated form. Similarly, while and after making the written copy, he 
~ on the pages of the manuscript insertions specified on the right 
Ilde and marginalia that had been formulated more fully in the oral lecture. 
tra.nsformations, deviations, and expansions that arose in the course of the 
dehvery of the lectures were recorded in the stenographic transcript and 
could be worked into the manuscript for publication. 

Among tht: materials taken over from the transcript there are also the 
rtcapitulations at the beginning of each two-hour lecture. Where they were 
~ot concerned with mere repetitions but with summaries in a modified 
I:rnul,ation and with supplementary observations, they were fitted into the 

tur,~ s course of thought. 
b Alll~ems taken over from the transcript were investigated for authenticity 
c Y testLng their style. Occasional errors of hearing could be corrected by 
O~~ari~lJn with the handwritten copy. 

ad till, the r~lationship of the transcript to the manuscript would be in
equatcly characterized if it were not mentioned that numerous remarks 

331 
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contained in the manuscript were omitted during the oral delivery. ao tL 

in this regard the transcript must yield to the manuscript. '"lit 

In preparing the manuscript for publication. the editor endeavored 
intertwine transcript and manuscript so that no thought either set do.rra ~ 
writing or conceived during the lectures has been lost. III 

The text of the lectures was reviewed for publication. Expletives IIId 
repetitions peculiar to oral style were removed. Nevertheless, the aitn 
mained to retain the lecture style. An ampler division of the often ~ 
lengthy paragraphs seemed useful. so as to make possible a diI'~ 
survey of the contents. 

Explanations by Heidegger inside quotations and their tranaIatiooa art 
set in square brackets. 

The course of lectures puts into practice the central theme of the third 
division of part 1 of Being and TIme: the answer to the funda""Dl»
ontological question governing the analytic of Dasein. namely, the ~ 
of the meaning of being in general. by reference to "time" as the hcmzoo fi 
all understanding of being. As the structure of the course shows, the-rem. 
porality of being" is laid bare not by resuming immediately wheretbeleCDDd 
division of Being and TIme concluded. but by a new. historicallyarieDlld 
approach (Part One of the lectures). This lets us see that and,.,., the 
treatment of the question of being and of the analytic of Dasein pertIiDiDa 
to it arises from a more original appropriation of the Western traditioD. ri 
the orientation of its metaphysical-ontological inquiry. and not.ctuaUyfiom 
motives germane to existential philosophy or the phenomenology fA CICIO

sciousness. Although of the three parts originally conceived in the -QudiDe 
of the Course" the limited number of lecture hours permitted only a deve1-
opment of Part One and the first chapter ofPart Two. the manyanticipatiolll 
of the later chapters provide an insight into those parts that were not de; 
veloped. Anyhow. for the discussion of the theme of "Tame and BeiDI· 
chapter 1 of Part Two is decisive. The text here published ~ ~~ 
facilitate in its unfinished form an understanding of the systemabC JI"'""':"" 
plan of the question of being as it showed itself for Heidegger from the 
standpoint of his path of thought at that time. At the same time. the ~ 
contains the first public communication of the "ontological difference· his 

lowe cordial thanks to Mr. Wilhelm von Herrmann. Lic. ~~ .• for the 
aid in the laborious task of collation as well as for his helpful dictauon of " 
manuscript for publication and his aid in reading the proofs. MY.~ 
further to Mr. Murray Miles. Cand. Phil.. and Mr. Hartmut Tietjen. 
Phil .. for their careful and conscientious help with the proofs. 

Friedrich-Wilhelm von Herr"""'" 



Translator's Appendix 
A Note on the Da and the Dasein 

the three most common German words for existence are: das Dasein. das 
Vorhandensein (die Vorhandenheit). and die Existenz. Most writers use 
them more or less interchangeably although there are semantic di1rerences 
among them. As Heidegger explains in §7. Kant uses either Dasein or 
ExistenZ whether he is talking about the existence of God. of human beings. 
or of non-human things of nature. The Scholastics used existentia for similar 
purposes. Heidegger believes that there is a diB"erence of fundamental sig
nificance between the mode of being of human beings and that of natural 
things qua natural-leaving aside questions of theology. He therefore co
opts both Dasein and Existenz for human beings and leaves Vorhandensein 
(and Vorhandenheit. its equivalent) for non-human beings. 

In §7 it is too early to explain the difFerence between human and non
human being: the course itself has to make clear the distinction and the 
reasons for it. The thinking behind the distinction had already been set 
forth in Being and TIme. Two paragraphs from that work are presented in 
this Appendix. 

Iu indicated in §7. Dasein is to be the name for the being. das Seiende. 
~hich each human being is. It falls on the "beings" side of the ontological 
diB'erence. Existenz (existence. in translation) is then to designate the mode 
or way of being. the Seinsart or Seinsweise. of this entity; hence this term 
~ls on the "being" side. the Sein-side. of the ontological difference. Exi.stenz 
IS the way or mode of being of the Dasein; the Dasein is by existing. For 
:e most part Heidegger uses the entire form "das Dasein" rather than the 
o~ened quasi-generalized (and at the same time namelike) form "Dasein." 

and In the translation this usage is followed. so that we speak for the most 
~Da°t,. as in the original translation of Bring and TIme, of Dasein. but of 
~ S~In. This usage helps to keep in mind the point that the Dasein is 
it h a ~In but a Seiendes. not a sort of being but a being. though of course 
£,,:~ Its own specific mode or way of being, its own Sein, which is named 
--tenz. 

\ljv~ the same time, the German word "Dasein" connotes, sometimes more 
thi I ~~nd explicitly than at other times, the being, Sein. which belongs to tht lng, Seienden. Its being-that is, its Existenz-is. among other 

ngs, precisely Da-sein, literally, to-be-da. And this "da" of the Dasein is 

JJJ 
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extremely important for Heidegger's thinking. For it registers a funda ___ _ 
ontological role of the human being as the Dasein.-·~ 

The human being is. as it were. the mediator between being and heb.aa 
the one who holds open the difference between them. Of all the being. , 
know. Heidegger believed. the human being alone has the required sa "e 
versUindnu, understanding-of-being. The understanding-of-being is a .... 
condition for any human comportment toward beings. and aU pre.. 
comportment toward beings is carried out in the light of (in the cl~ 
opened up by) our understanding of their being. Because we have UDder
standing-of-being prior to the encountering of beings (not to say prior to any 
conceptualized science of being. or ontology). we are able to project ~ 
as horizon upon which beings are understood as the beings they lie. (What 
this being-horizon is itself projected upon becomes a further queatioQ infuo. 
damental ontology.) We are therefore able to project world; for world is the 
context of significance that belongs to the special mode ofbeing labeIeclfunc> 
tionality. And within the world there can be not only functional enti.tieI
entities that are handy. having the mode of being called handiness, ZuI1IIId
enheit-but also beings that are released from all functionality-conDectiooa 
and are understood as merely there as such. extant. at-hand entia, who. 
mode of being is Vorhandenheit. Vorhandensein: extantness, at-hanctn.. 
presence-at-hand. 

Now the essential precondition for being able to project world at aU, and 
therefore to let beings of the ontological character of the handy and the 
extant be and be encountered as such. is the capacity to open-up.Iet-be
uncovered. -disclosed. -unveiled. This is the obverse side of what. in tradi
tional phenomenology. has gone under the name of consciOUSDell. UDIaa 
there is an openness. a clearing in which the distinction between being ~ 
beings can appear. so that beings can come forth and be encountered in their 
being and their heing can function as horizon for them as these beiDgs. ~ 
can be no such phenomena at all as beings. being. and their mutual belongiIII 
together_ 

Heidegger does not deny the "independent being" of nature and of ~ 
things. He is speaking about world and our being-in-the-world and ~ .. 
and can be unveiled in the context of being-in-the-world. He is talJdnS 
phenomenology. . . the 

The ability to open-up. let-be-unveiled as uncovered or disclosed 15 eraI 
ability to exist as the Da. In German. the adverb "da" can mean s~ ..... .J 
things-here. there. where. when. then. at the time--in addition to s,:;; 
functions it has a participial form. component of compounds. and COOJ-
tion_ In the constitution of the verb "dasdn" and the correlative ~ 
"Dasein" the da suggests. first of all. the here or the there. the some\\' 
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definite location; dasein is to be here or to be there; Dasein is being-here 
as ~ing-there. There are also overtones of being at some more or less :nnite time: ~ing-th~, bein~-when, bemg-at-the-time. These t~mp~ral 

lU\otations fit mto Heldegger s usage. but the aspect fint stressed m Belng 
~ Time is the spatial one. Later. when the role of time and temporality. 
~Iy Temporality, is comprehended as constitutive for the Dasein's 
being. the notion of the Da takes on a temporal sense which does not appear 
so clearly at the beginning. (See. for instance. the connection between ec
stasis and openness, p. 267.) 

In this Appendix we are concentrating solely on the beginning. When 
time and temporality become thematio-as in the latter part of Being and 
Time and of Basic Problerru-the temporal overtones sound more distinctly 
and vividly for the reader. 

As Heidegger explains in the passages to be cited from Being and TIme, 
here and there are possible only in an essential disclosedness which lets 
spatiality be. Spatiality is itself disclosed as the being of the Da. Only given 
such disclosed spatiality can a world and its contents be "there" for the 
human being (though the world is not there in the same way as any entity 
within the world). and only so can the human being be "here" as this "1-
here" in its being-toward the beings that are "there." And the decisive point 
is that this Oa or essential disclosedness-by which spatiality, a spatial 
world, and spatial interrelationships of entities within the world and of 
being-in-the-world (Dasein) toward such entities are all possible-is an 
essential aspect of the ontological constitution of the being which each 
human being is, and which is therefare called the Dasein. 

The ontological role of the human being qua Oasein, then. is just that: 
to be the Oa. to be its Da, namely, to be the essential disclosedness by 
"hich the here and the there first become possible. or by which the spatiality 
of the world becomes possible within which beings can be distinguished 
from their being and understood by way of their being and so encountered 
~ the beings they are. so that human comportment toward them as beings 

omes possible. 
l~~ German for to be the Da is Da-sein. The entity. the being whose 

ro e It IS to be the (its) Da can therefore be called the Oasein. Here Heidegger 
~~ a Sein-word. a being-word. to denominate a Seienden, to name certain 
r :n~s. those whose role it is to sustain this mode of being. The Dasein's 
no e 1\ to sustain Da-scin. and that is why it has this special ontological 
arne. 

n t\o ~nglish equivalent is quite possible, not being-here, nor being-there, 
o Or ~elng-hcre-there. The reason is that the Da is not just a here or a there 
r a ere-there, but rather is the es. .. ential disclosure by which here. there, 
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and here-there become possible. It is their source. In the translation II..... 
occasionally used "here-there," but it could obviously be misleading IQd d: 
reading should be corrected by this note. 

Because of the uniqueness of the signification to be attached to the 
"Dasein," I have followed the precedent of the original translators ~:.; 
dnd linw and retained it in German. It has, anyway, already beco.ne 
technical term in the philosophical1anguage that now belongs to the ~ 
American community. 

Here are the passages from Being dM lime. They are from c:bIptIr 5 
which is devoted to a thematic analysis ofbeing-in as such. (See our ~ 
being, -in.) A large part of the exposition treats of the existential CIOaItitutia.a 
of the 0.. 

(1) The being which is essentially constituted by being-in-the-world. i.-r 
in evU"j case its L>a. .. In its familiar memng the "0." poinbl to __ • IIId 
"there." The "here" of an "I-here" is always understood vi4 a haDdy ........ ill 
the sense of a bei.ng-towud this "there"--a being-toward which 11 d • .".... 
directional-concemful. The Dasein's existential spatiality, which ~ 
for it its '1ocation" in such a form, is itself grounded on beiDg-iD-the-wodd. 
The there is a determination of something encountered within the ....w. 
"Here" and "there" are possible only in a "0.: that is to say, only it .. iI 
a being which has disclosed spatiality as the being of the "Da." ThiI eaIitJ 
bean in its own most peculiar being the character of not beiDa ~ 
fUnversc:hlossenheitt The expression "Da" means this essential diecloMdn
fErsc:hlouen.heitt By this disclosedness this entity (the Duein) 11 ·cIa· far 
itself in one with the being-da of world. 

When we talk in an onticaUy figurative way of the 'umen utur. ill mID. 
we mean nothing but the existential-ontological structure of this entity. dill 
it is in such a way as to be its 0.. To say that it is "iUuminated" meem dill 
it is cleared in and of its own self as being-in-the-world, not by uy CIIber 
entity but instead in such a way that it itself is the clearing. It i. only to III 
entity which is existentially cleared in this way that the extant becoma ~ 
cessible in the light, hidden in the dark. The Dasei.n brings its 0. with it frorD 
the very beginning; lacking the Da it is not only factually not the entity wi~ 
this essential nature but is not this entity at all. TIa~ Dasein is its ~ 

(2) The leading question of this chapter has been about the being of the ~. 
Its theme was the ontological constitution of the disdosedness ~ 
essentially to the Dasein. The being of this disdosedness is constitu~ til 
aft"ective self-finding {Be6ndlichlteit. ·state-of-mind" in the Mac:quarne ~ 
Robinson translation; see our Lexicon: affective self-finding/. understandinl· 

--------------------------------------------~---~ 
1. Marlin Heidegger. san "nd Zeit. 8th ed. (TUbingen: Max Niemeyer. 195~ 

132-133; trans. John M&cquarrie and Ed_rd Robin.\On • .Being 4nd n_ (New York: 
;and Row. 1962). p. 171. 
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and discourse. The everyday mode of being of discloscdncss is characterized 
by chatter, curiosity. and ambiguity. These in tum exhibit the movement of 
faUing. whose essential characteristics are temptation. tranquilizing, estrange
ment. and entanglement. 

But with this analysis the whole of the existential constitution of the Dasein 
haS been laid bare in its chief fntures and the phenomenal basis has been 
gained for a "comprehensive· interpretation of the Dasein's being as care. Z 
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,biIit) .• to-be lSeinkonnen; see alternative translations: c:apacity-to-be; can-be). 270. 276.278. 

119. 289. 295 
~e ' .... bwnenhtit). lOS. 307. 310. 311 
.mens: modification of pranens. in missing something. 311. S. Latinate 

absolute, 103 
absoIuti$m. 222 
,bsuactum. 187 
access. 49, 109-110.317; I. to the unavailable. 310 

accidens. 91 
~t.85. 130. 143. 149 
Idion. 101. 127. 141-142; a. and feeling of respect. 137-138; undentanding as "the 

authentic meaning of action." 277; the instant and the situation of a .• 1B7 
1ClUaI. actuality. actualization 4wirltlich. Wirltlichkeit. Verwirklichung). actualitu. 28.29.34. 

37. 38. 40. 43. "SfC SO. 55. 67-68. 71ff .. 78. 79. 82. 84. 85. 87-88. 88-89. 91ff .. 94. 
95. 97ff. HUff .. 107-108, 110, Ill. 112. 117ff .. 120. 122, 123. 125. 128. 152. 179. 
189. 277. 2IH-2&S; being-actual. 109; actuality as ontological constitution of the actual. 
compared with humanity and the human. ecp1ity and the equitable. 138-139; actuality 

0( the actual. 1~. 113; actualization. 97-98. 104-105. 107; actuality unclentood with 
rd'erence to actWllization and being macted (ancient. medieval). 102ff.; understood as 
action inward upon subject and action of forces (modern). 104-105; traditional concepc. 
105 

actus, actum. Igere. agens. 102-103 
additio existentJae. 90; a. entia. 91 

iddilion. 33ft' .. 39. 40-41. 4S. 46-47.97. S. theses: 1st thesis. Kantian 
admovere. 316 

~U.\ Rornanus (Giles of Rome. Egidio Colonna), 93. 103 
leOn. In Plotinus and medieval thought. 231 
OItsthetlC beholding. 110 
itternltn. 303 
a/fect1on, 1 .... H9 

afectlve ~If.finding. a~ formal structure of mood. passion. affect: its relation to understand
i1lg a~ necessary condition for the Dasein', comportments, 281. S« in 8ftng 4ru11iww: 
\tate 01 mind. Befindlichkeit. sich befinden 

agreement. between idea$ and things. 206-207 
lkolOUthein. 10 follow. 243; its ontological meaning and Aristotle's U$t' of it, 143-244; 
l~\\emlaJ for undentanding An!Ototle's concept of time. its meaning, 255 

he1a. aletheuein: aletheuein as function of logO\ according to AriMotle Ito make manifest 
.,\~r rl'''''al), 215 S« truth 

ltitnu..r "I :\phrodi\ias, 181 
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already. always already. antecedent. before. beforehand. urlier. in ~e. p~ 
prior-etpresions used with gnat frequency: "If we luve hHn observant. it rnu.t &.... 

oc:currcd to w Wt in our explications we have employed no word more ~ .0Qt 

the rxprnsion ·already:· 324; some characteristic insW\C:CS: 11. 13.20.70-71.73. ':: 

162. 1M. 165. 171. 208, 211. 216. 265. 287. 293. 296-297. 300. 301. 304.305 .. -: 
309.311.314.316.319,321.325.326-327; reckoning with time. "time is alrady~ 
to us before we usc the clock: 2.58-259; encountered beings already cmbnced by .... 
from the outset. 27"; antecedent givenness of something already unveiled. 281; I"!:eee, 
illumination for understanding of being, 28.J; S« befordland; a priori 

anal~'Sis: phcnomenolQSical a .• 114. 115; phenomenological I. of wt's ~ oJ 
being. e:KDtmce. 4311'.; Kant's phenomenological a. of respect, 133f1'. 

analytic judgment. 203 
lnalytic of the Dascin. 16 
animal. animals. 165.297.319; animals and the given. 190. 191; lnimals and ....... 191; 

animality. animalncss. 129. 131. 143-144; rational animal, 96; ·world" of the ... . 
191 

InnihiLation.305 

Anselm of Canterbury. 30-31. 37 
antecedent. 5« already 
Inthropocentrism, 224 

anthropology . .51-52. 54-.55.130.278 
antiquity. 22. l00ft' .• 106. 117. 122. S« philosophy. ancient; ontology, ancimc; tbauaht. 

ancient; thought. traditional; tradition 

Anwncn. as meaning property. 109 
Anz.cichen (mark or symptom. Husser\). 1&5 
apophansis. lpophantic. 209; I. as primary character of assertion. 209: "Alllhe m.omeJIII 

of assertion arc determined by itsapoph6ntic structure," 209; its meaning. 209; a.1tl\ICIIft 
of understanding. as unveiling exhibiting of something. 216 

aporia. 233; aporiai regarding time. 233ff .• 'r12 
Ippearance. 151.207-208 
apperception. 127. 129; original synthetic unity of a .. 127. 128; its meaniDl in Kant. JZ7: 
trln~entall .• 129. 131. 145 

apprehension. 21. 49. 112-113. l18. 127. 129. 142. 165.24"; order of a .. 106; thccJrtCicII 
I .• 133; ontical a .. 293; thematic 1 .• 307; Su perception 

Ippropriate. appropriately (adj .. Idv.). a. or inappropriate time (significance). 261-26Z: 

"Original familiarity with beings lies in ckdlin& with thnn appropriately: 304 
appropriate (v.). appropriation. 219; exhibitive appropriation of a being. 219 . 

I priori. 20. 24 • .529' .• 70. 7".128-129.195; a priori comportment~l character of cocn~ 
61; a priori conditions of motion. 2"3; a priori of being, 324; its meaning IS relltilll CO 

time. 324ft'.; a priori and ;already. 324; Kant on its meaning. 32"; a priori as conternpodf1 

problem. 325 ZfJ 
apriority. 20.24; a. of ontological determinations of being: explitable only Tempor.uy· • 

324ft'.; its connection with Temporality. 327 

Arabic philosophy. 81 109. 
Ari~totle. 14-1.5.26-27.24.29.52.73, 779' .• 85.86.88.96-97. 101. 102. 105. I~. 111> 

118. 179. 18OfI' .• 18311' .• 194. 200. 20t. 205-206. 209. 213ft' .. 217-218. 23Iff.. • 
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261-262.263-264. 272. Zl3. 288. 31.5. 319. 328; his view of th~ being of the copula. 
lsotf on the meaning of -is: 182; ambiguity of his truth thais. 214ff.; critique of his 
uuth thesis. 216-217; propn undeBtanding of his truth theis. 217; on time. 328ff.; 
Interpr~ation of his concept of time. 237ff.; the primuy meaning of his kata to proceron 
~i husteron. 24.5; his interp~ation of time matches the phenomenon. 246; genesis of 
hl~ definition of time. 246: implication of his numerical interpretation of time. 248fr. 
summ<lry interpretation ofhis theory of time. 256-2.57; evaluation of his implicit concept 

of ume. as preentation of common understanding of time. 257: his interpretation of time 
O\'erlooked significance and datability. 261ff.; his interpretation of time. as under the 
influence of falling. 271-272. S. time. Aristotle's definition discussed 

arithmetic. 54 
aruculation. 208. 210; spoken a. and the logos. 207 
articulation of being. 18. 78. 119: general probl~. connected with thesis 2. of the articulation 

of taeh being into I being tIku it is and the 1a0Ul of its being. 120; connec:Iion betwftn 
basic a. and ontological difference. 120; I. into _ntia and existentia. 120; 'The IJ1ic.. 
uJation of being varie each time with the way of being of a being: 120 

Deity. 82 
~.asstnt. 195 
assertion (Aussage; SIC proposition). 33-34. 126. 177. ISO. 183ff .• 187ff .• 200. 202ff .• 2OSB' •• 

2071J .• 21Off .• 213ff .• 217ff.; a. as sequence of words (Hobbes). 185; truth of I .• 189.2Uff.: 
accidental. real a .. 19.5.200; verbal a .• 195. 202ff.: incorrectly taken first as v~ sequence. 
206. 212; its foundation in being-~world. 208; its structure. 209ff.; taken as predi

cation. 209; its cognitive function as secondary. 210. 211; a. and copuLa. 210&'.: a. 811 

communicativ~ly determinant exhibition. 21Off .• 219; a. signifies a being in its unveiled

ness and preupposes that unveiledness. 213: a. as disputively determinant display. 209ff.; 
its being-true as unveiling. 215ft' .• 217. 218: its truth as related to prediallive exhibition 
of i being: unveiling letting-be-encountered. 215; appropriation of a being in true a. about 
it. 219; its apophantic. exhibitive nature: -Aasenion is exhibitive lettinB-be-seen ofbeings.-
219; a. ofbeinB. 317 

i$$Utonc. 37 

usigning time to the clock. 24.5. 261 
at-hiln<!. ill·handness (vorhanMn. Vorhandenheit. Vorhandensein: also being-at-hand; 1ft 

t.lIICt'Jlaliw tTarasl4tionJ: extant. extantnns; preent-at-hand). 101. 104. IOS-109. 111. 
114. 1191,. 123.203.253-254.266.279.292. 2C)4. 304 (distinguished from being-handy. 
Zuniln<!ensein. handinns; $« handy) 

it onc~. 261 

it·the·tame. 246-247. 269-270; why the i. is t~poraJ. 269; derived from the eatatic 
charilcter of temporaJity. 269 

~Ug\I\tlne. 82.237; hi. well·known remark about time. 229; on time. 231-232 
. ug\I\t:nliln Order. 93 
i\u~~ge, ISO 

ilU1nentac telgentlichl. 170«.. 175. 286if, 306; a. and inauthentic s.elf-undentanding. 

If:.4)-161. 279; a. temporality a~ finite veniUS inauthentic time as infinite. 273; a. and 
'fI4Uthentic undentanding. Zl9. 286ff.; iI. elUstence. defined. 287; "Authenticity is only 
~ mo<i!tlcation but not a tocal obliteration of in.iluthenticity." 171 

aUloleiLc. 147 
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awaiting. 293 

LexicoD 

away from something toward something (al$O: from something to something): ell tb-. . 
ti (away from there. toward here). 242. 245; caUed the dlmmsion of motion. 242 ... 

Baumganen. Alexander Gottlieb. 34. 36. 126 
bedeuten. Bedeutung ho signify or mean. signification. meaning. HusserI). 185 
Bedeuuamkeit (Thil term is used in two different senses. with regard to world &ad _ 

regard to time.). St. significance: time, expressed and expression 
before and after. 236. 238. 241-242, 246-247, 254 

beforehand. 71. 107. 109. 113. 129. 164, 165, 171. 209. 217; -Beforehand: that whida ia 
unveiled and understood alread), in advance in every existent Duein before ., appr. 
hending of this or that being: 165. Stt already 

Begriff (concept). 83 

behavior (Verhahung; su a/trrnatit" trallSlation: comportment): productive b .. 110:.".,., 
b .• 259 

beholding. llO, 118 

being (Sein. to be. as contrasted with cias Seiende. beings. that which is). The en (I"P" 
difference, q.\I' •• as:sens that "being is noc itself a being." du Sein is not das Seienda, ll1f.. 
15ff .• 19ff., 23-24. 43ft' .• 521f .• 55-56. 671f .• 77. 81. 83ft' .. 86. 87,92. f¥1. 102. lW. 112f.. 
119ft' .• 125. 128. 147. 149-150. 154. 201; b.-AMONG intnworldly beings. 278; AJIIICIIIY 
of b .• 20. 24; as we -always already understand" it, 179; hRTlCUL ... nON of b .• l8. 24; b.
.... T-It ... ND 1m 41ttTlI4liw trallS/ations: b.-extlnt [this CTltry]; extant. exWlalaS); JIINQI: b. 
and beings. 318ft'.: b. ofbein~: "being is always being of beings: 21.123.121, 201.3Of. 
307: -the true and proper being of beings." 150; the b. of beings which .... DOt DIIeiII. 
175; understanding of the b. of being~. 175; unity of the original concept J the b. fJ 
beings. 176: the question ofthe b. of beings. 224; the common characterization oftheb. 
of beings via time is untenable. 306; COI'CEPT of b., 83IT.: average conctpc Jb. (u beiat' 
produced), 154; ut Ihis entry. multiplicity; b. as COl\"SClOL'SSESS (HusserI). 12 .. -125: 
CO~STITLTlOS orb .• 15.78: b. as COPClh, the "is: 2".39 ... 0.177,179-180.182-183. 
202,204-205. b. 15 combining concept in a judgment. positedness 01 the ~p nladoa. 
180, 181; b. of the eopula in horizon of whatnes.s. euentia (Hobbn). 183fF.; b. ill"'" 
of copula as essenti~. existentia. truth, and function of combination (indrx of ~I. 
202.204-205: b. in sense of copula as being.something (accidental), being-what (~ 
essary). being.how. and being-true. 204-205; being together. as prior to and deter~ 
native of the combinatory function or the copula. 212; being D .... 166; b. and the D!IS~' 
all elucidation of b. is oriented to the Ducin. 223; b. "is, as it were. based in a beifll. 
namely. in the Dasein: 19: b. of the Dasein. 1661f.: DIVERSITY .... SO l;l\1n' of b .• 125; 
theses. 3rd thesis. modern: b. or the EGO, 125. 131: b. of EQ\·IPMD.'T. 292-293. 

chullettriud by a sp«ific functionality. 292-293:. b. as ESSESTI. ..... t:XISTE:-.'l1 .... vc:;: 
whoneu-existence. 120: b. as £.XISTL\;CE. 39-40; b. an the ~nse or eXistence, u~ b
in exhtentiell undentanding. 279; S~t exi~tence; b. or an UISTEST BEI!l:G. 318-319: ,,: 

EXTh:-''T (S4Ime as being. on-hand. bejn~-at.hand. bcing-present:at-ha~d. exlan~n~~. 
handnelo5: Vorhanden~ein. Vorhandenheltl. 119, 147- 148 (traditional view Ofbel~g).pOlo 
205. 212. 218: b. of FISIT! ElI:TITlf,S (thins, or penons' 3\ produc~ness. 150. b. 
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IbS. Il. an (iENEIlAL. 22211'.; b. as GIVEN: "Being is given only if truth. hence if the Dasein. 
",Ise': 18-19: how b. is given for the Da~n. 321; b. and (',OU. 29fJ.; b.·HANDY. b. of 
~ h,mdy. handiness (Zuhandensein. Zuhancienheit): the _y a being with the essential 
cbaract~r of equipment is. lOt. 309; 1ft equipment (t#aU entry); equipment; functionality; 
Mndy. b. of the I. 142; (original) IDEA ofb .• 154: IDEAL b .• 81: b .• IN. defined as unity of 
the ,trUClural relational moments of being.toward-itlelf. being.with.othen. and being. 
amoPg.eh~extant. 301: "Being·in is essentially being.in·the-world: 301; b. as the INIJ£. 
tvtMIS:\TE IMMEDIATE (Hegel). 84; b.·II\:·ITS!1.F, 110. 112ft'.: INTERPRETATION of b .• 44; 
_ Ine~rpR."llItion; b.·!N·THE·WORLD: Jft being.in.the-world: b. IN TIM! (in der Zeit SemI. 
,ZS6: m~ans. for Aristotle. being measured by time. 256; ,. intratemporality (lnnerui· 
cigktitl; b. in sense of the "IS" of assertion in Aristotle. 18011'.: b. as the "is": 1ft copula; 
b"Jl.'IX;EI>. 201. b. judged in II true judgment. i.e .• identified with objectivity and meaning 
(Sinn I. 202-203; KANTIAN VIEW of b.: b. equals pm:eivedneu. positedness. 189:,. 
Kane: thfteS. 1st thesis. Kantiln: b.·KNOWN. 128: founded LEVIlLS of b .• 305: b. as the 
wr.os. 312: MEANING of b .• 16. 23. 223-224; b. of MIND (res c:ogitans). 122; b.·MlSSlNG 
(MIf mi,,-,ing): how its uncovering is pouible. 310; how the comportment of missing 
ICIIMthing is possible. 310-311: MOD! of b. (Seinaan). ,. mode of being; 4M cf. way 
oibeing (&:ins_be,: MODIFICATION ofb .• 18-19.24: (possible) MUUlPUaTY ofb. and 
llllity of the concept ofb .• 120. 174: b. ofNATUIt! (res extensa). 122. 16811'.; b. as identical 
with No·rHING. 312: OBJECTlFlCATION of b .. eonstitutive for philo&ophy (ontology) as a 
1Cience. 322; b. as OBJECJ1V!NESS (Rieken). 156-157: as OBJ!CI1VITY. 201. Jft b .• judpi 
(Ihis '"tTY): b.oON·HAND (same as beinl-t'lCtant. etc.). 212: why b. is not identifiable with 
P!JtCElVEl>SES.\. 314; meaning of "beinJ is perception: 31S; b. of PEltSON versus thing. 
139-140: b. understood in POSmNG. as the Il'lting.stlnd of IIOml'lhing on its own self. 
316-317; b. as POSmON (Kant). 32-33. 39ff' .• 4211' .. 48-49.313. Jft posit: interpreted 
Temporally. 317-318; b. as PRAI!SI!NS. 317; b. al PRlDlc.\TE: not a real predicate. 313. 
316; as so-called logical predicate. 316-317; PROBLEMS of b .• Sft problem; b. as PRO. 
OOCEI>NI!.'iS. being.produced. 14711'. 150. 152: PROJECTlON of b.: b. is projected as such 
by an undentanding-oC-being involved in all ftistentiell understanding. 279-280; b. is 
projected upon time. 280: inquiry beyond b .. to that on which it is projected. the beyond. 
the epelteina. 282. 285; SClENa of b .• 1 Ur.. 17. (f3. Philosophy as science of being). Jft 

ontology: philosophy; 5ELf-<DNSClOUSNESS as b. of the Kantiln penon or subject. 152: 
b. of d\e Sl·BJECT. being'I"ubject. 65. 174.301; b. as identical with THlNIUNG. 312: b. 
and TIME. in pre-philosophical and philosophical knowledge. 302-303; b. is to be seen 
In ih Temporal determination. 228; Temporal interpretation ofb. as being.handy. 30311'. 
dftect «untruthl in Temporal interpretation of b .• 322: question about the b. of lime. 255; 
h. of lime IS interpreted by the fallingl>ascin as extant_. Z72; b.·TOW.O\RU intraworldly 
bring ... l7H; b.·towud it!lelr. 300; b.-TRUE (Wahrsein) or false. 180. 183. 188-189.21311'. 
217-·llH. lU~ff .. its relation to the extant. 218; being-true. unveilednes!l. as fundamental 
c:onuillOn for the Duein', existence. 221; "Being-true means unVeiling. We include in this 
:: mode of unco\'enng as well a.~ that of di.'idosure. the unveiling of the being whOle 
I In!: 1\ not that of the Dafiein and the unveiling of the being that _ ourselves are." 216; 
~ d,\Clo\e; exhibition; trueness; truth: uncover; unveil: b. of TRUTH. 22211'.' TRl.."T1t· 
(ll\k.\q F.R 01' b. o 18r.. 24; USUEJtSTANUINGoOF-BEISG ISein~verst:andnis). 16. $« under· 
\l;u)clang of beang; b. understood in an unobjective. pre-ontological way. 281; "&w .",dt7. 
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".rId bci~1 ~ IIw origiPld! harizonal sWma tf 1M ~ of urnpor~. 307; ""'" 0( 
being (SeinswelSC). 1.5. 18.23.24. lZ2ff .• su .... y of being; mode of being; b.-wrn..16 
168: b.·with cM handy and the mant (the at·hmdl. 297; b .• with~ 1. 
279-280. 288. 296; b.-with·otMrs. 278. 292. 301; b.-WlTHIS-THE-WORLD ~ 
Iichkeitl. 16.5ff .• s« intraworlclly: b.-WJTHIN-nME (lMerzeitigkeitl. s« in~ b 
as WHONESS-E.XISTENCE ve~us essentia·exqtenl~. 120 . 

being.in.the-worldHn-der-Welt-se-inl.161. 162. 1M. 166. 1681J .• 170ft' .• 174.175.207 •• 

216. 217. tiO. 2i6. tiS-2i9. 279-280. 288. 289. 292. 294/f .• 312. 322. 323; b....i 
D.o\SElN: b. belonp to the Oasein's emtence. 166.298; it is the basic ~er 
existence. 174; a basic: structure of the Ouein. 17.5; a determination of the :0....175: 
the basic constitution of the Dasein. 201. 296; belongs to the basic c:onstitutiaaci~ 
D.uein. 278; how the Dasein is as b .• 278; interrelations of self. world. and ~ 
in unity of structure of the Oasein as b .• m - 298; b. as fOllNDAno.'1 Of n."1'DI'TICIHAurt 
16lff.; presuppoc»ition for apprehension of anything at all. 164; its ME.AN1NG.296; is 
OCCUPIED WITH ITS OWN BEISG. 276; b. and TEMPORALITY: ground of ~ fi 
commerce with intraworldly beings. 291; "It is only from the temporality afbeiaa ...... 
world that we shall undersu.nd how being.in.the-world is already. as such. "ado .. 
of being: 292: how it is founded on temponlity. 298; b. and TRUTH. 21&; ...... 
UNDERSTANDING Of BEING. 292; condition of possibility for all UNDEUJNIIINB f:I 
BEINGS. 298 

beings. a being. that which is. what is. entities. an entity (Seiendes. das Seieade. UC)QM,I'-.! 

with das Scin. being. q.v.: su ontological difference). 10-11. 13. 16.21-22. D, 35.4'1. 

SO • .52 • .53, 66. 70. 72.74. nff .• 81fL 84ff .• 87. 88. 91-92. 98-99.100.10.5.1061:.U2l. 
118-119.1196' .• 128.139.141.1488'.,1.54.166. 168ff .• 177.182-183.197.202. ... 
210ft' .• 216. 217. 2188' .• 227. 2658' .• 272. 2918' .• 294ff .• 300, 304-305. 3188' •• 3201:. 
b. that is pure ... cruALITY venus afftCted with poc»sibility. 82; ADOmON to a b •• 91;"" 
of beings. handiness of the handy. at-handness of the at-hmd. thingneu oftlu ... bIIaI 
of the Dasein. of fellow·Daseins. 294; COMPORThIENTTOWARD beings. 274, 275; objIcdw 
concept of beings. 83-a..; beings as CIlL .. TED. unere.lled. 82. 88-89.918' .• 93-94. 94f.. 
98-99. 100. 100*; the Di\SEIN: s« Dasein (thel. as the being that we ourseIvea 1Ie;"" 
as DISPlAYED in assenion. 209fI'.; the b. that exists by reason of its !SSENCI ytIIUI bJ 
panicipation in a b. that exi$ts on its own. 82; the properly ESSEmlAL b .• 90; tIw rAUl 
and apparent as beings. 207 -201; Fl.'1ITE beings. 79. 8Ur.. 93.148: filE! beinp. 148:'" 
b. that is fROM ITSELf, from another. 82; how beings are GIVE." for the Ouein. 320-.321; 

tl'>NDY beings. 308 - 309; beings dealt with as handy or as extant. 318; HIS1'OJUCI\L bIiJIIIo 
169-170; Il'Fl~ITE being'. 79. 81; how a b. is mcountered "IN ITSELF'" via 1l'I~ 
undentanding of functionality. etc .• 293; every h. is ~ n\lE. 256; IlIo'TRi\WOllLDLY ~ 
280. srr intraworlclly; L1VL'I;C beings. 10; beings as thought in the LoGOS. 206: ttw: b. dill 
is in each case r.UNE. that in each case I myself am. 298; sa Dasein (thel. as the beins .. _ 
we ourselves are; Nos-being~. 95; OBjECTIFlCi\TIO!'l of beings. constitutive for the:;:;" 
sciences. 3200".; Ollo'TOLOGIChL COSSllTlo"TlOS of beings. 78; PROJECTION of ant rJI/o 
con$titution of a region of beings. 321: R .... nOSAl. beings. 138; ·SELf and world are do'f 
two beings," 297; the b. that is meant by SOUl. or SUBJECT. 255; to ~ as it is: • b.~ 
not need TRUTH. unveiledncss. 220-221: llNOERST.\NDISG of the be~ng ~fbei~ bCiJIf 
possible by time. 29-1; IDOIVERSE of beings. 82; U:-'VElLWNfSS of beings In chelr 
210 
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petonglng-together. 83. 209. 312; b. of self and world, zen 
.on Henri. 231-232. criticism of his view of the dimmsional character of time. 244 

Dt~~; truth lie!! in the middle, "between- things and the Duein, 214. 8ft middle; truth 
::'.,nrltni5 (functio.nality. ~v.). 164; "Equipmental character is constituted by what we call 

lftu1tlndtnis. functlOn41Ity, 292 
bc)'Ond tc/. Greek exprnsi~. epek~). 284, 285; bey-ond. that ~ being. 286; the 

[)asein. ",5 transcendent. IS beyond Itself. 291. 299-300; "beyond Itself. 306 
Btzeichnung ldesignation. HulSe1'/). 185 
biology and philosophy. 191 
birth certificate. 100. 116 
Jlis,mard{, Otto von. 5 
body. 143. 1+6. 203 
Boethius. 30 
Bonaventura, 30 
Brentano. Franz. 58 
bygone tvergangen. Ve-rgangmbeitl. exprnsion for the past. distinguished from the past as 

having-been-ness. 290. 8ft has been; past 

c:almdar date, 262 
cm-be (SeinkOnnen; $« alUflllJtc UGnd4tions: ability-to-be; capacity-to-be). 2n. 289-

290.29S 
ClplCity-to-be (canobe. ability.to-be), 170.267.276 
CipreoIus, Joanne!!, 93. 103··104 
~. 312: purposel), disregarded, 298 
carry away (entrilckm; alternative translations. carry oil. remove (q.1I.J; «swis'. 267. 287. 

307; a carrying·away belongs to each of the ecstases of time, 267 
r-Jrer. Erll5t, 1:1 
categorical: c. usertion. proposition, judgment, 200; c. imperative, ontological significance 

of Kant'sformulation. 139 
categor)'. 36-37, 45. 75.89.124. 129, 1Uff' .. 146; Kant's table of categories. 36-37; formal· 

lpOphantic categories. 126-127; Kant's categories as basic ontological concepts. 143; as 
fundamental concepts of nature. 145 

C'..tholic. 80; C. phenomenology, 20; theoIOIY. 118 
CIIaIe. causation. causalit),. 87. 92, 148-149, 187; causa prima. 119: causality of nature and 

freedom (Kant), 148; copula as index of c. of assignment of different names to the same 
thing tHobbnl. 186-187. 188. 192 

\:ave: Plato'\ cave 5imile intupreted. 284ft'. 
cta&ing.to-he. 93 
~ur.l04 
Q!rc,tu.ciQ, 86 

~g~. 101; c. of place Iphora). 238fr. 243 (and sequence of the a priori ccmnectLoIl5I; 
c:b~lltdtive c, (alloiosis), 242 
~.bl\".303 

!elf' 13K; purposeful c. of self. 170; the Da.sein's self·choice through understanding. 278; 
I'l., -chatel" In r\"!l()lutenns. authentic existence, 287 
'-4lrL\l' 
~. Io1n. 103; C. theology. 118; C, world-view, 118 

L\lology. HO 
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circle. 224. 237 
circumspection. circum,sight (Umsicht. Um-sieht. um-sichtig,. 109. 163.311 

clock. 229. 24<l. 245. 25711'.: reading time from a clock. 258: clock-usage: ita modeof~ 
258; source of invention of clocks: economical reckoning with time. 258: time ....;:: 
ment. 15 explicit manifestation of common understandilll of time. 260-261 

co-Dasein. fellow-Dasein. 279 

c:ogito. c:ogitatio. 126 
cognition. cognitive faculty. 46-47. 50. 99. 101. 10.. 149-1.50. 283-284; ___ of the 

cognitive faculty. 66; -Only the creator is capable of a true and proper c:opitioa ofbelaa: 
(paraphnse of Kant,. 150; our inadequate interpretation of c .• 275: philooophbJ c. _a 

relationship to being. ~stinguished from other ~tive comport~ tOWlld ...... 
n5: c. and understanding. 276. n7 - 278: c. and science. 320. oS. unveil; 1IIICO"Ir; .... 

combination. 36. In. 129. 144. 195. 199. 202. 203. 204. 205. 206: c. m S &ad p .. a 
proposition. expressed by "is: 182: c. as present in idea of being. 212 

coming-baclc.-to. 300. S. past 
coming-to-be. 107 

cornillJ-towarcl: coming-toward-itself. 265. 287; coming-toward-itself from thiap, _ 
coming-toward-oneself. 26.5. 8ft future. existential concept 

commerce (Umpng. umgehen): c. with BEINGS. 118. 169. 317; c. with I ......... .., .. 

countered beings. as founded in existence. 291-292. and grounded on .... .... 
paralily. 292. 302: its specific temporality 15 retentive-expectant ~ • 

equipmental contexture. 304: c. with EQUIPMENT. 295. 303-304: c. with IIAIIDr MID 

I!XTANT E\ImTlI!S. as dependent on tempanlity. praesens. 309: c. with the DrnAWOILIU. 
311; its uninterrupted quality. 309; c. with TKIJl:C',s. 168.289-290.293 

commercium: c. of free beings. 148-149 (Kant) 

common sense: sound common sense. the so-called healthy human ,wotw ..... 
tHegel).14 

communication. 211-212: meaning of c .. 210: its relationship to being.in.tbe-wadd .... 
world as dwed by Daseins. 297ff. 

complementun possibilitatis. 32 
comportment (Verhahen. Verhaltung: xr cl/lmldhw ITdrul4tlon: behavior). 16.47.50,.· 

60.61.64.65.71.75. loti. 109. 110-111. 122.26.5; c. toward B!L"lOS. 16; not ...... • 
cogmtive, theoretical c., n5; grounded as understanding in temporality. 286: ....... 
entry into same c. in (XlMMUNlCATION. 210: the DASEIN'S c. toward beings: cowanl....,.· 
other llaseins. the handy, the extant. 318; the Dasem's c. toward its own IDOIC ~ 
ability to be, 26.5: c. and EGO OR SUBJECT, 61: ego II!! ground of its unity in the m~ 
of its comportments (Kant), 127: ENPRESENTlNG c. to the at-hand, extant cnPCY. 
comporting EXL'ITIS(;L'I' toward the extant, 65; EVERYDA" c., 289: c. toward lhe ~ 
312: llloTENTlON,\L ctfARAGTER of comportments, 58ft'., 61, 155: intentional c:..~, "i 
158ft'. intentional c. to beings, including the self. ilnd the mdill'erent un~ 6t. 
their being. 175-176; inten;ional c. of a!I!W!rtlon, lOS: c. and I!1.TEN11()r.;.uJTY~~'1r "i 
intentionality "belongs to the essential nature of comportments, so t~t to ~ 
intentional comportment is already a pleonasm. 61; a ba"ic c. by which the .~ 
developo; ONTOLlX1Y a~ a ocience, 319-320; I'ERCE/'11:AI. c., 71: I'ROOCCT!VE, p~ lZ2= 
intuitive c .. lOS, 106ft' 109- J 10, 112ft'. 115ft'. 118; that to which each c. RELATIlS, 
mlluroiJ compartmental REL·~:n()~SIIlI' to thmg~, 162. In: TF.MI'OR .. \I. c .• 265B'.; ~ 
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stnung. expecting. retaining as comportments in which TIME npresses itself. 257ff .• 260; 
onglnal. primary c. toward time: guiding oneself according to time. 258; UNl>ERST.o\NDIN(i 

c. In rommunication. 210; and toward things handy and things extant. ~ribed. 289ft> 
c. to'lo'ard brings belongs togeth~ with UNDERSTANDING OF BEING. 327; lJII,VElLING as c. 

of the ego. 216 
mpo!iltlo. 78.88-89.91.92; c. realis. 92 

:mprehension. c:onc:eptual (Begreifen. bqreifen; cf. concep« = Begrift), 14, rl9. 319.323; 
c. \'t~US undentanding, 274-275 
~. concealment. c:oncaIedness (verbergm, Verbergung. Verborpnheit. Verborgen

§t'in). 215; c. of temporality. Temporality. transcendence. world. beinl-in.the-world, but 
not complete. 322 

concePt (Begri&). 3Off., 3811' .• 41.83-84.94, 100. 129, 153.317; c:. of BEING asemptiestand 
simplest. 16,84; Kant', c. ofbeing or existence, 42, 43ff.; (sH heine; existence; perception; 
position); c. of being as positedness of combination in judgment, 179-180; OONC!I'TUS, 

831.; (X)PUL.t\ as combinatory c., 199; c. of the COSMOS as in Paul, '191; c. of DIMENSION, 
242; c. of E1~. 106, 151: c. of un: its philosophic:a1 content, formulated with the aid 
of the c. of existence, is bcing-in.the-world. 173; metabole, Urmc:hlag. as the mOlt genenJ 
c. of MOTION, 234; basic ontological conapt, ofNAnJRE (GaIiJeo). 321; c. of 08JECllVITY 
OFOIIJEcr5 in Neo-Kantianism. 202; ORIGJN of c. of; existence, 100, 102ff.: essence. 100: 
c. of OUSIA in Greek ontology. 151; concepta and PHENOM!NA. 159- 160: c. of PHlL050PHY 
and the non.philosophical sciences. depends on c. of the Oasein, 320; Co of R.lhLfIY. 34ff .• 
37.43; c. of SU!JECf. 167 -168; Kant's c. of SUBJECT-OBJECT, ISS; c. of T!MPOItALITY. to 
be defined. 292; common c. of TlM!. 228, 324-325; concepts of time: traditional. 230. 
231: Ntural. 232: c. ofTItANSCI!NDENCE, philoaophical. explained, 298ff.: "more original 
concept of tral'lSClendmce; 323: c. of TlUJTH, 214; UNANALYZABLE c., +4; c. of UNDER· 

SWo.1l1l\'G: how it must be taken, rl6; delineation of it. rl6ft'.; c. of WORW. 164-165, 
165 (phenomenological versus pre-philO!lOpnical). 174. 294, 296ff.; common c. of the 
world. 2fT! 

conapl formation. in philoaophy: why opposed to that of the positive sciences, 3r1 
conaptualiubility, 323. 8ft comprehension. conceptual 
Concreation. 104 

Conal'lum. 187 

consaoushood (Bewusslneil, technical t~m introduced by Natorp), 156 
CIOnsciow,neo;.~. 21. 73. 156. 158-159,223, 323; being as c. (Husserl). 124-125; c. of pro-

ductiv~ project. 151; c. and truth. 214 
l:Onaigm6cation. Ull 

COnSPICUOUS what makes the handy become c .. 311 
~tancy. II 

roruhlUlion. 56. 59. 64. 65 (Thi~ t~m appears in many contexts; 5«. for instance. Dasein 
ItheJ co. t .. I' ..) 

. ." ItUtJOO, or mtentlona Ity. constitution. 
:;:trlJoCtlon. phenomenological. 22. Sn- phenomenologIcal 
ton ~lncl lime as c., 252. 255. 8ft embrace; hold-around 

Itrnpl"uon. 293 

tonIei'll. ~5. 92. 102, 215; c. of judgment. 202; p<mible eternal sumistence of c. of true 
Prop.-.>\lllon. independently of the Ialter'~ truth. 221; phenomenological c. of common 
hrn.,.l57; real hachlichel content. 304. 316 (s~e Sache; thing; nsence. The Lexicon does 
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not attempt to list the oa:urrmces of the adjective wsachhch: which appars rn...._ .. 
most often translated by inhemIt, intnnsic:. mo~ rarely by thing as in thizIg~. 

contexture. 1638".,208-209; c. ohhings, 17S; c. of phenomena belOtlJing to the lop. ~ 
Sft equipmental. contexture; function; significance; world • . 

continuity (Stetigkeit; sunecheaa), 236, 238, 2428".; experience of c. in elements of. CIOIIdn. 
uum.2« 

continuum. 236, 242; the now as c. of Aux of time, 249 
contradiction. 39, 54, 74 
copu~. 15,24,39.40.75,177.179; A.\fBJGUlTY in c. (Mill). 19411'.; BEING OCthee.: .. ... 

horizon of witatnes (euentia) (Hobbes), 18311'.: acxording to Aristotle. 1808':.; .. ... 
horizon of essence and existence (~'lill), 19211' .• summary ac:c:ount. 20111'.; f'uac:tIaa fl c. 
as COMBINING AND SEP.\RA1lNQ; sunthesis and diairHis, 199; EX .... MPL.ES far ~ 
by the different theories of the being of the c .• 203 - 204; its INDimRENC!, 2101[; bIiat 
of the Co and theory of double jI.1DCiJI.tL..,,. (Lotze), 19811'.; l'EGATlVE Co. cIezIied by Lacze. 
199; c. as sign ofPREDICAnON (Mill). 193-194; PROBL.EM of the c., 179-180; fUac:dtal 
SENSE assigned to the c. by Hobbes. 186: characterutic Tltl!ATMENTS of the c.. 179; c. 
defined as TRtmf by Hobbes. 188. Set -isw 

cosmology. 80: cosmologia rational is, 80 
cosmos. 115, 165 
count. counting, counted. 237, 23911'., 2S4, 255; the nows as counted, 24.5-246; ............ 

of time, rooted in ecstatic·horizonal constitution of temporality, 274. S. time, AdIeodt·. 
definition discus.sed 

Counter-Reformation, 79 
cover up, covering up (verdecken, Verdeckung: cf. conceal .. verbergeo.): ,"".ds. '" rJ 

original time. due to falling, 27111'.; covering.up of struc:NraI moments of wodIkImI. 
grounded in falling. 271 

creation, 93, 98-99, 101, 104. 118 
creator. 104, 150. 151 
creatura, creatures, 81, 82. 91 
critical: philosophy as the critieal science, 17 
culture, 169-170 

Da (here. there, here-there). Set Translator's Appendix, • A Note on the 0. IIId the ~ 
33311'.: the Da. the here-there. as the Dasein's openness. 300; the Da as where the-, 
and the extant are encountered, 300; the 0., toward·itself as for-!he·sa!te-of. 301;:::: 
porality exists--i&t da-as unveiled. because it makes possible the '0.' and its un 
ness in general: 307 ..... 

. 9ff 3f[ 87 101·-1-Oasean (the). 6[., 9ff., 18d' .• 22, 2". 28. 43. 55, 56, 58, 59, Mfr .• 6 ,,7 '. ' 1.58f. 
105. 1~, 110-111, lUff. 118. 119ft' .• 122-123. HI. 144. 147. 154-155,157. -a;i' 
161-162, 16411'., 170-171. 174tr .. 183. 207ff., 211. 214IT" 217-218. 219ft'.. ~ 
227-228, 237, 25S. 259, 265f1"., 268. 27011'., 2751T., 279ff'., 2&4, 286ff .• 291, ~ 
295fT .• 302-303, 307-3~. 3111T., 3131T .• 317, 31811'., 32Off., 32511'.; the D. is .,hcJII. 
with its ABIUTY-TQ.BE. 295; ontologie.al "' ....... LYTIC of the D., 16. 19; the D. as a. tJ 
condition for ascertaining the structure of ASSERTION, 209; the D:s unden~70: 
modes of'being is presupposed in assertion, 211-212; the BEJ:\G of'the D., 153.169 
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!he LJ. as th~ being EO whOle being (exi'tencel an undm;tanding of being belongs.3L2. 
;and to the int~rpmation of which all tM probkms of ontology murn. 154: tM D. and 
thr question of w being of being. 222-223; how the D. is in its being-frft-for its own 
pOSSibllitle5.276. 1:17; th~ D. latently or pre-ontoiOSica1ly distinguishes being and beings. 
319. the L>.'s relation to beings and to being. 320ft' .• 325-326; OOMMON OONCEPTION of 
Ihr L>-. 110; the D:s OOMPORTMlNTS. 57ft' .• 110-111. 122. 158. u intmtional. 161: 
toW.lrd beings. 318. the nec:naary conditions: understanding and affective ~Lf-finding. 
liH. a basIC OONSTITUTION of tM D .• 64; existential constitution of the D:s being. 
ontological constitution of the D .• 74-75.117.119.122.15411' .• 162.171.174.268.274. 
294.312; ooNTaAST between th~ D. and extant beings. 64. 164; existential DETERMI· 
NAnos of the D .• 214; the D. u the being to whOle mode of being DISCLOSURE belongs 
essentially. 18 (_ 0.); disclosure of the D. for itself. 111. 15811'.; the D:, ECn'A11C 

HOJUZO,'Ii.OJ. constitution. 302. 3OS; the D.', EXISTENCE u being-in-the--world. 164; rAC 

neAl D. as for-the--aake--of-beinC·abJe..to-be-with·one-another. 296; the 0:. FORGET11NG 

oi its prior understanding ofbeinl. 326; the D:. diatinaive PUNcnON for making possible 
III adequately founded ontological inquiry in general. 16-17. 22. 56. 122; the D ... theme 
off\1NDAMENl'ALONTOLOCiV. 223-224; the D ... f'lTI1JRAL. 265; the 0.'1 relation EO the 
M,'liDY. 292; MEANING of the lerm -Dasein- for us and in Kant and Sc:hoIasUci,m. 28; 

MOOE OF BEING of the D .• 64. 161. 174; ONTOLOGICAL PRIORITY of the D .• 223-224; 
ONTOLOGY of the D .• 55 • .56. 7S (-the ontology of the Duein represents the latent goal 
aud constant and more or las evident demand of the whole development of Welter'n 
plWosophy"l. 117. 167; the D:I primary ORIENTA11ON toward beings as extant things. 
which inftuena!s the D.·s unclelltanding of being and of itself. 271-272; the D. a. PAST 

ill the nistential se~ of havinl-been-ness: "The Dasein can .. Iinle gee rid of its {put 
., b)'goneness u escape its death. In eYer'Y ~~ and in ever'y case ~rything we have 
bern is an _ntial determination of our existence. The Dasein. in being. necessarily 
always has been. This entail, that {putons in the ~ of! having-been-ness belongs 
10 the Da!lein'lI exis~nce: 265-266; need for PREPARATORY ONTOLOOIc\L INVESTlGA. 

nos of the D .. 224; exposition of the D.', basic COIl!Ititution as preparatory. prauppoeed 
from Being dnd li ..... 228; preparatory ontological interpretation of the D .• 313; the D.·s 
enpresmting and its PRESENT. 266; the D. as "free and open for the thou" only in RESOLUTE 

INtlIVIOCATION. 288; "SELF and world belong together in the single entity. the Da~: 
211'1; tt.e lJ:s SELF-GIVENNESS. its (pre--reftnive) givennns EO it~lf (bill 5« reAectionl: 
l'he self 15 thne for the Dasein itself without reftection and without inner' perception. 
~r all reflection. 159; SELI'.PUllPOS1V!NESS and the ontological c:onstitution of tM D .• 
141.295-296; mNning of "The Duein exists for-the-sake--of-itself" as ontologial. nOl 
onllCill. 196; the D:s ontological COIl!Ititution II for-the-sake--of-itself. 296; the D:s SELF

l:I\Ll£R.~·r."S()ISG. 110; via its capacity-to-be. 265; existmtiaJ. ontological STltUCTUR! of '!:: D. b4. 166. 170; the D:s ontological c:onstitution IS rooting in TEMPORALITY. 228; 
t i) \ temporal comportment and self_pression. 259; the D:s three basic temporal 
cornPOrtnlent~. as expressible by tM then. at-the-time. and now. 259-260; why the D. 
~U\l bt: called the temporal entity as "uch. contrasted with other entities. 271; how the 

1\ It'd to coyer up original temporality and interpret time as extant. 271-272; tem
:r;thty .~ condition of pcmiblbty of the D.'" being. 274; temporality and the D:. un

r\tandang of being. 280; th~ D.·s baSIC constitulion lies in tempor.ality. 291. lhe 11 IS 
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temporal. in the original sense of time. 311: the D. and tmtporality: ~ 
general is KSlatic-horizonal self'projection simply as ,uch. on the basis ~ ~ 
Dasein', transcendence is po$Slble. Rooted in this transcendence is the o...z."l 
constitution. belng·in-the-world. or care. which in tum IMkes intentionality POIIiI 
312: the D .• temporality. and the undenlanding of being. 312-313: the D:, ..... , 
in THDlGS. 17Ur.; the D. as understanding itself and other D.'s via thinp,29&; 1ht 
motion and being ..... ith. in its undentanding olnME. 259; the D.'s ontological ~ 
as constiMed by time-sequence temponlity. 268; the D.'s 'TlWIo"SCEh'DENC!, _ ... 
as the transcendent. as what i, truly transcendent. 299. 323: ·OnIya bei .. with the II 
of being of the Dasein transcends. (fJrmscmdence is precisely what ... 
characterizes its being. .. The Durin is the uanscendent being. Objects lad .... 
never transcendent: 299-300: the D:s TRl."I1f and its exillins in truth ...... 
described. 216; the D. as determined by being-true. 217; the D. as buil oC~ 
truth. 219ft'.: the D.'s existentiell (ondaU UNDERSTA.''DINO. 291: the D.o, ..,., 
dentandins ofbeinp and being. 315; by its own constitution the D. UHVIILI .... 
appropriates them to itself as unveiled. 221: the D. and WORLD. ~5. ~. 

Dasein (the). IS the being that __ ourHlves are. 16.28.056.64.705. 119. 120-121.140. 
ISS. 166. 169. 170.215-216.223, 22.J, 2.55 rthe being that is mant by ICIUI ..... 
298. 321: ·the being that is in each cue mine. that at each time I rtlyMf lID-

dalability: d. IS structural moment of expressed time. 262ft'.: defined as the reIIdaaII. 
ture determined by a ·when" belonging to each now. then. and at·the-daw.. 
possible indefiniteness. 262 - 263: d. belongs to the essential COMtitutioll oC_1i 
determinations. 262 - 263: itl derivation (rom the eatatic character eX tempCII'IIItJ. : 
d. O'o'erlooked by Aristotle. 261&'. 

death. 273 
definition. definitio. 84. 86, 102. 105. 106. 108: MiII's theory o( d. as nondnII • 

real. 196ff. 
degeneration: why al\ genesis is degeneration. 308 

deitlS.9O 
Descartes. Rene. 11.35.37-38.61.66.73.74.80.82. 12.J-125. 12.5&' •• 147. HI. 

15.J-155. 174. 195 
dntrucrion. phenomenological. 22-23. 2.J. 8ft phenomenologic:al. method 
determination (Bestimmungl. 3.J, 35. 43. 70. 76. 90-91. 159. 166. 168. 169. -

300ff .• 21". 2105. 217-218. 218-219. 2.J2. 297: as determinatio or realitas in lCInt. 
ontological d:s of the moral penon (Kant). HOII".: the most central d. of temporalitY 
world. 302: d. of time. 305; now·d .• 306 

dcu,. 81. 90 
diaire!lis: S .. P a5 separation. 182. 8ft Greek expressions. diaire-sis 
dialectic. 53. 152-153. 155. 255: tran~endental d .• 80; idealism', d. of consciOUSness. 
diR'erence: real d. between fl~nce and exi\tence. 9Ur. S« distinction 
diR'erence. ontoiogic"l. S« ontological difference 
dignity. 137 ---I 

o.lthc)·. \V.lh..lm. 51-.52. 173. 178; his contrast between undentanding and ... r 
tion.275 
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dal1'l('n~lon. dimensionality. 242. 248-248: d. of mDtion. defined in cDmpl~I)' formal sense 
" slr.'t('h. q.lI.. 242 

()i,,~. \ .. 7; Ding and Sache. 139. Str thing 
()io~Y'IUS the Amlpagite. 30. 81 
dir«tion. direction-toward. direc:tedness. etc .• 21. 57-58. 60. 62ff. 67. 68. 71. 217. 258. 

,l(JII • .l93. 314. 322: d. toward the "wherefOR and wheretD thrrr is still time now: 259; 
~lf.{in~ion toward. intentiDnaiity. 314: directiDnaI sense. 68. 113. 118 (of perception. 
IntUltionl. 315. 317 

dLJC~rge. 114. 1.51. Str release; set free 
di.~Ia.e. di!IClosing. disdosedness. disclosure (enchliessen. ErschIiessen. Enc:hlossenheit). 

18. SO. 7111' .• 215-216. 219. 270. 280.318: disdosure Dhm:G. 67. 72: disclosure defined 
,ilS the 'unyeiling of the being thlt we ouneIves are. the o.sein. and that hiS existence 
as its mode of being: 215: but cf.: "Not only does its uncoverednest-that it is uncoy· 
ered-brlong tD the entity which is pertlrived in peraption. but also the being.under. 
,toad. that is. the disc:1osedness of that uncovered entity', mode of being. We therefDre 
distinguish not only terminolocically but also fOl' reasDns of intrinsic content between the 
ullCCllltrninm of d being and the _loHdnm of irs Nine." 72; discloaure of EXTMTNESS. 

71; disclosedness of OTHER DASEINS. 279; disclosure of SELF in intentional cDmportment. 
158-1.59: disclosedness and UNOOVEREDNESS. 71-72; disclosing as one _y ofUNVI!IL-
1l\:G. 215-216: disclosure of WOIlU> fOl' the [)astin. 219. 279. 294. See truth; uncover; 
unveil 

cb:oune. 210; exhibitive d.. 180 
disputing. 209. 211-212: aibitive d .• 209 
disp~y (aufweisen. Aufweisungl. 209f.: primary character of assertion. 209: presupposes 

unveiledness of beings and dil'erentiatiDn of understanding of being. 212. 8ft exhibition 
disposable. 1~-I09 
disPOSitio entis. 104 
diainctio: 111 distinctio modalis ex natura rei; d. fDrmalis. 90. 93-94. 96: (2) distinctiD 

rationis. 90. 94fT.; d. rationis pura yeJ ratiocinantis et d. ralionis ratiocinlla vel cum 
fundamentD in reo 96: (31 distinctiD realis. 89-90. 911' .• 95 

distinction. distinctio. 771' .• 881' .• 92: OONSTRUCTIVE d .• 64: D. BETWEEN: BE(!o;G AND BEINGS, 

225. 2M .• 31811',; I« Dntological dil'erence: the IemporalizinK of this distinction is the 
condiuon of p05llibility fDr its beinK explicitly know. 319, 321: BEllIIG·HANDY ANI> BEllIIG· 
!XT ... ~'T (Zuhandensein. VDrhandensein). 304: BElNG·IN·THE·WORLU AND WNG·WITHIlII· 

TItE,WORLI> linnaworldliness). 16811' .• 174: !GO AND !l;ATURE hnibject and object), 125ft'.: 
L'SS[SC[ .\."IiJ) EXISTENCE Ies.wntia and existential. 771'.; EXISTE!I."T1ELL l.'NDERSTANDIl"G 

Of 1 HE 1l"'~Ellli ........ A BEING AlIIl> 'I'HE UNDWTANDltoOG OF BEING. 280; HORIZONS of the 
ilftort' and after and the earlier and later. 246; lNNEIA.'IlU Ol;TEIt. 1ft inner-outer dislinc· 
hOC\. I:-;TIV.TEMPORAUTY of things and events and innatemporality of the nOWl. earlier 
.r"j laler. 251-252: LCXi()S in general and logos apophantikos. 180; t."KING OF A jVlJG. 

MI:.:. r ,'\SII TtIE Jl,:DGEI> (X)NTE!I."T. 201; NOW III number in general and u the counting 
COUnted. 250: OJt.'TOI.<XiICi\!. fUN<;rJONAUTY J\.'IlDOS"T1(:.'\l. TELEOLOGY. 295; two !lenses 

0/ Ine I',"'~l~ bygoneness IVerganKenheit) and having.been.ne~\ (Gewe!oenheill. 265-266: 
~t:k"):-; ,\SI) Tl11NG (person and &che. ego and non-ego. !iUbject i1nd object. Te5 cocitans 
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IDd res extensa). 1371f .• 168-169. 175-176: PHILOSOPHY .... '110 POSmVl!aENar.:s. -. 
323; PIm..OSOPHY M"D \\'ORlD-VlEW (Welwuchauung). "If .• llE., 320; ltD ~ 
M'D RES EXTL-.:s. ... 123ff.: WBlECT AND OBJ!CT. 12511'. 140: TL'-D'OMLlTY AND 

DET!:R.\IINATIOSS. 266; l.':I:COVEIlEDNESS OF II BEJ!'ICi .... '110 DISCLOLSEDNESS OF ITS-=: 

72; m;COVEJllSCi M"D DlSCt.QSl,"RE as the two ways of unveiling (of beina-true). 2 
l.'NDtRST .... 'IIDL"IIG .... 'lD COSCEP'T1JAl. COMPIlEHENSION. 275; UNDERSTM'DINQ or IaNo ~ 
GE.~El.o\L (N.-.tUtOW SESSEI AND t.r!'IDERS1:o\NDINCi AS CONS'1l1VI1VE D~ or 
TIft DASEL"'S EXlSTE!'ICt. 278 

Dominican Order. 79 (Preachers) 

dogrmtic metaphysics. 143 
dogmatism. 124. 222 
dream, 5211'. 

Duns ScoNs, 20. 30. SO. SSIf .• 93-94. 94ff .• 124 
during. duration. 74.232.251.263 
dwell, dwelling. 64. 66. 171.208.216.293.325 

earlier. 20. 107; e. as I time-determination. present in conapt of the a priori, 324-_ 
earlier and later. 236. 240-241. 246ff. 

earth. 255. 297 
Ebbinghaus. Hermann, 52 
Eckhan, Meister. 90-91 

tClwis. ecstases. eatatic. 267, 269-270. 306If .• 311, 315. 317. 318; e. of future, 267; .. « 
plSt. 267; e. of present. 267: unity of the three eatases of temporality. 267; 1Ic:b ..... 
its own horizon.al schema. 302; e. of the present, and perception, 315: ecawic: 1IIIItJ,'11 

eatatic·horizonal. 287, 302. 305. 314-315; e. character. constitution « teIIIpCIIIII1cJ 
267-268.274.302; e. unity oftemponlity. 307. 318 

dlec:t.74 
ego. SO. 56. 61. 64. 73-74. 75. 123, 125ff., 129ft' .• 13111' .• 137E .• 141-142. 144E., 147-148, 

155-156.174.216.219.223.272.277.278; original synthetic unity of ~ 
(Kant). 127. 144; condition of possibility of C"TECiORlES. fundamental ODto&atPcaI-

dition of all being (Kant). 128 -129; DETER:t.H.II,lANT and determinable (Kant. F'x:hIe).l3Il 
e. and EGOHOOO. 1251f.; EMPlRIC .. l. e .• 129. 146; sensibly empirical thinkins (~ •. 
versus pure e. of apperception. 145; ontological ground of po5sibility of all wEItJINCDIG· 
129. 144; j·N-i· ..... CTING." 145; character of e. due to ISTENTlo.'IIALITY of all c~ 
1581f.' i·THINK: 144; gound of pouibility of the "I think" and of the categories. 144: 111 
each case MISE, 130. 137; m.-rOLOG'I' of the e., 147; Raw in e .• PR08L!M in Kant. 146; 
SPO/Io'TANElTY and intelligence (Kant). 147; SUBJECT AND OBJECT (Kant). 130- U1. 1541.: 
e. ddin~ by Kant as SLrBjEcn;M (hupokeimenon). 148; THEORETICAL AND Pv.C1'fO\L 

e.: discordance in Kant's theory, 146; n","IISCESDENTAL e .• 125tf .• 142 
egohood, 127. 129, 130. 132; as ontological concept. 129; as self·consciou$ness. 132 

ego-pole and ego-acts. 158 . . 'ned 
eido§' and anticipated look. 106-107; e. and morphe. 106-10i; e. as procotypical imII' 

pattern. 151 
Einsr"Jn. hillen. 232 
eht.atikon. 267 
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brace (umgreifenl. 252. 254. 274; 'lime does not ilSelf belong to motion but "'""GUS 

tIf'lt • 252; time as embracing beings. 252. 274; "Due to iu ecstatic character temporaJity is. 
I. 

,. it wrre. further outside than any possible object which the Duein can ellCOWlter as 
u~rnpOral. Bec:a~ of this. any being that the Duein eIlCOWIters is already embraced by 
:Ime from the very outset: 274 

~ricism. British. 195 
encounter (begegnen. Begegnung). 70. 118. 169. 171.219.273-274.290. ZM-29.5. 297. 

307. 310. 317; A BflNG -can be encountered by UI 41 a being only in the light of the 
undcr"standing of being: 27.5; e. with HANDY AND AT-HAND BEINGS. 291; MOTlON en

countered with regard to the before and after. 238; how nME is encountered. 235; in 
connection with encountered motion. 237 - 238; immediately. 241; in CIOI\MCtion with 
mollon. 244; .1 something counted. 250 

end. ends. 138. 141-142. 147. 148; man. and every rational beint. as an end in himself 
(Kant). 138; realm oC ends: iu ontical sense as the commen:ium or being-with-one-another 
of persons as such. the realm offreedom (Kant). 139, 141; end-in·itaelf. 147 

endure. enduring. 263 
enpresent. enpresenting (gesenwirtipn. Gep:nwirtigen). 2.57. 260-261. 26Ur.. 26511"., 

269lJ .. 287 -288. 290-291. 310-311. 315. 316; enpre:senting of A B!ING. 269; enprr
senting DEfINED. 260. 306-307; e. of!QUIP'M~ -In expectant-retentive enpresmting. 
the rquipmf!nt comes into play, becomes present. enters into a present (Gegen-wartJ'-
293; e. in dea.Jing with equipment. 309; e. implicit in EXPt:CT1NO AND RETAINING. 260; 
how incorporated in each expecting and Rtaining. 260; e. of the lNAtrrHENnC UNDI!JI.

STANDfllo'G. 291; e. in MISSING AND I'1NOINQ SOMETHING. 310-311; e. and "NOw". 
260-261; e. of IIOmething. the PR!SI'.:!'IT. expresses itself in the now. 261; e. -Cor the mo&t 
part' contruted with e. in IlI!SOLlITlN!SS. 287; e. of IIOmething. expressed TEMPoRALLY. 

317. 8ft temporal. comportments 
-.35.81-82. 83ft" .• 90-91. 92. 99. 183. 194; em a se. ab alia. 82. 88-89; actus purUi. 

em potentiale. 82.88; conceptus formali$ entil. conceptus objectivus entia. 83-84; em 
aeaNm. increatum. 82. 89.91.92.98. 118-119. 152; "ens" as participle. as noun. 84-8.5; 
esse. em. beingnes.s as producednes.s. 152; ens finitum. infinitum. 79. 81-82. 89. 148. 
151; ens necessarium. contingem. 82; ens per essenl~m. per p&rticipationem. 82; ens 

perfectlssimum. 79: ens rationis. 81. 183; ens reale. 183: ens realissimum (allerrealslft 
W~. the moot real of all beings). 37. 148. S« esse 

enti~5. 89. 194 

entity. entities (Seiendes. du Seiende: 5« GI~natiw b'anslalion: beings'. 165. 168. 169. 
212-lB. 218-219: historical e .• 169-l7(). how the extant e. can be true. 218-219; 
presenclng e .. 307 

tl\IIIrOfllng world (Umwelt). 171 
tl\lIlIonrnent (Umgebung). 168 

ilpl'tnnologlal. epistemology. 59. 128; epistemological realism. 62 
~lIprn"nt (Zcug). 16211". 171. 258. 292ft' .. 295. 299. 30311" .. 308tL DESIG~AnON: "The 
~'tSr tlllll~J that surround us we call rquipmmt. - 163; EMPLOVMENT of e .• dncribed. 
~3. F.!I;PkESENTING of e .• 293; relation of e. to its 1'.:Ql:IPMElIITAl OONTl'.:XllJRE. 292. 294: 
~·F()k. 163-164; conditions for encountering H .... S!>Y e .. 299; e. is IN·OR()t:R·TO in an 
ontol~lCaJ wnse: ill whatness and howneu are constituted by functionality. 292-293: 
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examples of e .• wen in broad Ol'--roLOOIC.\L SL"SE. 292: howe. is L,."'EIUD II 

483; e. is l.'S.\BLE U such only if already projected upon a f~onaI rel&dCIQ. 293 IIIdt. 
equipmental (adjective translating the noun-form Zeug when it functions U initial ~ 

nent o( a compound word sum u Zeugchlrlkter, Zeugzusammenhang): e. ~ 
292. 3().1; constituted by functionality (Bewandtnis. q.lI. I. 292: e. OO"""TEX'nJRa. 1_ 
171. mff .• 303-304. 309-310; condition (or its apprehension u contature 2M: ' 
dentanding of it precedes use of equipment. 294; e. R.'SC1l0S, 292: primarily ~ 
the being of equipment, 292; e. USE, made possible by lening-funaion (~ol 
functionality). 292-293: e. WHOLE. 163 

error, 37; its possibility. 216 
esse. 83ff .• 87. 88.92, 109. 112. 152.203-204; the est for Hobbes. 198. 8ft ens 
essence. 15. 301' .• 77ff .• 79. 82-83, 8Sff .• 88ff .• 9Iff .• 93, 94ff .• 99. 100. 138-ut.2I8; 

essential proposition (Mill). 19Sff .• 203; superessential e .• 90: inteJpre'tltion« e. ..... 
and in modern ontology. 106ff.; e. of time, 233ff. 

essentia. 15. 18.2",31. 77ff .. 83ff .• 881 .• 911 .• 93-94. 94ff .• 99ff .• 10611',. 112f..l_ .. U8, 
187. 194. 198, 202. 203-204. 218; e. DEI. 79; DISTIscnON between e. and ........ 
881.; e. of MAN and of things. HI: e. as translation of 0t:S1A. 108-109: ""DMnc 
u universally valid concept. 119. 120: e. REAUS. 8.5. 86 

eternity. 11.5. 303 
everlol$ling. 303 
evil. 37-38 
exemplar)' entity, 123; nature u e .• 123 
exhibition (Aufzeigung), 209-210, 21Off .• 21.5. 218; e, u basic struc:t\1l'e of MUUICIN._ 

"The primary moment of the structure of assertion is fixed by exhibitiora: 210; ........ 
DISCOURSE. 180; e. IS intentionally L~VEILI:-;G OOMPOIlTIoIE.'it 218; "ExhibiIioD" die 
c:h4racter of ."weiling. and it can be determination and communication only __ II 
unveils. This unveiling. which is the basic functiQn ttl _lion. constituteS the c:hIIIcIIr 
traditionally designated as fHoing-ll'ut." 21.5. Sf, apophansis; display 

exist. existence. existentiality (This entry COliers occurrences in the sense ol ExiIteDz, ... 

also includes some in the sense of lAsein. Vorhandenheit. Vorhindensein. For ceraiI 
special occurrences. 1ft Existenz.) 91 .• 1.5. 18-19. 20. 24. 27fr .• 3Of .• 361', •••••• 
4iff .• 49-SO. ",fr., Mfr .• 71ff .• "'-75. 77ff' .• 831 .• 861 .• 8811' .• 9111' .• 93-94. 941:. 99-1ao. 
l00ff .• 108. 109. 111. 112. 117. 120-121, 137ff .• HI, H5. 147. 153. 154. 157. 158l. 
161. IMII' .• 168ff' .• 17Off .• 174. 17.5. 176. 187-188. 191. 19fff' .• 20111' .• 208-209. 211. 
216-217.217-218, 219ff' .• 222-223. 227ff .• 233-234. 259. 270, 274. 27511' .. 279--
29.5ft' .• 297-298. 309. 317. 31811' .• 322.328: ASSER'm:G existence. 317: AUTIfDo'TICAIIP 
IKWTtIE..''TIC existence. 170-171, 175; everyday. inauthentic irresolute existenCII. ~ 
authentic existence. defined. 170. as resolute. 287-288: Al.rrOTEUC exist~: 141~. 
'The Dasein exists; that is to say. it is for the sake of its own CoIpacity.to-be-ln-thf-WUl-
170; exi!>lence of BEING .... ~lJ TRt."11t. 223; constitution o( the Dasein's existence as ~ 
1!'.TltE.WORLD. 1701; basic: OO:-;5TrrvTIO:-; oC existena. 291; existomce, interpreted by 
ECST."TIC CH."RACTER OF TIME it i~ "the origiN] unity of being-outside-self that ~ 
toward.selC, comes-back-to-self. and enpre~nlS. In its mutic chancter. t~porabr'JO, 
the condition oC the constitution of the Dasein's being: 267: EVEItYD."V exlst~~ 
.71; natural everyday cxi~trllCC'. 2010; qu~tion of ME ... SISCi ... SIl Mo\'El'oIElIo'TS of f!'lI1S 
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l~. cxistente MEANS; to be in the carrying through of the distinction between being and 
beIng .... 319; 10 exist means, among other thinga, to be as comporting with banp. 
II htlongs to the nature of the Dasein to exist in such I way that it is always already with 
other beings: 157; "To exist means to be in I world. Being-in-the-world is an essential 
structUre of the Dasein'& being. The structure of being-in-the-world makes manifest 
the «'sential peculiarity of the D.uein, that it projec:tll a world for itself, and it does this 
not s\lbtsequently and occasionally but, rather, the projecting of the world belongs to the 
l)a~in's being. In this projection the D.uein has always already *PP«l our fN,and itulf. 
DC-ftsterr; it is ill I world. The reason why we reserve the CIOI1CIepl 'exatence' for the 
IRseln'!I being lies in the fld that being-in-the-world beIoop to this its being: 169-170; 
S!.n·k/ll. OONCEPnON of existence, 102; existence as absolute POSmON, 32, 391 .• 42-43, 
.Ufr.. 48-49; I. abtiolute position, interpreted Temporally, 316&'.; POSSIBLE existence. 78; 
f:I(Isterice always already mans to STEP BEYOND or, better. having stepped beyond, 3(10. 

_ transcenc:lente: existence of TIME. 233-234. 236-237: existential concept of time; 
future, past. present. 265&'.; existence is made possible by TRANSCENDENCE. 323: M 

TIll.TH belongs to the Dasein: uuth exists; 219; existence and UNDDSTANDING. 

Z17 - 278; -An undemanding of the being of existence in general is encIoeed in every 
existentiell understanding." 279; existence as the Dasein', WAY OF BEING. 28, mode of 
being, 64; existence WOlDS, fOl' us and in the tradition. 28; - . the WOIW> is not extant 
but rather it exists. it has the Duein'. mode ofbeing.- 166 

existent (n.). 9S 
existentia, 15, 24, 28, 77f! .• 83f! .• 86tf., 91f! .• 93-94. 94fT. 99-100, 100f!. 106&'., 112fT., 

117ft'. 120.20211'.,218 
existential analytic. 1ZI; its outcome from Bei", arullim,; the constitution of the being of 

tht Dasein ill grounded in temponlity, 228 
aistentiell. 277-278, 291. 294.296. 'N7; "related to existence; 279; e. understanding, 

27711'., 286ff.; in e. understanding the DaMin is projected upon its ability to be, 279-280 
Exq~,28.43. 120, 141. 154 
ftiaere,92. 109. 112. 115. 119. S. esse 
IX,*,. expecting. expectance tpwirtig sein, Gewinigen), 259-260, 261. 265, 266. 270, 

271.289ff. 310-311; expecting I FOil-WHAT, 310; expecting the f'Oll-WHlat in using 
equipment. 293; the Dasein always expects ITSELF in expecting any particular happening, 
265; expecting 1!Ii I LooKING-FORWARD-TO, 289; expecting the POSTEIlIOR, 245; the 
~()JE(:n\,E. Idive chlrac1er of expectance in production. 293: RETEh'TIVE expectance. 
293; expecting and "THEN: 259; an expecting expresses it!ltl( in the then, 261; expecting 
l\ ground of Wl\lnto\G-FOR. 289. See temporal. comportments; transition. experiente of; 
motion. experience of 

tlIper,encc.ll. 37. 41. 018. 56.61-62. 129, 229.234; e. of BEfORE .... Nl> l\f"l1!1l, 247; ontical 
e of BEIM .,i presupposes pre-ontological understlnding of being. 281; e. of El\RUER .... ""Il 

L .... 'l::k Clime!. 247; e. of ManON. 242-243. 24411'.; Nl\nJJtl\L e .• 229; time as given with 
e 01 the SEI.F, of mentllllClions qua motions (Aristotle). 253-2504; common e. ofTH1NG.S. 
2115. of nME. l44. 268 

:;1~l\at"rv and undenunding !iCiencft, 276-277 
prt'\"on. l59. l70; how assertion expresses ...... rECEULVTI.Y UNUEltSTOOIl BEING. 211; e. 
oi 1 nil, )k."L CO,,"II'OIt'r!l.tE!IoTS· now. then. at-the-time a!l !\elf-expressions of the temporal 
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componmcna of enpresmting. expectiDg. n:t:ain.iIlJ. 239!:; e. of tempaRl CC1~ 
in the time-dete::Dinations. 261: e. «TE.'-O'ORALm': orisin of the three ~ 
raaticma iA temporality's self-expression. 261; e. of n.\IE: now as expression JiYeft to "
determined from the dock. 261 

extant. atantDnS (vorhanden. Vorhanclenheit. being-exwn. VorhancleMein: II~ 
transl.uions: at-hand. on· hand. present-at-hand; all as distinguished from haDdy, ___ 
den. handiness. Zuhandenheit. being.handy. Zuhandenseinl. 14. 24. 28 .... 43.47(, 
SO. 5.5. 56. 59tr .• 61. 64. 65. 66. 67f .• 78. 84. 87. 101. 104. 108-1()g (II ~ .. 
propertyl. 109. 110. 111. 115. 116. 118. 119( .• 123. 125. 129-130. 132. U9. 141.142, 
143. 147. 148. ISO. 153. 164. 166f .• 174. 175-176. 182. 194.203.205,208,212. 214 
217-218.218-219.222.255.266.289.291.292.296-297.300-301. 304. __ _ 
313-314. 315f .• 323; extantness. the Kmtian Oasein. as ABSOLUTE POII'DCNca .... 
CUTlON. 313. 315f.: ImlQoe. (beingat.handl. 123; relation oflm:c-nUlt to .. ....... 
217-218: extantnasdistinguished from H.o\NDJNESS. 304; why. ItOM/ ......... .,. 

atant fflIUtyJ is NOT CALLED TEMPORAL. 271: TIM! intapn:t:ed by the r ..... n... 
-concomitantly extant.- 272 (see Aristotle); orientation ofTRADl'l10NAL 0Nr0I.0CJY to .. 
atant. to raaNR 

extension. 203: modification ofstretch. 242: spatial e .• 243-244 
auatemponl. the aU'ltemporal (ausseneitig. des Ausseruitilel. 236. 253; t/. ........ 

poral (uanslatins des Ausserzeitliche. in apposition with the supratemponJ. the .... ). 
539 and supratemponl 

factic:aJ. factual (boch as translations o! faktilch. IS distinguished from tatakh11ch) (Ill'" 
lind n ..... 82. H 55-56. fakti.sch is defined IS follows. "Duein undentandl ita_ ... 
peculiar being in the sense of a certain 'factual atantnas·. And yet the '&ctuIIIt( J_ 
fact of our own Duein is fundamentally difrerent from the factual ocx:umace J ... 
sort of mineral. The factuality of the Faktum Duein. IS which at each time ada DueiII 
is. we c:aJ1 itafCldicic)I. The complicated Itructure of this determination JbeIDi CID" 

be grasped GI CI prolI/ctn onJy in the light of the basic existential canstitucioas J the [)ueiD 

which have already been elaborated. The concept of facticity contains within itMIf. the 
being-in-the-world of an 'inuaworldly' being in such a way that this beinJ can ~ 
itself u clOIely bound up in its 'destiny' with the being of the beings which it IftCICIUI*'I 
within its own world: somewhat varied (rom the Macquarne-Robinwn nnderiaIJ. 9. 
22.159.160.168.171.211. 278f .• 289. 292. 296. 297.318.321-322.326; whythef. 
Dasein knows rime primarily IS now·sequmce. 268. 271f. 

falling (verfallen. des VerfaJlen): as reason (or covering·up of original time: beInI iI \rIIIIf" 
preted as being-atant. 271-272; a mode of being of the Olsen. portrayed. 271 

false. fabitu. 180. 188. 190 
familiarity: the Dueins f. with itself. others. and handy and extant entities u f. in • .,orIcl 

301; primary. original f.o 304. S. appropriate. appropriately 
fantasy. 107 

~~ -feeling. 132f.; as revelation of the EGO. 133; f. of my EXlSTE.~CE (Kantl. 133; twO thIr' 
STRl1cnJRt: of f .• 132-133: ·feeling is not a simple reArction upon oneself but rI 
feeling of stlf in having a feelingfor something" 132 
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fichu!. Johann Gottlieb. 75. 12.5. 130. 142. 152 • .,3. 162 

tigure. 106 
linding: the Durin as finding itself in thinp. 171 
linding C ... ~US missing). 310 
nnding-presmt (vortlnden. Vorfinden). 109-110 
finished. finishedness (of a thing; teleion). 108. 113. 114.249 
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finite. finitude. 147ft'.; finitude of person. of substana. 148lf.; meaning orr .• 150; temporality 
in the authentic sense is finite. Tl3 

fon~. Petrus, 113 
fontendle. Bernard Ie Bovier de. 330 
fOrMighl (vor-aichtig. Vonichtl. 109 
forgetting. 260. 261. 26.5. 290. 306: f. u speci6c: mode of retention. 260; temporality forlelS 

its own finitude. 273; f. u peculiar poIitively «SUllie mode of temporality. involved 
in inauthentic understanding. 290: Ihe c:haracteristU: of forgetting is that it for-gets 
itself: 290 

form. forming. formed. 87. 106lf. 
forma. 83. 86. 102. lOS. 106 
for·lhe-sake-of. 295; fOl'-the-sake-oE-whic:h. 170. 295: for-the-sake-of-itself. 295; being-in as 

toward-itself. as for-the-sake-of-itself. baed on the future. 302 
forthwith. 261 
for-what. 310 
for-which. 163.293.295 
founding. foundation: AXOI.OUTl1I!1N. to follow. u ontological connection of founding in 

Arutotle (between time. motion. continuity. dimension). m: founding AllGUMEm; 116; 
foundation of ASSEmOlll in being-in-the-worid. 2()8: founding of B!JNG.IN-THE-WOllLD 

on temporality. 298ft'.: a.oat-lJS..o\GE u founcled in taking time. 258; OOMMI!RCE wrnt 

EXTANT THINGS u founded in being-in-the-world. 168: founding connection between 
EllJ()S (LOOK) AND MOlPHE (FORM): in ancient ontology. 106. in the order of perception. 
106; ontological foundation for concepts of ESSENTIA AND EXIST!N11A (production). 112: 
founded LEVELS OF BEING. 305; OBJECTlPlCATION that is foundational for the natural 
scienas (positive sciences) and for philosophical science. 321-322: founding of 0NTOL

OGY on the Ouein's essential nature. 320; founding of SELFHOOD on transcendena:. 300; 
inadequate founding of THESIS 2. 120; founding of TRANSCENDENCE on «SUltic-horizonal 
urnI)' of temporality. 302; foundation for possible UNCOVEilt:ONESS OF " BEING through 
disclosedness of its being. 72 

France. 192.262 (french) 
Francl'CaDS. 80 (friars Minor). 183 (English) 

freedom. 133. 135-136. 138-139. 141. 148. Tl7. 279: the Duein all (ree for its ability to 
~.n6 

fUnctllm. functional. functionality (Bewandtnis). 144. 149. lSI. 164. 165. 171. 174: fune
tlon"hly.68. 164. 165. 171. 174. mfr .. 295. 304-305: constitutes equip mental character. 
1&4. 192: connection. 311; contexture. 299; relation(a). 293. 295: totality or whole. 171. 
174. 310. ~ let-function 

fUnd""ental ontology. 16-17. 19-20. 56. 122-123. 230. 281: fundamental-ontologi.cal 
function of the D.uein. 19. 172. 223-224; fundamental ontology Identified with the 
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prepantory ontologJcal &N.lytic of the Duan. 19-20.24.224; the need to ~ 

& higher !eo.·el. 224; funcWnental-ontologic:al problem of the possibility of the ~ 
ing of being in general. 281-282. l'ote that the tide gi\'en to Pan Two. p. 321. r.r. 
the "funciamental-ontological' question as tN.t of the meaning of being in ~ -10 

funher outside. further inside. 299. See inside: outside 
furural. 265: the Dase1n as f.: coming toward itself from its most pteuliar poaibiIjty, as 
future. 233. 265. 266-267.272-273. 306; the f. as basis of possibility of IlINO-IN. 3OZ: 

OO~L\IOS COSCUT of the f .• the not-yet-now. 233-234. 260-261. 265; the t ill the 
COM.'-ION SE.'.'SE by way of things. inauthentic. 289ft'.; the f. as EaTAnc, 266-26,. 
ESSES'CE of the f .. 266: original E.'(ISTDm .... L CONcur of the r., U ~ to: 
common concept. 265. and defined as the "corning.toward.oneself from one', IDOIt pe. 
culiar possibility: 265 

Galilee Galilei. 321 
Gattung (genus). 107 
GefUhlsphilosophie (philosophy of feeling = philosophizing by feeling). 328 
Gegenstand (object). 54. 200 
Genesb.118 
genem. 308. Su degeneration 
genuine and ungenuine: not synonymous with authentic and inauthentic. 160-161 
genus. 107 
geometry. 53-54. 55. 70 
Germany. 192. 262 
Gestalt. 106 
given (from: es gibt. it gives. i.e .• there is). 10. 190-191; the givenness of beiDp aDd rJ 

being. 10-11. 281 
Glaucon. 284 
God. 2iff .• 29ff .• Is" ontologicallr!\lmentl. 3811' .• 43. 79ft' .• 88.90-91.97-98,100,103, 

124. 138. 146. lSI. 176. 297. 298; G. as DOS INCRE. ... 1UM and causa prima ~ bciDp. 
118-119; Ol'.'TOLOGY oI'G., 81-82: G. as PRODJC£R of things. 105; G.II PROiOliPI 

of all being. 148 
Godhead. 90 
Goethe. Johann Wolfgang von. 4. 283 
good: IDE. ... of the good in Plato. with hint tN.e "the idea agathou is nothing but tht 

demiourgos pure and simple: 28.5-286; Plato on the good as OUTSTRIPPING BEING. 2&t 
grammar. 126 
Greek, Greek,. 73. 85ff .. 106lf .. 115-116. 117.183.207.215-216.315.317 
Greek expressions: aei on. 115.303: agathon. 283. 285; aislhnis. 110; akolouthein. 243-~' 

25.5; aletheuein. 73. 188.215.217; a1loiosis. 242; anamn~is. 326; apop~~is •. 209;~: 
162.233; arithmos. 235. 239. 2 .. 9. 251; bios. 121: deloun. 215. 217; dimeslS. 182. 177 • 

209. 212: dianoia: ~ dianoia. on en diilllOia. 182 - 183. 188. 2 H. 216; dioxis. 136; dunaJft" 
on. 88: eidolon. 189: eidos. 86. 106ft'. , 109. 151; einai. 109. 115; ekstatikon. 267; ek tinoI 
eis Ii. 242. 245; energeia. 87. 104; cntelecheia. 87; epekeina, 284. 28.5. 299. 307: gene:: 
anton. 107; genos. 106. 107; gignoskein. 283; helios, 283; horaton. 283; hOf\srnOI, ,0. 
106. 1011; horen. 106: hule. 107. 116; hupokeimenon (el subjeclum). 38. 108. 127. 1 
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H~. 153. 187.315: idea. 53. 106. 109; idein. 74; birc:a. 288: kat' ~ochen. 126: kineseos 
11. !.\K. 242. 272: kinesis. 234-235. 238. 242; kinoumenon. 234. 242: kuklophoria. 237; 
IOIo!0'>.ll.73. 110. 121. 130. 177. ISO. 183-184.205-206.209.212. 21S. 223. 312. 317; 
I~o' apophantikOl. 180; 1og06 ousias. 84: IOSOl psuchn. 73; megeth05. 242: metaballon. 
Z3." metabole. 234. 242. 2.56: meth~is. 82: metron. 251; morphe. 83. 86. l06f .• 108. 
11b; mJein. noeton. 109. 117-118.283; 1lOUI. 73. 110. 121.223.236; nun. 236. 288.305: 
omma tts psucbn. 109: on: me on. 208. 233. auk on. lOB. to on. 53. 194; orab. 136: 
~I<I. 116. 106. 1(B-I09. 110. 115. 119. 148. 194. 233. 315: peras. 249: periechesdw. 
25Z; phainesthai. 209: phanwia. 107; pheromenon. 242. 244; phora. 242: ph05. 283: 
phugr. 136: phusis. 86. 106. 107. 138: poiein. 286; pragma: en pragmuin. 182-183. 188. 
ZH; pruis. 286; prossemainei. 181: prote philOSGphia. 79: proteron Jcai husteron. 236. 
Z41ft' .• 2Uff.: psuche. 73. 110. 121. 223: semantikOl. 180; Wmbcbekos. 251; wmboion. 
185; sunecheia. suneches. 236. 238. 242-243: sunthais. 181. 199.209.212; techne. 53. 
286; lelnon. 108: theomn. 110. 117: ti mi. Ii estin. 34.85: topOl. 242: to ti en einai. 85. 
106. un: zoe. 121 

pound. 72. 92. 271; EGO as g. of its determinations. 127; eso as g. of possibility of all being 
(JUnt). 128; ontological groundilll of all fUNcnONALlTY ItEU\nONS in the for-the-sake
of·which. 295; allOOflo"l1ONAL 00MP0IlTM!NT is grounded on the basic constitution of 
being.in-the-world. 175: g. of the ONTOLOGICAL OlFF!R!NCE. 228; g. of coupling of 
IIiImft in the PROP08I11ON (Hobbes). 186-187; pounGlII of 1tI!SOWT00!SlI in its own 
more original and authentic temporality. 287-288; T!MI'OIlALI1Y as g. of the DlMin', 
onlological constitution. 227-228 

IfOWlh.308 

hlllucination. 60. 315 
hammering. 293 
hand tas in vorhanden. at hand. present at hand = extant). 101. 104. 114 
handy. being.handy. handiness (zuhanden. Zuhandensein. Zuhandenheit). 279. 289. 

292-293. 296. 299f .• 303f .• 3al. 30911' •• 323; negative moment in ,truc:ture of handiness: 
ABSn;s. 311; the handy. DUl~ED as the whole of all beings having the ontological con· 
Slitution of equipment. 292; beinl'handy DISTINGUISHED ROM I!XTANnlESS. 304; handi· 
neu and PRAESEI\'S: why h. is understood primarily via praaens. 308: how h. is understood 
as praesens. 309: h. implies a peculiar sense of praesens. 309. a specific praesensial 
conslilution of lhe horizon of the present. 309: h. determined by praesens. 312 

happen. happening (gnchehen. C.eschehen. cf. history): ·Understanding as the Duein's self. 
proj«IIOfl i~ the lJasein's fundamental mode ofltappminc'- 277-278 

harmonia praestahilita, 148 
Hanmoilnll. Nicolai. 62 

ha~ ~n. having-been.ness tgewesen. Gewesenheit). 265-266.287.290; what we have been 
I~ all.·a)·~ contamed In what we an. ~; a non.temporal (merely intratempora!) entity 

h cannot have-been. ~. S. past 
H~a\'('n~. l36; outermost hea"'enIy sphere. 234. 237 

egel. (ieorlt Wilhelm Friedrich. 3. S. II. 13. 14.22.29. 74. SO. 81. 83. 91. 112. 118. 125 
l~ubJ'-"Ct.object di!.tinctionl. 127. 148. 152-153. 159. 177. 178. 199.231.327: revival of 
It. IOU-101; on overcoming and appropriating H .• 178: H. on identity of being and 
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nothing. 311: H. c:!i.ssolves tM ontial into the ontological. without insight into the 
of possibility of ontology itself. 327 BrOIIad 

&idegger. Frit%, 331 
Heideger. Martin. 331. 332 
Heraclitus. 312 
here. 245 

here-there (Oa): 'The Dasein is iu 0.. its here-there. in which it is here for itIeIf' ..... . 
which othen an there with it: and it is at this 0. that the handy and extaat ... ,,= 
with; 300 

Herrmann. Friedrich· WUhelm von. 332 
Herrmann. Wilhelm von. 332 
herstellen. 108. &r produce 

history. historical. hinoricality, 22; hiatoricaJ entities. 169-170; the ImeiD. hiIcarica&ty 
(Geschichdichkeit: s« happen) due to iu undenunding. as self·projection. 277-278 

Hobbes. Thomas. 179. 183ff .• 192-193, 198. 200. lOUr.. lOS, 206, 208; his CItIIICIpt ra 
OOPULA AND ASSERTION. 183f.; his elucidation of the function of the copula, l81li:; 
aa:ording to H .• the "Is" EXPRESSES ESSENCE. not existence. 187 -188: hls CODCIpdaa ra 
TItUTH AND FALSITY. 188f.; his attempt to demonstrate that truth lies in the prapOIiIIaa, 
188ff., 19Off. 

hold-around (Um·halt. (rom umhalttn, literally, to hold around), 252, 255; dme~ ....... 
around of beings. due to the ecstatic character o( temporality. 273-274: S. ~ 
emma 

homo. 96.97 
HOnigswald. Richard. 201 
horizon (Horizont. Vario\ls phrases are used throughout in rqard to horizon, e. ... 1ooIdDt 

toward, with a vi~ to. in the prospect of. direction of vision. as it sho ..... itselfto.wIdI 
respect to, nc.8ft horizonal: horizonal schema.). 16.49.55,73,74.83, 100.101-a 
105. l06fr. 109, 115, 116, 147ff., 238. 240-241. 244f., 299, 302. 306-307. 3U. SlJ; 
"ancient interpretative horizon for BEINGS-reference to production; 148; CX»oO«If~ 
C£PT of h. presupp05es the ecstatic h., 308: h. of the £,,\RUER, 261; h. of earlier ..... 
238; h. of ECSTAnc UNITY OF TEMPOMLlTY as the final h.: .!\l this horizoa ach taIIIiI 
of time, hence temporality itself, has its end; 308; E..XTAN1'NESS as common ~'. 
h. (or undentanding being. 272; h. of o.VTOlOOY. 224; h. o( the PRE.SDI'r. In ~ CO 

the handy. 309, praesens. 311; h. of PRODCCTlON, 119, lSI; h. of the PROTDON MID 
HliST!RON in the experience of motion. 246 - 24 7; h. of the TEMPORAL ECSTASIS. ~ 
267: T£..\IPOMLIlY as h. for the undentanding of being in general. 260; h. for fiftdisII. 
telling, determining the TIM! (earlier and later; before and after; proteron and hustCfOll', 

240-241; time as embracing h., 252 
horizonal: its meaning, 267 
horizonal schema. schemata, 30311'.,308, 311.315,318: defined: -Each eotasis. as ~ 

to ... , has at the same time wilhin itself and belonging 10 it a pre.cJelinution of the fotJllli 
'tructure of the whrrdo of the rtmOWl. We call this whitltrr of the mtdSU the horizoll (JI. 

more precitely. the harizondl scherruJ of 11t~ «s14SU,· 302: the unity of the horizonal ache" 
mata. 318 

how, hown~ss. 43. 49, SO, 88, 100. 123, 166. 205; howneM of equipment, 293 
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hoW much: now much time. 258 
human. 165. h. BlING. 96. 132. 169; Fw.oW humans, ZCJ1; HUMANITY. 131. 141; concept 

of humanity. 138 -13~ h. SOUL diMingWshea being from beings. 319 
Humboldt. Alexander von. 4 

Hurne. David. 192 
Hu~rl. Edmund. 21, 28,.58, 124-125. 178.201 

1. 120. 126. 127; l-act. 127. 141. 145. 147; (-combine. 33. 129, 130. 131. 144; (-experience, 
129; I-think, SO, 126. 127&'., 129ft' .• 132. 133. 142&' .• 144-145. 146 

Iamblichus,81 
idea. 1~. 203, 206. 209 
idea (Greek; ,. Greek expressional: i. and anticipated look. 106 

idealism. 167; subjective i .• 167.224, 296-ZCJ1; German i .. 152-1.53. 174 

identity. 74; i. as belonging-topther. 83. 312; i. of being and nothing. 312: i. of being and 
thinking. 312. S. self. -identity 

illusion. 63. 315 
image. 62. 63. 106-107. 189ff'.; prototypical i. as model in production. 107, 151 

imagination. imaginary, 60. 107. lSI 
immanent: why the Duein is not the immanent. 299 
immateriality. 143 
immedillte. 84 
immortality. 144. 146 
imperturbable,309-310 
imp~nt. 1(11 
inauthentic, 170-171.289; i. lNPRESlNTlNG. 306; fUTURE. 289. 291; i. SEU'-l1NDEJt. 

nANDlNG, 28~ i. TIME (time in the common sense). 271&'.; i. UNDEUTANDING: the 
meaning of inauthentic: here, 279, and the c:haracter of.uch understanding. 290-291 

inclination. 136 

incorruptibility. 143-144 

independence. 114 
indifference. of being, 175-176 
indiVidual, ZCJ1 
indiViduation. 288; i. of moving thing. 244; meaning of i .. as referring to the Duein. 288; 

'. thisness. of II piece of equipment, how determined. 292-293 
in·eac:h-case-mine. 170. See Dasein (the), lIS the being that we ounelves are 

infiruty: i. of time 115 derivative from the common interpretation of time by way of extantness: 
"the endlessness of common time can enter the Da&ein'1 mind only because temporality 
itself. intrinsically. fOfKeII ill own essential finitude: 273. i. of time. II privation. noc a 
P<l<'Iitlve character. 273, S« beings, infinite 

,nfl\K>nce. 104 

In·ltself. 315. 316 
in It. own self (an lich selbst). 113 
Innate idl'al (idrae innatae). 74 

Inner-outer distinction. 6Ur.. 64. 66. 168 
Inner sense. 129-130. 143 
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iD-order-lO Cum-ZU. l:m-zul. 1M. 165.292-293.29.5: time. always Iheady Kivell to '-
we tab lime. take account of time. is ·time in order to ... : 2.59 • 

imicW. 66. 1"9. 2101: the 0ueitI IS further outsicW than any object and further iNide "
any subject. 2.55 

insight: the Oasein', insight into itself. present in ill understanding, 277 
inslint (Augenblick = "moment or vision· in Bein, OM nlJll. Macquarrie IIId ..... 

translation): defined IS -rile preseN thit is held in resolutmeu and spriDp r ... it: 
287; iu characteristics descnbed, 287-288; it belonp to the Duein's ori ... ......." 
288; primary, authentic mocW or the present, 288, 306: it is more orilinal_ the .... 
306. S. Kierkegurd 

instNment, instrumental. instNmentuty. 68 
inteUect (same term as underslinding, but in di&'erent context). 96. 2101. 216: 10 the L (. 

dianoial. 182-183 
intellecNal. 141 
inteUectus archetypus. 118 
inteUigence. 141. 143. 148ff.:·the beins that exists IS an end: 1017 
intentio. 58. ,59. 62. 601. 67. 69, 71-72, M. 158.217,268.31": its directional ......... 

314 
intentiONlity • .5.5. 58-59 • .59ff .• 61&' .• 65ff .• 67. 67ff .• 112ff .• ISS. 1,57. 1.5sa:. 161£. 3Uf.: 

A."ALYSIS or i .• 58ff.; intentional COMPORnIfJ>T. 113. 1.57. 158. 208: unveiliai ....... 
tional compomnent. 217-218: i. and comportment. 61; i. is "the a priori ~ 
dwacter of wt we call comporling: 61: intentional COllo"STl11TnON. 68; L _ die 
D.o\SEIN: "Intentionality belongs to the existence or the Dasein .... It belon .. to the.
of the Duein to exist in such a way that it is always already with other beiIIp.- 157; 
L" .. \DEQU."CV of customary phenomenological view or i., 161: ·more racIIcaI·1N'lIII'IIo 
Ti'mON or i .• 162 (aft transcend. intentionality); MlSl!l.'TERPRET. .. nc»os or i.. 59. 65-" 
313-31": erroneous objectivizing. ,59tT .• 605.313. and erroneous subjectivizing. 61t'., '" 
313; i. or PERC£mOS. 7Off.; i. IS PROILE.\I. 65; i. or PROOCcnON. 1121' •• procIucIhe 
intention, 114; intentiONl REL .. nOl'ol. 208; intentiONl relation to the objece, 5!11:; L. 
SEL.F·RELATION to something. 313; intentional SE. ... SE. 68: intentional snucrull: cia 
Oisein's comportments. 6.5-66. 122. of produclion. 114. of respect. 136. ol unwiJDI. 
217; i. applied lO Kane's Sl:BJECToOBIECT concepl. 1.5.5; i. and TE.\lPORAutY. _; ill 
condition or possibility is temponlity. 268. 312; i. ind TR.'\II.'SCE.l":OE.'l:CE. 6Iff •• 65. 17!. 
268.314; WHAT i. is and i5 noc. 313&'. 

intentum. 58. 63-601, 67-68,71.72. M. 158.217.268.314 
interconnection: or perception and proc!ucdon, 122 
interpretition, 34. M. 243. 262. 264. m. 404. 478 (This word recurs constantly in &he 

course or the lectures. A representitive listing-fiirly but not completely rull-rolJOWl.)· 
i. of II BEING in the horizon or an understanding orbeing involved in production. 115-11& 
Kant's i. or 1Icn:1I1.In' is alnalute position. 117; Kant's i. of BElIIo'G, existence. 44. 55-
112; i. of BElNGoIN·TH£·WORlO IS temporal. 291-292; i. or the RING OF IIBEINO. ~l.5. 
121; Greek 1. or being by reference to noein and theorein. 117; inidcquacy or ancieD' 
philosophial i. of being. 2901; i. of being. looking tOWlllrd the extant. 1~; i. of bei"' .. 
connected with time. 303; i. of being via temporality, time. 20. 3O.S: i. of being. necessarilY 
occurs in horizon of time. 324; . of being as extantness. via time. 315: i. of beiftSo 
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~"'p''Cially of hand in eM and extantnns, 312; j. of "being equals perception: 315; Temporal 
of Kant's "being equals position: 315; j. of being as a being, 319; "In our own inter

I'rct.1110n of being we are attempting notning other tnan the rql'ttition of the problems 
of ancient philosopny in order to radicalize them in tnis rqletition by their own selves: 
.Ho; j. of BEINGS, 148; i. of ~ings with regard to tnrir essentia and existentia, 117; i. of 

beings by ancient ontology, 110; uibniz's monadological i. of beings. 174; i. of the being 
... ·hich we ourselves are, 153; i. of basic ontological OONCUTS, 110; the dilerent inter
pretations of the being of the COPULA: as essence. elIistence. truth, and CIOI'Ilbination, 
lUIlT.: i. of Kant's CRmQUE Of" PuRE REASON. 128; the DASmrs ontological self-inter
preution, 121; fundamental ontological i. of the Da.sein. 224; Kant's i. of the EGO, 127: 
K~nt's i. of the ego as moral person, 142; Kant's ontological i. of the ego as end, intelli

gence. 146; Kant's i. of!C.otn' a5 spontan~ intelligence. 147; i. of PSI!Nl1A, 110, 112; 

radical i. of PSI!Nl1A A. ... D I!XISTDmA, 119; i. of I!XISTENCE, 171; i. of existence by tne 

ectatic character of time, 267; i. of EXIST£NT1A, 109, 112; 'AUIn' i .• 322; Kant's i. of the 

n."IT\.·DE of mental substances. 149; Kant', i. of finite substances, 150; FUNDAMlNTAL 

ONTOLOGICAL i. of the beings 1ft ounelves are, 153; j. of GREU EXISTI!NCE. 110; Tem
poral i. of HANl.>INESS. 303; ontological i. of the HANDY. 323; interpretative HORIZON. 148; 

i. o( INTENTIONAL ~UCIVRE. 114; of the "IS" as "it means: (Mill), 197; Kant', 

demonstration of the impossibility of an ontological i. of the I-TIilNK, 142f1'., and evalu
ation of this proof. 1451.; i. of NI!GA1l0N via the nature of time, 311; ONTOLOOIC\L i., 

lOS, 110. 119; i. of 0liS"'. 110; i. of PDSON, as finite mental substance, 148; Kant's i. of 
PERSOlII."Lrn', 140, of the personalitas moralis. 140; Kant's i. of the moral person, founded 
in Ulcienl-m~al ontology, 150; Kant', I. of the pnsonaIitas transcendentalis. 140, 

202lJ.; PHENOMDIOLOOICAL i., 117: phenomenological i.. in reference to Kant's problems 
and solutions. 318; i. of PLATO's SIMILE OF THE CAVE. 284&'.; i. by reson to PROOCcnvE 

OOMPORTMENT. 110-111; Hobbes' i. of the forms of speech. specifically of the PROfO. 

SlTIos. 184&'.: i. ofRt:LEASE of the product. 114; Kant's i. of the distinction between RES 

COtiIT."'SS .... ND RES I!XTENSA. 147; possibility of an i. of the SUBJECT. flft from th~ phil
o.ophicaltradition. 146; radical j. of the subject. 175; ontological i. of SUBJI!C'J1VlTY, 126; 

i of ~ubjectivity by way of self-consciOWIness. 152; i. of TEMPORhLrrY by way of the 
l>a.~in. 268; i. of THING NESS in Greek ontology, 106&'.; empiricistic i. of THINKING. 195; 

I of TIME. 241: traditional int~rpretations of time. 230; ancient int~tpTftations of time 
(.\ri~totle. Augustine, Plotinus, Simplicius), 231; i. of Amtode's concept of time. 2371.' 

.\mtotle'~ i. of tile problem of time and the soul, 254; Aristotle's i. of time, 231. 246, 25.5; 

I of lime by way of~ng-extant. 272; tile Greeks' i. ofTltlJfH as aletheia. dec:oncealment, 
uncovering. unveiling. 215; temporal i. of ontitaJ, existentiell UNDERSTAI\DlNG (not yet 
il' understanding of heing), 286; Christian i. of the WORLD. of that which is 1$ ens 
(re~lum. I HI; i. of words for "to be: 109 

-in Ih .. mind: 206 

II) tlln" (10 der Z~t; 'I intratemporal ;:; inneru-itig'. 234. 238, 247. 249, 2.53; (he nOWl 

v.-hl,h we count are themselves in time; thl!)' constitute time: 247; "the now is itself 
.... Ither 10 motion nor ilt rest: it is not 'in time:· 249 

Intratemporal. intratemporality (inneru-itig. Innerzeitigkeit; cf. in time', 236, 237. 238, 
lSI-15l. 256. 30.5; meaning of inlratemporality of iI being: it!; brmg ernbra.c1!d by time 
I/)ow) a~ number !counted' (Aristotle). 252; interpretation of intratemporality. 253; nu
mt'rlC~J character of time as basis (or understilnding intrau.'mporality (AmtotJel, 256 
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intra~IdI)' •. the intnworldly. inua .... orldliness (innuweltlich. du ~diche. Lu... 
_hlichkeu), 162fr., 16.511"., 16811"., 170ff' .• 174,208. 2.5.5. 280. 296. 298: ~ 
and the bcinS of thinss extant. 276f.; inua .... orldly beinp. 30t 

intuition. 110. 112. 117. 118. 131. 14.5 
invened world (die verkehrte W~It. Heg~lI. 14.20.54.285 
in ... with ...• 293 
irresolute: the Dasein is usually irresolute, 288 
·is: 15, 24, 39, 40, 75. 17711"., 179. 1801f .• 183ff., 193ff., 198ff .• 20 Iff. , 210l1'., 2181' •• 222l; 

ambiguity or ·is": as copula and as predicate (Mill), 194; as combinatioa IIId II ..... 
true. 200: reason for its ambiSUity or signific:aliv~ indifference. 211ff.; " .. " II.... siac:: 
of BEING. 211: summary of the maninS of the BEING OF BEINGS as implied In the .. ": 
.... hatness. howness, truth. 205: index of the CM .. 'SE or ground of cornbiDaticm. 116:.
its siSnifiation QOlII'TAI!o,'S. 212-213; sign or propositional COUPLING, 185--. Itt 
index of ESSENCE of the thing asserted about, 186-187. 192; HOUES' view. the "", 
198; INDIFFEREm'SE!'JSE or die "is: 175-176; indifferent "is· of usertioD, 21a..;1UnIIJ 
of INTERPRET .... no!o>S of me "is.· 202: interpretation of me "is" in the sense • "It __ " 
(Mill). 196-197; the being signified by it as IN THE INTELLECT (Arist.ode), 1820 ..... . 
copull by LoTzE. 199; its possible MIWoIL'IGS in the proposition: existemia, ..... bolla 
together, and being.true, 218; question of the meaning of the "is" in IIMrtIoaIIIIout 
being, o.''TOLOOICAl. PIloPOSmONS. e.g. "being is noc a being," 222; PROILIWaf'''",· 
179; summary revie .... of discussion of the problem of the "is," 202-203; .. ,... 
SIGNUM, ~GN (Hobbes). 185; IS wrinen. spoken. and thought in the .. OF aid • or 
assertion: its interpretation as siln or symbol. Aristotle, Hobbes, Husse1, 185-11&;. 
SL,.."HESIS NOEM .... TON. the bcing-combined of .... hat is thoulht in thilWDt (AdIIadt). 
182: as synthesis in the logos (Aristode). 183; stressed "is" expresses the uueraace'a ..... 
true, 213; ho .... it Signifies bcing-tnle-u co-intended in die uttering of uaerdaa. 218. 
Sn copula 

is-da, ist dol, 166. 319 
is·not. 199 
(·thou. 288; [-thou relationship, 278 (a ·solipsism en deux"). 297-298 

Jaspers. Karl. 6 
Jesuil Order. 79 
joy, 132 
judging. judgment. 36-37, 39-40, 57. 65,126, 144. 179-1SO, 187. 1981J., 201; Mill' ... 

of j .. 19.5ff.; Loae's Ih~ry of the doubling of j .. 199-200; second j. wilhin assertion C
Lotze). 218; judgmenul truth. 189 

just no ..... 261 

Kanl, Immanuel, 4. 711' .• 12. 15. 17-18. 27ff., 77-78, SO-81, 87ff .• 9Iff .• 94. 95. 97,:' 
lOOff' .• 104. 107. 110. 112. 117-118. 123. 12S. 12SIJ .• 1371J .• 14Off'., 142rT .• 147ff .• 1 ,,' 
15511' .. 170. 177. 179. 181. 189. 195. 199. 201. 204. 222. 231. 237. 250, 303. 31 ., 
324-325. 328/1'.; K.'s acquaintance with a general concepl of BEING. 179; K. on beitII
a combining.conapl. 181; K.'s interpretation of being and e,uslence. 321J .• 391.,431; 
45ft' .• 47ft'.; K.'s interpretation of being, and th ... problems of Temponlity. 3UI.; It· 
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treat/nmt oCLOGIC. 177; K. -does not pt beyond the ONTOLOGY Of' 11fE EXTANT." 148; 
he follows IDCient and medaeval ontolOl)' in hit baie ontological orientation. 152; he did 
not advance to the specific ontologica1 conatitution of the Daein. 153; his PHILOSOPHY 

as "lrarucendental philosophy." 298; his PROOF of the impoaibility of ontology of the 
subjed: insuSiciency ofthearpmmt. 145&'.; UVlVAL oCK .• lOO-10l; K:s lltESIS: being 
is I\OC a rea1 predicate. being il position. exiItence is abaoIute position or pereeption: 15. 
27ff .• 39tT .• 43ft' .• 55ft' .• 67ft'., 72ft' .• 77-78; _ tbaa. lit thesis. Kantian; review of the 
IUnt~n thais and author'l aiticilm of it. and answen which complete the criticilm, 
31311'.; K. on 11ME, 252: K.'. ida of the TRANSClNDENTAL and of phiiOlophy, 323. Ser 
tile nll~ rtf~erv;a 10 Ktuac und.r interpretation 

Kierkegaard, s.m: aiticilm of his doctrine of the illl1ant [aJJed either the lnatant or the 
Moment in Kierkepard tranIIations/. 288 

knoWledge. 200-201. 208. 220. 283'.; APlUORITY of II .• 20. 24; pre-philoaophical and 
philOllOphical k. reprding BEING AND 11ME. 303; k. oC PACT. 202: k. as JUDGMENT (Neo
Kmtianisml,202; k. of a PRooucr. 149ft'.: SUBjECT'S k. ofa predicates, as aeJ{-c:onac:i1JUlo 

ness. 152; 11tEORY of ~., 298tr .• 304 

langulge, 190-191.2<18; linguistie usage. 195. as hiatorical, 2<18-209. Ser speeeh 
Lask. Emil. 178 
lasting. 263 
Latinate: author', use of Latinate expraaions in hit German text. for all time-determinations; 

the reason why. lOS 
laying-asunder (diairesisl. 212 
Japing into the present. 266 
Uibniz, Gottfried Wilhelm. 11. 34-35. 74. 88. 92. 119, 127, 174. 231. 300-301: his 

preposition about monads clarified and aiticiud via the Oaein's transcendence. 301 
let. letting: let something stand of its own self. 117; let something be encountered. 118: let 

be In and with. 293 
let-function. letting-function (bewendmIassen. Bewendenlassenl. 293-294. 304. 310; de

fined: "This antecedent undemanding of functionality. this projecting of equipment onto 
its functionality character. we calildlinc-jundion [&o-ndenlauen/." in an ontological 
senw. 293; meaning of "to let function in something," 293; "Lening-fWM:tion. as under
'tanding of functionality. is that projection which fint or all lives to the Dasein the light 
in whose luminosity thinp of the nature of equipment are encountered," 293; letting
fUnction points back to a more original temporality. 294 

~~before.lle present there (vorliegen). I~. 148. 152.281.293 
b~~tWftn. 218. S. middle 
~(e. hVlng being. 9.10.51-52.54. 121. 129. 131. 173 _ concept. life). 190-191 
light. IIlurrunation. 283'. 

:UtllI. l49; the now is not a I .. 2491" .• 256 
.I~ilure. creative (Dichtungl. 17111'. 
lOcke. John. 192 

logIC. 15.24.33-34.40.55.74.126.183.187. 19f. 198tr .• 207. 317; sense in which ancient 
ontology is a logic of BEING. 73; HISTORY of I .. 179fr.; I. became separate (philosophial) 
ch'oClphne. 177; treatment of I. by Kant. 177. Hegel. 177. nine-trenth century (Mill. Lotze. 
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Sigwan. Sc:huppe. et al.l. In-178. 192. HlISserl. 175; contEmpOrary I.. 190: "'Josie 
the L'"Ol .... " contemplating his navel:· II": I. of K.,"O\\UOGI: (H. Cohen). 201: ~ of 

""''D RL\l. PRWIC.\TES. 316-317; I. as SCJL"CE OF THL lOGOS. li7: TR. .... ~-r:: 
1 .• 80 

logical ego (ego of apperception): its meaning in Kant. 130 

logos: "ancient philosophy orients its ontology to the logOl5: 73: word. meaning. ~ 
205tf.: what is thought. what is. as relational whole pertaining to the logos. 2051.: I. ~ 
as assertion. 207; as logos tinOl5: I~t something. ~ 

101015 ilpophantikos: Aristotle's 61$t definition of it. 180; logos as assertion, 180.207-2D8 
look. 106ft' .. 109; anticipated I.. 106-107. 151: I. and measure for product of PfOChactIao. 

107 

loss: I. of self in thinI'. 160.289-290; the Dasein's I. of self in regard to GUnt eadties, 
2904; I. of self in handy .pmental contexture. 309; being I. in the present. 266 

Lotu. Hermann, 177. 179. 1981 .• 202. ~. 213. 233; L:s theory of negaave judsmeu, 
199: his theory of double judgment. 199ft'.; criticism of his theory of judgment. 218-219 

love. 57 
Luther. It.tartin. 93. 183 

making plain (deloun). 215 

man. 97. 138-139. 141. 176; his unity of dignity mel service (Kantl. 137-138, hiI CIIIIO

logical constitution (Kantl. 138-139; his categorical obligation as human (ltaDc). 139: 
language and the essential definition of man, 208. See Menschheit 

Marburg School. 73. 100. 201 
material. matter, 115-116. 118. 143: matter as basic ontological conc~. 116 
mean. meaning (bedeuten, Bedeutung. Sinn), 196-197.203-204.206; mllDinS 01'.,.. 

in general. 16. 18; melning of the Dasein, of the Dasein's being. 16; praesensiaJ 1IIIUIiDI. 
305 

means. 138 

meaml.ohile. 263 
mnsurr. 107,252-2.53; measurement of time. its basis. 260-261 

mechanism. 148 
Melanchthon. Philip. 80 

memory. 62 
I>.lenschheit. 138. Su man 
metaphysics. metaphysic .. l. 30 • .59. 81. 88. 90. 93. 128. 130. 137. ISS. 1904. 316. 32": 

"Metaphysics means ontology. Metaph)'Sics of morab $ignifin the ontology of human 
existence: 13i; HISTORY of m.: ancient m. 1"8; medieval m., 148; traditional ~., =: 
metaphysical psychology. traditional m. of the soul. 142-143; metaphysica g~~\i.s a ol 
metaphysica specialis. 80; KA.'"TL .. S m .• 148; correlation of KtSDS of m . ..",U\ kinds 
beings (K.1ntl. 139; older and newer PROBLEMS of m., 124 • 

method. 44. 324; m. of ontology. called phenomenology. 20. 328; phenomenologic:a1 pnP' 
ciples of ontological method. 19fT .. 44 

middle, 2104: "being-true is something that 'lies lx-tween' the subject and the object. if ~ 
two terms are taken in their ordinary external signification. The phenomenon of UU 
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is lI'l~ed with the buic Itructun! of the Dasein. its trcalUlCftldmce: 218. S. 
Intentionality. 6S 

~liddle Ages. 79. 100-101. 118. 122-123. 183. S. ontology. medieval; philoaophy. me
, di~al; Scholutics 
Miles, Murray. 332 
~bll, Jam". 192 
Mill. John Stuart. 177. 179. 192« .• 199.202&' .• 206; his view of the -is· compared with that 

of Hobbes. 198 
mind, 1.5.24. 73. 206. 216. 223. 253-2.54. 323; ontology of m .• 80; Kant's cancept of m .• 

143; truth and m .• 214 
mine. minenesa. 130. 1701'. S. Dasein (the). _ the being thlt we CMlrselves are 
misinterpretation. 322: misinterpretations of inlentionality. 598'.; misinterpretations of the 

mode of being of truth. 219.r. 
missing: mislinlaornething. its nature as an un-enpresenting. with a spec:ific modification 

of praaens. namely. absens. 310-311: condition of pouibiIity for m .• 310-311: what it 
is. 310. 311. S. being. being.miaaing; finding 

modality. 36. 89. 143; cat .... of m. (pouibility. actuality. necessity). 45-46 
mode. 93. 315 
model. 106. 151 
mode of being (Seinsart. which could alto at tima be read u sort. type. kind of being. 

Heideger often uses this expreaion _ synonymoua. or vinually synonymous. with 
SeinsweiR. way. manlier of being.). 18.22.28.64.66.71.89. 113. 117. 121. 141. 142. 
147 ("ontological mode·). 152-153. 1.54. 161.204.212.215-216.217.225.249.309. 
314. 315. 319. 320: SOIN! characteristic \IRS of -mode of being of·: CLOCIt USl\G!. 257: 
the D.'\SEIN. 121. 174-175.271-272 (u falling); EQUtPMINT. its handiness. 305; the 
P!ltSON. 153: the moral pel'lOll. 140. 146-147; TIM!. 233: the TltANSC!NDI!NT, 299; 
TIlTH. 217; the UND!ltSTi\NDlNG. intellectual comportment. 214: the WHOL! HUMAN 

B!II\'G. 153; the WORLD. 166. 299 
monad. 300-301; Leibniz', monadology. evaluation of itl achievement. 174-17.5 
mood. 281 
moral: m. PEELING. 133ft". (respect. Ac:htung). 137; m. feeling_ ego's way of undeTsunding 

itself as qo. 136: m. l.i\W as motive of moral lCtion (Kant). 134. and as determining 
ground of will. 134: m. PERSONi\IJTY. 132; m. Sl!LFoOOlIISCIOUSNP.'SS. self.knowIedge. 133 

morality. 133; Kant's categorical impentive as basic principle. 139 
IIIOrphe and eidos. 1068'. 
M~r, Simon. 331 
motion. 73. 2341" .• 2371"., 24Off., 242ft' .• 249. 2S2ff .• 272; moving thing. 234-23.5.238-239, 

loW; moving rod. 238-239: -Where motion is ~rienced timr is unveiled: 253; ex
~nence of m .• 244. 253; -motion follows dimension--ih ontological mftning (see 
a~oI"\lthein), 243; m. is sem willa the moving thing. not as such, 244; how m. and the 
moving thing are in time. 2.52; local m .• 255; m. all such. metabole. measured by timr. 
l56 

m~'\licl~m, 114. 194; medieval m. (Eckhart I. 90-91 
rnYlholGg)'. 234 
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name. DUDe$. 184&'.: Dames divided into cancrete aod absaaa. 187: sipifimive ~ 
0I'1WMS.192 

narwhal (sea-unicom). 41 

Natorp. Paul. 156.201 
natura (nature. phusis. essential. 31. 86. 93-94. 102. 10.5. 106fT.. 120. 138 
nacu:al: n. experience and understanding. 66. 230: 0- undentanding of time. 230 
naturalUm.70-71 
nature. 1.5.21.24.27.68,90, liS. 124. 141. 142, 1 ..... 147. 16.5. 1681 .• 17.5.219,272. 279 

29.5,321: the BEING of nature. 169; "that and whether it is: is independent 01 .. ...: 
219: "World is only, if. and as long as a Dasein exists. Nature can also be whee DO Daei.a 
exists: 170: n. IS EXEMPLARY ENTI1Y in Incient philosophy. 123: n ... an 1ItmtA\'UIOII..IQ 
ENTlTY, 168: ft. OBJECllP1!D by mathematical projec:tion, 321: ONTOLOGY 01 D.o, 80 

neeessity. 46 
negation, neptivity. the not. nullity. 305, 199. 311: interpretable only via the DItIIIle 01 .... 

311-312 
Neo-Hqelilnism,112 
Neo-Kantianism. 100. 112, 124. 128. 130. 178,201.202.317: its principal criIIeriaR .. ... 

orientation of truth and being toward the logic of the proposition, 201: -rile .. ... 
knowledte equals judsment, truth equals judgedness ...• became so domiIIIIIIt dill .. 
phmcmellOlogy was infected by this untenable conception or knowledge,· 201 

Neoplatonism, 31. 81.329 
Newton's laws: why they are not timelessly true. 220 
noetic-noematic, 21 
no 10fIIU. 233 
no longer now, 246. 247. 261 
nominalism. 1831., 186-187.188.192-193,194.196.202.2051.: n. defined.183;crIdIpt 

of n., 192. 202IJ'. 
non-being, not-being. 233-234. 304. 310ft'. &~ Greek expressions-on: me on. auk Oft 

non-ego. 138 
non-handy. not hlndy. unhandy (unzuhanden, Ncht zuhanden). 304. 3101.: odIDa'i" 

toward l1Gf\-handiness. 309. Sa unavailable 
nothing. the nothilll. 10,87.91.97.30.5 
not-presencing. 311 
not-yet, 233. 249 
not-yet-now. 246. 261 
now. nows (nun), 233. 236. 24051., 2505, 260. 2681.; n. in unnftective everyday BEflAVIOIo 

IS • 'now it is time to ... ;· 259; how the COMMON CONC£PT1ON OF TIME thinb tllhr 
n_ in contrast with th~r datability. 262-263: peculiar double visage 01' the n., accor: 
to Aristotle: OOl'oo'TUolUITY AND DMSlo."l. always the lime and always other. 247-
ESSDo'llAL MOML''TS or the n.: its embracing character, iu making intratempcrality pal" 
sible. its transitiooilrY chancter. and that of time's beinl c:ount£d or uny~led, 260: u.. n
Ind EXPRESSION OF TIME: the n. and its modifications (at.the.time as no-Ionger-now: the" 
IS not-yet.now) 15 self-exposition (self.interpretation) of the three temporal c:otn~ 
ments. 260-261; expressed now, 270; the n. not a merely EXTANT thing. 259, 261: 
n. u lI~UT and as not limit. 249ff'.: the n. and MOTlON: the n. as it functions in e~ 
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ot motion and telling time. 245; the n. follows the mOVing thing. 246; the n. as counted 

concomitantly in following a motion. 246; ORIGIN of the n .. 261; the n. originates from 
the ",,,tant. it is derivative. 288; the n. distinguished from PRl\ESENS. 3OS; n.-REfERENCE 

oi the thm and at-the-time. 247; n.-S!QUlNCE. 268: common time as infinite irreversible 
~nce of nOW'S. 260; now-sequence. in common conception of time. 263; nows. under
~tood by the falling Duein as infinite succession. 272; ~clippeci sequence of news: 273; 

n .. lS SPANNED. 269-270; n. and Tl!MPORAllTY: n. as derived from ecstatic c:huacter of 
tempomity. 269: now-time. its structural moments derived from ecstatic-horizonal tem
porality. 268ft'.; ~the now is nothing but the 'expression,' the 'speaking out: of original 
temporality itself in its ecstatic: c:haracter. - 270; <!mvation of time, as now-~. from 

temporality. 274; n. and nME: nows a!I in time. constitutive of tirM, 247: n. a!I not in 
timr. 249; n. a!I time itself. not a part of time. 251: why the n. is a time-character, 269: 
n .. then. at-the-time ttime determinations!. 246; now-determination, 306; n. and TJlAN. 

smm;: the nows as counted in following a transition. 245-246; n. as having dimension 
within itself. stretching out towanI a not-yet and a no-Ionger: intrinsically transition, 248. 
150-251; "Because lhe now is transition. it is c:apable of making motion accessible as 
lIIOfion, in its unbroken character of transition: 251; n. a!I transitionary. always the not
)'et·now and no-longer-now. 255. 273 

now·here.245 
now-there. 245 
now-till-then. 263. S. span 
1IIII1lher. 249fr.; the now as n .• not limit. 256 
numerical character of the now and time: bais for understanding intratemporality. 256; 

mtai],. that time ernbnces the beings in it (Aristotle). 2S6 

~. objective (Gegenstand. Objekt). 37. 38. 41. 45ff .• 54. S9ff .• 63. 64. 65fr .• 68-69.123. 

125. 126. 128. 130-131. 138, 140. 166. 200-201. 202, 204, 215. 2S5. 256. 274. 297. 
299-300,313-314,3.201'.; beings and being as objects. 281-282; time "is more objective 
than all objects and simultaneously it is subjective: 254 

obj«t-ego. 130. 131. 142; empirical objec:t-ego. 132 
objeaification (Vergegenstindlic:hung): the TWO !SSEN'I'W. POSSIBIL111ES: o. of being (phi

losophy) .nd o. of beings (positive sciences). 32Oft' .• 322ft' .• 327: o. of BEING: 281: "It is 
in thr objectification of being as such that the baic act constitutive of ontology as a 
SCIence is performed: 281; projection of being upon the horizon of its understandability. 
322. begil\!; with projft:tion of being upon tramcmdenc:e. 323; as a coming back to what 
hu ~n forgotten. 326 

'lbiecti\'lZing (Objektivierung): erroneous o. of intentionality. 59fr .• 65. 313 
OccasLrm .. li~m. 148 

OCcup~'. be occupied with (The idiom is ~n ~ht urn: In 8ft,., and TIm~ this was rendered 

?'i the phrase ~is an issue for: in order to avoid the ambiguous conflict with the term 
cr)ncern: which was used with reference to extant things. The translations -occ:upy: 
~ occupied with: give a closer rendering and !'.till avoid the conflict With concern of 
Bang al1d TIllie. although if we were ~tarting fresh the term "concern- would surely be 

{~beu"TI. the lJoaRin's occ:upation with its own being. its own ability-to-be. 1:16. 295 
kh.!rn. William of. 183 
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ondcal.ll. 19-20. S4, 100, 121. 137, 145, 155.219.227.279,281,291. 295, 296. 327-328; 
o. foundation of ontology. 20 C- fUndamental onlolOlY; 1nns1~tor'5 lntroduaioa.lCIif 
lCCViI".); o. propositions. knowledge. 1404; o. undentanding. 279-280; struiIicuioa '. 
projections in o. und.entanding. 280; o. veBUS ontological interpretation. 306; Q. ~ 
tion.323 

ontological. ontology. lUI .• 15ff .• 19ff .• 23-24. 27. 29ff .• 54. 55ff .• 74&'., 77&' .• 88, 90,100 
113. 117ff .• 119ff., 128. 145. 195. 198. 199.220-221. 222ff., 225. 227ft' .• 271.281-_ 
295-296. 308. 313. 322ft'., 3.28: I\t\CEST o. (Greek). 29. 66, 73 (WI lop: ol beiat1. 
86-87,90,101-102. 105. l06ff .• 11otT .• llSff .• 11711' .• 121. 147-148, UO-UI.l77. 
origin of ancient o. from the productive and intuitive comportments toward beinp, 1151: ' 
118; why the A PRIORI appears in 0., 324; o. analytic. 16: preparatory o. aaalytic ol ~ 
Dasein', existential constitution. 227; o. C. .. TEOORIES. 117; basic o. OONCIFTI. 100. 116; 
ancient basic concepts of 0., 118-119; COl'mmONS of cominl·l~ IDd ~ 
169-170; o. OONSTT1VTlON, 52. 54. 55. 65. 78; of~ing. IS, .52, 77, 78; ofthebeiacdlc 
we ourselves are. 140.298; of the DaKin. 74-75, 119. 122. 154. 171, 174,294; ofllllD, 
138; of the ~rson. 137ff.; of producing. 109; OORREu.110N of ontologies with kiadI oJ 
~gs (Kant). 139; o. and the DAS!lN. nO-11I: "all ontology. even the molt pdaIiIhw, 
necessarily looks back to the Dasein: 122; it depends on laying open the m""'ap:.l 
constitution of the Dum. 154; it constitutes itself I science in the Ducia'. apIId& 
carrying out of the ontologic.al diffuence. 319-320; IU fundamental OIltoloty; ..... 
tor', Introduction. xxiff .. xxvill'.; o. DESCRI!IlD u "cWtumination of the IIlIIIDiDJ of .... 
by way of time: 17; buic o. DETUMlNA110NS of a being. 105; 0. DIP7DINCI,

ontological difference; o. of the !XTANT. 148; traditional o. of cxtanlDCll. 147; JUtD\. 
MV.'TA1. 0., 1ft fUndamental ontology; FUNDAMENTAL QU!S110N of 0., 223; fUNDoVI8I. 
TAL SL'BJECT OF RESE. ... RCH in 0 .• Temporality. 17; GE.'IIEVJ. o. and o. of nature, miDd. 
God. 80; o. of HlSTORY. 170; o. ofH1.iMo\N EXISTENCE. 137: o. concept oC~ 138; 

o. ll\Qt.1AY. 111. 200; relation of an o. theory to theories of the "Is; 198-22211'.; CODtiaI*Y 
of K. ... NTLo\N o. with Indent and medieval. 117ft'.; MEDIEVAL 0., 24, 29, 73. 74.77(.,101, 
102.105.117. H7, 152; METHOD of 0 .• 19ff.; four wks of inquiry into o. method (QCdicaI 
foundation and (u~mental analytic of the Durin; the I priori: the three CIDIIlP"""* 
of method; phenomenology u pnxedure). 19ff .• 24; the three basic compoaents tJ 00-

tological method: reduction. connruction. destruction. 21ff.; MODERN 0 .• 15.24. 104. 
105. 1m.; NAIVl AND REFLECTIVE 0 .• 110-111; OBJEcnnCAl1oN Of BEING .. bilk 
constitutive ontological act. 281; ONTIeAL FOUt\DA110/\ of 0 .• 19 (s« fundarnentll 011" 

tology): o. of PERSOS. 137ff.; o. me~ning of person. most manifest In respect. 138; 
PH£,'I;O~lE.'I;OLOGIC.-.r. METHOD of 0.,20.32411'.; phenomenological 0 .• 24; o. and PfIILOI
OPHY. llff .. 24; o. PROBLE.\\S. Sft ontologiCAl problems: o. in its first naive oriefttadoD! 
PRODUCTIVE OR PERCEJ>11.; ... L-ll'ot'1,:mVE. 117; o. PROPOSlTIOSS are aU Tunpo:a1, 32-4; 
why they ue Temporal ilnd a priori. 324; o. PROTOTYPE: God IS o. protot~ t~ 
the history of philosophy. 148; JV.DlCAL 0 .• 224; o. constitut~ itself a SOfNCl! III 

Dasein's explicit carrying out of the ontological difference. 319-320; 0. as ~ 
SClE.'IICE. 324; *Because Temporal proj«cion makes possible an objectification of ~ 
and assures conceptualizability. and thereby constitutes ontology in general as I ,oeocr. 
we call this science in distinction from the positive sciences the TEMPORAL ~~ 
... All the propositions of ontology are Temporal propositions: 323; o. ntEMA'f1Z.IU ..... 
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of being. ZZl; TltADmONAL 0 .• 37. 102. 124. 147. 165; how o. is a TIV.NSCENDENTAL 
SCIENCE. 268. 323; basis for UNIVEltSAL SlGNlPlCANCE assignable to the fundamental 
concepts of ancient 0 .• 116. 8ft phenomenolOl)'; philosophy 

ontological argument. 30ll.. 42. 43; Thomas Aquinas' criticism. 31-32; Kant', criticism. 

32f. 
ontological difference. 17. 52. 72. 75. 78. 120. 225. 318&' .• 332; the o.d. defined u the 

difference between a being (or beings) and being. 120: it beeomn "more complicated: 

120; it is "the distinction between being and beings. when it is carried out explicitly: 319; 
must it be interpreted Temporally? 286; it is "temporeiliud in the tempordlizing tf talpor
<llil)'." 319 (cf. temporalize). Among the four baa.ic problems of ontology-philoeophy
phenomenoJoty. that of the o.d. is the first and is the only one given detailed ditcustion 

in the prnmt lecture course. 8ft ontological problems 
ontologica1 problems. 17&' .• 77-78. "J( philosophy is the science of being. then the I'UtST 

!t.I'DLAST AND IWIIC PROBLEM OF PHlLOSOI'HY must be. What does beingaigDify? Whence 
can something like being in gmenl be understood? How is I1tIderstanding of being at all 
possibler 15. 16. 23; I'OUIt MSIC PIlOBLEMS of the science of being. 17fI.: (1) ontological 

differenl%. 17-18. 24. 72. 120. 225. ZZl&' .• 318fI.; (2) articulation of being. 18. 24. 78. 
120; \3) modifications of being and unity of concept of being. 18.24. 121. lS4fI .• 173&' .• 
(4) trlltlKharacter of being. 18-19.24. 179. 183.201.205.214. 218t1' .• 222ff .• 225 

open. 270. 306; openness belonging to ecswis. 267; "0peMeS8 belongs to {the Duein's, 

being. The Dasein is its Da. its here-there. in which it is here for itaelf' and in which others 
are there with it.· 300. See Da 

orientation. 163. 230-231. 307; o. regarding the MSIC PROBLEM OF ONTOLOGY. 224; all 
elucidation of being is oriented to the DASElN. 223; o. toward EXTANT BEtNGS. 294; o. 

within the Do.TRAWOIlLOl.Y. 311; o. toward NON-HANDINESS, 309; o. of PHILOSOPHICAL 

PROBLEMS in the tfldition. Descarte&. and Kant. 122-123, 312; o. toward the TIME
PHENOMENON, 230 

origin. 86; o. of c:onc:ept$ of ESS!NCI! AND EXISTENCI!. l00fI.; (common) o. of concepts of 
tsSE~"." AND EXISTENTlA. 105. 110. 119; o. of concept of I'.SSENIlII in reference to 

production. lOS. 106tr.; o. of concept of EXlSTf.N'T1I\ or existmce as actualization and 

actuality. lOltl'., 104-105; o. of concepts of MATT£R AND MATfllAL. 115-116; tempor
ality as o. of TIME (in the common sense). 241; o. of common time in original temporality. 
268fT. 

onglnal, 162. 265f .• 279. 304. 306; o. mode of bring of Cl.OC.K USAGE. 2.58; o. constitution 

of the DhSEIN'S BEISG. 228; o. fXlSTENIlIIl. SENSE of: the future (Zukunftl. 2M. put 
(ie .... esenheit. Mving-been.ness). 265-266. and present (Gegenwart). 266; TfMPORAI.· 

IT) .. , Q time. 241; TIME in its originality. 230: return to o. time. 230; o. comportment 

tr)\Io'ard tune. 258; o. having of time. 258; unity of future. past. and prnent~riginal 
Ilrnt"-temporaiity. 266 

ol~r. ()then;. 322-323 
oth.mu ... ,. 73 

<>U"d. It~ VariOUl; seMeS. lSI. 8ft Greek expressions 
!)Ut." '>(-ru.e. 143 

vuhlde. h6. 149; the D .. 'SEIS as further 0 than any object lind further inside than any 
\ub)l"Ct. lSS; o.-ITSELF lind time as ecstatic. 267; temporality as the primary outside-itself. 
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no: o. the MI!\"D. 206: TI"IE ~5 further outside ~n" in motion or at rest, 252: the ~ 
as fun.'-lrr outside than all objeca. 299 

overstepping. 298-299. 301. 323. S« transcendence 
·own m05t peculiar' (eigenst-. superlative of eigen. own. and related to eigendich, auchemic: 

I recurrent phrase referring to the Duein's potentialities for being: some ~ 
txamples are given). 265. 270. 276. 279. 287. 289 

paraJogisms of pure reason. 142ff. 
Parmmides. 110.224.312 
passing-away. 107 
pas$ion. 281 
past (two senses: (1) vergangen. Vergmgenheit. bygone. bygoneness. 12) Jewaen. an.. 

enheit. having been. having.hem-ness). 100. 233. 260. 265-266. 273. 306; the p. ... 
ORIGINAL EXISTDmAL S£.~SE: the Dasein's coming.hade,to what it has-been ~. 
as it comes-toward-itself from a p05sibility of its own self. 265-266: essence of_p.. 
266: the p. as ecstatic. 267; the p., in the common lense. as being-~Ionger. 272 

perception. 43. 4711' .• 49-50.5511'., 59ft'. , 67'., 7Off .• 93. 106. 109-110, 112-113, U7.118, 
127.129.309.316: p. as ~ distinctive ENPRESD."T1.'-:G, 315; IhTESTIONM.CiA.JlA.CIIIaf 

p., 571f .. 59ft'., 70f1., 112: ORDElt of p., 106; PERCt:lVABIUTY, 49; PERCDVWNESS.apale, 

314: PERCE/VING. PERCt:lVED. PERCEIVEONESS. 47'., 55-56, 67fr. 71, 112, 122. us. 
313-315; perceivedness as grounded in understanding of txtantness, 71: P!&CIPIVAL. 
122: perceptual uncoyrring. 70-71; p. as grounded in ecsutic-horizooa1 TDoCJIOItAI.IR 
314-315 

perfectio. 86. 108 
permanence, 11 
person. personality. 125'., 129ft' .. 131ft' .• 135. 137, 137'., l4Off., 142ft'. , 147'.; perICIIIIIilJ 

as EGOHOOO, 129; KA.,,.'s ..... " ... LYSIS of personality, 155; ontological constitutioD ahbt 
penon in Kant. 153; ontological structure of personality in Kant, 153; Kant', oatoIaP* 
definition of the person as end. 170: personality as constitution of man', beins • penon. 
131; O~"OLOGICAL COSSTITVl10S of the person, 174. IS end in itself. 1371.; QNTOI,OG
lCAL DISJt;SCT1o.~ of person and thing. 137ft'.; metaphysics of morals II ONTOLOGY J 
the person. 139- 140; PERSON.\UTAS: ttanscendenta)is. 12Sff., 129. 131-132,140, 1421 •• 
144.146 (the I-think); ps)'chologica, 1291., 131. 140, 142. 147; moralis. 131'.,138.1-. 
146-147: moralis ~ Specific modification of self-consciousness. 132. and IS co~ 
by self-consciousness in the sense of respect. 136; ~rsonality PROPER, 132; penoD II 
finite mental st:BSTA1";CE, 1471. 

phanulia. 107 
phenomenological: p. L''TERPRET. .. nON of "being equals perception: 315; p. interprdatioft 

of the being of the extant. 317 -318; p. II'o'VESllGATION. 111.328; what ·phenomenolOS" 
kal" means here. 318. 328; p. ME1'HOD. 1911' .• 309; its three components: reduction. 21• 
24. construction. 21-22. 24, destruction. 22-23. 24; p. txp05ition ofnME, 2S8 

phenomenology. Ifr.. 1911'., 23fT .• 62, 65. IH. 115. 156.201.268.313. 314; ~TlIOUCP·, 
20, CONCEPT of p., 2; p. and LOGIC. 178; methodological MAXIMS of p .• 69; p. Is ~ 
METHOD OF ONTOI.OC;Y (scientif'K: philosophy). 3. 328: p. and PHILOSOPHY. 3-4; baSIC 
PROBLEMS of p., Ur.. 15tT. SN problem; Sl,;fI/Ecr t.L-\TI'ER of p .• 1. &~ ontology; philQSOPhY 
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ph"nomenon, phenOlMRll, 113, 161, 165, 305, 306, 322: p. of I!ING-IN AND WOltW, 291; 
the I(I;:5TA""" ANt> THE NOW cornpe.red as p., 287 - 288; p. of INTOmONALlTY, 268: p. fJi 
PEIU;ZPnON. 313: p. of the PRl!SmIT ANI> PRAESENS, 305, 306: p. of TEMPOIlAUTY. 
l6!l-306; p. of TIME. 230. 237; p. ohhe WORW. 16S, 167-168. 2M 

philosophy. 1. 3-4. 41F .• lUI'. 17f .• 19&' .• 23-24. 29. SIIF., 56, 57'='58. 73f., 77. 82. 
111-112, 121. 165f .. 177. 191. 194.227, 2811F., 2M. 295, 298. 322-323; ACADEMIC 

.\sI HXlSMIC conceptions of p. (Kant). 7f.; .... NCENT p .. 73. 77f .• 83f .• 96. 98. 116. 117f .• 
1l3-124. ISS. 165. 1111, 209. 286. 315-316. 319, 321: its orientation toward reason. 
mind. the subject. 312: BEING AS BASIC PROBLEM: llf .• esp. 16; Mthe question about the 
meaning and ground of heine: 223: BEING. IN !AlLY p.: early p. interprets being in 
orientation towud the extant. 294: CONTIlMPOIlARY "anxiety in the face of philOlClphf, 
167; contemporary p .• 90. 167,325; philosophical OONVDSATION. 210; CUUI!NT PRE
DlG\}I.IEN1' of p., 281f.: p. and the DASElN: throu.ghout its history. p. is orieftted to the 
iRsein. 367f.; as a Idence, it is founded on the Duein', existence, 319-320; HISTORY of 
p .• U,29. 124.224; MWlEVAL p .• 77. 79. 83f .• 102 •• Middle AJe$: Scholastics; tdOD!ItN 
p .• 61. 73.80.90, 119, 148: modem p.'s primary orientation toward the subject, 123f., 
142; POST·KANTIAN p., 29; PU-KANriAN p., 29, 98: PRE·PHILOSOPHICAL. 114. 165-166; 
prt-philomphical knowledp, 111. 121: PROBLEMATIC of p., 152; PROBl.D4S of p .• ISS. 
295: allegedly central philaeophial problem, 62: _ problem. problems: PROTE PHIl.(). 
SOPHIA. 79: p. as !CII!NC! or BIINa. llf .• 52&' •• 3ZOJI'.: SCI!NI1J'IC p .• 3-4. 7. 23, 322: 
MAll philosophy . returns to the SOUL. mind. coruc:iouaneIs. subject, ego in clarifying 
the basic ontological phenomena. - 73: "PhiIoeophy must perhaps start from the 'SUBJECT' 
and return to the 'subjett' in its ultimate questions. and yet for all that it may not poMI 

its questions in a one-aidedly subjectiviatic manMl'.· 155: a philoaophiaJ TASIC: p. must 
comprehend c:onceptually the belonginc·together of componment to beincs and under. 
standing of being. 327: THEME of p.: "what is taken for granted as being self-evident ia 
the trw and sole theme ol philosophy; 58: p. as TltJ\NSCZN1>!to'TM.. 128. 324 ("in the 
proper sense-,; WP.ST!JtN p .• 3, 75. 112: p. and WORLD: p. has not yet recognized the 
concqn or phenomenon of world. 165: p. and WOItLD-Vl!W, 4ft'. 

phone. 206 
place' relation of time to place. 238: p. of equipment within an equipmental contexture. 310 
plants. 165. 297 
Plato. 22. 5Zff.. 73, 82. 107. 109. 112. 124. 183. 194, 199. 208. 209. 28Zff .• 319. 328-329; 

P on truth-function of 10101. 354; P.-s doctrine of knowledge & simile of the cave. 283ff.; 
P. u discoverer of the a priori: anamnesis. recollection, in the Ph."" and PhMdD. 
326-327 

plea~ ... re faculty of p. and unplu5UI'e. 132-133 
PIOllnu~. 111 

Jlor>etry Illlchtungl. 171: ·Poetry. crative literature. is nothing but the elementary emergence 
:"to words. the becoming-uncovered, of existence as ~ing.in.the-world. For the otheR 
II, no before it were blind. the world fiRt becomesvisible by what isthus spoken; 171-172. 
~Rilke 

/lolnt the now and the p .• 248-249 
prlflP. 114)-81 
I")rph}.ry. 181 
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posit. positing. position (setUD. Latin ponere). 9-10. 13. 36-37. 39ff .• 43ft' .• 48-49. 49-SO 
~.5-~. 67. 7.5. 79. 93. 316-317; AIISOltm POSITION. 32. 4OH' .• 43&' .. 4.5ft' .• 49-SO. SS: 
15. 8/-88. 117. 179-180. 316-317; MERE POStTlOS. 39-40: ULATlV! POSITtoN 
39-40; POSIl1XC. POSITED. POSmDsESS. 48-49. SO. 316; positing as inttlltiOClll_ 
portment.316-317 

positive sciences. SH science 
positum.321 
possible. possibility. poa5ibiliras. potency. potentiality: ·c.p'- .,. abbreviation for condiIioa 

of possibility: 34. 37. 39ft' .. 46.76.79.82.88.89.93.95.97.97-98 (pocenda ~ 
98-99. 120. 128. 168-169. 170-171. 174.265-266.267.269.273.278-279 181' 
288-289.293.294.296.297-298. 325. 327: c.p. of BEJ!\-C-IN·TKE·WOItl.D. ~ c.: 
tempor&lity. 292; interpretation of possibility of being. in· the-world. 294. the JIING.'11UI! 
of a possibility. 277; eso as c.p. of C. .. TEGORIES, 129: temporality as c.p. of the D.\sm(s 
ontolop:al constitution. 274; the Dasein and its existential pouibilitin. 276: IXPIC'I1NG 
a possibility. 265: Temporal possibility of HA."I01NESS. 305; pranens as c.p. of undentud. 
ing handiness, 3005; temponllty as c.p. of 1~'TE:o.'l10NI\Lm', 268; c.p. of the inr«lliomlJty 
of perception. 314-31.5: c.p. of MlSIDoIG OR F1NOIXG SOM£T1ilNO. 310-311; • pea6r 
circumstance in all PHILOSOPtf't. ·the pos~ible is higher than everything ICNII,- 308: 
pos.sibility as manifest only in understanding's PROj'EcrION. 277; TE.\fPORAUTY .. c.p. « 
(1) the Duein in its ontological constitution, (2) understanding of being. (3) prcjecdaD 
of being upon time. 280; possibility of"ME as commonly understood, 257; time • 
ground of possibility of TRM'SCL'I.'DE."ICE AND WORLD. 302: ec:stuis of the prtIIDt .c.p. 
of tranKCndence, 3(16; understanding of TRL'TH as c.p. for acc:ess to the 1I:NIl, l84f.; 
c.p. of UNDERST. .. NDING I~"R.\WORLOLY BEINGS. 291: c.p. of UND!ltSTANDINO Of' IIIINO. 
286, temporality as ontological c.p. of the understanding of being. 228. 302; c.p. ,. 
llNDERSTA."DINC OF HASDL-':£SS A.''D BEISG· ... T·H ... ND f extantnessJ. 291: c.p. ~ ID 1JIION
WHICH, OlrT·TOW.\RO-WHICH. 308 

posterior, 24.5 
practical (mode of activity). 109 
praesens, 312. 31.5; p. as horizON! $Chema of E.-';PRESE.'TlSG. 303!'., 311; illumiDallon by 

a p. as condition of possibility (or encountering a Hl\J'oOOY E.'I.'TITY l.S HA."IOY. 308; haDcIiMII 
and un.availability as specific variations of p .• 30.5; p. as ~ondition of possibility of undIr
standing handiness. 30.5; p. as HORIZOS. 306; question of the M[''\NINn of p .• 306: its 
MODlflc. .. nos .'\5 1't:G.'\nVE: ahsens. 311; p. and the sow: more original than the ntIfI. 

306; p. and the PRESE:-'T. 306-307; p. as buic determination of horizontal schema J 
eatasis of the p~ent. 306. 312; p. as catitic horizon of the present. explicated. 306-307. 
312 

pre.conceptual. pre-ontological undenta nding of being. 281 - 282 
precursory, 325. S« alread),; beforehand 
predicate, praedicatum. predication. 31&' .• 36ft'., 43ft'., 46-47, 55.69,75.77. 91&'., 95. loz. 

126. 149, 152. 155. 177, 180. 184-185. 193-194,202. 203. 209. 218; copula as index 
of predication. 202; determinative predication and truth. 21.5; logical and real predicateS, 
316-317 

pre.established harmon),. 148 
pre-ontolosical awarenns, of the being of being~. 321 
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pre-el'lt (adj.). be present. something present. pl4!Rl1C2 (These terms tnnslat~ two Ga-man 
words: (1) the adjective "vorhandm" and its modification!. otherwise rm~r~ in the 
present volume as notant. at-hand. present-at-hand; (2) the verb "anwnm: its participial 
~djective "anwes.end: and corresponding noun forms. In some passages Heideger brings 
the two together and thus establishes an important link betwem exwnness and prnence 
~ we have these terms in English. In addition. he nplicitly UIOCiates a noun form. 

-:\nwesen: in one of its normal German se~ meaning ral property in the (orm 

of present premises-with the Greek ousia. which baa a similar sense; and this adds a 
new dimension to the linkage between being in the sense of Vorhandensein--extantness. 
at-han~nd being in the sense of Anwesenbeit-presentness. presence.) 94. 
108-109. 260. 30.5. 309. 311. 315; presence and absence u 'praesens modified and 
modifiable thUi and 10." 307. See absenI:e; absens; Anwaen 

p~t (noun: Gegenwart; corresponding adjective = gegenwinig). 101.233.260.266. 
269. ~7. 30.5. 311. 312; th~ p. aa ECSTATIC. 2668".; !SSENC£ of the p .• 266; the p. 
EXPLICATED. 306if.; the p. as reJat~ to th~ lXTANT. 315; what the p. is. 306; the p. as 
relating to the HANDY. 312; «stasia of the p. aa primary in commerce with the handy. 
308; the p. u temporaliud in resoluteness is the INSTANT. contruted with the present of 
ordinary comportment. the now. 287ff. (SIC instant); the p. not constantly the instant. 288; 
why the inauthmtic p. is not an instant. 290-291: the p. expreua itself in the NOW. 
261: the p. in the ORIGINAL. EXlSTEN11AL SlNSE of the Dasein's enpresenting. dwelling 
with. 266; th~ p. as having the horizon of PRAESENS. 312 

present-at-hand (vorhanden; _ allernariw udnsl4tions.: at-hand. extant). 109 
presuppose. prewpposition, 12. 52ff .• 71. 294; !XISTEN1lAl OONClPTS OF f'tFTVRE. PAST. 

PRESEl'{f IS presuppositions of common concepts of fuNte. put. present. 265ff.; Pt{I.l()S. 
CJf'HY "deals with what every positing of beings mUlt already pr_ppou essmtiaIly: 

12; ontological presuppositions of POSITIVE SCIENCES. 52ff.; presupposing TltU11f: mUit 
timeless truth be presupposed? 220; 'Truth is the presupposition for our being abl~ to 

pr~uppose anything at all. Prewpposition everywhere presupposes truth: 221 
preten~. 216 
primus: p. et principium ens. p. $ignificatum. p. lnalogatum. p. divisio cnbs. 81 
prior. 245; how being and nistcnce ar~ understood prior to beings. 74 
prl\'ative. 304; p. and positi~. 309 
problem. problems. 11. lStf .• 24, 29. 140, 167. 223-224. 309. 312-313. (A) THE BASIC 

PROBLEM OF PHILOSOPHY OR Ot-ITOlOGY: THE MEANING Of' Bf!~ IN GE. .... ERAl. 16. 222ff .• 
225ff .• 313. (8) THE fOUR BASIC PROBLDoIS Of PHENOMENOLOGY (ontology. philosophy). 

each of which underli~ one of the four theses; llSTt:D. 19.24. ill; THEIR SYSTEMATIC 
n';ITY. 19. 76. (81) THE FIRST PROBlEM. THE PROBLEM Of THE Ot-ITOLOGICAl. lJIFFER· 
[:\c£.the distinction (made explicit) between being and beings. 17-18. 19.55.72.78. 
120. US. 227tr. (821 THE SEOOto:Ll PROBLEM. THE lI.o\SJC ARl1CliLllTION Of BEING. the 
"'''''mial content of a being and its mode of being. 18. 19. 12111".; how the Scholastics 
handled the probl~m. 79ft' .• 88ft'.; history of the problem. 81; thrft interprdative views 

regarding the problem in Scholasticism: Thomas. Scotus. Suarez. 89-90; its treatment 
In medieval mysticism (Eckhart). 90-91; its treatment by Thomas Aquinas and his 
follower.;. A~ldius Romanus and Joannn Capreolus. 91ft' .. by Scotus. 93-94. and by 
.~uarez. 94-95. 96ff.; access to the problem. 95-96; orientation of the question toward 
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production. 98-99. 101-102. 10.5. 1061".: in Greek ontology, HOff .• 118-119; P~ 
moIogical darific:ation of the problem, 99D.: treatment of the distinction between estemia 
and existentia. 99-100. 101. 102ff.; inadequate foundation of ttaditlorW treatment of"tbe 
problem. 112ft" .. 119; inner connection between traditional and Kantian treatment ol the 
problem, 117ft". ~ B3) TH E llflRD PROBLE.\!. THE POSSIBLE MODIf1C!t.TIOr-;s OF I!INO AND 
THE t.rNJTY OF THE OONCUT OF BElXG. 18, 19. 121. 123. 12"-125. 1.5.J. 173&" .• 225: 
diversities of bang versus unity of concept of being. l.2.5: ontologica1 distinc:tioc of subJect
object. 122. 12". 125: Kant on the distinction. 12.5: Dnanes' dbtincOon betw.en _ 
cogitans and res extmsa. 125ft'.: detailed discuuion of Kant on personality aad hi tbne 
senses-transcendcntal. psychological. moral. 125ft'.; penon venus thinJ. 137&'.; ~ 
of Kolntian solution of the problem of "the being of the being which we human. --. 

ourselves are: HOff.: summary view of Kant's interpretation of subjectivity. 146-147; 
the horizon of prod'UCtion. 147ff .• lS01f.: fundamental problem of the multiplicity 01..,. 
of beilll and unity of the concept of being in general. lS4ff.; problem of the diwrinedoo 
of the being of the Dasein from other being. 1S4. 1.58ff .• 16Ur.. 16811. (thebeingal ..... 
of hiscoriea1. cultural entities. the world. the Dasein); the fundamental prcblem .... 
marized. 17311. (B4) THE FOURTtf PItOBL£.'f. THE TRlJTH<HARACITR OF BElNG.18-19. 
Inff .• 17911., lSOlJ .. 183-lM. 192.200-201. 201-202, 2~-205, 205ff .• 222tr .. 225; 
the central problem here. diSCUlSed in the limited horizon of the "is: the beiat aldie 
copula. In; "fUJUd and. illto logic; 177; connection of copula with basic ontcIIopc:.I 
problems. 179: characteri$tic treatments of the problem of the c:opuLt: Aristode. Hobb., 
Mill. Lotze. 20111.: being in the sense of the copula is. for Aristotle. synthesis in the IapI. 
183; Hobbes' nornin&linic formulation of the problem. 183; copula u inda al C8UII OD 

which coupling of names is grounded, 186: connection with truth. 1881'.; cridque • 
Hobbes' nominalism. 191-192; Mill'. change from nominalism to dominantly DOD

nominalist view. 192 -193; copula as sign of predication. 193 -194: and of existence. 1M: 
Mill's distinctions regarding propositions and functions of copula. 195: the ·iI" U ~ 
means: 197; critique of Mill's distinctions. 197-198: ambiguity of copula. 197-111: 
MilI's emphuis on "is" in sense of "exists: 198; Lotze·Hi_. 198; impossibility of neptive 
copula. 199: doctrine of principal and subordinate thoughts. 199-200: the -II" u ..... 
fying combination and truth. 200; consequencn of Lotze's approach for nineteenth- and 
twentieth-century thought, 200-201; survey of interpretations of the -IS" and charad*" 
jstic determinations for the copula. 20111; summary ~iew of characteristic tratmeDII 
of the problem of the copula, 202; examples of propositions to test understanding of this 
contexture. 203-204; brief outline of all the different interpretatioru of the copula. .... 
what the being of the copula signifies. 204; implied senses of being, 204-205: qJ«'I 
regarding validity of this approach to the question of the meaning of being, 20.5; inade
quacy of dealing with assertion in terms of the being of the copula, 205ff.; the decisiVC 
question: what belongs to asunion beyond the verbal sequence. 206, how grup ~ 
relational whole here? 205ff.: detailed discussion of aMenion from phenomenolOJical 
viewpoint: structure~. 207ff., apophantic character. 209-210. assertion as oommunic:a
tively determinant exhibition. and its relation to the "is" of the copula. 21Off.: problecft 
of relation of assertional truth to being of the entity lsurted about, 21311' .• assertjonal 
truth: uncovering and disclosing as ways of unveiling. 215ff.: existential mode of bei~ 
of truth. and how it -lies between- subjl"Ct and obj«t. connectt."d with the [)aseInl 
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transcendenu, 217-,218; how truth exists, and its relationship to the existence of the 
1 >.asein , 219ff.; existential mode of being of truth and the ba.'lic ontological question of 
the meaning of being in general, 2.2211'.: special qufttion of the meaning of the "is" in 
ontological propooitions, e.g., "being is this or that: ~ing is,· 22.2; the basic question of 

ontology, ontological priority of the Dasein, and the need for a preparatory ontological 

.malytiC: of the Dasein as fundamental ontology (q.II.I. 223-22" 
pfohlems, apecific: (In the course of the lectures the author formulated many specific prob

Il!'ms which were dnlt with as the dillCUS'Sion proceeded. Among them. in addition to the 
particular problems raised within the framework of the four basic problems above, are 
questions relating particularly to the Duein and to time. The question regarding the 
[).lSein has to do with the nature of the being (Seinl of the being lSeienda) which each 
human being itself is; the human being is a certain entity which has a a:rtain mode of 
being. and the question has to do with this mode of being. S. Dasein (thel. as the being 
t!at IIIf: ounelves are. and 1-10. The Dasein. as ontical (a being). has an onto&ogical priority 

la priority with respect to being and the understanding of being). which leads to the 
problems of a fundamental ontology. 223-22 .. ; Sft fundamental ontology. Pursuit of the 

question of the condition of possibility of the undentanding of being in the Dasein leads 
to the entire problematic: of time and temporality. through which time can be seen as the 
horizon of all undersaanding of being. The problems here fall into THKEl MAIN DIVISIONS. 

IAI What is the nature of time as commonly understood and as specifically articulated 
in Aristotle's treatise on time (which gives explicit formulation to the cornmon view of 
time)? (B) How is time as commonly understood derivative from original time. the original 

temporality of expecting. retaining. and enpresenting? (C) How can time. and especially 

original time. original temporality. be c:onc:eptually comprehended as the CIOIldition of 
possibility of all understandins of being and hmce of ontology as the science of being? 

The following ill a rtpresentative listing of appearana: of these three puts of the overall 
problematic.) (A) TIM! lIS CXlMMONlY UND!R.STOOD AND IISAJlTIa.lLATED IY ARISTOTLE: 

Ari!ltOlle's two chief problems concerning time. 232&'.; problem of the origin of the now, 

246; if there is no soul does time exist? A"'IOde's specific interpretation of this problem. 
2S4; "WIldt then is time and Itow doeII it exist? Is it only subjective. or is it only objective. 
Of is it neither the one nor the otherr 25.5, and forecast of the answer. 256. (BI How IS 

TIME AS COMMONLY UNDERSTOOD D!RIVAnVE nOM ORIGINAl mt!? 256; problem of 
c1ocl..U$&ge. 257; to what do we address oune1ves in uying "now: "tnen: ~ore lat
the-limej"? 259; whena: do we take the now without making it an object? 259; ·We shall 

ha\'e to ask how what confronts us in the unity of expecting, retaining. and enpresenting 
can be validly U!14!rled to be original time: 260; where do we get the now from? from 
"npresenting, 261; whence does the Dasein get the time it reckons with and expresses in 
the now, then, and at-the-time? 261; answer to be given by showing its origin in original 
lime, temporality, 261, 265: what makes common time possible? 257, 259. and how doeII 
It denve from original time? 269; why did the traditional time concept have to overloolt 

'l~nJficana: and datability? answer will ~ive from the structure of temporality. 263; why 
doe, the common understanding of tllne ignore the structural momentll and conceive of 
11m" merely as a manifold of unstructured nows? 271ft'. Ie) TIME. J\NU !SPECAI.I.Y ORIG· 
I:-; .... L TIME. ORIGI[IOAL 'rfMPORAUT'i, AS lDNOInON OF ~'IIBlLlTY Of ALI. L"NDERSTANI)' 

1:-;(; Of BfJNG /\NO HESCE Of nt. ... T P!\RTICUI.AR t.:(I;DERl'TANDING 01' BEL'IlG WH[('Jt 
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OONSIl1VTES ONlOlOGY AS SCENa OF IIDIG, 27", 286, 302; what is ~ 0( 

being? 27 .. 11'.; to find original concept of undeBtmding, 275; how does ~ 
bdong to the Dasein's existence? 276; to clarify and distinguilh understanding II ~ 
tutive for the Dasein's existence. 277 - 278; upon what must being be projected ill Older 
for being itself to be understood? 280; how are the experiencing of a being, the UDder. 
standinJ of being. and projection-upon in the undentanding of being connected? 280; II 
time that upon which being is projected. by way of which we can understand beins? 210; 
problem of the epekeina let ousiu, 284-285; what makes the undemanding oCbeiaa 
possible? 286; what makes undentmding possible as such? 286; how is temponlky the 
condition of possibility for ~ntanding in general? 286: must the ontological cU:enac:. 
be inte1preted Temporally? 286; wNt is the character of the temporality of ~ 
self-understanding? 289; problems oriented toward beings II extant. 291; what iI the 
condition of possibility of the undemanding of handiness and being-at-hand (atln ..... » 
291; to undentand vi& temporality the structure of being-in-the-world. 292; tempcIIIIity 
II horizon of the undentanding of being. 292; problem of philosophicallqitimIcJ oI. 
ontical tdeology of the universe of brings, 295; problems of philosophy, 295; how .. tile 
whole of being-in-the-world founded on temporality? 298; how is being.in.-....w 
possible IS a w!lole? in what is the Dasein's transcendence grounded? InI1INftd willa 
regard to two structUral moments: being-in and world, 301-302; to comprebmd CXIDo 

ceptua.lly how Temporality makts possible the understanding of heing. 302: how iI ~ 
undersunding, in specific reference to handiness, grounded on temponlity? 3Q2; III 
provide a Temporal interpretation of handiness , and to show with rqard to traOSCW" den I" 
how the undmitanding of being is possible Temporally. 303; problem of ~ • 
time. 308; how does nqation rooc in time. temporality. Temporality? 311; how II ........ 
tionality possible? 314; radicalizing the problems of ancient philosophy. 316; prebIemIcf 
objectification of beings, constitutive for positive sciences. and of being. coostiMiw lor 
philosophy IS a science. 321-322 

Proclus.81 
produce. production, etc. (herstellen. Herstellung. etc.), 98.101-102, 105. 106ft' .• 1141.. 

11711'., ISO. 286; PROOOCEDNESS. 109, 112. 114, ISO ('tieing of II being mans nothiIIg but 
productdnas- (or Kant). 152; PRODUCER. 115. 151; PRODUCIBLE. 112. 116; nODUCD«J. 
109, 116. 118. 151; ontological constitution of producing, 109; PRODUcr. 113. 116. 122. 
·product (producible) in its producedness: 151-152: PRODUCTlON: its tense and 
essential nature. 115-116; its understanding of beings w!lich do not need to be produc&d. 
116; intentional &tructure of p .• 113-114. 118; its understanding of being. 114; p. aad 
the produced, 104. l06ff .. 112. 113; PROOOCTIVE OOMPORnIENT (behavior). 102. 105. 
10611' .• 10811'., 113-114, 115-116; p. and its undentanding of being. 116. 117; p. &I 

horizon for ancient ontology's interpretation of being~ and for its understanding of the 
being of beings, 116 

projection, project (the verbs used are entwerfen and projizieren; Entwurf is the usual noun: 
other related expressions are vorwerfen. vorherwerfen). 168. 279. 289. 293. 307ff .• 3~6, 
318; p. oflEING. 280. 322: the two CONSTITUENTS of p.: (1) a can-be of itself, upon which 
the Duein projECts itself and (2) the Dastin's projECtion of itself upon this canobe: ~ 
p. of hein!!" as EQt'lPMElItT is their p. upon functionality relation. 293; p. of the being 
the HANDY upon pranen~ (hence upon Temporalilyl, 323; p. and PHE.'IOMDo'OlOOiCAL 
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METHOD, 22; p. upon PRAESENS, 306; pra_nsw p., Temporal p .. 307; series of projec
tions: undrmanding of~gs, projection upon being. undemanding of being, projection 
lipan ti~; ~ end of th~ sma (horizon of ecstatic unity of temporality), 308; 11ME is 
"the original self-projection pure and simple: 3M; th~ p. upon something involved in ~ 
lJSDERSTANDING 01' BEING, 280; ·We undemand a being only as we project it upon being. 
In th~ proc:ess. being itself muat be undentood in a certain way; being must in its tum 
he projected upon something: 280; '"Understanding muat itself _____ , 4S WlWiW. 
l/aat upon wIUdt it projcts,. 284; p. aa an essential ITIOI'M1lt of undentanding. 286; p. of 
WORLD, 168. 170 

property (ousia). 1(8 

proposition. propolitio. 7~. 180. 182, 18311'., 18811' .• 19311'., 200.201. 202f .• 206, 218; Hobbes' 
definition of the p .• 184-1M; Mill's account of the p .• 19311'.; Mill's classification of 
propositions u eueruial-verba}-analytic: venus ac:ddmcal-raJ-synthetic. 195, 204; criti
cized. 197-198; structure of the p., 31211'.; defect in ltartiDl from ~ uttered p., 212; 
T~mporal propositions (s« ontology; philosophy), 324. See assertion; 10£01 

proteron and husteron: question whether to be transllted aa earlier and later or before and 
after, 24Q-241, 24511' .• 247; non-temporal sense in Aristotle. before and after in sequence 
of pIaces. 246; temporal sense in Aristotle. earlier and later, 246-247 

psychical, 58. 206 
psychology. 4911', .54. 58, 65,80. 130. 131; psychologia ratiorWis. 80; psychology as ontical 

5Cience venus philosophy aa ontolop:al, 52. 142; psychological ego. 130 
publicneu: p. as a structural element of expressed time. 261. 264; p. of time, derived from 

ecstalic: dw-ac:te1' of temporality. 270 
PUrpoK: purposiVeness. its structure and ontologic:al possibility. 170; purpoIe-free, purpose

Ins. 295 

quality. 36, 89. 143 
quantity, 143 
qu~on: q. of what. who. 120; quid est res, what is the thing? 120. S. problem 
quiddilu. 31, 38, 85.86,88,89,94. 102. 119, 186-187; man's quidditas. 138; quod quid 

erilt esse, 85. 105. See what; essence 

ratio. 31. 95-96; r. IDslrac:tissima et simplic:issima, 84; r. entis. 84: ratio. int~tio intellecta, 
84 

r~lIonal, rationality. 131- 132: r. beings, 138 
reach. of perception, 67 

real. realis. re<llily, realness. Realitit, 28-29. 31. 33ft'., 37-38, 42, 43. 45-46.68.75-76. 
i7 -78. 85fT., 88. 89. 91fT. 9Sff. 98-99. 101-102. 107 - lOS, 119. 125, 148, 149. 187. 
IX'), 195, 197, 198.203-204; real predicate. 33fT., 43.316-317; real propositions. 1951f.· 
three categorirs or fitids of the real as recognized by J. S. Mill. 198; objective reality. 
37 - 38; realilu objl:Ctiva, 38; realitas actualis. 38. SH res. Sac:h~, thing 

'~ilh,O\. 167, 17.5 

'('''''In. 92. 941f., 121, 141.223; law ohufficient r .. 92 
1l"Cl·pt"'IIY. 14-4, 149, 151 
rC"<:JprOC-lly, 148- 149 
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recollection. 290. 326 
reduaion.. phenommological: ddined as the lading back of investigative vision f"-

naively apprehended being to its being. 21. ~c ontological. method a 
reference. 185. 197; transcendent r .. 214-215 
reAcction. 7 ... 158!f .. 161. 1il; proper application of the term to the Dascin's primary 1eIf. 

disd05ure. 159; r. of the self from thin~. 159ft'.; r. as self.undenunding by way of the 
thin~ themselves. 160 

reification. 323 
relation. 113. 143. 236. 296: r. to the cognitive faculty. 93: relations of ~ 293, 

295: rdations of in·order-to. functionality. for·the-sake-of. 296 
relativism. 222 

relativity theory. 237 

release (entlassen. Enclassungl, 179ft' .• 188.243; r. of product from relation to the ~ 
113-114: r. by produc:tive comportment, 115. Cf. set frcc 

remove, removal·to (entriickcn. same II carry away: ecstuis). 302, 306.317.318 
removere.316 
repetition, 290. 306: r. defined as the temporal mode in which the Dasein cornea W to 

that which it is. in which it is II and whit it _. 287. ~ put, original existemial_ 
represent. representation. repracsentatio, 57. 62. 63. 65. 126-12i. 128. 155. 195; I. .. 

Leibniz's monads. 300-301 

res ~e real: Saehe: thing). 331J .• 36, 37. 43. 841J .• 89. 911J .• 93-9-4. 94ff., 99, 101, 104.1221.. 
126.139,140.192,203.272.316; r. COGlTANS, 15.24.122.124-125.126.138.139-140, 
147,154. 155-L56. 223: r. c:ogitans as self-consciousness. 1~-1.S9; r.!XTL~ 15.~. 
122.124-125.138.139-140. H7. 154. 155 

~oluteness (Entsehlosscnheit): r. is "our name for authentic existence: 287: its own peculiar 
temporality. 2871J.: "In resoluteness the Dasein understands itself from its own IIIOIl 
peculiar can-be: 287; how r. temporalizes itself. 287 

respect (Aebrong). 1336' .• 141. 147; "Respect is the onticaJ access to itself of the (1Ctk:IIIJ 
existent ego proper." 137; structure of r .• 133; r. as a moral feeling. a priori. non-empJricll. 
non-pathological. 1:H; IS respect for the 11'111. 135; as respect for self. 135; as seJ{.subjecCiDI 
self·elevation. 136: as analogous to inclination Ind fear. 136: as *the true mode i1'I wbicb 
man's exist~nct becomes manifest." 137 

respectus logicus, 39. 75. 179. 183 

responsibility. 131-132. 135, 137. HI 
rest. 73. 236. 238-239. 252-253 
retain. retention (bchalten. Behalten). 259ft' .• 265; retention of the prior. 2-45; rcWniDI 

expresses itself in the ~t·the·time. 259ft' .. 262ff.: retaining. non-retaining. forgetting_ 290: 
rellining equipment in view. 293: retentive expectance: expectant·retentive enpresenUnJ· 
293. ~ comportment. temporill; motion. experience of m.; tcaruilion. experience 

revelation: r. of personality. 133: r. of self. 137: self·r of the ego. 137: personality as rcvdled 
in respect. 137 

revivills. 100-101. 112 
Rickert. Heinrich. 130. 156 
R.lke. Rainer Maria. 172-173.289 
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Sache. Slchheit (WI')' pneral term for thing. cue. matter. fact. etc. Set thing: eaence). 38. 
43.68.78.84.87-88. lOS. 107. 112. 119. 131. 148 

sameness. 73 
~u:. 180. Set proposition: usertion 

,.aying time, 259f". 
Scheler. MIx. 136 
Schelling. Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph von, 5. 125. 152. 153 
schema, achemata. 3061".: &ehematic pre-designation. 306: schema of ecstues of time. 307; 

relation of schema to ecstatic openness for ... and horizon. 308; praesmsial schema of 
handiness. 309. Set horizonal schftM 

Schleiermac:her. Friedrich Emst Daniel. 5 
Scholastics. Scholasticism. 11. 15.28.29.30.35.38.58.79-80.82.831",,868' .• 88fr .• 93. 

95-96. 98. 102. lOt. 119. 120. 183. 190. 214, 231. 321. Set Middle Ages; ontoiosy. 
medieval; philCllOphy. medieval; AeJidius Romanus; Capreolus. Joann.: Duns Scotus; 
Suarez. Francisco; Thomas Aq.ainu 

Schuppe. Wilhelm (nineteenth-c:entury anti.metaphysial thinker). 177-178 
science. 3-4. 7. 111" .• 17. 19-20.23.51' .• 2ZI. 268. 276. 281-282.283.312.320.321. 

322. 323-324. 328; s. as OOGNIZING for the sake of unveil«lneu as auch. 320; s. as 
OONSlTIVI'ED in objec:tific:ation of ..,hat has "rudy been revealed. 320; FIRST science 
(prOle philoeophia), 79; MODEItN Nt\TUVJ. s .• 321; PItILOSOPHJC\L s .• COMtituted in the 

objectification of being. 322; POST11V£ s .• scimc:es. 19. 51',. 65. 68. 320; constituted in 
objectification of beings. 321-322; they mate also to the being of beings. 322. Set 
objectification; ontoJOIY; phenomenology; philosophy 

&enpt.l85 
lIft·unicorn (Seeeinhorn ". narwhal). 41 
seemg. sight. sighted. 107. 109. Set c:in:umspection; CorNiche 
Seinsverstindnis 83: (undentanding ofbeing. q.II.) 
self. 41. 13.5f1' .• 259-260. 270.323; seJ(·APPRI!HI!NSION of history ofbeing-witJl.ooe.another. 

279-280; 1 • .alNSCOUSNI'JIS. 1268'. 129. 1521' .• 158-159. 174. 175; empiric:als,-con

$ClOUiiness. 142: pure and empirical •. -consciousness. 129; empirical and tramcendental 
$,-c:onsciouiinns. 132; I.-DllI!C110N toward &OI'M'thi"l (intentionality), 313: •. -FlNDlNG 

by the Dasein in thinp. 159; the Dasein 'Jnc& ibtl/ primarily and constandy ill dri"lf 
becaUl;e. tending them. distressed by them. it al_ys in some _y or other rests in things. 

//\/5 the Duein gives itself over immediately and passionately to the world. its own 
\elf is reflected to it from thinp: 159; example from Rilke. 171-173. s.·rolG£TruIG. 
lCMl; how the self is GIVEN. 1591'.: s,-IDDmTY: authenticity (and inauthenticity) venus 
merely formal-ontological identity. 170; s.-lNllJT110N of the s,. 145; 5.-QJOWL£OOI!. 126. 
1 521f. LOSS of the s. in inauthentic understanding. 160.289-290; s.-P10j!CfION. 277; 
-tune COI\Stituta the original self-projection," 318; s.·PURPOSElVI!NESS. 141. 170: RULI!C
ll()~ of the s. from things. 174; sAINDERSTANDING. 171. 175.277.279.289; authentic 
~·fl"u!o Inauthentic: s.-understanding. 160-161. 1701' .• 175; everyday s.-undentandinS. 
ISHf. 161tr., 171; role of world and being-in-the-world in ,.-understanding. 279; the 

Uasen understands itself and its fellows at 6rst and usually from thilli'. 289: the self 
L':I;\'E1l.EI> in s.-direction toward beings. 158: 5. and WORLD in struecure of the Dasein. 
J.97 
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selfhood. 170. 301: s. and selflessness. 298; s. as founded on mmcendence. 300: L .. 

presupposition for the Da.sein·s possibilities of being its own. losing iuelf. ~ 
ochm. being I-self with thou-self. 300 

sempitemiu.s. 303 
sensation. 62-63 
sense. sensible. sensibility. 132. 1 .... -145; iMer sense. 129. 130; external sema. 130; re.au. 

and sensibility, 133 
sense (SiM - meaning). 201 
serviceability (OienJichkeid. 68 
set free (freigeben, FreiSebenl, 117-118; also uanslateci as discharge. 114. and as ..... 

Sa release 
shape, shapins. 106ff. 
shoe. shoemaker. 171 
sign. 185. 1931., 206 
significance (Bedeuuamkeit. This term receives two usages in the text. One is the daipedaa. 

of a ItrUCNraI moment oJ expressed time. Su time, expressed and expression. The CIIher 
is given in the present enuy. The same term. ·significance." is used as ~ ill 
EnSlish. correlative to the German.). 165,296.299.305; s. DEFINED: "The whaleaC .... 
relations. everything ... with which the Dasein can give iuelf something to be UDiCIeI ..... 
to signify to itself its ability to be. we call si,IIijicanc,. This is thl stNCture of what.aD 
IIIOrld in eM sInaI,. cm~1 UIIS'," 295-296; the relations referred to are NIIIiaaItl 
functionality: in-ordef'..to. for-the-sake-of. for-that-purpose. ~that-end; if. 165. _ .. 
CHARACTERIZES WOIlLD A..'l:D 11M! as world in general and world-time. 262. 1.-cxlIfIU. 
nntE (Su world). 171.208-209 

signification (BedeuNng). 197.206. Su mean. meaning 
Sigwan. Christoph (dominant figure in logic in the nineteenth CeftNry), 177-178 
SimpliciU$. 229-230 
simultaneity. 237 
skepticism, 222 
Socrates. 2M 
solipsism. 278 
something. 37. 39, 78, 83 
Sophists. 183 
soul. 22, 73. 109, 121. 124. 129. 143-144. 146. 223, 256. 319, 323: s. ICcordins to 1M 

paralogislN, 1425.; time as "in the soul: 236-237. 256 
SpICe. 22,S3. 14S.242~ .• 248,2SS.272.292 
span, spaMedness (spaMen. Spanne. sespannl, Gespannth,it), 263; spannedMss of time, 

as struCNral moment of expressed time. articulated in meanwhile. during. till then. 
263-264; spaMeciness derived from ecstatic character of temporality. 269-270. S. 
stretch 

llpeculation. mystical. 90 
llpeech. 1M. 190-191. 208. 270; possible forms of s. (Hobbes). 184; "In speaking ~ 

something. the Dasein spmlu ilstlf out, upr_ i~/f. as coNltnl being.in-tM-WII'I'Id, dudirC 
wilh and oecupying itself with "tin,s: 208 

speed,239 



Spinoa, Baruch (Benedictu&I, 134 
spirit. spirituality. 143-144.223.323 
spontaneity, 149. 1.51 

standard. 107 
~tars. 297 
statement, 180; linguistic s .• 210 
step beyond, 299 
Stetigkeit (continuity. 9'V.). 236 

Lexicon 

matification: s. of projections in the structure of ontical understanding, 280 

J8J 

stretch, stmch out (dehnen, Dehnung; compare& with Ausdehnung. extension; for suetchinc 
out the terma "erstrecken: "Entreckung," are employedl, 242&'., 248-249, 264; how s. 
can be greater or less. 249. Set dimension 

,tructure (Stnaktur). 65-66. 67, 69.71.72. 127. 151. 1.53. 166. 168. 170. 174. 175.307; I. 

and APOI'ItANIlC CAT!.GOIlI!S. 126; apophantic s .• 209; I. or AS!EmON. Dft".; s. of 
BEING. 78. 123. 1681".; basic structures or being. 225; 5. of BElNG-IN·111E-WORLD. 297. 

301-302. to be understood via temporality. 291; inUinsically manifold I. of the mNG Of 

i\ BEINO. 205: ontolosical s. of mNOS. 295: buic I. of Q\R!. 298: intentionals. of the 
DASElN'S OOMPORnfENI'S. l22; existentials. or the Duein. 170; the buic struCNrea of 
the constitution of the Duein's being. 227. 298. 299: structural moments of the Dasein. 
301; I. or EXPRasEDTlM!: the four structural momen ....... nificance. datability. spanned-
1lftS. and publicness. 261tr.; these four Itructural moments as (1) arising from ecstatic

horizona1 unity or expecting. retaining. enpreaentinc. 271. and (21 c:oncealed in the corn· 
mon understanding of time. 271-272; time-so of present, IS completed. 306; &. of primary 
FAMlUARrTY. 304; s. of fEELING. 132. 137; ontolosal I. of fUNCI10NAUTY RI!lJ\T10NS. 

295: structures in the praesens of HANDINESS. 309; INTENTIONAL s .• .58. 67. 75; I. of the 
LOGOS. 207: S. of NOWoSEQUENCI!. 265; aUucturai moments of NOW-TIME (expressed 
time) derived from original temporality, 26811".: intentional s. of PERCEPTION. 57tr .• 67tr .• 
70-71, 112, 313tr.; ontological s. of the whole PERSON, 146; s. proper tothe PERSONAUTAS 

t.K)RALIS (autotelic). 132. 147; formal 5. of PERSONALITY, 132; PRI!DlCATlVE s .• 209: in
tentional s. or PROOOCI1ON, 109. 11211" .• 11411".: 5. of PROPOIITION. 182. 187.202; inten
tional s. of RlSPECr. 136; original s. of the TIME-PHENOMENON, 23&. s. of the 
L"NDERSTANOING CIOostitutive of existence, 277; intentional •. of U,,"'VEiLlNG. 217; WORLD 

as structural moment of being.in.the-world. 294; Ilructural moments of ~l1M£ as 
covered up by the (alling Dasein. 271 

Suarez. FnnciSClO, 58. 79ff .• 84. 8811" .• 9411" .• 119. 124. 148.231 

,uhject (The iluthor emploYI this term in two general senses: (1) (ormal.apophantic or 
grilmllliltical.logical. Le .• the subject of predicates; and 12) ontologic:al·personal. "in the 

-.enae of subjectivity or egohood.· The distinction ilnd intm:onnection or these two senses 
i~ given on pp. 126- 127. However there is also (31 the generic ontological sense. associated 

with the Greek hupokeimenon and in some degree With the Latin $ubjectum. of which 
'>4.'nsc (2) tends to become iI specification ilnd sense (1) iln abstractly formal expression. 

For this third sense. 1ft Greek expres~iom. hupokeimenon. III SUBJEct fORMAl.· 

"PUPHA.VI1C. 36. 40, 126-127. 180. 18S, 193. ZOO. 204, 209; s. iI5 formal.apophantic 
category. 126-127 (2) :"UBJI!CT. Ot."TOl.OGICi\'.-PER.SQ1I:Al, 37, 38. 47, 58. 591f .• 6211" .• 69, 
73 (all philosophy returns to the subject). 101. 104. 113. 114. 117. 123. 12511" .• 1291f. 
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13ur .• 138. 141-H2. 1S2ft' .. 1.5-4tJ' .• 162. 166c .• IH.214.219.Z55.2S6.r,8.297-298 • 
313.314.317.323; the .'\CTIS0 s .• 139: s.-EGO. 207. 210: why modem philosophy doa 
not uke the s. u EXE.\IPL.UY £limn. 123tJ'.; s. as I!l.TEU.JGE."';CE. 1-47; s. as a hei ...... 
relates-itKlf-to. or 1!I.'T~"TlON!lUTY. S9tf .• 6.5. lSSif .. 313-314: MODE OF BEING of tile I.. 
1». 1.57; O!l.'TOLOOIC.\1. COSS11Tt."Tlo....; of the s. u problematic. 152ft' .• 1.5-J: moden. 
ORIL'IIT.\TIOS to the s .• 73 (also ancients I. 1231£.; stress on the I. in modem pNJo.ophy. 
155; ·Philosophy must perhaps stan from the 'subjecc' and return to the 'subjecc' ill ita 
ultimate questions. and yet for aU that it may not pose its questions in I 0ne-lldedl, 
subjeccivistic: manner: 15S: s. as SUlJEC'ruM {hvpokeimenonl. 127. 148. 1.52. 155; 'fill. 
ORETlCAl. VERSt-'S PltAcnCAL 5 .• 142: TaL~D toward the s. in phi1osophy. 312. S. 0...: 
ego; penon: Kif 

subjeccive. 167tJ' .• 1741£ .. 216.237: time as s .• 237. 25S 
subjectivism. subjectivizing. 175. 218tJ'.· "the unveiling appropriation of the extant in ... 

beina-such is precisely not a subjeccivizina but JUSt the reverse. an Ippropriaq of'" 
uncowred detaminations CO the extant entity 15 it is in itself." 219: erroneous ~ 
izing of intentionality. 63. 90. 313 

subjeccivity. 124. 125ff .• 126. 127. 129. 131. 132. 167: problem of the s. of the ~ 167 
S. Dasein; ego; person: self 

subjecc-objecc relation. 1551'.. 1.59 
subjeccum. 126-127. 148. 1.52. ISS. 186. 187.272 
subreptio Ipperceptionis sul:1&tantiae. 14.5 
subsequent. 245 
subsist. subsistence. 28. 53. 221 
substance. 74. 130. 143. 147ff.. 1053. 300-301 
substantia. r,2 
wn. 240. 285 
supratemporal. 303. 306. 324 
surpass. 323. S" transcend 
surprise: condition of possibility or 5 .• 311 
Iymbol. ",mbolon. 185-186 
synthesis. 41. 45. 127. 182-183.209; existential s .• 41: I. as meanins of the "is," 183; 

predicative 5 .• 41. S. Greek expressions. sunthesis 
s)·nthetic. 19.5 

tac:iturn teHrve (Verschlossenheitl. 216 
talcing.together (= lunthesi,l.212 
~asks of scientific ontology. 191£. 
teleology: ontic:al t. of the universe of beings. 295 
Temporal. Temporality (German temporal. Temporalititl (The author's explanation of the 

meaning assigned to the German words "temporl'" and ··remporalitiit-. 228. malces dear 
that they were choKn as the uti nate equi\'llents of the usual German words for temporal 
and temporality. namely. zeidic:h and Zeitlichkeit. Since. according to his doc:trine. tem
porllity j, the horizon for the understanding ofbfing and the condition of possibility for 
all undentamlins of being and hence for solution of the mSle problem of philosophy. Ihe 
problem of the meaning of being in general. I special term is needed to refer to temporality 
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in this role as such a c:ondition of possibility. For this purpose th~ Latinat~ equivalent of 
the German was used. But in English we "rady employ the Latinate expression for 
normal reference to th~ temporal. What then can we do? We might cryan equivalent 
from the other claaical language. Greek. as for instance. chronal and chronality. This 
was experimented with and found not completely utisfactory. The sense of identity with 
the concept of the temporal is not strong enough. the idiom is a little too luange. and 
unwanted associations enter. like that of the chronometer. which measures clock-time 
rather than Temporalillit. and that of the chronic. as in chronic diseases and chronic 
habits. Another possibility is to find an English equivalent. like timelike. timely. timeillh. 
Howewr. beside being awkward. none of these gives the uue intended meaning. It was 
d«ided. therefore. to employ a special device. capitalization. for the purpose. This Rives 
us Temporal to correlate with German temporal and Temporality with Temporalitat. 
Capitalization introduces tYJ'OlllPhical difficulties with the beRinnings of printed sen
tences and in speakinll one has to add the expression "capital-t" to refer to the terms. 
Another experiment was earlier made with the forms c-temporaland c-temporality. where 
the letter, stands (or "condition of possibility: to remind us that here we are speaking 
of the temporal and temporality understood as condition of possibility. But this mode of 
expression is unnatural and awkward and experiments with readers were suffic:ient to 
establish their dislike for it. Consequently it was decided to accept the relatively minor 
infelicity of capitalization. where the capital letter functions as a ,ccoIlectiw indec, inform
ing the reader about the transcendental role of temporality when that is under consid
eration. Indeed. the capital I could be taken as representative of the notion of the 
transcendental and th~ term Tempora1ity may then be read as meaning temporality 
understood as transcendental horizon (or the understanding of being and condition of 
pososibility for all undentanding of being and hence for the lOiution of th~ bas.ic problem 
of ontolOll)'. namely. the problem ohhe mnning of being in general.). 17.228.274.302. 
305. 312. 313. 318. 322ff' .• 32411'.; T. l>U1N!D by the ontolopal problematic related to 
temporality: "It mans. temporality insofar as temporality itself is madf: into a theme as 
th~ condition of the possibility of th~ undentanding of being and of ontolOll)' as such. 
The term Temporality' is intended to indicate that temporality. in exist~ntial analytic. 
represents the horizon from which we understand being: 228; T. defined as temporality 
in its role as condition of possibility of the understandinll of being. both pre-ontological 
and ontologic:al. 274; c:oncept of T. to be defined. 292; Temporal interpretation of the 
IIEIIro OF BEINGS. 306; T. interpretation of the BEING OF THE EXTANT by means of praesens. 
317-318; CI!lIo"TltAL ROlE of T. in ontological inquiry. 327; "The fundamental subject of 
research in ontology i$ Temporalily." 17; content of its general OONCEYf, ",T/em
porality •• temporalily IDiIIt ''liard to tlr~ unit)' of IIr~ Itorizorldl "lremata btlonging to it," 
307; T. interpretation of H."l'mINESS. 305. 309; T. content of KA."IIT·S THf,.~IS. 316; T. 
I'kOlEGI'ION. 323; T. I'RoPOSmoNs. 323; T. SCIENCE lontologyl. 323; "[ TRUTH (veritas 
temperalisl. 323. backward SUMMARY of exposition ofT .. 312 

temporal. temporality Izeitlich. Zeidichkeit: c/. the prevlOU~ entry for the Germiln lemporal. 
·Im-peralitat. lran.~lated a~ Temporal. Temporality). 16. 20. 228-229. l29If. 236. 
1.73-n ... 278. 28611' .• .zc.Mff .• 298. 302-303. 30311' .• 30611' .• 309If .• 318« .• 32011'.; ... CTHEl\;· 
'lit: I .• 273; how BEiNG-IN-THE-\\'ORW IS founded on t .• 2'JtIff .• temporal CUMI'()RTMEN'nl' 

expecling and "then: retaining and -at tilt.o lime: enpr~entlng ilnd "now." 2S9fi'.; their 
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intrinsic intefCOlUlection. 260; the three compomnents express themselVe5 in three time
d.etenni.nations. 259ft'.; as th~ wha~ of expressed time. they mak~ i~ and its sa"UC:tUraI 
moments undentandable. 2651l'.; t. as long COSC£.\L!D. 322; t.'s basic COSS1TTVnON 
revealed by coming-toward. coming-hack-to. dwelling-with. 266-267; t. as conditiaQ of 
possibility of the CONSlTniTIOS OF niE OJ\SEIN's BEL-';C. 27 .. ; t. as COV£llED UP by the 
falling Duein. 271; ECSTAnC CHARACTER of ~., 267 -268,274; t. as ecstatic. outside itsdf. 
carried away lin three ways) to: th~ original outside-itself. the eksutikon. 267; to .. 

intrinsically !CSTAnC-HOIUZOS."t., make5 possible the Duein', constitution and the tim

ponlizing of common lime. 268; ecsutic-horizonal t. as condition of possibility of traD
scendence, 314-31.5; t. is the equally original ECSTlmC-HOIUZONAL UlIo'ITY o(fUtufe. put, 
and present. 267. 274, 287; t.'s essential structure is "the seIf-enclosed ecstatic-horizoaaI 

unity of (uture, past, and present in the sense explained.· 274; t.'s most central det. 
mination: its ecstatic-horizonal unity, ecsutic-horizonal constitution, 302; correspondcQ 

between ecstatic uni~y of t. and unity of the horizonal schemata of the three eatuea, 

302; what t., as ecstatic-horizonal unity of temporalizing, makes pos$ible: transc:mcleoce, 
intentionality, the being of th~ existential Duein. the Das~n's comportment toward. ••• 
the uncier1tanding of being. the unveiling of being. and the disclosing or uncoverinI of 
Mings, 318; t. as condition of possibility of the UEXEINA (the Damn's constiMiw 

transcendence) and of all understanding founded on it. 307; t. of dealings with EQUIPMINt 
303, as primarily enpresenting. 309; how the EXISTE.'ITIELL t,"NDEIlSTANOu-.'O is derar
mined by t .• 2861f.; t. of the undersunding of FUNCTIONALITY and functionaJ tatabty. 
291ft'.; t., as Temporality. th~ HORIZON of the ecslases. 312; HORIZONAL CHAItAC1'Dl of 
t .• 267: HORIZONAL SCHE.\t. .... T .. \ of ecstatic t .• 2~. 302; t. as condition of possibility of 
~"ENT1ON."Lm. 268; how t. is to be KNOWN. 327; t. as M .... NIF!S11NG mELl' in the 
Dasein in a ~r.·asively baic way. 307 -308; t. as the MEAJ.1NC OF THE DAs!lN's IEING, 

16; t. of !OOOSS~C OR F1!oODlSG IOmrming. 310-311; t. as root and ground for the ~ 

TIflC ... ll0:-: ofbeingsand of being. 321; is t. the ground of the Oh'TOLOOICA1. DIfFEItDIC!? 
286; how I. makes O~TOLOGY pOSSible. 228; ORICIXAL too. 290J; original concept of t .• 
256-257; t. as SEU-PROJECTlOS as such: condition of possibility of all projeetiDJ. 
307 -308: hOlllt. qua ecstatic is intrinsically SP!\ ..... X!D. STRETCHED. 269-270; STlU:C'ItII! 
of t .• 263; original t. as origin of 11ME as nOIll .. sequence, 268ft'.: t. as original lime, 241: 

·what confronts us in the unity of expecting. retaining. and enprewnting: 260. the unity 
of original. existential future. past, and present. 266; t. distinguished (rom the three TIM!
DETERMIX ... no~ which originat~ in t:. ~lf.expression. 266; t. and TMNSCE.'lDENCE. 

291; t. as transcendence is openne·u. 255; interrelations of t .. tran5Cendence. and the 
undenunding of being. 291-292; t. as condition of possibility for IDo'DERSTA.\;DL .. G. 286; 
why t. must be the condition of the possibility of the Dasein's u:-.;D!RST ..... "DI:-.:C OF BEL~. 

27 .. ; IIIh}' t. mU$t be the condition of possibility of the undentanding of being and hence 

of the projection of oong upon time. 280; t. U horizon for the understanding of heinl, 
228. 260. 292: t. as comcomitolnlly IDo'VElLED in all factual projection. 307 

temporalize (zeitigenl. 270. 302. 305. 307.309.315; how temporality temporaJizes co~~tON 
TIME. 269; the OlSnSCTION BETWEES BEISe AND 8EISGS (ontological dift'erence. q.tI.) "is 
lemporalizH in Iht Itmporalizin, of It"mporQIiIy.~ 319; E.,(lSTESC! lemporalius it$f:lf in 

understanding. 278; temporalizing of EXPECT .... SCE. 311; role of praesens in ttmporalizing 
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ddlings with the HANDY. 3(l1; temporalizing in commeroe with the handy. 312; effect of 
PltECW£NCl': OF ON! ECSTASIS OVER ANOTHER in t.:mporalizing, 307. nMPORAUTY TEM· 

POItAl.IZI!S 1TS!l.I' in the ever current unity of future. put. and present. 266 
t~.hu~.38.43 

"Thales: interprets being as il being, 319 
that. 123; that it is. 130 

th~tizinl of being. 21. 281 
then, 247. 2571' .• 2611' .• 2681'.; why the t. is temporal, 269; the t. derived from the ecstatic 

chilraCter of temporality. 269 
the-ology. theological. 19.19,79.82. 183.231; theologia rational is. 80; medieval t .. 128. 118; 

medieval mystical t., 90; Protestant t .• 90; traditional theological founding of ontology. 
118 

theory, 59, 63. 69; theoretical knowledge. 133 
there. 24.5 

there-being. 92 
theses. 1.5.24. 76.22.5. 1ST THESIS. KAN'r1AN: m NrGATtVI! CONTENT. being is not a real 

predicate. 1.5, 24. 271' .• 32. 72. 91. 92. 97. 101. 102. 313. 316; ITS P05rT1VE OOIn'l!NT. 

being equals position. existence (extantnesa) equals absolute position equals perception. 
and criticism of it. 39&' .• 431' .• 471' .• 49&'., 671' .• 77-78. 87, 112. 117. 179. 303. 313. 
316&'.; _ Kant. 2ND TIilSIS. AJusTOT!UAN-MWlEVAl: to the constitution of a being 
there belong asen.ce and existence. IS, 24. 74 ("to each bang there belong a what and 
a way-of-bMg-), 77ft'., 87. 88,99&' .• 111,117, 119&'. 3J.DTHlSIS, MODI!1lN: the basic ways 
of being are the being of nature (res extensa) and the being of mind (res oogitans): 105,24. 
75. 121. 1221' .• 123. 140. 4TH THI!SIS. LOGICAl: every being, reprdIess of its particular 
Wily of being. can be addressed and talked about by means of the "is,· the copula. 15. 24. 
67.7.5.176,1771' .• 223.314 

thing. thingness. thinghood ('The author employs two German words for thing: Ding and 
Sache. "Throughout. Sache is connected more frequendy than Ding with the realitas of 
the res by the use of the abstract noun "Sachheit." which means something like essence 
or essential content in the sense of the thingness of the thing and is frequently translated 
as inherent or intrinsic content when it takes the form of the term "Sachgehalt." However. 
the author also makes analogous use of such a (orm as Dingheit. thinghood. though not 
with the same idea in mind. While Ding and Sache have more or less subtle differences 
of application. tone. and figurative employment. the author often tends to use them 
interchangeably. sometimes even within the scope of il brief sentence. For e'QImple: -the 

actual thing fT:hng) arises out of phusis. the nature of the thing /Same}'- 107. Because 
of the close connection of the terms. their occurrences have not been separated out in 
thiS Lexicon. The prew~ of the German pagination in the heads will facilitate a quick 
ch«k with the originaL) 34-3.5. 37ft' .• 43. 46-47. 68. 75-76. 8.51f .. 91ff. 95. 971f. 
Jlll-lo.. 105. 106ff. 119-120.122.138.141-142.145. 1471f, 1.51. IS9ff. 161-162. 
1621f .• 168, 171ft' .• 174. 175. 196ft' .• 214, 219. 233. 2891f .• 293-294. 300. 316-317. 323: 
a thing's BEING as its Klf·~ermined presence. 317; thing-coNTI!.Vf. 94. 96 (u£ually 
OCCUrs as inherent content. intrinsic content); thing-CONTUllJRI! (Dingzusammenhang). 
163; CORPOIlEALANDMI!NTAl things. 148; thing-IN-ITSELF. 149; NI\n.'Ri\LCOMPORTMENT 
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coward thinp, 173. SIe orientation: O~'TOLoc;lC.\L at.\lli\CTER of Uur.p. li4; lhiDp_ 
not lenuineiy l1t.\'~E.'''1: 299: thinp IS Tllt:E. 189: thing of l:5E. lOB. 8ft Dina: Ita: 
Sathe 

thinking. thought. SO, 57, 62. 65, 83. 97. 126ft' .• 130-131. 1+4-14';. 163, 183, 185 
206-207,216.323; A.'OOE:o.'T thought. 101. 106. 115. Jet: ontology. ancient; philosophy: 
ancient: .UTlCL'l..\TEO thinking. the proposition. 188; CO'-18c\ATORY thinking. 180; think
ing IS FREE COMPOR'ThIE:o.'T of the Duein. 216-217; HISTORY of thought. 124; MODlIN 
thought, problems of. 127; M'a'THIC.\L. MAOIC.\L thinking. 121; PRISCJP.\L."' .... 'DSl."IIS1DL\RY 
thought in judgment (Loae). 199.202.204.218; TRADmOSAL Ihoulht. 112, 183.189. 

1ft ontology, traditional 
Thomas Aquinas. 12.20. 3Off .. 42. S8. 79-80. 83fT .. 87, 88fT .• 91ft'. 124, 181. 189.231: 

T. A. on the onrologic:al proof. 3OtT. 
Thomistic doc:uine and disciples, 79. 89ft'., 9Ur.. 93. 8ft Aegidius Romanus; Capreal .. , 

JOIIUIft 

thou, 278; the t., its meaninl and condition of possibility, 297 - 298. Set I-thou 
time, 20. 69, 71,145,181, 2M., 231-232, 232&' .• 237ft' .• 2568'., 2741('., 302&'., 305. 318&:: 

t. IS OrigiD of possibility. is Ibsoluldy earliest and ultimate ,round of the A PRloaJ. 325: 
t. IS A PRIORI OF THE WO, 145; is ARISTOTLE'S DEf1l1omON of timn rautolOB)'? 240-241; 
(or Aristotle and ordinary consciousness, I. is an infinite irreversible sequence of 110M. 
256, 260, 268, 2711f'.; t. is not A BEIlIo'G, 325; reading t. from the CI...OCK, 245. 2571:; 
usigniDl I. to the docie, 245; I. IS shown by a docie, 258; determination of time eo (Ill 
order to, (or) IS purpose of dock usage, 258-259; COMMON COl'CEPT of to, 228; COIIUIIOD 
concept of I. (inttatemporality), 324-325; I. in its common sense springs from ~ 
alit)', 228; COMMON llllo'DEItST.\I'DlNO of t., 2291f., 2571('., 260. 268ft'.; how t. is collltllldJ 
present in all COMPOR'ThW\'TS, 260; t. IS CO.'IIT.\INEll. 273 (stt embrace; hold-arouftd); to 

IS wh.t is (xX:IIo'TEO IN CO:-1I:ECTlOS WITH MOTlOS, 237ft'., 240; t. IS the counted that 
counts, 246; "Time itself can be measured only because .•. it is something cowued ucI. 
IS this counted thing. il can itself count again: (interpreution of Aristotle), 256c why 
original t. is COVEREDl.'P: the mode or being offalliDJ. 2711('.: expressed t. IS Dlt.TIt.IIZ. 
262: DETERMINATlO!o:S of t.: fonhwith, just now, once, all of I sudden, 236. earlier tad 
laler. 240; the three time-determinations IS determinations of expressed t.-now. theIl. 
at-the-ti~lre spoken from out of the unity of an enpresenting-expecting-reWninJ (or 
forgettingl. 261. 263 - 264, 2691f'., 306; DlREcnON of t., 260; ECST.\T1C OfIt.RACTP of t. 
defined in lerms of carrying a ... -ay, ecstasis. 267: ecslalic: character of original t. described. 
267; why ECSTATlCHORIZONAL TEMPORAUTY must be called lime in a primary sense: 
the t. that temporalizes itself and. as such, lemporalizes world-time. 271: t. as E.'-lBltAaNCi 
motion. 2S2, and being~, 252 (S~, container. embrace; hold-around); £s.5ElIo"llAL NATllltE 
of t., 233. 235, 255-256, 273ft'.: t. EXISTS only if the soul exists. 254; EXPR!.SSED t. AND 
EXPRESSION of I.: t. utters itself with the determinations of now. II-the-lime, then, 261; 
the Itructural moment~ of expressed time are significanc:e, dalability. spanneciness, .nd 
publicness, 2618'. and 261, 262, 263, 264 (order of their definilion); t. as inlrinsically 
spanned and stretched, 2M; exprftSC'd I., the now. at-the-time. and then. 265: publicnesS 
of expressed t., 2M; expressed I. derived from exislential temporalilY, ~ff., 271; ex
pressed t. as that (or which the Da!lein \lses itself. for the sake of which the Da.win is, 

270; I. IS right or wrong t., 261-262. 271 ($« significancel: I. is not an [',(TAST TliINO. 
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262; 1M if. -rh~ is time, time il given, it is extant/vorhandenJ. without our being able 
to say how and where it is." 264; how the common undenaanding of t. is led. through the 
l>asein's fALLING, to cover up original t. and intepret t. in terms of being-at-hand, 
extantness, 271-272; "time fOLLOWS motion: 243; ('.VIDING ONESELf' according to 
t., as original, primary comportment toward t. 2.58; HAVING t., 2.58; having no t. as 
privative mode of original having of t., 2.58; t. as HOLDAROVND, 252; t. as the transcen

dental HORIZON. the primary horizon oftran.scendental science (ontology), 323-324; t. 
as ontological horizon, 324; I)I;AlITHEI'.'11C t., 279; t. IN ORIlER TO, 259; MEMVRING of t., 
based on original comportment toward t., 2.58; "~ measure lime because we need and 
use time," 2fiO; we regulate our use of it by time measurement, 260-261; MODE Of B!lNG 
oft., 233&".; t. as something like MOTION, 234-l35; as sornethingconnected with motion. 
235, 237, 237&".; how t. is something connected with motion. 253; t. as MOTION Of THE 

UNIVERSE, 234; NAllJlL\L UNDERSTANDING of t., 230. 255: t. as sequence of NOWS. 256, 
268, 27111".: how the various features of t. a. now-sequence point back to fatures of 
original t., 273-274; t. is not a manifold of thrust-together nows, 248; t. as NUMBER. 
235; as number connected with motion, 23911".; implications of Aristotle's intelpretabon 
of t. as number. 24811".' t. as number in contrast with limit, 249-250; t. as meMurai 
(counting) and counted number, 250; ORIGINAL t. called temporality, 241; phenomenon 
of t. in more original sense. interc:onnected with concept of world and structure of the 
Dasein. 255; t. in a more original sense, as ·what confronts us in the unity of expecting, 
retaining, and enpretenting,- called temporality, 260; return to original t., 2561".; common 
I. points to original t. (temporality). 257; the phenomenon of original t., called temporality, 
as original unity of future. past, and present. 266; why call the original unity of future, 
pnt, and present by the name "time"? because the now, then, and at-the-time are nothing 
but temporality expressing itself, 268-269; the expression "original time" justified, 268, 
271; relation between t. in the common sense and original temporality: the former is the 
"index" of the laner. 269; t. as ORIGINAL SELP-PROJECTlON, 318: t. as 0lTI"E1tMOST HEAV

ENLY SPHERE, 234; t. as origin of POSSI!IUTY, 32.5: t. as PVIUC. publicness of expressed 
I .. 264; t. is not PUNCTt:AL, 264; RECKONING with t .• 2.58; t. al RIGHT OR WRONG t .• 
261-262,271 (significance); SIGNIFICANCE of expreued t.: t. as appropriate or inappro
priate, rilht or wrong, 261-262: t. and the SOUL. 256: SPi\NNWNI!SS of expressed t., 
263-261; STRl.'CTURAL MOMENTS of expressed time. 1ft expressed and expression (this 
tnt'yl; TAKING t., 2.58; TELLING the t., 240: t. and TEMPORAUTY; 22911". TltADmONAL 
concept of t., 23111".; "The n:static dadt'CICfer of time IIIdlers poai"~ the Dcauill~ •• , TItAN· 

SCENl>ENCE. and thus also the world," 302; how t., as TltANSmONARY. measures motion 
and rest, 252-253, 2.5.5-256. 263-261, 273; t. and UNDERSTANDING of the being of 
bemgs, 286. as making that underslanding pO!lSible. 294; t. is used inexplicitly in the 
understanding of heing, 303; "the function of time is to make possible the undentanding 
of being." 303; UNITY of I., 236; t. iulready UNVEILED for us before using the clock, 2.58; 
Ilme's essential unvedednns, 274; WHERE I' I.? 240; t. as WORLD-t., 26Z, 270. 274; natural 
time, nature-time, are inappropriate namell for world-time. 262 

lime, Ari!olotle's definition di:scus.'Ied: as CONNECTE» wrrn MOTION, 23711"., and as a Nl:MBEll 
THUll (X)l'ONEcrEI>, 239ft'. Qt..\Rl\(."TERlSTIC »EFINITIONS: "something counled which 
~hows ilwlf in 4nd far r~rd to the before and after in motion something counled 
In connection with motion a~ encountered in lhe horizon of earlier and later," 235; 
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-somet.lUng counted in connection with molion that is encow\tered in the horizon of the 
earlier and later (moc:ion e:lCOW1tered with rqard to the before and after). 237-238; 
-What is thus concomitantly counted in following a motion .... the nows-this is time: 
246; ~time is what is counted in connection with motion which is experienced Wlth respect 

to before and after,- 246; ·sornething counted in coDneCtion with mot:on so far as this 
motion is seen in the horizon of earlier and later.- 246-247; ~number as that which is 
counted in following the pLaces traversed by the moving thing. that is. so far as we fo\low 
in the motion the transition as such and in doing so say 'now: " 248; "the before and after 
insofar as they are counted: 255; Arinotle ~ddines the lime in which we encounter 
beings as a number that embraces (holds-around) beings; 237. EvALl:ATlON or AaJs. 
TOTLE'S OEFlllo1TlOS, 2.wtr., and extended analytical discussion of the question of the 
origin of time. in the common sense, (rom temporality: the proteron and hustcrOCl, 240 
(uc 247~ dimension of motion, 242; continuity and uolouthein. 242&'.; experience of 
moc:ion, 2 .... ; away-from-there and toward·here, 245; now. then. and at-the-time, 
245-246; the now and the nature of bl'l\e. 246ff.; time's numerical character. 248; the 
now as continuum, no( a piece. 249; the now as number counted and counting. 249-250; 
the now as time itself. as mensural number. 250-251; time as embracing beings and the 
meaning of intratemporality. 2.51-2.52; the relation of time to the sou.\ and the queni.on 
of time's objectivity, 253- 254; interconnection of the original phenomenon of time with 
the concept of the world and the structure of the Dasein, 2S-4-255; strategic c:harac:ta
of the concept of akolouthein, to follow, in regard to the connection of time with mocioD, 
255-256; transition to the concept of temporality. 256 

timeless. 236, 303. 306. 324. S« supratemporal 
tool. 169. 293 
totality. 291, 29.5; t. of stNCNre of being-in·the-world. 291; t. of functionality, and world, 

294 
tradition, traditional thought, 22, 23, 77, 78, 83, 112. 117. 118. 124.20.5.213.298, 327; 

destruction and appropriation of uaditional philosophical concepts, 22-23; t. of corICePl 
of actuality. 104; t. time-c:oncept. 230; t. views of time. 231. 234; t. on time. overlooked 
its stnJCtUral moments of significance and datability, 261fr. 

transcend. t~ndence. transcendent (U'anuendieren, Transzendenz, transzendent). 55, 
61-62.64,65.70, 162.218.219.25.5. 294fr .• 298ff., 306-307, 312, 313ff .• 323-324; 
BEISG, as first projected upon t .• 323; t. and BElSG·IN, 301-302; "Tltt l~arucmMn« of 
BEING·lN· THE· WORLD is founded i" its specific wilo/tntu 0" tht urigi'1a/ n:s(atic-horiztInal 
unity of tnnporalily.· 302; the COSCEAL).IElIo'T of t. as a faulty interpretation. and why 
necessary, 322: exposition of tne coscur of t .. 298fr .. acknowledged to be inadequate, 
298; the more original concept of t .• 323; t. as CONOmOJli OF POSSIBI UTI of comportment 
tOllliITd beings. 300; the D.\sEIS as the transcendent, 114, 162. 299, 301; t. makes EXIST· 
E."CE possible. 323; t. and Imn.'TIONhLITY. 63-64, 65. 175; "it is precisely intentionality 
and nothing else in which trarlSctrlGtnu consists: 63; "Intentionality pre-supposes the 
Dasein's specific: transcendence. but this transc~ndencl! cannot be explicated by means of 
the concept of intentionality as it has hitherto ~en u~ually conceived. - 175; inlentionality 
as condition of possibility of t.. 65; t. as condition of pouibility of intentionality, 31oJ; more 
radical 1l'o,,'UPRE"rATION of t .. 162; ME.'\."lNG of I. as existential ontological concept. 162; 
"Iraru.cendence means to uruinst<J"d orrntlf from a worlJ," 300; I. and the MOj\;.'\1'-'l. 301; 
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"tlw gmuint Oh'TOU Il;M :AI. SF.NSE of tTa~." 299; t. as ORI(;IN"I •• 300; interconnec
tion oft. and intentionality with TEMPORhI.rn'. 268, 291ff.: l. as rooted in temporality. in 
T emporaliry, 323: the TRA."ISGENU£IIIT: in the popular sense, 298, in theory of knowledge. 
298-299: in the genuine sense, "the transcendent is that which owrsttps as such and not 
thalloward which I step over," 299; t. a5 peculiar TMNSI't~rnON of the IOlhject. 174; t. 
and possibUity of UNI>EII.STANU[NG intraworldly being. 291-292: interrelations of t. with 
lemporaliry and understanding of being. 291-292. &t intentionality; transcendere 

transcendental. 27. 30, 317: I. WO, 129: t. I-THINK, 132: MEANINC:; OF THE TERM IN K.-\s-r. 
127 -128 ... apperception: t. saDlCE: 1M science of being as constituted by objectifi
cation of being in regard to transcendence. 323: philosophy as t. science. 17 

transcendental, (ens, unum. verum), 189-190 
transcendere: its meaning. 10 step over. pass over. SO Ihrough. surpasa, 298fl'. 
transition. 245. 247: EXPWDlCE of I .• 244ft'.: PHORA as I. from one pIKe (topoa) to another, 

cMl1Ie of pIKe, 242: -Retainil1l the prior and expectina the posterior. _ SEE 11IE 

TRANSm<»l AS SUCH: 245 
transposition, 161-162 
trueness. being.true (Wahrsein). 180, 188.202,204.205.217: t. as a specific: being (Sein), 

180 
truth (Wahrheit). 18-19.24.167.183. 188ft' .• 195ft' .• 199ft' .• 202, 205. 209. 213f1' .• 217-218, 

218f1'., 219-220. 277. 284. 28.5. 314, 320, 323: t. as ACIlJAUTY. 189; AJUSTaJ'LI! on 
t., 180.200. 2Of. 21311'.: ASSI!R11ONA.L t .• 18811'.,21311'.; t. of BEHOLDING. intuitive appre
hension, 118; t. and BEING, 2131 .• 217-218. 218ft'., 222ft'.; question of the mation of t. 
to being. 223: t. and Bl!JNGS. 214-215; ClOIlMCtion of t. with the copula. 180: t. and the 
DASI!IN. 320; t. as unveiling that belongs to the Duein', existence. 219ft'.: DUl!NSE OF 

AUTHOR'S THEOIlY of t., 22011'.; '"So far IS there is a truth about /1. being!. this truth 
understands p~ly that nothing in what it means depends on it for 00111 what it is.· 
221; why there cannot be ETERNAL truths. 22Otr.: EXISTENCE of t.: -there is unveilednas 
only so ftzr all there is an unveUing. 110 far as the Dasein exists. Truth and being-tTw as 
unveiledness and unveiling have tile Daei"~ modt 01 being." 217; ~here is truth-un
veilil1l and unveilednat-only when and as long as the Dasein exists: 219; I!Xln'I!NTlAL 

MOOEOF BI!ING oft .• 217-218, 218ft'., 222&'.; relation oft. to the EXTANT. 218; its relation 
to the being of the extant. 222-223; why t. can also be a decermination of INTRAWORLDLY 

THINGS. 219; jUOOME"'TAL t., 189. 200-201; cognitive t., t. of judtment. 201; -truth is 
neither prnent among things nor does it occur in a subject but lies-taken almost 
literally-in the !.UDDLE 'between' things and the Da!lein: 214; the true as constituted 
by OBJECTIVITY, 201; Pu.TO on t., 215: t. PRESUPPOSES US, _ do not need to presuppose 
It. 221; Hobbes' definition of t. as t. of the PROPOSmON, 188; t. of miNGS. 189fr.; -For 
the Greeks truth means: to take out of concealment, UNOOVERING. U"''VEILlNG: 215; t. 
and the l.1\'DI!RSTANI)[I"(i (intellect). 213-214; WHERE t. is and where it is not. 217-218 
(it lin in the middle. 214).Sft! disclose; uncover: unveil 

U rn!iChl&g, 2301 
Urn_It, 164 
unavailable, unavailability (whanden. Abhandenheitl. 304-305. 310; unavailability as a 

mode of the handy. 304. S« non-handy; un-handy 
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uncover. uncovering. uncoveredness (entd«ken. Entdec:kung. Entd«kthf:it). 48-49, SO, 
696' .• 73. 133. 163. 168-169. 171-173 (an unusual use). 174. 208. 213fl".. 216, 219, 
22O-221.1!11. 304. 314. 318: uncoveredness of 8EINC'aS. 671f .• 72; uncovering DI!l'INID: 
·We shall call the unveiling of an extant being-for nample. nature in the braIde.t 
sense--t.tnaJWri",," 21.5: uncoveredness and OISCLOS!DNESS. 72. 215; uncovering as ON! 
WAY OF UNV!IUNG. 21.51'. S. disclose; truth; unveil: and cf. p. 318 

undersllnd. undersllnding (ventehen. Ventand = faculty of understanding. Verstehea _ 
ad 0( understanding). 33.46. 57. 701' .• 72, 94. 105. Ill. 114. 147, 163. 165-166. 171, 
2<8. 214.216.218. 229f1' .• 236-237. 2(j()-26I. 270. 2841' .• 293-2M. 302-303. 309. 
315; u. as .... atIEVEMENT, Ventindnis, and as ACT, Verstehen. 275; u. the AcnJAL as 
actual. 285; BEING of the u .• 214; u. of 8EING-IN·ntE·WORLD. 294; u. I' a buic: deter
mination oI'beinl·in.the-world. 275fr.; how u. unveils possibilities ofbeinl·in-the-warIcI; 
being-with, being-toward, being-amOlll, 278; u. iii possible only on the basis 0I'~ 
the-world. 298; u. the BEING Of BEINGS, 116; only a BEING -mAT EXISTS, that is in the 
manner 01' being-in-the-world. understands that which is. beings. 208; u. 0( a beins • 
present. 306-307; u. of beings exllnt before and for production, 116; u. of U1NG-WI11I
OTHERS, implicit in functionality relations, 296; u. of being-with-others, etc., mntai ..... 
in self- and WOI'Id-undrntandiog. 296-297; COMMON meaning and u., 197; COllUnOft u. 
01' Indent basic oonc:epu. 119; ordinary, common u .• 166-167; common. philis1iDe u., 
220; common u. of time, 2311' .• 266. not entirely unaware 01' the various c:harac:ten ~ 
expressed time. as in Aristotle's view. 273; u. as condition of possibility for both capitift 
.nd practical OOMPORTMENT. 276; u. comportment toward things. 289; OONCI!PI' 01' U. 

caMot be defined adequately in tet'ms of cognitive comportment toward beinp. net,Iecs
iog practical.technical comportment. 275; the original existential concept 0( u .• "to .... 
dna"" OfIIMIf in til. Nina of _~ GUm mod p«Uliar aWlit)'-Co-H." 276, and coMocut. -rhe 
Ouein understands itself first by way 01' lintraworldlyJ beings: it is at first unveiled to 
itself in its inauthentic selfhood: 171; u. and basic CONmnmON Of THE DASEIN. 286; 
u./as ad. verstdlenJ an original detet'mination of the DASEIN'S EXISTENCE. 275; u. as. 
basic determination of exist~. 276. 278. 279, 286; how u. belongs 10 the DueiD'a 
eKistencc: sketch of concept of u. as constitutive 01' the Dasein's existenct. 2761'.; DIPI'II
ENe! between pre-conceptual u. and c:onc:eptual comprehension (Begreifen), 281-282; 
u. of EQUIPMENT as equipment, 292ft' .• 305; EVERYD .... y u. of beings, 176; u. as EXIST!N
nELL. 279; temporal interpretation of u. as existentiell, 2861'.: existentiell u .. authaWc 
or inauthentic. 294; "U nderStlncling is not a mode of cognition but the basic determinltiaD 
of EXI.S11NG: 278; u. of EXT .... NTNESS. 70-71. 119; u. of F\1N(."TlONALm. 293-294, 305: 
u. via functionality, 310; u. al primarily nrrtIRAL. 287; the Gl..o\NCE of understanding in 
the assertion of being, 317; u. of HANDINESS in temporal term.'I. 305: u. the handy as 
handy, 305; INAUTHENllC u., In u. in which the Casein un~rsland~ itself primarily via 
encountet'eci intraworldly beings rather than via its own most pec:uli;ar possibility. 279, 
290-291; NON·aoNCEPTl1Al u., 309; u. liS OIlo"TlCAL. 280; u. ORIEIIo'TED TO PRODUCTION, 
116; PRE-PHENOMENOLOGICAL u. 290; u. of PRESI!!>"t PAST. .... ND nrrtIRE in original. 
existential sense. 2661'.; u. peculiar to PRODUC11VE IIIo"l'ENTlONALm. 114; to undefstand 
means to PROJECT oneself upon a possibility. 277; essential core of u. as PROJECTION, 
eIIilltentiell s.elf-underslanding. 277; u. as projection. 279; u. and sELF-undet'scandint, 
27CJ: u. ofTRtmi. 2166 .• 284; u. as Ul\I\'ElUNG EXHIBITION OFSOM~ING Icf. apophansis), 
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determined by truth. 216; u. WOItW. THE INTltAWOltLDLV. EXISTENCE. ANOQO.I!XISTENT 

OAsEIN IN rrs BEING. 280; antecedent u. 01 world (significance) implicit in the DlMin', 
exis1enm. 296; u. of world is essentially se1f-underatanding. understanding 01 the Duein. 
296; u. of world. 297-298 

understanding 01 being (Sei~erslindnis; although this verbal form suggests achieved un
derstanding. both faculty and act of undentanding being are co-intended and each comes 
out with its own ~nt in dill'erent places). 10-11. 66. 67tr .• 708' .• 7411' .• 83. 105. 112ft'. 
113. 115. 179.205. D. 2106 .• 227tr .. 294. 302. 318; ANCIENT u .• via production. 286; 
u. moves in an ANTECl!DD."TLY ILLUMINATED HORIZON. 284; u. u expressed in ASS!llT10N. 

211. and u antecedent to assertion. 211-212; u. u present in OOMMERCE WITH THE 

HANDY, 312; u. u immanent in each OOMPORTMDrr. 122. 158; "to every intentional 
comportment bdonp an understanding of the being of the beint to which this com
portment relates: 158; if. 71. 175, D; u. involved in bath cognitive-theoretical and 
practical-technical comportment toward beings. 275; u. in ontical (existemiell) comport
ment, CGnditioned by tim~. 286; u. in productive comportment. 116-117; u. lies at the 
ground 01. belonp together with. comportment toward beings. 16.75. 327; undentuding 
of th~ OAsEJN AS A BEING venus u .• 280; discussion of u. relating to non·DlseinliM beings. 
291tr.; u. belongs to the Duein', exiswnce and gives the Duein ontological priority. 223; 
D1f'1"E1t!N111\11ON 01 u. u ontologiaal presupposition for the indil'erent "is" of assertion. 
211f.; u. always present in !XISTI!NI1ELL UNDERSTANDING. 279: u. in the horizon of 
I!XTANTNESS. 272; u. in the sense 01 extantnesl. 302: undentandins of I'UNCTlONAUTV. 

294; u. u INDIFFEltI!NT (ernbruing both th~ bema of the Duein and that ofthinp which 
are not of th~ nature of the Dasein). yet difermtiabl~. 175-176; th~ indif~, at first. 
of u .• 279: u. u at fint indift'erent, unanic\llated. 294; u. belonging to INnIIT1ON. 118: 
u. hu the MODE or BEING of th~ human Dasein. 16; undentandint ohhe being of 0THE.ll 

DASEJNS and that of things handy and extant. 279: how u. can be present in PDamON. 

315; author's aim is to give a fundamental c:lariJic:ation of th~ POSSIBILITY of the u. in 
g~neral. 281; u. must PltECED! the u.nooverm, of the correlative beings. 314: PltE-oN· 
TOLOGICAl. u., defined and elucidated. 281; the understandina which. as u .• PROJECfS 

being u such. 280; u. rooted in projection of an ~eina tel ouaiu. 284: intrinsically 
manifold STR~E of u .• 205; u. u based in TEMPOJW.ITY. 228: temporality uCGnditlon 
of possibility of u .• 16. 274. 302; th~ CGndition 01 pauibility 01 u. to be clarified via 
T~porality. 312; th~ t~mporaJity of u., 295; connection of u. with 'fItANSCI!l\:OENCE. 295: 

it is founded in transancImce. 300: problem of WHAT u. is, 274f .• and of what makes it 
poI$ibI~. 16 

u~npresenting: unity of u .• ~ng. and retaining. in missm, something, 310-311 
unexpectant. 311 
unfamiliarity. 3m. 8ft familiarity 
un.handy. 310. 8ft. non· handy 
unit)·. 127. 129 
unive .... I.84 
univ~rw. 5. 119. 148. 165. 296: tim~ a.. motion of th~ u .. 234; u. of l.eibnizian monads. 

300-301 
unOOtru&ive . .309 
untruth: u. within genuin~ philosophy. 322-3:23 
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Wloveil, unveiling, unveiJeclness (enthWlen, EnthUllen, Er.tbiiJItheit), 67,72, 165. 169. 171, 
174, 176, 190.205,208, 210. 21lif., 213&' .. 217-218. 2181'.,230.241, 253. 277,278, 
280,300,304, 3f1l. 309. 311. 314, 322; ASSEmON.o\L EXHIBmON as unveiling, 215, aDd 
irs variations correlative with the entity ISsened about. 215; unvei1eclness as determination 
of the BEISG Of' A BEI~G, 217-218; unveiledness of BElSGS in their being. as OI1tologic:al 
presupposition (or the "is" of assertion. 212; unveiledneu of beings IDd of being. 281; 
definition of unveiling as BEING-TltliE defended. 216; unveilinJ, COG.,mON, and scieJce., 
319-320; unveiling and unveUedness. grounded in the OASE[N'S T!l-\.. ... SCENDE.o,;a:; "they 
etist only so far as the Dasein itself exists; 222; the Dasein's self "unveiling in undeBtIJId. 
mg. 277; relation of unvei1ednas to the EXTM"T, 218; Il'."TDmOSAL STRl1CIUU of UQo 

veiling, 217-218; unveiledness of an entity PRESUPPOSES undentallding of the being of 
the entity, 314; unvededness of that upon which undemanding projects, 284; unveiledMsa 
of the SELF to itstif, 1591'.; mtE IS already unveiled. 2.58; unveiledness of time, 274. 
unveiledness of WHATNESS in assertion, 21811". See disclose; u.rtCOYer; truth 

Ursache (ause), 87-88 
Until (judgment). ISO 
use,68. 114,116,117.304.310 
utility, utilitarian, 68 
unerana. 210, 218; u. of ASSERTIO~, 2UII".; "in every l.Ittered assertion the beins-true of 

the assertion is itself co-intended." 213; u. which expresses EXHtBl'TlOS, 218 

validity. 119, 201. 202 
veiled over, 260 
verb (Zeicwort. time-word). 181 
verbal (phone, word), 184. 192,206; v. ARTlCL'LAnON, 2m; v. PRoPOSmoss. 1951'., 202f.; 

v. SEQUE."C!. 192. 205ff.; v. SOlIl\D, 206-207 
veritas. 188 
verkehrte Welt, die (Hegel's expression (or the world of philosophical thinking; if. his 

.Phmommofocy of Spirit, "Forte and the Understanding; :\ppearance and the Supersensible 
World"; the author cites this expression from II still earlier work). Su inverted world 

visual awarenes.s. 122 
viwity,10 

voluntas, 58 
vorfinden, 109 
vomanden, Vorhandenes. Vorhandenheit, Vorhandensein (extant, at hand, prnent at hand, 

that which is extant, etc., ettantness. etc .• being. extant, etc.). 39,43. 101, ICH, IOB-I09, 
139 

vorliegen (lie-before there), lOB 
vorstehen: v. and the meaning of Verstdten. undentanding, 276 

waiting-for. grounded in expecting. 289 
was, 287 
watch. Su clock 
way of being (Seinsweise. Weise·zu·sein; cf. mode of being). 18,23.24,28,70,74,78.85, 

154.216; w. of ACTION, 142; B. ... 'IlC wa)'$ ofl>eing. 225; the DI"SEl~'S w .• 28,167; w, of the 
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EGO. 142: w. of an END. intelligence. 146: way of EXISTING. 142: Wily ofbeinIEXTM.7. 
142: HANDINESS as w .• 304. S. thesn: 2nd thesis. 3rd thesis. 4th thesis 

_.120 
Weltanschauuns. S. world-view 
VVesen.37.85.86: VVesenhet.88:VVllenAChaU. 114 

what. whatnaa. what-content. whlt-c:haracter (\Vas-sein: if. ftlence. esaentia. quidditaa. 
Sac:hheit). 15. 18.24. 31. 38. 43. 53. 68. 74. 75. 78-79. 85-86. 88.91-92.97. 100. 
1068' .• 109. 119-120. 147. 186&"., 192. 198.202&" .• 212.218.265; whatness of equipment. 
293 

what-for. 164 
"VVhat is manr 8. 137 (as metaphysicll question) 

wherein: w. of letting-function. 293 
whereto. 113; w. of the removal: whither tI the I!CStalis: horizon. horizonaI schema. of the 

ecstasis. 302 
whether. 88 
whither. 306, D. S. whereto 
who.~. 120. 135 
whole, who&ene., 16S; w. of body. soul, and mind, 146: w. of the three penon-determina-

tions.147 
.nu,58,6S. 126, 133. 134. 138. 140 
window_ness: of the monads. 300-301 
wirldich. WU'ldiebket (actual. actuality), 87. 102 
within-the-worid. beins-within-the-worid (innerweldich. Inner_Wiebket; ,. GlUrftdtiw 

1"II_tion, intrawordly'. 165. 168-169. 171. 3f11 

with-which. 293 
VVolff. Christian. Frewrr von. 32. 34. 119 
word. words. 183. I9Off .. 192ft' .• 204. 20.5« .. 208«.: assenion as uttered seqIK.'1'ICe of worda. 

205ft'. 
work. 293; w. of culture. 169-170 

world (VVeit'. 6ff'., 58. 61. 115. 159. 162ft' .• 164ff' .• 167ff'., 170. 171. 173. 174. 175.219. 296ff. 
299. 300-301. 305. 322; w. as a determination of B£lNG-IN-11tE-w .• Ui6; relation of w. to 
beinl"in-the-world and understanding of its possibility. 294: CHlW'S w .• 171: OONCEPT 
of w .• 16S. 167. 294; ordinary pre-philosophical concept of the w .• 16S-166; common 
concept of the w .• 297; Greek concept of the w .• 110. liS; "Elucidation of the world
concept il one of the most central tails of philosophy." 164-16.5; concept of w. as whole 
of functional miltions. 262. Ind as whole of silniflc:ance. 295-296; provisional definition 
of concept of w .• 296 (if. 16S1F .• 261-262. 295-296); -rohe concept of world is not a 
determination of the intraworldly being as a beinl which is extant in itself. VVorld is il 

determination of the Dilsein's being. Thll is expressed from the outset when we !lily that 
the Dasein exists as beins-in-th_rcl. The world belongs to the Duein's existential 
constitution. VVorld is not extant but world exists. Only 10 10111 ill the Dasein is. is 
existent. is world given," 296: the w.'s most central determiniltion is the ECrrAnc
IfORIZONAL UNITY OFTEMPORAUTY. 302; E~'VIR()NING or surrounding w. (UmweJtl. 165. 
171.304: EXISTENC'.£ of W.: ·VVOl'ld exi5t1 only If Oasein exists," 297: "The MODE OF 

BEING of the world ill not the rxtantMSl of ob,ecl.': instnd. the world exists," 299; 
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PHESO~I~"O~ of the '<II .• 16.5. 167. 175.255.294; w. as SK:\llED. 297: "1'he world .. , is 
. alway~ aJrtaCy world which theonuharts with the others: 297; w.-TIME. 27-4: defined 

as dIe time with which '<lit reckon: it has the character of significa~. 262: as w .• time. 
exprtsSed timt has the character of'll, intrinsic to itself. 270-271; tht structural momenta 
ofw,-time are covered up. 271; w. as TIL .... ''SCESDt.'T. 299; \VH.\T the '<II. is: "tht world is 
not an extant entity, not naNre. but that which first makes possible the uncoverednaa 
of naNre: 262. Sa significance: functionality 

world-view (WdaoschauulIIl. 4fr .. 8fr .• 11-12.51.312.320 
writing and speech, 185 

you. 120 

uichen (sign, Husser!), 185 
ztitlich {temporal. as dift'erentiated (rom ~rman temporal - Temporal, q.v.), 236 
zuhanden. Set huKfy 
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